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Abstract. The TPM (Total productive maintenance) is presently one of the basic elements of the successful 
industrial enterprises. Many of them established the TPM system with a view to the growth of the production 
effectivity. But often it is not. The goal of the article is to inform about the present situation of the TPM system 
in Slovak enterprises, about the possible causes of this status and to suggest the proposals for improvement 
of  the TPM implementation which could be a part of the sustainable development in the industrial enterprises.  
 
Introduction 

Maintenance is a conducive factor to the production process which creates optimal conditions for its existence. It is necessary to pay 
attention to this activity in business units, it must be provided organized, based on links within maintenance process as well as links with 
other company departments or its surroundings. 

Presently, Total productive maintenance is a mass implemented solution of the maintenance organization in Slovak enterprises. This 
trend occures after foreign investors coming in Slovakia who brought with them not only new technologies but also new insights on various 
things. However, many times I met a question in the companies if TPM is not just another name for something what is here for a long time 
and it works. 
 
Total Productive Maintenance 

Many large failings occur only because employees often ignore the apparent trifles. In order to make maximum use of equipment,  it 
is necessary to know the ideal conditions for the operation of each machine component, as well as values that represent the peak 
performance of the machine. If these conditions are known it is a task for employees to maintain them. The device is more complex, the 
responsibility for compliance with these conditions is greater. 

Productive maintenance rule says that „the maintenance, as well as the main production areas, must maximally contribute to raising 
productivity and become a productive maintenance“. The word productivity is then necessarily given to the title of the most modern 
organizing and maintenance system under the name Total Productive Maintenance. [1]  

TPM is oriented on the involvement of all employees in the workplace in activities aimed at the downtime, accidents and rejects 
minimizing. It is about overcoming of the traditional division of „workers who work on the machine“ and „workers who can repair“. It is 
considered that even machine operator is able to detect abnormalities in the machine work and possible sources of equipment failures as 
the first.  

Maximum diagnostic and maintenance activities are therefore transferred from the traditional maintenance department directly to 
production workers – production departments. It usually starts with workplace order improvement, machines cleaning and checking their 
condition (loose screws, cables, covers, cleaning and lubrication of friction surfaces, etc.). Furthermore, operators learn „to understand 
their machines“ as an experienced car machine driver knows to establish proper diagnosis and perform appropriate repair in time. The 
operator also takes over this role, gradually learns to behave like to his „own“ equipment. In addition to maintenance workers and operators 
in the TPM system also involving other professions, such as the technical preparation of production. [2] 

It is a common phenomenon that the maintenance reliability is overlooked in favour of the production reliability and the ability to 
produce without breakdowns. Production reliability usually increases with backup equipments and focusing on problem symptoms without 
addressing the real causes. By focusing on reliability of machinery and equipments, we can further improve production reliability and 
reduce long-term costs associated with the production. Various methods and tools are needed for this step; indicators for maintenance 
reliability which have been successfully applied to increase the reliability of machinery and equipment.  
 

Calculation of Overall Equipment Effectiveness 
In this paper I focus on the proposal to change the OEE calculation only which is one of the basic TPM principles. 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is a function of losses due to failures (breaking down), the power losses due to reduced 

speed and set-up times and also low-quality of the manufactured products. [1] According to S. Nakajima it is primarily the elimination of 
these six basic types of big machine losses [2, 3]: 

 
1. Breakdowns (Down Time Loss), 
2. Setup and Adjustments (Down Time Loss) 
3. Small Stops (Speed Loss) 
4. Reduced Speed (Speed Loss) 
5. Startup Rejects (Quality Loss) 
6. Production Rejects (Quality Loss) 

 
 
 

 
T. Suzuki mentions as many as 16 major losses in production, which are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1  Sixteen Major Losses in Production [4] 

Category Loss 

Losses that impede equipment efficiency 

 
1. Failure losses - Breakdown loss 
2. Setup / adjustment losses 
3. Cutting blade loss 
4. Start up loss 
5. Minor stoppage / Idling loss 
6. Speed loss - operating at low speeds 
7. Defect / rework loss 
8. Scheduled downtime loss 

Losses that impede human work efficiency 

 
9. Management loss 
10. Operating motion loss 
11. Line organization loss 
12. Logistic loss 
13. Measurement and adjustment loss 

Losses that impede effective use of production resources 

 
14. Energy loss 
15. Die, jig and tool breakage loss 
16. Yield loss 

 
So, the calculation of the OEE is as follows [5]: 

 
QxPxAOEE   

where:  
A – Availability 

TimeProductionPlanned

TimeOperating
A   

 
P – Performance 

PiecesTotal

TimeOperating
TimeCycleIdeal

P   

Ideal Cycle Time is the minimum cycle time that the process can be expected to achieve in optimal circumstances. It is sometimes 
called Design Cycle Time, Theoretical Cycle Time or Nameplate Capacity. Since Run Rate is the reciprocal of Cycle 
Time, Performance can also be calculated as: 

RateRunIdeal

TimeOperating

PiecesTotal

P   

Performance is capped at 100%, to ensure that if an error is made in specifying the Ideal Cycle Time or Ideal Run Rate the effect on 
OEE will be limited. 

Q – Quality 

PiecesTotal

PiecesGood
Q   

 
The value of OEE ranges from 30 to 60% in our country. The world class OEE value is around 90%. 
 

Conclusions from Current State Analysis of TPM in Industrial Enterprises in Slovakia 
The first part of the current state analysis consisted of obtaining an objective view of the TPM implementation and application. After 

conducting a thorough analysis of technical papers at conferences, in professional journals and other publications, and after comparing the 
TPM implementation and application in several companies, I came to the conclusion that the implementation methodology and use of this 
system is largely identical in these enterprises. This is mainly due respect of the same steps in the TPM implementation in any enterprise, 
according to TPM methodology. 

In the second part of the current state analysis of TPM implementation and application in industrial enterprises in Slovakia was used 
a questionnaire survey, it was conducted in 8 enterprises predominantly in the automotive industry. 

Conclusions from the questionnaire survey can be summarized as follows: 
 28% of respondents are dissatisfied with the TPM system, 
 7% of respondents have never participated in the TPM training, 
 34% of respondents understood the principles, nature and reasons for the TPM implementation only partly, 
 28% of respondents said that filled forms are not evaluated at all, or they do not know about that, 
 42% of respondents do not carry out regularly maintenance activities according to plan, 
 more than a third of respondents said that their direct superiors do not check the equipment status after cleaning, 
 respondents are working under greater time pressure, which is associated with excessive bureaucracy, 
 some workers ignore TPM system, 
 greater motivation is lacking. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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Controlled interviews with the managers were the third part of the current state analysis. It was compiled 6 basic questions which were 
asked all respondents, but were used also subsidiary questions to complement during interviews. Based on responses to the questions, 
the following conclusions have been formulated: 

 Lack of senior management interest in the challenging problems solving in production and maintenance. 
 Irregularity in carrying out a routine maintenance activities by the operators. 
 Dysfunctional motivation of employees. 
 Poor communication between production and maintenance workers. 
 Too much administration at the expense of maintenance activities. 
 Slovak workers` view on the maintenance – it is still an opinion that the maintenance is in charge of servicemen, not 
operators. 

 
A vast majority of respondents considers TPM system as very good and beneficial for an enterprise. On the other hand, it is clear from 

the current state analysis that there are serious shortcomings by the TPM implementation and application. 
 

In a complex sense, these shortcomings were the basis for design solutions to enhance TPM implementation and application in 
industrial enterprises in Slovakia which I propose: 

 Lack of senior management interest in the TPM. 
 Inconsequence of the TPM activities execution. 
 Inconsequence of check of the TPM activities execution. 
 Dysfuctional staff motivation. 

 
The Proposal for Improvement of the TPM Implementation - OEE Calculation  

 
Based on data obtained from the production needed to calculate OEE, they are then daily evaluated for each production equipment. 

TPM coordinator of each workshop is responsible for OEE evaluation. OEE calculation of i-th equipment is as follows: 

QxPxAOEED
i   

where:  
OEEi

D – Overall Effectiveness of i-th Equipment in Particular Day. 
 

For monthly evaluation is then the following calculation: 

NOD

OEE
ΦOEE

NOD

1D

D
iM

i
   

where:  
ФOEEi

M – Average Overall Effectiveness of i-th Equipment in Particular Month. 
NOD – Number of Days when Equipment is In-Service. 
 

However, I propose to divide equipments into several categories so that OEE indicators could be comparable among themselves. 
Equipment categorization is shown in Table 2. Equipment Complexity Coefficient (ECC) is then assigned into each equipment category, its 
value shall be determined at the solving teams meetings. Individual equipments shall also be assigned into categories at these meetings. 
The calculation is then following: 

J
M
i

M
Ci ECCxΦOEEOEE   

where: 
OEECi

M – Overall Effectiveness of i-th Equipment with Regard to Equipment Complexity Coefficient in Particular Month. 
J – Symbol of the Category Which the Equipment Is Assigned to. 
 

Table 2  Criteria for Equipment Categorization [6] 

Symbol of the Category „J“ Category 
Auxiliary Criteria  

for Categorization 
ECCJ 

A Bottleneck Equipment 

- Technology Indispensability 

- Greater Complexity (8 and more Assembly Groups) 

- High Working Accuracy 

ECCA 

B Usual Equipment 

- Technologically  Substituable Machines 

- Machines with the Middle Complexity (4-8 Assembly Groups) 

- Mechanized Machines with the Lower Degree of Automation 

- Machines in Bigger Numbers 

ECCB 

C Auxiliary Equipment 

- Technologically Simple Machines (up to 3 Assembly Groups) 

- Machines Used only Occasionally 

- Machines for Auxiliary Operation 

ECCC 

 
 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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It thereby means that ECCA > ECCB > ECCC. It is obvious that these categories and criteria for equipment categorization may be 

altered according to any industrial enterprise. ECCJ value can be given in several ways, e. g. on the basis of rejects statistics;  according to 
duration of use; depending on the last overhaul date; by expert estimates; or other quantitative and qualitative methods.  

Thus, the resulting indicator – OEECi
M – expresses in percentage the effectiveness and productivity of i-th equipment in particular 

month. For further needs, it will be also counted the average ratio – Ф OEECn – for each production team, by formula: 

m

OEE
ΦOEE

m

1i

M
Ci

Cn
   

where: 
ФOEECn – Average Overall Effectiveness of All Equipments with Regard to Equipment Complexity Coefficient within n-th Production Team. 
m – Number of Equipments on Which the OEECi

M Is Monitored within n-th Production Team. 
 
The basis of the proposal is to define the sequence of steps in the evaluation of the TPM application, which is based on two obtained 

parameters: 
a) ФOEECn – based on the used OEE indicator. The average indicator OEECn expresses the efficiency and productivity of all devices 

in n-th production team. 
b) FTPMn – this percentage shows the monthly TPM functionality, what is the level of Total Productive Maintenance in n-th production 

team. It provides on the basis of the proportion of positive responses to the all questions of the form Monthly check of TPM 
functionability. The more questions are answered, the more objective is an indicator of TPM functionability. 

 
After obtaining these data follows the calculation of the summary indicator, which is marked as OETPMn and represents the Overall 

Effectiveness of TPM in n-th Production Team. Its calculation will achieve as a product of the two above-mentioned parameters, i. e.: 
 

TPMnCnTPMn FxΦOEEOE   

 
The calculation resulted in the expression, on how many % the production team meets the sub-indicators, which compose the 

calculation of OEE (Availability, Performance, Quality), in conjunction with the TPM activities realization, which are checked in terms of the 
monthly checking. 

 
Conclusion 
 

However, this is just a part of my research and proposals. If you want more information of it, please do not hesitate to email me or visit 
this link for further information: http://books.google.sk/books/about/TPM_In_Slovakia.html?id=5J4I0xvo61QC&redir_esc=y. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with biomimetics, which studies natural solutions to address technical problems. 
Attention is focused on the usage of biomimetics in architecture, especially on the usage of design of nacre as 
inspiration for roof design. For this reason, the structural requirements for a roof structure and some properties 
of the nacre shell are presented. Among the modern methods of architecture design, parametric modeling and 
optimal design method are used to design a nacre-like roof in order to fulfill the requirements of functionality, 
economy and ecology. At first, the strength analysis of a flat and wavy roof, calculated with the STAKx 
research program, is presented. The displacements, the total strain energy and volume of material are 
compared. An optimal design procedure, using the iGOx research program, is also performed. The design 
variables are related to the thickness and to the geometry of roof. The constraints are related to maximal 
displacement and maximal volume of the roof. Meanwhile, the objective function to be minimized is defined as 
the total strain energy. The obtained optimal design of the roof is a wavy, nacre-shell-like, design which has 
excellent properties like low mass, high load capacity, low strain energy and low cost. Some practical 
implementations of this optimal roof design are proposed.  
 
Introduction 

The word biomimetics is used to describe the substances, equipment, mechanisms and systems by which humans imitate natural 
systems and designs. Today, biomimetics finds applications in all areas, including architecture and building. Biological models may be 
emulated, copied, learnt or taken as starting points for new technologies. Through studies of biological models, new forms, patterns and 
building materials arise in architecture. Because of their properties, biomimetic materials often outperform conventional materials and 
constitute future challenges for architecture [1]. A lot of natural systems is studied and imitated in the field of architecture [1,2,3,4,5,6].  

Some spider spin webs, Fig. 1, resemble a tarpaulin covering thrown over a bush. The web is borne by stretched threads, attached to 
the edges of a bush [2,3,4]. The load-bearing system lets the spider spread its web wide, while still making no concessions as to its 
strength. This marvelous technique has been imitated by man in many structures to cover wide areas. Some of these include the Munich 
Olympic Stadium, Figure 3, the Sydney National Athletic Stadium, the Jeddah Airport’s Pilgrim Terminal, ZOOs in Munich and Canada, 
Denver Airport in Colorado, and the Schlumberger Cambridge Research Centre building in England. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Spiders spin web (left) and Olympic Stadium in Munich (right)  [2,3] 

 
All successful examples show that for imitation of the living beings, at first a really good observation is necessary. Furthermore, 

frequently some coincidence is necessary, like, for example, for the Velcro. The idea came to George de Maestral, someday, after 
returning from a hunting trip with his dog in the Alps [3]. He took a close look at the burrs (seeds) of burdock that kept sticking to his clothes 
and his dog's fur. He examined them under a microscope, and noted their hundreds of "hooks" that caught on anything with a loop, such as 
clothing, animal fur, or hair. He saw the possibility of binding two materials reversibly in a simple fashion, if he could figure out how to 
replicate the hooks and loops. In a similar way, one can admire the beautiful shapes of shells at the see coast. If one steps on a shell, it 
does not break under your weight. This was one of the reasons to start to investigate the possibility to design roofs of buildings like nacre 
shells: tinny and unbreakable. 

In this paper, at first some properties of nacre shell and some structural requirements for a roof structure are presented. Then, two 
modern methods of architecture design, the parametric modelling and optimal design method, are presented. This is followed by the 
strength analysis of a flat and a nacre-like roof, computed with the STAKx research program. The displacements, the total strain energy, 
and volume of material are compared. An optimal design procedure of 1000 m2 pavilion, using the iGOx research program, is also 
performed and the roof properties like mass, load capacity, strain energy, and cost are analysed. Finally, some practical implementations 
of this optimal roof design are proposed. 
 
Nacre shell design, roof requirements and optimization 

Many researchers have investigated the properties of a nacre shell [6,7,8]. They established that the tensile strength in the direction 
perpendicular to the layered structure can be explained by the presence of mineral bridges. These bridges, having a diameter of 
approximately 50 nm, have a tensile strength no longer determined by the critical crack size, but by the theoretical strength. Their number 
is such that the tensile strength of the tiles is optimized for the tile thickness of 0.5 m. A higher number of bridges would results in tensile 
fracture of the tiles with loss of the crack deflection mechanism. The elastic modulus of the shell material is about 100 GPa [6]. Mechanical 
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tests with loading applied perpendicular to the plane of the organic layers reveal a tensile strength lower than 10 MPa, whereas the 
compressive strength is approximately 190-550 MPa. All mechanical experiments and analyses of nacre indicate that mineral bridges 
effectively increase the stiffness, strength and toughness of the organic matrix layers, and demonstrate that the effect of the mineral 
bridges on the organic layers and wavy design of shell are of significant importance. 

Generally, it seems that regarding roof design we can learn a lot from the design of sea shells. This is because a sea shell exhibits all 
the main properties typically required for a roof structure. However, maybe the most important requirements, related to roof design, are [8]: 
(i) strength and resistance to external loads, (ii) economic (sparing) use of material, and (iii) aesthetic appearance. 

In this paper we concentrate mainly on roof strength, necessary to resist external loads, primarily induced by snow. For buildings 
being designed in cold regions, local building codes provide guidelines to determine loads attributed to snow accumulations. These 
guidelines necessarily apply to a range of generic situations that are fairly simple. Model testing and computer analyses, utilizing detailed 
meteorological histories, have now developed to the point where many variables that affect snow loading can be accounted for, even in 
complex situations, leading to more accurate loading predictions. The variables affecting snow loading include [9]: building shape; building 
orientation; building insulation; wind speed; wind direction; precipitation (both snow and rain); temperature (melting, re-freezing); cloud 
cover; and, solar exposure. 

According to Slovenian weather circumstances, especially wind and snow action, analysis has an instrumental role in the design and 
optimization of roof structures. For that purpose the dead and permanent loads, as well as snow and wind have to be considered for the 
roof strength analysis. The snow loads for Slovenian circumstances are in the range of about 3000 N/m2. 

Keeping this in mind it makes a good idea to include the sea shell design into the design process of a roof structure. Of course, this 
can be made either in a more or less heuristic manner, or one can go one step further and try to enrich this procedure by modern 
techniques such as computer supported structural analysis and mathematical optimization [10]. 

In architecture a lot of commercial programs can be used for parametric modelling and structural analysis, e.g., AutoCAD, Abaqus, 
Ansys, etc. However, these commercial programs are not easily integrated into an optimal design procedure. For this reason, in this work 
the structural analysis program STAKx has been used, which is easily combined with a gradient-based optimization program iGOx. Both of 
these research programs were developed at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Maribor. STAKx is actually a finite 
element program for static analysis of elastic structures. The speciality of this program is its strong orientation into the shape 
parameterization of structures and the possibility to compute the gradients of response quantities. The employed parameterization is 
based on the so-called design elements whose shape is determined by the positions of their control points. The program iGOx is actually 
a gradient-based optimizer which enables interactive optimization by making use of external response analysis programs like STAKx. 

 
The sea shell-like roof structure model  

In this paper it is assumed that we want to design sea shell-like roof structure to cover a fixed area of an, for example, exhibition 
pavilion. The program STAKx is used to define the geometrical model of the roof. The top view of the roof is shown in Figure 6, where the 
thick blue lines mark the supported edges of the structure. To describe the geometry, 3×11=33 control points are used. Some of the control 
points will be fixed, while the other the control points will be allowed can move in order to change the shape of the roof. By changing the 
positions of the movable points adequately, the roof may obtain a se shell-like form. 

 
Fig. 2 Top view of the roof and the control points 

 
The span of the roof is 60 m in the x direction and 30 m in the y direction. Its cover area is approximately 1000 m2. The roof is vertically 

supported along all edges, except along the front edge, defined by the control points 23-33. 
The roof is assumed to be loaded in the vertical direction. More precisely, the imposed snow load is 3000 N/m2. Additionally, the 

actual weight of the roof was also taken into account. Of course, weight depends on the roof volume and the material chosen. In our case 
the selected material is concrete. Its modulus of elasticity is 30·109 N/m2 and its density is taken as 3000 kg/m3. 

 
Optimal design of the roof  

In order to obtain a roof design that is really optimal with respect to specific criteria, it is necessary to enrich the parametric modelling 
by one of the optimal design methods. In order to use such a method one needs to formulate the problem of optimal design, i.e., to define 
the objective function and constraints as well as to select the design variables. 

The objective function is the quantity that has to be minimized during the optimization process. In our case this could be the strain 
energy of the roof. Strain energy, here denoted as Π, is the energy that is stored within an elastic body when it is deformed under the 
influence of external loads. From practical experience we know that good designs exhibit low strain energy when subjected to some given 
external loads. We can use this fact to formulate the problem in the following sense: find such values of the design variables that the strain 
energy of the roof under the prescribed loads will be minimal. 

On the other hand, we also know from practical experience that the strain energy of the structure can be reduced by keeping the 
design fixed and just adding material, i.e., in the case of a roof by making the roof thicker. Because it is not our intention to make the roof 
too thick, we have to impose a constraint on the volume of the used material. If the structural volume is denoted by V and its maximal 
allowed value equals Vmax, the constraint can be written as V ≤ Vmax. 

In addition to the volume constraint, we impose for practical reasons one further requirement: the vertical displacement ∆z of the most 
exposed point of the roof (CP: 28) should be less than the maximal allowed value Δzmax. This constraint can be written as ∆z ≤ Δzmax. 

In the case of our roof, the selected design variables bi,i=1…21 are related to the roof thickness d=1+ b1 and x, y or z coordinates of 
some of the 33 control points as follows: 

z2,4,6,8,10,24,26,28,30,32 = 0.1 + b2  z13,21 = 1 + 12·b7 y13,21 = 11 + b12 x13,21 = 16 + 0.4·b17 
z17 = 1 + 25·b3  y17 = 15 + b8 y13,21 = 10 + b13 x27,29 = 5 +  0.4·b18 
z16,18 = 15·b4 y16,18 = 14 +b9 x16,18 = 4 + 0.4·b14 x26,30 = 10 +  0.4·b19 
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z15,19 = 1 + 20·b5 y15,19 = 13 +b10 x15,19 = 8 +  0.4·b15 x25,31 = 15 + 0.4·b20 
z14,20 = 10·b6 y14,20 = 12 + b11 x14,20 = 12 +  0.4·b16 x24,32 = 20 + 0.4·b21 
    
In short, we have 21 design variables that influence the thickness and the shape of the roof. If we summarize the above discussion, 

the optimal design problem can be defined as follows: 
minimize the total strain energy:  min	Π 
subject to constraints: V - Vmax  ≤ 0    and    Δz - Δzmax  ≤ 0 
where, in our case, Vmax = 600 m3 and Δzmax = 0.2 m. The quantities Π, V, and ∆z depend on design variables. They have to be 

computed by using adequate software, in our case, by the finite element analysis program STAKx. 
The initial values of all design variables were zero: bi

ini = 0, i = 1 … 21. The corresponding initial thickness and design dependent 
coordinates of the control points (in meters) were: [1.00000, 0.10000, 1.00000, 0.00000, 1.00000,0.00000, 1.00000, 15.00000, 14.0000, 
13.0000, 12.0000, 11.0000, 10.00000, 4.0000, 8.0000, 12.0000, 16.0000, 5.00000, 10.00000, 15.00000, 20.0000]T. The displacements 
and distribution of strain energy of the initial roof design are presented in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Displacements and distribution of strain energy of initial roof 

 
Optimization, i.e., the solution process of the above optimal design problem, has been performed by the program iGOx, which can run the 
program STAKx in order to perform the response and sensitivity analysis of the structure. iGOx is an interactive gradient-based 
optimization program, which enables continuous monitoring and eventual adjustments during the optimization process, Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Interactive optimization program iGOx 

 
The optimization process converged nicely after 30 iterations. The final (optimal) values of design variables were as follows: 

bi
opt = [–0.55015, 0.04322, 0.99534, 0.78061, 0.64040, 1.00000, 1.00000, –1.00000, 0.568073, –0.05508, 0.51398, 

              1.00000, 1.00000, 0.43664, 0.40026, 0.69340, 0.23342, –0.97349, –0.24194, –0.00034, 1.00000)]T 
 
which corresponds the following optimal values of thickness and design dependent coordinates of the control points: 

[0.44985, 0.14322, 5.88349, 11.70908, 13.80794, 6.00000, 13.00000, 14.00000, 14.56807, 27.56807, 12.51398, 
 12.0000, 11.00000, 4.17466, 8.16010, 0.69340, 16.09337, 4.61060, 9.90322, 14.99986, 20.40000]T 

 
The obtained optimal design of the roof, which looks similar to the nacre design, is presented in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5 Optimal design of the roof 

 

The response of the optimal roof, i.e., the displacements and the distribution of the strain energy, are presented in Fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Displacements and distribution of strain energy of the optimal roof 

 

For comparison, the response and some other parameters of initial and optimal design are presented in Table 1. It is evident that by 
optimization, both, the strain energy and the volume of the roof, decreased. Furthermore, all constraints have been fulfilled by the 
optimization process. 
 

Table  1. Properties of initial and optimal roof design 
Parameters of response analysis and optimization Initial roof design Optimal roof design 

Π (Nm) 3 252 607 496 688 
Max. constraint violation 0.46774 < 0 
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z (m) 0.668 0.19 
V (m3) 871.47 531.12 

Mass (kg) 2 614 417 1 593 361 
 
The obtained optimal roof design is obviously similar to a sea-shell. On the basis of the properties of the optimal roof design, given in 
Table 1, it is evident that the roof, which imitates the sea shell design, exhibits low mass and better load carrying capabilities. 
Experimental verification of optimal roof design 
To verify the correctness of the strength analysis and optimal design procedure, models of initial and optimal roof, reduced by a factor of 
200, have been manufactured, Fig. 7. For this purpose rapid prototyping technology on the machine EOSINT P800 has been used. The 
used material is the composite PA 2200 on the basis of polyamide. Its elastic modulus is 1.7 GPa and its density is about 930 kg/m3. The 
surface load of 300 N/m2 has been used for the numerical simulation and for the experiment. For the experiment this load was 
approximated by a water-filled plastic bag, Fig. 8. 
 

 
Fig. 7 The manufactured reduced models of initial and optimal roof 

 

 
Fig. 8 Measurement of maximal displacements of the manufactured model 

 

The measurements and numerically determined displacement of the initial roof model is 7.0 mm and 6.0 mm, respectively. The 
measurements and numerically determined displacement of optimal roof model is 0.35 and 0.3 mm, respectively. The numerically and 
experimentally obtained displacements agree quite well. This is especially true, if one takes into account that the experimental loading is 
quite far from an ideal constant distributed load. Furthermore, for practical reasons the supports in the experiment could not be realized as 
prescribed in the numerical simulation. Taking only these two quite significant sources of error into account, one can say that the 
agreement is good enough in order to conclude that the numerical simulation was accurate within reasonable limits. 
 
Practical applicability 
The roof obtained by the optimization is in some sense similar to the nacre shell. The supporting in the vertical direction of this roof 
structure is supposed along all three short edges. Therefore, the face side of the roof can be open, offering free access, e.g., for visitors, 
logistics and so on. Obviously this nacre shell-like roof could be potentially used, e.g., for: exhibitions pavilion, commercial building, sport 
stadium, market building and so on. In the case of an exhibitions pavilion, Fig. 9, the front side can be glazed. This would offer various 
possibilities for light effects, which are very important to attract visitors and potential buyers. 

 
Fig. 9 Usage of nacre shell-like roof for car exhibition pavilion 

Conclusions 
This paper discusses how to enrich biomimetics by the use of modern methods of architecture in the field of roof design. On the basis of 
the results obtained in this work, the following conclusions can be made: (i) a sea shell surely represents an interesting draft of a roof 
design, (ii) some of the most important quantities, related to a free form roof design are strain energy, displacements, mass and volume of 
material, (ii) parametric modelling and optimal design can offer efficient techniques in architecture where statics and aesthetic aspects has 
to be taken into account, (iv) optimization of a free form roof design by minimizing the strain energy can yield a light weight but strong roof 
structure. 
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Abstract. The paper presents an optimization procedure of a fuel injection system of a bus diesel engine. 
Attention is focused on various results obtained by using two different types of fuel: diesel and biodiesel. The 
proposed design procedure is based on the assumption that the diesel engine performance, fuel consumption, 
and harmful emission are significantly influenced by the atomization of the fuel spray. The Sauter mean 
diameter is utilized as a measure of spray atomization and introduced into the objective function. The design 
problem is formulated as a multiobjective optimization problem, taking into account the ESC 13 mode test for 
commercial diesel engines. The design variables of the injection system are related to the shape of the cam 
profile, to the nozzle geometry, and to the control parameters which influence the injection quantity and timing. 
The geometrical properties of the cam profile and the injection parameters are kept within acceptable limits by 
the imposed constraints. The results of optimization using diesel and biodiesel are compared to each other to 
show the influence of fuel type on final design and performance of the system.  
 
Introduction 

In the last decade enormous efforts have been done in order to reduce harmful diesel engine emissions. One of the most important 
factors is precise control of the fuel injection process [1,2]. The injection system must satisfy the following requirements: (i) high pressure 
capability, (ii) injection pressure control, (iii) flexible timing control, and (iv) injection rate control. Another factor, influencing the emissions, 
is the use of alternative fuels. It has already been shown that alternative fuels offer an opportunity to reduce harmful emissions while 
keeping other engine characteristics within acceptable limits [1,3-5].  

High injection pressure generally contributes to decreased fuel droplet size and improved combustion, resulting in reduction of smoke 
emission. Low injection pressure, on the other hand, is required to reduce noise at idling and in the very low load range. In other words, 
optimum injection pressure must be determined in accordance with engine load and speed. Regarding the fuel consumption, it was found 
out that some improvement might be achieved by increasing the injection pressure. More precisely, the fuel should be injected with low 
pressure at the initial phase of injection and with high pressure in the later phases. According to above requirements, a fuel injection 
system should have a wide pressure controllability. 

Optimization of the injection timing is also important to control nitrogen oxidant (NOx) and particulate matter (PM) emission 
simultaneously. Flexible injection timing control, which considers both, engine speed and load, is required. Injection timing is directly 
related to the initially injected fuel quantity, which in turn influences harmful emissions [1,6]. NOx-PM trade offs are handled by variation of 
the injection timing and injection rate history. Besides of NOx and PM emission, the injection rate history also affects the fuel consumption.  

Once the above mentioned injection characteristics are optimally matched to each other, they typically result in a fuel spray with small 
droplet size (good atomization), long tip penetration and narrow spray angle. These spray characteristics play an important role to improve 
engine performance, to reduce fuel consumption and to reduce harmful emission. This is especially true for the fuel atomization [7]. For 
this reason, it seems to be a good idea to involve fuel spray atomization (Sauter mean diameter) into the optimization process of the fuel 
injection system. 

Optimization of a time dependent mechanical system may often be based on a solution process of a non-linear problem P of 
mathematical programming, written in the following form 

 
	 	 ,                  (1) 
, 		0,       	 	1, . . . ,                (2) 

	 	 , t, ,   |                (3) 
 
where   denotes the vector of design variables,   is the vector of response variables, and   are their time derivatives. The 
dependency of  on time t and  is given by the response equation (3). The scalar functions  and  are termed the objective and 
constraint functions, respectively. The objective function is related to the quality of the design , while the constraints (2) reflect 
mechanical, technological and other limitations. The symbol  denotes the number of design variables,  is the number of response 
variables and  is the number of constraints. 

In order to solve P, different methods have to be applied, depending mainly on the properties of the involved functions and the type of 
design variables. If the functions  and  are at least once differentiable with respect to  and if the components of  are continuous 
variables, P can usually be most efficiently solved by employing one of the gradient-based methods of mathematical programming. 

In the last decade, optimal design of diesel engines and diesel injection systems has been quite frequently addressed; as an 
example, a few of the recent papers are listed in the references [7]. However, in recent years the production and usage of alternative fuels 
also came into foreground. Because biodiesel may potentially be used on existing diesel engines, it might be quite interesting to see how 
the usage of biodiesel influences the optimal design of the injection system. The present paper addresses this topic by optimizing the 
injection system for diesel and biodiesel usage separately. The purpose of this optimization is to see what the needed design differences 
are, if diesel is replaced by biodiesel. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see if by the optimized injection and fuel spray characteristics 
the harmful emissions of biodiesel can be expected to be within the range of those of mineral diesel (or even lower). 

The outline of the paper is as follows. At first, the tested fuels and the injection system are described. This is followed by a description 
and experimental verification of the mathematical model for numerical simulation of fuel injection and spray characteristics. In the next 
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sections, the optimal design problem is formulated and the solution procedure is described briefly. Numerical implementation and results 
are presented in the last section. 
Tested fuels and injection system 

The tested fuels are neat diesel fuel D2, conforming to European standard EN 590 and neat biodiesel fuel B100, conforming to 
European standard EN 14214. Biodiesel, produced from rapeseed by Biogoriva in Slovenia, has kinematic viscosity @ 30 oC about 
5.51 mm2/s, surface tension @ 30 oC about 0.028 N/m, calorific value about 38.177 kJ/kg and cetane number more than 51. The tested 
biodiesel has water content less than 208 mg/kg [21].  

The tested injection system is a mechanically controlled fuel injection M system, Figure 1. Fuel injection pump type is Bosch PES 6A 
95D 410 LS 2524, the diameter and lift of pump plunger are 9.5 mm and 8 mm, respectively, the length and diameter of high pressure tube 
are 1024 mm and 1.8 mm, respectively. The one hole nozzle has a hole diameter of 0.68 mm and the maximal needle lift is 0.3 mm. The 
needle opening pressure is 175 bar and the pump injection timing is 17 oCA BTC. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of inline fuel injection system 

 
The computations of injection and engine characteristics were performed at the 13 characteristic mode steady-state regimes of the 

ESC test. The ESC test cycle (also known as OICA/ACEA cycle) for emission certification of diesel engines has been introduced together 
with the ETC (European Transient Cycle) and ELR (European Load Response) tests in Europe (Directive 1999/96/EC of December 13, 
1999). The importance of an individual mode is determined by the corresponding weighting factor [7]. According to the ESC test, the pump 
speeds to be tested in this paper are: 680 rpm, 850 rpm, 1000 rpm, and at the idle 275 rpm. 

To find the optimal design of the system for tested fuels D2 and B100, at first the mathematical model for numerical simulation has to 
be verified experimentally for both fuels. 

 
Mathematical model for numerical simulation of fuel injection and spray characteristics 

The fuel injection characteristics are investigated using our own mathematical model BKIN for numerical simulation of processes 
[1,7]. In BKIN the fuel transport is modeled as a 1D flow. The whole injection process is described by fifteen quantities: the fuelling; the 
pressures in the barrel chamber, delivery valve chamber, snubber valve chamber, and in the injector chamber; the lifts and velocities of the 
delivery valve, snubber valve, and of the needle; the vapor volumes in the delivery valve chamber, snubber valve chamber, HP tube, and 
injector chamber. These quantities are related to each other and to time by fifteen ordinary differential equations, containing an unknown 
parameter - the residual pressure. Since this quantity is not known in advance, iterations are needed to solve this system of differential 
equations. Because two different fuels are considered, the corresponding fuel properties have to be determined properly [7]. 

The different properties of D2 and B100 lead to different injection characteristics and consequently to different fuel spray. The spray 
penetration length is calculated by the Lustgarten equation [7]. Figure 2 shows the spray comparison for D2 and B100 at mode 3 of the 
ESC test. One can see that the biodiesel penetration length is somewhat larger than that of D2. Numerical simulation gives similar results. 
At mode 3, the numerically obtained spray tip penetration is 176.5 mm for D2 and 186.3 mm for B100 - the average fuel spray penetration 
of three experiments is 174.2 mm for D2 and 186.1 mm for B100. The experimental and numerical values are compared at the same time 
moment: 2 ms after fuel spray development. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Fuel spray development of D2 and B100 at mode 3 of ESC test (50 % load and 850 rpm) 
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Compared to D2, the sprays of B100 were narrower and longer at most tested operating regimes. Some of the most important 

reasons for that are worse atomization and higher injection pressure of B100. Worse atomization is a consequence of higher surface 
tension and viscosity of B100, which leads to higher mean droplet size (SMD). Higher injection pressure causes a higher injection rate, 
which obviously results in higher spray velocity and penetration. Higher injection pressure also annihilates the effect of increased friction 
between fuel and nozzle surface due to higher viscosity of B100.  

Commonly, the Sauter mean diameter  is taken to be a very important index of atomization. One of the many empirical formulas 
for the determination of 	 m  is the very well known Hiroyasu & Kadota formula [7] 

	 	2.39	 10 ∙ 	 . ∙  . ∙ 	 .               (4) 
where:  kg/m  is air density, m /stroke  is fuelling, Pa , Pa  are injection and ambient pressures. 

Generally, one can conclude that numerical simulation agrees quite well with the experiment [7]. Based on this observation, one may 
assume that the influence of different fuels on the injection and fuel spray characteristics (at various operating regimes) can be determined 
with reasonable accuracy using this mathematical model only. 

 
Formulation of the optimal design problem 

Let the objective be to determine such values of the design variables that the injection characteristics will be optimal in some sense. 
Let us further assume that the quality of injection is closely related to the average SMD – the SMD averaged over the time of injection. 

According to the above arrangement, the objective can be expressed as 
	 ∗ , ∗ , . . . , ∗                       (5) 

where: ∗  is the average SMD corresponding to the -th operating regime and  is the total number of operating regimes under 
consideration. In other words, the objective is to minimize the average SMD at all  operating regimes. 

The design variables , 	 	1, … ,  are related to geometrical and control parameters. The geometrical parameters are related to the 
cam profile, HP tube and nozzle. The cam profile is defined as a rational Bézier curve ∑ ∑⁄ , where   is the 
Bernstein blending polynomial of the order 1 ,  is the position vector of a control point,     is a positive weighting 
factor and  is the number of all control points [7]. The first control point is determined by the angle of zero pump plunger lift    
meanwhile the components of the intermediate control points can be defined in terms of the parameters mm , 2, … ,5  and 

mm , 3,4  [21,22]. The last two parameters are the high pressure tube length  and the nozzle hole diameter . 
The control parameters are related to the pump plunger pre lift  and to the geometrical duration of fuel delivery . The pump 

plunger pre lift influences the injection timing meanwhile the geometrical duration of delivery influences the injection duration, which affects 
also the fuelling. It should be noted that these two parameters are related to an individual operating regime. Thus, for  operating regimes 
2 ∙  of such parameters enter the set of design variables. 

In technical applications the design variables can typically not be varied completely unconstrained. In our case, for technological 
reasons the minimal positive value min	  and the maximal negative value min	  of the local radius of the cam profile 
should be constrained properly. In the above expressions | 0  and | 0  . The local radius  of the cam profile curve 

can be expressed by 
.

, where  is the cam basic radius,  is the tappet roller radius,  is the pump 

plunger lift, ⁄  is the relative pump plunger velocity, ⁄  is the relative pump plunger acceleration and  is the camshaft 
angle. The term “relative” is used to emphasize that the pump plunger lift  is differentiated with respect to the camshaft angle so that   
and 	are measured in (m/rad) and (m/rad2), respectively. 

To avoid torsion torque overloading and loosing contact between the cam and the follower, the minimal, min , and 
maximal, max , pump plunger acceleration has to be limited also. 

Additionally, proper constraints also have to be imposed on the injection timing  and injection duration  (both quantities are 
measured in degree of camshaft), on the fuelling  (mm3/stroke ), and on the maximal injection pressure . 

Finally, to prevent a technologically unacceptable design, constraints on lower and upper limits of the design variables have to be 
imposed as well. 

All of the above constraints can be written in a normalized form as 

1 , 0,												 , 1 0,												 1 0,											 1 0

1 0,												 1 0,											1 	 0,												 1, … , 	

	 1 0,												1 0,												 1 0,										 1, … ,

,

,
1 0,														 1, … ,

,														 1, … ,

             (6) 

where the right superscripts  and  denote the prescribed lower and upper limits. 
The objective function (5), the selection of the design variables, the constraints (6), and an appropriate response model (BKIN) define 

completely the design problem. Unfortunately, this problem does not have the standard form (1)-(3) since it is a multiobjective one. In order 
to solve it efficiently, we have to transform it into the standard form, i.e., into a form with one objective function. 

This transformation can be done in several different ways that typically yield different results; usually, these are the points belonging 
to the Pareto front. In any case, we have to replace the requirement to minimize  independent functions by minimization of a substitute 
scalar function. This can be done in a satisfactory manner only if the relative importance (weighting) factors of original objective functions 
are known. In general, these factors can not be determined easily; in fact, observation of the optimization progress and good intuition are 
needed to get a satisfactory result. Luckily, in our case the original objectives are related to individual operating regimes, which in turn are 
already weighted adequately by the ESC test weighting factors . Therefore, in this work we decided to take the ESC weights to be the 
factors of the original objective functions. Thus, by multiplying each ∗  by the corresponding  and summing up, one gets a substitute 
scalar objective function of the form 

	 	 ∑ ∗                   (7) 
It is expected that minimization of the above sum will yield a Pareto point, being satisfactory from the engineering point of view. 
 
Optimization procedure 
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The optimization problem was solved by employing the convex approximation method of mathematical programming [7].This method 
belongs to the family of gradient-based methods. Similarly as other methods, it  also solves a sequence of approximate subproblems  iP,     
i = 0,1,2,…. However, to obtain iP, the method employs a non-linear convex approximation technique with automatically adjustable 
conservativeness. The automatic adjustment is based on function gradient data, collected during previous optimization cycles. 

In each optimization cycle (iteration) this method requires only one evaluation of all involved functions and their design gradients. In 
this work, the functions have been evaluated by employing the described mathematical model, while the design derivatives have been 
obtained numerically by using finite differences. 
Numerical implementation and results 

The considered engine operating regimes are the ones given in the ESC test so that one has 13. The following geometrical and 
control parameters are selected to be the design variables [7]: (i) the parameters , 	 , , , , ,  related to the cam profile, (ii) 
the weighting factors , , ,  related to the rational Bezier curve representing the cam profile, (iii) the HP tube length , (iv) the 
nozzle hole diameter , (v) the control parameters , 	 , 1… , related to individual engine operating regimes. Since 13, we 
have a total of 39 design variables. The initial values of the design variables, their lower and upper limits are as follows: CAM
35; 20; 50 , 	 0.25; 0.001; 0.5 , 1.0; 0.1; 2.0 , 	 0.68; 0.5; 0.9 , 
1000; 500; 1500 , mm 1.87; 1.0; 5.0  and mm 0.5, 1.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5, 1, 0.5, 1.5, 0.5, 1.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5; 0.1; 3.0 , 1, … , . The 

following lower and upper limits of the constrained quantities have also been taken to be the same at all operating regimes: , 2mm, 
, 60mm, 100mm, 100mm. The limits of the maximal injection pressure , , fuelling , injection timing  , and 

injection duration  differ for individual operating regimes as described in [7].  
Two optimization cases were considered; neat diesel was used in the first case and neat biodiesel in the second case. Both cases 

have been solved successfully within 8 iterations. The average SMD values ∗ μm  for 1, … ,  at initial and optimal design for diesel 
and for biodiesel are presented in Figure 3. It can be seen that the improvement at higher pump speeds and higher loads is not significant. 
However, it must be pointed out, that at these regimes the constraints were not fulfilled at the initial design whereas at optimal design all of 
the imposed constraints are fulfilled. The weighted sums ∑ ∗,  are 29.55 m and 28.59 m at initial and optimal design for diesel and 
29.76 m and 29.11 m at initial and optimal design for biodiesel. 

 
Fig. 3  Average SMD at initial and optimal designs for D2 and B100 

 
As can be seen from Figure 6 the optimized designs offer atomization improvements practically at all engine operating regimes 

without increasing the maximal injection pressure beyond the prescribed limits. This result might offer a possibility to improve NOx-PM 
trade-off. 

 
Conclusions 
The paper discusses the optimal design of fuel injection M system of a bus engine MAN D 2566 when D2 and B100 fuels are used. The 
tested biodiesel (B100) was produced from rapeseed oil. On the basis of the presented results, the following conclusions can be made: (i) 
Optimization may lead to significant improvements of the injection process regardless of the fuel used. One must note, however, that the 
optimal design depends significantly on the fuel type. This is true for both, geometrical and control, design variables. (ii) Owing to quite 
different optimal designs, it seems that a diesel engine, equipped with the injection system under consideration, can not run very efficiently 
with both tested fuels. It has to be adjusted either to D2 or B100. (iii) From the numerical results it also follows that with both fuels 
satisfactory performance regarding harmful emissions may be obtained. The calculated numbers (fuelling during needle lifting and needle 
closing) might even indicate that in that view B100 might perform slightly better than D2. 
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Abstract. The paper presents a simple and effective approach to improve engine performance of a racing car 
with special requirements. Attention is focused on optimal design of the intake system, using a gradient-based 
approximation method of mathematical programming. Since optimization relies on accurate numerical analysis 
of engine processes, the sub-models and parameters needed in the analysis software are carefully determined 
by experiment. Subsequently, the influence of various design parameters of intake and exhaust systems on 
engine performance is investigated numerically. The most influencing parameters are utilized as design 
variables in the optimization process. In order to improve engine power at several engine speeds, two different 
forms of the optimal design problem are proposed, solved, and compared in order to identify the most 
appropriate one. The optimization procedure is implemented by employing the optimization software as a 
master (driver) program while the analysis software acts as the slave program. The results obtained confirm 
the usefulness of the presented approach.  
 
Introduction 

The optimal design procedure of a mechanical system is usually based on an iterative improvement of the system. It can usually be 
regarded as a solution process of a standard non-linear problem P of mathematical programming [1]. When considering mechanical 
systems, P may be often written in the following form 

	 	 ,                  (1) 
subject to constraints 

, 		0,       	 	1, . . . ,                (2) 
where  denotes the vector of design variables – the set of all parameters that can be varied independently in order to search for the best 
possible design of the system – and  denotes the response variables of the system. The response  typically depends on time  and ; 
this dependency is given by the response equation. The scalar functions  and  are termed the objective and constraint functions, 
respectively. The objective function is related to the quality of the design , while the constraints reflect mechanical, technological, and 
other limitations. 

To solve P different methods have to be applied, depending mainly on the properties and complexity of the involved functions and on 
the type of design variables. A gradient-based method starts from some initial design and then proceeds in an iterative fashion. In each 
iteration, the response and sensitivity analysis has to be done in the first step, while the optimization algorithm has to be called in the 
second step. This procedure might become somewhat tedious to implement, when considering real-word engineering optimization 
problems. In the easiest case, the source code of the analysis software is available, making it relatively straightforward to utilize a suitable 
optimizer [2-5]. The situation becomes more complicated, if commercial black-box software is used to analyze the system. This paper 
describes such a situation, where black-box analysis software, originally not intended to be used in an optimization process, was 
employed. 
 
Initial engine set-up and special requirements 

The tested engine is gasoline engine from the Honda 600 CBR motorcycle to power the car for the international Formula Student 
competition with special requirements. The basic requirement is a water-cooled, four-stroke piston engine with a maximal displacement of 
610 cm3. The fuel tank volume is limited, but the car must run the whole endurance test without refill. Consequently, the brake specific fuel 
consumption (BSFC) has to be as small as possible. Furthermore, the car is equipped with a muffler in the exhaust system to reduce the 
noise to an acceptable level (less than 110dBA), measured at the distance of 0.5 m from the end of the exhaust outlet. The engine with 
intake and exhaust systems must be placed inside the car frame. Furthermore, an important restriction is related to the power capability of 
the engine. For this reason, a single circular restrictor is required at the intake system between the throttle and the engine. All engine air 
flow must pass through this restrictor of a diameter of no more than 20 mm. 

Keeping this in mind, a modification of the intake and exhaust systems should be the most effective approach to get optimal engine 
performance. Consequently, the carburetor system was replaced with a multipoint injection system with a programmable open electronic 
control unit. Subsequently, the input and exhaust systems were redesigned completely, as shown in Figure 1. Using a CFD simulation 
software [8], this was done so that the distribution of fresh air among the engine’s cylinders was uniform and with minimal pressure losses 
along the pipes. All of the geometrical restrictions, related to the car frame, have been taken into account as well [8]. 

 
Fig. 1 Initial design of intake and exhaust systems 

 
The intake and exhaust systems were manufactured and tested on the laboratory engine test bed. Due to acceptable performance, 

this design was considered to be a good initial design for optimization. 
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Accurate and efficient numerical analysis is the key factor for successful optimization. For the steady state performance prediction of 
gasoline engines, there are several commercial packages that are widely accepted, rigorously tested, and verified in practical applications. 
This software typically employs a mathematical model based on the first law of thermodynamics, which can be for an internal combustion 
piston engine written as  

∙
∙ ∑ ∙                   (3) 

Basically, for the high pressure cycle this law states that the change of the internal energy in the cylinder 
∙

 is equal to the sum of 

piston work ∙ , the conversion of chemical energy to the thermal energy , heat transfer ∑ , and the enthalpy flow due 

to blow-by ∙ . The conversion of chemical energy to the thermal energy represents the heat release. In equation (3) the symbol 

 denotes the angle of the crankshaft rotation,  is the mass of the mixture in the cylinder,  is the specific inner energy,  is the 
pressure inside the cylinder,  is the cylinder volume,  is the fuel energy,  the heat loss on the liner,  and  is the enthalpy and 
mass of the mixture that escapes through the gap between the piston and the liner, respectively. 

Good agreement between experimentally and numerically obtained results indicates adequate selection of the sub-models, 
coefficients, and parameters in the simulation software AVL-BOOST. Since the computation time was also acceptable, this simulation 
model was considered to be a good foundation for the optimization process. 

The success of an optimization procedure may depend significantly on the choice of parameters that will be employed as design 
variables. The best way is to choose only the most significant ones since this reduces potential numerical difficulties. For that purpose, a 
parametric study was done, using numerical simulation. The aim was to see how the individual parameters influence engine power, engine 
noise, specific fuel consumption and emissions of NOx .Those quantities are either limited by the rules of the Formula Student competition, 
or they can positively influence the scoring, related to ecology. 

The investigated parameters of the intake system were related to the joints of the intake system, the length of secondary intake pipes 
as well as to the diameter and length of the primary intake pipes, Figure 2. The investigated parameters, related to the exhaust system, 
were the diameter of the primary exhaust pipes as well as the diameter and length of the secondary exhaust pipe, Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Initial design of intake and exhaust systems 

 
According to the results of parametric study [8], it seems that the most promising parameters are the diameter and length of the 

primary intake pipes. Only these two parameters have a decisive influence on all investigated engine performances. One can expect that 
by optimizing only these two parameters, the initial design of the intake system can be improved significantly. All other intake and exhaust 
parameters have a rather minor influence. Therefore, they were eliminated from the set of design variables. 

 
Optimal design problem 

The purpose of optimization is to maximize the effective engine power  at several engine speeds, which are of interest for the 
competition. This means that one has to deal with a multiobjective optimal design problem. This problem is here converted into its scalar 
substitute, whose solution will yield a single Pareto optimal point. Two types (cases A and B) of this conversion are considered: the 
simplest one (case A) where the engine powers are simply multiplied by appropriate weights and summed up to give a scalar objective 
function, and another one (case B) which is based on the introduction of an artificial design variable. 

According to the above discussion, the original vector objective function (to be minimized) is defined as 

, , , , , , … , ,                 (4) 
where: ,  is the effective power corresponding to the -th engine speed and  is the total number of engine speeds under consideration. 
The considered engine operating regimes are selected on the experience from previous competitions and with respect to the acceleration 
event, skid-pad event, autocross event, and endurance event. For these reasons, in this optimization procedure only the engine full load 
conditions at nine ( 9) engine speeds 7500,8000,8500,9000,9500,10000,10500,11000,11500 are considered. 

According to the parametric study, two design variables are introduced as follows: , , where  is the length and  the 
diameter of primary intake pipes, Figure 2. The initial values of these design variables as well as their lower and upper limits are as follows: 
	 mm 340; 300; 400  and 	 mm 37; 20; 60 . The initial values correspond to the manufactured initial intake system. 

While maximizing the engine power, some constraints related to the specific fuel consumption , , , 1, … ,  and to the 
engine noise , 1, … ,  at several engine speeds, have to be taken into account. These two types of constraints are related to 
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the competition rules. The permissible maximal effective specific fuel consumption is , 350	g/kWh and the permissible maximal 
value of engine noise is 110	dBA. 

Finally, the minimal intake runner length (together with plenum)  has to be prescribed because of the intake system installation 
into the car. From the geometrical requirements, the formula for  was derived as a function of  [8]. 

Thus, the whole optimization problem can be written as 
min

0
, , 0,					 1, … ,

0,					 1, … ,
,				 1,2

                (4) 

In order to convert this multiobjective optimization problem into a suitable scalar substitute, two approaches are used as already 
indicated above. 

By the first approach (case A) the new scalar objective function is obtained as a weighted sum  
∑ ,                  (5) 

where: the symbols , 1, … ,  denote the weighting factors 0.04, 0.06  and  0.16. 
These chosen values indicate approximately the relative importance of individual engine regimes. Note that by choosing only one set of 
these weights, only one Pareto optimal point will be obtained. A systematic search through the Pareto set is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

By the second approach (case B), an artificial design variable  is introduced and a new scalar objective function is defined as  
                  (6) 

This objective function is related to engine power by the introduction of new constraints 
, 0,					 1, … ,                 (7) 

which are added to the original constraints (4). The symbols , 1, … ,  denote suitable normalization factors, where 40, 
41 and 42. Note that by minimizing the new objective function, the engine effective power will be 

maximized simultaneously at all engine speeds. This is in contrast to case A, where theoretically only the power at one engine speed might 
be increased. As in case A, case B will also yield only one Pareto optimal point. 
 
Optimization procedure 

A gradient-based optimizer requires the response and sensitivity analysis to be done in each iteration. Theoretically, the sensitivity 
analysis can be done in several ways, but in the case of using a commercial black-box and response-analysis-only program one actually 
does not have much options left. In fact, one has to do the sensitivity analysis using numerical finite (preferably central) differences. At this 
point it might be worth to note that the sensitivity analysis by using finite differences can be implemented completely in the optimization 
program – a general program that is always the same, irrespective of the analysis program, actually employed. 

By employing a gradient-based optimizer, the solution procedure layout is well known and can be graphically represented as shown 
in Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3 Iterative solution procedure of problem P 

 
In our case the analysis part (the calculation of functions) has to be done by a black-box program, while the design improvement part 

will be done by the optimization algorithm based on adaptive convex approximation [6,7]. Of course, in order to run the whole procedure, 
one additionally needs some driving program that will execute the corresponding processes as needed [7,8], Figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4 The optimizer drives the whole procedure and improves the design 

 
In order to fit into the iterative optimization process, the simulator must accept two input files and output an adequate response file, 

Figure 5. The first input file is termed here the mechanical system data (MSD) file, which is the actual input file of the black-box program. 
The second input file is the current design variables (CDV) file, which contains current design variable values. This file is written by the 
optimizer in each iteration, just before the simulator is run.  

 

 
Fig. 5 The expected functionality of the simulator 

 
A commercial black-box program obviously does not exhibit the functionality shown in Figure 5. Thus, in order to circumvent this 

problem, an attractive solution is to code two (usually rather simple) ad-hoc wrapper programs and to define the simulator as a 
combination of three stand-alone programs: the input wrapper, the black-box program and the output wrapper, Figure 6. 
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Although the use of wrapper programs might appear to be somewhat tedious to implement, one should emphasize that the wrappers 
are usually really simple programs and can be coded very quickly. Especially, if the same black-box program is employed several times, 
virtually the same wrappers may be employed, containing perhaps only minor changes of the code. 

 
Fig. 6 Getting the expected simulator functionality by employing wrapper programs 

 
Results 

The optimization process was run as described in the previous section. The sensitivity analysis was performed using the central 
differences. Both cases were solved without problems and the number of iterations was 10 in case A and 17 in case B. The optimal values 
of design variables in case A are  310.2	mm and 40.6	mm, in case B the optimal values are  343.8	mm and 49.7	mm. 

Figure 7 shows the differences between the mean effective power , noise  and specific fuel consumption  at initial and optimal 
designs A and B. It can be seen that optimization actually increased the effective power. In both cases, all constraints were fulfilled, but the 
power is higher in case B almost in the whole speed range. 

 
Fig. 7 The effective brake power , noise  and specific fuel consumption  of the initial and optimal designs A and B of intake system 

 
Around 9000 rpm, the effective engine powers of all three designs are almost the same. However, at lower speeds and especially at 

speeds above 9500 rpm, the optimized designs give significantly better results. The maximal engine power of 43.7 KW is obtained with 
optimal design B at 10 500 rpm. This is about 15% higher than the power obtained with the initial design. Evidently, both optimal designs 
give higher noise values almost at all speeds. However, the noise level is still lower then the allowed limit value. In contrast to the noise, 
both optimal designs exhibit lower  at most engine speeds. 

  
Conclusions 

Gradient-based optimization algorithms may be somewhat tedious to implement because of the need to compute the design 
derivatives of the involved functions. And the situation becomes even trickier, if one employs a commercial black-box program in order to 
analyze the considered mechanical system. It seems that the proposed solution of using two stand-alone programs – the optimizer and the 
simulator – works quite well. The optimizer can be coded as a completely independent general-purpose program by agreeing on suitable 
data exchange protocols.  

A careful selection of design variables is very advisable and a study of influencing parameters is always recommended. In this paper, 
the parameters related to the joints and intake/exhaust pipes were investigated. Due to their influence on engine power, specific fuel 
consumption as well as noise and NOx emission, the diameter and length of primary intake pipes have been selected to enter the optimal 
design procedure. 

Since engine power at several speeds had to be optimized, the original optimal design problem was a multiobjective one. In order to 
transform it into a standard form two approaches were employed. Both gave good results, although the results of case B are slightly better. 
The effective engine power has been increased practically at the whole engine operating regime, while the specific fuel consumption and 
NOx emission have even been slightly reduced. 
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Abstract. Given the importance of titanium dioxide in areas such as automotive industry, environmental 
protection, health, and from its properties, synthesis methods have advantages and disadvantage used. For 
practical applications, from all socio-economic, nonmaterial’s with special properties different from 
macro-scale materials, we provide a broad, new problems to solve theoretical and applied technology related 
to design their synthesis processes because each application has some well-defined morphostructural 
features of nanoscale materials.This it is necessary to develop and acquire advanced knowledge by 
developing appropriate methods of synthesis, to facility control of their size. So you want to check the 
dimensional stability of nanoparticles, obtained by various methods of synthesis. These nonmaterial’s are 
produced at industrial scale, is important for the manufacturer to obtain nanoparticles of size approximately 
equal or close to the target. In this sense he must know exactly what factors most influence particle size. The 
paper checks the size of TiO2 nanoparticles obtained by fast hydrothermal method, by using a Box Behnken 
experimental plan, for which were taken into account four factors at three levels. In most RSM, the response 
function y is usually unknown and to build a fair approximation for y begins with a polynomial of rank 1 and is 
called function approximation model of order I. If there is some response curve on a surface, you should use a 
higher degree polynomial. Function approximation for the two variables is called second order model which 
appear quadratic terms (interactions between factors) and error term. In conclusion, if you want an accurate 
modeling of the system must take into account the interactions, but if you want only to obtain the target value 
for the size of nanoparticles when first-order model can be considered satisfactory. 

1. Introduction 

In practice, from all socio-economic areas, nano-materials with special different properties compared with macro-scale materials, 
gives us a broad perspective to solve new theoretical, technological and practical problems, related with designing processes of synthesis 
of them beacause each application presents a number of morfostructural proprieties well-defined of the material at nanometric scale. 
Thus, it requires the need for advanced development and acquisition of knowledge by developing appropriate methods of synthesis, to 
facilitate a strict control of their size. A special interest is granted to obtain generally nano-materials and titanium dioxide (TiO2) which was 
used intensive as photocatalysts for solar energy conversion into chemical energy and in environmental applications. 
 
2. Metods 
 

It is important to analyze a large number of influencing but should be a careful planning experiments (in order to reduce them) to take 
into account the economic aspect and the time for experimentation, to obtain experimental models that approximate as good as possible 
real systems, which are difficult to obtain when the degree of complexity is high, there are many influencing factors. 

The Response Surface Method (RSM) is a conglomerate of statistical-mathematical techniques for the construction of empirical 
models. By designing experiments it is desirable to optimize response (the output variable - the size of the TiO2 nano-particles doped with 
Ag), which is influenced by several independent variables (variables of input doping concentration, autoclaving time, autoclaving 
temperature, power oven), and the change of the input variables behavior lead to identify the changes in the response variable (output). 
For example, it is considered the function of response y from the relationship (1) by which it is desired to find out the level input variables 
x1 and x2 for which y is maximum and where ε represents the noise or error observed in it: 

 1 2y f x ,x                    (1) 

The area represented by f(x1, x2) is called the response surface. The answer may be graphically represent, either three-dimensional 
or two-dimensional (contour), for ease viewing response surface shape (Fig. 1). The contours represent constant curves response shown 
in the plan xi, xj, keeping other variables fixed. Each contour corresponds to a specific height of the response surface. 

In the majority of the applications RSM, the response function y is unknown and usually to build a correct approximation of y is begins 
with a polynomial rank 1 degree in a small area. If the answer can be defined by a linear function of independent variables, then the 
approximation function is called the order I model.  

If there is a certain curvature in the response surface, must use a polynomial of higher degree. Generally in RSM’s issue is used one 
of the two models separately or a mixture thereof. In any of the situations above it is necessary that the levels of each factor levels to be 
independent of other factors. It is also important that the plan of experiments used for data collection is correctly chosen so as to obtain 
effective results in the polynomials approximation. 

Plans of Box-Behnken experiments are a reasonable alternative to complete factorial plans (4 factors at 3 levels = 81 experiments) 
and plans for CCD experiences for those situations where it is desired a plan with 3 levels and which should be almost rotatable. Plans for 
CCD experiences with central dots on their faces also have the 3 levels and places the experience points at the corners of testing region. 
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Fig. 1 Tridimensional response surface and contour bidimensional 

 
This option is feasible if that region defines conditions process. But if it starts at a particular combination of the factors and it is desired 

to obtain better conditions, a more spherical arrangement of the experience points it is more efficient. The plans of the Box-Behnken 
experiments consist of experiments in which each pair of factors is diverse between the levels of minimum and maximum, while others 
experimental factors are maintained at middle -level. 
 
3. Applying RSM design for dimensional stability 
 

For this experience plan was chosen 4 factors at 3 levels (concentration doping (2 %, 3 %, 4 %), autoclaving time (15 min,30 min,45 
min), autoclaving temperature (150°C,.200°C, 250°C) and oven power (800W, 1000W, 1200W)) which is being run in 3 blocks at a total of 
27 experiments including 1 central point on the block. The plan is complete randomized; the number of grades of freedom for error is equal 
to 10. In the table 1 shows the results of the measurements factors and levels for the 27 experiments. It should be noted that for each 
condition of experimentation have been measured 5 nano-crystals. Target value for the nano-crystals size has been set to 5 nm with a 
tolerance of ± 0.2 nm. 
 

Table 1 Levels factor and experiments results for Box-Behnken experience plane 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Were analyzed primary estimates effects of factors, and the analysis of variance with the ANOVA method that divides the variability of 
nano-particles size into separate components for each effect, and figure 2 shows factors effects in decreasing order, with a vertical line it 
is determinate which effects are significant from a statistical point of view (standardised diagram Pareto). 
 

Exp. Bloc Dopant 
concentration 

Time 
Autoclaving 

Autoclaving 
temperature 

Power 
oven 

Size 

  % min grade C W nm 
1 1 2 15 200 1000 4,9 

2 1 4 15 200 1000 5,11 

3 1 2 45 200 1000 5,21 
- - - - - - - 

25 3 3 15 200 800 4,82 

26 3 4 30 150 1000 5,03 

27 3 3 15 200 1200 5,14 
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Figure 2 Standardized Pareto Diagram for factor effect 

In relationship (2) is shown the regression equation, according to the order II model associated to the Box-Behnken experiments plan, 
and in which variable values are specified in originals units of measurement: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Table 2 provide information on the nano-particles size generated on the basis of order II model associated to plan of experiments 

Box-Behnken namely measured values, the values predicted for them on the basis of the model, the values predicted for environments as 
well as their limits with a probability of 95% (signification of 5 %). 

 
Table 2 Estimation of nano-particles size on the basis of order II model associated to Box-Behnken plan of experiments 

No
 
  

Measured 
values 

Predicted 
values 

Predicted power 
limit average 
P=95%  

Predicted upper 
limit 
P=95% 

1 4.9 4,86181 4.71787 5.00574 
2 5.11 5,14347 4.99954 5.28741 
3 5.21 5.15847 5.01454 5.30241 
4 4.82 4.83847 4.69454 4.98241 
5 4.89 4.91014 4.76621 5.05407 
6 5.11 5.05014 4.90621 5.19407 
7 4.88 4.95222 4.83891 5.06553 
8 5.13 5.09347 4.94954 5.23741 
9 5.11 5.15181 5.00787 5.29574 
10 5.09 5.11014 4.96621 5.25407 
11 5.11 5.03847 4.89454 5.18241 
12 5.08 5.13347 4.98954 5.27741 
13 5.0 5.08347 4.93954 5.22741 
14 5.0 4.95222 4.83891 5.06553 
15 4.98 4.93847 4.79454 5.08241 
16 5.01 5.00181 4.85787 5.14574 
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17 4,89 4.87014 4.72621 5.01407 
18 5,0 5.03181 4.88787 5.17574 
19 5,01 5.05306 4.90912 5.19699 
20 4,99 5.04639 4.90246 5.19032 
21 5,05 5.04306 4.89912 5.18699 
22 4,82 4.90972 4.76579 5.05366 
23 4,96 4.93556 4.82225 5.04886 
24 5,19 5.13972 4.99579 5.28366 
25 4,82 4.83306 4.68912 4.97699 
26 5,03 4.99306 4.84912 5.13699 
27 5,14 5.05639 4.91246 5.20032 

 
For maintaining of the response (size nano-particles) to 5 nm, table 3 presents the optimized combination of factors levels. 

 
Table 3 The optimized combination of factors levels for Box-Behnken plan  

 
Factor Min Max Optimum Optimum value 
Dopant concewntration 2.0 4.0 2.49645  

5 Autoclaving time 15.0 45.0 31.1997 
Autoclaving temperature 150.0 250.0 212.969 
Oven power 800.0 1200.0 1121.84 

 
In figures 3 to 4 are shown the estimated surface response and the estimated contours response.  
It should be noted that the surface height of represents the values for the size of the TiO2 nano-particles doped with Ag on a space 

determined by 2 factors (doping concentration, autoclaving time), the rest of 2 factors (autoclaving temperature, power oven) being 
maintain to their medium values. 

 

Fig. 3 Estimated response surface (Dopant concentration – oven power) 

 

Fig. 4 Contours of estimated response surface ((Dopant concentration – oven power) 
 
4. Conclusion 
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Using a Box-Behnken plan experience (27 experiences), which represents a reasonable alternative to complete factorial plans (4 
factors at 3 levels = 81 experiments) and plans for CCD experiences for those situations where it is desired a plan with 3 levels and which 
should be almost rotatable, it may be observed that: 

- Equation of regression is of 2 degree (taking into account that was taken into account also interactions) and is obtained between the 
response variable and factors (relationship 2). 

- Order II model associated with the order of the experience plan explains 80,5926 % of Box-Behnken variability of nano-particles size 
(table 2) 

- If we don’t take into account interactions, then the model associated with Box-Behnken experiments plan is a order I model (linear 
relationship between the output and factors variability), and explains only 34,5670 % of the particles size variability 

In conclusion, if it is desired an exact modelling system it shall be taking into account also interactions, however, if it is desirable to 
obtain only target value for the nano-particles size then order I model may be considered satisfactory. 
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Abstract. One possibility to increase efficiency and competitiveness of nanomaterials, is introducing scientific 
design of experiments in the methods of synthesis of nanomaterials. To obtain experimental models to better 
approximate the actual technology systems must analyze a large number of factors, on the other hand, to 
reduce the overall volume of testing economic reasons. 

Given the importance of using titanium dioxide and industrial properties, is preferable to obtain 
nanoparticles of size approximately equal or similar to the target.So you want to check the dimensional stability 
of nanoparticles, obtained by various synthesis methods, the methods of design of experiments. 

The paper dimension verify stability of TiO2 nanoparticles obtained by hydrothermal method in the 
microwave field by applying a Taguchi experimental plan, for which they took into account seven factors at two 
levels. 

Compared with other antimicrobial agents, TiO2 attention through good stability offered, but also because it 
is environmentally friendly, safe, inexpensive, nontoxic, bioactive, etc. Catalytic nanoparticles have great 
potential, respectively redox active agents for purifying water and air. 

Thus, in recent years, nanoparticles of titanium dioxide (TiO2) proved to be a promising photocatalysts, 
serving both as oxidant and reductant for organic and inorganic pollutants in the presence of ultraviolet light. 

To determine the accuracy of prediction L8 Taguchi experiment to compare the performance obtained with 
the optimal conditions required solution, obtained by hydrothermal method in the microwave field. 
Experimental research conducted with plan L8 Taguchi experiments showed that the synthesis of TiO2 is 
strongly determined by three factors temperature autoclaving, high filling and microwave power. 

1. Introduction 

Special interest is granted to obtain nano-materials, and the titanium dioxide TiO2 is used intensively as photocatalyst for converting 
solar energy into chemical energy, mainly in applications for the protection of the environment. 

Compared with other anti-microbial agents, TiO2 has drawn attention due to his good stability, but also due to the fact that it is friendly 
to the environment, safe, inexpensive, nontoxic, bioactive etc. Nano-particles have a great catalytic potential and redox active agents for 
water and air purification. Thus, in the last few years, nano-particles of titanium dioxide (TiO2) have been shown to be a promising 
photocatalyst, serving both as oxidant as well as reduction for organic and inorganic pollutants in the presence ultraviolet light. Thus, in 
order that nano-particles to be able to have a high efficiency in practice, must possess a number of properties such as: high purity, uniform 
chemical composition, the size of the nano-particles to enroll into uniform, narrow and controllable distribution, the shape and the 
morphology of nano-particles to be identical. In practice it is quite difficult to be obtained nano-particles that meet all of these features. 
 
2. Using methods  
 

A new procedure for synthesis of nano-particles is the hydrothermal method with heating in the field of microwave, which is based on 
a series of new physical mechanisms which contribute to reducing the consumption of energy by removing the losses and a much lower 
synthesis time, as well as a more rigorously control of the thermal field from the synthetic environment by removing the causes of thermal 
inertia and the possibility for temperature control through the microwave generator [1, 3, 5]. 

The use of microwave involves a complex process, multidisciplinary from the point of view of equipment and properties of materials, 
many of them significantly depending on the working temperature. Technical and economic knowledge required, to know how, when, 
where, and where it is effective to use microwave in synthesis of material. Experimental modeling strategy provides information with 
respect to direction that research must follow to move toward optimal experimental model obtained through a minimum number of 
experiments. 

Most of the criteria for optimal designing of experiments are associated with the mathematical model of the process. Usually these 
mathematical models are composed of unknown structural polynomials so that appropriate experiments are designed for each particular 
case. The type of the chosen experiments has decisive influences on the accuracy of approximation and cost of the experiment [6]. 
Genichi Taguchi's approach to strategy, (Fig.1), is based on minimize the impact of harmful factors (factors - noise), acting on experimental 
check factors by finding the combinations of their values so that the process or product to comply with operational performance and also to 
be robust with respect to factors - noise [7].   
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Fig. 1 Genichi Taguchi's approach to strategy is based on minimize the impact of harmful factors - noise  

 
With respect to the design of products, Genichi Taguchi has a new approach (Fig. 2).  

 
 
 

Fig. 2 Genichi Taguchi's approach for the design products 
 

We believe that "Performance" is the "Output" of a system with one or more "Inputs", and when it is desirable to assess performance 
of a system, should be considered at the time both "desired outputs" (the ones that we want to achieve) and "unwanted outputs' (those that 
we want to avoid). At the first we refer as "Signals" and at the other as "Noises", by analogy with traditional use of the two concepts of the 
expression "Signal/Noise Ratio (S/N)” used in the electronic or optoelectronics communications. Unlike conventional approaches 
(traditional) which treat separately these two components, G. Taguchi uses to assess the quality of the product or process, a synthetic 
measure of performance with the same designation (signal/noise ratio) which takes into account simultaneously both media as well as 
dispersion. The plans of the trials consists in carrying out some experiments established before in order to determine with the minimum of 
testing and maximum precision, the possible influences of the different parameters in such a way as to optimize performance of a system. 
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Making a plan for split factorial experiments, Taguchi is based on the idea that some possible combinations of tried factors bring more 
effective information, succeeding such considerable reduction of the number of experiments made. 
 
3. Process-orientated research 
 

In order to achieve the check size stability of TiO2 nano-crystals doped with Ag within hydrothermal synthesis in the field of 
microwaves, was applied Taguchi method, in which the output variable is the quality feature of TiO2 nano-crystals of (nano-particles size), 
and, for the input variables are taken into consideration seven factors: doping concentration, autoclaving time, temperature autoclave, 
oven power, nutrient quantity, solution’s ph, filling degree, using Qualitek 4 (Automatic Design and analysis of Taguchi Experiments), the 
objective being optimal determination of the combination of the factors in such a way as to obtain a target value of 10 nm with a tolerance 
of ± 0.2 Nm for the nano-crystals size. It has chosen a standard Taguchi’s matrix L8 (7 factors at 2 levels each), shown in figure 3. 
Assigning factors as well as determining their levels has been carried out in accordance with table 1. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Matrix of experiments L8 

 
 

Table 1 Control factors and levels 
No.  Description of factor Level 1 Level 2 
1 Dopant (Ag) concentration  2 % 3% 
2 Autoclaving duration 15 min 30 min 
3 Autoclaving temperature 150 °C 200 °C 
4 Microwave owen power 800 W 1000 W 
5 Nutrient quantity 10 g 20 g 
6 Solution pH 2.5 2.8 
7 Autoclave filling degree 50 % 60 % 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 Experimental results and S/N ratios  

 
Experimental results of the dimension of the TiO2 nano-crystals doped with Ag obtained by the hydrothermal method in the field of 

microwaves are shown in figure 4. It should be noted that for each condition of experimentation have been measured 5 nano-particles. 
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Target value for the size nano-crystals has been set to 10 nm. The values obtained for the 8 experiments are: overall average 9,987 nm, 
standard deviation 0.132, S/N average 17,806 dB. 

Based on analysis of the medium effects of factors on the ratio S/N, optimal condition for checking the stability of the nano-particles 
size is given by factors positioning at the levels from table 2, respectively from the analysis factor interactions, optimal condition for 
checking the stability of the nano-particles size is given by factors positioning at the levels from table 2. It should be noted that depending 
on the type interaction, the period of autoclaving and solution ph are acceptable from this point of view on both levels. 

Table 2 Optimal condition based on analysis of the medium effects of factors, respectively factors interaction 
Analysis of the medium effects of factors and factors interaction 

Factors Level 
(medium effects) 

Level 
(interactions) 

Dopant (Ag) concentration  2 2 
Autoclaving duration 2 2(1) 
Autoclaving temperature 1 1 
Microwave owen power 2 2 
Nutrient quantity 2 2 
Solution PH 2 2(1) 
Autoclave filling degree 2 2 

 
To check the stability of nano-particles size, -was made the analysis of variance with ANOVA method and has been found that the 

factors "PH solution" and "Quantity nutrient" are not significant from a statistical point of view and can be eliminated from the model (can 
have either of the two levels). As a result of this analysis it was determined the order of importance factors as well as the percentage 
properly (Table 3). 

Table 3 Order of factors importance 
Order of  
importance 

Factors Percentage 
[%] 

1 Autoclave temperature 26.869 
2 Autoclave filling degree  24.368 
3 Microwave owen power 20.096 
4 Dopant (Ag) concentration  20.020 
5 Autoclaving duration 5.687 
6 Nutrient quantity 2.901 
7 Error/other 0.391 
                                                         TOTAL = 100% 

 
The table of optimal, presented in table 4 are shows the equation for optimal performance at optimal condition and any other 

conditions possible. The values calculated and shown in the table are those for optimal condition. Expected performance in the calculation 
shall be included only significant factors the optimal condition being determined on the basis of the quality feature selected for analysis. It 
is noted that levels of optimal factors are consistent with those presented in analysis of the medium impact and of the interactions factors 
listed above. 

The fact that the of the "autoclaving time" factor is at level 1 and not 2 (as obtained from analysis of medium impact) is favorable from 
the economic point of view. 

Table 4 The table of optimal 
Description of factor Level description Contribution 
Dopant (Ag) concentration  3 % 2 0.603 
Autoclaving duration 15 min 1 0.321 
Autoclave temperature 150 °C 1 0.699 
Microwave owen power 1000 W 2 0.604 
Nutrient quantity 20 g 2 0.229 
Autoclave filling degree 60 % 2 0.665 

 
4. Conclusion 
 

After simulating of 128 conditions of experimentation, using the linear generalized equation (1) was revealed the orthogonal matrix L8 
obtained from complete factorial experiment simulation, respectively the maximum and minimum condition. 

By comparing the values calculated from complete factorial experiment simulation and the values obtained by measurement, through 
implementation of the plan of the trials orthogonal Taguchi L8, optimum value resulting from complete factorial experiment simulation is: 
Yoptim1=10,00 and Yoptim2=10,02 and the error using an orthogonal matrix L8 instead of a complete factorial experiment is 0% and 0.02 %. 
Maximum relative error is approximately - 3.87 % and errors for experimental conditions number 78 and 80 (those who actually provides 
optimal combination of factors) are 0% and 0.02%, which allows to conclude that the equation of relationship (1), is the correctly analytical 
solution of a relationship between the characteristic performance (nano-particles size) and factors take into account. 

Assuming that the characteristic equation represents behavior of the system, the maximum value obtained from complete factorial 
experiment combinations, may be regarded as exact solution which it may be compared with the solution in the experiment based on 
orthogonal matrix L8. Also performance at optimum conditions can be compared with the exactly solution in order to be sure with the 
accuracy prediction of experiment L8. 

In conclusion this research experiments carried out with the plan of the trials Taguchi L8, have revealed that the process of synthesis 
of TiO2 is strongly determined by the three factors autoclaving temperature, degree filling and power oven. 
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Abstract. In this paper was presented one solution for realization of variable displacement internal combustion 
engine. One of the major disadvantages of today`s IC engine is in relation to constant volume displacement. 
Low efficiency during partial load operation can be avoided with changing piston stroke which will reducing 
current engine volume. This article presents basic shape of engine parts, also in this paper will be presented 
some important kinematic results and piston motion law. With this unconventional piston movement it is easy 
to provide variable compression ratio, variable displacement and combustion during constant volume. These 
advantages over standard piston mechanism are achieved through synthesis of the two pairs of non-circular 
gears. Presented mechanism is designed to obtain a specific motion law which provides better fuel 
consumption of IC engines. 
 
Introduction 

During it`s more than one hundred years long history, a reciprocating four stroke piston internal combustion engine has evolved in a 
very mature thermal machine which has excluded all the alternatives offered for motor vehicle's drive. The main goal of its further 
development is to harmonize the growing traffic with environmental and energy consumption. Nowadays, there are a very large number of 
internal combustion engines, which are applied to various fields of science and technology. In some areas IC engines are so dominant 
without concurrence of other types of engines. These facts suggest that today's internal combustion engines are at a high technical level. 
However, construction of conventional internal combustion engines that are now used is based on inefficient thermodynamic and 
mechanical concept. It can be said that the main characteristics of today's engine is a very small amount of work in relation to used fuel, in 
other words, today's engines have a very low coefficient of efficiency. Realistically speaking Otto engines today use about 25% of input 
energy, while Diesel construction about 30% (in some cases can be expected a little more). Approximately 35% in Otto engine and 30% of 
heat in the diesel engines goes through exhaust gases and around 33% goes for cooling the engine in both versions, other 7% is attributed 
to friction and radiation. For illustration can be taken into account combustion of one liter of fuel in the classical combustion engines. 
Combustion of this amount of fuel frees approximately 39 [MJ] of power, the engine output shaft is generated only around 13 [MJ], while 
the other 26 [MJ] mostly heat the environment. 

 
Methods for increasing efficiency at partial load 

Most popular methods for increasing efficiency at partial load are in relation to variable piston motion. Variable displacement and 
variable compression engines are gaining attention by scientist and automobile manufactures because of their fuel consumption economy 
advantage. One of the successfully constructed IC engine with variable compression ratio is certainly made by SAAB [1]. In conventional 
IC engines the load regulation is balanced by throttling the intake mixture. Schematic views of the most used methods for improvement of 
spark ignition engine efficiency are presented on Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig 1. Methods for increasing the efficiency at partial load [2] 
Variable displacement SI engine 
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Variable displacement concepts have been analyzed in many different scientific publications. Siewart [3] reported a fuel economy 
approaching 20% for variable stroke engines over fixed stroke engines. Also there is a several patents about mechanisms which provides 
variable stroke, one of them are patented  by Freudenstein and Maki [4]. Several authors [5-7] have proposed different complex 
mechanisms to achieve variable displacement engine. In the paper of Yamin and Dado [8] was investigated the effect of a variable stroke 
mechanism on the engine performance, the conclusion showed that the engine performance was improved with this novel design. Also 
Pouliot et al. [9], proposed, constructed and studied a five-cylinder, four-bar linkage engine and Filipi et al. [10] theoretically, investigated 
the effect of varying the stroke length on a homogeneous charge engine’s combustion, heat transfer and efficiency using gasoline as fuel. 
Wong et al. [11] presented and analyzed a four cylinder engine with Alvar cycle that utilizes secondary pistons and auxiliary chambers 

 

 
Fig. 2 CAD model of new variable displacement internal combustion engine  

 
In this paper will be only briefly presented basic shape and parts of unconventional variable displacement spark ignition engine 

concept. In the previous Fig. 2 was presented CAD model of this engine made by CATIA V5 R17. The main idea is to create engine 
concept that will be able to provide variable compression ratio at partial load and variable displacement for small power requirements.  

 
Fig. 3 Cross section of basic engine parts [12] 

 
 

In the following section will be presented basic parts and shape of a new IC engine concept. Variable piston motion IC engine is 
presented on the fig. 1. Basic parts of the VPM engine are: 1-engine block, 2-engine head, 3-toroidal piston, 4-intake manifold, 5-exhaust 
manifold, 6-intake camshaft, 7-intake valve, 8-exhaust valve, 9-exhaust camshaft, 8-valve spring, 9-housing, 10-valve cap, 11-crankcase 
and 12-flywheel. As can be seen from the described CAD illustration toroidal piston make a movement conditioned by the mechanism 
consisting of two pairs of non-circular gears. In this article will not be presented detailed description of this concept, since it is not the 
intention of the authors to propose a kinematic analysis of a new internal combustion engine design but only thermodynamic features and 
advantages over ordinary spark ignition engines.  
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Modelling 
 
The analysis of the potentials of aforementioned measures on fuel economy at part load engine conditions has been carried out by 

engine cycle mathematical simulation. For this purpose the Ricardo/WAVE program for engine working process simulation has been used 
[5].  Program code WAVE contains so called ”preprocessor" which enables the forming of engine calculating scheme, selection of model 
type for processes and sub processes, specification of all parameters and starting values and boundary conditions etc. The calculating 
scheme of the engine is formed graphically using offered standard elements such as: cylinders, receivers, pipes, pipe conjunctions, 
cleaners, injectors etc. For all elements must be specified their geometrical and other characteristics according to real engine conditions, 
and they are assembled to so called ”engine calculation scheme".With Table 1 are presented most important engine specification which 

are used in simulation. 
  Table  1. Main engine data 

type oto 
stroke četvorotaktni 

number of cylinders 2 
number of valves per one cilinder 4 

bore 120 [mm] 
stroke 30-177 [mm] 

intake valve diametar 44 [mm] 
exhaust valve diametar 40 [mm] 

valve stroke 15 [mm] 
EVDUR 235 [°] 
IVDUR 230 [deg] 
EVMP 253.3-245[deg] 
IVMP 479.3-471 [deg] 

compression ratio 8-16 

a) b)  
Fig. 4 Comparison of power regulation in ordinary (a) and unconventional (b) internal combustion engine  

 
Results of one dimensional simulation of engine model can be performed in several ways. Focus of the research in this paper is to present 
engine torque curves for several different S/D ratios. Ratio of piston stroke (S) and bore (D) is very important parameter, this engine 
concept is able to change this value in order to make constant power with higher efficiency for wide range of engine speed. Such engine 
torque curves are presented in Fig. 5.  From the same figure it is clear that with variable displacement there is a large area when IC engine 

have constant power, i.e. torque hyperbole. 
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Fig. 5 Engine torque in relation to S/D ratio  
With variable displacement engine power curves are different than in conventional engine as is described in Fig.4. Besides higher 
efficiency which is well known advantages of variable displacement, variable S/D ratio offers the possibility that engine have much larger 
area of constant power operating points.  
 
Conclusion 

In this article was briefly presented basic shape of unconventional spark ignition internal combustion engine with variable 
displacement. Main aim is to achieve power control without throttle body. Generally speaking, throttling in SI engine have significant effect 
on efficiency, in other words have negative impact on pumping work and effective compression ratio. These changes in pressure-volume 
diagrams are shown in the following Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6 Impact of conventional power regulation of IC engine on pumping work  

 
With this paper novel four stroke cycle for IC engines was analyzed. Main goal of this unconventional cycle is to increase engine’s 
efficiency. The essential challenges in developing this procedure are the control of the start of combustion, and proper selection of intake 
and exhaust valves open duration and also intake and exhaust valves open angle. Improvement in efficiency is achieved through 
unconventional kinematics of piston movement, as a result of more favorable heat input and lower pumping work. 

Variable displacement, which is in this concept achieved through variable S/D ratio, opens the way to much easier and better power 
regulation in IC engine. As can be seen from Fig. 5 such unconventional engine will have hyperbolic curves of engine torque which means 
that engine will have constant power in a wide range of operating speed. That basically means that motor vehicle whit such propulsion 
system can be made without classic transmission system. 
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Abstract. The reliability of electronic circuits, system and devices is one component of their quality. An 
electronic device has three phases of existence. First phase – the development is very important for reliability 
growth. In this phase constructor implements three basic components of reliability - reliability, longevity and 
maintainability in the electronic device. The reliability growth model (RGM) is a very specific tool used during 
the development phase of electronic devices and software products. New unconventional reliability growth 
models are based on the homogeneity testing of different Poisson process characteristics. This enables to find 
the time frame for finishing the technological constructing operations for further reliability growth in the next 
design of an electronic object. The goal is to find boundary time tb using statistical methods, from which the 
Poisson process is homogenous (stationary). 
In this paper we review new unconventional reliability growth models – RGM algorithm based on Poisson 
process homogeneity testing of mean value m(t), RGM algorithm based on Poisson process homogeneity 
testing of dispersion D(t). We introduce experimental results those obtained by applying these two reliability 
growth models. 
 
Introduction 

Reliability of electronic circuits, systems and devices is one component of quality. An electronic device has three phases of existence. 
They are development phase, production phase and working phase. The development phase is very important for reliability growth. In this 
phase the constructor implements three components of reliability – reliability, longevity and maintainability in the electronic device  
 
Reliability Growth Model 

It is not very simple to present precise (specific) definition of the reliability growth model. The reliability growth model is the   
instruction for constructor. The constructor must do construction changes, corrective interventions in the development phase of the 
electronic device. All changes and interventions have one goal. It is reliability increase of the developed electronic device. 

 
Definition of Reliability Growth Model 
Let X(n) be one-parametric discrete  stochastic process of reliability increase of the electronic device, where n is for example time, 

number of failures in time interval, number of experiments,…. Let this stochastic process be asymptotically stationary and ergodic on 
parameters mi. Let s1, s2, … ,sk be assessment statistic dependent on process X(n)  for parameters m1, m2, … , mk, of function f(m1, 
m2,…mk; X).Then the function f(m1, m2, ….,mk;X) is the reliability growth model [1, 2].  

 
  Poisson Process 
  Poisson process is a process representing “full-stochastic occurrence” on event (for example failure creation of a device) in time. This 

model is a process with continuous time t and discrete values of stochastic process. It is a model with independent step increases [3]. 
  We consider occurrence of events in time interval ).,0( t  For t> 0 let X(t) be the number of events, which had results in interval 

(0, t), open in zero and closed in time moment t. Let N(t) and N(t+h) – N(t), for arbitrary continuous h > 0, be integer positive values, 
meaning 0, 1, 2, 3,….. 

 
  Axiomatic definition of Poisson process is [3, 4] : 
 Axiom 1 : X(t) = 0. 
 Axiom 2 : Process {X(t), 0t } has independent increases. 
 Axiom 3: For arbitrary t 0 <P{X(t) > 0} < 1. 
 Axiom 4 : For arbitrary 0t  

                   
     0

1

2
lim 




 tXhtXP

tXhtXP
h

. 

This axiom says, that in a very small interval it is only possible that one event occurs, that means, that it is not possible that two events 
occur in the same time. 

 
 Axiom 5 : Enumerable process X(t) has stationary increases. It means, that for two time moments 0 st  stochastic variables 

X(t) – X(s) and X(t+h)-X(s+h) equel distribution function. 
 

Process   0, ttX , which meets these five axioms is homogenous Poisson process. 

If axiom 4 is not met, than it is generalized Poisson process. If axiom 5 is not met, than it is non-homogenous Poisson process. This is a 
Poisson process with non-stationary increases. 
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Poisson process homogeneity testing 

 The principle of reliability growth models, which is based on Poisson process homogeneity testing, is in fact that system is 
no-stationary or stationary. It means, if there are many early failures, also high intensity inherent failures in the system, the constructor 
must do construction changes with goal to increase reliability of the system. Poisson process with non-stationary is non-homogenous 
Poisson process, Poisson process with stationarity is homogenous Poisson process. Reliability growth model is finished  in time tb 

(boundary time), from time tb process is statistically stationary. 
Generally stochastic process has different types of stationarity with four basic characteristics [3, 4] : 
- mean value m(t), 
- dispersion D(t), 
- correlation function R(t1,t2), 
- density of probability distribution f(t) in time t. 
 
New unconventional reliability growth models are based on a simple idea of Poisson homogeneity testing in time reliability test of 

repairable systems. The goal is to find boundary time tb using statistical methods, from which the Poisson process is homogenous 
(stationary).  

 
RGM algorithm based on Poisson process homogeneity testing of mean value  tm̂  

For homogeneity mean value of Poisson process testing it is necessary to know actual data from the experiment – number of failures 
in a set up time interval ∆t (for example ∆t = 20 hours) in sequence 0-20 h, 20-40 h, 40-60 h, … . Again we need information if in actual time 
interval is failure 0, 1, 2, … ,i-s . Zero failure means no failure in the operating ability of systems. 

 

Estimation of mean value  tm̂  

The statistic estimation of mean value  tm̂ in time tk, k = 1, 2, 3, …  we calculated using the equation : 
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N –  number of systems in a reliability test. 
 

Estimation of dispersion  tD̂  

For homogeneity testing mean value of Poisson process it is necessary to know statistic estimation of dispersion  tD̂ in actual times 

tk. We can calculate it using the  equation : 
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In next steps we applied first (fragile) criterion of Poisson process homogeneity testing with mean value m(t), second (strong) criterion 

with mean value m(t) and third criterion with mean value m(t). We found the boundary time tb, in which it is possible to finish process RGM. 
 
RGM algorithm based on Poisson process homogeneity testing of dispersion  tD̂                          

Input data are equal as in previous chapter. We calculated the estimation of dispersion using equation (2) for different values tk in time 
range  Ttk ,0 , T is whole time of test. We applied the criterion of Poisson process homogeneity  testing with dispersion D(t) and 

criterions of Poisson process homogeneity testing with dispersion D(t) with help of Fischer-Snederocov test (F-criterion) and we found the 
boundary time tb, in which it is possible to finish process RGM. 

 
Experimental results 

For verification of RGM algorithm based on the Poisson process homogeneity testing of mean value  tm̂  and GRM based on 

Poisson process homogeneity testing of dispersion  tD̂  we used data from a real reliability test. In the reliability test were 160 electronic 

systems, the time of whole test was 1000 hours, the time interval was 20 hours. 
 
Homogeneity of means value   m(t) 
Input data were times of first, second,…, r-s failure in 20hours time intervals. We calculated number of first n1, second n2,, …, r-s nτ 

failures in time moments 20, 40, 60, … ,1000 hours. Using algorithm form previous chapter we calculated estimations of mean values in 
time moments tk = 20, 40, 60, …, 1000 hours Poisson process . The mean value of Poisson process (statistic estimation) is in Fig.1.The 
renewal function H(t) is in Fig.2. 
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Fig. 1 The mean value of Poisson process (statistic estimation) 
 

We can see, that the first part of the function (from 0 to 220 hours) it is non-linear – non-homogenous Poisson process with 
non-stationary increases. Second part, in time interval 220 – 1000 hours, better in time interval 500 – 1000 hours is possible to 
approximate with a line. This is a homogenous Poisson process with stationary increases of failures. 

 

 
Fig.2 Renewal function H(t) obtained from the experiment  

                                                                 (blue curve),  t ≥ 500 h – red line, t ≥ 200 h – green line 

Homogeneity of dispersion D(t)  
   We used input data input data from homogeneity testing of mean value m(t). 
 
  Estimation of dispersion D(t) 

  We calculated coefficient    t
D

̂ . The value of this coefficient fluctuated in whole time interval (0, 1000 hours) in range of values 

<0,00000, 0,07819>. It means the Poisson process realized with the determined experiment is homogenous with dispersion D(t). 
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Fig. 3 The dispersion of Poisson process (statistic estimation) 
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Fig.4 Criterion  t
D

̂  

 
 
 
Conclusion 

Unconventional reliability growth models of electronic devices (hardware) are very specific tools used during development phase. We 
verify algorithms of new unconventional models on data from a real reliability test of electronic devices. 

  The advantage of a new reliability growth model is the simplicity of processing the results of an experiment, simple calculation and 
authentic results if the number of tested electronic devices is sufficient (minimum 30). 

  In this paper we have published new unconventional reliability growth models of electronic systems for which verification has 
confirmed their eligibility for use in engineering practice. 

  We have also results from reliability growth model algorithm based on Poisson process homogeneity testing of density of probability 
distribution f(t) in time t [1, 2]. 

  However there are some unconventional reliability growth models, which are in the process of further research. At this moment we 
cannot confirm their accuracy. Specifically, this is the unconventional reliability growth model based on the Poisson process homogeneity 
testing of the correlation function R(t1, t2), and the unconventional reliability growth model based on testing the homogeneity of the Poisson 
process in its time-frequency representation. [1, 2].  
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Abstract. At present, buildings in the European Union countries account for approximately thirty percent of 
the total primary energy consumption. However, due to the economic development, the energy demand for 
heating and electricity constantly increases. The need for environmental protection results in searching for 
new solutions in the use of alternative and renewable energy sources. In the paper, results of the analysis of 
a hybrid solar-assisted heating and cooling system for buildings in the temperate climate conditions of West 
and Central Europe are presented. The system consists of an evacuated solar collector coupled with a 
single-stage NH3-H2O absorption chiller. The impact of the main system parameters on its effectiveness was 
analysed on the basis of the energy balances. 
 
Introduction 
 Predicted global warming [1] and architectural tendencies reflected in the use of large, glazed surfaces of building front elevations 
let us expect that the need for both heating and cooling systems will increase in the nearest future. Currently, the most common cooling 
systems are based on electricity supplies. Depending on climate conditions, it is estimated that 30 to 50% of the global electricity 
production is used for air conditioning and cooling purposes [2]. The alternatives are thermal technologies. Their advantage is a 
potential for utilization of waste heat and solar energy sources with the latter one in particular having been intensively analysed and 
developed in recent years. 
 Among thermal technologies currently used for cooling purposes, there are generally two primary types [3-9] technologies with a 
closed circuit and so-called open circuits. In closed circuits, heat is transported via chillers where typically water is cooled and used in 
further parts of the installation for ventilation air conditioning. There two most commonly used types of chillers: chillers with liquid 
sorbents operating through dissolution and absorption, chillers with solid sorbents where adsorption phenomena are utilized. In 
absorption chillers, the following two pairs of working medium/sorbent are normally used: H2O/LiBr and NH3/H2O. The coefficient of 
performance depends on the temperature of the “driving” heat source and reaches about 0.7 for single-stage cycles (with one desorber) 
and up to approximately 1.3 for two-stage cycles (with two desorbers) [7]. In adsorption chillers, the most common sorbent is silica gel. 
 Open circuits are also called dry-evaporative cooling systems with a combination of a cooling process during moisture 
evaporation and an air drying process through contact with a desiccant. The most frequently used desiccants are solids (silica gel, 
lithium chloride) placed in a rotating drum. The desiccant is regenerated through contact with ventilation air evacuated from the 
installation and the heat stream from the solar collector or another 'driving' heat source. Also, the use of liquid desiccants is investigated 
with regard to some of their advantages: a potential for more extensive air drying at lower regeneration temperatures and the use of 
sorptive materials for heat storage [7]. The following compounds are taken into account: lithium chloride (LiCl), calcium chloride (CaCl2), 
lithium bromide (LiBr) and triethylene glycol [10]. The coefficients of performance for open circuits are 0.6 to 1.2 [11]. Two following 
concepts are also being investigated [10] : thermomechanical chillers and steam jet ejector chillers.  
 According to the 2006 data, in the mid-decade there were 70 solar collector systems in Europe – mostly in Germany (about 27) 
and Spain (about 19) [8, 11]. The total cooling capacity was 6.3 MW, and the total surface area of collectors was about 17500 m2. In the 
majority of installations (59%), closed absorption circuits are used, while the others are [11]: 11% – closed adsorption circuits,  23% – 
open circuits with a solid dryer, 7% – circuits with liquid desiccants. They are mostly small, often mass-produced installations designed 
for small residential buildings or selected premises in commercial buildings. There are significantly fewer large installations requiring a 
specific, individual design [7, 12]. 
 A comprehensive installation operating in the temperate climate should provide controlled heat supplies intended for all-year 
domestic hot water heating, seasonal central heating and cooling purposes during the hottest summer months. Utilization of solar heat 
with reasonable collector surface areas is limited in these conditions due to insufficient heat stream values in autumn, winter and spring. 
A possible coverage of heat demand with regard to thermal installations used for cooling purposes during summer months also needs 
further investigations. A solution is a hybrid system where heat is gained partially from the solar energy and partially from a conventional 
heat source, e.g. fossil fuel or biomass combustion processes. 
 In the paper, the project and results of a preliminary energy performance analysis for an experimental installation containing a 
solar collector and a single-stage absorption chiller are presented. 
 
Installation 
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 A general scheme of the installation is presented in Fig. 1. It contains three major modules: a heat gain module, a water heating 
module and an absorption chiller. The key component of the heat gain module is a Vaciosol CPC12/CPC6 vacuum tube collector 
comprised of ten tubes with the total active surface area of 0.91 m2. The heat medium is a  33% (wt.) solution of Henock blue ethylene 
glycol. The glycol flow rate is 1.6710-5 m3/s. Based on the preliminary experiments, the efficiency of solar energy conversion to thermal 

energy in the collector system is 62%. Due to an adequate valve system, the entire heat can be provided to a selected module or it can 
be divided. The domestic hot water heating module contains a 0.02 m3 tank with an immersed heat exchanger. The circulation medium 
in the cooling system is a 35% (wt.) aqueous NH3 solution. The chiller is used for air cooling with a ventilator-forced flow. A general 
scheme of the cooling system is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Scheme of the research installation 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. Scheme of the chiller 

 
Energy analysis 
 The energy performance analysis was performed based on the energy balances of individual components of the system: 
the energy balance of the solar energy system 

Solar system 
Hot water 

Absorption chiller  

Fan coil  
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                                                (1) 

where: 
kQ is a heat stream from the collector, Ac is the collector surface area, τ is the coefficient of permeability for the collector cover 

plate, α is the solar absorption coefficient for the absorption coating, e  is a solar energy stream, k1 is a linear heat transfer coefficient, 

Tab is the temperature of absorber, Tot is the ambient temperature and k2 is a non-linear heat transfer coefficient; 
the energy balance of the domestic hot water heating system 

wwwwww ΔTcρVQη                       (2) 

where ηw is the system performance, 
wQ is a heat stream supplied to the system, ρw is water density, cw is the specific heat of water and 

∆Tw is a value of water temperature rise; 
a general energy balance of the cooling system 

asch QQQQ                        (3) 

where individual symbols denote the heat streams shown in Fig. 2; 
the energy balance of the desorber-recuperator system 

  245h ifi1fimQ                       (4) 

where 
hQ  is a heat stream supplied to the desorber from the collector or another heat source, m  is a mass stream of the working 

medium (NH3), f is the multiplicity of the circuit medium recirculation and i2, i4, i5 are specific enthalpies in points presented In Fig. 2; 
the energy balance of the absorber 

  17a if1fimQ                       (5)  

where 
aQ  is a heat stream evacuated from the absorber, m  is a mass stream of the working medium (NH3), f is the multiplicity of the 

circuit agent recirculation and i7, i1 are specific enthalpies in points presented In Fig. 2; 
the energy balance of the condenser 

 65s iimQ                        (6) 

where 
sQ  is a heat stream evacuated from the condenser, m  is a mass stream of the working medium (NH3), f is the multiplicity of the 

circuit agent recirculation and i5, i6  are specific enthalpies in points presented In Fig. 2; 
the energy balance of the evaporator 

 67c iimQ                        (7) 

where 
cQ  is a heat stream collected from the cooled air, m  is a mass stream of the working medium (NH3), f is the multiplicity of the 

circuit agent recirculation and i6, i7  are specific enthalpies in points presented In Fig. 2. 
The coefficient of the performance with regard to the cooling system is described by the relationship: 

hc QQCOP                       (8) 

 In Fig. 3, the values of unitary heat streams gained from a unit of the collector surface area (qk) during selected months versus 
the values of unitary solar energy streams (ė) supplied to the collector are presented. In the Eastern and Central European climate, the 
best conditions for solar energy gain occur only from May to August (300 W/m2 on average). 
  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Unitary solar energy stream (ė) and heat from the collector (qk) values 

 The effect of the air stream size in the cooling system on its outlet temperature rise is presented in Fig. 4.  In the calculations, a 
constant evaporator surface temperature of 253 K was assumed. For the stream change of 0.003 to 0.01 kg/s, the cooling air 
temperature increased by approximately 12 K.  
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Fig. 4.  The effect of the stream size on the cooling air temperature rise 
 
 
Conclusion 
  A laboratory installation for heating and cooling purposes was designed and constructed where the thermal cooling technology 
coupled with a solar collector is used. The preliminary experiments as well as the energy performance analysis were performed based 
on the balances of the masses and substances of the individual system components. The estimated coefficient of performance with 
regard to the cooling process was 0.45. Further systematic experimental studies will be conducted. 
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Abstract. Application of plant protection products takes place with today's machines in optimal weather 
conditions, evenly and without a controlled application across the vineyard, orchard or corn field. With 
increasing use of chemical preservatives (insecticides), that have harmful effects on human health, we can 
automate the process of coating with the help of different machines which reduce negative impacts. Doses of 
the plant protection product should be adjusted, depending on the amount of vegetation. Therefore we 
developed an application of the synthesis of a fuzzy controller coating plant protection system, which works 
with the help of pulse width modulation and intensity measurements of the ultrasonic echo signals reflected 
from the tree canopy. Based on the thresholds of the measurements produced by ultrasonic sensors, we 
control both on and off states of the solenoid valves of the standard fruit – wine dispenser. Synthesis of fuzzy 
controller was realized with a laptop HP Compaq 6830s NA779ES, Matlab/Simulink 2011b simulation software 
package, spraying components and target expansion card. Using the simulation program Matlab/Simulink/FIS 
we simulated the operation of the application process for the coating plant protection on the selected parts of 
the tree canopy (below, in the middle, above). 
 
Introduction 

With development of the chemical industry has developed a range of synthetic products to ensure appropriate protection of plants 
against pests. Knowledge about the effects of chemical substances on humans and the environment behind the use of, so that the 
observed temporary and permanent negative impacts on the environment, and even poison the people. General environmental awareness 
is roused only in the eighties of the 20th century, since then it has changed the uncritical attitude to the use of plant protection (PP, also 
called pesticides).  

The main goal of our project is to develop a modular system for the controlled application of plant protection products on the target 
surface in a tree orchard space habitat. The system consists of three units, namely the propulsion plant, orchard sprayer and control 
upgrades [2]. The system will provide the intended application of optimal amounts of plant protection products as a function of distance, 
size and density of trees of their leaves treated at a single site. This will reduce consumption and removal of plant protection products with 
equal efficiency. With this will be achieved reducing of a environmental burden (soil, groundwater, air, plants) with plant protection and 
energy consumption for the implementation of the action (this has also reduced the environmental impact of greenhouse gases). Testing of 
a modular system will be held at the Faculty of Agriculture and Life Sciences, where we evaluated the reduction of risks and impacts of 
pesticides on human health and the environment (uncontrolled application of pesticides) and to introduce an integrated production plant, 
which primarily involves alternative techniques by means of a soft logic system in collaboration with the project team from the Agricultural 
Institute of Slovenia, Agricultural Engineering Department and Laboratory of Agricultural Engineering, Jable in the Trzin. In the project so 
far we have made the synthesis of a model applications, providing automated application using fuzzy logic controller, through which we 
control solenoid valves. The model will serve as a basis for drawing up the final real model. Automated techniques in the field of the PP 
also meet the following major areas of application which are summarized in the following bullet points. 

 
 One of the key issues in crop protection products to be applied in tree crops is the dose rate adjustment [1]. An inappropriate dose 

selection could be responsible of the lack of efficacy due to under dosage and a loss in efficiency due to over dosage. Both 
situations imply economical losses and greater impacts on the environment. A better dose adjustment is possible from a variable 
rate technology approach [4] by measuring  the crown volume and adjusting  the dose rate on-the-go according to the variation of 
the estimated vegetation  volume. Tests have been done with a variable rate sprayer prototype and satisfactory results have been 
achieved.    

 Two different application methods were compared in three vine varieties at different crop stages. A conventional spray application 
with a constant volume rate per unit ground area (1·ha-1) was compared with a variable rate application method designed to 
compensate electronically for measured variations in canopy dimensions [3]. An air-blast sprayer with individual multi-nozzle 
spouts was fitted with three ultrasonic sensors and three electro-valves on one side, in order to modify the emitted flow rate of the 
nozzles according to the variability of canopy dimensions in real time. The purpose of this prototype was to precisely apply the 
required amount of spray liquid and avoid over dosing. On average, a 58 % saving in application volume was achieved [3] with the 
variable rate method, obtaining similar or even better leaf deposits. 

 The research aims to demonstrate the basic system elements of a prototype automated orchard sprayer, which can deliver 
pesticide spray selectively with respect to the characteristics of the targets [2]. The contour of the apple tree canopy was detected 
by ultra sound sensors Prowave 400EP14D and appropriate electronics. Ultra sound signal was processed by a personal computer 
and fed in real-time to spraying nozzles which open and close in relation to the canopy structure. The current project focuses on 
developing the system components for spraying an individual tree [2]. The evaluation was performed in field experiments by 
detecting deposits on leaves and water sensitive papers (WSP). The demonstrated concept of precise application of pesticide 
sprays supports a decrease in the amount of delivered spray, thereby reducing both costs and environmental pollution by plant 
protection products. 
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Materials and Methods 

To build a realistic model that will serve for the automated application of pesticides on selected trees canopy were selected 
components of the standard fruit growers spray of a vineyard (on the dispenser are installed nozzle type Lechler, labeled TR-80-015C, and 
TR-80-02C) with the air rectifier (Figure 1) and up to, that it is possible to upgrade the electronic control electromagnetic valves through 
specific microcontrol target unit LPC1343 (Figure 2), circular route for the simulation of spray passage past the tree (Figure 3), data on the 
size and leaf surface habitat for the synthesis of fuzzy controller for controlling solenoid valves were obtained through ultrasonic sensors 
PROWAVE 400EP250 in the form of numeric values in the range of [0-600], which representing the intensity of the reflected signal. 
 

  
  

Fig. 1 Vineyard fruit growers sprayer Fig. 2 Target microcontrol unit LPC1343 
 

  
  

Fig. 3 Circular route to simulate the sprayer transition  Fig. 4 The system of ultrasonic sensors 
 
Synthesis applications of the pesticides process in a selected parts of the tree canopy (lower, middle, above) in the apple orchard 

(Figure 5) was made using the fuzzy logic model (Figure 6), which is controlled solenoid valves, through which we are opening and closing 
of individual nozzles on the fruit- wine sprayer via pulse width modulation. Pulse width modulation for time opening and closing of solenoid 
valves in the interval of [0-1] second was made by block Subsystem (Figure 6). In the Subsystem block with help of the Simulink block we 
built logic for pulse width modulation. Interval [0-1] seconds were selected according to the size of canopy trees in our case crown width 
(Figure 3) was no more than one meter, the speed of simulation of transition and spray was no more than 1 m / s, so we have fixed terms 
that nozzles can be controlled by the solenoid valves open via a second peak. Maximum nozzle opening occurs in the case of the total 
intensity of the reflected signal from the ultrasonic sensor, whose numerical value is 600.   

Fuzzy logic model, we started so we used the effective fuzzy logic tools in Matlab/Simulink [7], where we first made the synthesis 
process of the PP with the help of fuzzy logic controller. For input and output fuzzy controller, we chose the same membership functions; 
M (a little), S (middle), V (a lot), MOV (small open solenoid valve), SMS (medium open solenoid valve) and VOV (large open solenoid 
valve). We first started with development of the Simulink software package model, which was later used to start the application of 
pesticides simulation process, on selected parts of the trees canopy. We have drive a software package MATLAB/Simulink and create a 
new file. In the simulink  we started to build the model using the block system shown in Figure 6 below. 

  
Fig. 5 Application process PP Fig. 6 Application process model of pesticides in the Matlab/Simulink 

 
Once we have identified throughout the process we started to design fuzzy logic controller. Fuzzy logic controller was planned with the 

help of fuzzy logic inference system (FIS). Therefore, we need to open a new file with the FIS Editor [5], where we entered the 
programming environment MATLAB code << fuzzy, which represents the fuzzy inference system editor. With the help of FIS editor, we can 
define input and output membership functions, defined the basic rules and terms of soft operators fuzzy controller.  
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Default inference system has one input and one output, and uses Mamdani inference. Editor shows the three aspects of fuzzy control: 
fuzzification, inference and defuzzification, [6]. At the beginning we define membership functions. We have defined the membership 
functions (Figure 7) of a input variables (Sensor 1, Sensor 2 and Sensor 3), which are  characterized by M (a little), S (middle) and V (high). 
Membership functions had trapezoidal shape, which was selected in the FIS Editor, the shape of membership functions can be arbitrarily 
selected in the editor of FIS arbitrary function. Reference area can be arbitrarily defined in the editor, where we have defined the reference 
range input variables that represent the total intensity of the reflected signal via ultrasonic sensors in the range [min: 0 - max: 600]. For 
membership function which was marked by M is equal to the reference area parameters [0 0 150 200], which gives us a peak. Parameters 
area membership marked function S is equal to [150 250 350 450] and for membership function marked by V [400 450 600 600]. In the 
editor for the determination of membership functions we can also define the membership functions (Figure 8) of the output variables 
El-MA-V1 (solenoid valve 1), El-mag-V2 (solenoid valve 2) and El-MA-V3 (solenoid valve 3)) . We define the output variable membership 
functions (El-MA-V1, El-mag-V2, El-MA-V3), which was marked by MOV (small open solenoid valve), SMS (medium open solenoid valve) 
and VOV (large open solenoid valve). Membership functions had trapezoidal shape, which was chosen in  teh FIS editor, the shape of the 
membership functions can be arbitrarily selected in the editor FIS during any other function. For membership function which was marked 
by the MOV, amounted parameters in a reference range [0 0150200], which gives us a peak. Parameters area mambership marked 
function SMS is equal to [150 250 350 450] and the membership function VOV [400 450 600 600]. Reference area output variables are 
defined in the range [0 - 600]. 
 

  
Fig. 7 Membership functions of input variables Fig. 8 Output variables membership functions 

 
With the help of FIS were determined the rules (Figure 9). With the help of the rules editor we write the rules of membership linguistic 

variables. The rules are defined using fuzzy membership functions M, S, V, and MOV, SMS, VOV. For the entry rules we have selected the 
option of a conditional sentence'' if'' option'' and then''. In our system we used for the first three rules of fuzzy controller: 1 If (Senzor1 is M) 
then (El-MA-V1 is MOV), 2 If (Senzor1 is S) then (El-MA-V1 is SOV), 3 If (Senzor1 is V) then (El-MA-V1 is VOV). For the other two fuzzy 
controller we chose the same rules. After finishing down the rules we exported the inference system in a Simulink Model. You can then run 
the simulation in Simulink  where Viewer window appears with the rules (Figure 10). 
 

  
Fig. 9 Editor fuzzy inference rules system Fig. 10 Display fuzzy inference rules system 

 
The display shows the relevant rules of the input and output membership functions, for each rule. For a given input who be modified by 

means of inferential membership output function is described by a blue color (Figure 10). This is the result of fuzzication (softening). When 
the numeric value of the input variables (sensor1) is an active one common rule and membership functions is the same. Default 
sharpening process (deffuzification) used a centroid method and the red line (Figure 10) indicates where the center of gravity is, which is 
then  illustrates by numeric value of output variables. 

 
Results 

In the end we made a comparative analysis between conventional and automated implementation synthesis application of pesticides 
in selected parts of the tree habitat using fuzzy logic and the ultrasonic sensors through which we get the size of the canopy reflectance 
intensity of habitat in the form of numeric values. For our example we did an analysis for the case of application of pesticides namely the 
position of the Above (Figure 5), where we include data from Sensor1 that the actuators nozzle type Lechler, labeled TR-80-015C. We 
made a synthesis example of application of pesticide in the interval of [0-5] seconds. In this interval we get a sequence of signals from 
Sensor1 in the form of numeric values (intensity of the echo signals from the habitat canopy), Figure 11.  
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Based on the sequences obtained from signal Sensor1 we have made the synthesis application process of pesticides on a selected 
parts of the tree canopy (above) in the apple orchard (Figure 5), through the fuzzy logic model (Figure 6) which is controlled by solenoid 
valves, to help which will be opened and closed each nozzle on the the vineyard orchards sprayer through pulse width modulation. The 
graph in Figure 12 shows the pulse width control solenoid valve via fuzzy logic system, for example of pesticide application through the 
nozzle type Lechler. 

In the case of classical synthesis applications of pesticides application on canopy habitat (above), we considered that the type of 
nozzle Lechler, at intervals of 1 second is constantly opened. Therefore  we take a numeric value of 100% for the case where the nozzle is 
in the interval [0-1] second a constant opened. In the case of synthesis applications of automated application of pesticides (Figure 12) we 
found that this value is smaller, namely for our sequences characterized by a solenoid valve for an application of pesticides (above) 
according to the numerical values of input and output variables of a fuzzy controller (Figure 10) in the interval [0-1] seconds, average 
percentage open 14.43%. 

 

  
Fig. 11 Reflected signal from Sensor1 Fig. 12 Pulse width control El-mag-V1   

 
Percentage values in our case varied from 0 to 100% (in the case of maximum intensity of reflection from the canopy of trees). Looking 

at Figure 3, we can see that we take for example canopy habitat (above), which is not as lush, this result is that the solenoid valve which is 
controlled by pulse width is not too open. 
 
Conclusion 

The results show that fuzzy logic is useful in applications for automated application of pesticides in selected parts of the tree canopy, 
where usually the classical method of constant direct application not be a satisfactory outcome. Fuzzy logic controller system (FLC) allows 
the user to use their own knowledge about the problem and transfer it to the appropriate system environment, which is close to the human 
way of thinking. Since this is a more complex task than just inserting a few control parameters, we used a specific user interface (FIS) for 
the design of FLC applications. Fuzzy controller is in the control process application of the electromagnetic valve proved to be a very good 
choice since the FLC design procedure relatively simple and suitable for engineering practice. 
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Abstract. The goal of this contribution is the synthesis of a robust, reliable and easily implementable control 
algorithm for the accurate tracking of a desired trajectory in a robot joint space. Theoretical background of the 
presented command following control strategy is given by the theory of variable structure control (VSC). The 
accuracy of the trajectory tracking is assured by the control parameter synthesis in frequency domain. The 
resulting control algorithm represents a continuous control law taking both the actuating variables boundary 
and the system’s dynamic parameters limitation into account. Matlab simulation on the 3-DOF robot dynamic 
model verifies the quality and feasibility of the provided control. 
 
Introduction 

The accurate tracking of desired joint variables or commands in robotic systems with multiple degrees of freedom represents 
a complex MIMO control task coping with the significant parametric uncertainty of the system, the strong influence of coupling and external 
forces, as well as with the requirement of a strictly prescribed motion quality specified by the actual technological task. Robust control 
techniques, particularly the variable structure control one [1], give a promising solution to this problem. An important advantage of the 
provided approach is the decoupling of a MIMO dynamic system to a set of independent SISO systems corresponding with the individual 
DOFs controllable via a simple and reliable algorithm. Thus, any coupling forces among the DOFs are treated as the external 
disturbances. Moreover, in robust control algorithm design, only the amplitudes of signal disturbances (e.g. in motion control system the 
amplitudes of Coriolis, centrifugal, gravitational and coupling forces) and the boundary values of variable parameters (e.g. the boundary 
values of moment of inertia variation) – i.e. neither the frequency spectra nor the time history of signals or parameters – are utilized, which 
radically simplifies the process of synthesis. 

The tracking capability analysis of the controlled plant can be viewed as a keystone of the command following control design. In this 
contribution, to establish the tracking capability of the robot under the variable structure control, the phase velocity vector approach [2] has 
been utilized. The outcome of this original analysis method is the value of the control signal maximal frequency the controlled system 
subjected to the given dynamic boundary can cope with. 

Variable structure control belongs to the discontinuous control algorithms suffering from the undesirable chattering (low-frequency 
oscillation of the system’s actuating and state variables) in real control systems applications [3]. Caused by the discontinuous nature of 
VSC, the chattering arises due to presence of parasitic (unconsidered) non-linearities and dynamics in any real dynamic system. To deal 
with the chattering phenomenon, the reaching law approach [4, 5] has been applied. This yields the continuous approximation of the 
originally discontinuous control algorithm, and therefore the chattering elimination, without the loss of control robustness and quality. An 
additional benefit of the reaching law utilization is the applicability of the command following control parameter synthesis in frequency 
domain ensuring an acceptable tracking accuracy for the given frequency spectra of a reference trajectory. 
 
MIMO system description and decoupling 

Mathematical description (based on the Euler-Lagrange formalism) of a multi-DOF robot with n degrees of freedom yields the second 
order matrix differential equation [6] 
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where q = q(t)  Rn represents the vector of generalized coordinates,   Rn denotes the vector of driving torques, J(.)  Rnn stands 

for the inertia matrix, B  Rnn refers to the diagonal matrix of viscous friction, c(.)  Rn stands for the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal 
forces and g(.)  Rn stands for the vector of gravitational forces. Considering that the vector of driving torques  will be generated by 
a robust control algorithm, the decoupled dynamic model of a single DOF (the i-th DOF, i = 1, …, n) corresponds to Eq. (2) 
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stands for the load (signal disturbance) in the i-th DOF. As can be seen, the latter consists of elements of vectors c(.), g(.), and the 

sum of coupling forces given by the third item in Eq. (3). Similarly to the maximal value of the moment of inertia jii(q), in robust control 
algorithm design only the maximal value of the load Li is utilized. 
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Let the desired trajectory in the robot joint space be given by the reference vector qd(t)   Rn. Denote ei(t)  R2 the phase error vector 
of the i-th DOF, i.e. 
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The aim of a tracking control is to keep the minimal values of both elements of the phase error vector in each degree of freedom for 

the whole period of robot motion despite the uncertainty of inertia matrix J(q) and the variability of the load vector L. This requirement is 
identical with the requirement of keeping any DOF’s state in the closest vicinity of the origin (0, 0) in the phase plane (ei, dei/dt). 
 
Variable structure control 

The well-known common formula for the variable structure control is given by the discontinuous switching law [1, 4] 
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where the positive constant Mi stands for the driving torque i boundary and Fi(.) represents the switching function stemming from the 

VSC synthesis. Under the variable structure control Eq. (5), satisfying the sliding mode existence condition [1, 3] 
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despite the presence of parametric uncertainty and signal disturbances, the system’s state doesn’t leave the switching manifold given 

by the zero value of the switching function and remains in sliding mode on it. Thus, the robustness of the system is assured. 
An inherent feature of the motion system’s phase trajectory – that is of considerable importance to tracking control – is its 

perpendicularity to the e-axis of the phase plane (e, de/dt). This implies the fulfillment of condition Eq. (6) in the origin of the phase plane 
for any linear switching manifold 
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where 1/ki stands for the time constant of the exponential solution of the differential equation Eq. (7). The higher is the ki value, the 

faster is the system’s behavior in sliding mode. Therefore, the value of ki is responsible for the accuracy of the reference trajectory tracking, 
and, consequently, it should be the result of the command following control synthesis. 

To eliminate the influence of parasitic nonlinearities and dynamics in real VSC systems, let us apply the reaching law [4, 5] rather 
than the traditional linearization of the discontinuous (relay) element in control algorithm [1]. Reaching law ensures a continuous evolution 
of the switching function and meets the sliding mode existence condition Eq. (6). The straightforward expression of reaching law has the 
form 
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Parameter ki in Eq. (7) has been chosen identical with the parameter in Eq. (7) because the dynamics of the switching function 

evolution – given by the reaching law – influences the accuracy of the command following control in the same way like the dynamics of 
sliding mode. Moreover, this simplification reduces the number of control parameters. After some algebra, using the expressions Eq. (2), 
Eq. (4), Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), considering the dynamically worst case of moment of inertia jiimax, we obtain the continuous control law  
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The resultant control law satisfying the driving torque i boundary Mi (cf. Eq.(5)) has then the form 
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Dynamics of tracking 

Due to discontinuity of VSC in sliding mode, conventional methods of the motion dynamics analysis fail. To deal with this problem, an 
original analysis method – the phase velocity vector method – has been provided in [2]. In this chapter, a brief outline of this method is 
presented. 

Let the i-th element qdi(t) of the robot reference vector qd(t) and its first time derivative dqdi(t)/dt form the reference phase position 
vector qdi(t)  R2. The evolution of vector qdi(t) represents the desired phase trajectory of the i-th DOF in the phase plane (qi, dqi/dt). In any 
point of this trajectory there exists a desired tangential velocity vector 
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Similarly, for the i-th element qi(t) of the vector of generalized coordinates q(t), there exists a phase position vector qi(t)  R2 for any 

i-th DOF. Due to switching nature of the VSC, there are two values of the actuating variable i
* (cf. Eq (5), and for that reason there exists 

a pair of tangential velocity vectors (phase velocity vectors) to the phase trajectory of the i-th DOF 
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Comparing the maximal value of each element of the desired tangential velocity vector Eq. (11) with the corresponding element of the 

phase velocity vector Eq. (12) under the dynamically worst conditions, we obtain the boundary values of the dynamic parameters in the 
robot reference vector qd(t). Thus, the dynamics of trajectory tracking in sliding mode is determined and limited by these boundary values. 

The satisfactory benchmark for the dynamics evaluation in motion control systems is the application of a harmonic type of the 
reference signal 
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Using the expressions Eq. (2), Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), considering the dynamically worst case of moment of inertia jiimax and the worst 

influence of the maximal load value Limax with sgn(Limax) = -sgn(i), the boundary value ωimax of the reference signal frequency ωi for 
trajectory tracking in the i-th DOF is given by Eq. (14): 
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The boundary frequency ωimax characterizes the tracking capability of the dynamic system given by the expression Eq. (2). 

 
Accuracy of tracking 

Dynamic limitation of the reference signal frequency Eq. (14) in previous chapter is entirely valid for the discontinuous control in 
sliding mode given by Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). Using the continuous control algorithm given by Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), the accuracy of the 
harmonic reference signal tracking is influenced by the parameter ki value. To keep the satisfactory tracking accuracy, let us choose the 
appropriate ki values minimizing the control error ei = qdi – qi in every DOF of the motion system. For the system subjected to parametric 
uncertainty and external disturbances, the frequency domain approach gives a straightforward method for such a control algorithm 
parameter design. 

For the i-th DOF, let Fei(jω) and F0i(jω) denote the frequency transfer function of the control error and the open loop, respectively, i.e. 
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Let i (in % of the reference signal qdi amplitude) be the accuracy of command tracking in the i-th DOF. To keep the desired accuracy 

of tracking, the magnitude of the control error frequency transfer function should meet the following condition 
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which implies 
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Consequently, the Bode magnitude diagram for the open loop transfer function F0i(s) should satisfy the coordinates 
 

maxi   and   










i

i jF
100

log20)(log20 0 . (18) 

 
Expression (18), which is – due to control algorithm included in F0i(s) – a function of control parameter ki, represents a straightforward 

method for the suitable value of parameter ki design (cf. Eq. (9) and Eq. (10)). Thus, the tracking accuracy i of the command with the 
dynamic boundary given by Eq. (14), is assured. 
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Experimental results 

To show the quality of the presented command following control algorithm, the numerical simulation on a dynamic model of 
a 2-link anthropomorphic robot manipulator with three DOFs in Matlab has been performed (two revolute joints mutually perpendicular in 
the first link, one revolute joint in the second link). The parameters of the robot manipulator are as follows: the length of the link li = 0.75 m 
(i = 1, 2), the mass of the link m1 = 30 kg, m2 = 40 kg, the viscous friction matrix element Bi = 2 kgms-1 (i = 1, 2 and 3). The dynamic 
limitation of the robot motion is represented by the maximal values of the joint angular velocity vimax = /2 rads-1 and acceleration 
aimax = /2 rads-2 in any DOF, which corresponds to the equivalent harmonic signal for the joint angular position qi with the amplitude 
Ai = 1.5708 rad and frequency ωi = 1 rads-1. Alternatively, the maximal values vimax and aimax define an S-shape type of the angular position 
reference signal qi(t). 

 Considering the maximal dynamic performance of the robot, the maximal load in the i-th joint given by Eq. (3) is L1max = 750 Nm, 
L2max = 1325 Nm and L3max = 540 Nm. The values of the driving torque boundary Mi have been chosen twice as high as the values of the 
maximal load, i.e. M1 = 1500 Nm, M2 = 2650 Nm and M3 = 1080 Nm. Consequently, from Eq. (14), the boundary values of the reference 
signal frequency are ω1max = 2.1019 rads-1, ω2max = 2.8010 rads-1 and ω2max = 3.8546 rads-1. As can be seen, the frequency of the 
equivalent harmonic signal ωi = 1 rads-1 doesn’t exceed any boundary value ωimax (i = 1, 2 and 3). Thus, the accurate tracking of the 
reference angular position signal with the velocity vimax and the acceleration aimax limitation is assured. 

The control parameter ki values, in accordance with Eq. (18) and considering the desired tracking accuracy i = 0.1% (i = 1, 2 and 3), 
have been chosen as follows: k1 = 100, k2 = 130 and k3 = 170. 
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Fig. 1 Robust reference angular position qdi tracking in the robot joint space 
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Fig. 2 Control error in reference position tracking 
 
In Fig. 1, both the reference S-curve qdi and the controlled angular position qi versus time plots under the given dynamic limitation are 

depicted for all three joints. The initial conditions correspond with the angular position q1(0) = /2 rad, q2(0) = -/2 rad, q3(0) = /2 rad, and 
the final position (after the positioning period 4 seconds) is q1(4) = -/2 rad, q2(4) = /2 rad, q3(4) = -/2 rad. It is evident, that the tracking 
accuracy is better than the desired one, due to reserve in motion dynamics (ωi < ωimax) (cf. the control error ei plots in Fig. 2). 
 
Conclusion 

The aim of this paper has been to give a brief outline of a challenging method of a robust and accurate trajectory tracking control 
synthesis with a simple control algorithm given by the linear combination of the position and velocity control error in the robot joint space. 
In spite of the discontinuous character of the original VSC, the presented control law doesn’t suffer from the chattering. The dynamic model 
of the controlled multi-DOF robot takes the real parametric uncertainty as well as the influence of any external and coupling forces into 
account. Presented Matlab simulation, which is only a part of the extensive set of simulations, shows the effectiveness and perfect quality 
of the reference trajectory tracking process. 
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Abstract. Recently, there has been intense trend of finding and developing new technologies based primarily 
on the use of alternative natural materials. In the past few decades, chitosan has been enforced mainly 
because of good anti-microbial properties due to its active amino groups. To achieve optimal anti-microbial 
treatment of textiles, chitosan sometimes does not provide desired results so it is meaningful to include some 
other of the natural anti-microbial active compound in the system with chitosan. To this end, it seems suitable 
natural phenol derivative called eugenol which is an integral part of cloves. For this reason, the synthesis of 
graft copolymer of chitosan in combination with eugenol and subsequent application to the textile substrate is 
particularly interesting. Except synthesis of anti-microbial active copolymer and its applications in the textile 
substrate it is also important to evaluate the effect of temperature on the effectiveness of such treatment. To 
examine the effectiveness of treatment using copolymer chitosan/eugenol FT-IR spectroscopy and amino 
group determination is an interesting approach together with an anti-microbial evaluation against different 
pathogen microorganisms. The results obtained on the basis of tests performed with viscose which was 
treated by the system chitosan/eugenol afterwards dried at different treatment temperature were compared 
with the results of the viscose treated only with 1% solution of chitosan. It is concluded that the system 
chitosan/eugenol resulting in an anti-microbial effect which is comparable to the treatment with chitosan only. 
The processing method slightly affects the effectiveness in the sense of pathogen microorganisms’ reduction. 
 
Introduction 
Medical textiles are one of the most interesting areas in terms of textile material functionalization. In the field of the protection of textile 
materials against micro-organism it is also indispensable to use environment and human-friendly compounds [1-4]. Chitosan is considered 
to be a very important material for possible biomedical usages because it demonstrates a lot of excellent properties e.g. non-toxicity, 
biodegradability, bio- and haemo- compatibilities, antimicrobial, hypoallergenic, etc. [5] Owing to its structure being similar to cellulose, 
chitosan is ideal for cellulose fibres’ surface modifications, in order to develop cellulose antimicrobial activity. However, despite of chitosan 
common and widely spread use and its popularity, it shows drawbacks, especially limited solubility. Due to the nature of its conventional 
production from animal origin (crustaceous) it is very difficult to produce reproducible material with defined properties. Therefore, to 
achieve optimal antimicrobial treatment of textiles, chitosan sometimes does not provide desired results so it is meaningful to include some 
other of the environmentally friendly anti-microbial active compound in the system with chitosan. To this end, it seems suitable natural 
phenol derivative called eugenol which is an integral part of cloves. For this reason, the synthesis of graft copolymer of chitosan in 
combination with eugenol and subsequent application to the textile substrate is very interesting approach to create antimicrobial active 
textiles. For the medicine needs is a very attractive substrate viscose [6]. This is due to its higher purity in comparison with cotton, which 
contains a significant proportion of waxes, pectins and natural dyes, which means that technological process of cotton pre-treatment is 
more expensive if compared to the viscose. Viscose functionalization using copolymer eugenol-chitosan could therefore contribute to the 
creation of a new generation of materials suitable also for medical use. It is anticipated that the temperature of treatment influences the 
reaction of substrate (viscose) with the treatment agents, thus resulted in different proportions of available amino groups which are 
responsible for the antibacterial efficiency of the substrate. Therefore, the main purpose of the presented work was to determine the 
optimal drying temperature after chitosan/eugenol application onto viscose, by which it might be possible to provide a greater efficiency of 
the antimicrobial activity. The chitosan/eugenol system was evaluated using FT-IR spectroscopy. On the other hand, the proportion of 
available amino groups was chosen as the important criterion in terms of antimicrobial effectiveness, respectively. The latter was 
evaluated using the CI Acid Orange VII spectrophotometric method [7], supported by testing against selected pathogen microorganisms. 
[ASTM E2149-01 test method].  
 
Experimental 
 
Materials  
The low molecular weight chitosan (Mr ~ 150,000) was purchased from Aldrich, whilst Eugenol (2-methoxy-4-(2-propenyl)-phenol and 
ceric ammonium nitrate (CAN) were from Sigma-Aldrich.  
 
The investigations were carried out on 100 % viscose fabric (Lenzing Austria) with a surface mass of 140 g/m2, warp density (32 threads / 
cm), filling density (27 threads / cm) and the weave, (linen). 
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Methods 

- Synthesis of Eugenol-chitosan  
Fig.1 presents the prepared molecular-scheme for grafting copolymer chitosan-eugenol, according to the used procedure as follows: 
Chitosan (84 g) and a predetermined amount of eugenol (4x10-3 M) were added into a reactor containing 200 mL of 2 % acetic acid, and 
then stirred for 4 h within a nitrogen atmosphere, heated at 40 °C. The 6x10-3 M CAN, dissolved in 100 mL of 1 N HNO3, was added into the 
reactor in order to initiate graft polymerization. The reaction products were precipitated in acetone, filtered [8], and then used for viscose 
functionalization. The samples were impregnated with the help of foulard (W. Mathis AG, Switzerland, p = 3 bar, the rollers’ speed rotation 
= 2 m/min). 80 % wet pick-up was achieved under these conditions. After completing the process of impregnation, the samples were dried 
for 3 min. at 120 °C, 150 °C and 170 °C, respectively. Then, the samples were rinsed at room temperature until reaching the conductivity 
of the distilled water (0.4/(µS/cm)).  
 

- FT-IR spectroscopy 
ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX spectrometer. The ATR accessory contained a diamond crystal. All 
spectra (16 scans at 4 cm-1 resolution and rationed to the appropriate background spectrum) were recorded at room temperature. Any 
changes in the chemical structure of the graft can be estimated using FTIR spectroscopic measurements. Molecular-scheme for grafting 
copolymer chitosan-eugenol is presented in Fig. 1. On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows the spectra for chitosan (a), copolymer 
chitosan-eugenol (b), and eugenol (c). The FTIR spectrum of the chitosan shows peaks at 1653 and 1598 cm-1. These two wavenumbers 
are assigned to the carbonyl stretching vibration (amide I), and the N-H bending vibration (amide II) of a primary amino group, respectively. 
On the other hand Fig. 2 (c) shows characteristic peaks at 3443, 1610, and 1434 cm-1, which can be attributed to the characteristic peaks 
of –OH attached to the benzene, and the C=C and CH2= in the vinyl group, respectively. In the copolymer chitosan-eugenol (Fig. 2 b), the 
formation of a covalent-linkage between the amino group of chitosan, and eugenol is confirmed by the peak shift of amide II in the chitosan 
to 1553 cm-1 and the disappearance of the free-amino group of chitosan at 1598 cm-1, when compared with chitosan itself. In addition, the 
characteristic peaks at 1610 cm-1 (C=C), 1434 cm-1 (CH2=), and C-H vinyl out-of-plane bending vibrations, observed within the spectrum of 
the monomer (Fig. 2 (c)), had disappeared in the chitosan-eugenol copolymer (Fig. 2 (b)). The grafting of the eugenol molecules onto the 
chitosan was confirmed from the FT-IR results. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Acid Orange VII spectrophotometric method  

The accessible amino groups of functionalized fibres were determined using the CI Acid Orange VII spectrophotometric method. This 
method is based on absorption of the dye CI Acid Orange VII (Fig. 3) by the principle of reducing the dye concentraton in the dye bath by 
following the Lambert-Beer law. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Chemical structure of Acid Orange VII dye 
 
The initial absorbance at a wavelength of 484 nm, which corresponds to a maximum absorption of the dye Acid Orange VII was measured 
after adding 2 ml of the dye CI Acid Orange VII (c = 0.005 mol/L) into 250 ml of water with pH 3.66 (acetic acid). Then 0.25 g of fibres was 
immersed in the dye solution and stirred for three hours at a constant speed, by a magnetic mixer. After a three hour period, the balance 
between the concentration of the dye in the dye-bath and the concentration of the dye bound on fibres was established; the final 
absorbance was measured using a Cary 50 spectrophotometer, Varian (USA). Based on these measurements of initial and final 
absorbance, the concentration of the dye on fibres was calculated as follows (Eq. 1):  
 

Fig. 1 Molecular-scheme for grafting copolymer 
eugenol-chitosan 

Fig. 2 Spectra for chitosan (a), copolymer 
eugenol-chitosan (b), and eugenol (c)  
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             (1) 
 

Where: Ai – is the amount of amino groups of chitosan bound to the fibers/(mmol/kg), A0 –intial absorbance, Af-final absorbance, V – 
volume of the dye bath/L, k – correction factor/(L/mol cm), l – length of the optical field/cm, mf – mass of absolutely dry fibres/g 

 
- Antimicrobial test 

The antimicrobial properties of the treated samples were evaluated in Institute of Public Health Maribor according to ASTM E2149-01, 
which is a quantitative antimicrobial test method performed under dynamic contact conditions. Escherichia coli and Candida albicans were 
used as test organisms. An incubated test culture in a nutrient broth was diluted using a sterilised 0.3 mM phosphate buffer (KH2PO4; pH 
= 6.8), to give a final concentration of 1.5-3.0 x 105 colony forming units (CFU)/mL. This solution was used as a working bacterial dilution. 
Each sample (0.5 to 2 g) was cut into small pieces (1  1 cm) and transferred into a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask containing 50 mL of the 
working bacterial dilution. All the flasks were loosely capped, placed in the incubator, and shaken for 1 h at 37C and 120 rpm, using a 
Wrist-Action incubator shaker. After a series of dilutions using the buffer solutions, 1 mL of the diluted solution was plated in nutrient agar. 
The inoculated plates were incubated at 37C for 24 h and the surviving cells were counted. The average values of the duplicates were 
converted to CFU/mL in the flasks by multiplying by the dilution factor. The antimicrobial activity was expressed as R = % (Eq. 2) reduction 
of the organism after contact with the test specimen, compared to the number of bacterial cells surviving after contact with the control 
[ASTM E2149-01 test method]. 

	100/%           (2) 

Where: R – is reduction of microbes/%, A- number of bacterial colonies after 1 min. (time “0”), and B- number of bacterial colonies after 1 
hour 
 
Results and discussion 
In our experiment, different temperatures of drying (120 °C, 150 °C and 170 °C), were used after the samples had been impregnated by a 
combination of chitosan/eugenol, and by 1% solution of chitosan, respectively. In our previous studies [6] it was found that a good 
anti-bacterial effectiveness of cellulose can be achieved by 1 % mass fraction of chitosan with an 85 % degree of de-acetylation, which 
also ensures the appropriate viscosity of the chitosan solution for its subsequent application onto cellulose. For this reason, 1 % chitosan 
dissolved at pH=3.6 (acetic acid) was also used for the functionalization of the viscose, in addition to the system chitosan/eugenol. A 
laboratory drying machine represents the conventional method for textile materials’ pad-dry treatment; there the procedure of so called dry 
treatment is performed over a two-stage heat treatment in the sequences of drying-condensation. By drying at 100 °C the impregnated 
material is dried, at condensation of temperature above 120 °C, however, a reaction between substrate and the crosslinking compound 
takes place. Therefore, the optimal temperature of condensation may affect the more efficient reaction between the substrate and the 
treatment compound resulted in a large proportion of the available amino groups. For this reason, the proportion of available amino groups 
was chosen as the most important parameter of this research, because the anti-microbial action of the material depends on the amount 
and availability of amino groups which are crucial to ensure efficiency regarding micro-organism reduction. The proportion of amino 
groups, depending on the treatment temperature was determined by the Acid Orange VII method and is presented in (Fig.4). Sulphonic 
groups (SO3

-) of the dye form in the acidic medium’s ionic bonds in the ratio of 1: 1 with positively-charged amino groups of chitosan 
(NH3

+), so amount of dye bound to the fibers corresponds to the amount of accessible amino groups.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 Amino group amount in dependence of the treatment temperature (the arrow indicates the trend of amino groups’ increase) 
 
In this research, the proportion of available amino groups was chosen as the most important parameter, because the anti-microbial action 
of the material depends on the amount and availability of amino groups which are crucial to ensure efficiency regarding micro-organism 
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reduction. For this reason, the functionalization of viscose using 1 % solution of chitosan, and a system of chitosan/BTCA was used 
primarily to increase the proportion of amino groups that could potentially reduce a wide-variety of pathogenic microorganisms. The 
proportion of amino groups determined by the Acid Orange VI method, depending on the treatment, is shown in Fig. 4.  
The results of the individual treatment show that with an increase in the temperature of the treatment the proportion of available amine 
groups increases (see Fig. 4). The highest increase in the proportion of available amino groups appears after treatment at a temperature 
of 170 °C. Here, a significantly higher proportion of available amino groups can be seen in the case of treatment using 1 % solution of 
chitosan than in the case of the samples treated with the system chitosan/eugenol. As is seen from the results presented in Fig. 4 samples 
treated using 1 % solution of chitosan exceeded the values of samples functionalized using system chitosan/eugenol in all cases of 
treatment, and is: 3.5 mmol/kg in the example of treatment at 120°C, 4.0 mmol/kg in the case of treatment at 150 °C, and 5.3 mmol/kg 
available amino groups after treatment at 170 °C, respectively.  
Anti-microbial testing was used to examine the impact of the amino group amount on the antimicrobial properties of functionalized viscose. 
Since the drying at 170 °C in terms of availability of amino groups was the most effective the antimicrobial testing was performed only for 
these samples. From the results shown in Table 1 a reduction can be seen regarding pathogenic Staphylococcus aureus and Candida 
albicans, respectively. These results also demonstrate that the reference, which means the non-functionalized sample, showed a positive 
reduction in the selected pathogenic microorganisms which was, in both cases, 57 %. The most likely cause for the inhibition of the 
pathogenic microorganisms of the non-functionalized sample represents the adsorption of the microorganisms onto the textiles. It must be 
pointed out that the reduction of microorganisms under 60 % by using the ASTM E2149-01 test method, which is a quantitative 
antimicrobial test method, means a lack of antibacterial effectiveness. Notwithstanding this, the results showed that that the adsorption of 
chitosan onto viscose, irrespective of the chosen type of treatment, contributed to reductions in Staphylococcus aureus and Candida 
albicans which is, in the example of 1% chitosan 100 % against both microorganisms used in this research. On the other hand, in the case 
of the treatment with the system chitosan/eugenol the reductions regarding Staphylococcus aureus were 96 % and for Candida albicans 
97 %, respectively. The results show a very effective reduction regarding selected pathogenic micro-organisms in both cases of 
functionalization (1 % solution of chitosan as well as the system chitosan/eugenol). Reduction against selected pathogenic 
micro-organisms is very successful although the reduction of them is slightly more efficient in the case of viscose functionalization using 
the 1% solution of chitosan. 

 
Table 1: Reductions (R/%) of the microorganisms regarding the non-functionalized viscose, and viscose functionalized with 1% chitosan 
solution as well as with the system chitosan/eugenol, after drying at 170 °C 
 

Sample 
Reduction R/% 
Staphylococcus aureus 

Reduction R/% 
Candida albicans 

Reference 57 57 

1% chitosan 100 100 
System chitosan/eugenol 96 97 

 
Conclusion 

- The grafting of the eugenol molecules onto the chitosan was confirmed from the FT-IR results  
- The highest increase in the proportion of available amino groups appears after treatment at a temperature of 170 °C. Here, a 

significantly higher proportion of available amino groups can be seen in the case of treatment using 1 % solution of chitosan than 
in the case of the samples treated with the system chitosan/eugenol. 

- The results show a very effective reduction regarding selected pathogenic micro-organisms in both cases of functionalization. 
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Abstract. The paper deals with speed/position servosystem with 2-phase electrical permanent magnet 
synchronous motor for robotic applications. The new developed method has been used for speed/position 
control. The precision of position determination is less than 2.5 °el. in steady-state operation in spite of virtual 
sensorless method. It needs – for real time control - high computing power for control algorithms and very small 
time sampling interval. Maximum of motor electromagnetic torque is providing by field oriented control (FOC). 

Speed/position control of two-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor using VHFIM 

The conception of a FOC controlled two-phase permanent magnet synchronous machine without using a sensor is depicted in Fig. 1. 
PWM signal generation for 2-phase VSI inverter can be realized as a classical sinusoidal modulation or a space vector modulation [1]. A 
connections possibility of two-phase inverters will be described later in the text. Virtual high frequency injection method VHFIM is used to 
determine information about the position and velocity of the rotor [2].  

 

 
Fig. 1 Speed/position FOC control of two-phase PMSM using VHFIM 

 
The principle of the VHFIM is injection of the high frequency harmonic voltage component to the stator one in the model of the motor. 

The result is that the current response after subtracting from real stator current the high frequency signal current component comprises the 
information about position of the rotor. The most important in this method is that the current of machine model and real stator current must 
be synchronized. Using synchronous filter (Fig. 2) we can determine estimated currents. 

 
Fig. 2 The block diagram of the synchronous filter 

actinj iii __  
 (1) 

We can obtain the current response iαβ_inj using bandpass filter instead subtracting block. The current response equation iαβ_inj in 
stationary frame is shown in (2). The current consist of two parts: the positive one iinjPos and the negative one iinjNeg. Only the negative one 
contains information about position. Since the positive component does not contain useful information, it must be removed. This shall be 
done in two steps. Firstly, we have to transform the system, which is identical to injected field. We achieve that the positive element after 
transformation has only the dc component (3) and secondly, it can be removed by using simple band-pass filter. Equation (4) shows the 
current vector idq_filt spins of approximately twice the frequency as the frequency of the injected signal in the opposite direction. The last 
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step is transformation to the system (5), which rotates exactly with twice the frequency of the injected signal in the opposite sense of 
rotation as the current idq_filt.  
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 (5) 
Information about position and velocity we can find out from the estimated currents by the angle tracking observer (ATO, Fig. 3) or 

only the information about position using ATAN2 computing block. This information can be used for feedback loop of speed/position FOC 
control. 

 
Fig. 3 Angle tracking observer 

 
Method ATO can be used for sensor and sensorless control. The main requirement is to bring the signal with sine and cosine 

component to the input of the observer. The principle of operation is in comparison input and output estimated signal. Observer error is 
given by the difference estimated and actual rotor position. 

Supply possibilities of two-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor 

There is in Fig. 4 shown the two-leg, three-leg and four-leg inverter, which represents separated two full-bridge inverters. In 
connection with two-leg and three-leg inverter the common points of the phases are connected between two capacitors in first case and 
between two transistors of the phase in the second case. The common used three-phase inverter drive [3,4], which utilizes six switches or 
one IGBT intelligent power module (IPM). In third case two full-bridge matrix converters can drive the phases of the motor independently. 
There is more possibilities how to drive two phase induction motor like half-bridge matrix converter. The half-bridge matrix supply MXC-HB 
provides less power losses of the converter due to soft switching (in spite of more number of switches) [5,6]. 

 

     

 
Fig. 4 Two-leg a), three-leg b) and four-leg inverter c) for supplying two-phase induction 
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Model of Two-Phase Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (TP PMSM) and Field Oriented Control is explained in [7,8] and 
therefore the motor and control algorithm will not be described in great detail in this paper. The control algorithm scheme of Field Oriented 
Control is depicted on Fig. 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 IFOC control strategy for driving two-phase induction machine 

Simulation experiments 

The parameters of two-phase PMSM needed for simulation are shown in Table. 1. 

 
Table 1 Parameters of two-phase PMSM 
 

Un = 180V nn = 1500 min-1 Rs = 1.1 Ω J = 1.2.10-3 Kg.m2 
Ld = 4.73 mH Lq = 4.5 mH Ψpm = 0.096 Wb  

 
The advantage of ATO opposite to ATAN2 is that the computing algorithm works in feedback loop and accuracy of the first mentioned 

method should be therefore much better. The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.  

 
Fig. 6 Actual and estimated angular speed a), error of angular speed b) using ATO 
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Fig. 7 Actual and estimated position a), error of position b) using ATAN2 

 
Fig. 8 Actual and estimated position in el. a), error of position b) using ATO 

Conclusion 

A speed/position servosystem with 2-phase electrical permanent magnet synchronous motor for robotic applications was introduced 
and presented. The new developed method has been used for speed/position control. The results of simulation experiments of the using of 
the VHFIM injection method are good. The precision of position determination is less than 2.5 °el. in steady-state operation (see Fig. 8) in 
spite of virtual sensorless method. The field oriented control technique provides the maximum of motor electromagnetic torque. The high 
frequency signal current component comprising the information about position of the rotor needs subtracting of modeled stator current 
(with HF signal) from real stator current in real time. 
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Abstract. Along with technologies development rise demands on the technical level of new machinery and 
equipment and also the reliability and efficiency of tools used in the production processes.  
One of the options for increasing tool life and wear resistance is the use of tools surface treatment 
technology called as PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) process. This process is atomistic deposition process 
in which material is vaporized from a solid or liquid source in the form of atoms or molecules, transported in 
the form of a vapor through a vacuum or low pressure gaseous (or plasma) environment to the substrate 
where it condenses.   The paper introduces the possibilities of application of this process for straightening 
rolls used in operating conditions of Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s. Rolls are evaluated in terms of 
microstructure and microhardness measurement of the rolls material, thickness and hardness measurement 
of PVD coating of roll operating surface after PVD process. 
 
1. PVD process 
 
    PVD (physical vapor deposition) processes for creation of thin layers are based on spraying or evaporation of solids (chemical 
element) e.g. titanium, aluminum, to bombard the substrate (forming tool), by a mixture of neutral atoms and ions and condensation of 
chemical elements or compounds of the metal on the substrate surface  under high vacuum 10-6 to 10-10 Pa [1].  
    Conditions and properties of formed layers are very diverse. Surface layers are created at a defined pressure in a vacuum chamber 
which the working gas for example argon or nitrogen are supplied into. In our case, the evaporation method using low-voltage arc was 
used for coating of straightening rolls. 
     Low voltage arc is preferred for its high evaporation rate of the electrode material and a high plasma ionization. Process time varies 
in the order of several hours. The low voltage arch has very convenient parameters, because it burns at the cathode spot at around 
10μm in diameter,  where the temperature reaches about 15 000 °C [2]. 
    Under these conditions it is possible to evaporate virtually any electrically conductive material. High plasma ionization, in turn, brings 
the possibility of preparing coatings and structures that commonly occur in nature. Scheme of arc evaporation device is shown in Fig. 1.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Scheme of  PVD device [3] 
 
 
2. Tube straightening technology in  ŽP, a.s. 
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   Straightening is a technology that is used to remove undesirable distortions. Curvature of the product axis arises as a result of the 
production technology [4]. Straightening leads to the elimination or reduction of curvature in the metal products using external forces. In 
practice, the tube runs between the straightening rolls that are rotated to the direction of straightening at an angle (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Scheme of the straightening process [5] 

    

   The roll's profile is not the tube's radius. The tube rotates as it passes through the straightening machine. While passing through the 
machine, the tube is subjected to two specific straightening forces:  

1.) Pressure straightening. Each pair of rolls can be adjusted so that the gap between them is slightly smaller than the outside 
diameter of the tube. As the tube passes through this restricted gap, it is subjected to pressure which, if sufficient, will cause 
the tube walls to be strained past their elastic limit, thereby causing some straightening of the tube. If this ability to squeeze 
the tube is used correctly, the tube will be "rounded up," removing some or all of its ovality.   

2.) Bend, or offset, straightening. One or more pairs of rolls can be adjusted to cause the tube to follow a curved path through the 
machine. Bending the tube in this manner is the main straightening action.  

    The amount of bend must be carefully controlled so that it has enough force to take the tube past its elastic limit to achieve 
straightness, but not so much that it causes excessive work hardening.  

3. Straightening rolls material 
 
    The material used for the production of the rolls is a high-chrome, high-carbon tool steel (DIN 17350 - 1.2080, marking X210Cr12) 
with high through-hardening, high wear resistance by metals and minerals, with a very high compressive strength, significantly low 
toughness in the transverse direction, with a strong carbide line spacing structure with good dimension stability to heat treatment, 
suitable for quenching the secondary hardness. Chemical composition of steel according to DIN 17350 is shown in Table 1.  
   Hardness requirement according to drawings is 57 to 63 HRc and roughness of operating – hyperbolic part of the roll must be less 
than 0.8 μm. 

                   
Table 1. Chemical composition of a high-chrome tool steel 
 
 

Material C [%] Si [%]  Mn [%] Cr [%] 

X210Cr12 1,9 -2,2 0,10-0,60 0,20-0,60 11,0-13,0 
4. PVD coating 
 
    The coating used to increase rolls service life is a commercial named as ALWIN (fig. 3). It is a nanocomposite CrAlSiN coating with 
high chromium content, which consists of small monocrystals in the range below 10 nm, that are embedded in an amorphous matrix 
with a suitable thin intercrystalline boundaries below 1 nm. Grain boundaries serve as an effective barrier against the spread of failure - 
thus allowing the high hardness of these materials [6]. The structure of the nanocomposite layer is schematically shown in Figure 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3  The ALWIN coating  and structure of nanocomposite layer [6] 

 
   The coating temperature is adjusted according to the type of tool material in the range of 180 to 600 ° C. Temperatures above 500 °C 
are used for carbide tools, high speed steel with high tempering temperature are coated at temperature to  450 °C. Materials with lower 
tempering temperature or the requirements to minimize thermal distortion can be coated from the 180 °C. 
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5. Experiment    
  
   Tempering temperature or temperature limits of the material changes – to choose suitable PVD technology or safe maximum 
temperature of PVD process it is necessary to know these temperatures for different materials from which tools are made [7].  
   Our straightening rolls were quenched form 1060 °C in oil, tempered at temperature about 490°C and then PVD coated at the 
temperature close to 500°C.  The final structure (fig. 4) consists of tempered martensite in which the carbides of size 44 μm are 
distributed. The thickness of PVD layer is about 1 to 2 μm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
      

 
Fig. 4 Final structure of rolls material and thickness of  PVD coating 

 
   It should be noted that the surface roughness of the rolls working surface has a large impact on life time and quality of coating. The 
roughness of straightening rolls was measured as the arithmetic mean deviation Ra. The resulting roughness values are shown in Table 
2 and the roughness  of working surface at roll no. 6 is graphically illustrated in the figure 5. 
     
Table 2. The measured Ra roughness of the rolls working surface 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5  Roughness measurement on roll no. 6 
 
   The measured values of microhardness are shown in table 3 and also graphically shown on figure 5. The hardness of CrASiN coating 
was measured at the load 50 g (HV0,05) and is approx. 24.5 GPa.  

Table 3. The results of  microhardness measurement HV0,05 

   
 

 

Roll no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ra (μm) 0,26 0,27 0,22 0,34 0,19 0,24

Description 
Measurement no. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Rolls material in cross section HV 0,05 652 641 616 632 624 640 

PVD coating HV 0,05 2436 2384 2585 2485 2411 2360 
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   We also measured the hardness of the base material (substrate), which is 4 times lower compared to the hardness of the coating. The 
above measuraed values are shown at the figure 6, where the red line refers to microhardness of PVD coating and blue line presents 
the material of rolls.  

 

Fig. 6  Results of microhardness HV 0,05 measurement 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
   The straightening rolls made of a high-chrome, high-carbon tool steel 14CrNi14  whose structure consists of tempered martensite and 
carbides of size about 44 μm were deposited by CrAlSiN coating. The coating was evaluated in terms of roughness on rolls operating 
surface. The roughness ranges from 0.19 to 0.34 μm.  
   We also focused  on the evaluation of coating hardness, we measured the microhardness by using the Dura-scan 20 - micro hardness 
tester and the resulting value is 24.5 GPa. The results of the above measurements meet the requirements for reliable operation of 
straightening rolls coated with PVD coating but will need to examine other coating properties such as adhesion and friction properties. 
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Abstract. The advanced design of multidirectional fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP) shows an increased need 
of reliable inter- and intralaminar shear property data. Various test methods have been proposed to determine 
shear moduli and shear strengths of composite laminates. 
It can be shown that the standardised V-notched rail shear test method is best suitable for a reliable material 
characterisation for intralaminar shear properties. A modified V-notched rail shear test fixture was developed to 
determine interlaminar shear behaviour of textile-reinforced composites. 
In addition, the standardised strain measurement with strain gauges is compared to optical measurement 
systems. For the optical measurements, a suitable analysis area has to be selected depending on the 
specimen geometry. The results are compared to finite element analyses. 
 
Introduction 

Fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP) are distinguished by anisotropic material properties with high specific stiffness and strength values in 
fibre direction. These exceptional material properties lead to a wide range of application fields with a need for a large lightweight design 
potential. In order to utilise the lightweight potential of FRPs, it is necessary to determine their mechanical properties. Therefore, suitable 
experiments are essential. Dependent on load application and stress distribution within the laminate, the material is exposed to fibre and 
inter-fibre failure modes. The material properties in fibre direction are remarkable, however, the inter-fibre properties limit maximum load of 
the material. Inter-fibre strain occurs in almost all applications of multiaxially reinforced or multiaxially loaded laminates. 

Focus of this work is the mechanical testing of CFRP by intra- (in-plane) and interlaminar (out-of-plane) shear load. Various 
standardised test methods were analysed and rated after various eligibility criteria e.g. economic and robust testing as well as stress 
distribution. A modified rail shear test fixture is introduced and compared to other common test devices. The benefits of an optical shear 
deformation measurement are analysed and compared to conventional strain gauges as well. Furthermore, experimentally determined 
shear deformation of a V-notched rail shear (VNRS) specimen is compared to numerical analyses of a finite element model (FEM) of the 
specimen. 

    
Fig. 1 Standardised definition of fibre orientation in relation to Cartesian coordinate system, single-layer orientation of fabric-reinforced 

laminates for intra- and interlaminar V-notched rail shear testing [1] 
 

Test devices for determination of shear properties 
Various, partially standardised, test methods exist to determine shear property data of unidirectional fibre- and fabric-reinforced 

polymers. They differ from each other by homogeneity of state of stress, marginal influence, influence of clamping, precision of results, and 
complexity of specimen as well as costs for specimen preparation, test fixture and testing process. Most common test standards for shear 
determination are the ±45° tension test (ASTM 3518), the V-notched beam test method by Iosipescu (ASTM 5379) and the V-notched rail 
shear test method (ASTM 7078). Another well-known shear test is the non-standardised torsion tube, by which the shear properties can be 
determined with a higher precision [2]. Although specimen manufacturing and preparation is sophisticated, the determination of 
interlaminar shear properties of fabric-reinforced polymers is not possible with torsion tube test. Other test methods, e.g. off-axis or arcan 
tests, have limitations concerning an increased effort for specimen preparation, homogeneity of state of stress and shear strength or 
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stiffness evaluation. Therefore, only test methods and results of ±45° tension and both V-notched shear tests will be compared to each 
other. A universal test machine is required for all three standardised tests. 

 
±45° tension test, ASTM 3518 - 2007 
The most common, because efficient, testing device is the ±45° tension test on flat specimens with end tabs for evaluation of the 

intralaminar shear modulus of unidirectional fibre- or fabric-reinforced polymers [3]. The specimen dimensions should be 250 mm of length 
and 25 mm of width, while the thickness depends on the thickness of the textile pre-product but should be at least 2 mm. The testing of 
interlaminar shear properties is not possible. Requirements for the test fixture as well as the testing process for this test standard are 
relatively low. However, there is a negative influence on mechanical properties by marginal effects. [4] 

 
V-notched beam test method (Iosipescu), ASTM 5379 - 2005 
The V-notched beam test method, also called Iosipescu test, was first established in the 1960s for isotropic materials only. Walrath 

and Adams optimised the test method for composite materials [5]. Intra- and interlaminar shear properties can be determined on 
unidirectional and fabric-reinforced polymers, although fabrics with large filament count tows or braided structures should not be tested 
because of the relatively small test section of the specimen [6]. Because of the symmetrical notches, an approximately homogeneous state 
of stress can be attained within the test section. Specimen preparation is quite demanding, especially the quality and surface finish of the 
notches influence the test results. To avoid premature compression failure within the load introduction zone, specimen thickness should be 
at least 3 or 4 mm, otherwise end tabs should be applied. 

 
Standardised and modified V-notched rail shear test method, ASTM 7078 - 2005 
The well-known V-notched rail shear test [1] is a combination of the two rail shear test and the Iosipescu test method. The planar 

introduction of load, inherited from the two rail shear test, reduces stress peaks near the clamping area and thus the risk of premature 
failures of the specimen. The failure within the gage section between both symmetrical notches, adapted from the Iosipescu test, is caused 
without any considerable influences on the load introduction zone [7]. Another difference to the Iosipescu test is the increased gage length 
between both notches, which allows the testing of textile-reinforced polymers with an increased roving bandwidth or pattern repeat. Intra- 
and interlaminar shear properties can be determined. According to ASTM 7078 the testing of unidirectional fibre-reinforced composites as 
well as interlaminar shear initiation are not recommended, since there are no reinforcing fibres between both fixture halves which can lead 
to a pre-damage of the specimen while mounting. 

In order to reduce a possible pre-damage of the specimen and to increase manageability, a modified V-notched rail shear test fixture 
(Fig. 2) was developed. With it, among others, comes an alignment system with low-friction components for each fixture halve, which 
reduces handling difficulties and allows specimen mounting without dismantling the test fixture from the test machine. Since misalignments 
of the usually multi-component load strand build-up of the test machine can provoke premature failures, integrated slideways reduce 
possible inaccuracies. 

Additionally, the clamping system of the standardised VNRS test fixture was modified. Originally, each fixture half contains two triple 
packs of gripping bolts, which fix the specimen with two clamping jaws. Misalignment by means of turning the specimen out of the 
symmetric plane of the testing device can occur. Furthermore, while fixing the specimen in the second fixture half, a torsional moment can 
be applied on the specimen. Another handling weakness of the standardised testing device is the positioning of the clamping jaws, since 
there is no accurate guidance. Inhomogeneous stress distributions and stress interferences can be caused by misalignments of the 
clamping jaws. A promising simplification is the installation of a fixed clamping jaw at each fixture half. Turning of the clamping jaws around 
the axle of the load strand is not possible and the number of adjustable bolts is reduced. Different specimen thicknesses can be adjusted 
by various clamping jaw thicknesses or by inserting spacer plates between the fixed clamping jaw and the fixture half. Due to a large 
variety of specimen thicknesses from 2 to 5 mm [1], spacer plates with various thicknesses are preferable. In addition, each adjustable 
clamping jaw is equipped with at least two guide pins for a well-controlled positioning. 

 

 

   

 (a) (b) 

Fig. 2 Standardised V-notched rail shear test fixture (a) and modified V-notched rail shear test fixture (b) 
 

Tested materials and specimen preparation 
Two textile-reinforced polymers were investigated which are quite common in industrial applications. The first one is a carbon fibre 

unidirectional laminate (GV300/RTM6), where the unidirectional reinforcement is a woven UD fabric of high-tenacity PAN-based fibre 
Grafil 34-700 with additional thermo fixation by glass yarn and thermoplastic. This fixation in weft has the purpose to ensure fibre position 
and is only 6 % of the weight. The second investigated material was a carbon fabric-reinforced laminate (ECC 452/RTM6). As textile 
reinforcement a 2/2 twill weave of high-tenacity carbon fibres HTA40, with the same fibre count in warp and weft direction, was used. Both 
textiles were infused with the mono-component epoxy resin HexFlow® RTM6 by advanced resin transfer moulding process. The fibre 
volume fraction was about 57 %. 
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Several sample plates with different thicknesses were manufactured for specimen preparation. In addition a laminate block with 
dimensions of 80 mm x 80 mm x 80 mm was manufactured. In order to ensure the quality of such a thick composite material concerning 
inhomogeneities or pores, detailed non-destructive analyses were done such as computer tomography analysis and ultrasonic analysis. 
These investigations proved high material quality. 

Specimen preparation was done by machining with diamond saw blades and appropriate milling and grinding tools. A water coolant 
was used as well. Therefore, it was possible to get tight tolerances and best surface of the samples with a roughness Rz of 10 µm. 

Table 1 shows the investigated specimens with characteristic features. 
 
Table 1. Specimen dimensions and specifications 
 

 ± 45° Tension Iosipescu VNRS 
specimen main dimensions  

 

      

       

   

          
 

GV300/RTM6 (UD-EP) 
specimen thickness 5 mm  4 mm 4 mm  
layup 16 plies in ± 45°-orientation 14 plies in 0°-orientation 14 plies in 0° orientation 
investigated material plane  1-2 1-2 1-2; 1-3; 2-3 
ECC452/RTM6 
specimen thickness 3 mm  not tested 2 mm  
layup 16 plies in ± 45°-orientation not tested 11 plies in 0°/90° orientation 
investigated material plane  1-2 not tested 1-2; 1-3; 2-3 

 
Strain measurement system 

Although test standards recommend strain gauge measurement, an optical measurement system (ARAMIS®) was used. A comparison 
with common strain gauges was realised on a VNRS specimen and was done for verification of the optical measurement system. 
Therefore, the ARAMIS®-Software was used to analyse the area for strain gauge application (Fig. 3). 

   

 

Fig. 3 ARAMIS® vs. Strain gauge measurement on VNRS specimen 

Results of the comparison show, that the strain values measured with ARAMIS® are slightly above the values determined by strain 
gauge measurement. A possible cause for this variance may be the conversion of the analogue force signal of the universal test machine 
due to an analogue-digital-transducer added to each measurement system. The signal is impaired by noise interference, thus the recorded 
data of the ARAMIS®-system, respectively strain gauge measurement system, includes an unknown and random disturbance. 
Nevertheless, both strain results show a sufficient compliance to analytically determined shear strain values. For a suitable evaluation of 
the strain measurement with ARAMIS®-system, the width of the region of interest (ROI) should not exceed the diameter of the V-notches, 
otherwise the measured strain values will be lower, accompanied by an increased shear stiffness evaluation. 

For an efficient analysis of VNRS test data with ARAMIS®-software, an application with an automatic evaluation-algorithm was created 
and utilised. Furthermore, for analysis of multiple specimens in one series of tests, a stacked job processing was implemented within the 
application. Therefore, an economic, repeatable testing process as well as test evaluation could be achieved. 

 
Test results 

Mechanical shear testing was performed to determine absolute values of shear moduli and shear failure strengths as well as standard 
deviation using VNRS, Iosipescu and ±45 tension test methods. All tests were carried out with at l 

east 5 specimens. Testing was performed using a universal test machine. Load and crosshead deflection were recorded as the test 
was performed at a constant crosshead displacement rate of 2 mm/min. Additionally, specimen gripping capabilities, failure modes, 
reproducibility of testing and robustness of the test device were analysed. Optical measurement of shear deformation of VNRS specimen 
was compared to finite element analysis. 

Intralaminar shear property data of GV300TFX and ECC452 laminate were determined with VNRS, ±45° tension and Iosipescu 
(GV300TFX only) test methods. Test results of ±45° tension test with GV300TFX laminate show the lowest intralaminar shear modulus G21 
(3020 ± 343 MPa) compared to Iosipescu test (3658 ± 723 MPa) and VNRS test (3943 ± 138 MPa) (Fig. 4). The high shear modulus of 
VNRS testing is accompanied by a low standard deviation compared to the other test methods. The shear modulus of VNRS testing fits 
best to previous analytically determined shear modulus of the tested laminate. Similar outcomes show the evaluated shear failure strength 
data R21. The highest shear failure strength was measured with VNRS test method (74,4 ± 2,6 MPa), whereas Iosipescu and ±45° tension 
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show similar strength data values (65,4 ± 7,5 MPa and 66,5 ± 0,4 MPa). As already mentioned, testing of fabric-reinforced polymers with 
Iosipescu test method is not suitable since the ROI between both notches is too small for fabrics with a large pattern repeat. The shear 
failure strengths determined with ±45° tension test method are also relatively low, which can be caused by the effect of free edges, since 
ending fibres cannot transfer loads into fibre-parallel direction. [5] 

The laminate with ECC452 fabric reinforcement was tested with VNRS and ±45° tension test method (Fig. 4). Here as well, the 
average shear modulus G21 tested with VNRS was nearly 20 percent higher (3942 ± 147 MPa) than the shear modulus tested with ±45° 
tension test (3181 ± 318 MPa). The obtained shear failure strength R21 for both tests was almost equal (VNRS: 129,1 ± 2,2 MPa; ±45° 
tension: 127,2 ± 3,7 MPa). The standard deviation for both tests is similar to test results of GV300TFX laminate. 

      

Fig. 4 Intralaminar shear property data of fabric-reinforced polymers GV300TFX (left) and ECC452 (right) 

Interlaminar shear property data (G31, G32, R31, R32) was determined by VNRS test method on fabric-reinforced polymers using the 
modified VNRS test device (Fig. 5). Interlaminar shear modulus determination for GV300TFX and ECC452 reinforced laminate was 
carried out for 31-plane and 32-plane. Test results for GV300TFX laminate G31 (3860 ± 100,3 MPa) show a similar average shear modulus 
compared to in-plane shear property data (G21,GV300TFX= 3943 MPa). However, shear modulus data in 32-plane shows a significantly lower 
modulus compared to 31-plane of GV300TFX laminate. This effect may be caused by an unfavourable fibre orientation in relation to 
V-notched specimen geometry. Friction between two layers of fabric material (ECC452) may increase interlaminar shear stiffness of the 
material. Especially interlaminar shear property data of laminates with thick fabric pre-products, with a strong waviness, may benefit from 
this effect. Nevertheless, unidirectionally reinforced fabric material like GV300TFX does not have much waviness especially in 32-plane 
and, therefore, the shear modulus is significantly lower. 

Since there is no reinforcement in thickness direction of the laminate, the average interlaminar shear modulus G31 or G32 (3334 MPa) 
for ECC452 material is naturally lower compared to in-plane shear property data (G12 = 3942 MPa). 

Interlaminar shear failure strengths for material GV300TFX and ECC452 have been determined as well. Shear failure strengths R31 
and R32 (26,7 MPa and 26,8 MPa) of GV300TFX are lower compared to ECC452 (37,6 MPa). Friction, caused by the waviness effect, may 
also increase interlaminar shear failure strength R31 or R32 of fabric material ECC452. 

     

Fig. 5 Interlaminar shear property data of fabric-reinforced polymers GV300TFX and ECC452 

Conclusion 
Standardised shear test methods were analysed and various tests on textile-reinforced polymers were performed. Shear property data 

was determined for woven UD fabric GV300TFX and for well-balanced fabric ECC452. Both textiles were infused with the 
mono-component epoxy resin HexFlow® RTM6 by advanced resin-transfer-moulding process. The modified VNRS test fixture is best 
suitable for intra- and interlaminar shear testing of unidirectional and fabric carbon fibre reinforced polymers and allows a reliable 
determination of shear property data. The modified VNRS test fixture is equipped with an alignment system as well as guided clamping 
jaws. It was developed to increase manageability of the test fixture and to simplify specimen mounting as well as to enable a robust and 
economic intra- and interlaminar shear testing. Standard deviations of the determined shear moduli and strengths were acceptable. 

Additionally, it could be shown that an optical strain measurement system is best suitable for strain determination especially for fabric 
reinforcements with a large pattern repeat of the textile pre-product. Stress-strain-curves can be recorded until specimen failure. 
Evaluation of strain measurement data was realised with an automatic evaluation-algorithm. 
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Abstract. Noise analysis of the Cross Wigner-Ville distribution (XWVD) based method for the signal 
components instantaneous frequency (IF) estimation is presented. The utilized method deliberately forms 
cross-terms in the XWVD between the analyzed signal and a reference signal, and it yields a scaled and time 
shifted image that closely resembles the IFs of the signal components. Based on the geometrical rules that 
govern interferences, and by using a reference signal that is well localized in time and frequency, the 
time-frequency coordinates of the components IF are calculated in an automatic way. The effect of noise on 
the method's performance is tested for various levels of additive white Gaussian noise. Statistical performance 
measures are given for multi-component synthetic signals examples. 
 
Introduction 

Everyday real life signals which surround us, such as speech, video or animal life or various artificial signals like radio broadcast, 
sonar or radar, have their information simultaneously present in time and frequency. To be able to fully decode such signals we require joint 
time-frequency (TF) analysis and processing methods and many such methods have been developed over time. Generally they fall into 
one of the two categories of time-frequency distributions (TFD); the linear time-frequency distributions and the quadratic (bilinear or 
energy) TFDs [1]. 

The key point in TF signal analysis is often revealing how signal’s frequency content changes over time, or more precisely, finding the 
instantaneous frequency (IF) laws of the signal components where component could be, in general, considered an energy continuity in 
time without abrupt changes in frequency. Therefore, signals can be mono-, or multi-component in nature.  

Often the first choice in TF analysis are linear TFDs, such as the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Rather intuitive and easily 
understood they lack in TF resolution, whereas the Quadratic class of TFDs has proven to be better but at a price of non-linearity and the 
associated problems of interference terms [1]. The Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD), being the core representative of the Quadratic class of 
TFDs possess many useful properties, yet it is corrupted by interferences or cross-terms caused by its bilinear nature whenever the signal 
under analysis is multi-component. The cross-terms make the interpretation of the TF image more challenging by obscuring signal 
features. 

The majority of work so far, has been directed towards suppression of cross-terms since they are considered as undesirable in 
general but they do carry valuable information, as it is recognized in [2]. 

In recent paper, an automatic method that exploits geometrical properties of cross-terms evoked between components of the 
analyzed signal (AS) and the introduced reference signal (RS) for signal components IF laws estimation has been proposed [3]. 

This paper briefly outlines the method in [3] and presents noise performance analysis for different classes of multi-component signals 
in various levels of noise. 
 
The Method Description 

Given a real signal  ts , WVD can be calculated according to, [1]: 
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with  tz being the analytic associate of  ts [1]. Considering a mono-component linear frequency modulated signal (LFM), Eq. (1) will 

yield a perfect localization of signal energy content in the time-frequency plane but a multi-component signal, say, a signal with two 
components  tx and  ty , the quadratic superposition principle will take place [1]: 
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is the Cross Wigner-Ville distribution (XWVD) of  tx and  ty  and also the source of cross-terms that obscure the readability of 

 ftW yx , . 

WVD as the Eq. (2) states, consists of the signal auto-terms (the WVDs of the individual components) and the cross-terms (the 
XWVD of the components). Any signal component yields an auto-term, and any pair of signal components produces a cross-term [2]. If 
only the WVD of a signal is presented a clear distinction between the signal terms and the interference terms could not be easily made. As 
no signal is ever perfectly clear of noise, the TF image becomes even more obscured as noise provides additional cross-terms caused by 
its interaction with the signal components. However, the position of the cross-terms is not random. They are governed by strict geometrical 
laws [2], such that they appear half-way on a straight line between any two points in the signal. Therefore, their TF coordinates can be 
calculated according to [2]: 
 

 21
2

1
ttti  , (4) 

 

 21
2

1
fffi  . (5) 

 
where it and if are time and frequency coordinates of the cross-term, while  11, ft and  22 , ft represent the coordinates of the points 

in the signal that interfere. 
Knowing the coordinates of one of the interfering points and the coordinates of the cross-term, it is possible to localize the other signal 

point utilizing the method in [3], steps of which are as follows: 
1. form the RS of length N as a low frequency Gaussian atom. This provides the reference 1t and 1f coordinates. 

2. if needed, concatenate zero-valued samples at the start of the AS. This insures a clear time reference point, but also shifts the 
AS forward in time. Accounted for in step 6. 

3. Calculate the XWVD of the RS and the AS, as per Eq. (3). A scaled image of the true signal components is revealed. 
4. Extract the envelope of each of the time slices of the XWVD. For each time slice of the XWVD, perform peak detection. The 

detected peaks represent it and if coordinates in Eqs. (4) and  (5), respectively. 

5. Link the detected coordinates into individual cross-components by following the criterion of energy continuity in time. 
6. Perform the scaling of the cross-terms coordinates according to Eqs. (6) and  (7): 

 

12 2 ttt i  , (6) 

 

12 2 fff i  . (7) 

 
In Eq. (6), the time shift of step 2 needs to be compensated. The values of 2t and 2f , resulting from Eqs. (6) and  (7), 

respectively, represent the estimated time and frequency coordinates of the AS component. 
7. Smooth and interpolate the scaled coordinates to obtain the IF estimate of the AS component. 

 
Performance Evaluation 

Three multi-component signals of different classes were considered for the performance evaluation of the method in [3] against 
additive white Gaussian noise of zero mean and variance of 1. The reference signal of 512 time samples for all cases is a Gaussian atom 
with a time spread of 26 points, centered at time index 32 and frequency 0.05. 

The first signal represents a class containing only LFM components of unit amplitude and various rates of frequency change; 
component 1 is varying in frequency from 0.2 at the time index 35 to 0.35 at the time index 350. Component 2, goes from frequency 0.35 to 
0.45 in the time frame [80, 490], while component 3 is varying from frequency 0.1 at the time index 100 to 0.35 at the time index 450. 

After numerical simulation, the resulting mean squared errors (MSE) as performance measures, for each of the AS components IFs 
are provided in Table  1. In Fig. 1, the WVD of the considered signal is presented. Fig. 2 shows the IF estimates overlayed with the true 
component IFs for the case of 5 [dB] SNR. 
 

Table  1. MSE of the estimated IF laws for the three components of the first considered signal (Fig. 1) for different noise levels. 
 

 1020log  dBSignal

Noise

A

A
    

   10  5  

Component 1 58.64 10  44.60 10  47.04 10  

Component 2 63.07 10  49.01 10  31.69 10  

Component 3 62.70 10  43.59 10  48.42 10  
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Fig.  1 The WVD of the first considered signal. SNR of 5 [dB]. 
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Fig.  2 Estimated IF laws (solid) of the signal in Fig. 1 
with the true IF laws (dashed). 

 
The second signal (Fig. 3) is a mixture of two non-linear and one linear FM component: 

 a parabolic, unit amplitude FM (PFM), defined by three points: it starts at frequency 0.08, time index 50, peaks at frequency 
0.2, time index 250, and ends at frequency 0.1, time index 450, 

 a positive slope, unit amplitude LFM, varying in frequency from 0.15 at time index 60 to 0.45 at time index 500, and again, 
 a parabolic, unit amplitude FM that starts at frequency 0.25, time index 80, peaks at frequency 0.35, time index 280, and 

ends at frequency 0.45, time index 380. 
Table  2 provides performance values in terms of MSE for three levels of SNR while Figs. 3 and  4, respectively, offer visual 

comparison of the performance for SNR of 5 [dB]. 
 

Table  2. MSE of the estimated IF laws for the three components of the second considered signal (Fig. 3) for different noise levels. 
 

 1020log  dBSignal

Noise

A

A
    

   10  5  

Component 1 63.99 10  53.93 10  55.18 10  

Component 2 41.02 10  48.12 10  31.20 10  

Component 3 63.82 10  49.61 10  31.50 10  
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Fig.  3 The WVD of the second considered signal. SNR of 5 [dB]. 
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Fig.  4 Estimated IF laws (solid) of the signal in Fig. 3 
with the true IF laws (dashed). 

 
As a final measure of performance we considered a signal constituted of a three, relatively closely spaced, slowly varying LFMs that 

can be used to model EEG patterns of epileptic seizures in newborns [4]. The first and the second component of the signal decrease in 
frequency from 0.15 to 0.14, and from 0.20 to 0.19, respectively, from time index 50 to 500, while the component 3 varies from frequency 
0.25 at time index 220 down to 0.24 at time index 400. Again, as in the previous examples, Table  3 and the subsequent Figs. 5 and  6, 
present performance characteristics of the method for three levels of SNR. 
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Table  3. MSE of the estimated IF laws for the three components of the third considered signal (Fig. 5) for different noise levels. 
 

 1020log  dBSignal

Noise

A

A
    

   10  5  

Component 1 58.83 10  41.22 10  41.59 10  

Component 2 41.59 10  41.61 10  43.54 10  

Component 3 61.45 10  42.69 10  44.85 10  
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Fig.  5 The WVD of the third considered signal, a model 
of the EEG seizure patterns in newborns. SNR of 5 [dB]. 
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Fig.  6 Estimated IF laws (solid) of the signal in Fig. 5 
with the true IF laws (dashed). 

 
Conclusion 

In this paper, a simple, yet effective method for signal components IF estimation has been briefly outlined and the results of noise 
analysis presented. The method was tested with multi-component signals of linear only FMs, and with a class of mixed non-linear and 
linear FMs. The tests were also performed on a model of an EEG signal. The obtained results, numerical and visual, show the method's 
capability in dealing with various signal classes and different time durations of signal components as well as its high-performance in low 
SNR, indicating its potential in practical applications, such as analysis of biomedical signals, where classical approaches based on 
stationarity assumptions are not appropriate. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the design of a new architecture of digital neurons for use in the feed-forward 
neural networks and their subsequent implementation in the FPGA chip. The proposed neuron uses a special 
type of multiplication realized by AND gate. Comparision of usual ways of implementing digital feed-forward 
neural networks using integers, numbers with floating point and the novel architecture that uses a new special 
multiplication is presented. Finally, chip area consumption and other features of the feed-forward neural 
network with the new architecture are compared to standard architectures.  
 
Introduction 
Calculation of output activity of huge number of neurons is very demanding on the computer performance, so this implementation leads to 
a slower neural network compared to a hardware network implemented on the chip. Hardware implementation offers parallel data 
processing and therefore, the calculation of such a network is very fast. Artificial neuron itself is a complex element, which includes the 
operations of multiplication, sum and non-linear functions. In the commonly used data formats and standard circuits to implement the basic 
operations, only a small number of neurons can be feasibly implemented on the chip. Therefore, an effort to design a new neural network 
architecture that would use neurons working with operations could significantly help to reduce their complexity. This would also ensure 
less chip area overhead and therefore, much larger number of neurons on the chip could be implemented. The novel NN architecture that 
uses a new type of serial multiplication employing a simple AND gate is presented, and the achieved results as well as the main 
advantages are discussed.  
 
Theoretical part 

Some systems are very difficult to describe, or are so complex that their description is almost impossible. If we have input data and 
the required outputs, it is possible to approximate the response of the system. As universal approximators are widely used artificial neural 
networks that are trained on a given problem. Basic principles of neural networks are referred in [1] – [4]. 

Neural network work in two modes. The first mode is learning or training. In this phase, it is necessary to train the neural network on 
a given problem. For training, so called the training data set is used, composed of the inputs and the related expected output values. 
Learned knowledge is stored in the synaptic weight coefficients w and threshold coefficients ϑ. After the learning period is the run mode. In 
this mode, the neural network is able to solve the problem that it was trained for. During the run mode, weights and threshold coefficients 
are constant. The basic element of the neural network is a neuron. A model of the neuron consists of several inputs xi, potential of the 
neuron ξ and the activation function s(ξi). The potential is obtained by multiplication of inputs xi with the corresponding weights wij and their 
subsequent sumation and addition to the threshold coefficient ϑi, as stated in equation 1. The output activity of a neuron is given by 
processing the neuron potential ξi using the activation function s(ξi), as stated in equation 2. The activation function has a specific shape 
and significantly affects the function of the neuron. There are many types of the activation functions refered in [1], [2] and [3]. Type of used 
activation function depends on the network topology and the particular application. For classification purposes and applications, the most 
suitable type is the sigmoidal function, described by equation (3), where A and B are maximum and minimum of the sigmoidal function and 
α is the slope. 

 
 , , ∑  (1) 

  (2) 

  (3) 

By arrangement of neurons in several layers one can obtain the multilayer feed-forward neural network. Layers are divided into the input 
layer, hidden layers and the output layer. In feed-forward NN, the input data is distributed and processed in only in the direction from input 
to output. Neurons of one layer are interconnected to the neurons from the next layer. Thus, the outputs activities yi in the current layer 
depends only on the output activities of neurons in the previous layer. 

The main advantage of neural networks is definitely their ability to learn. This is different from the capabilities of conventional 
computers that need to have programmed the algorithm for a given task. Computer algorithms can perform exactly the programmed task 
but can not adapt to changes in the parameters of the task. In contrast to computer algorithms, it is necessary only to learn a neural 
network to solve the problem. Neural network is then able to classify correctly the objects that are different from standard objects of the 
task. Another very important feature of neural networks is their parallelism that offers huge computational performance/capacity. 

 
Experimental part 
The main disadvantage of neural networks working with integers as well as with floating-point numbers is high complexity of the units 
performing mathematical operations. Therefore, we developed a new method for serial multiplication using simple AND gates. In the 
proposed method of serial multiplication, the potential of the neuron is calculated in one step, because the operations of multiplication and 
summation are performed simultaneously. This brings a significant simplification of the neuron circuitry resulting in less area overhead. 
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The method of multiplication using AND gate is based on subsequent multiplication of two numbers bit by bit using a simple 2-input 
AND gate. Numbers are always in the interval <0; 1>, because a given number is part of the specified range. This means that by two 4-bit 
numbers it is possible to express 16 values. Therefore, a given number will be the n-th of this value. For example, number 5 would be 5/15. 
We will refer to the operations of multiplication symbol as ∴ (Eq. 4). Multiplication operation is performed over a time interval called "time 
window". Length of the time window is defined as the maximum value, which the number can take. To perform the product of n-bit 
numbers, a and b are the lengths of the time window 2n-1 time units. For the proper function of multiplication, it is necessary that coefficients 
are encoded in time. One number has to be encoded in the time from the beginning of the time window (Fig.1a). For example, number 5 
would have first five units of time (clock cycles) value of 1 and then value of 0. The other number has to be encoded in the time 
symmetrically around the center of the time window as shown in Fig.1b}. In the multiplication process, it does not matter, which number is 
encoded one way or another but both numbers must be encoded in different ways. The operation of multiplication is implemented by 
gateing encoded numbers a and b of the individual moments of time window. The product of multiplication is spread over time. The final 
result of multiplication is count of the ones in the time window. This multiplication has an effect of natural rounding. In order to be able to 
work also with negative values, it is necessary to extend the numbers a and b with the signs as and bs. Sign of result ys is then calculated 
using the logic function XOR. 

 ∴  (4) 

 ∑ ∴  (5) 

   

a             b 

Fig. 1 Encoding the number: a) from the beginning of time window 
                                                                          b) symmetrically around the center of the time window 

 
In architectures working with integers or floating-point numbers, the calculation of the neuron potential is realized in two steps. 

Firstly, inputs xn are multiplied with the coresponding weight coefficients w. Then, the products of multiplications are subsequently up by 
use of multi-input adder. In the proposed novel architecture of a digital neuron using multiplication by AND gate, the multiplication of inputs 
with weights coefficients is performed simultaneously within the duration of one time window (5). Nonlinear activation function is realized 
by a table. The proposed architecture uses 4-bit numbers and one bit to store the sign, so we can express 32 values from the interval 
<-15/15;15/15>. In this case, the ROM memory size is 32x5 bits. Function values are calculated for the following parameters of sigmoidal 
function: A = -15, B = 15 and α = 0.3. 

Fig.2 shows the schematic of a digital neuron using special multiplication by AND gate. Signals xn are inputs of neuron encoded in 
time from beginning of time window (Fig. 1a). Each input x has the corresponding sign xs. Signal start is used to begin the computation of 
output activity of the neuron. Circuit sum computes the potential of the neuron (Eq. 5). The calculation of activation function is realized by 
circuit Sigmoid. Circuit ConvertX encodes the number in direct code from the beginning of time window (Fig. 1a), and PISO register 
converts it to serial data. TW_counter counts the length of the time window. Weight coefficients wn and the neuron threshold ϑ are 
encrypted symmetrically around the center of the time window (Fig. 1b), and are permanently stored in the SUM circuit. This neuron can be 
optimized for use int the output layer of neural network. Neurons in the output layer needs the parallel output. In the optimized output 
neurons, circuits for encrypting the output activities have been excluded from the optimized neuron structure.  

 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of a digital neuron employing special multiplication by AND gate 
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The feed-forward neural network consists of neurons organized into multiple layers. Computation of output activities of the neural 

network is sequential, layer by layer, while the output activity of neurons in a given layer are calculated in parallel. End of calculation in the 
layer is indicated by a high level of signal done. Simultaneously, the output activities of the neuron in previous layer are fed serially to 
inputs of neurons in next layer. The high level of signal done triggers the computation of the output activities of neurons in next layer. Entire 
calculation of the output activities of the whole neural network takes as many time windows as many layers the neural network has. In the 
optimized neural network, the output layer is composed of the optimized neurons. Thus, non-optimized neural network of the proposed 
architecture using a special multiplication by AND gate would need circuits for encoding the network inputs and circuits for decoding the 
output activities of the network. Decoding the network output activities takes one time window, so the total computation of the output 
activities takes l+1 time windows, where l is the number of layers forming the neural network. Output activities in the optimized neural 
network are represented in the direct code and therefore, no additional circuits for decoding them are needed. This will make the 
computation of output activities in one time window shorter. 

Similar architecture of Stochastic Hopfield Neural Networks (SHNNs) using the same multiplication principle was presented in [5]. 
However, the architecture proposed there contains only one layer, and to calculate the neural network outputs, lot of cycles are needed. 
On the other hand, the architecture proposed in this paper, the calculation of the neural network outputs requires only l*15 clock cycles, 
where l is the number of all network layers. 

 
Results 
We have designed three usual architectures of FFNN for comparision with then novel architecture. First two architectures works with 8-bits 
integers and uses serial and parallel multipliers. Another type of usual architecture is based on working with numbers using floating-point. 
This architecture works with Microfloat format, which takes only 8 bits [6]. All the architectures were described by VHDL language and 
synthesized for three FPGA chips Xilinx Spartan 3 of different sizes, listed in Table 1. FPGA chip consists of configurable logic blocks 
(CLB). Each CLB contains four slices, and each slice contains two look-up tables and two flip-flops, multiplexers and logic gates. The chip 
area is determined mainly by the number of slices needed to implement the circuit. 

We compared the chip area of the neuron circuits for increasing number of inputs in the range from 5 to 50 with step of 5. The 
obtained results for the proposed neural network architectures are shown in Fig. 3. Both types of neurons of the novel architecture need for 
the implementation to the FPGA chip approximately 7 times less number of slices. Moreover, the digital neuron, which uses the optimized 
novel architecture consumes 10 slice less than that of the non-optimized architecture. This is because the neuron optimization is 
performed only on its output and does not affect the calculation of the potential of a neuron. 
 

Table  1. List of used FPGA chips 
 

Type CLBs Slices 
Xc3s1000 1920 7680 
Xc3s1500 3328 13312 
Xc3s2000 5120 20480 

 

 
Fig. 3 Comparision of chip area for FFNNs in dependence on the number of hidden layers 

Next, the comparison of chip area for feed-forward neural networks versus the number of hidden layers with constant number of 
hidden neurons has been carried out. The input layer consisted of 20 input neurons, each hidden layer was formed by 10 hidden neurons, 
and output layer contained 6 output neurons. Number of hidden layers was varied in the range from 1 to 10 with step of 1. Obtained results 
are shown in Fig. 4a. Dependency of chip area consumption on the number of hidden layers of neural network is linear. This is due to only 
the increasing number of neurons and connections between neurons, without changing complexity of the neurons. The smallest number of 
slice blocks needed to implement the neural network in FPGA chip was achieved for both types of the novel architecture, which needed on 
an average 5 times smaller slice number of blocks than the other three architectures. In the smallest type of FPGA chip Spartan xc3s1000 
(dashed line), it can be implemented only a neural network with novel architecture (non-optimized and optimized) of complexity up to 9 
hidden layers. To implement the novel architecture of the neural network containing 10 hidden layers it is necessary to choose a larger 
type of FPGA chip, e.g. Spartan xc3s1500 (dash dot line). On the other hand, none of the other three regular NN architectures can be 
implemented in the smallest FPGA chip Spartan xc3s1000. Medium size FPGA chip Spartan xc3s1500 would be able to implement a 
neural network, which contains only one hidden layer. In the largest type of FPGA chip Spartan xc3s2000 (dash dot dot line) it is possible 
to implement classical neural networks with up to three hidden layers. 
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For further comparison of the chip area depending on the neural network topology, we varied the number of neurons in hidden 
layers, while keeping the number of hidden layers constant. Each neural network consisted of two hidden layers. The input layer consisted 
of 20 input neurons, both hidden layers contained hidden neurons in the range from 5 to 50 with step 5, and the output layer was composed 
of 6 output neurons. The chip area as a function of the number of neurons in the hidden layers is shown in Fig.4b. The obtained 
dependences are exponential. This is due to the increasing number of neurons, connections between neurons, and also the enhanced 
complexity of neurons for the increasing number of inputs (Fig.3). The proposed novel neural network architecture requires on an average 
of 5 to 6 times less slices to be implemented in an FPGA chip in comparison to the other three architectures. To the smallest FPGA chip 
Spartan xc3s1000 (dashed line) can be implemented a neural network of the novel architecture with two hidden layers and 25 hidden 
neurons in each hidden layer. Medium size FPGA chip Spartan xc3s1500 (dash dot line) can implement a neural network of the novel 
architecture containing two hidden layers with 35 hidden neurons. Finally, into the FPGA type xc3s2000 (dash dot dot line), a neural 
network of the architecture with two hidden layers and 45 hidden neurons in each hidden layer can be implemented. The other three 
architectures of neural networks can be implmenented into the smallest FPGA chip xc3s1000 only in the complexity containing two hidden 
layers with 5 hidden neurons in each hidden layer. To the largest type of FPGA chip xc3s2000 can be implemented a neural network with 
two hidden layers of 10 hidden neurons in each hidden layer. 
Neural networks working with integers and using serial multipliers take a larger number of slices because they use both combinational and 
sequential circuits. 

Taking this fact into account, the novel neural networks require less chip area compared to architectures using integer or float 
numbers. This is due to simpler neurons needed for the novel architecture. Other reason is that the new neural network architecture 
includes 1-bit nets between neurons, through which the signals are distributed serially, while the other NN architectures using multibit 
signals (8 and 9-bits) work with parallel data transfer. 

  
a       b 

Fig. 4 Chip area for FFNNs as a dependece of the: a) number of hidden layers 
                                                                                                   b) number of neurons in hidden layers 

 
 

Conclusion 
A novel architecture of a digital neuron, which uses the special multiplication by AND gate has been proposed and designed. The aim was 
to achieve the smallest chip area consumption in hardware implementation. Consequently, the new architecture of a digital neuron was 
compared to neurons working with integers and floating-point numbers. In case of neurons working with integers, we realized two different 
solutions, one working with serial multipliers and the other using parallel multipliers. Neurons working with floating-point numbers use 
Microfloat format, since it is the simplest FP format. The most complex solution is the architecture of a neuron employing integers and 
serial multipliers. The architecture employing parallel multipliers takes comparatively the same chip area as the architecture with FP 
numbers. On the other hand, the novel architecture takes aproximately about 2/3 less chip area than the second simplest conventional 
network architecture. In comparision to the most complex architecture, the proposed novel neuron hardware is roughly 6 times smaller.  
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Abstract. Nowadays thin tinplates are processed predominantly by compression moulding. At the production 
of two-piece tins (lid and cap with flange) various types of stresses and deformations of thin wrapping sheet 
occur. From the viewpoint of material stress, the least appropriate scheme is the one containing tension stress. 
In this contribution we have tested the corrosive resistance of thin tinplates after the biaxial tensile test (Bulge 
test). Corrosive resistance was evaluated after various time spans (corresponding to 3 years). Samples were 
deformed in three deformation levels (approx. 5%, 10% and after deformation). For the purpose of this test, 
samples made from continually annealed, batch annealed, once reduced and twice reduced sheets were used. 
 
 
Introduction 

Nowadays thin tinplates belong among the most important production and export goods of the biggest metallurgical companies. 
Within the last three years the production of these plates in U.S. Steel Košice has boosted to more than twice the quantity before and 
currently it makes more than 300 thousand tones of thin tinplates per year. In the last years the development of these plates led to a 
significant reduction of thickness (from thickness of 0,26 mm to 0,14 – 0,18 mm) and considerable reduction of tin coating thickness from 
the former 11 and more gram/m2 (hot-dip tinning) to the current 1 – 2 gram/m2 (electrolytic tin coating)[1]. There is a significant change in 
the treatment of thin tinplates for the production of wrappings [2]. Currently the majority of produced wrappings are of so called two-piece 
metal wrappings made by drawing round, square, oval, etc. caps and tin lids that are mutually connected by flanging. The current 
technology of drawing for the purpose of caps production lays extensive demands on the plastic properties of thin tinplates. With this 
drawing process there are considerable plastic deformations of steel material, as well as tinned layer. These days even prominent 
manufacturers feel the pressure of quality demands on tinplates. Thicknesses of tinplates need to be reduced while maintaining the 
required elongation [5]. There are increasing requirements as to the inner and outer cleanness of bands, as to their close dimensional 
tolerances and ideal planeness. Requirements for surface microgeometry are tightening. In this contribution the intention was to point out 
the relation between the size of plastic deformation and corrosive resistance of thin tinplates.  
 
Experimental Material  

For the experimental research we used materials once reduced continually annealed with marking TH 435CA, thickness 0,24mm and 
twice reduced batch annealed with marking TS 550 BA, thickness 0,16 mm. Mechanical properties of applied sheets discovered by the 
uniaxial and biaxial tensile force test are shown in sheet No. 1. Graphic relation between tension and deformation at biaxial tensile force 
test of tested materials are presented in Fig. No. 1, 2. Once reduced continually annealed sheet showed higher tensibility as well as lower 
yield value and strength (see Fig. 1) in comparison with twice reduced batch annealed sheet (see Fig. 2). 
 
 
 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of examined materials 
 

  Tensile test Biaxial test 

Material 
Re 

[MPa] 

Rm 

[MPa] 

A50 

[%] 

Re 

[MPa] 

Rm 

[MPa] 

AB 

[%] 

TH 435CA  468 447 28,1 

342 506 14,6 TH 435CA  
 

453 448 25,5 

TS 550BA  525 534 2,6 
535 587 6,3 

TS 550BA  523 531 3,1 
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Fig. 1 Dependence stress-strain of sample number 35,                     Fig. 2 Dependence stress-strain of sample number 22,  
                       material TH 435,CA, thickness  0,24 mm                                             material TS 550,BA, thickness 0,16 mm  
 
Evaluation of Corrosive Resistance of Examined Sheets after Biaxial Tensile Test 

After approx. 3% (5%) and after 6% (10%) deformation the tested materials were placed into corrosive chamber with salt fog at the 
temperature 20°C. Action time of the corrosive environment corresponded with the average period of 3 years in real conditions. The 
corrosive treatment of tested materials was evaluated both visually and metallographically. Figures No. 3, 5, 7 show sheets from steel TS 
550BA after 3%, 6% deformation and breakage. Figures No. 4, 6, 8 show sheets from steel TH 435CA after 5%, 10% deformation and 
breakage.  

 

    
 

Fig.  3 Sheet TS 550BA after 3% deformation             Fig. 4 Sheet TH 435CA after 5% deformation 
 

   
 

Fig.  5 Sheet TS 550BA after 6% deformation         Fig. 6 Sheet TH 435CA after 10% deformation 
 

    
 

Fig. 7 Sheet TS 550BA after breakage                   Fig. 8 Sheet TH 435CA after breakage 
 
Sheets from steel TS 550BA were distinguished by a higher yield value, higher breaking strength and lower elongation (rupture 

occurred at approx. 8% deformation), but the deformation process ran without any significant slip planes in the entire deformed volume. In 
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case of continually annealed sheet TH 435CA we measured  a higher elongation, lower yield value and lower tensile strength, but the 
sheet deformation showed a considerable inhomogenity in form of significant slip planes  (see Fig. No. 9 and 10).    

 

     
 

Fig. 9 Sheet TS 550BA after breakage before corrosion     Fig. 10 Sheet TH 435CA after breakage before corrosion 
 
With sheets batch annealed the corrosion became evident on a larger area, though it was more uniform and did not do significant 

damage to the base material. As with sheet continually annealed, the corrosion collected right on the place of local deformations (slip 
planes), see Fig. No. 6 and 8. This corrosion damaged the tin protective layer and a rather significant corrosion of base material occurred 
(see Fig. No. 11 and 12). 

 

    
 

Fig. 11 Sheet corrosion near to material breakage         Fig. 12 Secondary corrosion cracks 
 
Influence of Corrosive Resistance in Breaking of Wrapping of Tinned Meat  

Teams of experts started to be concerned with the issue of breaking of tinned meat in the sixties of the 20th century. This phenomenon 
came to be seriously significant with long-term storage of tins and, in fact, has partially persisted to these days. The mentioned problem 
was even more obscure, as meat and meat products were categorised as the least aggressive filling by all the authors in accordance with 
the contemporary expert literature. Considerably more works were dedicated to breaking of tinned meat that contained fillings releasing 
hydrogen sulphide (e.g. green bean). According to these sources, sulphides are rather effective accelerators of hydrogen diffusion in steel 
[4, 5, 8]. Hydrogen then accelerates the electrolytic corrosion. In particular it is manifested on those places that are concurrently deformed 
and contain internal tension. It is assumed that the reasons for unsystematic occurrence of FeS are found in steel production faults. The 
effect of diffused hydrogen on the corrosion process is an especially significant accelerator of non-metallic inclusion and carbide 
occurrence. As for continually cast steel the effect of hydrogen is significantly lower [6].  

In case of tinned meat it is the interaction of wrapping and filling, which are mostly associated only with the occurrence of dark iron 
sulphides and tin on the inner tin surface. With the case of the above breaking, theoretically two types of corrosive cracking could apply 
herein:  
a) sulfitic – material embrittlement by diffusing hydrogen released on steel surface, or tin coating by hydrogen sulphide,  
b) stress-corrosion cracking with the mechanism of anodic dissolution of metal, in this case môžu hrať rolu some substances released from 
meat or additives, above all NH3, amines and Cl-, but also NO2

-, carboxyl acids, residues of pesticides, etc.  
These facts, however, needed to be unambiguously proven and demonstrate that tinned meat cracking occurring with long-term 

storage is not caused merely by low-quality sheet, but it is a corrosive-mechanic process, indeed. For the above to apper, only two 
conditions are necessary and sufficient:  
1. specific minimum level of residual tensile stress,  
2. specific corrosive environment.  

As for tinned meat both the above conditions [4] have been fulfilled. There was significant residual tensile tension on lid and bottom 
curvature radii and the filling made for long-term storage contained significantly more chlorides. The above mentioned assumptions were 
proven on several types of tinned meat, which at the time of research were not damaged. The example of such tin cap with apparent 
corrosion and local thinning in the radius of lid curvature is present in Figure No. 13. Figure No. 14 shows an example where the lid was 
damaged by corrosion nearly over the entire thickness.  

On figure No. 15 it is evident that except for primary corrosive rupture in the lid there are further secondary corrosive ruptures that are 
being expanded, which in turn could cause material rupture. In Fig. No. 16 there is the part of lid damaged by corrosion which serves as 
clear evidence of intercrystallic corrosion spreading over the edges of base material grains. The above spreading was further enhanced by 
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a partial decarburization of the thin steel sheet surface prior to its tinning, where the enlargement of grain in surface layers [6] had 
occurred. 

     
 

Fig.13 Lid of the tin damaged by corrosion                          Fig.14 Lid of the tin damaged by corrosion 
 

    
 

Fig.15 Missing tin layer in the area of breakage    Fig.16 Intercrystalline corrosion of the sheet 
 
 
Conclusion 

On the basis of experiments performed with tested corrosive resistance of plates continually annealed and batch annealed, once or 
twice reduced, we can observe that as for sheets batch annealed twice reduced even at lower plastic properties and higher yield point and 
tensile strength there is a uniform plastic deformation, thus also to uniform thinning of protective tin layer. The corrosion was more uniform 
and did not affect the base material to a large extent. The plates continually annealed were distinguished by lower yield point, lower tensile 
strength and higher plasticity, yet their deformation with biaxial stress was characterized by inhomogenity (significant slip bands). In the 
places of their significant slips there is a considerable thinning of protective tin layer, increase of their porosity, and as a result loss of 
anti-corrosive effects. If such sheets are used for the production of tin wrappings, the effects of corrosive activity of the tinned meat filling 
can result in significant corrosion of the tin lid, later even to its damage.   
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Abstract. Advanced high strength steels and high strength low alloy steels are utilized in automotive industry 
to reduce weight of the vehicle body and consequently lowering the fuel consumption to achieve the lowest 
possible fuel consumption, high active and passive safety of passengers while decreasing the amount of 
emission. The contribution deals with the optimization of parameters of resistance spot welding and quality 
analysis of welded joints made by combination of galvanized steel sheets AHSS (TRIP 40/70+Z100MBO) and 
HSLA (H220PD). It is an advanced material combination used in designing car body parts. The quality of 
welded joints was evaluated by destructive tests and non-destructive tests. The shear tensile test according to 
STN 05 1122 standard was used. The basic mechanical properties of welded joints were evaluated. Some 
samples were prepared for metallographic analysis, where the influence of the welding parameters on the 
structure of welded joint as well as the influence of welding parameters on the dimensions of the weld nugget 
and occurrence of pores in the weld metal caused by evaporation of zinc from the coating was observed. 
 
Introduction 

Resistance spot welding is one of the oldest of the electric welding processes in use by industry today. The weld is made by a 
combination of heat, pressure and time. This technique is commonly used in automotive industry due to its high efficiency in manufacturing 
thin metal sheets. A wide variety of metal sheets up to 3 mm thickness can be handled by the resistance spot welding method [1,2]. In the 
last decade a change in body shell mass production has occurred in the automotive industry. In answer to the intensifying energy crisis and 
in order to meet customer requirements for automobiles such as weight reduction for energy saving and enhancement of passenger safety, 
new materials, e.g. advanced high strength steels (AHSS) have to be applied [3,4]. These materials are gaining in popularity due to their 
high strength in combination with good ductility characteristics compared to traditional high strength steels, for example micro-alloyed 
steels [5]. An important AHSS representative is the so-called TRIP (Transformation Induced Plasticity) steel dominated by a ferrite matrix 
with retained austenite, bainite and martensite as dispersed phases, offering excellent mechanical properties due to the transformation of 
retained austenite into martensite during plastic straining [6]. As a result, both strength and uniform strain increase owing to the 
appearance of a harder phase and to the additional local plastic yielding of the surrounding grains related to the transformation strain [7,8]. 
The TRIP effect, which is exhibited by such materials, is characterized by the phenomenon known as strain-induced martensitic 
transformation (SIMT). Due to the onset of plastic straining, the retained austenite undergoes SIMT which enhances the work hardenability 
of such steels due to the transformation of the austenite phase to the much harder martensite phase. This brings about a resistance to local 
necking which explains the uniform elongation and enhanced formability observed in such steels [].  

The challenge of using the coated AHSS steels in the industry is that they are readily inclined to exhibit expulsion during the spot 
welding. As well, the presence of the coating results in the accelerated degradation of the welding electrodes, leading to earlier expulsion 
and frequent replacement or re-dressing of the electrodes [10,11]. 

HSLA steel is well-known type of steel alloy that provides many benefits over regular steel alloys. In general, HSLA alloys are much 
stronger and tougher than ordinary plain carbon steels. HSLA steels are so called because they only contain a very small percentage of 
carbon. A typical HSLA steel may contain 0.15% carbon, 1.65% manganese and low levels (under 0.035%) of phosphorous and sulphur. 
Most HSLA steels are furnished in the as-hot-rolled condition with ferritic-pearlitic microstructure. The exceptions are the controlled-rolled 
steels with an acicular ferrite microstructure and the dual-phase steels with martensite dispersed in a matrix of polygonal ferrite. These two 
types of HSLA steels use the formation of eutectoid structures for strengthening, while the ferritic-pearlitic HSLA steels generally require 
strengthening of the ferrite. Pearlite is generally an undesirable strengthening agent in structural steels because it reduces impact 
toughness and requires higher carbon contents. Moreover, yield strength is largely unaffected by a higher pearlite content. The ferrite in 
HSLA steels is typically strengthened by grain refinement, precipitation hardening, and, to a lesser extent, solid-solution strengthening. 
Grain refinement is the most desirable strengthening mechanism because it improves not only strength but also toughness [12-14]. 
Commonly, TRIP steels and HSLA steels are of good weldability. 

Spot welding is an inexpensive and effective way to join metal sheets. More cracks and failures tend to occur around welds, in the 
heat affected zone (HAZ), because the joints are exposed to dynamic and static loads in the automobile structures. After spot wedling, 
important changes occur in mechanical and metallurgical properties of the spot welded areas and heat affected zones [15]. The 
investigation of these changes is very important for the safety strength of the welded joints. In some parts of the modern automobiles, 
galvanized AHSS steels sheets and HSLA steels sheets are joined together with resistance spot welding technique. The paper evaluates 
joints of combined materials made by resistance spot welding the materials utilized in automotive industry in car body production. 

 
Materials and Experiments 

The following combination of dissimilar steel sheets were used for resistance spot welding: high strength low alloy steel H220PD with 
the thickness of 0.8 mm and advanced high strength steel TRIP 40/70+ Z100MBO with the thickness of 0.77 mm. Their basic mechanical 
properties and chemical composition are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.  
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Table  1. Basic mechanical properties of used steels 
 

 Rp0.2 [MPa] Rm [MPa] A80 [%] n90 
H220PD 238 382 36 0.228 

TRIP40/70 450 766 26 0.278 
Table  2. Chemical composition (wt%) of used steel sheets 

 
 C Mn Si P S Al Cu Ni Cr 

H220PD 0.06 0.7 0.5 0.080 0.025 0.020 0.011 0.017 0.310 
TRIP40/70 0.204 1.683 0.198 0.018 0.003 1.731 0.028 0.018 0.055 

 Ti V Nb Mo Zr     
H220PD 0.037 0.002 0.026 0.005 0.001     

TRIP40/70 0.009 0.004 0.004 0.008 0.007     
 

On order to evaluate the properties of the joints, the following tests were performed: tension test, microhardnesses test and a 
metallographical analysis. The samples with dimensions of 40 x 90 mm and 30 mm lapping according to STN 05 1122 standard were used 
for the experiments (Fig. 1). Five samples were prepared for every combination of sheets. Resistance spot welding was carried out in 
laboratory conditions on a pneumatic spot welding-machine BPK 20 made by VTS ELEKTRO Bratislava, as shown in scheme in Fig. 2. 
CuCr welding electrodes were used according to ON 42 3039.71 standard. The diameter of working area of the electrode was d = ø5 mm. 
The parameters of resistance spot welding with marked tested samples are shown in Table 3. The samples were prepared by cutting 
against the direction of rolling. The surfaces of the samples were degreased in concentrated CH3COCH3. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Dimension of samples for the tensile test 
 

Fig. 2 Scheme of resistance spot welding machine 
 

The welding current is the most important parameter in resistance welding which determines the heat generation by a power of square 
as shown in the formula [16]. The size of the weld nugget increases rapidly with increasing welding current, but too high current will result 
in expulsions and electrode deteriorations. The amount of weld current is controlled by two things: first, the setting of the transformer tap 
switch determines the maximum amount of weld current available; second, the percent of current control determines the percent of the 
available current to be used for making the weld. Low percent current settings are not normally recommended as this may impair the quality 
of the weld. The weld current should be kept as low as possible. When determining the current to be used, the current is gradually 
increased until weld spatter occurs between the metal sheets [1,16]. 

 
Table  3. Parameters of resistance spot welding (Fz – pressing force, T – welding time, I – welding current) 

 

Samples 
Welding parameters 

Fz [kN] T [per.] I [kN] 
A5 6 10 5 
A6 6 10 6 
A7 6 10 7 
A8 6 10 8 
A9 6 10 9 

 
The carrying capacities of the spot welded joints were evaluated according to standard STN 05 1122 – Tension test of spot welded 

joints. This test was used for measuring the maximum carrying capacities Fmax of the joints. The test was carried out on the metal strength 
testing machine TIRAtest 2300 produced by VEB TIW Rauenstein, with the loading speed of 8 mm/min.  

Further tests for quality evaluation of spot welded joints included the metallographical analysis. The quality of welded joints was 
evaluated by light microscopy on metallographical scratch patterns prepared according to ISO 6507-1 and ISO 6507-2 standards on 
Olympus TH 4-200 microscope. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The measured values of carrying capacities Fmax of resistance spot welded joints are shown in Table 4. Only one type of the joint 
occurs in all chosen parameters of welding – fusion welded joint. The values of carrying capacity of welded joints were in the range from 
5224 N to 7496 N. Measured values of carrying capacities of joints on welding current are shown in Fig. 3.  

Dependency of carrying capacity of spot welds Fmax on welding current I can be expressed: 
 

Fmax = 401.49.I + 3491;  coefficient of determination R² = 0,8829 (1) 
 
 
 
 
Table  4. Carrying capacities of resistance spot welded joints 
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Fmax [N] 
Samples A5 Samples A6 Samples A7 Samples A8 Samples A9 

5263 5922 6427 6919 6878 
5224 5763 6439 6558 7496 
5383 5771 6562 6435 6782 
5537 6121 6320 7098 6875 
5720 6052 6321 6693 7090 

 
Tensile tests were executed under displacement control conditions on the specimen configurations in order to characterise the static 

behaviour of the joints and to estimate the ultimate tensile strength. The maximum shearing load was the most significant value obtained 
from the ‘‘load-displacement’’ curves as shown in Fig. 4. The form of the curves indicates the behaviour of the joints under loading, 
especially capacity for deformation. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 3 Dependency of carrying capacities of spot welds Fmax [N] on 

welding current I [kA] 

 
Fig. 4 Load-displacement curves and deformation of spot 

welded joints after tensile test 
 

In this case the average maximum shearing load was: for sample A5 around 5500 N with the corresponding displacement about 
1.0 mm, for sample A6 around 5900 N with the corresponding displacement about 1.2 mm, for sample A7 around 6200 N with the 
corresponding displacement about 1.7 mm, for sample A8 around 6900 N with the corresponding displacement about 1.9 mm and for 
sample A9 around 7100 N with the corresponding displacement about 2.1 mm. 

 

  
 

Fig. 5 Failures of spot welded joints of samples A5 and A8 
 

The specimen failed partially through the periphery of the weld and partially through the base metal, which is confirmed in the failure 
mode of spot welded joints (Fig. 5) together with corresponding characteristic load vs. displacement curves generated in the experiments 
(Fig. 4). The carrying capacities of the samples are then influenced by the base metal strength.  

Figure 6 shows indentations formed by the welding electrodes. Changing the values of welding current influenced the welding 
electrode indentations on the surfaces of welded materials. The most obvious indentations were observed on the surfaces of samples 
prepared with the parameters of maximum value of welding current of 9 kA. The least obvious indentations were on the surfaces of both 
welded steels prepared with the minimum value of welding current of 5 kA. 

 

   
 

Fig. 6 Welding electrodes indentations of all observed types of samples 
 

     
 

WM 

HAZ BM 

A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 
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Fig. 7 Microstructures of welded materials of dissimilar combination of TRIP steel and H220PD steel 
The metallographical analysis confirmed formation of fusion welded joints with characteristic areas of weld metal (WM), heat affected 

zone (HAZ) and base material (BM). Figure 7 shows the macrostructures of spot welded joints of samples A5, A7 and A9.The size of spot 
welds increased with increasing values of welding current. The sample A5 welded with the lowest value of welding current 5 kA shows the 
smallest weld nugget of all observed samples, with the narrow heat affected zone. The macrostructures of a weld joint show the 
solidification process of weld metal with a characteristic dendrite structure typical for resistance spot welds. The microscopic observation of 
macrostructures of the welds shows no pores and cavities occurring in the weld metal. The bigger weld nugget was observed in samples 
A7, welded with the current of 7 kA. No pores and cavities occurring in the weld metal.  

The microstructure of weld metal consists of mostly fine-grained martensite arranged in typical lamellar formations form the side of 
TRIP steel. Such lamellar formations prevent the austenite from transformation; therefore the retained austenite occurs in the 
microstructure. Besides martensite, also ferrite and both forms of bainite occur in the microstructure of weld metal. The microstructure of 
H220PD can be characterized as a fine-grained ferrite-pearlite structure. Because of heating in resistance spot welding, continual growth 
of grains towards the weld metal can be observed. A significant growth of pearlite grains occurs in the heat affected zone.  

The sample A9 welded with the highest values of welding current 9 kA shows the void and solidification cracks inside the biggest weld 
nugget. The formation of void in a spot weld is the result of nucleation and growth process during solidification of a liquid nugget after the 
heat source, i.e. electric current is shut off as was described in [16]. The solidification cracking may form under certain condition. The 
cracks extended from the surface of a weld into its interior with some voids in the nugget. Such cracks may not reduce a joint`s strength if 
they are confined to the centre of the nugget. However, when they extend to the edges of weld nugget they can affect the weld quality. 

 
Conclusion 

In this study, resistance spot welds of material combination of galvanized AHSS steels sheets and HSLA steels were evaluated. 
On the basis of the conducted experiment, the following conclusions can be formed: 

 Fusion weld joints occur with all chosen parameters of resistance spot welding.   
 The highest tensile strength was observed in samples made with welding current of 9 kA. The average carrying capacity of samples 

was 7024 N. The lowest values of carrying capacity were observed in samples made with welding current of 5 kA, where the average 
value of carrying capacity decreased by 23 % in comparison to samples A9.    

 Linear dependence of carrying capacities of spot welds Fmax on welding current I was determined. Increasing values of welding 
current caused increasing of carrying capacity. 

 The metallographical analysis confirms that the chosen combination of advanced high strength steels and high strength low alloy 
steels is suitable for resistance spot welding. On the basis of the results it can be stated, that welding current has a determining 
influence on the weld joint. When using the welding current of 5 kA, weld joint was of high quality, fusible and without defects, but the 
weld nugget had smaller dimensions in comparison with other weld nuggets made with higher values of welding current.  Welding 
current of 9 kA is not suitable for the examined thickness and sheet combination, because cracking was observed in the heat affected 
zone of multi-phase material of TRIP.  
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Abstract. The paper provides a detailed performance analysis of the modified ICI based denoising method. 
The original ICI based method has been modified in order to reduce its computational complexity, hence 
enhancing its execution time. The method is applied to denoising of signals corrupted by additive noise in order 
to study the methods efficiency in noise suppression for various noise probability density functions (PDF) and 
noise levels. It is shown that the algorithm execution time is significantly reduced when compared to the 
original ICI based method. 
 
Introduction 

Edge preserving and local adaptivity are prudent for an efficient signal denoising [1], [2]. One of such denoising methods was 
introduced by Katkovnik et al [1], combining local polynomial approximation (LPA) method with intersection of confidence intervals (ICI) 
rule as tool for filter support size calculation. It was shown that this denoising algorithm is particularly sensitive to signal sudden slope 
changes [3], [4], [5]. 

However, the shortcoming of the ICI based method is that the method is time consuming. This modification of the ICI method solves 
these problems by significantly speeding-up the denoising algorithm, resulting in an algorithm execution time reduction. In this paper, both 
the original and modified LPA-ICI methods are used to denoise several artificially created signals, originally proposed in [6], all 
characterized by sudden slope changes with embedded zero mean noise of various probability density functions (PDF), for a range if 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the brief overview of the modified ICI method, while in Section 3 both of algorithms 
are compared, in terms of mean square error (MSE) reduction and its execution time.  
 
Modification of the ICI rule 

Let us assume that the noise-free signal )(ny is corrupted by independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) ),(~)( 2
 oNn , 

such that the noisy signal is: 
 

)()()( nnynx  . (1) 

 
The goal of denoising procedure is to obtain estimated signal )(ˆ ny , with estimation error as small as possible. To achieve this, for 

each data point, set of growing support windows  KhhhH  ...21 are introduced, with appropriate confidence intervals, of which the 

upper and lower boundaries are defined as [1]: 
 

)()(ˆ)( nnxnL
kk hhK  , (2) 

)()(ˆ)( nnxnU
kk hhK  , (3) 

 
where )(ˆ nx

kh is the estimated signal sample (obtained by LPA),  is ICI threshold value, and )(n
kh is the standard deviation of the 

)(ˆ nx
kh . Optimal window support size calculated with ICI method, h , is then determined as largest one for which following inequality holds 

true: 
 

)()( nUnL KK  , (4) 

 

where smallest upper )(nLK  and largest lower )(nU K confidence intervals boundaries are calculated as: 

 

),(max)( ,...,1 nLnL ikiK   (5) 

)(min)( ,...,1 nUnU ikiK  , (6) 

 
Unlike the original LPA-ICI method, this modification introduces set of growing support windows just for the first sample inside the 

support window, and it is used for all samples within it, hence results in significantly reduced algorithm execution time.  
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Performance analysis of the modified LPA- ICI method 
 

The performance of the algorithms are compared in terms of algorithm execution time and mean squared error (MSE) reduction on 
two synthetic signals named the Blocks and Sineoneoverx, with number of signal samples 1024N , shown by Fig. 1. Test signals are 
additionally corrupted with various types of noises, PDFs of which are listed in Table 1, for a range of different SNR values. The threshold 
value of the ICI method is set to 4.4  (as in [1]), and LPA of order 0m  is used. The MSE of the estimated signal )(ˆ ny  is calculated as 

the mean value of MSE over 20M  different noise realizations, and the obtained error is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Blocks signal. (b) Sineoneoverx signal. 

Table 1: Algorithm execution time and MSE for test signals denoised using modified ICI rule. (SNR=5) 
 

Noise 
PDF 

Blocks Sineoneoverx 
LPA-ICI Modificated LPA-ICI LPA-ICI Modificated LPA-ICI 

MSE t  MSE t MSE t MSE t 
Beta 0.1553 1040.8ms 0.9195 5.9ms 0.0761 651.0ms 0.1148 5.8ms 

Binomial 0.1520 1035.5ms 0.9114 5.8ms 0.0772 656.3ms 0.1164 5.8ms 
Chisquare 0.1574 1033.4ms 0.9032 5.8ms 0.0785 656.4ms 0.1133 5.8ms 

Exponential 0.1561 1036.9ms 0.9046 5.8ms 0.0777 651.6ms 0.1130 5.8ms 
Extreme Value 0.1543 1037.2ms 0.9175 5.8ms 0.0777 650.0ms 0.1154 5.8ms 

F 0.2887 1024.6ms 0.9326 5.8ms 0.0980 666.0ms 0.1147 5.9ms 
Gamma 0.1546 1036.6ms 0.9126 5.8ms 0.0770 648.7ms 0.1169 5.8ms 

Generalized Extreme Value 0.1542 1034.2ms 0.9113 5.8ms 0.0769 653.9ms 0.1151 5.8ms 
Generalized Pareto 0.1526 1036.2ms 0.9005 5.8ms 0.0763 651.6ms 0.1129 5.8ms 

Geometric 0.1538 1032.0ms 0.9064 5.8ms 0.0779 653.3ms 0.1163 5.8ms 
Hypergeometric 0.1577 1038.2ms 0.9155 5.9ms 0.0774 653.5ms 0.1137 5.8ms 

Lognormal 0.1730 1032.8ms 0.9067 5.8ms 0.0792 651.5ms 0.1126 5.8ms 
Negative Binomial 0.1554 1037.9ms 0.9035 5.9ms 0.0776 648.5ms 0.1169 5.8ms 

Noncenentral F 0.2857 1026.9ms 0.9252 5.8ms 0.0981 666.5ms 0.1159 5.8ms 
Noncenentral t 0.2070 1028.1ms 0.9178 5.8ms 0.0824 655.8ms 0.1155 5.8ms 

Noncentral Chi-square 0.1566 1035.4ms 0.9142 5.8ms 0.0771 651.2ms 0.1141 5.8ms 
Poisson 0.1582 1036.4ms 0.9176 5.8ms 0.0770 650.7ms 0.1121 5.8ms 
Rayleigh 0.1522 1035.5ms 0.9167 5.8ms 0.0768 650.7ms 0.1136 5.8ms 

T 0.2161 1028.7ms 0.9024 5.8ms 0.0816 650.5ms 0.1143 5.8ms 
Uniform 0.1560 1035.1ms 0.9151 5.9ms 0.0767 648.2ms 0.1134 5.8ms 

Discrete Uniform 0.1555 1033.1ms 0.9149 5.9ms 0.0757 649.6ms 0.1161 5.8ms 
Weibull 0.1535 1032.2ms 0.9141 6.6ms 0.0773 651.3ms 0.1127 6.2ms 

 
Table 2: Algorithm execution time and MSE for test signals corrupted by zero-mean AWGN denoised for a range of SNR values using 

modified ICI rule. 
 

SNR 
Blocks Sineoneoverx 

LPA-ICI LPA-FICI LPA-ICI LPA-FICI 
MSE t MSE T MSE T MSE t 

0.2 0.8665 1361.4ms 1.8125 5.9ms 0.3741 5288.5ms 0.4006 6.9ms 
0.4 0.8603 1349.9ms 1.3499 5.9ms 0.3812 5327.6ms 0.4031 7.0ms 
0.6 0.7884 1331.3ms 1.7766 5.9ms 0.3779 5084.6ms 0.4093 7.0ms 
0.8 0.7804 1318.8ms 1.7557 5.9ms 0.3724 5037.4ms 0.4067 6.8ms 
1 0.7436 1304.6ms 1.7230 5.9ms 0.3698 4712.6ms 0.4091 6.7ms 
2 0.6036 1229.7ms 1.6278 5.9ms 0.3549 4107.1ms 0.3972 6.6ms 
4 0.4250 1125.1ms 1.4424 5.9ms 0.3271 2983.4ms 0.3782 6.3ms 
6 0.2800 1071.1ms 1.1788 5.9ms 0.3009 2308.9ms 0.3557 6,1ms 
8 0.1643 1037.9ms 0.9367 5.9ms 0.2539 1762.5ms 0.3089 6.0ms 

10 0.0997 1016.0ms 0.7412 5.9ms 0.2073 1349.2ms 0.2557 5.9ms 
20 0.0049  964.8ms 0.1962 5.9ms 0.0395 539,4ms 0.0741 5.9ms 
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Fig.  2 MSE as a function of SNR for signals denoised using LPA-ICI method (dotted) and its modification. (a) Blocks signal. (b)  

Sineoneoverx signal 

 
Table 1 compares the algorithm execution time and obtained MSE values for both of methods for various PDFs. It can be seen that 

modified LPA-ICI method outperforms the original LPA-ICI method in algorithm execution time. Algorithm execution time of the modified 
LPA-ICI method is relatively constant and over 175 times faster for Blocks signal and over 110 times faster for Sineoneoverx signal when 
compared to the original LPA-ICI method. The same conclusion can be drawn from Table 2 where both of methods are compared on 
signals corrupted by AWGN of various levels. The reduction of algorithm execution time is even larger for smaller values of SNR (e.g. 
for 2.0SNR , the modified LPA-ICI algorithm is 230 times faster for Block signal and 766 times faster for Sineoneoverxs signal). However, 
the shortcoming of the reduction of algorithm execution time is in the obtained error, which is larger for the case of the modified LPA-ICI 
method. 

Fig. 3 shows the Blocks signal corrupted with Exponential noise with 1 (Fig. 3(a), Poisson noise 1 (Fig. 3(d)), and the 
Student’s T noise with 2 (Fig. 3(g)). Each signal was denoised using both the original and modified LPA-ICI method, and obtained 
results are shown in Figs. 3(b), 3(e), and 3(h), respectively, while the estimation errors are given in Figs 3(c), 3(f), and 3(i), respectively. 
Fig. 4 shows the results for Sineoneoverx signal. 
 

 
Fig.  3 Blocks signal. (a) Signal in exponential noise. (b) Signal denoised using the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (c) 

Estimation error for the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (d) Signal in Poisson noise. (e) Signal denoised using the LPA-ICI 
(dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (f) Estimation error for the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (g) Signal in T noise. (h) 
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Signal denoised using the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (i) Estimation error for the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified 

LPA-ICI rule. 

 
Fig.  4 Sineoneoverx signal. (a) Signal in exponential noise. (b) Signal denoised using the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. 

(c) Estimation error for the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (d) Signal in Poisson noise. (e) Signal denoised using the 
LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (f) Estimation error for the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (g) Signal in T 
noise. (h) Signal denoised using the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the modified LPA-ICI rule. (i) Estimation error for the LPA-ICI (dotted) and the 

modified LPA-ICI rule. 

 
Conclusion 

In this paper, the performance of the modified method which combines local polynomial approximation (LPA) and intersection of the 
confidence intervals (ICI) rule has been analyzed in details for a range of noise probability density functions (PDF) and signal-to-noise ratio 
values (SNR). The mean squared error (MSE) of signal estimates and the algorithm execution time obtained using both the original and 
the modified LPA-ICI are compared. It has been shown that for all of noise types and SNRs, for the considered synthetic signals, the 
modified LPA-ICI algorithm significantly outperforms the original in terms of algorithm execution time. This feature of the algorithm is 
specially suited for applications where denoising algorithms are rerun numerous times (e.g. image and video denoising). The shortcoming 
of the algorithm is a larger noise level in the estimated signal, which can be compensated for by introducing additional requirements when 
finding the optimal window size. 
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Abstract. Under spaceflight conditions the astronaut’s body is subjected to a variety of adverse health and 
cognitive risks. One of  the most detrimental factors is microgravity which has harmful effects on  all aspects 
of the human organism. Without an appropriate and timely diagnosis there is a high probability of the subject 
developing physical illness and cognitive degradation, which inevitably leads to incidents or unpredicted 
situations on the spacecraft. Atypically functioning internal organs and biological structures inside the body 
cause lack of concentration and consequently, increased possibility of inadequate judgement while making 
important decisions or operating the ship's machinery. This endangers the overall security of the manned 
spaceflight. A system of regular medical examinations has been created in order to minimize such risks and 
ensure the safety of the flight. Nevertheless despite constant evolution and modification of medical control in 
space there still exists a degree of uncertainty regarding the precise psychophysical condition of the 
astronaut in space. A potential course of action is to introduce continuous monitoring of the astronaut's 
psychophysical indicators. The medical data can be transferred by means of telemetry. Over the last 
decades, telemedicine in extreme conditions (catastrophes) was being developed on the basis of cosmic 
medical controls. Both explore telecommunicating medical results in digital form and medical consultation in 
online and offline modes. There are however significant differences such as overabundance of requests from 
victims and otherwise affected. In particular, this article examines the overflow of emergency calls to the 
centre of telemedicine services, typical in extreme situations. 

Introduction 
Currently increasing volume of medical information received in flight complicates the decision making process of the on-board 

physician. Hence the decisions are often made by the medical personnel at the mission control centre on the ground. With the inevitable 
increase in the duration and the distance of space flights a question of improvement and development of on-board tools and techniques 
of medical monitoring and diagnostics rises more sharply. 

Safety of space flight is directly linked with the analysis of data obtained by performing the following: 

 Ongoing monitoring of the health of the crew; 

 Diagnosis of adverse health conditions developing during the space flight; 

 Assessment of physical and mental fitness of astronauts; 

 Forecasting capability of flight continuation. 

Influence of Microgravity on Humans 
Analysis of data obtained from space missions and simulation experiments allowed defining the basic mechanisms of the 

effects of microgravity on the human body. 

Table 1. The response of the human body to the state weightlessness 

Functions Symptoms 

Sensory system 
Reduced activity of the proprioceptive input; reduced static and increased dynamic sensitivity of the 
vestibular receptors; interruption of the interaction of sensory systems; illusions; development of space 
motion sickness. 

Motor 
Atony of the antigravity muscles, atrophy, changes in contractile properties of antigravity muscles. 
Disruption of control systems. 

Bone Osteopenia of the core bones (lumbar spine, pelvis and thighs). Reduced bone mineral density. 
Cardio-vascular The trendency for cardiac arrhythmias during stress. Reduced postural and physical stability. 

Fluid and electrolyte 
Hydropenia. The decrease in blood plasma and interstitial fluid. The negative balance of some minerals, 
including calcium. 

Blood system Functional erythropenia, the development of morphological and metabolic changes in red blood cells. 
Metabolism The prevalence of decay processes over synthesis processes, a negative nitrogen balance. 
Immune system Reduced activity of T-cell immune system and antiviral immunity. 
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Medical Support of Space Flight 

The safety of space flight depends on the reliability of technology and on the effectiveness of the medical support of manned 
flight. 

A range of functional disorders, acute illnesses and injuries that are most likely to occur at different stages of space missions, 
produced at the SSC RF Institute for Biomedical Problems of RAS serves as the basis for the creation and improvement of on-board 
systems of care and prevention. 

General principles of medical care of the expedition are: 

 Establishment of an autonomous on-board medical center; 

 The inclusion of highly skilled physician and an assistant (paramedic), medical training for other members of the crew; 

 Ability to self-diagnosis, prevention and care; 

 Participation of experts from the Mission Control Center (MCC) in telemedicine consultations. 
 Use of the latest advances in medicine, biology and nanotechnology in developing methods of diagnosis, prevention and 

treatment: 

 Application of expert systems for analysis and management of the astronauts’ condition; 

 Minimizing the time of diagnostic and preventive treatments. 

Medical Control 
Medical control in space flight is linked to the following key tasks: 

 Ongoing monitoring of the health of the crew; 

 Diagnosis of adverse health conditions, developing during the space flight; 

 Assessment of physical and mental fitness of astronauts; 

 Assessment the possibility of adjusting prevention; 

 Forecasting capability of flight continuation. 

An important condition for solving these problems is the ability to automate full medical monitoring and diagnostics directly 
during the flight. Therefore a set of medical devices for collecting and analyzing health data directly on board the spacecraft has been 
developed. Along with the development of these instruments, information-retrieval systems were set up. Such systems are essential for 
accumulating and processing data collected in a variety of flight experiments, starting with the initial flights. The transmission of 
telemetric data to Earth to support decision-making process in emergency situations on board seems outdated, and in some cases - 
impossible.  Therefore arises an issue of creating a flexible approach to decision making, allowing the on-board doctor to perform 
continuous medical monitoring of the overall health of crew members aboard. 

Telemedicine Technology 
As follows from the above, it is necessary to carry out medical control for virtually all systems of the human body. In Russia, 

telemedicine is based on the knowledge and achievements in the field of space medicine. Advances in information and 
telecommunication technologies have created a fundamentally new direction for the organization and delivery of medical care - 
telemedicine. 

Telemedicine can undoubtedly have a significant positive impact on medical and preventive care systems and efficiency of 
actions undertaken in emergency situations. Telemedicine network in Russia is built as a decentralized system based on the functional 
standardization principles. 

Medical databases are important components of information technologies that provide the intellectual support of the healing 
process. Medical databases allow storing the collected data. During the observation of patients, the data from inspection, consultation 
and surveys  is recorded in the databases. 

Medical knowledge database is a system of diagnostic algorithms, formulas and procedures, including rules for combining 
sections of active directories and dictionaries. They provide the ability to form medical conclusions and recommendations, based on the 
incorporated system of decision-making algorithms. In addition, medical knowledge databases contain templates for patient health 
history and other medical documents, which are automatically populated on the basis of data collected about the patient. 

The size of Russian territory presents an issue of remote consultation where the patient and the physician may be hundreds 
or thousands of kilometers away from each other. 

Medical systems developers now offer more universal algorithms for introduction of IT into the medical diagnostic process. 
This would provide support for making medical decisions and the collection of primary health statistical information. The main areas of 
information support of the physician are shown in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1 The main areas of information support of the physician 

Effective medical information and diagnostic system must provide the following functions: 
 Automation of record keeping; 
 Creating medical data and knowledge databases; 
 Automation of the diagnostic and treatment process; 
 Telemedicine technology; 
 Providing high-tech medical care; 
 Application of IT in medical education. 

Prospective Directions of Telemedicine 
Prospective areas of telemedicine include telesurgery and telemonitoring. Active influence on the patient's body from a remote 

destination is essential. Currently this is being developed in two directions: remote control of medical diagnostic equipment and remote 
medical influences such as surgery using remote-controlled robotics. Undoubtly, the latter direction has the most demanding 
requirements for all the elements of telemedicine complex, especially for reliability and quality of telecommunications. Telesurgery 
assumes utilization of telerobotics and remote control over them directly during the operations (management of a scalpel, laser, etc.). 

The prospects of telemedicine are linked with the further miniaturization of control and measuring devices, the introduction of 
smart technologies, robotics and the latest achievements of information science and nanotechnology. 

Conclusion 
Currently a variety of data from experiments in space telemedicine has been accumulated. This experience will promote 

creation of a network of ground-based telemedicine centers in Russia. With it’s help an opportunity to effectively eliminate the 
consequences of emergencies will be realized. 

Contacts 
Litvina Daria, +7 (963) 765-43-38, queen71@mail.ru 
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Abstract. The main aim of this study was to evaluate the ability of the activated sludge to degrade a part of the 
10 selected metalworking fluids according to OECD 302B (with different addition of activated sludge – 0.25 g 
l-1, 0.50 g l-1 and 1.00 g l-1 SS), and also to evaluate toxicity (50% inhibition of the respiration) to the same 
bacterial consortium of activated sludge according to OECD 209. The degradability test showed that, after the 
first 3 hours of cultivating, adsorption grew with the increasing amount of inoculums. The lowest adsorption 
rates showed Akvol B and Zubora TXS, where were also observed the lag phase (adaptation of the bacteria’s 
to the carbon source). If occur adsorption rate more than 20% it is probably impossible to distinguish biological 
degradation of organic matter from abiotic elimination from the suspension. To differentiate it there were 
realized some more experiments with inhibiting of consortia’s activity by HgCl2 addition. The addition in 
preliminary study of Mobilcut 222 and Adrana D2420 showed decrease of adsorption rate after first 3 hours of 
cultivating deeply below 20%. It can be stated that, according to the test basic conditions, all the tested MWFs 
(excepted Zubora TXS) have a potential to ultimate degradation. According to OECD 209 toxicity test were 
Cimstar 597 and Emulzin H evaluated as the lowest toxic MWF´s (none of tested concentrations achieved 
EC50); followed by Zubora TXS, Aquamet LAK-E, Mobilcut 222, Adrana D407, Hocut 3380 and finally Adrana 
D 2420, which was evaluated as the most toxic from the list. 
 
Introduction 

Clean and safe machining is one of the industry’s important topics. Both economic and environmental factors contribute to the recent 
increase in applications of machining under dry or minimal lubrication conditions. Manufacturers are looking for ways of reducing 
production costs and, at the same time, of avoiding the environmental problems associated with the use of metalworking fluids – MWFs [1]. 
Future lubricants have to be more environmentally adapted, have a higher level of performance, and lower total life cycle cost - LCC than 
presently used lubricants [2]. The use of rapidly biodegradable lubricants could significantly reduce environmental pollution. Environmental 
friendly alternatives are available for a large variety of mineral oil based lubricants [3]. The most interesting group for formulation of 
environmentally adapted lubricants is base fluids such as vegetable oils and synthetic fluids [2, 3, 4, 5]. These oils can offer significant 
environmental advantages thanks to resource renewability, biodegradability and nontoxicity [3].  
 
Methods of Biodegradability Assessment 

Degradation processes can be both abiotic (e.g. photochemical reactions and hydrolysis) and biotic [6]. Biodegradation by natural 
populations of microorganisms is the major route by which oil products are removed from soil and water compartments [7]. During these 
ultimate biodegradation processes the organic matter is converted into CO2, H2O, inorganic salts, microbial biomass and organic 
metabolites [8]. Methods for measuring biodegradability can be divided into two principal groups: direct measurement of parent compound 
concentrations and indirect measurement of parent compound bioconversion, such as CO2 production, decrease in DOC, cumulative 
oxygen consumption (BOD), and decrease in COD (chemical oxygen demand). The indirect measurement of biodegradation by using 
summary parameters, such as BOD, COD or DOC is often easy and can be automated but it may be necessary to determine physical 
chemical elimination processes, such as adsorption to biomass or stripping processes, to differentiate biodegradation from abiotic 
elimination. The use only one indirect biodegradation parameter for biodegradation may be misleading [9]. 

 
By EPA OPPTS 835.3110 and OECD 301 A-F primary biodegradation is the alteration in the chemical structure of a substance, 

brought by biological action, resulting in the loss of a specific property of that substance. Ultimate biodegradation (aerobic) is the level of 
degradation achieved when the test compound is totally utilized by microorganisms resulting in the production of CO2, H2O, mineral salts 
and new microbial cellular constituents (biomass). Readily biodegradable is an arbitrary classification of chemicals which have passed 
certain specified screening tests for ultimate biodegradability; these tests are so stringent that it is assumed that such compounds will 
rapidly and completely biodegrade in aquatic environments under aerobic conditions. Inherently biodegradable is classification of 
chemicals for which there is unequivocal evidence of biodegradation (primary or ultimate) in any test of biodegradability [10, 11]. Ready 
biodegradability test were designed for quickly selecting “soft” chemicals in order to avoid time and money consuming further research. 
Inherently biodegradable tests were designed to demonstrate the potential degradability of a compound and finally simulation test were 
designed to measure the rate of biodegradation in a specified environmental compartment [6]. A chemical (or a waste water) may not be 
degraded or removed in the simulation test and may even have an inhibitory effect on the sludge micro-organisms. Other chemicals are 
biodegraded at low concentrations but are inhibitory at higher concentration. Inhibitory effects may have been revealed at an earlier stage 
or may be determined by applying a toxicity test, using an inoculums similar to or identical with that used in the simulation test. Such 
methods measure inhibition of oxygen uptake such as OECD Guideline 209 and ISO Standard 8192 or inhibition of growth of sludge 
organisms (ISO 15 522). Screening tests for ready biodegradability (OECD 301 A-F) indicates if a compound is degradable under natural 
conditions without any problem [12]. The biodegradation is monitored as the degree of mineralization, by means of summary parameters 
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such as O2 uptake, CO2 production or elimination of DOC. Without employing 14C techniques this is only possible if the test compound is 
the sole carbon and energy source for microorganisms. The test duration is 28 days, allowing some adaptation of the microorganisms to 
the compound but mineralization as a test criterion adds some extra stringency as it prevents chemicals to pass the test which are only 
converted into persistent products [6]. These informative tests basically discriminate readily biodegradable compounds from others, but 
they often underestimate the potentiality of degradation in environmental systems. Therefore when the result is negative, inherent 
(potential) biodegradability tests are required [12].  

 
The estimation of biodegradation rates is an important source of uncertainty in chemical risk assessment mandated by new EU 

legislation. The existing OECD tests for ready biodegradability have been developed to devise screening methods to determine whether a 
chemical is potentially easily biodegradable, rather than to predict the actual rate, of biodegradation in the environment. However, risk 
assessment needs degradation rates. In practice these rates are often estimated (default values) from ready biodegradability tests - RBTs. 
These tests have many compromising arbitrary features compared to the situation in the real environment. One important difference is the 
concentration of the chemical. In wastewater treatment or in the environment many chemicals are present at ng l-1 to       μg l-1 levels 
whereas in the tests the concentrations exceed 10 – 400 mg l-1 of C. These different concentrations of the chemical will lead to different 
growth kinetics and hence different biodegradation rates. At high concentrations the chemical, if it is degradable, can serve as a primary 
substrate and competent microorganisms will grow exponentially, resulting in a sigmoid biodegradation curve. At low environmental 
concentrations the chemical does not serve as a primary substrate, and therefore does not support significant growth of the degraders, and 
the substrate has a linear biodegradation rate [13]. When assessing the biodegradabilities of lubricants, procedures have to be used which 
will increase bioavailability (by increasing surface area and hence the solubilisation rate) and facilitate accurate dosing. Commonly used 
techniques include: emulsification in a poorly biodegradable surfactant, ultrasonic dispersion, the use of a carrier solvent and/or a solid 
support [11]. RBTs based on the measurement of CO2 evolution or O2 uptake are useful methods for assessing the ultimate 
biodegradability of lubricants, provided special procedures are used to present the insoluble, hydrophobic test substance to the microbial 
inoculums. Tests which measure CO2 production (e.g. OECD 301 B, ISO 14 593) are preferred as they give an unequivocal measure of 
biodegradation and only the organic carbon content of the lubricant needs to be known in order to calculate the extent of biodegradation. 
The 10 - day window pass criterion is inappropriate and in many cases incubation may need to be continued beyond 28 days before 
biodegradation reaches a plateau [11]. Biodegradability of lubricant industry recognized the following test OECD 301 B – Modified Sturm 
test, ASTM D 5864 [10]. In 2011/381/EU on establishing the ecological criteria for the award of the EU Eco label to lubricants the 
biodegradability shall be determined for each constituent substance in the lubricant separately by test methods specifies as OECD 306, 
OECD 310 for ultimately biodegradable substance. And for inherent biodegradable substance is a used OECD 302 C. Possible are also 
OECD 301 F for readily biodegradation [2] (according ISO 9408:1999). Many lubricants, particularly those based on mineral oils, are not 
readily biodegradable and data on their inherent biodegradability is perhaps more useful when assessing their likely environmental impact. 
However, two of these tests (OECD 302 A and B) measure biodegradation as the loss of DOC and are therefore unsuitable for testing 
lubricants which usually have a very low solubility in water (however, in OECD 302 B biodegradation can be realized also with COD, or 
COD according to the comparable ISO standard). The third test measures biodegradation as O2 uptake and could therefore be applied to 
insoluble substances. However, with the exception of Japan, the OECD 302 C is reported to have has fallen into disuse, and has technical 
limitations concerning the need for a ThOD value and a (needlessly) complex inoculum [11]. OECD 302 C is suitable for inherently 
biodegradable substance. Others newest are ASTM D6731 – 01/2011, ASTM D 6139 – 11 and ASTM D 5864 – 11 which were final release 
in 2011 especially for lubricant testing. 

 
The Zahn-Wellens test according to OECD 302 B, C.9 or ISO 14593 is the most important of the existing standardized method for 

testing inherent biodegradability. The biodegradation process is monitored by determination of DOC (or COD, newly TOC) in filtered 
samples taken at daily or other time intervals. The ratio of eliminated DOC (or COD), corrected for the blank, after each time interval, to the 
initial DOC value is expressed as the percentage biodegradation at the sampling time. The percentage biodegradation is plotted against 
time to give the biodegradation curve. However, this method is not suitable for testing substances that are poorly soluble, volatile or adsorb 
to activated sludge, since the DOC or COD analysis it encompasses does not allow a clear differentiation between biodegradation and 
elimination by abiotic processes. Modification of the Zahn-Wellens test by continuous measurement of O2 consumption (pressure 
measurement) and CO2 (conductivity measurement) production was discussed in [14]. It is a closed test system consisting of a culture 
flask, a carbon dioxide adsorption flask, a pump as well as integrated measuring and control instruments. The air circulating within the test 
system causes the carbon dioxide present in the test solution to be stripped out completely and directly absorbed by the adsorption 
solution. This new test system also facilitates to test poorly soluble, adsorbing and volatile substances for inherent biodegradability and 
constitutes an appropriate complement to the standardized Zahn-Wellens test [14]. The biodegradability of oil products was usually 
assessed use in the CEC L 33-A-93 test, which was developed for two-stroke outboard engine lubricants only; it was widely used to test 
formulated lubricants, base fluids and additives [15,16] wheatear soluble or insoluble in water. In this test the loss of lubricant (containing 
CH2 methylene groups - Absorbance can be measured in 2956  cm-1 Methyl C-H bond stretch and 2926 cm-1 for C-H Methylene bond 
stretch) due to microbial degradation is assessed by measuring the infrared absorbance after extracting in 
1,1,2-trichloro-1,1,2-trifluoroethane at [6,10,17]. Because the CEC extraction solvent is an ozone-depleting chemical, its supply and use 
are restricted by the Montreal Protocol [16]. Unfortunately this test is not now supported by a CEC Working Group and will not be 
updated. In [17] there was used as solvent for analysis perchlorethylene (PCE) and in [16] was used and the analytical grade CCl4 as an 
extraction solvent. 
 
Materials and Methods 

Fresh activated sludge from sewage treatment of the Jaslovské Bohunice plant was used as inoculums for the both tests (preliminary 
toxicity test and degradability test) the same day as the experiment started. In each of degradability tests, used were 0.25, 0.50 and 1.00 g 
of dry matter per liter in the final volume and 0.10 g of dry matter per liter in the final volume for toxicity evaluation. The degradability of 
MWFs was evaluated by OECD 302 B, while the toxic effect caused by inhibition of respiration was evaluated by OECD 209. Measurement 
of COD was realized spectrophotometrically by the Merck spectroquant SQ 118, TOC measurement was realized by the TOC V-CPN 
Shimadzu Scientific Instruments.  
 
Results and Discussion 

Toxicity to aquatic organisms is generally used to reveal potentially adverse environmental effects of a compound or product. 
According to OECD 302B test, there is a presumption with appropriate methods that no inhibition of sludge occurs at the chosen 
concentration of the test substance if this is not already known. If an inhibitory effect is found, it is needed to reduce the concentration of the 
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test substance to a level which is unlikely to be inhibitory. The test of activated sludge inhibition of respiration is recommended also when 
OECD 301A-F for primary biodegradation is realized. Compounds with an EC50 value greater than 300 mg l-1 are not likely to have toxic 
effects in ready biodegradability testing. Toxic impact can affect different responses, particularly the inhibition of respiration measured from 
the oxygen consumption in a closed bottle according to the OECD 209. Results from the test of 8 selected MWFs are discussed in the 
Table 1. The lowest toxic MWF´s were Cimstar 597 and Emulzin H (the highest tested concentration was below EC50), then Zubora TXS 
(EC50 – 8 449 mg l-1), Aquamet LAK-E (EC50 - 5 600 mg l-1), Adrana D 407 (EC50 - 4 354 mg l-1), Mobilcut 222 (EC50 – 3 122 mg l-1) followed, 
and finally, Hocut 3380 (EC50 - 2 828 mg l-1) and Adrana D2420 (EC50 – 1 754 mg l-1)  were assessed as the most toxic. Important note of 
this test was the fact that all tested MWFs had effective concentration much higher than it was used in the degradability test, so no 
inhibition of the inoculum was considered. 

 
Table 1. EC50 - Inhibition of respiration of activated sludge bacteria according to OECD 209. 

Type of MWFs  R2 
EC20  

[mg l-1] 

95 % 
confidence 

interval 

EC50 

 [mg l-1] 

95 % 
confidence 

interval 

EC80  

[mg l-1] 

95 % 
confidence 

interval 
Cimstar 597 - 4 726 4 808 – 4 890 - - - - 
Emulzín H - 2 539 2 625 – 2 719 - - - - 
Zubora TXS 0.9730 2 196 2 166 – 2 228 8 449 8 309 - 8587 - - 
Aquamet LAK-E 0.9640 -  5 600 5 567 – 5 658 - - 
Adrana D 407 0.9935 1 643 1 633 - 1654 4 354 4 304 – 4 405 - - 
Mobilcut 222 0.9880 1 653 1 570 –  1 727 3 122 3 099 – 3 144 6 189 5 884 – 6 629 
Hocut 3380 0.9730 -  2 828 2 741 - 2912 8 828 7 759 - 9060 
Adrana D 2420 0.9890 -  1 754 1 518 – 1 966 5 012 4 622 – 5 547 

 
Important in this test (OECD is that the starting concentration of the tested substance must not decrease below 20% after 3 hours of 

cultivating. After that, it is impossible to distinguish biological degradation of organic matter from abiotic elimination from the suspension 
through adsorption. Tested were 11 MWFs of similar concentration and different addition of activated sludge (AS) – 0.25 g l-1, 0.50 g l-1 and 
1.00 g l-1. In the Fig. 1 are summarized results of adsorption rates from the degradability testing.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Adsorption rates of tested MWFs in different addition of activated sludge. 

 
As it was shown in the Fig. 1 in many cases the adsorption rates exceeded the 20% recommended value mostly in the AS addition – 

1.00 g l-1. Instead of Adrana D 407, Cimstar 597 and Mobilcut 222 - AS addition 0.50 g l-1 were all others in the limit. Because of achieving 
higher adsorption rates it was realized test to differentiation the potential sorption with the inhibitor HgCl2 at the same test conditions for 
Adrana D2420 and Mobilcut 222. It was assumed that used inhibitor stopped all biological activity of the inoculum. For Adrana D2420 was 
achieved for AS addition 1.00 g l-1 decrease from 34% to 15%, and in the case of AS addition 0.50 g l-1 decrease from 14% to 6%.  For 
Mobilcut 222 was achieved for AS addition 1.00 g l-1 decrease from 33% to 5%, and in the case of AS addition 0.50 g l-1 decrease from 28% 
to 12%.  It is important point which indicates that around one half in Adrana D2420 and only one sixth in Mobilcut 222 may be eliminated by 
the abiotic processes. The study of the differentiation the biotic degradation and abiotic elimination is more complex and needs to be study 
in followed experiments. In the Fig. 2 and 3 there are shown selected results for Zubora TXS and Mobilcut 222.  
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Fig. 2 – Degradation curves of Zubora TXS. Fig. 3 – Degradation/elimination curves of Mobilcut 222. 
  As it is shown in the Fig 3 similar trend of the curves as it is shown in the case of mobilcut 222 had all tested MWFs (Adrana D407, 
Ecocool MK3, Cimstar 597, Emulzin H, Hocut 3380, Quakercool 7030, Adrana D2420 and Aquamet LAK-E) instead Akvol B, which has 
trend as Zubora TXS. The decrease of measured parameter COD (or TOC) was faster than it is expected in biotic degradation. In all cases 
absent the log phase, this could mean the no adaptation of the inoculum or that abiotic elimination may play an important role in whole 
elimination of the substance from the solution. 
 
Conclusion 

In our preliminary experiments, we measured the rate of elimination of 11 MWFs under the terms of the OECD 302 B (or ISO 9 888). 
The tests used a variety of allowances activated sludge (0.25 g l-1, 0.50 g l-1 and 1.00 g l-1 of Suspended Solids). The rate of adsorption 
(after the first three hours of testing) were increased with increasing addition of activate sludge. To distinguish abiotic elimination of 
substances from solution was carried out follow-up experiment by the monitor of organic matter kinetics in the presence of microorganisms’ 
activity inhibitor (HgCl2). It was achieved a decrease in adsorption rate of more than 50% compared to conditions where the inhibitor was 
not used. Given that the most commonly used test for monitoring degradability of lubricants CEC-L-33-A-93 test which used an 
ozone-depleting substance and this test was cancelled, in the future we will focus on the modification of existing methods for determining 
biodegradability of substances by on-line recording of both parameters oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production in closed 
system with possibility of simultaneously sampling.  
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Abstract. Data representation, as well as the appropriate information distribution and sharing is very important 
in Disaster Risk Management. Not only scientific communities, but general public too, needed adequate ways 
to visualize the huge data masses that are generating nowadays, through different distribution channels. 
Visualization, as field of a computer science, has been appeared as solution, a tool, for data analysis, using 
human visual system that can detect connections and patterns among data. 
This paper highlights the importance of visualization in the representation of natural or man induced hazards 
data. Realizations of these hazards could have catastrophic consequences on population and environment. 
Transparency of these data proved to be a problem, hidden behind inadequately represented data. 
Deficiencies of a data representation are identified during the pilot study. The vast amount of this data type is 
available via Internet, but it shows to be a problem for the user. The user is not able to find ones that are 
needed, during the shortest, most reasonable time period, especially during an emergency. Implementation of 
data representation methods and models that are used in other areas such as commercial sites, or social 
networks, could neutralize negative aspects of inadequately represented data. It could increase their 
availability to the user. 
 
Introduction 

Modern society is facing data redundancy problem these days. Never before, in the history of mankind, such amount of data has not 
been generated, as it is done today. Pieces of information are collected through sensors, by simulation, via systems used for tracking and 
monitoring and by using a supercomputer. This contributed significantly to reduce the time that elapses between major scientific 
discoveries. Total growth of knowledge, that used to be linear, now became exponential, which is amazing. The use of Internet and web 
browsers for scientific purposes became inevitable. Only two centuries ago, people needed to cross long distances in search of data and 
information relevant for their research. Today, on the contrary, it is possible to obtain the necessary information without leaving the 
laboratory or office. 

However, at the same time, we become overwhelmed with an abundance of data that create new problems regarding scientific work. 
Research and analysis of such amount of data has become increasingly difficult in terms of recognition of the necessary from unnecessary 
data. Finding the needed information and obtaining the necessary information is a major challenge for the scientific community. If there is 
no adequate method to search and display the data, gathered because of potential benefit they can have, the data becomes useless as 
some sort of “data dump”. 
 
Term of visualization 

The human brain is a "machine" that continuously processes a large amount of data and information. Thanks to the ability of visual 
perception, human beings understand (perceive) images and graphics better and more quickly in relation to the text and numeric data and 
can process them much easier and simpler (Fig. 1). The term visualization is used for such display of data and it represents a set of 
methods used to display large sets of data in the simplest and most visible way. 

Visualization is viewed as transformation of data from symbolic representation into contextual geometry. Using visual representation 
of data, it can be very easy to find extreme values of these data, or to notice interesting connections between data or trends. It is also 
easier to find information that might otherwise remain hidden in data. The purpose of visualization techniques is to shorten the time needed 
to find information, to interrelate data and present them to the user, in such way that he can easily understand. In other words, purpose is 
to simplify something that, at first glance, seems very difficult, to bring the data into context and create information. 

The Figure 1 presents the population density of Belgrade. In order to assess where is the greatest population density by only looking 
at the table, we have to read each numerical value, remember it while we read it and then compare each value separately to the other 
values, in order to decide which value is less and which one is higher. Looking at the map, the information is processed through our visual 
perception, which recognizes various colors, and by looking at the map legend we can easily conclude which one of the regions is the one 
with the highest population density.  

Process of visualizing data is a cognitive activity with which people build mental models of data, or rather an internal representation of 
the world around them, from which they manage to expand on and understand such data. [1] Today, computers can make the process of 
visualization much easier if we use some of the visualization tools, but actual visualization is indeed activity which happens in our mind, 
and it is essential for understanding the data. The process of understanding as a "continuum of understanding" [2] is a continuity that 
generates information from data. The information can then be transformed into knowledge and knowledge finally into wisdom. In this 
process, the visualization is located between data and information. Different combinations of the same data can give different information. 
The visual context functions in the same way, different visual contexts may lead to the formation of different information. 

In order for visualization to be effective, it has to have purpose, and it has to be efficient and effective. From a pragmatic standpoint, 
we can immediately say that visual representation is considered ”good quality” when it fully satisfies the communication and analytic 
requirements of those for whom it was intended and created. [3] Users’ motives may range from fact-finding to browsing, professional to 
casual, or serious to playful. [4] Visualization should be different depending on whether its creator is company, non-profit organization or 
academic institution. However, regardless of the actual motives for visualization of the data, the speed which the user reaches the needed 
information or data is that what makes a significant difference between the services that deliver information nowadays. 
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Fig. 1 Data visualization on example of density of the Belgrade city [5] 
 

Visualization of natural hazards data  
When it comes to services that deal with environmental issues and distribute this type of data, visualization of hazard data must be 

designed in such way to primarily provide quick access to the requested information in order to make decisions in emergency situations. In 
this field the process of visualization can be defined as the symbolic representation of geographical information in the form of visual 
images, an externalization of internal (mental) representations for the purpose of communication. [6] 

The term hazard implies the occurrence of a condition or phenomenon, which threatens disasters to anthropogenic spheres of 
interest in a defined space and time. [7] In general, a hazard is a natural, technical or social process or event that is a potential damage 
source. Usually when it is referring to hazards, it deemed to the natural hazards that can be defined as “An interaction of people and nature 
governed by the co-existent state of adjustment of the human use system and the state of nature in the natural events system” [8] It is a 
physical event which makes an impact on human beings and their environment by causing disaster. 

The data that are available on mentioned services, such as spatial and temporal indicators, are essential for monitoring hazardous 
events (floods, droughts, fires, earthquakes, etc.), preventively and correctively. The availability of this data is extremely important 
because they allow assessment of the nature and population vulnerability to the hazardous events. They also, indicate the possible 
outcomes of risk realization and raise global awareness about this issue. Thus, the visualization that should follow this type of data differs 
from the one used for commercial purposes (which is used to boost sales). Visual representation of this data is extremely important, 
because the data must be, above all, interoperable, structured and presented in such way that they can be quickly and easily found and 
used. 

Visualization of data and visualization in general can have many different goals that differ from the needs. The goal of commercial 
visualization is to attract more consumers and keep them attracted as long as possible. For that purpose, the companies are using 
visualization as marketing "trick" in order to achieve that goal. On the other hand, there are scientific and abstract visualization [3, 9], 
whose goal is to transform the data into information as soon as possible. 

For services that address the environment and provide information about natural phenomena and hazards, the objectives are 
consistent with both of these groups. These services must be carefully designed that, in case of emergency, they can provide the 
necessary information easily and quickly. The data should be represented in such way that user can easily and quickly find the necessary 
information, in both emergency situation and recovery periods. However, these services should promote and raise awareness about 
serious issues such as climate change and disasters that occur as consequences of climate change. Thus they have an educational 
character which should be close to as many users as possible. 

With the aim of identifying high-quality solutions in the field and their further propagation, we analyzed how and in which way the data 
are represented in the institutions and at the services that are collecting and placing data which are important for decision making in 
hazardous situations. 

 
Research  

We analyzed 12 websites (regional websites and sites of leading institutions in the area of interest globally) (Annex 1) The analysis 
involved people who were between 25-30 years of age and who are highly educated in different professions that are not directly associated 
with the field. The reason for this is that the content of analyzed sites should be accessible and clear to everyone regardless of their 
interest. Application of these data is multidisciplinary. 

The respondents were asked to choose four sites from above mentioned (one from each interest group: drought, hydrology, 
seismology and meteorology). Annex 2 shows a questionnaire that respondents completed. Sites were evaluated according to two leading 
criteria: 

 design and navigation possibilities and 
 depth and variety of content 

First, the authors wanted to know whether there is a correlation between the sites that were most frequently chosen, and which sites 
were positively or negatively evaluated by respondents. On the basis of quantitative analysis it was concluded that the most commonly 
chosen sites were not and highly graded sites. It turned out that, the sites that the respondents were reluctant to choose got better reviews: 
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 sites 1, 3 and 6 received positive reviews; 
 however, the most chosen were sites 1 and 7; 
 site under the number 1 was the most frequently chosen because of good visibility, easy navigation on the site and 

multilingualism;  
 website number 7 was the second most frequent choice for finding information; the reason for the choice of this site was 

attractive home page; respondents believe that the site was comprehensive, but for most of them very messy, difficult to 
navigate, and the search was time-consuming. That is why this website it was badly accepted by respondents. 

 the other sites got negative reviews or respondents ended their search without the required information. 
After that, a detailed qualitative analysis was conducted. It was analyzed what the reasons for positive or negative criticism were, and 

why only 3 of 12 offered sites were evaluated positively. The most important observations are the following: 
 The choice of a website that will be the first used to start a search, was highly influenced by the look, appeal and attraction of its 

Home page. 
 Visibility of the site content and organization of content in menus and submenus significantly affects not only the search for 

information but also the speed of finding the information (visibility was essential for a positive assessment of the site). 
 For more complicated web site structures, use of „search“ and/or „index“ tools were of great assistance for quick access of 

needed data or information; however, they were not available on each website, or they were undetected by the user (they are 
imperceptible). 

 There has been often language barriers or the site was monolingual which made the site repulsive for the user. 
 The formats in which data are available are PNG, GIF or JPEG. 
 Spatial data (in formats KMZ, GML, etc.) are usually not available (except for the site number 6) or their availability is very 

limited, and often reduced to the purchase (website 7). 
 The data are usually represented through reports and publications. 
 Graphical views are of great help to facilitate understanding of the presented data, but most of them are available only as 

informative, but not as interactive maps. 
 The explanations of terms from the field are mostly left out or insufficient for understanding the presented content. 

 
Discussion  
Derived from observations of the respondents there are numerous conclusions on how visualization affects the availability of data for 

above mentioned services. 
The attractiveness of the site and its design affect the decision of the user to opt for a certain site. Sites that were analyzed have 

tradition of government agency websites and are often with unattractive design. If you add to that the large amount of data that is regularly 
and irregularly updated, users get the chaotic impression and then they choose another service. Those services that adopt modern 
principles of graphical modeling the websites and that look like commercial sites are commonly used as an initial source of the search. 

Due to large amounts of data stored by these services, the visibility is often neglected. But, visibility is precisely what affects the 
speed of information retrieval. Site structure should be simplified to the maximum for content to be visible, and this is what bothers the user 
at first. It can be said that the lack of visibility is a common problem among these services at the moment. Site structure and easy overview 
affect the formation of user’s attitude about the site, because „readability and the attraction of the proper amount of attention to the right 
elements are crucial and when these issues are addressed in a proper way, an attractive design will result”. [10] 

For the services that have a large database, certain tools are required, so they can be searched efficiently and effectively. Tools likes 
"search" and "index" have proved to be very successful in commercial sites and library services, and they should be available also in 
services in this field of research, which is not the case at the moment. 

Speaking of the visualization of data, it is necessary to emphasize that the graphics like charts or maps are highly represented in 
these services. They contribute significantly to the user so he can obtain needed information quickly and easily. However, although the 
data are presented to the user, their further use is limited because of the format in which they are represented. As these services provide 
the geo-spatial data, their use in emergency situations is essential for mapping the terrain and to locate the affected regions, as well as for 
decisions making based on past events. In order to apply the data to the GPS devices or some software which displays the geo-referenced 
data (GIS, Google Earth, etc.) they must be stored as a binary or textual file. Therefore, the data represented in reports, tables (as PNG, 
GIF or JPEG format) are practically useless in the required time. For some services, however there are data in adequate data formats that 
could be further applied, but there is limit too. Represented in needed form, the data can be accessed only with special permission, or can 
be purchased (only a limited amount of data can be downloaded free of charge, as a sample, to display what the user can purchase). 

The graphical representation, which, on the one side, is good for understanding and producing the information, can however, be a 
significant limitation. Data visualization through graphical representations only "apparently" provides access to all data, because in fact it 
only displays the information that service wants to show. The data is placed in a certain context and their visualization creates certain 
information, while the original data remain "trapped" behind the graphical display. This prevents the application of the same data for 
gathering any other information, by putting data in a different context or by different visual representation. 

 
Conclusion  

The use of computers and the Internet has led to an explosion of data, but their search has become a problem. On the other hand, 
computers have many tools for finding, sorting, filtering, and finally, presentation of data. However, the presentation of data through 
visualization should not be the ultimate goal, it should serve as a tool for achieving higher goals. 

As the visualization of data varies depending on the field in which it applies, it has its peculiarities also in the field of Disaster Risk 
Management. First of all, visualization is essential for the rapid creation of the necessary information, but its application in this area affects 
on the availability of the data. Services that provide data are mainly governmental agency services and they only "formally satisfy" the 
public by providing data and information through reports and publications, or just by a simple graphics on the site, but in formats that are 
inadequate for further use. This prevents their use in emergency situations, and use of data for further research, because access to the 
original data is disabled. 

The design of the sites from this field is unattractive, immense, one word – repellent, and their structure is very complicated. 
Multilingualism is almost nonexistent, which means that the application of data is reduced for local and regional areas.  

To ensure the successful implementation of data on right time it is necessary that: 
 sites of this type follow the trends that are used in the design of commercial sites; 
 site structure is simple and easy to navigate; 
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 sites are multilingual, and that, in addition to the parent language, provide content in any of the official world languages (English, 
Spanish, French etc..); 

 data are visually represented, but also available in appropriate formats for further use and visualization. 
Only by adoption of these recommendations, services that provide data and information from the test area can be purposeful and 

effective, and the response of all participants in emergency situations prompt and satisfactory. 
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Annex I 

Analyzed websites: 
1. http://www.bafu.admin.ch/ 
2. http://www.dwd.de/  
3. http://www.seismo.ethz.ch/index 
4. http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/indexe.html 
5. http://drought.unl.edu/ 
6. http://www.dmcsee.eu/ 
7. http://www.noaa.gov/  
8. http://www.met.hu/ 
9. http://meteo.hr/index.php 
10. http://www.hidmet.gov.rs/index_lat.php 
11. http://www.arso.si/ 
12. http://www.meteo.bg/ 

 
Annex II 

Questionary: 
1. Why did you decide for choosing this site precisely? 
2. Did you find the required information? 
3. How much time did you need to find requested information and do you consider that time acceptable to you? 
4. Did you use the tool "search" or “index” during a search? 
5. What is the first impression about the website and its Home page? Explain. 
6. Do you like the website design? Explain. 
7. What is the visibility of the website in your opinion? 
8. What is the website structure in your opinion? 
9. Did you find some other information in addition to those who you are looking for, that would be useful to you? 
10. Do you consider that presented information could be useful to a different customer profile from yours? Explain. 
11. Did you understand the content presented on the site? 
12. Were there adequate explanations of terms from the field? 
13. Have information and content on the site adjusted for each website visitor? 
14. Are you satisfied with the representation of data and information on the site? Explain. 
15. Do you understand graphs that represent data sets? 
16. Are data available for further use? Explain. 
17. Will you returning in the future to this site and using data and information that could be found there? Explain. 
18. Suggest if there is something that needed to be improved on the website and that could make its content more operable for the 

user. 
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Abstract. This article describes the methods and use of information support in the field of the management of 
emergencies in the Czech Republic. Specifically, it deals with the use of specialized software and geographic 
information systems in the planning and preparation for assessing industrial disasters in relation to 
environmental risks. The introduction of this article is focused on the ways of determining emergency planning 
zones together with their graphic representation for the needs of prevention of damage to the environment, life 
and public health. Furthermore, it analyses issues from the perspective of the municipalities with extended 
powers as well as the regional authorities which are primarily responsible for population and environment 
protection in the Czech Republic.  
Supporting documentation for the determination of emergency zones and their explanation are based on the 
legislation that is valid in the Czech Republic. Nevertheless, this presentation can also serve as an example for 
the solution of the given issues in other countries. 
The results presented were obtained by means of the analysis and synthesis of current methods for the 
implementation of emergency planning. The method of analysis and synthesis was primarily used in the 
graphical part and the presentation. The data acquired was consequently evaluated. The desired output 
emerging from the comparison enables the determination of the key points for the whole process.  
Thus, the main objective of the research is the creation of a map of risks affecting the environment of the 
municipalities with extended powers, which would increase the preparedness of the authorities responsible for 
the implementation of safety measures in case of industrial disasters and other events threatening the 
environmental security.   
 
Introduction 

Along with the development of human society and the increase in industrial production come the related hazards and risks. These 
hazards include, for instance, dangerous leakage of chemical substances, explosions of production facilities, etc. Generally, these 
hazards are referred to as industrial accidents. Not only do the industrial accidents threaten lives, health and the property of the population 
but they also threaten the environment. These hazards are, for example, contamination of water streams and groundwater, fire, 
contamination of soil and air, etc. Such accidents can then cause irreversible damage to the environment. The removal of these damages 
and all consequences requires considerable funding and extensive use of human resources and technologies. Renewal and revitalization 
of the environment to its original condition also requires a substantial amount of time. In some cases the renewal may take decades.   

With respect to these facts, the prevention of industrial accidents represents the primary element of the protection. In the Czech 
Republic as well as in many other countries considerable attention is being paid to the prevention of industrial accidents. However, the full 
security in the field of prevention can never be guaranteed and it is therefore necessary to make preparations to cover possible industrial 
accidents. Mapping of the affected area, method of evacuation of persons and animals and other activities form part of this preparation. 
The use of geographic information system (GIS) and other specialized software within this process enables a significant reduction in costs 
and time required. Together with this it also contributes to the visualization and presentation of data, such as emergency zones, 
evacuation routes, affected areas, etc. 
 
Preparation for industrial accidents in the Czech Republic 

In the Czech Republic industrial accidents are regulated by Act No. 59/2006 Coll. along with implementing regulations No. 256/2006, 
Coll. and No. 103/2006, Coll. These documents contain basic responsibilities for manufacturing companies and other entities handling 
excessive amounts of dangerous chemical substances; furthermore, these regulations stipulate the execution of security measures and 
compliance with the procedures for the safe handling and safe use of dangerous substances. Moreover, these documents specify the 
procedures and activities of the authorities that are responsible for controlling and ensuring compliance with these procedures as well as a 
description of security documentation (specifically external emergency plans) and identification of zones of emergency planning. 
Nevertheless, a more extensive description of these documents is beyond the capacity of this article. Documents are listed in the 
bibliography (1, 2 and 3). For the purposes of the research, a method for the identification of emergency zones is particularly significant – 
these are areas, which are supposed to be affected due to industrial accidents. The zone for emergency planning is an area around a 
building or a facility in which the regional authority, in whose territory the object or facility is located, applies the requirements on 
emergency planning by means of the external emergency plan.  

 
Methods for the determination of emergency zones 
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Methods for defining zones of emergency planning are regulated by Decree No. 103/2006 Coll. Of the primary significance is the 
determination of an R parameter which represents the minimum radius for the determination of initial boundaries. Methods for calculating 
the parameter R are listed in the Decree. For a more detailed study Document 3 in the bibliography is recommended. For the purposes of 
this article the means for the presentation of these methods and searching of points of interest in the zones are important. 

 
Supplementary tools for the determination of zones at risk 
Specialized software tools can be especially useful for calculations related to the affected area, calculations of the extent of 

contamination or similar values. In the Czech Republic the most frequently used tool is “TEREX” software. Terex offers several basic 
modules used for the determination of areas at risk or affected areas. 

 
“TEREX” software 
Terex is a simple tool that allows the quick determination of areas at risk. It contains several modules by means of which it is possible 

to determine the effects of dangerous substance leakages, explosive systems and toxic agents. The acquired results can also be 
displayed as circular zones in base maps of the particular areas, which enables the visual evaluation of objects in the area at risk. The 
basic modules are, as follow: 

a) Dangerous chemical substances – evaluation: 
 models of type TOXI – reach and shape of a cloud according to concentration of toxic substance. 
 models of type UVCE – effects of an air shock wave causing detonations of a mixture of the substance and the air 
 model PLUME – prolonged release of the gas into a cloud, boiling liquid leakage with rapid evaporation into a cloud, slow 

evaporation of the liquid from a pool into a cloud 
 model PUFF – one-shot release of the gas into a cloud, boiling liquid leakage with rapid evaporation into a cloud 
 models of type FLASH FIRE – size of the space in which persons are at risk by a flame zone (Flash Fire, Jet Fire and Pool Fire 

effects) 
b) Explosive systems – evaluation: 
 model of type TEROR – possible effects of detonations of explosive systems based on the condensed phase, used with the aim of 

exposure of the surroundings of the detonation to danger 
c) Toxic agents – evaluation: 
 model POISON – spread of a cloud formed by dispersion of the toxic agent to a particular territory (according to the size of the 

territory, kind of the agent, means of dispersion and secondary evaporation) 
 model ATP-45C – dependence of results on the way the substance is applied and on the strength of the wind. The model ATP-45C 

proves to be very rough for the evaluation of terrorist use of toxic agents and is more suitable for military use.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Examples of "TEREX" software [4] 
 

The use of a geographic information system – the creation of a map of risks 
The GIS is a computer based information system for acquisition, storage, analysis and visualization of data which has a spatial 

relationship to the Earth’s surface. Geographical data with which the GIS operates is defined by the geometry, topology, attributes and 
dynamics. 

The geographical information system enables the creation of models of the Earth’s surface using available software and hardware 
resources. This model can then be used for Land Registry records, weather forecasting, identifying flood zones of rivers, selection of a 
suitable location for a waste treatment plant, planning of roads, etc. [1]. Rudiments for creating maps of interest are spatial analyses and 
queries.  

The use of the GIS extends the possibilities for the presentation and display of zones of emergency planning. It also makes it possible 
for the data created during the determination of emergency planning zones to be used in emergency planning and management, or other 
activities, such as planning of transportation of dangerous substances, etc. Within the framework of territorial units (municipalities, regions) 
this data serves for the creation of maps of risks, vulnerability and hazard. As a result of this, it is possible to create comprehensive maps 
of risks in any given territory which can be used for various purposes. In addition, it can be used for the creation of a map of environmental 
risks. Provided such a map is supplemented by additional information (risks of different nature – mining of mineral resources, road 
transport, transport of dangerous substances, etc.) it is possible for the given territory to create a map of primary environmental risks.  
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The fact that the GIS is capable of providing geographic information is one of its major advantages, which enables the use of spatial 
and other analyses. By means of these analyses it is, for instance, possible to locate rivers at risk within the zones of emergency planning, 
or to plan the transport of dangerous substances, including the identification of areas at risk and many others. 

 
Spatial analyses in the GIS 
Spatial analyses are sets of techniques for analysis and modelling of localized objects where results depend on the arrangement of 

these objects and their properties. Spatial analyses represent sets of analytical methods that require the attribute data of the studied 
objects, as well as their locations to be obtained. 

Spatial data analyses are associated with the study of the spatial data arrangement. Specifically, they deal with a search for new 
relations between arrangement and objects’ attributes or features within the studied area and with the modelling of these relationships in 
order to achieve a better understanding and predicting of progression in the area [2]. 
The analyses of the spatial data can be divided into several categories. Primarily, these are [2]: 
 
a) Used procedures of applied techniques 

- Spatial statistics; 
- Map analysis – in the sense of map algebra; 
- Overlay operations; 
- Methods of mathematical modelling; 
- Interpolation methods; 
- Location and allocation methods; 
- Network analyses; 
- Other analyses of the area and their connections. 

 
b) Method of data processing 

- Visualization methods: they focus on visualization of spatial data without modification of graphical elements of data; 
- Research methods: do not show the original data but use spatially modified data; 
- Methods of modelling: their objective is to create an appropriate model and to verify its appropriateness for the intended purpose. 
 
An example of the use of GIS for determination of the area at risk during the transport of dangerous substance 
For the purposes of this article, locating of the area at risk during the transport of dangerous chemical substance serves as an 

illustrative example of the use of spatial analyses in determination of environmental risks. In the said area the transport of dangerous 
chemical substance from point A to point B is to be accomplished. The task is to determine possible environmental risks related to this 
transport.     

 
1) The selection of a route and determination of the area at risk (based on the range of possible accidents gained by a calculation 

in “Terex” software) + the location of the rivers in the zones that can be affected, together with consequent contamination of 
lower sections of these rivers. 

Fig. 2. depicts points A and B together with the transport route of the dangerous chemical substance. The figure further shows the 
location of the zones near the transport route which could be affected by DCS; the zones are located by means of the spatial analysis in 
Terex software, using the knowledge of a damage radius of the leakage or explosion of dangerous chemical substance. Another part of the 
figure represents the location of rivers that are likely to be affected. The sections of the rivers that would be directly affected by dangerous 
chemical substance leakage are highlighted, together with their lower sections. 

 
 

 
Fig. 2 Determination of areas and rivers at risk during transportation of dangerous chemical substance 
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1) The creation of the map of environmental risks. 
Fig. 3 depicts the final map of environmental risks connected to the transportation of DCS. The presentations of risks in the form of a 

map can considerably increase the efficiency and transparency of risk visualization. 
 

 
Fig. 3 The map of environmental risks connected to the transportation of dangerous chemical substance 

 
Based on the creation of the map of environmental risks it is possible to adjust the security measures in order to ensure a higher 

degree of security during the transport of the dangerous chemical substance. For rivers at risk it is possible, for example, to reduce the 
speed of a vehicle in the area at risk, etc. Therefore, such information helps to streamline the work of the security forces and eventually 
reduce the costs if the system is employed. Maps of environmental risks makes it possible to present in quite a simple way a large amount 
of information, which is a great advantage compared to conventional methods (tables, calculations and text). 
 
Conclusion 

The use of the GIS in determining and presenting environmental risks is an effective solution. The creation of maps of risks allows the 
reduction in the time spent in the evaluation of risks and it also simplifies the whole process. Owing to these qualities it seems to be the 
optimal solution. One undeniable advantage of the GIS is the possibility of the use of spatial analyses and the visual presentation of the 
acquired results. However, there are also certain disadvantages related to the GIS. It is, for instance, the requirement for large amounts of 
data in a particular format to be provided. Such data is not always available and it must often be modified or even created. Another crucial 
condition is knowledge of information technologies by the staff responsible for the emergency management and security. In the Czech 
Republic the wider use of information technologies is often rejected. However, in the course of time the trend for increasing computer 
literacy of the staff together with the growth in digital data required for the needs of the GIS are anticipated. From the perspective of the 
GIS, in particular, there is a space for development of spatial analyses and its interconnection with modelling methods. Thanks to this 
interconnection it will be possible to map risks with greater accuracy and in a superior quality. As an example of modelling in the GIS, flood 
prediction using modelling of the flow of rainwater based on the knowledge of slope of the terrain can be mentioned as well as direction and 
size of a cloud of dangerous chemical substance based on the knowledge of concentration of the substance together with direction and 
strength of wind and other variables. Not only do these activities predispose the GIS for the extensive use of environmental security but it 
is also generally of use in the field of emergency management and other related areas.  
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Abstract. Practice of manned space flight shows that the problem of crew safety on manned space 
vehicles is becoming increasingly important and difficult implemented in practice. The main problem 
of safety is to ensure that no increase in redundant systems circuits, no increase in the number of 
test events, no increase in resource systems does not lead to an increase in security work at the launch 
complex. Some share of the safety measures are making the administration and methods instruction 
personnel, of training condition the occurrence as well as emergency relief at the start, this causes both the 
appearance and emergency situation at the start. Taking into account high cost of development and 
exploitation of manned spacecraft, the cost of losses in case of accidents and failures of rocket, engineering 
of promising new generation of manned spacecraft and the construction of the Far East new Russian 
cosmodrome "East", a new approach to ensuring the safety of people at the launch complex. 

The main task in the way of solving this problem is the introduction into the practicespace of 
principally new methods of remote monitoring of psycho-physiological condition and health of astronauts in 
space during actuation system of emergency rescue. For these purposes, is proposed to create a 
node wireless sensor network "Salvation." The node wireless sensor network "Salvation" are sensors that 
record physiological parameters (heart rate, respiration rate), the spatial position sensors, the coordinator, 
which includes a microcontroller, flash memory, a transceiver, an autonomous power supply and antenna. 

In addition to the development of wireless sensor network node "Salvation" is necessary to pose the 
problem of mathematical research. This will allow, based on a matrix of unknown parameters purposes, 
assume the possible states of the astronaut, but as a consequence, the nature of the rescue 
and resuscitation. 

For licensing and certification of a new method of monitoring the state of the 
astronaut need ground model experiment simulating the system response time of emergency rescue. In the 
event of a positive outcome of the experiment, the wireless sensor network will be applied at the time of the 
launch of the spacecraft and allow in the event of an emergency rescue operation to 
provide proper emergency care to victims, as well as make proper evacuation of the crew of the capsule. At 
this stage in time, we are preparing for this model experiment, despite its high cost, which is much lower, 
its scientific significance. There is still a lot of work, but the solution above mentioned problems in the 
complex will necessarily lead us to the goal. 

 

Introduction 

Continuous medical monitoring and tracking of the spatial position of the astronaut in the volume of Launch Escape System (LES)  will: 

A. Will collect health information at the time of activation LES ,  at the time of the strongest shock overload; 
B. The principal novelty of this type of medical information is determined by the need to improve safety; 
C. Mission control centre , using the received data on the coordinates of the astronauts with their physiological state at the 

time of operation of LES can more quickly and accurately make decisions on the provision of necessary medical intensive care, and 
conduct regular evacuation of the LES. 

The impact of shock overload  on the body 

At the time of activation of the emergency rescue, and when the capsule hit the ground on, the astronaut operating the 
strongest shock overload, which can sometimes lead to loss of life astronaut, or to other border states. 
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Table 1 - Effects of shock overload  on the body 

Effect of shock overload on the physiological systems of the astronaut 
System: The physiological response: 

 
1. Cardiovascular system 

Impeded the flow of blood through the veins, reduced cardiac output, the possibility of 
anemia of the brain (± Gz). Poor circulation in small blood vessels, increase heart rate 

(±Gх). 
Sinus tachycardia, shortening of the electrocardiogram waves: PQ, QT, RP. Poor 
circulation in the small circle (+Gх), as a consequence of hypoxia, increased blood 

pressure. 
 
2. Breathing system 

The increase in respiratory rate, changes in biomechanics of the respiratory act, 
reducing lung capacity. 

 
3. Visual analyzer 

The blood pressure in the central retinal artery is increased in comparison with the 
intraocular pressure, therefore, reduced visual acuity, field of view, increasing the dead 

zone, a red or a black shroud. 
 
4. Central nervous system 

Shortened the latent periods of conditioned reflexes, it is possible fainting, coma, and 
death. There are changes in the endocrine glands 

 
5. Circulatory system 

Hyperglycemia, decreased number of red blood cells, hemoglobin, there is a 
segmentary leukocytosis. The volume of each red blood cell. Increased anticoagulant 

properties of blood. 

 
6. Gastrointestinal tract 

Changing the motor function of the gastrointestinal tract, decreasing the selection of 
juices, and products of metabolism increases, so maybe poisoning food exchange, it 

becomes possible emetic response. 
 
7. Urinary system 

The appearance of red blood cells in urine, increased urine output, hemodynamic 
changes and increased glomerular filtration. 

 
8. Overall health 

The efficiency drops, attention and reaction speed is dulled, made possible failures in 
the system "man-technical complex." 

 

The main advantages of wireless sensor networks 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) - a wireless system, which is a distributed, self-organizing and resilient to failures of individual 
elements of the network computing device with autonomous power supply. The nodes of such a system broadcast messages through 
each other, providing a large area of network coverage for low-power transmitter. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - The main advantages of the WSN 

 

Wireless sensor networks consist of tiny computational and communication devices - sensors. The sensor is a charge size of 

2.5 cm3. Sensors HR, RR, and spatial position are connected via both digital and analog connectors. Power sensor carried by a small 

battery. Sensors are used only for the collection, primary processing and transmission of sensor data. The main functional processing of 

the data collected by sensors is carried out on site, which is a fairly powerful computer, called a microcontroller. In order to process the 

data, they must be obtained for this antenna is equipped with a coordinator. 

The main advantages of WSN 

Autonomy
Scalability

Low emission power 

Self-organizing network

Low power consumption 

Service object variable configuration including in an 
emergency situation 

Maintenance of large objects using spatial micro-relay 
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The microcontroller does not receive information from each sensor. The sensors can communicate with each other 

information with transceivers operating at radio frequencies. Firstly, sensory information is read by the sensors, and secondly, the 

information on the status of devices and the results of the data transfer process. The information is transferred from one sensor to 

another chain, and eventually coming to the controller sensors shed it all the accumulated information. If part of the sensor fails, the 

work of the sensor network after reconfiguration, which is automatically set to continue. 

 

Functional diagram of the node  WSN "Salvation": 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over-allocation schedule with a hinged seat suspension 
One of the factors that influence the work of WNS are overloads. We know that you are using at the moment of medical 

monitoring devices do not support the transfer of medical signal in their effects. Calculations show that the WNS may sustain overload, 
but the functionality of full-scale tests are needed. To successfully test the system developed a mathematical decision-making under 
uncertainty of the event. 
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Findings 

For the first time become possible diagnostics of the astronaut at the time of activation of the emergency rescue, continuously 

transmitted in the centers of flight data to help coordinate the work of resuscitation correctly, which leaves a chance for the preservation 

of life and health of astronauts. Tracking the spatial position and its visualization, helps to coordinate the work of rescue services, 

thereby to produce the right amount of capsule evacuation from the LES. 

 

Conclusion 
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Abstract. Due to ever stringent requirements of environmental legislation, on-board diagnosis of automotive 
internal combustion engines is becoming increasingly important. It is estimated that up to 50% of the engine 
management system is dedicated to the diagnosis at the present time. One of big problems in the development 
of internal combustion engine diagnostics is a necessity to intentionally cause malfunctions on the engine 
during its operation, and then explore how these can be detected and identified using the diagnostic system. It 
is clear that such a research is very expensive and impractical, so it would be very convenient if all this could be 
done without destroying engine components. The solution is a fault simulation with the help of a mathematical 
model of the entire engine or the engine subsystem concerned. In this paper the focus is on the intake system 
of internal combustion engines and malfunctions that can occur in this system. A well-known mean value 
engine model (MVEM) is used to simulate possible faults in the intake system of an engine. To achieve this, 
some components of the model are rebuilt and adapted to the new purpose of the model. This is illustrated by 
a few examples showing the simulation results of some malfunctions that can occur in the intake system, 
compared with the no-fault state. 
 
Introduction 

Mean value engine model (MVEM) is a mathematical model that is simpler than large cycle simulation models but more complicated 
than transfer function based models of IC engines [1]. It predicts time development of mean values of some important engine variables 
such as engine speed, intake pressure, intake temperature etc. The essence of a mean value engine modeling is to isolate a dominant 
physical influence in an engine or a subsystem of the engine, and not to describe all the details of engine operation. 

Possibility to describe dynamic behaviour of an engine, relative simplicity and quite good accuracy of mean value engine models 
enable the models to be incorporated in engine control microprocessors. In addition to MVEMs application in design and analysis of engine 
control systems, there is a great potential in their application in development of engine diagnostics systems. 

In the 80’s of the last century some researchers [2,3,4] developed the engine models that could be classified as mean value engine 
models although that term had not yet existed at that time. In addition to these pioneering models, describing engine in its entirety, a 
number of mean value models was created, considering not an engine as a whole, but the subsystems dealing with fuel and air flow 
dynamics in the engine [4,5,6]. However, the term mean value engine model was introduced by Hendricks [7] in 1989. Later on, the 
originaly developed model was upgraded and improved [8,9,10] and finally got its generic form [11]. 

The Hendricks’ generic mean value engine model was utilized here to explore the possibility of its application in an initial phase of 
engine diagnostics system development. The aim is to modify the existing Hendricks’ model in such a way that some faults appearing in an 
engine intake system could be simulated by means of it. 

In the first section of the paper, the Hendricks' mean value engine model was presented briefly. The second section describes some 
intake system fauts that are not easy detectable. The third section contains the description of the modified Hendricks' mean value engine 
model and the way the fault simulations are performed. The simulation results are given in the fourth section and the conclusion in the last 
one. 
 
The Hendricks’ Mean Value Engine Model 

The Hendricks’ mean value engine model consists of three important subsystems describing: fuel mass flow, intake manifold filling 
dynamics and crankshaft acceleration. For the model application, it is very important that the only input variable is the throttle angle, and 
the output variables are the intake manifold pressure and temperature and the engine speed. Detailed derivation of the model with the 
submodels can be found in [8,9,10], so only the most important equations are given here. 

 
Fuel Flow/Evaporation Dynamic Submodel 
The dynamics of fuell flow in intake ports of spark ignition engines was investigated at the Danish Technical University and it was 

found that it can be successfully described by the equations: 
 

 fifff
f

ff mXm
τ

m  
1

 (1) 

  fiffv mXm   1  (1a) 

fffvf mmm   , (1b) 

 
where: fim  is the injected fuel mass flow, fm  is the engine port fuel mass flow, ffm  is the fuel film mass flow, fvm  is the fuel vapor mass 

flow, f  is the fuel evaporation time constant and fX  is the proportion of injected fuel deposited on intake manifold. 

 
Intake Manifold Filling Dynamics 
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The intake manifold filling dynamics submodel is based on an assumption that the process is adiabatic and that the ideal gas law is 
valid. It is also assumed that the intake manifold temperature is accurately (instantenously) known. The submodel is composed of two 
equations describing the time development of the intake manifold pressure and temperature. Both equations are derived from the energy 
conservation law. The pressure time development equation has the form: 

 

  T m-  T m + T m   
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, (2) 

 
where ip  is the manifold absolute pressure, atm  is the air mass flow past throttle plate, apm  is the air mass flow into intake port, 

EGRm  is the EGR mass flow, Ti is the intake manifold temperature, Vi is the overall manifold and port passages volume, R is the gas 

constant and   is the ratio of the specific heats. The temperature time development equation can be written as follows: 
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Crankshaft Speed State Equation  
The final submodel of the mean value engine model describes the crankshaft dynamics. It is derived using conservation of rotational 

energy on the crankshaft and can be expressed as: 
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where I  is the scaled moment of inertia of the engine and its load, Pf  is the friction power, P p  is the pumping power, Pb  is the load 

power, Hu  is the fuel lower heating value, i  is the indicated efficiency,   is the excess air factor and  d  is the mean injection/torque 

time delay. 
 

On Some Faults in Engine Intake System 
Intake system of an IC engine contains many components and sensors, the faults of which can lead to deterioration of the engine 

performance and, if not detected in time, to more serious problems. Some of hardly detectable intake system faults with possible negative 
consequences are considered here: air leakage in the intake manifold, inaccurate reading of the pressure sensor, inaccurate reading of 
the temperature sensor and the EGR valve stuck up. 

Intake manifold air leakage can cause negative consequences, especially in an engine with the air flow meter. If there is an orifice 
allowing the air to flow in or flow out from the intake manifold, the air flow meter will send the wrong air flow data to the electronic control 
unit (ECU). Therefore, the air-fuel ratio will deviate from the desired one, causing deterioration of the exhaust emission. Besides, misfiring 
can appear due to too lean or too rich mixture, decreasing the engine power output and the driveability of the vehicle. 

Inaccurate reading of an intake manifold temperature sensor can be caused by the dirt at the sensor tip or the ageing of the sensor. 
The result may be a lean or rich fuel mixture that causes drivability symptoms such as poor idle quality when cold, stumble on cold 
acceleration, and surging when the engine is warm. 

Intake manifold pressure sensor sends the information on the engine load to the ECU. The ECU uses this information to adjust ignition 
timing and fuel enrichment. However, sensor ageing, dirty and clogged hoses between the sensor and the intake manifold can cause 
inaccurate reading of the sensor. This can result in poorer fuel economy, higher air polution and higher risk of engine knock. 

As far as the EGR valve concerned, it should be closed when the engine is idling and stay closed until the engine is warmed up. The 
EGR valve should also be closed when the engine is operating at wide open throttle. When the engine is warmed up and is operating in a 
wide range of medium loads, the EGR valve should be open, in general. As long as the EGR valve is operating properly, it does not affect 
the engine performance noticeably. But, if it gets stuck for dirt or for any other reason and can not close/open completely, some problems 
can occur in the engine operation including engine knock, rough idling or even engine stalling, hard starting, higher levels of NOx and even 
HC emission. 

 
Simulation of Faults Using Modified Hendricks’ Model 

Simulations of IC engine faults considerably facilitate research in the field of diagnostics since causing the real malfunctions is quite 
expensive. In addition, such experiments are also time consuming. Previously described Hendricks’ mean value engine model, with 
certain modifications, could serve as a basis for residual generation. A residual is a signal that responds to an inconsistency between a 
faulty process and the same process without faults. When no faults exist, the residual should be close to zero and when a fault appears the 
residual should be noticeably different from zero, if it is sensitive to that specific fault. 

The faults, mentioned in the previous section, can be simulated using modified Hendricks' mean value engine model in a way 
described below. 

Intake manifold air leakage is simulated by introducing a new variable, leakm , representing the air mass flow through the leakage 

orifice. This flow can be modeled as a flow of an ideal incompressible gas through an aperture [12], with satisfactory accuracy for the 
purpose of fault simulation. Mathematically, it is expressed as follows: 

 

)( aileak ppAm   2 , (5) 

 
where   is the discharge coefficient for the aperture, A is the cross-sectional area of the orifice,   is the air density and pa is the 

atmospheric pressure. 
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Further, the fault, when the EGR valve is stuck in a position preventing the EGR flow to be that large as calculated by ECU, is 
simulated by a coefficient kEGR multyplying the EGR mass flow EGRm . Taking this into account, and applying the energy and mass 

conservation laws, Eqs. (2) and (3) become: 
 

 T m  T m-  T mk + T m   
V

R 
 =  p aleakiapEGREGR EGRaat

i
i

 


 (6) 

 )()()()( ialeakiapiEGREGREGRiaat
ii

i
i TTmTmTTmkTTm

Vp

RT
T    1 . (7) 

 
In Eqs. (6) and (7) the variable leakm  is with a positive sign since the Hendricks’ model is derived for a naturaly aspirated engine, 

meaning that the pressure inside the intake manifold is lower than the pressure outside. Therefore, the leak air flow direction will always be 
from the outside into the intake manifold. By implementing Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) in the original Matlab/Simulink Hendricks’ MVEM, a new, 
modified model has been obtained, the most important parts of which are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Similarly, intake manifold pressure and temperature sensors faults are simulated using the values ippk  i iTTk . By introducing the 

coefficients kp i kT, simulation of different fault intensities is made possible. Values of the coefficients kp i kT that are higher than 1 denote 
the high reading of the corresponding sensor, and the values less than 1, denote the low reading of the sensor, compared to the real 
values of the pressure/temperature. 

Using this model, a large number of variants of the aforementioned faults can be simulated. These are various intensities of various 
faults, at different throttle angles, in stationary and in transient regimes. However, for brevity, only few examples are shown here to 
illustrate the application of the modified Hendricks’ model. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The upper level of the fault simulation model 

 
Fig. 2. The submodel for the intake manifold pressure calculation 
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Simulation Results 

Simulations of several faults are shown here, with stationary and transient regimes applied. The load change is represented in the form 
of the time dependency of the throttle angle α  during 12 seconds, which was the duration time of each simulation. Such a change of 
throttle angle has been chosen to include stationary engine operation as well as fast tip-in and tip-outs (Fig. 3a). The time dependencies of 
the intake manifold pressure, the engine speed and the intake manifold temperature in the course of the simulations are given in Fig. 3b, 3c 
and 3d, respectively. Each diagram shows the variables in the no-fault case and in all the fault cases considered. The simulations are 
performed for medium loads with the EGR active, which are the most frequent regimes during the engine lifetime. 

The figure clearly shows that the simulation results can be used in identification of the faults considered. This is because each fault 
causes at least one of the considered engine variables to differ noticeably in comparison with the no-fault case.  

For example, in Fig. 3b it is seen that the intake manifold air leakage decreases the engine speed. Moreover, the larger the leakage 
orifice the lower the engine speed, which completely coincides with real engine operation. In contrast to the engine speed, the intake 
pressure is increased at the same time (Fig. 3c). This is natural since a new air flows into the manifold. The air flowing through the leakage 
orifice reduces the proportion of the recirculated exhaust gases in the intake manifold thus lowering the intake temperature (Fig 3d). 

Further, reduced EGR flow due to the EGR valve stuck lowers the intake pressure and temperature (Fig. 3b and 3d, respectively) and 
increases the engine speed (Fig. 3c). Lower intake pressure is due to the decrease of the overall gas flow through the intake manifold and 
the intake temperature drop is caused by smaller proportion of the EGR flow in the overall intake manifold gas flow. The engine speed 
increases owing to the higher quality of cylinder charge. 

Simulations of inaccurate pressure and temperature sensor readings are clearly visible in Fig. 3b and 3d, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Engine variables during simulations: (a) Throttle angle, (b) Intake pressure, (c) Engine speed, (d) Intake temperature. 

 
Conclusion 

To simulate faults in a system, it is necessary to have a good enough model describing the behaviour of the system. It is shown here 
that there are quite good possibilities to simulate a number of intake system faults by utilizing a modified Hendricks' mean value engine 
model. In this way, approximate values of some important engine variables are predicted when the engine operates with a fault. Various 
sorts and intensities of faults are possible to simulate, which is very important in the development of engine diagnostics systems. Great 
savings are thus achieved in technical and human resources since the need for expensive and time consuming experiments is reduced. 
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Abstract. This contribution focuses on dangerous chemical substances, mainly from the perspective of 
possible leakages and extraordinary or emergency situations. It identifies the chosen chemical substances in 
defined areas, especially in factories handling these substances where there is a risk of leakage to the 
atmosphere causing danger to the population in the neighbourhood. The article describes the specific types of 
dangerous chemical substances, including their analysis together with an analysis of their influence on 
humans, both in the short and long term. Another part of the contribution deals with the analysis of suitable 
software for the simulation of the spread of the dangerous chemical substances. The simulation predicts the 
spread of these substances from the place of origin to the contaminated areas where persons are sheltered in 
the improvised shelters, equipped with a filtered ventilation unit. These shelters are to be reviewed from the 
perspective of their segmentation, their distance from the location of the incident, their construction together 
with building materials and weather conditions, etc. A further objective of the article is to highlight the existing 
filtered ventilation in the shelters. For the modelling and simulation of airflow there exist various kinds of 
software which differ in extent, time requirements, applicability during a design process, relations to the law, 
norms, customs as well as in processing the results. The analysis is to be focused on software that enables 
modelling of airflow, transport of contaminants, indoor air distribution, distribution of temperature and humidity 
and other factors. The objective of this analysis is to choose the most suitable software to be applied to the 
specific simulation of the emergency situation including the leakage of dangerous chemical substances. 
 
Introduction  

The research is, in particular, focused on the population protection (PP) by sheltering. It points out extraordinary or emergency 
situation (ExS or EmS) and risks related to them. This contribution describes possible risks originating from these situations, mainly when 
it relates to the leakage of dangerous chemical substances (DCS). Within the outlined area of the region the areas at risk and specifically 
plants handling DCS have been mapped because there is a potential risk of leakage of these substances and where the ExS or EmS could 
arise. The objective of this contribution is to outline a procedure for dealing with the leakage of these substances employing modelling and 
simulation software. In other words, this contribution aims to select the most suitable software for the simulation of the leakage of chemical 
substances. 
 
The risk of ExS or EmS occurrence in the chosen area 

By the chosen area is meant the Zlín region; the areas at risk are depicted in the Fig. 1. In the Zlín region there are lots of companies 
(entrepreneurs) handling DCS; nevertheless, for this research 3 of the closest areas to the town of Zlín have been chosen. These areas 
are located in the town of Otrokovice. One of the main reasons for this choice is the research of the PP in the town of Zlín. 

 
Fig. 1 The chosen areas of possible DCS leakage [7] 

 
Chemical accident 
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A chemical accident is an extraordinary, partly or wholly uncontrollable, time and space-bounded event. It is, for instance, serious 
leakage, fire or explosion, that emerged or whose emergence is imminent in connection with the use of an object or facility in which the 
dangerous substance is produced, processed, used, transported or stored. A chemical accident is such an event that results in serious 
exposure to danger or seriously impacts lives and the health of people, livestock and the environment, or when it causes damage to 
property. A chemical accident can occur during road or train accidents but it is most often in the vicinity of a chemical plant.  Prevention and 
observing the laws plays a crucial role in the field of PP. 

 
Risk of chemical substances in the given area 

Toxicity – a significant term related to chemical substances – the ability of substances, given by their physical and chemical 
characteristics, to harm organisms. Within the chosen area there are factories that handle various substances, such as phenol, cresol, 
phthalanhydride, benzene, fluorinated hydrocarbons, and other DCS.  Any of these substances can escape into the air during an accident 
and adversely affect not only the environment but also humans. 

 
The analysis of chemical substances and their effects on humans 

The above mentioned chemicals, such as phenol, cresol and benzene are highly flammable, toxic, corrosive and harmful. For 
instance, phenol is commonly found in nature; it is a substance contained in leaves of plants that serves as a protection against browsing 
by herbivores. In the industry it is produced by partial oxidation of benzene or during the oxidation of coal. Nevertheless, thanks to its 
antiseptic effects it is used in the health service and it is further used in production of pharmaceuticals and in cosmetics for suntan creams, 
hair dyes or skin whitening products.  

However, chemical substances have negative effects on the human body. For instance, phenol is corrosive and it quickly absorbs 
into the body in various ways. High concentrations of phenols may affect the ability of blood to transport oxygen, which causes headache 
and nausea while legs and lips turn blue. It can lead to difficulties in breathing, collapse and death. Repeated exposures can cause liver, 
kidney and central nervous system damage. Moreover, phenols have mutagenic effects and can also cause erratic heartbeat (cardiac 
arrhythmia). The previously mentioned chemicals have irreversible negative effects on the human body; therefore, it is necessary to be 
aware of the spread of these substances if it comes to their leakage. It is possible to simulate the spread of DCS from the place of the 
accident or their penetration into the shelter using the following software. [6] 

 
Modelling and simulation software in the field of PP 

The software listed in the Table 1 represents a part of the chosen simulation and modelling software to be tested for emergency or 
extraordinary situations. Above all, the research is focused on the simulation of contaminants, especially the chemical substances and 
their spread from the place of accident to the shelter. As evident from the table, the software CONTAM and AUTODESK SIMULATION 
have been tested. Out of these two softwares, AUTODESK proves to be more suitable. By means of this software the simulation of airflow 
in the shelter with certain parameters was made.  

 
Table 1 Description of the simulation software to be used in the field of PP (T/U - tested/untested) 
 

Tool Description of capabilities of the tool T/U 

AIRPAK 
Modelling of the airflow, transport of contaminants, air distribution in a room, distribution of 
temperature and humidity, thermal comfort and CFD 

U 

COMIS Multi-zone airflow, transport of contaminants U 

CONTAM 
Analysis of the airflow, ventilation, concentration of contaminants, indoor air quality, multi-zone 
analysis, regulation 

T 

PHOENICS CFD, contaminants in the air, including smoke; airflow U 

AUTODESK 
SIMULATION 

Nonlinear static and dynamic analyses; it simulates rigid and flexible body motions, and fluid flow 
(including fluid dynamics), hydrostatic pressure; it further calculates combined voltage, electrostatics 
and it also combines analyses with multiphysical simulations 

T 

ANSYS 
Nonlinear, multiphysical software including structural and thermodynamic analysis, continuum flow 
analysis, analysis of electrostatic and electromagnetic fields and acoustic analyses 

U 

SOLIDWORKS 
FLOW 

SIMULATION 

SolidWorks Flow Simulation takes the complexity out of computational fluid dynamics to quickly and 
easily simulate fluid flow, heat transfer, and fluid forces critical to a design. 

U 

 
Program Autodesk Simulation 

The application Autodesk Simulation CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) analyses and simulates the behaviour of a product at an 
early stage of design. It employs the method of “computational fluid dynamics”. This advanced computational method generally simulates 
the fluid flow and heat transfer inside or around a digital prototype by means of mathematical laws. It offers a range of advanced functions, 
various models of heat transfer, laminar and turbulent flows, networking, calculations and the presentation of results. 

Autodesk Simulation software accomplishes nonlinear static and dynamic analyses, simulates rigid and flexible body motions, and 
fluid flow (including fluid dynamics) and hydrostatic pressure; it further calculates combined voltage, electrostatics and it also combines 
analyses with multiphysical simulations. [1] 

 
An example of simulation using Autodesk Simulation software 
By means of the Autodesk Simulation software the airflow in the imaginary shelter has been tested, based on chosen parameters. 

The following figures depict the simulation of the air flow inside the imaginary shelter with clearly defined parameters. The imaginary 
shelter created for the purposes of simulation is a building with 5 sections and without window openings in the basement of the building. 
Every section is equipped with an air inlet unit. In the back of the building there is an air outlet system. The possible inadequate 
performance of the computer had to be taken into consideration when creating a construction design of the imaginary shelter. Selected 
parameters for simulation:  
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- Input temperature of air = 19°C;  
- Output temperature of air = 22°C;  
- Velocity normal = 35km/h;  
- Standard Velocity Magnitude = cca 20000m/s;  
- Rotation = 3580 per/min. 

 

 
Fig. 2 The design of the imaginary shelter transferred into Autodesk Simulation   
CFD (depicting the time period of the air flow velocity into the interior of the  
shelter; the values of the air flow velocity ranged from ones to tens of m/s). 

 

 
Fig.3 Vector air flow from the inlet of the shelter; the 
upper figure depicts the velocity of the air flow, the 
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bottom one depicts the air flow under dynamic 
pressure in the shelter. 

 
Fig. 4 The view of the simulated flow in the improvised shelter (yellow streamlines 
indicate the direction of air into the inlet and into the outlet in the back part; the yellow  
colour of flow indicates a higher velocity of air on entry into ventilation, while the blue  
colour shows direction and velocity of the air flow in individual sections). 

 
Conclusion 

The aim of the contribution is to point out software that proves to be the most suitable in the field of population protection by 
sheltering. Through careful analysis the most suitable software for extraordinary or emergency situations will be chosen. These situations 
include, for instance, chemical accidents during which residents of the place of origin of the accident are particularly at risk. The result of 
the research is to be the creation of a simulation model, which is to define the spread of DCS from the place of accident to premises where 
people are sheltered. This model will then enable competent personnel to act more efficiently in extraordinary situations and at the same 
time it will provide a visualization of the DCS spread, e.g. during chemical accidents. 
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Abstract. The world has many heritage buildings such as mosques, temples, and cathedrals, containing 
many works of art including the teachings and religious stories. These works have appeared in cathedrals 
since the beginning of the ninth century AD. They call for communicating between the teachings and stories 
of religious and human beings, after that painters excelled in painting fictional religious on glass windows of 
churches in the Renaissance. 
 
Introduction 
          Egypt has many churches, palaces and heritage installations that contain a variety of stained glass which should be preserved 
from damaging environmental hazards and human behavior. It is necessary to coordinate efforts by specialists and officials and to 
exchange experiences for the conservation and restoration of this cultural heritage. 
Research problem: the lack of maintenance and preservation to all buildings and palaces, unconscious behaviors of governments and 
individuals as using these buildings as administrative institutions which considered as art works. 
 
Objectives 

Preservation of these palaces and buildings of damaging factors and the unjust human behavior. There are many heritage 
buildings in Egypt, such as the cathedrals and palaces, which contain many works of art reflect the Religious beliefs in a lot of drawings 
and paintings. 
 
Research importance 

There is no diversity in drawing and painting topics including the mural painting, Frescoes and the stained glass on the windows, 
which was affect the environment, drawing and painting in Churches Architecture. 

The topics Aims to further enrich the knowledge of visitors to that churches, so teachings religious that should be followed by topics 
of religious pictures on the walls and windows. 

The period between the fifth century and the fifteenth in Europe (middle Ages) was a period of dark ages, it was a separation 
between Classical and Renaissance prosperous, when the civilization and the arts returned to prosperity again. 
 
Section Headings 
Distinguish those periods beginning of the fifth century until the period of modern art into three main periods which represent the basic 
features of the disparities in the art of drawing and painting through the ages as follows: 
- The old period: it was the middle Ages from the 5 century   to 15 century. 
- The intermediate period: it was the Renaissance from the beginning of the 15 century to the late of 19 century. 
- The modern period: the beginning of modern art in the early twentieth century. 

Characteristics of art's works in each period: 

 The old period: 
1. Focus on issues of religion and belief 
2. Caring for portraying Christ and the Virgin Mary and the saints as, and sometimes as subjects religious Emperors 
3. Flatness in terms of image looks two-dimensional and the dimension of realism was the people seem to be rigid, and devoid 

of life. 
4. The main techniques used and the raw materials: Painting, Frescoes, Icons, Mosaic and stained glass. 

 
 Phase of the Renaissance: The most important characteristic of drawing and painting: 

1.  Focus on the element of movement in the painting.  
2. Highlight the emotions and feelings in human subjects of religious and life.  
3. The Paintings was like the architectural work by divided it into spaces, mass and lines in the relations of aesthetic.  
4. Highlight the third dimension in the paintings and shows that through excellence in detail and demonstrate the use of 

perspective in painting as well as show the opposite relationship between shadow and light  
5. Expression of the artist and his own vision as well as the freedom to choose the subject of work. 

 
 The modern period: After the French Revolution in 1898, through the art schools: 

1.  The New Classics: featuring the court lines and dark colors with a focus on issues free of emotions.  
2. The Romance: drawing and painting subjects with an exaggerated drama to highlight the movement, the violence and 

brutality to gain access to the excitement of full.  
3. The Realism: deal with the problems of the poor and the oppressed and their subjects were characterized by building an 

arbitrator in terms of composition and distribution of the blocks and the rhythm of the line.  
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4. The Influential: focused on the color spaces with the neglect of the line to register a sense of visual snap to light and use the 
theories of analysis the lights and use of its components in the effects to the re-emergence of light compound in a natural way 
with the effects of rapid brush and opposite of colors manner coherent to look like the paintings more elegant and beautiful. 

5. Abstract: It is the modern arts more linked with the architecture of Churches because its properties were consistent with spirit 
of the times, and there are two directions in the abstract: Abstract expressionism, Abstract geometric. 

The historical study of the pattern of imaging in the churches in Egypt is characterized by the following: 
 All subjects reflect on the art is subject to the environmental effects of the environment, which is an apt description of the life of 

Egyptian art, which makes it popular. 
 The topics away from the representation of graphics and idolatry, and to return to the human self rather than the glorification of 

the gods and rulers.  
 The symbolism topics and lack of attention to detail with non-compliance the scales of Humanitarian standards. 

The methods of implementing the works of art: 
1. Frescoes: a method of painting on plaster colors, mixed with water or egg whites installed with a layer of wax or glue. 
2. Icons: an extension of the method Frescoes but on a small piece of wood. 
3. Drawing and painting on wood and cloth 
4. Mosaic 
5. Stained glass: Windows consists of stained glass and painted. 

Figure 1 shows the most important topics of art: 

1. Escape to Egypt, the gospel, the resurrection, Christ's entry, Jerusalem and Last Supper 
2. Drawing the saints and angels, monks on the icons in particular 
3. Topics of interest in daily life and character of the comic spirit of fun 
4. Topics related to traditions of Egyptian funerary old such as the Fayoum's Faces. 

Fig. 1 The most important topics of art 

Steps to the conservation of stained glass: 
1. Register and characterization of the case of the stained glass. 
2. Stages of examination and study of the glass panels. 
3. Stages of restoration the stained glass. 
 
Table 1. Schemes for the Conservation of Stained Glass 

Design  Work Drawings restoration Conservation Installation 
Model of  the fillings Scale 1:1 Implementation Strengthening Handling 

 Details of Charges Cut glass Protection Carrying 
 Cutting lines The application of coatings  fitting 
 Colors of stained Leading up   

  Finishing   
The manifestations of deterioration 

missing Corrosion Cracking Loading Sagging Curves Buckling 
------% ------% ------% ------% ------% ------% ------% 

Table 1 contains the data sets serve as a basis to carefully selected samples is used to apply the schemes for the conservation the 
stained glass works in the palaces and heritage buildings to analyses the effect of different preprocessing techniques is studied as well. 

Samples of the manifestations of deterioration the Palaces in Egypt: 

Figure 2 shows the first model: Palace of "Ismail Pasha Muhammad"at Zamalik in Cairo. 
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Fig. 2   Stained Glass Palace of "Ismail Pasha Muhammad" 

Figure 3 shows the second model: Palace of " Habib Basha" Al- Sakakini in Cairo. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Cracking, missing, Buckling and Curves in Palace of”Habib Basha" 

 
Table 2 show analytical scheme for the conservation of stained glass 

Palace of "Ismail Pasha Muhammad”  the schemes for 
the conservation  

N
o  

Consists of three architectural openings separated by commas stone as well as the presence of four small 
upper openings complementary to the architectural form of contracts for architectural. The panes show 
divided into parts using metal of iron. 
-The right pane is divided into three horizontal parts, and ends with a small moving window. 
-The middle pane is divided into 4 parts horizontal, and the bottom is a window moving. 
-The right pane is divided into 6 horizontal parts, and all parts of fixed.  

Description of the 
artwork  

1 

The work belongs to the decorative architectural style, so the pieces of glass divided to geometric shapes. 
The method depended on the colors of the glass with little use of glass coatings and colors.  

Artistic style & 
Technique  

2  

Decorative and geometric  The Storyboard  3  
The art work divided to geometric shapes almost equal parts.  The Composition  4  
Contains several geometric elements square, rectangle, triangle, half-circles, rhombus and some elements 
of plants  

The Shape  5  

Use black color to layout, glass paints and pigments and silver stain.  Colors  6  
It was simple so as not to affect the work of art, but show its details. Metal design  7  
colored glass (red, yellow, orange,  light green & dark -green bluish, violet light and dark, dark & light blue, 
white transparent… 

glass Kinds 8  

- Metal of iron and lead a variety of sectors starting from ¼ inch to 3 / 16 inch. 
- Tin was used for welding by 60% of lead. 
 - Wood bars to install glass units in the sector Metal of iron. 

materials 9  

Cracking, buckling and sagging in most of the glass panels. 
- The right pane shows buckling, bending and the lower part is missing. The proportion of damage 40% . 
-The middle pane shows buckling and contraction and detachment of the glass. The proportion of damage 
30%. 
- The right pane shows separation from metal of iron implemented to 10 cm, while the third part of the 
curved and dented the top of the outside. The penultimate section shows some pieces missing. 

Description & 
Percentage 
of damage 

10  

The artwork area was divided into specific parts, making them the ability to resist environmental factors, 
but the damage was the result of the behavior of a human has to break a small part of it and the loss of 
large areas completely as a result of the lack of necessary maintenance and failure to maintain it.  

Causes damage 11  

The best ways to save this work is to put part of the transparent glass out of the slot architecture of a 
protective effect of various environmental factors.  

The requirements  
of  conservation   

12  
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  Table 3 show analytical scheme for the conservation of stained glass 
                 

Palace of  " Habib Basha" Al- Sakakini”  the schemes for the 
conservation  

The door is 3 parts (right - Middle - left) surmounted by a fixed3 slots, and doors from the inside is 
divided into 3 parts horizontal sector  of iron 2 mm. 

Description of the 
artwork  

The art work belongs to the academic school of photography in the Renaissance, where the doors 
and vents used of stained glass and photography, with the transfer and the simulation of nature by 
use of some elements of decoration and marked by the multiplicity of color realism. 

Artistic style & 
Technique  

Decorative Photo  The Storyboard  
Division of perspective and divided the space to the line of the earth and the sky. The Composition  
Show elements such as trees, palms, hills, water, plants and birds of the sky background. As well 
as the presence of the three pyramids and Sphinx, with the use of some floral, geometric, 
mosques and houses.  

The Shape  

- Black color to determine the plant motifs and shadows. 

- Multiple layers of light brown to dark, green from light to dark, turquoise, violet, light yellow and 
orange. 

Colors  

Three slots are divided horizontally into three parts, while the upper stator is divided into 
three parts vertically to highlight the aesthetics of the artwork. 

Metal design  

Stained glass transparent light blue, Turquoise blue, pale blue, translucent white, red orange, 
violet light, and light green. 

glass Kinds 

Iron metal rods of 2 cm, and sectors of lead ¼ 3 / 16 3 / 8 inches, as well as the tin is used for 
welding process and the percentage of lead 60%. The panels of wood to fixed glass units in the 
steel sector. 

materials 

Break some parts of the work and missing of other parts,  sagging and bulging, with some cracks 
and separation of parts of the glass for the lead. The proportion of damage 40% 

Description & 
Percentage of damage 

The artwork is divided into parts within the borders to endure various environmental factors, but 
the damage occurs as a esult of a human behavior that cause cracking and the missing of parts of 
the artwork because the doors moving. 

Causes damage 

The best ways to save the upper part of work is to put part of the transparent glass out of the slot 
architecture of a protective effect of various environmental factors.  

For moving doors must to strengthen saddle bar of iron that separates the component parts of the 
glass units to withstand the vertical pressure , and prevent sagging and buckling the artwork. Use 
toothpaste with the flexibility and high hardness is not affected by environment factors to work on 
strengthening the cohesion of lead and glass. 

The requirements  of  
conservation 

  
  

Recommendations  

 Egypt has many churches, palaces and heritage installations that contain a variety of stained glass which should be 
preserved from damaging environmental hazards and human behavior. It is necessary to coordinate efforts by specialists and 
officials and to exchange experiences for the conservation and restoration of this cultural heritage. 

The best ways to save the artwork is to put part of the transparent glass in the front of it for protective from effect of various 
environmental factors. 
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Abstract. The presented paper aims to show the possibilities for modeling in detail the thermo fluid behavior of 
a complex technological module using contemporary numerical techniques. Application of virtual prototype 
techniques allows to explore in detail the nature of ongoing physical processes. This enables to evaluate 
various technology and design parameters and to improve product’s overall performance. The subject of 
current survey is a particular heating convection module – an important component of thermal equipment – 
oven for mircroelectronics surface mounted device operations. The extremely high requirements about the 
thermal parameters of the equipment – dynamic profile and homogeneity of heating – definitively need to apply 
simulations in order to evaluate its parameters and to improve them. Two main groups of parameters are 
explored and quantified – fluid flow (velocities, pressures) and thermal (temperature distributions over time). 
Design modifications are examined as to reach better product performance. This industrially applied case is a 
good illustration of the possibilities for time shortening to market and money-saving by high technologies 
application.   
 
Introduction 

Current situation at world global market requires to go for application of high technologies or reaching low affordable production price. 
Industrial production and services globalisation, the complex of technical and commercial operations, the need for customised and 
sustainable products and the increased importance of managing knowledge assets make the use of high-level product development tools 
an imperative for companies. More and more small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are searching for and using such tools to develop their 
products. This process is growing with the development of Virtual Prototyping (VP) technology. Virtual Prototyping has emerged as a 
significant enabler for cost effective management of complex products over their lifecycle. The VPs, or digital mock-up (DMA), usually is 
defined as a computer simulation of a physical product that can be presented, analyzed and tested from concerned life-cycle aspects such 
as design/engineering, manufacturing, service, and recycling as as if on a real physical model. It also include possibilities for simulating 
and visualizing its 3D motion behavior under real-world operating conditions, and refining/optimizing the design through iterative design 
studies prior to building the first physical prototype. [1, 2, 3] 

This study specific focus is set on reflow oven as a product which is developed very dynamically and is influenced by the globalisation 
of the world market. As a part of the microelectronics technology line, which performs the soldering process between the Printed Circuit 
Board (PCB) and placed over it components, reflow oven has a lot of requirements for its output parameters. During the reflow phase the 
temperature is risen to melt the solder paste alloy and then form the solder joints. The must commonly used reflow oven today is the forced 
convection type. Hot air is forced into the processing chamber through a high number of holes or nozzles (impinging jets) and onto the 
PCBs passing on the conveyor system. The air then heats the PCBs. Although air is a relatively poor heat transfer media, the benefit of this 
type of system is that the delta T measured on a PCB is quite low. Heating ability, which is fundamental to the performance of reflow ovens 
can be estimated by the accuracy with which it conforms to the required temperature profile. [4, 5] 

Conventional ovens are more or less well studied and developed as design and parameters. The major problem rises for specific 
equipment, where additional study is required as to prevent failures at late development stage. Virtual Prototyping and especially – 
application of thermal and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques – are very suitable for such cases. Addiotnal complexity 
comes from the need of simulating time-dependent thermo-fluid process. This complexity is because of the bi-directional connection 
between the fluid flow parameters as velocities and pressures and the thermal coefficients as convection coefficients.  
 
Studied problem description 

The design of the second section of reflow oven is examined at the stage of its design development to improve its parameters – 
homogeneity (+/-3ºC temperature difference) and – highest heating velocity. The design of the convection module and treated product are 
shown on figure 1 bellow. The processed product major parameters are included in table 1.  Two rows of six components are placed on 
single carrier. 70 carriers are pocessed at one module at once (or 840 products at same time). This convection module process a closed 
volume of fluid, which recirculates thanks to the positioned on the top turbine. It drives the fluid in horizontal direction and the guiding 
channel turns the direction down and redistributes the flow by deflectors to a plate with impinging jets on it. These jets are blowing between 
the rows of carriers. The fluid is heated by resistance, placed at the entry of the turbine, which compensates the energy transferred to the 
carriers. 
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Fig. 1 Examined convection module and processed product 

 
Table  1. Title of the Table used for Exemplification 
 

Product/Carrier Information Target 
Packages/platform covered FCPGA 

Substrate Outline Dimension 35x 35 mm 

Metal Carrier Dimension (width x length x height) 150x323x10 mm (5.9x12.7x0.4 in) 

Metal Carrier Weight (fully loaded) 1.8 lbs 

Parts per Metal Carrier 12 
 
Developed simulation model. Methodology 
The thermal CFD model is built according to the design geometry files. Supplied models are geometrically simplified by removing 

some details that do not have influence upon the work process – geometry clean-up. The built geometric model contains the entire fluid 
zone as solid including the plates on the entry and on the exit as separate volumes. A mesh model is generated that contains about 
elements and nodes – enough detailed mesh for the analysis. The CFD numerical model is shown on fig.2. This figure also shows the 
applied boundary conditions on the simulation model. They represent a standard work cycle for the examined equipment: initially, inside 
fluid (air) is heated at 175ºC and the entrying carriers are at preheated temperature of 140ºC. Processing time is 700sec. Turbine 
characteristics are set up according to the received specification of its manufacturer. Materials, used for the model simulations are 
aluminum for the impinging jets plates, structural steel for the deflectors and casings. 

 Examined physics nature is complex, because the fluid parameters are influenced by the temperature and vice versa. Transient 
process is highly nonlinear, additionally influenced by temperature dependent material and fluid properties. These preconditions require 
proper methodology for performance optimisation to be carried out. Thus, two steps are introduced, separating the problematics in more 
simple tasks: 

 examining and optimising fluid flow parameters by a steady-state modelisation; 
 transient thermal analysis for heating exploration and possible optimisation. 
Main optimisation process will be performed in the first step, as to improve fluid flow parameters, especially in order to reach 

homogeneous feed at each carrier. Transient thermal analysis will be used mainly to study the results of performed design optimisations on 
the previous step, and, to perform slight changes if it is required. 

  

 
Fig. 2 Generated simulation model and applied boundary conditions 
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Fluid flow parameters optimisation  

Prepared simulation CFD model is solved under uniform temperature of 175ºC, starting with initial design geometry. Several results 
are shown on figure 3 bellow – a section, parallel to the feeding impinging jets plate (to review the honogeneity at the entrance inside the 
rack), and, perpendicular section through the fan axis (showing again the nature of fluid feeding). It is well seen that there are a gradient 
between the separate vertical areas of the carriers, caused by the “shadow” of the angled deflectors. 

 

 

A/ Feeding of impinging jet plate and transverse section through 
turbine mid plane 

B/ Feeding of pair carriers in horizontal section plane. 
Impinging jets and suction holes 

 
Fig. 3  

 
The highest velocities are on the lowest placed carrier on each subsection of the channels and the maximal velocity difference, if 

compare for longitudinal PCB areas, is about 3 m/s. Average velocity value for a carrier section is 2.7 m/s, while the maximum mean value 
is 3.8 m/s (as it is marked by HIGHEST VELOCITIES on fig.3 A/) and the minimum mean value is 1.5 m/s (for zones marked as LOW 
VELOCITIES). The section in transverse direction shows zones of recirculation, just after the turbine exit and, zones of high velocities 
(losses) at its entrance. The poor uniformity of outgoing flow leads also to uneven feeding in horizontal plane section, which is illustrated on 
figure 3 B/ as well. The source of this poor uniformity is recognized at the turbine exit chamber. The number of the nozzles, diameter and 
their placement are not of great importance for the fluid flow through the rack as it is, because the flow is parallel. 

Review of the results shows two main problematic design zones: 
 Turbine exit chamber deflectors are ineffective; 
 Vertical deflectors for feeding impingin jets plate are not optimal. 

Thus, four modified design models are examined to explore and optimise these problematic design zones: 
 Variant A: enlarged and relocated deflectors near the turbine; 
 Variant B: removed deflectors near the turbine; 
 Variant C: initial deflectors near the turbine and removed horizontal parts of the vertical deflectors in “outlet to plate” zone.  
 Variant D: initial deflectors near the turbine and removed at half horizontal parts of the vertical deflectors in “outlet to plate” 

zone. 
Part of results are presented on the figure 4 bellow to illustrate the output parameters for examined variants – in a horizontal section 

through the mid turbine plane for its exit chamber. Results analysis shows several conclusions. The best results are for the variant 
WITHOUT DEFLECTORS (variant B). In fact, asymmetric placement of the turbine and the included SPIRAL CAMERA does not need 
deflectors. The flow is partially uniform, but with big gradient of the velocity between the upper rows of holes on the impinging jets plate and 
the lower.  The optimised design is developed with removed deflectors near the turbine and shortened horizontal parts of the vertical 
deflectors. 
 

Variant A Variant B Variant C Variant D 
 

Fig. 4 Horizontal plane section for the turbine exit chamber 
 

Transient thermal CFD analysis 
The entire model is analyzed under unsteady, transient thermal CFD solution. The entire rack of carriers is patched at 140ºC, 

presuming uniform heated products. The results are initially illustrated by temperature fields on a half carrier over time on figure 5 bellow. 
The scale is common for better understanding.  It is seen that the products are unevenly heated, which is predefined by the design 
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conception. The main question is whether all the six components reach temperature uniformity at the end of the process. The volume 
average temperature for each separate product, as a function of time, is shown on figure 6, together with the change of the maximal 
temperature difference for the components in time. 

 

 
A/ 1min C/ 4min 

 
B/ 2min D/ 10min 

 
Fig. 5 Temperature distributions over a half carrier at different heating times 

 

 
A/ Temperature change vs. time for each product B/ Maximal temperature difference over products 

 
Fig. 6 Temperature volume averaged profiles over time 

 
The maximal temperature difference between the first and the last products is reached out at the 76 sec after the heating is 

started and its value is of 14,8ºC. This is due to the type of the fluid stream which one is “ a stream in a channel”. During its way, the fluid 
transmits thermal energy to the front components and looses its initial temperature and the maximal velocity values near the components’ 
surfaces decrease. This causes the first component to be heated rapidly, while the last one – relatively slow. After reaching the maximal 
difference between the 1 and last components, the difference decrease slow. The maximal temperature difference (between component 
No 1 and component No 6) decreases less than 3ºC at 10min heating time, which corresponds to the main requirement for uniform heating. 
The process heating speed in beginning is not more then 0.7ºC/s, which is an acceptable value as well. 
 
Conclusion 

Several general conclusions could be formed, based on performed fluid optimisation and next transient thermal CFD analysis: 
 The CFD analysis results show that the general geometry shape and parameters are well designed – i.e. gives relatively good 

velocity distribution – the mean velocity fields for section varies from 1,5 – 3.8 m/s; 
 Optimised design is achieved, based on removed turbine exit deflectors and shortened horizontal deflectors which is a good basis 

for subsequent temperature uniformity (predefines good distribution via heated components in process cameras); 
 Output products are heated uniformly, with max temperature difference under required 3 ºC – for the predefined total process time 

for the examined chamber; 
 Thus, an improved design is obtained at the early stage of its development, based on virtual prototyping technology 

implementation. Major advantage for applying computational techniques is the ability to review in detail various parameters 
(velocity of the fluid flow, pressure, distributions) of the ongoing physical processes and to perform corrective actions; 

 This approach requires powerful computational resources and knowledge database, but results in effective evaluation and 
improvement of the design at the early stage which gives an important advantage on the global market. 
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Abstract. The two key points in application development are evergreen: make the development as effective as 
possible and provide high quality software artifacts. Model-driven approaches address both of these issues. 
With the increasing need of reliable systems, the verification and validation of model transformation-based 
approaches becomes an emerging research field. Verification/validation means determining the correctness of 
a model transformation in the sense that the output models of the transformation satisfy certain conditions. We 
assume Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs) as input and output languages and concentrate on 
graph rewriting-based model transformations. Based on the current capabilities of the model transformation 
approaches and tools, in this paper, we compile and investigate some open issues that are 
verification/validation-related challenges of the next years: (i) Verification/validation of global properties, (ii) 
Supporting the verification/validation of domain-specific properties and behavior, (iii) High-level 
languages/methods to define verification/validation properties, and (iv) Industrial applicability of the existing 
verification/validation approaches. We believe that providing solutions for these issues will significantly 
improve the usability and availability of model transformation-based approaches.  
 
Introduction 

Model transformations are important in software engineering for a number of applications, such as transforming artifacts from a 
source domain to a different target domain, code generation, consistency checking, and refactoring. With model transformation being 
more widely applied, ensuring properties such as syntactic and semantic correctness, equivalence, termination, and global determinism of 
model transformations becomes an important issue for the software engineer designing transformations. 

The verification/validation (V&V) of a model transformation is the process of checking that the transformation definition meets 
specifications and that it fulfills its intended purpose. Based on [1], we use the following definitions. Verification is the process of evaluating 
transformation definition to determine whether the transformation fulfills the imposed specification. Validation is the process of evaluating 
transformation during or at the end of the transformation execution to determine whether it satisfies the end-user requirements. In other 
words, validation is intended to answer the question "Is this the system that we are supposed to develop from the user's point of view?", 
i.e., is the product specified according to the user's actual needs? Verification is about to answer the question "Is the system in accordance 
with the design?", i.e., does the product conform to the specifications? 

During the analysis of a transformation, our goal is to prove that certain properties hold for the output model if the input model is valid, 
or to provide the criteria that need to be satisfied by the input model to guarantee the desired properties for the output models. The analysis 
of a transformation is said to be static when the implementation of the transformation and the language definition of the input and output 
models are used during the analysis process, but we do not take concrete input models into account. In the case of dynamic approach, we 
analyze the transformation for a specific input model, and then we check whether certain properties hold for the output model during or 
after the successful application of the transformation. The static technique is the more general and poses the more complex challenges. 
The goal of the static analysis is to determine if the transformation itself meets some requirements. 

Developing systems using models and model transformations facilitates their formal analysis and validation. In general, if we write 
program code only to describe a piece of software, V&V are a more complex challenge, and sometimes they are completely impossible. 

In our context, model transformations are specified by graph transformations [2] that provide a powerful specification formalism 
combining a visual appearance with a formal semantics and facilities for V&V. In this paper, we introduce some open issues that are 
verification/validation-related challenges. We concentrate on the verification/validation of domain-specific properties and behavior. 

 
Contribution 

It is crucial to realize that not only software artifacts, e.g. models or source code, but model transformations themselves can be 
erroneous. Therefore, we need solutions to make model transformations free of conceptual errors. Assume that we transform our system 
models into a formal domain with the goal to assess some important system properties (such as functional correctness, dependability or 
timeliness). We want model properties important for the assessment to be transformed correctly into the output domain. During the design 
of such a transformation and later during the application of this transformation we face the following questions. What ensures that the 
transformation process to the output domain is correct? What type of properties can a transformation preserve? The rest of this paper 
introduces domain-specific modeling and investigates different aspects of the previous questions, such as V&V of domain-specific model 
properties, or V&V of global properties. 

 
Domain-specific modeling and model processing 
Domain-specific languages (DSLs) provide a means for narrowing the communication gap between users and developers [3, 4]. The 

main benefits of domain-specific modeling (DSM): increase in productivity and quality as well as use of expertise to share the knowledge 
within the development team. 

Throughout the history of software development, developers have always sought to improve productivity by improving abstraction. 
The new level of abstraction has then been automatically transformed to the earlier ones.  
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DSM raises the level of abstraction beyond current programming languages by specifying the solution directly using problem domain 
concepts. The final products are then generated from these high level specifications. This automation is possible because both the 
language and generators need fit the requirements of only one domain.  

We define a domain as an area of interest to a particular development effort. Domains can be a horizontal, technical domain, such as 
persistency, user interface, communication, or transactions, or a vertical, functional, business domain, such as telecommunication, 
banking, robot control, insurance, or retail. In practice, each DSM solution focuses on even smaller domains because the narrower focus 
enables better possibilities for automation and they are also easier to define. 

Developers generally differentiate between modeling and coding. Models are used for designing systems, understanding them 
better, specifying required functionality, and creating documentation. Code is then written to implement the designs. Debugging, testing, 
and maintenance are done on the code level. Quite often these two different representations are unnecessarily seen as being rather 
disconnected, although there are also different ways to connect code and models. 

In model-driven development, we use models as the primary artifacts in the development process: we have source models instead of 
source code. As a result we raise the level of abstraction and hide complexity. 

Truly model-driven development uses automated transformations in a manner similar to the way a pure coding approach uses 
compilers. Once models are created, target code can be generated and then compiled or interpreted for execution. From a modeler’s 
perspective, generated code is complete and it does not need to be modified after generation. This means, however, that the knowhow is 
not just in the models but in the code generator and underlying framework. Otherwise, there would be no raise in the level of abstraction. 

We have to realize that model-driven development is domain-specific: to raise the level of abstraction in model-driven development, 
both the modeling language and the generator need to be domain-specific, that is, restricted to developing only certain kinds of 
applications. 

Focusing on a narrow area of interest makes it possible to map a language closer to the actual problem and makes full code 
generation available.  

If we look at industrial cases and different application areas where models are used effectively as the primary development artifact, 
we recognize that the modeling languages applied were not general purpose but domain-specific. Some well-known examples are 
languages for user interface development and database design. 

The following list summarizes the facts and suggestions of domain-specific modeling and model processing: 
i. Knowledge is not general, it is based on domains.  We have to develop and use domain-specific environments. 
ii. Each domain has its experts. We have to provide domain-specific environments for experts and apply domain rules during the 

modeling. 
iii. Experts are usually not software developers.  We have to use the notation of the domain during modeling. 
iv. Information presentation is important. We have to use intuitive (graphical) environments. 
v. Models are not the final product.  We have to generate applications, reports, etc. from models, that requires to apply 

domain-specific generators to improve efficiency. 
 
Graph rewriting-based model transformation 
Graph rewriting-based transformation is a widely used technique for model transformation [5]. Graph transformation has its roots in 

classical approaches to rewriting, such as Chomsky grammars and term rewriting [6]. Although, there are several representations, in 
essence, a rewriting rule is composed of a left-hand side (LHS) pattern and a right-hand side (RHS) pattern. Operationally, a graph 
transformation from a graph G to a graph H follows these main steps: 

i. Choose a rewriting rule. 
ii. Find an occurrence of the LHS in G satisfying the application conditions of the rule. 
iii. Finally, replace the subgraph matched in G by the RHS. 

 
Rewriting rules can be made more relevant to software engineering models if the transformation specifications allow assigning 

validation constraints to the transformation rules. 
An example transformation rule that generates database tables from UML classes is depicted in Fig. 1. Constraints propagated to the 

transformation rule nodes are also presented: Cons_C1, Cons_C2, Cons_H1, Cons_T1, and Cons_T2. With the help of these constraints, 
we can require the transformation rule to meet certain properties, and we can make them validated [7]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Example transformation rule: ClassToTable 
 
  context Class inv NonAbstract: 
  not self.abstract 
 
The constraint NonAbstract (Cons_C1), assigned to the node Class of the rule ClassToTable, is a precondition for the rule and 

requires the rule to process only non-abstract classes. 
 
  context Table inv PrimaryKey: 
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  self.columns->exists(c | c.datatype = ‘int’ and c.is_primary_key) 
 
The constraint PrimaryKey (Cons_T1) is a postcondition of the rule ClassToTable, it is assigned to the node Table. This constraint 

requires the rule that all created table has a primary key of type int. 
 
  context Atom inv ClassAttrsAndTableCols: 
  self.class.attribute->forAll( self.table.column-> exists(c|(c.columnName = class.attribute.name)) 
 
The constraint ClassAttrsAndTableCols (Cons_H1) is propagated to the node TableHelperNode, it requires that each class attribute 

should have a created column with the same name in the resultant table. 
The constraints assigned to the transformation rule guarantee our requirements. After a successful rule execution, the conditions hold 

and the output is valid. The fact that the successful execution of the rule guarantees the valid output cannot be achieved without these 
validation constraints. 
 

Based on the current capabilities of the model transformation approaches and tools, we identified the following open issues as the 
V&V-related challenges of the next years.  

 
Verification/validation of global properties 
The scope of a V&V property can be local or global. One of the main limitations of the current model transformation approaches and 

tools is the local nature of their transformation rules. The local nature of a V&V property means that if we want to specify a constraint for an 
element, it must be included in the context of a transformation rule, or it must be referenced by a traversal expressions assigned to a rule 
element. Elements not appearing in a rule cannot be included in the V&V expressions. Therefore, this method does not provide an easy 
way to check constraints of global nature (e.g. deadlock examination). Of course there are numerous cases, for example, source code 
generation from statechart model, user interface generation from resource model, or projecting a source model into a different domain, 
where the whole right side is generated, thus, all the output model elements are included in transformation rules. 

We need approaches that support the V&V of global properties in the processed models. 
 
Supporting the verification/validation of domain-specific properties and behavior 
Transformation methods should be provided that are able to verify/validate domain-specific properties with model transformations. 

These are output model-related requirements that model transformations should support. In several cases model transformation rules do 
not contain certain node or edge types that we are about to include into our V&V requirements. These requirements may relate to the 
temporary (during the model processing) or final (after the model processing) state of the processed or generated models. There are 
different directions that can be followed; e.g. we can state additional requirements against the input and output models (metamodel 
constraints), or the model transformations can be automatically extended with appropriate testing and validating transformation rules. 

Dynamic model transformation validation covers the attribute value and interval validation. These properties can be expressed in 
first-order logic extended with traversing capabilities. Example languages currently applied for defining attribute value and interval 
conditions are Object Constraint Language (OCL) [8], C, Java, and Python. 

Besides structural conditions, several approaches apply constraint languages to define the execution conditions and requirements 
related to the result. These conditions and requirements are pre- and postconditions of a transformation rule. 

A precondition assigned to a transformation rule is a Boolean expression that must be true at the moment when the transformation 
rule is fired. A postcondition assigned to a transformation rule is a Boolean expression that must be true after the completion of a 
transformation rule. If a precondition of a transformation rule is not true, then the transformation rule fails without being fired. If a 
postcondition of a transformation rule is not true after the execution of the transformation rule, the transformation rule fails. 

With pre- and postconditions the execution of a transformation rule is as follows:  
i. Finding the match according to the structure of the LHS. 
ii. Validating the constraints defined in LHS on the matched parts of the input model.  
iii. If a match satisfies the constraints (preconditions), then firing the transformation rule, otherwise the rule fails.  
iv. Validating the constraints defined in RHS on the modified/generated model. If the result of the transformation satisfies the 

postconditions, then the rule was successful, otherwise the rule fails. 
 
A direct corollary is that an expression in LHS is a precondition to the transformation rule, and an expression in RHS is a 

postcondition to the transformation rule. A transformation rule can be fired if and only if all conditions enlisted in LHS are true. Also, if a 
transformation rule finished successfully, then all conditions enlisted in RHS must be true [7]. 

This method can be followed in Fig. 1. Finding the structural match the preconditions (Cons_C ,and Cons_C2) are validated, and after 
performing the rewriting postconditions (Cons_C1, Cons_H1, Cons_T1, and Cons_T2) are validated. Both of the validation should be 
successful in order to the whole transformation rule be successful.   

With this method the required domain-specific properties can be defined on low-level, on the level of the transformation rules. A valid 
requirement is to support high-level constraints that are on the level of transformations, therefore, they are closer to the normal human 
thinking. Examples for such constraints: the transformation ClassToRDBMS (Class diagram to Relational Database Management System 
diagram) guarantees that each class has its corresponding table, each table has an appropriate primary key, the primary key columns do 
not allow NULL values, and so on. To be able to use this type of high-level constraints we need high-level languages to define them and 
methods to translate them to the level of rewriting rules. Next section introduces this topic. 

 
High-level languages/methods to define verification/validation properties 
Generating source code from software models is a wide-spread method to make system development more effective. While 

generating model artifacts we can require quite usable quality factors, but in the case of source code generation, really usable and 
complex source code properties still cannot be defined. There are approaches, e.g. [9, 10, 11, 12], that facilitate source code generation, 
but they are either to language-specific (they can process only few type of source languages) [9], or the V&V opportunities of such 
transformations are on too low-level [10, 12]. Low-level V&V capabilities mean that because even a short source code requires a quite big 
model, e.g. an abstract syntax tree model, therefore, the transformation designer must be familiar with all of the details regarding to the 
generated source code in order to be able to define its quality requirements. On the other hand the goal is to involve a wider user group to 
be able to provide their quality-related V&V properties. 
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High-level, easy-to-use languages should be provided that facilitate defining V&V requirements against the model transformation. 
Currently the most user friendly languages are OCL and similar languages that we can use to define our requirements. The research 

should identify the appropriate, first-order logic, second-order logic, or other formalism. These languages should be general purpose 
languages and easy-to-use even for non-experts. 

 
Industrial applicability of the existing verification/validation approaches 
The applicability of the already existing approaches and tools should be shown within industrial environments: experiments should be 

performed on larger (industrial size) transformations and models. According to the current state of the art these open issues are hard. Each 
of them requires further research and development. Some of the model transformation approaches or tools partly address one or two of 
these open issues, but most of the tools are used only within academic research groups. Therefore, the most important challenge is to 
achieve that current V&V approaches become applicable within industrial environments. 
 
Conclusion 

Domain-specific languages have been a part of the computing landscape since the appearance of programing languages. 
Domain-specific modeling fundamentally raises the level of abstraction while at the same time narrowing down the design space, often to 
a single range of products for a single company. The final products are automatically generated from the high-level specifications with 
domain-specific transformations. With DSM, there is no need to make error-prone mappings from domain concepts to design concepts 
and on to programming language concepts. In this sense, DSM follows the same recipe that made programming languages successful in 
the past: offer a higher level of abstraction and make an automated mapping from the higher level concepts to the lower-level concepts 
known and used earlier.  

In this sense model transformations have a significant relevance in model-driven development. These transformations have to be 
verified/validated. In this paper we have highlighted the importance of domain-specific model processors and their validation. Furthermore, 
we have identified the open issues in the field of V&V of model transformations. The overall goal is to prepare the existing modeling, model 
processing, and V&V approaches to support the V&V of domain-specific properties and to be applicable within industrial environments.  
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Abstract. Producing an efficient transmission for automotive applications has always been a significant 
challenge for transmission manufacturers, carmakers and research institutions alike, with many different 
options and ideas to be considered. Electro-mechanical continuously variable transmission (EM CVT) is an 
innovative idea that has been studied in recent years by researchers from certain research organizations 
worldwide as a possible solution for an efficient transmission in a passenger car. In this paper, the concept of 
EM CVT and its potential benefits will be reviewed. Firstly, the working principle of EM CVT will be 
introduced and compared with the working principle of the existing conventional CVT with electro-hydro-
actuation (EHM) system currently used for automotive applications. Consequently, the potential benefits and 
advantages that can be gained in term of efficiency, practicality and environmental impact by applying EM 
CVT in a passenger car will be described. Finally, the possible limitations that lie ahead before this new idea 
of EM CVT can be introduced for the automotive market worldwide will be briefly discussed.  
 
Introduction  
 Recently, many researchers have started the studies to produce an efficient continuously variable transmission (CVT) for 
applications in automotive fields. There are many types of CVT used currently for automotive applications, and one of the most common 
types is the pulley-based CVT with metal pushing V-belt. Generally, all types of CVT, unlike conventional transmissions for automotive 
applications, do not have discrete gears. In the pulley-based CVT with metal pushing V-belt, the transmission ratio is changed by 
simultaneously varying the radius of metal pushing V-belt on primary pulley, which is connected to the internal combustion engine (ICE), 
and secondary pulley, which is connected to the vehicle’s wheels. This type of CVT normally uses electro-hydro-mechanical (EHM) 
system to actuate the process of changing CVT ratios. 
 The main advantage of the existing pulley-based CVT with EHM system (EHM CVT) is its wider transmission ratio as compared to 
conventional automotive transmissions with discrete gears. According to Klaassen [1], with this advantage, ICE can be operated at a 
more economical operating range, hence potentially improves the fuel efficiency of the vehicles. Another important advantage of this 
CVT is the possibility to change the ratio steplessly. This feature, according to Lang [2], increases the durability of the vehicle’s 
powertrain system, while at the same time makes the process of shifting the CVT ratio smoother. Besides, the mentioned advantage 
also allows the CVT to be used not only in the conventional vehicles but also in alternatively-powered vehicles like hybrid cars and fully-
electric cars. 
 However, the existing EHM CVT still has major disadvantages in term of high power consumption and significant power loss [1, 3, 
4, 5]. The first disadvantage is inevitable during the event of constant CVT ratio. In order to maintain constant CVT ratio, continuous 
sufficient hydraulic pressure is required to retain the position of primary and secondary pulleys, and to achieve this, the ICE will have to 
provide extra power continuously to the hydraulic pump of the EHM CVT. The second disadvantage, meanwhile, is caused by the 
inaccurate clamping force exerted to metal belt for maintaining the desired CVT ratio. Excessive clamping force leads the metal belt to 
overstress, while insufficient clamping force results in the slipping of the metal belt itself. Both cases will cause significant power loss 
between primary pulley and secondary pulley of the CVT. In EHM CVT, the clamping force is controlled through the additional hydraulic 
control system. Because of this extra control system, the process to effectively control sufficient clamping force becomes very 
complicated. 
 In order to overcome these disadvantages, researchers from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) have recently come out with the 
new concept of CVT with electro-mechanical system (EM CVT). In this paper, the working principle of EM CVT, together with its 
potential benefits and limitations will be described.  
 
Background of Electro-Mechanical CVT  
 In the conventional EHM CVT, CVT ratio is shifted by simultaneously changing the radius of metal belt on both primary and 
secondary pulleys. This is achieved by axially moving the movable sheaves of primary pulley and secondary pulley, and in EHM CVT, it 
is done with the EHM system. The mathematical function to relate the axial distant of movable sheave of the pulley, Xpulley, and the 
radius of metal belt on the pulley, Rpulley, is explained in Eq. (1). Next, the relationship between CVT ratio, rCVT, and the radius of both 
primary pulley, Rp, as well as secondary pulley, Rs, is shown in Eq. (2). The parameters from both Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are illustrated in 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, on the other hand, shows the example of EHM CVT in low ratio, medium ratio and overdrive ratio [1]. 
 
 Xpulley= Rpulley‐Rpulley0 tanα , (1) 
  

where: Xpulley is the axial distant of the movable sheave of the pulley (primary or secondary), Rpulley is the radius of metal belt on the 
pulley (primary or secondary), Rpulley0 is the initial radius of metal belt on the pulley (primary or secondary) and α is the angle of the 
pulley. 
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 rCVT= Rs
Rp

  , (2) 

  
where: rCVT is the CVT ratio, Rs is the radius of the secondary pulley and Rp is the radius of the primary pulley. 

 
 The EM CVT, unlike conventional EHM CVT, uses no hydraulic pump as part of its actuation system. Instead, the concept of 
moving screw is applied here, where the fix gear with inner thread will transfer torque to the moving screw to move it axially. The 
sufficient torque to actuate the movement of the moving screw is provided by an electric motor for each primary pulley and secondary 
pulley. Then, the axial movement of the moving screw will cause the movable sheave of the pulley to move axially, hence varying the 
radius of the metal belt on the pulley accordingly. Once the desired CVT ratio is achieved, the position of the pulleys will be retained 
through the thread design of the moving screw itself. The simplified sketch of the EHM CVT and EM CVT systems are shown in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4 respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Important parameters to determine the CVT ratio. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Shifting from low ratio (I) to medium ratio (II) and overdrive ratio (III) in conventional EHM CVT [1]. 
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Fig. 3 The conventional EHM CVT. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 The proposed concept of EM CVT. 

 
Potential Benefits from Electro-Mechanical CVT  
 Minimize Loss in Actuation System 
 Based on the research by Klaassen [1], conventional EHM CVT suffers about 11% of transmission losses as compared to about 
3% in normal manual transmission (Fig. 5), and these losses mostly caused by the hydraulic pump during the event of constant CVT 
ratio. This is because of the continuous hydraulic pressure required to maintain the desired CVT ratio, which results in a very high 
amount of power consumption from ICE. On the contrary, in EM CVT, no continuous hydraulic pressure is required to maintain constant 
CVT ratio, since it uses thread of the moving screw to retain the position of the primary pulley and secondary pulley, thus maintaining 
the desired CVT ratio accordingly. Therefore, with EM CVT, the high power consumption required for maintaining the desired CVT ratio 
can be avoided, hence reduces the amount of transmission losses suffered in the conventional EHM CVT.   

 
Fig. 5 The efficiency of engine with conventional CVT (I) and engine with normal manual transmission (II) at car’s speed of 120km/h 

from Klaassen’s thesis in [1]. 
 

 Efficient Control of Clamping Force on the V-belt 
 In the pulley-based CVT with metal belt, the clamping force is exerted on the metal belt through secondary pulley. For the 
conventional EHM CVT, sufficient clamping force on the V-belt is controlled through hydraulic pressure from the hydraulic pump. This 
system major weakness is the compressibility of hydraulic oil, which increases as the pressure decreases. Because of this, the required 
hydraulic pressure for maintaining the desired CVT ratio and at the same time providing sufficient clamping force cannot be realized. In 
order to overcome this, an additional hydraulic control system is required, and this makes the process to control sufficient clamping 
force very complicated. 
 With EM CVT, sufficient clamping force is controlled through the axial displacement of the spring, which depends on the axial 
position of the moving screw. The process to control the axial position of the moving screw is easier since it is actuated by an electric 
motor, and no extra measurement must be taken on sensitive parameters like compressibility of the hydraulic oil. As a result, sufficient 
clamping force on V-belt can be controlled more efficiently and effectively, and this leads to an improvement in efficiency of the CVT. 
  
 No Unplanned Leakage in the Hydraulic System 
 Generally, there are two types of unplanned leakage that could happen within hydraulic pump; namely external leakage and 
internal leakage. The external leakage in hydraulic pump means that the hydraulic oil leaks out from the hydraulic system. The internal 
leakage, on the other hand, means that the hydraulic oil leaks out from one component to other component unintentionally within the 
hydraulic system. These leakages reduce the efficiency of hydraulic system since it causes a significant drop in hydraulic pressure [6].  
 The existing EHM CVT uses hydraulic pump as part of its actuation system, therefore makes it vulnerable to these issues. 
However, the proposed concept of EM CVT applies EM system as its actuation system without the usage of hydraulic pump. 
Consequently, the issues of unplanned leakage in the hydraulic system can be avoided entirely. 
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 Better Environmental Impact 
 The concentration of CO2 in atmosphere is a major concern currently since it contributes directly to the global warming. In general, 
the level of CO2 emissions of a passenger car is proportional to its fuel consumption. With the application of EM CVT in conventional 
passenger cars, the ICE will be allowed to operate within its optimum operating line [1]. Furthermore, EM CVT also improves the issues 
of high power consumption and significant power loss suffered in the conventional EHM CVT. All these factors contribute to an 
improvement in fuel consumption of the cars, and consequently help in minimizing the threat of global warming by reducing the 
emissions of CO2 into atmosphere. 
 Additionally, the existing CVT technologies, including EHM CVT, have already been used widely for alternatively-powered 
vehicles like hybrid and fully-electric cars. For example, the papers from Modak and Sane [7] as well as Hofman et al. [8] describe the 
application of CVTs for such cars. Thus, it will definitely be possible to apply EM CVT for applications in this area. Moreover, with EM 
CVT, because of its aforementioned potential benefits, the efficiency of these cars can potentially be further increased as well. 
Eventually, with the efficient usage of fuel in these cars, the total production of fuel from crude petroleum can be reduced significantly, 
hence lessen the impacts of pollution from this industry to environment. 
 
Possible Limitations of Electro-Mechanical CVT  
 Potential Significant Lag during Shifting the CVT Ratio 
 The hydraulic pump used in EHM CVT has the ability to exert large hydraulic pressure in a very short time, thus shorten the time 
taken to shift the CVT ratio. However, in the concept of EM CVT, the duration of time to change the CVT ratio will be longer because of 
the rotation of gears and their frictions. This will eventually cause the feeling of sluggish during the process of changing CVT ratio. In 
order to improve this aspect, a more powerful electric motor can be used, though this ultimately might adversely affects the CVT’s 
efficiency. 
 
 Belt Misalignment  
 Issue of belt misalignment is relevant for all pulley-based CVTs with metal belt. Hence, this weakness actually affects both 
existing EHM CVT and the concept of EM CVT. Excessive belt misalignment in CVTs will cause extra scratch between metal belt and 
pulleys. This will not only increase the amount of transmission losses in CVTs, but it will also reduce the lifespan of metal belt and 
pulleys [5, 9,10]. This issue can be overcome by using dual-acting pulley mechanism, which allows both sheaves of primary pulley as 
well as secondary pulley to be moved axially during the changing of CVT ratio. In recent years, researchers from Universiti Teknologi 
Malaysia have started an extensive work to produce EM CVT that applies this mechanism. 
 
Conclusion 
 As a conclusion, the concept of EM CVT apparently offers enormous potentials for improving the efficiency of CVT technology that 
can be used for automotive applications. Nevertheless, there are still numerous concerns that could potentially diminish the gains from 
this concept. Therefore, it makes a lot of sense for research institutions and companies from relevant industries to jointly spend more 
efforts to perform further researches on this concept so that it can be optimized and eventually prepared for possible commercialization 
in future. 
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Abstract. In this paper we describe numerical analysis of inelastic contact problem between roller and link at 
crawler machines. Upon generating of 3D model, it is discretized by the finite elements and resolved as 
non-linear contact problem. We determine external load that initiate plastic deformation of the link member 
material and analyse possibilities of protection by depositing of hardfacing layer for appropriate characteristics 
of material, its geometry and loads.  
 
Introduction 
Mining shovels, military vehicles and other heavy-duty equipment use endless track shoe belt to distribute loads to the ground. Huge 
construction, large mass, work in abrasive and corrosive environment, non-uniform distribution of load on carrying elements due to uneven 
or non-homogenous  terrain, dynamic forces, structural vibrations and other brings loads that are much greater then nominal. Elements for 
horizontal movement are in the most unfavourable position taking into account all of constructional modules of the crawler machines. Gear 
transmissions, driving sprocket, bearing wheels (rollers) and track pads (shoes, links) are exposed to considerable contact stresses whose 
values and directions are stochastic variables. Magnitudes of stress in mentioned components are often over the stress values that 
components can endure. These leads to appearing of plastic deformations and cracks along with intensive wear of some surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 BW Excavator (a)  and  3D CAD model of the BWE track shoe (b) 

 
Plastic deformation of the track roller path at the shoe is an occurrence noticed at all types of crawling vehicles especially observable in the 
bucket wheel excavator (BWE) due to its weight (Fig. 1). Due to plastic deformation the roller path geometry is being distorted which cause 
rolling difficulties and that is why the tension force in crawling chain is being increased, as well as the stresses at driving sprocket. Plastic 
deformation of all link members in the chain bring about cumulative increase of the crawling chain perimeter causing changes in contact 
conditions at driving sprockets. The common case in practice is to use contact surfaces improved or repaired by hardfacing. Upon 
possibility of crawling chain stretching is being exhausted, it is necessary to repair crawler pad geometry, which is done by depositing 
hardfacing layer. In order to predict mechanical behaviour and load bearing capacity of layered contact pair with respect to material and 
geometrical properties we conduct numerical simulation and analysis of inelastic layered contact problem for the case of bucket wheel 
excavator, Fig.1 (a). The model geometry is shown in Fig.1 (b). 

FEM analysis of inelastic contact problem 

Realistic 3D CAD model of the track shoe is generated for the bucket wheel excavator SRs 402, using 3D modeling software and then it is 
“imported” into the application which executes the nonlinear FEM analysis. Geometry of the model is based on original technical 
documentation. Characteristic position in which real loads are especially unfavourable may be determined despite the fact that these loads 
are of stochastic character. Due to movement of the crawling chain, besides high level of the contact stresses, there are tension and 
bending stresses caused by chain stretching and it’s twisting around driving sprocket. Mentioned stresses are being added to the contact 
stress which brings link member to complex and extremely unfavourable stress-strain condition. For couple of characteristic load cases 
(one of which is presented in Fig. 3a) a numerical simulation has been performed. Model domain was discretized in tetrahedral and 
hexahedral finite elements. For the case of small radius, abrupt changes of cross sections, thin or small parts of the construction, mesh 
generator is forced to generate smaller elements that can follow change of geometry. In such conditions, it may appear huge increase of 
DOF number, as the track pad dimensions are great, and number of the nodal points is being increased to several hundred thousand.  
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Fig.2 Discretised symmetrical model with boundary conditions (a), bi-linear material model properties (b) 

 

Problem is additionally complicated due to existence of contact on small surface of several square millimetres. In order to obtain the 
contact pressure and deformation distribution, it is necessary to have several elements within the contact zone. 

 

Material, loading and boundary conditions 

According to manufacturer specification, material of the main body part of track shoe  is manganese steel  GS-40MnCrSi3V. Modulus of 
elasticity for this material E=2.1 1011 Pa, and yield stress is taken as 470 MPa. The hardfacing layer is modelled with 3-10 mm thickness 
and yield strength 600-1200 MPa, Fig 2 (b). In this series of simulations, we use the same elastic material parameters (E,) for the hard 
layer and substrate. Hardening behaviour of steel is described by linear isotropic law  
 

pl
Y Yo isoH   

 
            (1) 

 
where σYo and Hiso are initial yield stress and isotropic hardening modulus for given material, determinated experimentally. The εpl is 
equivalent or accumulated plastic strain. For roller material we assumed  a little bit larger values of mechanical properties, regarding basic 
material of the track shoe main body. Analysis was performed for several characteristic (the most unfavourable) cases and one of results 
is presented in Fig. 3 (a) where loaded roller is rolling along horizontal crawler link member (entrance, mid-point and exit). The aim was to 
establish magnitude and influence of hardface layer thickness and mechanical properties on stress-strain state. Lower surface of the 
segment is considered to be fixed in vertical direction, and certain number of nodes is fixed in all direction due to elimination of “rigid body 
movement”. Specified boundary conditions provide stable and statically completely determined model, Fig. 2 (a).  

Contact interaction modeling 

There are several methods for resolving contact problem, but the most frequently applied are “penalty” and Lagrange-multiplier 
procedures. The “penalty” method is much simpler for numerical implementation, but the solution is sensitive to the penalty factor 
magnitude, i.e. existence of certain penetration is unavoidable. The bigger penalty parameter increases the accuracy, but may bring to the 
numerical instability. The second (LM) procedure provides exact solution, but includes series of numerical difficulties during 
implementation. As the number of contact elements change with the load increment, format of system matrices change too. Augmented 
Lagrange-multiplier method is, in some sense, combination of both mentioned methods. It was applied in the analysis, as it is more robust 
and in numerical sense more effective. Although we use small strain assumption, the problem is nonlinear due to plastic deformation and 
the contact. The main discrete equations system is given by: 
 

( ) ( )    or

( ) ( ) ( ) 0
INT EXT CONT

INT EXT CONT

F U F F U

R U F U F F U

 
   

                    (2) 

 
where FINT and FEXT are internal and external force vectors. First of them nonlinearly depend on nodal displacement vector “U”. Contact 
force contribution is included by FCONT. Nonlinear system of equations (2) is solved by NR procedure. Newton-Raphson procedure was 
chosen due to quadratic convergence, and effectively implemented algorithm in commercial FEM codes.  Convergence, according to the 
energy criteria, was realized after 3-6 iterations in average in each load increment. Contact analysis was performed for five loading cases.  
Due to fact that elastic parameters (E, µ) of hardfacing layer, roller and track main body are almost the same, while load is in elastic range, 
stress components and deformation can be approximately calculated by Hertz contact theory. The peak contact stress is given by: 
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where E1, E2, µ1,µ2, R1 and R2 are material and geometric properties of contact pairs respectively. Results obtained numerically are 
compared and find to be in good agreement with analytical Hertz contact theory (in elastic range). When stress excide yield limit there is no 
analytical solution to be compared with, so experimental results is the only way to validate numerical simulation. All deformation tensor 
components in this problem are relatively small values, and that is why the effect of geometrical nonlinearity may be neglected without 
substantial loss of accuracy, ie. the model is considered geometrically linear. 

Simulation results 

The main post-processing variables are stress and plastic strain components. As secondary variables, they have a little bit reduced degree 
of accuracy in relation to the primary ones (displacements).  As the most relevant, the value of equivalent (vMises) stress and equivalent 
(accumulated) plastic strain are being accepted. Distribution the former in longitudinal cross section is shown in Fig.3 (a).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 vMises stress distribution (a) and  protecting effect of hardface layer (b) 

Beside of 3D model, the stress–strain analysis in contact zone was also performed through series of 2D numerical simulations, varying the 
key parameters: thickness of surface layer, yield stress of surface layer material and yield stress of basic (substrate) material. By 
numerical simulation we get information about external load level necessary to induce plastic deformations in contact zone, depth of point 
where first yield occur and influence of surface layer thickness and material properties on these values. Protective effect of hardfacing 
layer is clearly shown in Fig.3 (b). The maximum contact pressure on the upper surface of hard layer is transmitted to basic material below. 
Stress level under hardface layer is significantly lower than contact stress at upper surface. Also, it is interesting to see the way of the 
plastic zone spreading as load increase.  Equivalent (accumulated) plastic strain is variable the most favourable for this purpose. For 
presented data, plastic deformation appears for load of 600 kN at depth of 6 mm , i.e. at transition from hard layer to the basic material. 
After initial plastic deformation, material properties of basic material and hard layer are changed (deformation induced hardening). This is 
very characteristic for manganese steel. Due to influence of cyclic loading, the shakedown effect takes place. Actual stress state results 
from superposition of working stresses and residual stresses due to permanent (plastic) deformation.  In Fig.4 (b) we can see residual 
stress distribution (vMises equivalent stress) for load cycle given at Fig.4 (a). According to shakedown theorem (Melan), residual stresses 
are in this case protective and it reduces working stresses. Also, it reveals possibility of improving contact stress resistance by controlled 
plastic pre-deformation of roller path. 
It could be very useful in practice to have a possibility for the preliminary determination of layered contact pair load capacity without 
numerical simulation. For that purpose, we develop mathematical model based on the data obtained by numerical simulation 

(meta-model). The model should include three parameters: thickness of surface layer (h), yield stress of surface layer material 
lay
yo  and 

yield stress of main body material 
basic
yo  . We assume geometric parameters are known in advance. In mathematical sense, it is 

necessary to establish relation between external load level that causes plastic deformation (Fmax), layer thickness and material properties. 

The relation could be in the form: max ( , , )basic lay
yo yo layF f h  . For the given geometry, we have performed series of numerical 

simulations consisting of 444 = 64 individual simulation. The obtained database is used for multidimensional polynomial approximation 
based on last square fit. The quadratic polynomial model with three variables requires a lot of parameters Ci to be computed. From the 
practical point of view, it is not suitable so we choose to develop model based on 2 variables, considering the value of yield stress of basic 
material as constant for the given model. In that case, the quadratic model can be defined as: 
 

2 2
max 0 0 1 0 2 3 0 4 5 0( , ) ( ) ( )            lay lay lay lay

Y lay Y lay Y lay Y layF f h C C C h C C h C h                 (4) 
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where σ and h are corresponding layer  yield stress and thickness. It is easy to determine coefficients C0-C5 for the given data set.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Load cycles (a) and distribution of residual stresses (b) 

 

Conclusions 

Upon performed simulations for critical load cases, appropriate set of results is obtained, based on which it is possible to draw the following 
conclusions: 
 Contact stresses have much more influence than stresses caused by tension force and bending moments in crawler shoe.  
 Along with the loading increase, critical point in which initial plastic flow starts is being moved into the depth of basic material. When 

equivalent stress reaches value of the yield stress, plastic flow starts, and plastic zone develops laterally and towards down.  
 With further loading increase, plastic zone propagates up, and for some level of loading may come out to the free surface causing large 

surface deformations. 
 Deformations close to the contact surface remain within the small limits, despites the initialization and spreading of plastic zone, as it is 

surrounded with elastically deformed material. Plastic and elastic deformations are of the same order.  
 Appearance of plastic deformations in depth does not influence on decreasing the contact pressure that further increases with the 

loading increase. Dimensions of contact surface also do not change considerably in the initial plastic flow phase. Only on higher 
degree of plastic deformations, redistribution of the contact pressure becomes noticeable due to enlargement of the contact surface.  

 By increase of the yield stress of hard layer, there is no any effect of protection against the plastic deformation, until layer thickness 
reaches appropriate value. For the case of hard, but not enough thick layers, plastic flow appears within the basic material bellow the 
hard layer which can lead to the brittle failure of thin hard layer. 

 Mathematical model (4) is well suited for practical, preliminary determination of load bearing capacity for the given geometry and the 
given range of thickness/material properties. The extrapolation of data out of numerical simulation scope should be done with special 
attention.  
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Abstract. In this work the results of measurements of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra for 
Al2O3 and ZrO2 powders of mullites of different grain sizes were presented. The measurements were 
performed at room temperature and in the temperature range from 140 K up to 380 K.  
The purpose of this study is demonstrate the applicability of EPR methods for the assessment of impurities of 
Cr and Fe ions in the materials used as ceramic cores and forms in the aviation industry. The analysis of EPR 
spectra were obtained and the characteristic lines were selected to rating the level of impurities. The results for 
selected powders were compared with the X-ray phase analysis.   
 
Introduction 

Powders used in ceramic cores and forms in the aerospace industry are widely studied by different methods. The basic powder is 
Al2O3 which comes as part of the of mullites. Corundum (Al2O3) doped with transition-metal ions (Fe, Cr, Ti, Cu, etc.) has been proved to be 
an important ceramic and laser crystal material [1–5]. The micro-structural distortion of local lattice where transition-metal ion locates in the 
crystal has been discussed in many works and different viewpoints have been proposed. The ceramic nano-powders are widely used in 
various industries, including aerospace industry.  The polymer nanocomposites stiffened by ceramic nano-filling  are characterized by very 
high hardness and resistance for abrasion in comparison with composites in micrometric scale [6].  The annealing of Al2O3 powders in 
temperatures 350, 600, 900°C do not influence the size of particles of the investigated powders. The heating in temperature 1200°C leads 
to the 30% growth of the average size of grains (due to the fritting processes) and at the same time the growth of crystalinity degree of 
alumina and the phase transition δ, γ, η, ε- Al2O3 → α- Al2O3 take place [7]. The conditions of synthesis of the precursor as well as 
usage of its modifier significantly influence the Al2O3 morphology [8]. Also important is the reaction of environment in which the 
homogenization of both Al2O3 and nanometric ZrO2 powders take place. The environment, in which particles of both powders have the 
same electric charge signs, leads to the forming of the mechanically resistant agglomerates.  This is detrimental for the condensation of 
material during fritting. In the sintering process, the cracks with sizes about of hundreds of micrometers as well as inhomogeneity of 
packing in individual micrometers scale are created [9]. 

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the applicability of EPR methods for the assessment of impurities of Cr and Fe ions in the 
materials used in ceramic cores and forms in the aerospace industry. In the end of  research will be done to improve the quality of the 
ceramic cores and forms as well affect the quality of the final product for direct use in the aerospace industry. 

 
Experimental  details 

For the experiment the samples of corundum (Al2O3) and ZrO2 with different size and incorporating a second phase were used. 
[10,11]. The Al2O3 powders from different batches from different suppliers with a grain # 200th has been studied  by EPR method [12].  from 
each batch of 4 samples weighing 0.02 g in order to detect heterogeneity of the material have been selected. 

 For the EPR measurements the standard X-band (~ 9 GHz) spectrometer, produced in Wroclaw Technical Univeristy, with digital 
registration of the spectra was used. The temperature measurements were done using the digital temperature control system (BRUKER 
ER 4131VT), which allows the temperature range from 100K to 500K. 

 
Results and discussion 

Selected EPR spectra are shown in Fig. 1 to 3. The composition of Al2O3 sample were measured by X-ray diffraction method and the 
results of the analysis are presented in Table 1 

 
Fig. 1. EPR spectra for selected samples from the investigated materials 
Table 1.  Chemical composition XRF of Al2O3#200 
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trace roots,% 
Loss of roasting in 
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Treibacher 
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TiO2 Zn Bi Co Ni Mn Pb Cr Cu 
Treibacher 
Al2O3 -200 [%] 0,02 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,023 0,000 0,001 0,06 0,002 
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Fig. 2 . EPR spectra for mullite samples.                                              

 
Fig. 3 . EPR spectra for ZrO2 samples.      
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For samples Al2O3 #200 no. 1 and 2 the spectral analysis were performed in our early work [10]. As the results of analysis the Fe3+ and 
Cr3+ ions were detected in all sample of corundum.  

For the Al2O3 sample the calculated geff –factor values for each line are as follows: geff =5,6 geff =4.29 geff = 3.36, geff = 2.57, geff = 2.26, 
geff =2,00, geff =1.97, geff =1.69. However, for the mullgrain sample we obtain the values: geff=4.28, geff =2.33, geff =2.23 geff =1.97. The 
estimated experimental uncertainty of the g-values is ±0.02. For mullites samples the calculated geff –factors for each line are: geff =5,6, geff 
=4.29 and geff =2.06, geff =1.97. 

For the ZrO2 #100 sample the calculated geff –factor values for each line are as follows: geff=6.84;  geff =4,23; geff =2.54, geff =2.24, geff 
=2.37; geff =1.88. 

The analysis of the line positions suggest that the lines with geff= 4.28  geff ≈2.00 may be attributed to Fe3+(S=5/2) ions, because they 
present a typical spectrum for so called disordered systems [13] present in a glassy hosts [14]. The line intensities decrease progressively 
showing the evolution of the relative line shapes and the intensities at g = 4.3 from isolated ions in local tetrahedral (and eventually 
octahedral) sites [14]. The line with geff=1.98 may be attributed to Cr3+ (S=3/2) ions in the slightly distorted octahedral sites [15].  

                                         
The temperature dependence of gyromagnetic factor (g) of ZrO2 sample is presented in Fig. 4 
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Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of gyromagnetic factor (g) of ZrO2 sample 
 
For ZrO2 sample are observed characteristic temperature around of 200K which is a change the of all EPR line parameters, such as: 

peak-to-peak line width (Hpp), the intensity (I) as well as the gyromagnetic factor (g). 
For the samples Al2O3 #200 no 3 and 4 high differences in EPR spectrum was observed, as due to appearing of new line near 270 

mT. This line is probably as results of presence of  Cr3+ (S=3/2) ions in different size Cr2O3 nanoparticles [16]. The analysis of the line 
positions suggest that the lines with geff= 4.23  may be attributed to Fe3+(S=5/2) ions, analogously then for Al2O3 sample.EPR spectrum of 
the sample Al2O3 with the low chromium loading  shows a weak broad line centred at g = 1.97 with the line width Hpp = 80 mT indicating a 
strong dipolar interaction among the Cr3+ ions. Superimposed on it there is a sharp signal around g = 1.9. This signal is composed of two 
narrow isotropic lines with g = 1.983 and g = 1.971. In agreement with previous paper [17,18] the sharp axially symmetric signals  are 
usually attributed to isolated, mononuclear Cr5+ (3d1; S = 1=2) species and are interpreted as due to a pseudotetrahedral CrO3 species [17]. 

In the studied materials differences in ion content of Cr3+ and Fe3+ were observed and heterogeneity have been linked as a possible 
source of cracking if the core components have not been good mixed. [19] 
Comparing the results obtained by the EPR and XRF we notice discrepancies. For XRF analysis of CrO3 phase was not detected, whereas 
for the EPR method, this phase has been observed for parts of the samples. It is worth mentioning a large sensitivity of the EPR method 
which makes it possible to detect subtle changes in content of doping as well as detecting other phases or impurities. 
 
Conclusions 

Identification of the paramagnetic complex and its surroundings based on the analysis of the EPR line shapes as well as the line 
positions in magnetic field was performed. The EPR lines with geff ≈2.0 and geff ≈4.3 in the spectra of the glass samples studied may be due 
the impurity Fe3+ ions substituted at octahedral  sites.  

Similarily, the EPR lines geff ≈1.97 may be due to the impurity Cr3+ ions substituted at slightly distorted octahedral sites.  Whereas for 
line geff ≈1.9 the Cr5+ have been assigned  EPR spectra showed the presence of two different chromium species  e.g. Cr3+ species in the 
Al2O3;Cr sample  and dispersed Cr5+ species. 

For Al2O3 powders from different parts of the same size of grain different EPR spectra was obtained. As a result of the analysis the 
identification of existing complexes of paramagnetic ions were performed, where nanoparticles Cr2O3 in addition to chromium and iron 
were detected. Cr2O3 phase occurs only in the II part of Al2O3 powder with a particle size #200, and a small amount in mullite powder.  

The EPR line near H = 300 mT (geff = 3.4) for sample #200 may possibly be related to the change the iron valence from Fe3+ to Fe2+.  
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In this work high efficiency of detecting of subtle differences in the presence of certain phases in the material of the same chemical 
composition by the EPR method was shown. These differences have a high influence on the processes of cracking and the durability of 
molds. 
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Abstract. In this work the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of the ceramics cores were 
measured. The measurements were performed at room temperature and in the temperature range from 140 K 
up to 380 K. The main purpose of this work was to investigate the possible relationships between EPR spectra 
and the size of powder grains as well as the identification of EPR spectra in view of potential application of 
EPR technique as a fingerprinting method. In this work, materials originate from different manufacturer were 
investigated.  The main purpose of this work is demonstrate of relationships between impurities and cracking 
of cores.   
 
Introduction 

In the ceramic forms, there are several quite different from one another and having a completely different purpose coatings: 
a) the first coat- this layer acts as a facing sand layer, its task is the most accurate representation of the shape model of the wax and 

the combating of the reaction liquid metal - ceramic form, 
b) a second coat - This layer is a layer of transition between the first and back coatings 
c) coating back - the main act as of these coatings is to produce mechanical strength of a form, resistance should be high enough to 

enable the form has not been damaged in the flooding, and yet flexible enough to ensure that during crystallization are not generated too 
much stress, which cause cracks in the castings. In particular very sensitive to such defects is the first coat.[1,2,3 ]  

The problem of cracking of composite materials has been studied in detail in various works, for example in [4] describes how to 
produce Al2O3-Fe composites by casting of ceramic masses of successive, developed for the improvement of fracture toughness. In [5] 
ceramics based on alumina and mullite takes into account chemical reactions have been studied and highlights the problem of cracking. 

In work [6] authors presents the results of numerical calculations of temperature distribution and thermal stresses induced in the 
various layers and zones of samples (ceramic coating- interlayer- creep-resisting alloy ) annealing  in the temperature range from 200 to 
1200 ° C, annealing isothermally and cooled in air, which is results allowed us to deepen the analysis of the destruction of ceramic coatings 
during cyclic changes of temperature. 

The aim of this work is to investigate by EPR methods the role of cores and shapes of basic Al2O3 materials used for industrial 
applications.   

The motivation for this study comes from the need to solve the problem of fractures of shape. In work [7] using shape criterion, the 
classifications of inclusions in regular composites ZrO2- Al2O3 on convex and about variable the curvature both positive, as and negative 
were made. The probable mechanisms responsible for appearing of inclusions with classified shape m.in. connected with shape of 
particles of initial Al2O3 powder, were showed. For the evaluations of influence of inclusions shape on evolution of crack the thermal 
stresses called out the maladjustment of thermal expansion coefficient of the zirconium warp and corundum inclusions  the method of rank 
elements (MES) was used. 

 
Experimental  details 

For the experiment the samples of mullgrain with different size were used. The ceramic core prepared materials by high-pressure 
injection method, we also studied (Table 1). For the EPR measurements the standard X-band (~ 9 GHz) spectrometer, produced in 
Wroclaw Technical Univeristy, with digital registration of the spectra was used. The temperature measurements were done using the digital 
temperature control system (BRUKER ER 4131VT), which allows the temperature range from 100K to 500K. 

 
Table 1. The specification of the corundum samples. 
Sample Ceramic core 1 Ceramic core 2 Ceramic core 3 
Qualitative 
analysis of 
phase 
composition by 
X-ray diffraction 
methods 

SiO2 (120 mesh) – 37,5 % mas. 

SiO2 (milled) – 37,5 % mas. 

ZrSiO4 (300 mesh) – 13 % mas. 

Al2O3 (325 mesh) – 12 % mas. 

SILIPLAST HO - 25 % mas. 

SiO2 (120 mesh) – 40 % mas. 

SiO2 (milled) – 40 % mas. 

ZrSiO4 (300 mesh) – 10 % mas. 

Al2O3 (325 mesh) – 10 % mas. 

SILIPLAST HO - 20 % mas. 

SiO2 (120 mesh) – 72 % mas. 

Boron glass  – 3 % mas. 

ZrSiO4 (300 mesh) – 13 % mas. 

Al2O3 (325 mesh) – 12 % mas. 

SILIPLAST HO – 20 % mas. 
 

 
 

Results and discussion 
EPR spectra obtained for the ceramic cores are shown in Figs 1 and 2. In Figure 1 shows the effect of sample size influence on the 

obtained EPR spectrum. While in Figure 2 EPR spectra are presented for three different ceramic cores. 
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Fig.1. The dependence obtained for different size ceramic core no.1. 
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Fig.2. The dependence obtained for ceramics cores 
 
On the Fig.1 marked lines using to the identification paramagnetic centers by arrows. The wide line near 300 mT consists of a minimum 

two components. They can be used for the analysis of changes in ion concentration and indirectly the component materials. 
The g factor and line width with EPR spectra obtained for all the cores were measured  
The analysis of the line positions suggest that the lines with geff = 4.28, geff = 2.00 may be attributed to Fe3+ (S=5/2) ions, because they 

present a typical spectrum for so called disordered systems [8,9], present in the glassy hosts [10]. The line with geff = 1.98 may be attributed 
to Cr3+ (S=3/2) ions in the slightly distorted octahedral sites [11]. 

The parameters of the line EPR, ie g factor and the width of line were obtained from temperature dependence of EPR spectra for the 
ceramic core. In Figure 3 shows selected EPR spectrum for the core No. 3 
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Fig.3. The temperature dependence for ceramic core no. 3. 
From obtained values of the width peak to peak of the line relaxation time calculations were performed. 
 
The estimation of the spin-lattice relaxation time T1 can be made using the conventional method of line broadening, using the 

expression: 

BgT  101
1 108.2                                                                                                                                         (1) 

 
In the temperature range 140 – 370 K the relaxation time T1 is governed by the Orbach process: 
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where δ represents the energy splitting between the ground paramagnetic centers state and the first excited state, whereas A is a 

constant characteristic of the Orbach process (in s-1). 
In Figure 4 the Orbach model fit for the selected core samples have been showed. However, Table 2 shows the parameters achieving 

a the best fit. 
 

Table2. Parameters obtained from model of Orbach. 

 Sample A delta 

 Ceramic core 1 1,19E+12 2,75E-22 

 Ceramic core 2 1,4E+12 2,75E-22  

 Ceramic core 3 1,9E+12 2,75E-22  
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Fig.4. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time T1, of the ceramic core no.2. The solid curve is an exponential fit to 

the obtained data by the equation. 
 
As shown in Figure 4 experimental points are no matched in the whole temperature range, as observed for other samples. However, 

for input materials (eg, mullite) for building the core were found very good agreement with the model of Orbach and is presented in our 
previous work [12]. While no match for the cores is associated with a combination of two EPR lines which are mutually compensate by 
giving no dependence on the temperature. Taking this into account it can be assumed that such compensation has a positive effect on the 
quality of the core, and increases its resistance to cracking. 

 
Conclusions 

Identification of the paramagnetic centers present in the examined materials having position and shape of the EPR lines have been 
performed. 

The temperature dependence of the EPR line of the peak-to-peak (Bpp) line widths were also measured. From these measurement, the 
values of the broadening (∆B) of the EPR line width, can be determined. 

The analysis of the temperature dependence for the EPR line width in ceramic cores was performed with of Orbach process. 
Parameters obtained from the model of Orbach presented in Table 2. In the case of a ceramic core only part of the experimental points is 
related to the Orbach process.  

This inconsistency with the model of Orbach is results from the deposit lines. These effects in some way may be excluded. Some 
overlapping sum up, others will subtract. For the mullite adjustment is consistent with the Orbach process. 
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Abstract. The functions discussed in this paper will assist web users in the design and development of a 
website using the widely used Content Management System (Joomla) to host reference material for the 
Institution Linux Users Group. It also deals with the steps to host instructions and updates related to Linux for 
new and regular users. This website can be very beneficial for Institution Linux Users Group as it will be a 
Centre for all the information regarding the activities in university and also around the world. This will make the 
group more connected and popular among regular and new users. This will drastically reduce the work done 
earlier by its members to stay connected and to share information and ideas. This can help the user to improve 
skills in LINUX application development, utilize the low cost, reliability and expandability of LINUX, provide 
guidance for setting up LINUX Systems and to get upgraded with LINUX Technologies. It will facilitate and 
focus knowledge regarding not just Linux but also about Free and Open Source software and other things of 
equal interest. An user friendly and interactive website can improve awareness among all students within the 
university as well as within the region. 
 The paper describes the main features, important concepts and basic components of Joomla and how they 
can be used to create a website for the institute Linux users group in the Ubuntu-Linux environment. Further 
the customization of the template is also discussed. 
 
Introduction 
 
 Linux Users Group  
 A Linux Users Group (LUG) or GNU/Linux Users Group (GLUG) is non-profit organization that provides information, support and 
educates both regular and inexperienced Linux Users. Such a group can be within an organization that meets at regular intervals or in form 
of online support groups spread over a wide area. The main agenda of these meetings/discussions is to discuss Linux and other open 
source technologies. 
 To give just one indication of how LUGs differ from traditional user groups: Traditional groups must closely monitor what software 
users redistribute at meetings. While illegal copying of restricted proprietary software certainly occurred, it was officially discouraged -- for 
good reason. At LUG meetings, however, that entire mindset simply does not apply: Far from being forbidden, unrestricted copying of 
GNU/Linux should be among a LUG's primary goals. In fact, there is anecdotal evidence of traditional user groups having difficulty 
adapting to GNU/Linux's ability to be lawfully copied at will. [1] 
 Install fests are organized by many LUGs so that the novice users can get help and guidance from experienced users in installing and 
configuring Linux Systems.  
 A LUG website will generally have the following sections: About Us, News, Events, Links, and About Linux. 
 
 Joomla 
 Joomla is a widely used content management system (CMS), which enables the user to build Web sites and powerful online 
applications. Many aspects, including its ease-of-use and extensibility have made Joomla the most popular Content Management System 
available. Best of all, Joomla is an open source solution that is freely available to everyone. 
 Joomla is designed to be easy to install and set up even for new users. Many Web hosting services offer a single-click install, which 
helps the user to get the site running in just a few minutes. Then, with a minimal amount of instruction, clients can be empowered to easily 
manage their own sites. If the clients need specialized functionality, Joomla is highly extensible and thousands of extensions (most for free 
under the GPL license) are available in the Joomla Extensions Directory. [2] 
 
Features of Joomla 

Joomla has a back-end administrator panel which helps in managing the front-end website. The features it offers display the power of 
Joomla. Following are some of the main features of Joomla that prove its extensibility; all of these can be accessed by the Joomla 
administrator Panel. 

 
1. User Manager: Joomla has a registration system that allows users to configure personal options. There are nine user groups 

with various types of permissions on what users are allowed to access, edit, publish and administrate. 
Authentication is an important part of user management and Joomla support multiple protocols, including LDAP, OpenID, and 
even Gmail. This allows users to use their existing account information to streamline the registration process. [3] 

2. Language Manager: Helps in managing the language of the website as well as the administrator panel. Also, both of them can 
be used in different languages. 

3. Media Manager: Helps in uploading and organizing media files. 
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4. Menu Manager:  Helps in creating of the menus and sub-menus needed by the user. The user can define the menu hierarchy 
according to the requirements. 

5. Article Manager: Helps to add and manage all of the articles of the website. It also includes a WYSIWYG Content Editor for 
editing articles just like editing articles in a word processor. 

6. Category Manager: It shows a list of categories defined on a website. 
7. Extension Manager: Manages all the third party extensions that can be put on the website for example, hotel reservation 

extension, search engine optimization tools, file management etc. 
8. Template Manager: Helps in assigning and modifying the template of the website as well as the administrator panel. 

Web Design Process in Joomla 

 

Fig. 1 Joomla Design Process Phases [4] 

 The Web Design Process in Joomla starts by Website consulting phase, in which the full project stages are defined and explained. The 
next phase is Template Design in which the template of the site is designed according to the images that have been approved; the 
Standard Business Solution phase involves installation, configuration and personalization of the Joomla, its extensions and its 
components. Custom Software Solutions Phase involves adding extensions that were specifically created for this website. The intelligent 
site architecture phase helps in building the site outline and organizes its content.  
 Content Migration Phase involves porting the customer database into the website from a spreadsheet or other CMS’s. Next the 
Training and tutorial phase deals with training the customer about the working of the website, SEO and Content Entry optimizes the site for 
search engines like Google, bing etc., and finally Beta testing is done before releasing the site. 
 
LAMP Stack 
 To run a Joomla website on Linux we need something called as a LAMP Stack. LAMP is an acronym for a solution stack of free, open 
source software, referring to the first letters of Linux (operating system), Apache HTTP Server, MySQL (database software) and PHP (or 
sometimes Python), principal components to build a viable general purpose web server. [5] 
 
Website Development 
  
 Installing a Template 
 After downloading the template from a source, it needs to be installed in the Joomla website. 
Step 1:  Go to the siteaddress/administrator  
Step 2:  Enter the User Name and Password in the Joomla Administration Login Screen 
Step 3:  From the Control Panel go to the Extension Manager and in the Upload Package file area select the template file (.7z or .rar) to 

be installed. 
Step 4:  After Template is installed go to Template Manager and make the newly installed template default by clicking on the star next to 

it or the make default button on top. 
  
 Creating a Category 
 The next step would be to create category in which the articles can be placed and distinguished.  
Step 5: Go to Category Manager -> Add new Category 
Here we can create new categories. 
 
 Create and article 
 In this step we will create an article. 
Step 6:  Go to Article Manager-> Add new Article 
Now we get a new screen as in Figure 2, in this we simple enter the title, category that we created in previous step, then we can either 
compose the article with the editor given below or use the html editor. 
 
 Creating a Menu 
 After creating an article, we will create the menu item in which it has to be displayed.  
Step 7:   Menu Manager -> Add New Menu  
Step 8:   After creating a new menu we will create Menu Items. 
The menu items can be of a varied nature like: 
Contacts - list all contact categories, list contacts in a category, single contact, featured contacts. 
Search – search, search form or search results 
Web links – list all web link categories, list web links in a category, submit a web link 
Articles – archived articles, single article, list all categories, category blog, category list, featured articles, create article 
Newsfeeds – list all news feed categories, list all news feeds in a category, single news feed 
Users Manager – login form, user profile, edit user profile, registration form, username reminder request, password reset 
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Wrapper – iframe wrapper 
System Links – external URL, Menu item alias, text separator 
 

 
Fig. 2 Article Manager: Add New Article 

  
 Creating a Module 
 In this step we will create a module.  
Step 9:  Go to Module Manager-> Add New Module and select the type 
Following are the default module options: 
Archived articles, articles category, articles - related articles, breadcrumbs, feed display, language switcher, latest users, menu, random 
image, search, statistics, web links, wrapper, articles category, articles - newsflash, banners custom HTML, footer, latest news, login, most 
read content, smart search module, syndication feeds and Who’s online. 
Apart from these default modules if any custom or third party modules were installed they will also be shown in the list. After selecting the 
type of module we can customize the module in any which way we want. 
 
Template 
 One of the following methods can be used to create a Template. 

1. Starting with one of the default templates that come with Joomla  
2. Choosing a template that looks similar to what is desired and then tweaking it with custom logo and colors. 
3. Starting with a skeleton template that has all the mechanisms but no formatting – easily available on the Internet. 
4. Starting from the scratch and building a totally custom template, this would consume more time but the desired result will be 

what was needed. 
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Fig. 3 Template – JA ELASTICA for Institution Linux Users Group 

Figure 3 shows the final Joomla Website created for my institution. This template shows on the left hand side the big text box, on the right 
hand side we can see four different modules and on the top is the main menu bar. The website is built using a template called JA 
ELASTICA. Built upon JA's robust JAT3 2 Framework and jQuery Masonry script, JA Elastica works well and fits well on all the web 
enabled devices and mobile browsers [6]. 
 
Conclusion 
 This website will definitely benefit the institution Linux Users Group in creating awareness about Linux and its benefits easily and 
securely. Using Joomla for this project will help maintenance and modification of the website easy for the administrator. This website will 
help in centralizing all the information related to the LUG, and help the members work more effectively and efficiently. This website will 
facilitate resource sharing which can be very useful for Linux Users.  
 Linux in itself is a very powerful, customizable and secure Operating System. It is developer friendly as a lot of discussions and forums 
already exist and since it is open source, getting the resources is easy and free.  
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Abstract. Application Development for mobile devices is an area that is developing at an exponential rate. 
Every regular or a new developer is focusing on application development as the use of mobile devices is 
increasing day by day. As, the mobile devices, phones or tablets, are dubbed, to be the future of technology, 
mobile application development becomes a necessity for a developer.  
An Apple iOS application “Let’s Order” was developed which to provide the takeaway menu cards for the entire 
restaurant within a region or location. “Let’s Order” will change the way a user orders food. Before the user 
orders the food he will have a clear picture of what he is ordering. It has been designed with utmost simplicity 
keeping in mind the user and what the user really wants from a Menu Card Application. It has been made with 
an aim of replacing the takeaway menu cards with this easy to use application and gives the phrase “Let’s 
Order” a totally different meaning. The paper describes the application development process, the User 
Interface Elements of Xcode (Apple Integrated Development Environment), application structure and the 
application views with the header and implementation files. Further the interface development is also 
discussed. 
 
Introduction 
 Apple’s mobile devices have been a huge success since the time when they were launched in 2007 with iPhone to now with the recent 
launch of the new iPad. Their mobile operating system has also come into its sixth generation with the recent launch of iOS 6. With the 
evolution of the iOS there have been a lot of new features over time that have created a loyal line of developers dedicated to building iOS 
applications.  Also, it has become easier for the new and novice application developers to adapt to apple development process and 
environment. Since apple is growing day-by-day so are its users and so are its developers. 
 Let’s Order is an app that basically provides the takeaway menu cards for the entire restaurant within a region. The user can either 
select the region of which he wants the menu to be shown or directly search for a particular restaurant within a region. This app gives detail 
information about the Restaurant and also gives detail information about each and every item on its menu card. It is even better than 
ordering when in a restaurant as the printed restaurant Menu Cards don’t necessarily show the picture of the menu item whereas Let’s 
Order shows the user exactly what he is ordering.  
 Some of the features of the app include: easy to use interface, big wide buttons for the ease of touch; no clutter on the screen: simple 
and easy transition from one screen to another; since the App has a multiple drill down structure, it has been provided with a home tab bar 
option to directly take the user to the first screen to start all over again; in-app calling feature; around me: a special feature which gives the 
user a random suggestion around their location. 
 
 Literature Review 
 Pilone and Pilone in this book has described clearly the process of iPhone development inform of adequate examples like the 
drink mixer app and many more.  It uses simple language, simple examples and good analogies.  So, the book has been written for simple 
and new user may or may not have coding experience. The way of explaining the user with such amazing graphics and real tie examples 
makes this book one of its kind. 
 The iOS apprentice tutorials have been specifically designed to help start people learn about the new iOS 5 and work with 
features like storyboards. The examples explained in these tutorials are adequate and help the user understand iPhone and iPad 
development for iOS 5. Hollemans has explained the new features extensively with examples. The full process is explained with the help 
of apps, starting from the most basic hello world app to apps involving GPS (Global Positioning System). 
 
iOS vs. Other Platforms 
 One of the big questions is why develop for iOS when there are other platforms such as Android, blackberry OS, Symbian, Windows 
Phone etc. 
 The reason is Apple. Apple products are no doubt the best products maybe not price-wise but quality wise. The user enjoys using 
apple products because of the smooth touch, amazing software and the quality of the content in it. Also Apple is always developing its 
products i.e. hardware as well as software. The quality is the main reason why apple products work. 
 In comparison to Android, Android has some advantages over iOS like there is no approval process anybody can put up an app on 
Android Market, which makes it easier for the developers, but as a result the quality of the Market goes down which directly affects the 
User. If the user is not happy with the product/ quality of apps then he might want to shift to other platforms. Although Apple has some set 
of restrictive rules but those rules are what make the products standout. Still android is the biggest competitor for apple iOS but when it 
comes to quality apple iOS stands-out.   
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Methodology 
 
 The App Development Process  
 Building an app for the app store is basically divided into 4 steps, which help the developer or a developing organization to branch out 
there development process. With these steps the development of an apple app can be made easier for the developer. 
 
  Preparing the Development Team 
  One-person signs up as a team agent and in the process create a new development team. Then, the team agent can invite other 
people to join the team and set their access privileges. Finally, the team sets up signing certificates and other resources necessary for 
developers on the team to sign apps. [1] 
 
  Configure the Project 
  The next step is to create a new Xcode project for the app. Then choosing an Xcode template that most closely corresponds to 
the kind of app wanted and customizes the initial settings for the app. Also, other items required to sign and publish the app should be 
created.  
 Depending on the design of the app and the services planned to be used in it, other kinds of app configuration must be set up. Some 
Apple technologies require a combination of written code and data configured to operate properly. For example, Apple Push Notification 
Service requires to create special certificates used to authenticate the server to the push notification service. If push notification is to be 
used in the app, then these push notification certificates should be created during this step. [1] 
 
  Develop the App 
  Designing user interfaces and functionality, implementing those ideas in code, and testing the resulting app to ensure it works 
correctly. While a lot of this work is programming, this step also includes other important tasks, such as creating data assets used by the 
app. These assets, including but not limited to icons, sound files, and artwork, are used directly by the app or by the operating system on 
the app’s behalf. Many assets need to be localized into other languages or locales; an important part of designing the app is planning for 
the assets to be created and knowing which assets should be localized. [1] 
 
  Publish the App in the App Store 
  Publishing an app on the App Store requires a few administrative tasks. The development team provides the information 
displayed for the app by the App Store. Then the app should be submitted to Apple for approval. Once the app is approved, the date the 
app should appear for sale in the App Store should be set. Then, Apple’s tools are used to monitor the sales of the app, customer reviews, 
and crash reports. These data can be useful to prepare bug fixes and decide on what improvements to make in a major revision to the app. 
When there is a bug fix or a major revision ready to ship, it should be sent for approval and a publication date should be set, just as was 
done for the initial release. [1] 
  
Each of the following described views has a header and an implementation file. The header file describes the interface for the classes in 
the project and the implementation file has the basic implementation files of the app. [2]  
 
 Emirate Selection View - ① (Fig. 1) 
 Creating a Single Table View Controller containing the four options that is the four emirates of United Arab Emirates that are Sharjah, 
Dubai, Ajman and Abu Dhabi started the app development stage of “Let’s Order”.  
 The basic function of this view is to let the user select the emirate in which he tends to order. Each row has been customized so that it 
fills up the view.  The arrow in each tab is called a disclosure indicator, which shows that there is a right to left transition of the view when 
the row is tapped. 
 The three tab bar buttons at the bottom are Home, Theme and About Us options. The Home button brings the user to the emirate 
selection view from anywhere in the App. The About Us button takes the user to the About Us view and the theme button takes us to the 
Theme View. 
 At the top is the status bar of iOS, which displays the time, battery and carrier. 
Below the status bar is the Navigation Bar, which displays the name of the App. 
 
 The Menu Options View - ② (Fig. 1) 
 This View/Screen/nib gives the user three options: a menu option that will take the user to the area nib, a search option with which the 
user can search among the restaurants within the selected emirate and around me is a unique feature of this app that leaves the selection 
of the restaurant to the app i.e. it gives a random restaurant suggestion. 
 As the previous view this view /nib also contains a status bar, navigation bar. But on the navigation bar there is a back button this time, 
this back button helps the user to go back to the emirate selection view.  
 
 Area View - ③ (Fig. 1) 
 This is a simple table view that lets the user select the region within the selected emirate. The User Interface in this view consists of the 
previously mentioned Navigation Bar, the Back Button, Table View and the three tab bar buttons. 
 
 Restaurant List View - ④(Fig. 1) 
 This view lets the user select a restaurant of choice, whose detail view will be displayed on selection. 
 The row of this table comprises of four components that is a picture, a subtitle, a title and a disclosure indicator. It also has a Search 
Bar in black that is governed by an algorithm, which helps in character-by-character search just like the Google search. 
 
 Restaurant Detail View -⑤(Fig. 1) 
 This view shows the details of the restaurant. The detail like the address, timings and it also has a special button to display the in app 
calling feature via an actionsheet.  
 It has two text boxes: one for address and one for timings. Four text labels: title, subtitle, address, and timings. It has two buttons one 
is “Menu” which takes the user to the menu categories and the other being Call, which gives an actionsheet displaying all the numbers of 
that restaurant. The actionsheet incorporates the in-app calling feature. In addition to these elements it also has the elements from the 
previous views i.e. navigation bar, tab bar, status bar. 
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 Menu Category ⑥, List ⑦ and Item Detail Views⑧ (Fig. 1) 
 The Menu category view is just a simple table view which has been already been discussed earlier, so is the Menu List view but just 
with a small difference that is the right detail in the row which displays the price. The Item Detail view displays the item details with a 
picture, details and description of the item. The Item Detail view has a UIImage Element and a UITextView element and two labels. 
 
 Theme View ⑨ (Fig. 1) 
 The Theme view has a text label and has two buttons one for each theme and the user gets to select which theme he wants to use. As 
soon as a button is tapped Restart the App text is shown. Since the theme is a major change in the interface, it will only be applied once the 
app is completely shut down and started again. 
 
Main Storyboard:  The Nib Structure 
 A storyboard is a visual representation of the user interface of an iOS application, showing screens of content and the connections 
between those screens. A storyboard is composed of a sequence of scenes, each of which represents a view controller and its views; 
scenes are connected by segue objects, which represent a transition between two view controllers. [3] 
 Besides the View Controllers (explained above) there are two other controllers called the Navigation Controller and the Tab Bar 
Controller. 
 
Navigation Controller 
 UINavigationController is a specialized view controller that manages the navigation of hierarchical data. It creates and manages a 
UINavigationBar, and it manages view controllers using a navigation stack. You add view controllers to the stack by pushing a view 
controller onto the stack. Pushing the view controller will cause its view to display since it is the top view controller on the stack. When you 
pop a view controller from the stack, the topmost view controller is removed and the new topmost view controller is displayed. You can 
programmatically pop view controllers from the stack, or UINavigationController will do it for you when the user taps the left (back) button 
on the navigation bar. [4] 
 
Tab Bar Controller 
 Applications use tab bar controllers to manage multiple distinct interfaces, each of which consists of any number of custom views and 
view controllers. For many applications the UITabBarController is used to provide all of the views the user sees. As in our application there 
are three buttons on the tab bar i.e. home, Theme and About Us. [5] 
 
Conclusion 
 Objective C is a very advanced and a very unorthodox computer language. The learning curve for Objective C is much greater than 
any other language as the syntax and interaction with the objects is totally different from other languages. But once understood it can be a 
very lethal language as it is very powerful. Also most of the syntax resembles normal English language. Development for an iOS device is 
not hard when the elements are understood properly. Let’s Order is a commercial app, which will provide all the restaurant menu cards at 
one place, replacing a drawer full of menu cards.  
 This app makes us learn the application development process, how mistakes are corrected, the designing process and also the made 
us understand that languages may differ but the logic behind everything is same. The world is moving towards app development be it any 
platform. All the big companies are now giving more effort in app development like Google has a chrome web store, android has a market, 
apple has app store, blackberry has an App World, Nokia has a Ovi Store etc.  
 So App development is the new field people should look up to, as everything in the coming future will be controlled by apps. 
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Abstract. Energy efficiency can be defined as a set of actions that lead to the optimization of energy 
consumption needs, while maintaining the level of customer satisfaction. This involves a more rational use of 
energy and the adoption of best practices in various sectors: transport, industry, commerce, buildings (services 
and residential), and other municipalities [1]. Moreover, energy efficiency can involve the use of cleaner energy 
sources for the environment compared with other that many countries use intensively nowadays!...  

Energy efficiency is not confined to demand management of energy it can be applied to the production, 
transport and distribution of energy. Thus the Directive 2002/91/EC on the EU (European Union) Energy 
Performance of Buildings is a document that demands the member states for energy certification systems in 
buildings and, therefore, determining their energy class [2]. It is also a key document for the development of 
energy efficiency activities of the EU in order to achieve the goals of the Kyoto Protocol.  

The main objective of this work is to develop an energy model for a small export plastics industry (case 
study) that may lead to further rationalization of consumptions, with environmental advantages (less 
greenhouse gas emissions). This may grant access to eco - sustainable certifications/awards, as a factor of 
competitiveness, as well as economic benefits The methodology followed in designing the new energy model, 
started from an energy audit to characterize the existing consumptions and use of energy. 
 
Introduction 

The Poli_ENERGY project aims to raise standards of energy efficiency of a case study and develop a methodology for applying the 
principles of the policy governing this issue, transverse to different sectors: housing and industrial buildings and the activities inside. Also 
intended to be a model for other similar industries, to meet European legislation and best practice environmentally sustainable energy. A 
significant part of this project and which has been proposed to the company management is the production of electrical energy for supply 
the lighting part by means of a photovoltaic system, due to the amounts involved are relatively low, in relation to the total energy 
consumption involved in this industrial activity [3], [4].. On the other hand, the availability of radiation of the case study geography place 
has capacity of solar radiation, which makes viable, in medium term the investment on this system. 

 
Energy Policies and Measures 
With this research it is also intended that the national program which implements these requirements for greater energy efficiency 

that is the 20/20/20 Plan is more easily assimilated by the various economic and industrial players. This 20/20/20 Plan provides for the EU 
by the year 2020 one cut in GHG emissions of 20%, a share of 20% of energy from renewable sources and a 20% increase in efficiency 
energy [5], [6], [7]. 

This objective result in Portugal the program ENE 2020 (National Strategy for Energy, with the 2020) which serves as a guide in 
implementing the European policy, to lead to the execution of these actions and has the main ideas to accomplish are the following: 

- Being an agenda for competitiveness, growth and energy independence and financial; Investing in renewable energy, promote 
energy efficiency, ensure security of supply; Sustainable Energy Strategy for the purpose of achieving some of the following goals; 

- Reduce energy dependence to the outside of Portugal to 74% in 2020, producing, on this date, from indigenous resources, 
equivalent to 31% of final energy;  

- Implement commitments taken by Portugal in the context of European policies to combat climate change, allowing, in 2020, 60% of 
electricity produced from renewable sources has and final energy consumption is reduced by 20%; 

- Promote sustainable development by creating conditions for achieving the emissions reduction targets assumed by Portugal in the 
European context. 

With this number of shares present and the emerging importance of this area is of high potential.  

 
Research Developed Methodology 

The energy audit plays a key role in defining and establishing the plan of action, which gives a deep knowledge of the facility analyzed, 
in order to detect, quantify, and try to correct the existing energy losses [8]. 

The audit procedures depend on the scope thereof, as well as the size and type of the audit facilities. In general one can consider the 
following steps: Planning; Fieldwork; Data processing; Preparation of Report.  

Briefly, an energy audit to a facility energy consumer has the following objectives: Quantify the consumption and costs by type of 
energy; Examine how energy is used at the facility; Relating energy consumption to production, an indicator determining energy of great 
relevance, the specific energy consumption; Determine the energy consumption by sector, process or equipment; Examine in detail how 
energy is used; Identify situations of wasted energy; Propose corrective measures and analyze the technical and economical viability of 
the proposed measures; Propose, if not yet exist, an organized energy management system.  
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  Features of Case Study 
 The TECTIL, Ltd company (case study) produces and sells retractable and non retractable plastic films, leaf, open and closed sleeves 

and bags, of several measures, mainly under direct order of the customer. This company has clients in many different industries and 
countries. It has customers in the beverage industry, soft drinks, coating, electrical equipment and retailers. It is located in one industrial 
area and occupies a covered space of 2800 m2. The facilities consist of the production areas, storage and administration offices. The 
production is made by several machines (several extruders, one co-extruder, cutting machines and the compressed air system). The 
production process is a continuous cycle, ie, the company starts operating on Monday morning and shuts the production on Friday 
afternoon. 

In 2005 obtained certification under ISO 9001 "Conception and Development, Production and Marketing of Film, Polyethylene Bags 
and Sleeves”. 

 
Electrical Installation 
The company owns a LV costumer substation that is fed by an aerial 30 kV line. The substation has a transformer of 630kVA - 

30/0.4kV, which will supply the LV main switchboard located inside the company, more precisely within the industrial building. 
From this switchboard, the energy is distributed to other partial switchboards spread by the facilities. In the main switchboard is 

guaranteed differential and over current protection of each electrical circuit. These switchboards are one for each machine in production 
area, compressors and pumps and administrative area. In addition, the main switchboard includes the illumination of the industrial building 
and general use outlets (single and three phase).  

Partial switchboards for each machine, ie, the six extruders, one co-extruder and three cutting machines, in addition to the electrical 
feeders and respective protection, contain all types of instrumentation and automation associated with each machine. Electrical 
switchboard installed in administrative area, allows the control of lighting and outlets for general use areas of administration, boardroom, 
accounting, dining room and other facilities. 

The electrical switchboard feeds two compressors, a dryer (for compressed air), two air pumps for raw material suction and distribution 
for production machines and single phase and three phase outlets for general use. 

 
Energy Audit for Energy Consumption Characterization 
The characterization and understanding of the energy in a variable energy consumer installation is based on energy audit [9], [10]. 

This consists of several aspects that will allow us to identify critical parts of this facility and should be improved in order to achieve a higher 
level of performance. In this context, the energy facilities and activities associated with him were characterized. Every energy consumption 
was analyzed, discriminated by energy source. Electricity is the sole form of used energy. Besides energy use, the extrusion machines 
present in the production area, the building structure and materials (walls, roof, warehouse and office) were also analyzed. The energy 
audit of all sectors and all forms of energy, and its realization requires knowledge in the following areas: electrical, mechanical and 
environmental of the building. 

Thus, energy audits allow you to provide specific information and identify the actual energy savings, consisting primarily of an 
examination critical of how energy is used based on the records as much as possible stringent consumption and costs. 

There will be an energy analysis in the context of an audit case study, leading to the characterization of energy consumption in recent 
years, through the values of existing energy bills from the utility and notably in 2011 and 2012 with various monitoring and data records 
using several energy analyzers shown in Fig. 1 a), b). Data recording campaigns were carried out over one week in December 2011 
(winter period) and another week in May 2012 (almost summer period). The data collected (by energy analyzers and energy bill analysis) 
was thoroughly analysed, leading to a remarkable information volume. Some relevant information is depicted in the following Figures. Fig. 
2.b) shows the consumptions disaggregated by fares (peak hours; half-peak hours; normal off-peak hours and super off-peak hours) and 
Fig. 2.a) shows the recorded daily consumptions. The Fig. 3.a) and b) depict the specific energy consumption of the process and Fig.3.a) 
shows the electricity use per unit of production (kWh of electricity per kg of plastic produced). Later, some measures were proposed in 
order to increase efficiency and reduce energy bills. 
 

                 
 

a)                                                                          b) 
Fig. 1 a) The four energy analyzers connected to the                       b) The clamps connection detail of analyzers 

 electrical entry box of case study industry.                                   for electric currents measures.     
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a)                                                                                                    b) 

Fig. 2 a) Distribution of total energy;   b) Maximum power measures in the general business (Wh) over two weeks (winter period). 
 

       
a) b) 

Fig. 3 a) Electricity use per each kilogram produced in several months;    b) Cost of electricity per kilogram produced. 
 
Actions to Improve Efficiency 
Various solutions were proposed, particularly in terms of power factor correction (reactive power compensation), motion and presence 

detectors in the corridors and offices and energy consumption monitoring at a distance (web, phone) for a more effective control of 
consumption. Advantages, limitations, design and financial return for each proposed measure were studied.,. But the main focus of the 
analysis was centred on the lighting and compressors, because the potential savings were the highest. We also analyzed the feasibility of 
a 20 kW photovoltaic power plant since the company provides optimal coverage for solar use. 

We decided to propose the implementation of a photovoltaic solar plant, for the lighting area of the company, as well as illuminate more 
effectively the production area of the cutting machine and control the consumption of the compressors, taking into account the costs of 
these actions not conditioned or stop the remaining work in production plant. 

For the conception of small photovoltaic production, it has been taken into account, the needs of the company and the national 
legislation [11]. The photovoltaic system is to be projected to sell the produced energy to the utility under a sponsored rate of 0.215 €/ kWh 
during the first 15 years. In the case of an technical/legislative impossibility to sell the energy, the energy produced could be consumed by 
the company, suppressing the energy needs of the manufacturing area illumination and administrative area. A system with more than 20 
kW would imply the need to auction the energy sell rate, implying a lower rate. 

To evaluate energy and projection of the installation program was used Sunny Design since it is reliable and a program with a 
comprehensive database. The study uses photovoltaic panels Sunpower SPR-327NE-WHT-D, which have a nominal power of 327 Wp, 
efficiency of 20.05%, comprising the installation of 63 panels for a total of 20.60 kWp [12]. For interconnection of the central to the utility 
grid inverters must be used, in this case are two inverters STP 10000TL-10 with a nominal power of 10 kW and maximum efficiency of 
98.1%. The investment should be around 52 000 € and, considering a discount rate of 5%, the net present value (NPV) of the project over 
15 years is estimated in 18 500 €. The estimated internal rate of revenue (IRR) is 9.9% and the estimated return on the investment (ROI) 
is 35.7%. Fig. 4 resumes the NPV analysis of the photovoltaic installation, considering that the energy produced will be sold to the 
company that manges the national electrical grid. 
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Fig. 4 – Net Present Value analysis for the implementation of an 20 kW photovoltaic system. 

 
 Since the NPV is positive and the IRR assumes an interesting figure, the project should be seriously considered by decision makers 

(company owners) [13].  
Another set of actions that lead to greater energy efficiency are interventions at the level of power factor correction, install a system for 

reactive power compensation and motion and presence detectors. The study of the advantages, limitations, design constrains and 
financial return of these systems was carried out. Although the placement of electric motors, in particular the high-performance motors 
associated with control by variable speed drives (VSDs). It is intended to be a replacement for conventional equipment by state-of-the-art 
production and control of driving force. Thorough analysis was not conducted due to the major investments and the need to shut down the 
manufacturing for a considerable period for technological adjustments. 

 With an area of 2800 m2 of covered space, there is a large need of lighting. During the day (even with bright sky), it is estimated that 
60% of the area requires artificial lighting, since only the administrative area and part of the extruders have sufficient natural lighting. So 
one of the proposed measures was to increase natural lighting , with the replacement of some opaque roof panels with translucent roof 
panels. The estimated area for roof panel substitution was 42 m2. Considering a cost of around  45€/m2 (including installation cost) the 
investment is estimated 1890€. Several artificial lighting reduction scenarios were analyzed, being the most realistic the reduction of 50% 
of electricity consumption to lit the referred area during daytime (from 9h to 17h during winter and from 8h to 20h during daylight saving 
time). Besides the energy savings, the natural light shall improve the lighting quality of some workplaces that have insufficient illumination 
levels. The estimated savings for this scenario are 950 €/year, which leads to a simple payback time of approximately two years. The 
installation of a time switch to be control the lighting in industrial building would also be a solution for ensuring energy saving, leaving it less 
dependable on user behaviour. 

Finally, the monitoring process of energy consumption on-line or by phone (at distance) are actions to be taken into account for better 
control of all consumptions. The isolation of the exterior walls of the offices area with new types of materials is an energy factor of 
rationalization inexpensive and relevant to the climate inside these compartments, having as a consequence the diminution on the 
consumption for heating and cooling indoor air [14]. 
 

 
Conclusion 

The energy audit is a viable and essential tool for the disaggregation of the types energy consumed in this industry. After completion 
of the audit, the most relevant findings relate to energy efficiency improvement, with moderate investment, by acting on the roof, ensuring 
a greater use of natural light, and also install a small photovoltaic system.  

It is found that there was a concern for the projection of the electrical installation and that there is no phase overloaded and that each 
phase is 1/3 of the maximum load. With the measures presented here is expected that the case study has a reduction in power 
consumption and energy costs, without compromising the company proper functioning. The use of translucent roof panels will allow the 
use of natural lighting and better lighting quality in the storage area and cutting machines.  

Field work resulting from the collection of data analyzers was essential, for detection energy problems and propose a reformulation of 
the parameters of the power contract with energy supply company. 

The increase in the cost of primary energy, including fossil fuels, will pass on the costs of producing electricity ultimately worsen the 
price per kWh, aggravating the economy of the industries in which energy is an important production factor. So energy efficiency is of most 
relevance as a way to boost the level of competitiveness of the industry.  

Finally it is intended that energy efficiency is a catalyst for sustainable development. 
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Abstract. The interior design is a field that does not deviate from the human search for the heritage identity in 
the time of accelerating the contemporary challenges to achieve uniqueness and creativity. 
based on this concept the Arabian designer seeks in how to expression  the dimensions of his own historical 
and cultural unique heritage, And especially after the border opened and spaces expanded to become 
Necessary to confirm the identity, and he must Aware that the greatest target is as the openness to ideas 
World design, as  more he need to uphold with the heritage identity, the theorist and critic Architectural Charles 
Jencks Says: " we are now witnessing the end of geography no secluded place where  independent homeland, 
or culture is immune"- So it was incumbent on the interior  designer to understand the philosophical dimensions 
of the sustainability  concepts in heritage and deepen its sense in his own soul,  
The concepts of sustainability in interior design  

- Depend on create a double-dimensional heritage language in interior design, which integrate between 
all the advantages of Originality and contemporary and not individually. 

- Depend on create a unique design language in interior design, which based on the reformulation of 
heritage vocabulary with a concept of modern and contemporary. 

- Depend on dealing with interior design philosophy as a matching of Constants and variables 
Considerations group   

And through this concept, the creative values of interior design can be realized, and this consequently leads to 
provide a permanent source of heritage inspiration for all the next interior design generations.This paper 
research about interactive the sustainability intellectual Ideology in interior design by inspiration from the 
Islamic heritage, and how to dealing with the features of heritage identity Depending on its intellectual features, 
not as elements or an vocabulary of heritage rigid. 
 
Introduction 
The call to establish the deep-rooted Islamic heritage values in interior design and architecture is growing, day after day, as a part of create 
a new Islamic Arabian designers Generation, a movement is emerging in response to the imminent danger of losing these special qualities 
through the destruction and mutilation of buildings of value. The revival of the Islamic architectural heritage has become a universal 
concern which can be shared by critics,architects,interior designers etc. to emphasize the great and effective role of revitalization in the 
contemporary architecture and the sustainable development. Within this intellectual framework, cultural heritage in its concept and 
meaning is considered functional and a must for the human existence and also functionally and aesthetically in artistic works represented 
in the interior design and architecture. 
Cultural identity represents the sum of our past creativity, and the results of creativity are what keep society going and moving forward [1]. 
The language of architecture represents an integral part of manifesting a society’s image of itself, and architects are both the custodians of 
our heritage of architectural and interior design  forms and spaces, as well as the creators of tomorrow’s heritage [2] , as the language of 
architecture is more than a form; it evokes the past,prefigures the future and articulates the present for all people. Community and 
humanity are the ultimate goals of most much human activity, professionals with their specialized knowledge and through their dedicated 
service work together to serve humanity. 
 
Islamic Heritage and interior design: 
The history and heritage of Islamic architecture and to some extent, those of the entire Arab region, its size, splendor, power and functions 
have been a reflection of the fact of interest for the past centuries [3] and the survival of the Islamic architectural heritage has become a 
universal concern which can be shared by all the actors involved in the urban development process. Islamic architecture reflects a strong 
aesthetic value, manifested in the facades and gateways of buildings, the colorful designs, the different arches and geometric shapes, the 
beautifully carved stones and pillars. The respective regional style of Islamic architecture shows inner affinities which are clearly based on 
related traditions, patterns of use and corresponding structuring principles [4]. 
The rise and spread of Islamic culture from the seventh century onward has provided us with one of history’s great artistic and decorative 
traditions. In a broad swath of Islamic rule, at one time extending across Europe, Africa, and Asia, we find artistic treasures of unrivaled 
beauty,Islamic art encompasses great achievements in calligraphy,stylized floral designs, architecture, and abstract geometric patterns. 
 
 
Aesthetic and functional values of the Islamic heritage in Interior Design 
Traditional islamic pattern designs consist of motifs which are combined using geometrical transformations to fill the spaces . The different 
ways of combining these transformations and, therefore, all possible symmetries of the design pattern, are limited and have been 
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described in the theory of symmetry groups [5]. The different motifs together with their plane symmetry group (design structure) provide all 
the information of the design pattern. 
Ancient Islamic design  constitute a historical heritage consisting of pattern that were manufactured using many types techniques. Pattern 
design recovery and image processing are of great importance for different purposes in interior design , like Treatment and the formation  
the different levels of walls, floors and ceilings ,Design and treatment of elements and architectural slots, Design and the formation of 
furniture and lighting units, the creative Values of This pattern depend on tow types of design concept :  
1) The morphological concept which forming and configurationally the shape of the unite in the hole system , this forming  Simulated the 

formalism systems, which living in different environments as plants or animals – and also this simulated shape can be based on 
geometric abstraction process in anther types of forming the unite shape. 

2) The Chaotic systems design, which forming the Systems with large numbers of elements  or pattern that  seems like chaotic  form 
but in fact they really ranked  by complex relationships. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The concept of sustainability in interior design  
the  concept of Contemporary interior design between the Islamic heritage inspirations and sustainability  has grown out of the concept of 
sustainable development (SD), which  defined SD as: 
development which meets the  interior design needs of the present with dealing with the features of heritage identity Depending on its 
intellectual features, not as elements or an vocabulary of heritage rigid [6] ,and that will create a very rich source and  creative Values of 
design thoughts and unique solutions for Consistent with  the ability of future generations and to meet their own needs [7]. 
 
interior design sustainability between Originality and Contemporary 
Contemporary interior design  need formulations of Dual Language  to conform   with the requirements of present intellectual and 
technological methods, but at the same time it need to adhere to the traditional identity which represents the concept of Originality - and  
this concept can only be achieved through the activation of sustainability concepts that rely on intellectual dealing with traditional elements 
as a set of constants and variables. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When dealing with elements of  Islamic hertiage we can activate the concept of sustainability intellectual  through analysis of the elements 
of unity in the overall system in the islamic geomtric grid- and use these items after analysis in a modern networked systems such as 

The grid  
(System) 

The pattern 
(Unite) 

The pattern 
(Unite) 

The grid  
(System) 

Originality

sustainability in interior design between Originality and Contemporary 

Fig 2 

Contemporary 

variables constants 

morphological concept 

Interior design forming concepts in Islamic heritage 

Fig 1 

Chaotic systems 

Formation the large numbers of pattern 
(system) 

Formation the pattern 
(unite) 
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variables 

Vocabulary 

Fractal system 

Chaos system 

Geometrical Philosophy Concept 

Islamic hertiage Sources of constants and variables in interior design patternss 

Islamic Heritage 

Elements 

Fig 3 

Nanoscale system 

constants

1 2

Chaos system ,molecular system  , fractal system , nano design system, deconstruction system.and also the design process in this level 
can be used the basics of interior design, such as deletion and addition and repetition, displacement, and zoom in and out 
Dealing with islamic hertiage as  Originality sources (constants) need Fully aware of the complementary relationship between the field of 
interior design and the geometrical theory, geometrical Sciences and Philosophy of the physical output of the heritage. This creates design 
solutions are characterized by uniqueness, originality, and bear the features of the formal expression of contemporary as( variables). 

   
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
  
 
 
Methodology of activation the intellectual sustainability of islamic heritage in interior design  
In this chapter can be illustrated a set of contemporary network design based on pattern (unite) decorative elements which depending on 
the activation of the intellectual sustainability concepts in interior design , through the selection of one of the the Islamic heritage elements 
as a source of Originality (constants) and then re-drafting of this unit the contemporary network  and also through the using design Basics 
, which will create a a contemporary intereor design structure grids (variables)-   that can be used in design walls, floors and ceilings 
,Design and treatment of elements and architectural slots, Design and the formation of furniture and lighting units..............etc. 
Activation  the sustainability intellectual Ideology in interior design by inspiration from the Islamic heritage, and dealing with the features of 
heritage identity Depending on its intellectual features, not as elements or an vocabulary of heritage rigid ,This proposed methodology can 
be formed for the languages and design formulations original and contemporary at the same time, and stick to identity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Table 

1 Methodology of activation the intellectual sustainability of islamic heritage in interior design 

Sr. Islamic heritage pattern the intellectual sustainability 
Originality (constants) Contemporary (variables) 

1  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table Methodology of activation the intellectual sustainability of islamic heritage in interior design 

( the islamic mafruka) which was a geometrical 
Arabian elements used in decorating windows 
and doors . 

Originality 
 

Return to Heritage 
(Constants) 

 

Contemporary interior design between the heritage inspirations and 
sustainability concepts

Fig 4 
Contemporary 

Renewal with the 
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intellectual and 
technical 

development 
(Variables) 

Sustainability intellectual 
Creativity achievement   in combining between Originality and 
Contemporary advantages In a balanced way - that will be Creates 
intellectual inspiration permanent sources for all future generations 

(Creative interior design outcome) 
 

analysis ( the mafruka)to 
reach  to its geometrical 
drawing rules and basics 
structure grids- that by using 
the basic rules of design 
process ( rotation , Added 
,deletion, duplication and 
frequency-….) 
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Results 
1.The intellectual sustainability of Islamic heritage in interior design Depend on create a double-dimensional heritage language in interior 
design, which integrate between all the advantages of Originality and contemporary and not individually. 
2. The intellectual sustainability of Islamic heritage in interior design Depend on dealing with interior design philosophy as a matching of 
Constants and variables Considerations group.   
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Abstract. The paper deals with constructing the inertial navigation system (hereafter INS) which will be 
utilized for the calibration of a robotic workplace. The calibration is necessary for adapting the simulation 
of a production device model to real geometric conditions. The goal is to verify experimentally the 
proposed inertial navigation system in real conditions of the industrial robot operation.   
 
Introduction  

The aim of the research is to investigate and develop a new combined inertial navigation system based on electronic 
gyroscopes, magnetic and barometric sensors. The crucial activity is focused on three basic fields: 
- The first goal is to analyze accelerometer and gyroscopic sensors and their possibilities of utilization for inertial navigation. The 
simulation of the effect of sensors with different metrological parameters and their effect on the properties of the proposed combined 
navigation system. 
- The second goal is to optimize a specialized processor system for processing the data from the defined sensors in connection with 
controlling items of an industrial robot [3]. The proposal of an algorithm of combined navigation with respect to the used processor 
system. 
- The third goal is to verify experimentally the proposed inertial navigation system in real conditions of the industrial robot operation.  
 
Characteristic of the issue 

The inertial navigation system consists of a measurement unit containing accelerometers and gyroscopes and from a navigation 
computer which evaluates the data from measuring devices. In contrast to all the other navigation systems inertial navigation is 
completely autonomous, self-sustaining and independent of the surrounding environment, i.e. the system is resistant to outside 
influences such as magnetic disturbances, electronic interference and signal distortion. Computing operations in the inertial 
navigation system are based on Newton’s law of motion. 

For the purpose of navigation in a coordinate system it is necessary to keep the direction of motion in the direction of 
acceleration. This is not practically possible, and therefore sensors – gyroscopes are used for detecting the rotary motion. Seeing 
that each free object in space has six degrees of freedom (internally mutually independent variables) the inertial navigation system 
usually consists of three gyroscopes and three accelerometers where each pair (gyroscope, accelerometer) is able to record the 
rotation or acceleration in the direction of one axis which is perpendicular to the others. Of the six degrees it is three linear degrees 
of freedom, the translation in the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis which indicate the position of the object and three degrees of freedom of 
rotation which indicate rotating around the X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis. 

The inertial measurement unit (IMU) is an essential item of each INS. Sensors, whose output is influenced by the motion of the 
object on which the IMU is placed, are regarded as primary sensors of the IMU. Primary sensors in inertial navigation are sensors of 
angular velocity, whose output signals after integration are used for determining the orientation in space, and accelerometers whose 
output signals after precise compensation of gravitational acceleration and the Coriolis force can be integrated onto the speed and 
position. Such an inertial measurement unit has six degrees of freedom. This means it enables to measure translational and rotary 
motion in three orthogonal axes. The accuracy of inertial sensors plays a key role in autonomous navigation. Errors of current 
inertial sensors have the approximate value of 0.01°/hour for gyroscopes and 100 µg for accelerometers [2]. The mentioned errors 
are integrated in time and cause the error of determining the position which is expressed by the non-accuracy of measuring per 
hour, which is, however, minimal. Such high-power IMU are implemented only into the inertial navigation systems for special use.  
 
ADVANTAGES OF INS CONTROL SySTEMS 
At the current space requirements and efficient use of space the robot is often forced to work in cramped conditions. The movement 
of the tool or handling of parts requires high accuracy. This implies great demands on the correct calibration of robotic devices. 
Using the INS the calibration is considerably simplified. The benefits of verification and measurement, such as to prevent accidental 
collisions of robots, will be significant. 
 
3.1 Theory of basic principle 
 
The methodology is based on the 1st and 2nd Newton's law, which reflects the change in motion and acceleration vectors for the 
action of external forces F on mass m (1st NL).  
The speed is proportional by direction and size to the vector of external forces (2nd NL): 

         1 

then it is possible to obtain the instantaneous speed and to determine the trajectory by integrating over time: 

        2 
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                      3 

Because the acceleration vector is needed to capture acceleration in three mutually perpendicular axes, allowing the positioning in 
XYZ Cartesian coordinate system. At the movement the acceleration of gravity also operates on the object and, so it must be 
eliminated from the measurement. 

 
Fig. 2. The effect of gravitational acceleration to measurement 

If the navigation axis (measurement axis of the accelerometer) is identified with the horizontal axis (α≠0) then: 

         4 

 for , where  is gravitational acceleration                  5 

Relationship (5) also defines a single measurement error, which accumulates without compensation by applying relations (2) and 
(3). It is therefore necessary to measure the actual angle α by gyro sensor. The requirement of eliminating of the gravitational 
acceleration is possible to solve by stabilized base, or by using gyroscopes – by so called inertial navigation systems without shaft. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Coordinate systems: inertial (i), Earth (e) and navigational (n) 

Besides the coordinate system shown in Figure 3 also moving body has its own coordinate system (xb, yb, zb), which angular 
orientation is measured by the gyroscopes and acceleration by the accelerometers. At the inertial navigation is therefore necessary 
to carry out conversions between coordinate systems. There are several useful mathematical methods, eg.: direction cosine matrix, 
Euler angles or by using the quaternions. 
At the orientation of the body it is suitable the compliance with the established guidelines of navigation, which are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Body coordination system 

It is then possible to express general rotation  with three partial rotations Rx, Ry, Rz around axis xb, yb, zb, which is a method of 
Euler angles: 

 

            6 

 
Equations (6) represent the conversion from the navigation system (n) to the body coordinates (b). The conversion of coordinates of 
the body to the navigation system is carried out according to equation (7). 
 

        7 

In addition to basic errors resulting from measurement methods it is necessary in the process of navigation to eliminate errors 
resulting from measuring accelerometers and gyroscopes and particularly distortion (bias), change the scale and noise. These 
errors vary depending on the quality (cost) of sensors. 
Noise of measurement sensors is a serious error to be eliminated in the process of navigation. The theoretical and practical work of 
navigation presents the download of the application of Kalman filter (Fig. 5) to eliminate this deficiency before processing. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Kalman filter signal filtration 

The core of the inertial navigation system, navigation computer, which processes the measured values of the measuring unit, 
preprocesses them, transformes them into the reference system and carries out the elimination of gravity and the Coriolis 
acceleration. It also calculates (equation (2) and (3)) based on the initial parameters (position, speed) the position of the navigated 
object. Contribution to the navigation of the Coriolis acceleration, as a result of the Earth's rotation, is reflected at the long 
navigation. Although the process of the inertial navigation seems simple in principle, it implies solving three differential equations. 
 
 
Benefits of solution 
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In contemporary space requirements and the effective utilization of space the robot often has to work in confined conditions. 
Moving a tool or manipulating with parts requires great accuracy. The enormous demands for the correct calibration of a robot 
device result from this. The calibration will fundamentally be simplified by using the INS in the field of calibration. The contribution in 
the field of control and measurement, for example, preventing the accidental collisions of robots, will be significant. 

It is possible to expect the next contribution in the original proposal of the algorithm of combined navigation with respect to the 
used processor system and its optimization in connection to the use in robotics and connection to the operation of robots mainly on 
their safety and economics. Description of used methodological procedures - modern methods, analyses and simulations with the 
use of modern software tools such as OrCAD, Matlab, Multisim will be used in mentioned fields [5]. The shape of stationary 
magnetic fields will be investigated on an experimental laboratory model which uses an area positioning system. Possibilities of 
using the magnetoresistance sensors and barometric sensors will be verified in the sensor system [4]. The original own algorithms 
will be utilized in the course of processing the data from the sensors. The solution implements planned experimental verification of 
the navigation system first on a model robot, and later, in real operation conditions of a robot device with evaluating the 
uncertainties.  

The output is the original construction of the navigation system utilizable in the operation of robots – the elaboration of the study 
with the possibility of implementation of inertial navigation for the calibration of robotic workplaces, the system of control with a 
possibility of avoiding collisions during the operation. 
 
Conclusion 

The possibilities of utilizing the inertial systems are directly proportional to the advance in their development. The ability of 
precise measuring the position of the robot mainly in necessarily regularly repetitive calibration is increased by this. The 
implemented INS is able to measure accelerating and slewing the watched point of the arm and to use it for determining the position 
of the robotic arm in space [1].  
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Abstract. This paper discusses the problem of effective motion planning for industrial robots. The first part 
dealt with current method for off-line motion planning. In the second part is presented the work done with one 
of the simulation system with automatic trajectory generation and off-line programming capability. An spot 
welding process is involved. The practical application of this step strongly depends on the method for robot 
path optimization with high accuracy, thus, transform the path into a time and energy optimal robot  program 
for the real world, which is discussed in the third step. 
 
Introduction 

In the past, and even today the technology of automotive industry operations are in a certain amount performed by man. The 
advantage and disadvantage is also that the speed of the work of man depends on his skills. Today spot welding is an important 
technology used in the production of body in white in the automotive industry. With the increase in competition, this technology is 
increasingly required in automated or robotic form. For its application in practice by current demands must often use computer aided 
technology. Modern virtual technologies are examined and applied in various sectors of development and production. Body in white 
consists of more than 300 smaller different shaped parts connected by many welding points (over 4000) [1]. Therefore, the high demands 
for precise positioning of welding points, the optimal trajectory planning of robot motion and perfect synchronization of robotic workstations 
cells. 

Off-line programming robots and manufacturing facilities represent a significant technological and time advantage not only in 
introducing new products, but also to change the existing production applications. Emulated environment allows program the robot without 
stopping production well in advance to prepare robot programs, which increases overall productivity. We are able to create realistic 
simulations using real robot programs and configuration files identical to those used in production. Although currently used simulation 
tools, such as Robcad, IGRIP or Catia, are unable to solve the problem of optimal robot motion planning [2]. Planning spot welding robot 
trajectories requires much more experience and subjective decision-making, leading to a continued need for on-line correction of robot 
programs. The speed of the machine work depends not only on its parameters, but mainly on the ability of humans to learn this machine to 
work quickly. 
 
Basic principle of trajectory planning 

Traditional robot trajectory planning problem can be described as a task in the initial and target configuration q, create in the final time 
between them a continuous sequence of valid configurations or evaluate an error if no such sequence. Robot configuration is valid if its 
construction does not intersect any obstacles or herself. The set of all valid configurations defines the topology of continuous motion.[3,4]  

The trajectory planning of industrial robots are used the principle of interpolation in the configuration, or Cartesian space. The 
simplest and quickest method of interpolation is the point interpolation. Point interpolation guides the robots end effector from one point to 
another, regardless of the trajectory between goal points. To avoid collision with obstacles between the goal points via points are 
defined.[6] 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Searching collision-free path between the goal configurations 
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Most of the off-line motion planners are based on an explicit representation of the free C-space. The free C-space computation 
consists of the obstacle transformation into the C-space and the construction of a free-space representation [4]. Both tasks are very time 
and memory consuming, and their calculation effort increases with the robots DOF. In order to avoid these time consuming obstacle 
transformations, one can search in an implicitly represented C-space and detect collisions in the workspace. This strategy enables the 
planner to cope with on-line provided environments, moving obstacles and grasped objects. For searching in the implicit C-space, we apply 
variation of the A*-search algorithm shown in figure 1. The main task of the A*-algorithm consists of the expansion and the processing of 
configurations, which are C-free. In the first step, the algorithm search for collision free path between the goal configurations. The next step 
is to connect the starting location of the trajectory to the nearest node path between goal configurations. Obstacles are circumvented along 
the perpendicular vector from actual location toward the next goal location. 
 
Design and analysis of case study 

The first prerequisite for solving the trajectory planning of robotic spot welding is the existence of N different target configurations qi 
where i = [1 ... N]. These configurations are the solution of inverse kinematics for a set of welding points. Based on the location of welding 
points we can create a different model situations. One such is shown in figure below. The next step is to try to create collision-free path 
between goal points. To move the robot we use PTP interpolation using via points for avoiding collisions. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Case Study of Robot spot welding (Robcad) 
 

To circumvent the obstacles we choose the path along approach vector from that point toward the next goal point. If we are always 
connected nearest goal points with a straight line and all points of the lines belong to the set C-free, we choose the shortest direction 
around the obstacles. In this case we arrived the goal point at the direction of the approach vector in perpendicular angle (figure 3). Passing 
to the next goal point we use the previous via point from which we came to the current destination. 

In practice welding points are almost always concentrated in groups due to technological requirements [5].  Looking at the trajectory 
under consideration in the previous procedure, we find that it is divided into segments by which we can move between any two goal points. 
Goal points can be grouped into sets of nearest neighbors and for each set we can test the fastest sequence always from one destination 
point. This testing can be divided into subsets and so accelerate the process of finding the optimal sequence. 

 
 

Fig. 3 Welding points projection 
 
Movement optimization 

Trajectory planning examined only the kinematics of the robots. In the following optimal velocity profiles must be computed, 
necessary for a time and energy optimal path execution. Therefore, several robot constraints like maximal joint velocities, maximal joint 
accelerations, admissible motor- and gear moments etc. have to be considered. In the body in white welding line mostly of welding or 
placement operations are implemented by point to point (PTP) movement. At PTP movement all axes starts moving in the same time and 
also stops simultaneously after a time frame that is necessary by the axis that requires the most time to reach the target angle. Since most 
placement operations expectation a specific trajectory only in a matter that any collisions are avoided, there is an open space for trajectory 
optimization. 

 
A. Point approximation 

Most of robot controllers allow to fly-by the programmed locations of TCP within the predefined range and without stopping there. 
This effect is called point approximation and is used by movement between work locations using the so-called via location. It creates the 
movement smoother, often shorter and therefore quicker. An example of approximation between two TCP linear movements is shown in 
figure 4. The actual optimization possibilities are dependent on initial robot’s program. The disadvantage at large approximation distance is 
the deviation from the original path. However, 100% approximation does not mean that the TCP will always be going to fly-by the via 
location in the same distance as far as the deviation does not lead to any collisions it is a practical approach to save up 20% of movement 
costs. 

Perpendicular 

Along approach 
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Fig. 4 Principle of point approximation 

B. Speed and acceleration 
Another point of optimization is to evaluate movement profile in correlation between tasks cycle time and the potential energy 

savings. Running the robot at lower speed, the total consumption decreases, running a robot at constant speed and decreasing the 
acceleration, the consumption decreases as well. From the figure 5 may derive conclusion that if there is a spare time to do the task 
slower, it is worth to do so. For example, if it takes 10 seconds to do the pick the component and place somewhere else, and just after that 
the robot is waiting another 5 seconds for some external signal, there is actually 50% extra time to complete this movement, and by 
moving slower it may be saved 20% of energy per this cycle time. 

 
Fig. 5 Cycle time and energy saving comparison 

 
Conclusion 

Optimal motion planning of robots using different methods and algorithms is in great attention of planning theory, however due to the 
computational complexity many solutions are rarely used in practice. Often solution accuracy depends more on the actual experience of 
the programmer. In the case of robotic spot welding the aim is to achieve a reasonable compromise between finding a long path that can be 
execute faster and short trajectory, which requires movement of the lower speed. Using one algorithm is obviously impossible to achieve 
the desired result and combination of several methods can be time and hardware consuming. Based on the requirements of the car body 
welding line, we can say that it is necessary to deal with so much precision solutions to achieving a sufficiently rapid trajectory in a relatively 
short time. 

The aim of this article was trajectory planning and optimization of robot welding path according to effective energy consumption and 
cycle time exploitation. Our proposal is based on the Robcad simulation model and therefore we don't present a proposal of real robotic 
workcell. Because of the fact that the actual savings are hardly application dependent and one method may as rise as decrease the 
influence of others, so only the statistic averages are estimated. Future research work will involve studying the optimization effect of the 
several planning algorithms. 
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Abstract. System approach belongs to the eight basic principles of quality management, underlying the 
comprehensive quality management and normative documents for building quality systems. In accordance 
with system approach is currently required the application of new processes of measurement, which do not 
have the nature of technical measurements, but are referred as system measurements in quality management. 
In the framework of project focused on the development perspectives of quality management was examined 
the application of the basic principles of quality management in business practice. In the article are specified 
significant aspects regarding the system approach with emphasis on the system measurements and their 
application in business practice in Slovakia.  
 
Introduction 

Quality management systems and the level of their real effectiveness depend mainly on the quality of information obtained from 
different measurements. Recent requirements on the quality management systems require also application of new measurement 
processes, which are not characterised as technical measurements, but the system measurements as well. The organisation shall define, 
plane and introduce measurement and monitoring activities necessary in providing for the compliance and in achieving of improvements. 
Any measurements executed in the organisation have no sense, if the managing employees will not systematically deal with achieved 
results in the frame of their strategic and operative decisions. Right understanding of the system measurements may be an important 
aspect of success of the whole quality management system.        

 
System measurement characteristics 

System approach in very close connection with the process management is based on a principle of management and mutual 
interaction of all company processes, so that they would meet assigned purposes. Continuous control of relations among particular 
processes, as well as the control of the processes combinations and interactions is an advantage of such approach. According to the 
process management, it is necessary to provide for permanent monitoring, measurement and analysing not only the processes, but the 
measurement and monitoring of the quality management system effectiveness as well. From this point of view, there can be defined two 
basic groups of measurement in the quality management: 

a) Technical measurements with the purpose to determine a value of such parameter, which relates only to the processes material 
outputs, i.e. products, whereas the measurements are important particularly because their results are necessary for 
measurements of the second group. 

b) System measurements with common characteristics of enabling to learn and to define the organisational system behaviour, i.e. 
the organisation quality management whereas the measurement results are the key inputs for decision making at the different 
levels of management. 

In the past, stress used to be laid on the products technical parameters measurements to declare the product compliance with 
requirements. Recently, there has been stressed necessity of the system measurements execution important mainly for the quality system 
effectiveness increase. These are especially following measurements: [1, 2] 

 Measurement of satisfaction of customers, employees, and other involved parties; 
 Measurement of performance of processes, quality management system performance, and an organisation performance; 
 Measurement of contractors performance; 
 Measurement of costs related to the quality; 
 Measurement of a training effectiveness; 
 Quality audits; 
 Self-assessment.  

       

For the organisation performance increase it is useful to establish the indicator system, which would inform of the organisation 
performance as the whole. It is essential to understand interaction between the processes performance indicators and the performance 
key results, i.e. economic indicators. 
 
Executed survey results 
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Within the scope of the survey task, we have executed a survey focused on the assessment of the actual status of application of the quality 
management basic principles in different industrial establishments in Slovakia. The survey has been executed in form of questionnaire, in 
which 124 organisations from different industrial sectors have taken part in (35 % automobile industry, 35 % engineering and 30 % other 
sectors of industry). [2] 

 Among the survey results in connection with the system approach application, there will be presented some of the most important 
survey results namely related to system measurements. 

On the ground of the process management and the system approach, the organisation effective operation has to be provided for the 
measurement and monitoring of the quality management system performance. According to the executed survey, the examined 
organisations have been providing for this system measurement primarily on the ground of the internal audit results and they almost never 
apply other methods. 

Effective management and processes provision shall be supported by systematic process data gathering, but it is also necessary to 
check-up the gathered information in term of objectivity and reliability. The survey has revealed that the data from all processes are 
achieved only by approximately half of the all examined organisations with established quality system. From the satisfied customer’s point 
of view it is necessary, so that all processes, which run within the organisation, were managed distinctly and effectively and were properly 
secured. It may be achieved only if there exists a measurement and monitoring of data and particular process data are objective and 
reliable. 

With respect to the survey of the data objectivity and reliability, such activities have been executed in only about 50 % of examined 
organisations, including automobile industry establishments. 
A lot of the measurement and monitoring, which are executed in the establishment practice, have only formal character and data achieved 
are not always used effectively in the frame of the quality management. Several organisations have stated in the survey that they have not 
used any methods for the system measurement and monitoring of the process performance, what may signalise there have been executed 
no measurement, or there have not been paid appropriate attention to it. Only about 50 % of the questioned organisations with the quality 
system have been using the data analysis results as details for the management examination, what is not very positive situation. About 70 
% of examined organisations use the data for the process improvement, what may be assessed positively. [2] 
In the course of finding, what is considered by the organisation as the main contribution of measurements and monitoring, the most 
frequent answer was – to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the organisation (more than 80 % of all reviewed organisations; in the 
automobile industry it has been stated only by 74 % of respondents). Favourable are also results, improved communication (what has 
been stated by about 50 % of the organisations) and confidence and motivation creating conditions for increased productivity (about 40 % 
of organisations). 
 
Topics for the system measurement application improvement 

 Following the executed survey it can be stated that right the system measurements and methods used by system measurement are 
the considerable problem in connection with the system approach in the quality management in the factory practices in Slovakia. 
To improve the negative conditions in the factory practices in connection with the system measurement application it is essential that the 
competent employees were more extensively informed of the quality management system measurement methods. For the organisations, 
the process performance measurements represent activities, which shall provide with objective and accurate information on the progress 
of particular processes, so that the process owners were able to control them continuously, i.e. operatively to meet all requirements 
imposed to the processes. To increase of effectiveness and efficiency of the quality management system, in the frame of the system 
measurement we recommend the organisations to pay more attention to methods of the management review and self-assessment.  
 
1. Management review 

Any measurement, executed within an organisation, has no sense, if the managing employees will not systematically deal with 
achieved results in the scope of their strategic and operative decisions. Indeed, the organisations carry out system review by 
management, but in many cases it is only formal approach, i.e. management meetings take place to discuss quality reports for certain 
period, corrective actions are approved and all that is being recorded, but this information is not used in full extent, or appropriately on all 
levels of the organisation respectively. Correct comprehension and realisation of the concept of management review may be an important 
aspect of success of the whole quality management system. 

Management review are actions executed to find out suitability, accuracy, effectiveness and efficiency of the review by achieving 
goals. [3] 

On the ground of the management principles the management review shall be practically understood as the only control instrument 
for the quality management system senior management, which has the following tasks: 

 to find out, whether the quality management system allows and supports achieving quality goals of the company; 

 to monitor the quality management system ability to meet basic functions, i.e. to maximize satisfaction of external customers and 
other involved parties, and to minimize the costs associated therewith.  

Thank to these two functions, any company quality management system may contribute for fulfilment of every organisation main 
function – to create and to increase the profit. The management review should represent one of the most powerful quality management 
instruments in all types of organisations and it shall be understand as the real process with itemized definition of inputs, e.g. results of 
internal and external quality audits, measurement results of satisfaction of customers and all involved parties, process performance 
measurement results, benchmarking, etc. 

In the practise it means that the senior management shall require information of such type from appropriate company units. The units 
shall introduce and make use of the system measurement processes, for which the senior management will be the main customer. Data 
analyses shall be a part of these processes, particularly in the field of trend detection. The quality reports submitted to the management 
should unconditionally reflect that information inputs. 

Just like the inputs, also the management review outputs are defined, which shall represent e.g. decisions on proposals of the 
continuous improvement projects, recommendation on adoption of adequate corrective and preventive actions, decisions on future quality 
audit fields, decisions on the risk management, etc. 

The management review should be understood as systematic process, therefore every input shall have particular supplier and each 
output shall have particular customer. Every process shall have an owner, who may be a physical person or a legal entity, who shall be 
responsible for the output quality and the process effective progress. In case of management review, the process owner is the senior 
management, who is, at the same time, the customer of the system measurement processes. 
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The management review is undoubtedly a key process and a limiting factor of the performance of the company quality management 
system (QMS). Following actions may be recommended for all types of organisation:  

 the senior management should take part in a special training to understand importance of the management review; 

 an organisation should appoint the management representative, who shall be responsible for submitting of quality reports; 

 it is recommended to perform the management review once every three months in initial phases, and once a year in case of 
more advanced QMS; 

 the management review shall be in form of the senior management special consultations and meetings and all top management 
members, including the company director, shall take part in it; 

 reports on the quality development should include all QMS processes, as well as achieved results; 

 the management review shall be recorded in detailed reports, which shall include all relevant decisions on next activities and 
related aspects; 

 to lay stress especially on the process improvement in decision making regarding further QMS development. 

 

2. Self-assessment 
In the company practice in Slovakia, the organisations only rarely apply the self-assessment method in frame of the measurement 

and monitoring of the quality management system performance. 
The self-assessment is defined as a complex, systematic, and regular process of examination of the organisation activities and its 

results on the basis of a Model of exceptionality. [3] 
The self-assessment process shall include all activities, without any exception, and all aspects for achieving the particular 

organisation economic and non-financial results. It shall be tan obvious part of the organisation management system, requiring systematic 
work with the self-assessment process findings. The self-assessment process success depends on readiness for spending resources for 
its execution and on the chosen self-assessment process method. 
The basic goal of the self-assessment is to find the company strong aspects, but especially to reveal opportunities for improvement. A 
customer for the self-assessment shall always and exclusively be the organisation senior management, which may find out, at the same 
time, where the organisation stays at the road to excellence and prosperity from the self-assessment. 
Application of the self-assessment methods represents for the organisation the following advantages: 

 it is an assessment based on facts – it is the examination and evaluation of proofs with subsequent quantification of the QMS 
advance; 

 it is very effective form of learning of people within the organisation, it leads the  employees to reveal strong and weak aspects; 

 it is a strong instrument for revealing and detection of weak spots; 

 it provides with quantifying results and it forces the organisation to introduction and systematic use of different measurements; 

 it allows to participate in the quality management for wide spectrum of employees; 

 it allows continuous assessment of the achieved excellence status also in comparison with other organisations; 

There exist several methods of the self-assessment process execution, which have common basic algorithm. The last step of this 
algorithm is the output that should be a comprehensive list of weak aspects, i.e. opportunities for improvement. The list shall serve as an 
input for decisions on courses for further improvement, as it has been stated in the management review as well.  

 
Conclusion 

Quality management is a very dynamic category and in connection with ongoing society development in changing conditions goes 
into new meaning. Currently is not enough, if organization provides quality products, which meet requirements of customers, but also must 
take into account the interests of all interested parties and accept the requirements of the environment. In this meaning, the quality 
management obtains still broader content and there have to be involved also limiting conditions involving the quality of all activities 
involved in providing the site, interests and aspirations of human needs into understanding of quality of products and services. 

In the accordance with systematic approach is in the present in the quality management required application of the no measurement 
processes, which don not have features of technical measurements and they are called systematic measurements. Measuring process is 
enhanced for measuring and monitoring, which is linked for example with quality management performance system, performance of 
processes, satisfaction of customers, satisfaction of employees and other involved parts, costs related to the quality etc. These 
measurements are not only for mining of information, they are the base for further analysis and consecutively improvement. Application of 
the consecutively improvement is requirement for the success of the organization and however for the sustainably development. 
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Abstract. Nowadays the vehicles are not used just for transportation, but to offer safety and comfort. Designers and 
engineers have continually analyzed and redesign new solutions and systems for vehicles that offer high performance at lowest 
costs. The air filter is one of these systems. Electronic command and control systems have found applications in automotive 
area, the experimental tests conducted in laboratory in real time (like hardware in the loop simulation), are able to eliminate 
many errors. In this paper it was studied the air flow inside the filter housing, using the CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) 
simulation software, resulting the important influence of the air filter system on vehicle performance. This paper presents 
studies, research and experimental tests performed on air intake system of today’s road vehicles, being mentioned the 
importance of the simulation when we have a goal to achieve, and our purpose is to obtain a higher performances of the internal 
combustion engine. 
 
Introduction 

Increasing demands on improving vehicles performances, the complexity processes of the internal combustion engines, the 
reduction of fuel consumption, the reduction of the CO2 emission [1], had made the today’s engineers and researchers from area, to 
reanalyse the systems which until now have been left on the second plane. The intake manifold is one of these systems [2]. Our studies 
are regarding the theoretical studies and experimental research about the role of the intake manifold in formation and distribution of the 
fuel mixture of the internal combustion engine. 

The intake manifold system is one of the most important systems concerning the functioning of the vehicle. For thermal engine it is 
impossible the functioning without O2, which is a component of the earth atmosphere [4] (which involves several elements, the main 
elements are N2 – 78.1%, O2 – 20.9%, Ar – 0.9%, CO2 – 0.035% and others – 0.065%). 

A part of intake manifold tasks are: 
- Separation of solid particles from intake air to avoid their penetration inside the cylinder 
- Improving performance of the engine through optimal location in relation to the intake manifold 
- Preventing absorption of water to not affect the life of the filter and air flow meter 
- Preheat the intake air to help optimize the engine torque and for lower fuel consumption. 
 
But today’s vehicles require more from an intake manifold system, like: 
 Resistance at temperature from – 40 ° C to 100° C, resistance to thermal shock and aging 
 Chemical resistance to the engine oil, to fuel vapours and crankcase gases 
 Range as high maintenance, up to 120,000 km; 

Taking into account these basic functions [5, 6] the intake manifold has and another important place on increasing the performances 
of the engine thought the supercharging effect due to the shape of the intake. The controlled movement of air currents, with some new 
valves installed specifically for this purpose, it could be improved the fuel mixture formation and the combustion process. These lead us to 
a reduction of the fuel consumption, and thus reducing the exhaust. 

 
Figure 1 – Constructive scheme of filter system 

 
Technical Data 

The internal combustion engine, as we know, transforms the heat produced by the fuel burning inside the combustion chamber, in 
mechanical work. Four-stroke engine is running a complete cycle in four races, which involves two rotations of the crankshaft. To achieve 
an engine cycle [7], it is necessary to be introduced a fresh fluid, process called intake, and here it comes the intake manifold system. The 
exhaust process must evacuate, from the cylinder, the combustion gases and the intake manifold must introduce a huge quantity of fresh 
air to resume the motor cycle. Calculation of Ar – air requirements, for an engine with spark ignition and 4-stroke is given by equation: 
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, (1) 

were, 
D – displacement [mc] 
S – speed [rpm] 
Ef – the filling efficiency 
 

Proportional dependence of air flow reaching the engine and power indicated, at constant speed, is shown in the equation: 

, (2) 

were, 
Pi – power indicated [W] 
ηi – indicated efficiency 
m  – airflow rate [kg/sec] 
λ – excess air coefficient 
Lmin – minimum air necessary for combustion [kgair/kgfuel] 
Qi – lower calorific power of fuel [J/kg]. 

 
The main purpose of the gas exchange system is to introduce and to keep inside the cylinder the maximum amount of air necessary 

for combustion. This exchange involves the intake and exhaust processes. 
 
The mathematical model used for calculation the intake process is taking into consideration the following: 
 Pressure is constant during the intake stroke 
 Intake begins in TDC and the period of simultaneous opening of valves is null 
 Fresh fluid is heated by the walls of the intake path 

 In the beginning of intake process, inside the cylinder are residual gases 
 At the end, but during the intake process, inside the cylinder is a homogeneous mixture of combustion gases and fresh fluid 
 Variable parameters, such as speed inside the intake manifold (wga), the flow velocity beside the valves (wsa), are considered 

constant throughout the intake process. 
 

To have, the thermal engine, a normal function, it must be solved the problems which appears along the air intake process. It is know 
that the air is not a perfect fluid, and for this reason we accepted the previous points. We have to mention and other elements, which are 
presented along this process, like hydraulic resistance of intake route, air compressibility, and different values for pressure and for 
temperature [8]. 

The followed equations are used to calculate different parameters for air intake process: 
 
- Mass conservation: 

0, (3) 

were,  
ρ – fluid density [kg/m3] 
w – speed of the flow [m/s] 
 

- Impulse conservation: 
∙ ∙

∙ ∙ 0, (4) 

were, 
p – static pressure [Pa] 
tp – peripheral tension given by the friction between fluid and walls [Pa] 
x – length of the pipe [m] 
D – diameter of the pipe [m] 
 

- Energy conservation: 

∙ ∙ 0, (5) 
were, 
cp – specific heat of fluid [J/kg] 
T – fluid temperature [ºK] 
 

- thermodynamic equation state: 

, (6) 

and 
- tension definition: 

∙ ∙ ∙ , (7) 

were, 
f – local coefficient of friction, Darcy. 

Along the route of intake air, are presented the hydraulic resistances, which are calculated with different equation, like next equation 
for the throttle, one of the important hydraulic resistances: 
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1 ∙
.

1 , (8) 

Were,  
ζsf – hydraulic resistance coefficient of the throttle 
δ – angle of throttle position, toward the axis of air flow. 

Another important hydraulic resistance is produced by the conical valve: 

2.7
. .

, (9) 

were, 
ζcv – hydraulic resistance of the conical valve 
h – pumping valve [m] 
d0a – channel’s diameter of the cylinder head [m] 

 
Pressures waves it is another phenomenon which is presented in the intake air process. Is produced by the opening and closing the 

waves and also, by the movement of the cylinder in the intake process. Pressure wave propagation in gas column of inlet path are made on 
speed of sound, so by providing the route length, with pressure oscillation wave length, it can be obtained significant improvements of the 
degree of filling, even a dynamic boost. 

At the end of the calculation, are resulted the engine fluid status. 
 
Experimental research 

The experimental research was conducted inside of Mahle Timisoara testing laboratory. The first stage of the experiments was to 
create the model by CFD simulation [9, 10]. The advantages of the CFD simulation are made up by difficult areas which cannot be studied 
by experimental research, and also the boundary conditions cannot be properly controlled during the experimental analysis. Another 
advantage of these simulation are the cost, because the errors or the problems during the simulation process can be easily solved, 
compared by the experimental research situation. 

The simulations are made on an inhomogeneous fluid, with uneven flow to take into account the sequential opening of the intake 
valves. The purpose of this simulation is to determine the pressure distribution on each intake channel for each cylinder, during four cycles 
and analysis of flow uniformity on the surface of separation between intake manifold and cylinder head. After the simulation process, 
where it was created the air flow model and after the optimisation of 3D model, we build the intake manifold which was subjected to 
experimental tests to determine the accuracy of the values from simulation. 

 
For testing we choose the intake manifold from the engine BMW N52, with ne following dates: 

 Year of manufacturing – 2004 

 Fuel – Petrol 
 Capacity – 2996 cm3 
 Mass – 1580 kg 

 Number of cylinder – 6 (in line) 
 Power – 189.2 kW at 6600 rpm 
 Torque – 300 Nm at 2500 – 4000 rpm 
 CO2 emission – 226 g/km 

 Compression ration – 10.7:1 
The simulation process started with difference between individual intake routes, called dispersion, D, calculated with relation: 

, (10) 

Were, 
M – maximum pressure drop 
m – minimum pressure drop 
p – average pressure drop 
 
The pressure drop, PL, is given by the relation: 

, (11) 

Were, 
Po – outlet pressure 
Pi – inlet pressure 
 
The next figure shows the 3D model of CFD simulation with the discretized model (a) and the distribution of the velocity (b) 

 
Fig. 2  a) 3D model and discretized model of CFD simulation  b) Velocity distribution inside the collector 
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The imposed condition during the simulation was [11, 12]: pressure set out in individual channels -50 mBar, and the frequency of 
applying the pressure to the output channel -1250 cycles per minute. This figure 2 b)  presents us the velocity vectors inside the intake 
manifold, with red colour are the vectors for high speed (200 m/s), and with blue colour are the vectors for low speed (50 m/s). It can be 
observed the reduction of the speed after the entry in distributor, also the speed increase to the outlet from the individual channels. There 
were two attempts to compare results obtained from optimizations made and the resulted are presented below: 

 
Table 1 – Simulation values 

 Pressure drop  
Individual 
channel 1 2 3 4 D (%) 

First 
simulation 

8.30 8.60 8.40 9.20 10 

Second 
simulation 

8.60 8.90 8.75 8.75 3.4 

 
There were made two tests to compare the results obtained from optimizations. It can be seen subtracted the value of dispersion, 

uniform velocities of individual channels. 
To determine individual flow values of the inlet channels [13], we take the BMW N52 intake manifold model. To correlate the data with 

experimental tests, the gallery is subjected to testing performed on a bench, built specifically for measuring pressure differences, thus 
deducting the debts secured by individual galleries. 
 

  
Fig. 3 – Functional scheme of the bench test  Fig. 4 – Influence of simulation and optimization on engine  

         performances 
Conclusion 

Analysing the influence of the intake manifold concerning the performances of today vehicle, after our research we can affirm that the 
today’s engine are able to offer high power and torque because all the systems and elements have been reanalyzed and redesigned for 
this purpose and the intake manifold is one of this system. In our simulation with CFD software, we made a model chose from a vehicle 
from our days, the BMW N52, E63 engine, and we calculated the influences of the pressure, the hydraulic resistance, the wave 
phenomenon and other several elements across the simulation, followed by the experimental testing made in a laboratory specially 
designed for this purpose. Analysing the experimental research we observe that the curve of the simulation bring us close to the proposed 
target. In figure 8 is easily to observe the advantage of the simulation, concerning the torque of the engine, compared with the purposed 
result. 

As future research, another phenomenon that we mentioned and which comes with the intake process is the phenomena of wave. It 
is a phenomenon that can improve a fresh flow air inside the cylinders, which creates a dynamic supercharging without additional blower 
installation, situation what must be analyzed and proved the benefits. 
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE 
FIELD DOWNSTREAM OF A HEATED CYLINDER 
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Abstract. The flow around heated cylinders has already been investigated by many researchers. Object of the 
present examination is an electrically heated circular cylinder placed in a parallel flow in a wind tunnel. The 
experimental tests were carried out at low Reynolds numbers (Re<200), thus the flow field was approximately 
two dimensional (same flow in every normal plan of the heated circular cylinder). The relationship between the 
vortices and the heat transfer was determined by relevant numerical simulations. Experimental results showed 
that vortices are shed with a frequency almost identical to that of the heat transfer from the cylinder. This 
transfer takes place in ‘heat packages’. Validation of numerical simulations (in case of velocity field) was done 
with the help of PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry). The main objective of the present experimental investigation 
is validating the temperature field results of numerical simulations. Two dimensional flow and the principle of 
Schlieren measurement technique were used to visualize the temperature field. The Z-type Schlieren 
technique was applied to measure the temperature distribution. The experiments were carried out at forced 
convection in a 500x500mm cross-section wind tunnel. The measurement technique and results were shown 
at different levels of forced convection.  
 
Introduction 

Bluff bodies placed in a flow often have a different temperature compared to that of the surroundings, e.g. in case of heat exchangers. 
The structure of the flow around bluff bodies has been already examined in many studies [1-6]. The observed Kármán vortex street has 
been the subject of numerous experimental and numerical investigations. 

Nevertheless, it is still unclear how this vortex street might be modified in the case of a heated body. What is the possible influence of 
heating on the frequency of the detaching vortices, on the structure of those vortices and on the location of the detachment? A further 
important issue is the heat loss associated with the vortex structures and the forced convection. The objective of the present work is to 
present first development steps for a measurement method allowing a quantitative investigation of these issues. 

The development and validation of this method requires a well-defined flow. Therefore, a low Reynolds number flow (Re < 200) is first 
considered. Such a flow is mostly two-dimensional, i.e. the flow does not change considerably along the axis of the cylinder. The 
experiments are carried out in an open wind tunnel with a measurement cross-section of 500x500mm. The employed bluff body is an 
electrically heated cylinder of 10mm diameter. The wake of the cylinder is investigated when placed in an air flow with 0.3m/s mean 
velocity and 28oC temperature and with imposed cylinder temperatures of 100, 200 and 300oC.  

The main innovation of the developed method is the simultaneous and quantitative determination of the velocity and temperature 
fields. For this purpose, the Z-type Schlieren method is employed to measure temperature together with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
for velocity. All recorded images from both methods are processed by the commercial software from TSI® and Matlab®.   
 
Experimental setup 

In the following the measuring setup is introduced by describing the wind tunnel, the heated cylinder, the PIV/BOS methods and the 
triggering, which was important for the connection between the velocity and temperature field of the flow behind the cylinder.  

The flow behind a heated cylinder was investigated in an open wind tunnel. The cross-section of the measurement area had the 
dimensions of 500x500mm. The mean flow velocity was set to 0.3m/s, since this was the minimum stable velocity of the wind tunnel in this 
configuration. This led to a flow Reynolds number of Re=9,460, calculated from the mean flow velocity in the test section, the hydraulic 
diameter and the viscosity of the air at ambient temperature.  

Two transparent windows were mounted on both sides of the measurement section, with a hole in the middle, used to mount the 
heated cylinder transversally to the main flow direction (see Fig. 1). The cylinder with a diameter of 10mm was electrically heated by an 
adjustable transformer. The mean temperature of the cylinder was measured by a thermocouple and the power of the transformer was 
adjusted according to the desired value. The cylinder Reynolds number was Re=100, calculated with the mean flow velocity, the diameter 
of the cylinder and the viscosity of the air at the reference temperature [6] of Tf = 0.5•(298+573)[K] (=2.984•10-5m²/s). The predicted 
frequency of the vortex shedding was fS = 4.8Hz, calculated from a Strouhal number of St = 0.16 [6].  

The main objective of the measurements discussed in this publication was to investigate the relation between the velocity and 
temperature field behind this heated cylinder in a low Re-number (cylinder reference) flow. The system used for the present 
measurements was a regular 2D-PIV system and a Z-type Schlieren system, consisting of the components listed in Table 1.  

The applied software for the acquisition and evaluation was commercial PIV software (INSIGHT3G™ from TSI), used for the PIV 
measurements. The PIV and Z-type Schlieren measurements are only briefly discussed here, since there are numerous publications 
describing the principals of PIV (e.g., [7]). Two different cameras were used to PIV and Schlieren measurements. The PIV camera was 
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calibrated with the help of a calibration plate to set the pix/mm factor and to eliminate possible distortion. The camera optics was focused 
on the calibration plate and the f-number was set to 4. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic of experiment setup 

 
Table1. Description of the PIV and Z-type Schlieren system 
 

Component Remarks Manufacturer 

PIV system 

Double frame CCD camera 
PowerView™ Plus 4MP PIV camera with 12bit 
resolution, recording freq.: 15Hz 

TSI 

Objective 
AF Nikkor 50mm f/1.8D; f-number: 4 and focus set to 
500mm 

Nikon 

Double pulse Nd-YAG laser Power: 2x135mJ at 532nm, max. frequency: 15Hz Litron 

Trigger box 
Synchronization of PIV camera and laser timing and 
trigger signals of the Schlieren camera 

TSI 

PC with a frame grabber card and PIV 
software 

For image data acquisition and for the processing of 
the acquired data 

TSI 

Z-type Schlieren system 

CCD camera 
AVT Stingray F-033C CCD camera with 16bit 
resolution 

Allied Vision Technologies 

Objective 
75mm Focusable Double Gauss Lens; f-number: 4 
and focus set to 2000mm 

TECHSPEC® 

PC with a firewire 1394b card and software 
AVT SmartView v1.13.1, For image data acquisition 
and for the processing of the acquired data 

Allied Vision Technologies 

Schlieren light source Super Bright White LED, 530XW8C, 8000mcd - 

Schlieren mirrors 
Mirror thickness: 25% of the diameter; Optical quality 
of the mirror: /8; Offset angle: =3o; Power of lens: 
f/10; Distance between the mirrors: 4500mm. 

ANCHOR Optics 

 
The sensitivity of a measuring instrument is one of its basic characteristics, relating the output of the instrument and the input 

received. In the case of the here considered Schlieren optics, the output is a 2-D image in  and  – coordinates. More specifically, it is an 
array of picture elements characterized by their amplitude or grayscale contrast variations. 

In a Schlieren system, the blockage of light by a knife-edge placed at the exit focal plane is due to the deviation of light by an 
inhomogeneous medium. This blockage can be similarly obtained in a homogeneous medium by a knife-edge which is allowed to be 
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translated laterally by a quantity . By considering this, we can establish a relationship between the light levels at the observation plane 
(the exit focal plane) to the corresponding transverse knife-edge position. This transverse position may cover the conditions from no cutoff 
of light (maximum intensity) to full cutoff of light (minimum intensity). Relationship between  and light intensity was determined by 3-axis 
stage (see in Fig. 2). 
 

  

Fig. 2 Knife edge with 3 axis stage and calibration curve 
 
Measurement results 

The raw PIV (laser lighting) and Z-type Schlieren (LED lighting) recordings are shown in Fig. 3. The vortex shed can be seen in the 
PIV picture (left image). The diffraction, caused by the air density change near the heated cylinder, can slightly be seen in the Schlieren 
picture. 

 

Fig. 3 PIV and Schlieren raw picture (heated cylinder surface temperature: 300oC and mean velocity: 0.3m/s) 
 

The resulting velocity field (PIV method) and temperature field (Schlieren method) are shown in Fig. 4. More details about PIV and 
Schlieren method can be found in the references [7-9]. The periodicity of the vortex and temperature detachment can be seen in Fig. 4 
(velocity vector field and temperature field). 

3-axis stage Camera 

Knife edge 
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Fig. 4 Temperature- and vector field (100oC (left) and 200oC (right)) 
 
The results of temperature field only visualized the average value of the 3D flow (because the principle of Schlieren measurement 

technique). Both end of the heated cylinder was outside the wind-tunnel; so the free convection (outside the wind tunnel) can be seen in 
Fig. 4-5 (vertical temperature distribution over the heated cylinder). 

 
Fig. 5 Temperature- and vector field (heated cylinder surface temperature: 300oC and mean velocity: 0.3m/s) 

 
Conclusions and future plans 

The measurements results presented in this work confirm that the Z-type Schlieren system is in principle suitable to visualize and 
quantitative analyze the temperature field in a wind tunnel. However, considerable improvement (such us precision color filter) is still 
required in the existing system to make more precise and really accurate measurements. In order to analyze the images in a further step, 
the recording quality must be increased to get more meaningful images. These temperature field results will be good to validate our results 
of numerical simulations (numerical simulations are made by own code and commercial software). The developed Matlab® script was 
successfully applied to the calculation of the temperature field from the measured deflection, resulting from the density variations in the 
flow. Thank to the employed triggering mechanism, the temperature and velocity measurements could be reasonably synchronized and 
finally presented simultaneously. A further validation possibility should also be found to check the measured temperature values in the aim 
to detect the differences in vortex shading due to the temperature of the cylinder. 
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Abstract. The experiment of the flow around rod has been searched by many researchers. The object of this 
study to analyze the flow around a Ød=10mm diameter heated rod that was placed in low speed flow (mainly 
laminar flow). The wall temperature Tw, widely found in the literature, is generally considered to be constant, 
because experimental measurements are carried out using mostly small diameter (max. ~2mm) electrically 
heated rods [1,2]. In our case the diameter of the rod is Ød=10mm, raising the question to whether the 
temperature distribution of the cylindrical surface depends on the flow direction at the angle measured. To 
answer this question we set up experimental equipment to measure cylinder surface temperature [3]. The 
surface temperature of a horizontally placed heated cylinder in a wind tunnel was measured by thermographic 
camera. The cross surface temperature was examined at different air speeds and different intensity of cylinder 
heating. The temperature distribution of cylinder surface can not be discarded and it was showed well 
definable characteristics. The measurements were carried out by a heated cylinder (a steel tube in a 
ceramics-coating electrical filament).  
 
Introduction 

The characteristic of heated cylinder experiments was described by dimensionless quantities and the number of similar such as other 
basic researching. The measurements were carried out in environment temperature and unheated cylinder (rod and air/water temperature 
was similar to the environment temperature), therefore it was not problem with temperature depend material properties. In case of the 
heated cylinder measurements were difficult to determine the correct temperature for the temperature depend material properties 
(particularly, if the temperature of the heated cylinder was higher than the environment temperature). The main question is, which is the 
correct temperature to calculate the temperature depend material properties (Reynolds number – kinematics viscosity, Nusselt number – 
thermal conductivity). In the basic case the environment temperature T was used for the calculation of the properties of material. 
Afterwards the Tf film temperature was established [4,5]: 

 

   f w wT T T T T T1 0.5
2          .              (1) 

 
The temperatures in the Eq. (1) were treated as constant. Afterwards from the measurements got the similar expression than the Eq. 

(1). This expression was suitable for the number of similar. The difference between the two expressions were only the 0.5 multiplier, 
because in the new expression was a C coefficient (it is different from 0.5). The temperature definition and number of similar was evolved 
from the experiment results. Effective temperature form was defined:  

 

 eff eff wT T C T T     ,                (2) 

 
where in the laminar flow case Ceff=0.28 value was acceptable. This equation was used to determine the St(Re) correlation of similar 

[1]. 
Other definition was used by Wang and Trávniček [8] for calculation the Nusselt number by effective temperature and Reynolds 

number was calculated by represent temperature Nuf(Rerep
0.5): 

 

 rep rep wT T C T T     ,               (3) 

 
where Crep=0.36. In every case the temperature depend material properties was calculated from only one heated cylinder 

temperature. Was the surface temperature of the bigger diameter of a heated cylinder constant in the reality? The main question is how 
depend on the surface temperature of the heated cylinder what was in flow (force convection)? How much is the integrated surface 
average temperature of the heated cylinder? The equation for small diameter wire (only one surface temperature) is suitable for the bigger 
diameter heated cylinder? To answer these questions we show step by step the experimental process. We successfully set up the 
experimental equipment to measure cylinder surface temperature, but the complexity and number of measurements are not still enough. 
The level and profile of the temperature distribution of the cylinder surface Tw(α) depending on the angle measured α was proved. The 
future work will be to analyze the effects of this relationship.  
 
Experimental setup 

The surface temperature of a horizontally placed heated cylinder in a wind tunnel was measured by thermographic camera. The 
images were taken from different directions along the framework and then assembled to form one image. The measuring apparatus is 
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shown in Fig. 1 as it is assembled in the wind tunnel test section. The heated cylinder is placed in the middle section of the test area and 
the same axis acts as both the cylinder axis and the framework, with the thermographic camera fixed to for the top cross bar of the 
framework. Based on the angular scale fixed on the framework we changed the angle of camera to observe the cylinder from β=33° to 
144°. The test cylinder was placed in the test area with transparent side walls. In order to prevent recording error, we cut a longitudinal hole 
into the test area cover to provide direct sight to the heated surface of the measuring cylinder for the camera. The gap left free is just 
enough for angular positions of the camera to view the cylinder surface. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematics of the experimental setup 

 

 
Fig. 2 Symbols of thermographic measurement 

 
The space between the camera and this hole was separated by a flexible piping system from the environment in order to prevent the 

air leaving the channel. Thus, the air tightness of the test area was always ensured, despite the fact that the camera was located outside 
the channel. The distance between the camera lens and the heated cylinder (L) was chosen to be as small as possible in order to be able 
to view the cylinder cross section Ød=10mm with as many pixels as possible. The direction angles of thermal recordings are determined so 
that a cylinder point can be recorded from as many directions as possible. This ensures the accurate assembly of images and verifies the 
reliability of measurements. 

The high resolution thermographic camera (Jenoptik VarioCAM hr 680) was chosen for its significant geometrical resolution 
(640×480 pixels) and fine resolution: <50mK (30°C) the measurement for these reasons. The application of the maximum temperature 
range (max. 300°C) at approximately 2°C accuracy is quite good and definitely corresponds to the target for the implementation of the 
measurement tasks. The images are made by thermographic camera; each pixel of the camera-processing software assigns a 
temperature value to each pixel, which is provided in table form for the users. The temperature value of each pixel belongs to different 
angle values on the cylinder surface. 

See in Fig. 2 for the determination of these angle values. The number of pixels falling on the cylinder perpendicular to the heated 
cylinder axis from the thermographic camera images is N. We assume that N is an even, whole number of pixels. Thus, the length of the 
pixels perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder length is ∆x=d/N, where d is the diameter of the cylinder. The distance between the cylinder 
and the thermographic camera is L. In our study this distance was L=400mm, in this case the number of pixels is N=36. Based on the 
literature [3] we can state the center max. 17 pixels have nearly the same arc length. 

Let βi (i=1,2,…,12) be the angle between the flow direction and the camera’s set optical axis: 33o, 45o, 60o, 80o, 85o, 90o, 95o, 100o, 
105o, 120o, 135o, and 144o. The minimum and maximum angle of framework was limited by the wind tunnel geometric.  
 
Measurement results 

The viability of the method is shown in this part of the study. The measurement parameters are shown in the Table 1. The (Re) value 
was calculated by the environment temperature and the (Reeff) value was determined by the Equation 2. and use the effective temperature. 

 
Table1. The variation of the measurements 

tnominal [
oC] 100 200 300 100 200 300 

U [m/s] Re Re eff 

0.1 67 67 67 58 50 44 

0.3 200 200 200 175 150 131 

0.9 599 599 599 525 451 393 
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The typical measurement result is shown in Fig. 3, when the flow velocity is U=0.9m/s and the heated cylinder nominal temperature is 
tnominal=300oC. The dimensionless Tw(α)/Tw,mean absolute temperature is shown in Fig. 3. The plot data is only the center 17 pixel from every 
measurement data.  

Fig. 3 shows, that every measurement data is overlapped. The important part of the plot is the α≈90o point, because there is the 
maximum velocity speed around the cylinder (temperature decreasing). The other important part of the plot is the α≈100o-110o range, 
because there is the vortex shedding place.  
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Fig. 3 Temperature distribution in the measurement points 
 

This is the reason of the big standard deviation in the every measurement data. In the same place the temperature is decreased. The 
place of the vortex shedding [3] was analyzed in this measurement process. We try to find the relationship between this uncertain 
temperature part of the plot and the frequency of the vortex shedding. The results do not show this effect in spite of the fact that the camera 
frequency is 7 times faster, than the frequency of the vortex shedding. One of the reasons of this effect is that the accuracy of the camera 
is similar to this effect. These phenomena are independent from the flow velocity and temperature of the heated cylinder. The following 
figures will confirm this effect.  

The surface temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 4, where velocity speed is U=0.9m/s and the nominal temperatures of the 
heated cylinder are (tnominal=100oC, 200oC, 300oC). The temperature mean value was used for good arrangement to show the surface 
temperature distribution of the heated cylinder. The wall temperature of the heated cylinder was particularly changes around the heated 
cylinder surface (in the measurement points). The difference between the minimum and maximum value is depend on the nominal 
temperature of the heated cylinder. When the nominal temperature of the heated cylinder was 300oC, the difference is reaching 4% 
(~21oC). The difference between the minimum and maximum temperature is decreased in common with decreasing the nominal 
temperature of the heated cylinder.  
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Fig. 4 Temperature distribution U=0.9m/s Fig. 5 Temperature distribution U=0.3m/s Fig. 6 Temperature distribution U=0.1m/s
 
The surface temperature distribution of the heated cylinder is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 (the nominal temperatures are similar and the 

velocity speed is U=0.3m/s, and U=0.1m/s). The temperature difference is also decreasing by the flow speed decreasing. The 
measurement result is shown is the same axis scaling for the good comparison. The uncertainty of measurement is increasing by the 
smaller temperature difference. The sequence of the temperature series is not same in the three cases. In case of the smaller temperature 
difference, the temperature series is not in ascending sequence.  
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The wall temperature is reached the nominal temperature value in the α=95o and in every case. This effect was experienced in low speed 
cases and different angles (before and after the α=90o). In every case were experienced the cooling effect in the α=90o and the decreasing 
temperature at α≈100o-110o, which we attached to the vortex shedding effect.  

Fig. 7 shows the temperature temporal variation in three surface point of heated cylinder. The results were obtained based on the 
video recording; the camera frequency was 50Hz, whereas in the case at one side of vortex detachment frequency was ~18Hz. Since the 
camera recording frequency was about seven times higher than the vortex detachment frequency, possible cyclic changes we should have 
been detected. The Fig. 7 showed that the vortex detachment and the accompanying heat transfer frequency are so strong that it can not 
follow a periodic cooling and warming of the cylinder surface. A stationary temperature distribution (thermal equilibrium) is formed that 
angel range, i.e. the temperature of the test points is practically constant. 
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Fig. 7 Time variation of temperature in three point of the cylinder surface 
 
Conclusions and future plans 

The following statement was confirmed by our experiment: the surface temperature distribution of the heated cylinder was not 
neglectable especially in high flow velocity and high nominal temperature case. The main properties of the temperature distribution were 
shown around the cylinder perimeter.  

The measurement results in high velocity and nominal temperature of cylinder case show the following statement: question arises as 
to how to consider the single surface temperature given in the literature of the dimensionless number of similar, and whether to give an 
average value for thermal characterization of the heat transfer.  

Further processing of the results of numerous measurements is needed, yielding data from which we can draw further conclusion. 
The accuracy of the measurement will be increase and new temperature and velocity combination will be analyzed to quantify the 
experienced effects.  

The experimental wind tunnel will be changed to the measurement will be done in the total angle range α=0o-180o. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we show some non-linear methods for stability analysis of fuzzy controllers. In the 
literature we can find a variety of stability analysis methods, but most of these methods are difficult to apply in 
practical engineering applications. In this paper we show how to use some of the bifurcation-based stability 
analysis methods which are common for the study of non-linear systems. The main conclusion of the paper is 
that the described analysis methods are valid for complex systems and, in addition, we have obtained some 
practical rules to adapt the conclusions obtained in the analysis to ensure the stability of the controlled 
systems.    
 
Introduction 

In this paper, we show the application of some non-linear stability analysis methods to the particular case of fuzzy controllers. 
Although these controllers have, in general, a satisfactory behavior for the control of complex non-linear systems, one of its main 
disadvantages is the lack of a simple method to ensure the stability of the controlled system, which is the main reason these controllers are 
not used for some critical applications. In the literature we can find a variety of stability analysis methods [1, 2]. In this paper we show how 
to use some of the bifurcation-based stability analysis methods which are common for the study of non-linear systems. In particular, we 
use two stability indexes (static bifurcation index and Hopf bifurcation index [1]) and show that they can be applied successfully to the 
analysis of some practical real-time fuzzy control systems. 

As a result, we have obtained some practical rules to adapt the conclusions obtained in the analysis to ensure the stability of the 
controlled systems. In the experiments and examples studied in the paper we compute, using the described analysis methods, specific 
values for the parameters of the controller for which the closed-loop system should be stable. Then, we show that these theoretical values 
are very close to the experimental values obtained by simulation and real-time control. The practical use of the analysis methods implies 
the inclusion of a security margin, which depends on the static gain of the system, according to our experiments. In general, we have 
shown that this security margin should be about 10% of the gain of the system in order to ensure global closed-loop stability. 

Fuzzy Controllers are knowledge-based or rule based-controllers in which there is a knowledge-base consisting on the so-called 
fuzzy if-then control rules [3, 4]. The fuzzy if-then control rules are statements that are expressed in terms of “natural language” rules, 
which are then quantified using continuous membership functions. 

The starting point of the design of a fuzzy controller is to obtain the collection of fuzzy if-then control rules from human experts or from 
some knowledge database. The next step is to combine and quantify these rules into a controller which can be implemented. Different 
fuzzy controllers use different principles and parameters for this combination. For a detailed description of the structure of a fuzzy 
controller see, for example, [3]. 

   
 
Design and Analysis of the Controllers 

In the experiments described in the next section we have designed fuzzy controllers using a combination of three groups of methods. 
These methods are the following:  

(1) Direct design. This is a knowledge-based trial and error method which obtains the control rules from an expert or from the analysis 
of the dynamics of the system.  

(2) Data-based design. In this method, the rules are obtained from input-output pairs of data which represent the desired behaviour of 
the controller.  

(3) Control rules to satisfy design requirements (settling time, overshoot, etc.). 
 
Stability Analysis 
The analysis of fuzzy controllers is quite complex because they are strongly non-linear systems. Therefore, non-linear analysis 

techniques should be applied. In this section we present the stability analysis using bifurcation-based methods which are used in the 
analysis of nonlinear dynamic systems. The description that follows is made using two-order systems, and can be easily extended to 
systems of order n (see, for example, [1]). 

The model of a two-state system can be expressed as 
 

			                                                                                                                                                                               (1) 

 
where 	 	  is the state vector, 	 	  is the input to the system (control signal), f is a function modelling the dynamics of the system,  	 	  
is the input gain, and  is a non-linear function representing the fuzzy controller. The state equations of the system can be written as 

 
, , ,               , ,                                                                                                    (2) 

    
where  and  are the state functions corresponding to the state variables  and , respectively, and and  are the input gains 
corresponding to the state variables  and , respectively. To simplify the notation, equation (2) can be written as  
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, ,        ,                                                                                                                                                  (3) 

 
where , 	 , ,  and , , , . If we linearize the system around the origin, we 
obtain  

 

,                                                                                                                                                (4) 

 
We assume that the origin is a stable equilibrium point, and if the system is linearized around the origin it will have two poles with 

negative real part. If we obtain the Jacobian matrix of   as 
 

                                                                                                                                                               (5) 

 
then we can define two stability indexes as follows   

 
 The static bifurcation index gives the loss of stability of the system when a real pole crosses the imaginary axis and 

becomes positive, and it can be obtained as det	 . The controlled system will be stable if  0. 
 The Hopf bifurcation index gives the loss of stability when a pair of complex conjugate poles with negative real part crosses 

the imaginary axis and has positive real parts. It can be obtained as tr	 , where tr	  is the trace of . The controlled 
system will be stable if 0. 

 
It should be noted that, although we have linearized the system around the origin, the input to the system is the control signal u ϕ x , 
where ϕ is a non-linear function representing the controller. For this reason, non-linear analysis methods are still needed.  

  
Practical Cases 

In this section we consider some systems for which a fuzzy controller is designed and the static and Hopf bifurcation indexes are 
computed. Then, we check if the stability conditions obtained are valid for the controlled system. We have used a number of systems in 
order to find general conclusions for the practical application of this analysis method. As an example, we give in this section some details 
for two different systems: an inverted pendulum and a magnetic levitation system (in [5] a more detailed description can be found).  

 
Inverted Pendulum 
In this section we consider an inverted pendulum as the one shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Inverted pendulum used in the experiments. 
 
The model of the system is given by the equation 
 

2.85 74.63 ∙ 111.76 ∙ ,                                                                                                                          (6) 

 
where  is the measured output of the system (angle of the pendulum with respect to the vertical) and  is the control signal (voltage 
applied).  

In order to control the system, a fuzzy controller is designed and connected to it using the closed loop shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, 
the inputs of the controller are the error ( ) and the derivative of the error ( ) (which in our case corresponds to  and its derivative, 
respectively, because we have used the reference 0 which represents the vertical position of the pendulum). The output of the 
controller ( ) is multiplied by a gain 0, which is used to satisfy the stability conditions given by the stability indexes. 
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Fig. 2. Closed loop system with controller. 

 
We then obtain the conditions to achieve the following indexes inequalities: (1)  10 (Static bifurcation index), and (2) 	  10 

(Hopf bifurcation index). The required values of the indexes are greater than 0 in order to obtain an adequate margin of stability (the 
stability limit is , 0). The model of the system with the controller can be written as 

 

	
0 1

74,63 2,28 ∙
0

111,76 ∙ ∙ , 74,63 ∙ 2,28 ∙ 111,76 ∙ ∙ ,                                             (7) 

 
The Jacobian matrix of this expression can be computed as 
 

	
0 1

74,63 	111,76 ∙ ∙ 	
,

2,28 		111,76 ∙ ∙ 	
,                                                                                (8) 

 
From the desired index margins conditions, we obtain the inequalities 
 

  10 	⇒			 
,

	
,

                                                                                                                                                             (9) 

 

  1    ⇒      
,

	
,

                                                                                                                                                         (10) 

 

Given the fuzzy controller for this system, the derivatives 
,

, and  
,

 can be obtained as an approximation, 

considering an interval around the origin. In this example, the approximations of the derivatives are computed considering the intervals 

[-0.1,0.1] for  and [-1,1] for .  The values obtained are 	
, ∆

∆
5 and 	

, ∆

∆
	 0.5. Substituting these 

values in equations (9) and (10), we obtain that the stability conditions are  0,0026 from the inequality corresponding to  and 
0,0024 from the inequality corresponding to .  
From these two conditions we take the more restrictive, 0,0026. We have simulated the system with the fuzzy controller and the 

minimum value of K for stability resulted to be 0,0033, so the practical condition for stability is 0,0033, which is very close to the 
condition obtained by the bifurcation theory. As a conclusion, we can say that the condition obtained with the described analysis method is 
valid in this case, although we should take a small security margin to ensure that the system is stable. 

 
Magnetic Levitation System 
In this case a magnetic levitation system with a fuzzy controller is modeled and analyzed (Fig.3). The objective is to control the 

position of a magnet suspended above the electromagnet, assuming that the magnet can only be moved vertically. The dynamics of the 
system can be expressed as: 

 

                                                                                                                                                              (11) 

 
where y is the distance between the magnet and the electromagnet, i t  is the current applied to the electromagnet, m	is the magnet 
mass, g 	9,8	  is the gravity force, β 12 is viscous friction coefficient of the medium in which the magnet moves, and α 15 is a field 

constant which is determined by the strength of the magnet. In order to control the system a fuzzy controller is designed and connected in 
closed loop, using the same architecture as in the previous example (Fig. 2).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Magnetic levitation system. 

 
For this system, we establish the following stability conditions:  0 (Static bifurcation index) and  0 (Hopf bifurcation index). 

The state-space model of the system, including the controller, can be obtained as 
 

CONTROLLER
SYSTEMK

d/dt
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	 0 1
0 4

∙ 0
5
∙ ∙ ,

0
9,8 4 ∙ 5 ∙ ∙ , 9,8 																																																																																								(12)	

 
The Jacobian matrix of the linearized system is 
 

	
0 1

5 ∙ ∙ 	
,

4 5 ∙ ∙ 	
,                                                                                                                          (13) 

 
From this model, we can express the stability conditions in function of the derivatives of the control signal as 	  and 	0. The 

next step is to obtain the range of values of  where the stability conditions  and 	are meet. To compute the derivatives  and  we 
use a linear approximation in the interval [-1,1] for the two input variables (the error  and for the error derivative , see Fig. 2). Taking into 
account the structure and characteristics of the fuzzy controller designed for this system, we obtain the following conditions for the values 
of the gain K: 
 

 0 (for 	0), and                                                                                                                                                              (14) 

 0,8 (for 	 ). 

 
From these two conditions, we obtain that the overall stability condition is the most restrictive solution; therefore the system is stable 

with:		 	 0 . This is our theoretical stability condition (for 0 and 0) and the condition obtained after making real experiments is  
0.7, which is relatively close to the theoretical value considering the values of the gains in this particular system. 
In order to obtain the experimental limits of K for stability, we implement Simulink diagrams including the designed fuzzy controller. An 

example of a Simulink diagram used for the inverted pendulum example is shown in Fig. 4. Then, using different initial conditions, we 
simulate the system for different values of K and obtain the minimum and maximum value for which the system output reach the desired 
reference.  

 
Fig. 4. Example of Simulink diagram used in the experiments. 

 
Using this method we have designed fuzzy controllers for other complex systems, and then we have obtained the theoretical stability 

conditions and the practical stability conditions (some of these experiments are described in [5]). The results obtained are very similar to 
the results for the cases described in this section. For example, another system considered in the experiments is the control of the level of 
the liquid contained in an industrial tank where, considering again the restrictions 0 and 0, we have obtained the condition 0 
using the stability analysis and in the experiments (in this case we have found no difference between the theoretical results and the results 
obtained in the experiments [5]). 
 
Conclusion 

In the work presented in this paper we have described a theoretical method used to obtain stability conditions for fuzzy 
controllers and then we have proved that this method is feasible for practical applications. In the experiments and examples studied we 
have shown that the values obtained by the theoretical stability analysis are very close to the actual values obtained by simulation. The 
practical use of the method implies the inclusion of a security margin, which depends on the static gain of the system. In our experiments 
we have shown that this security margin should be about 15% of the gain. 
 

We are now extending the application of the analysis method to multi-rate fuzzy control systems. In these systems there exist 
more than one sample time in the close loop. This fact adds more complexity to the design and stability analysis, but has the advantage of 
being more efficient than control systems with one sample time in specific situations. We hope that the bifurcation-based analysis method 
described in this paper, with some variations, will be useful for the stability analysis of these systems. 
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Abstract. A DNA sequence database stores information about nucleic acid patterns in molecular biology. The 
database is created from the archival databanks of biological information. The user can perform search over 
the DNA sequence database using one or more input probe sequences. The input probe sequences can be 
complete or partial. The search algorithm looks for similar sequences in the database and outputs the 
matching sequences along with their locations in the database. The present work helps in identification of 
specific gene sequences associated with the diseases. The paper is organized into six sections. Section 1 
gives an introduction to nucleic acid sequences. Section 2 deals with Objectives and Motivation. Section 3 
describes the steps in data collection and experimental setup. Section 4 presents Implementation.  Section 5 
presents Test Scenario and observed results. Section 6 deals with Conclusion and Future Work. The 
References are listed at the end. 
 
Introduction 
 
DNA is basically a long molecule that contains coded instructions for the cells [1]. Everything the cells do is coded somehow in DNA - 
which cells should grow and when, which cells should die and when, which cells should make hair and what color it should be. Our DNA is 
inherited from our parents. We resemble our parents simply because our bodies were formed using DNA to guide the process - the DNA 
we inherited from them. We may resemble our parents, but we are never exactly like them. This is because each child gets only some of 
the DNA each parent carries. Thus, siblings may have the same parents, but they usually do not have exactly the same DNA (except for 
identical twins). DNA is a long molecule, like a chain, where the links of the chain are pieces called nucleotides (sometimes also called 
'bases'). There are four different types of nucleotides in DNA : 'A', 'G', 'C' and 'T' (Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine and Thymine). These four 
are all that's necessary to write a code that describes our entire body plan [1]. A DNA sequence database  stores information about DNA 
sequence from one or more organisms. The current work considers archival information for DNA sequence corresponding to  
Homo_sapiens (human) as mentioned  in Ensembl Website [2, 3]. 
 
Objectives and Motivation 
 
The present work is intended to meet the following objectives: 
 

 Read a DNA sequence or fragment of a sequence from an user. 
 Find the sequences and their locations in the database that  are similar to the user input. 

 
Searching DNA sequences against a DNA database is very useful for sequence analysis. Information relating to  the effects of variation of 
DNA among individuals can be useful in  diagnosing, treating and  preventing a number of diseases that affects the human beings. The 
present work helps in identification of specific gene sequences associated with the diseases. It also facilitates a good analysis of biological 
relationships. 
 
Data Collection and Experimental Setup 
 
The primary database in text format is created from Ensembl Website [3]. The experimental setup involves the software tool egrep 
(Extended Global Regular Expressions Print: pattern matching tool) [4] under LINUX operating System installed in a personal computer. 
grep/egrep has been created by Ken Thompson as a standalone application, in 1973 . It is based on  the regular expression parser.  
 
  
Implementation 
 
This section deals with the unix shell scripts run1, run2 and run3. The chmod command assigns execute permission to  these scripts. 
These scripts can be run  at the shell prompt ($). The search algorithm has been implemented using the unix tool egrep [4].The database 
is stored as a text file. The input pattern(s) corresponding to probe sequences(s) is/are stored in separate file(s).run1 corresponds to 
search involving a  single pattern for three different input database sizes. run2 corresponds to search involving two patterns for three 
different input database sizes. . run3 corresponds to search involving three patterns for three different input database sizes.  
 
 
 
// Shell Script  and related documentation  for searching one or more input patterns in an input DNA sequence database. 
// each script file is created using text editor vi.  
// assign execute permission to each script file using chmod command. 
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// execute each  script file in the batch mode and  redirect the output ( output redirection symbol > ) 
// to a separate text file. 
// the time command displays the execution time  in (milli)seconds for each script. 
// the command egrep (pattern matching tool in unix)   can search for one or more patterns  from an input database.  
// The input database is stored in text format (h1.txt, h2.txt, h3.txt, h4.txt).  
// The patterns are stored  in text files: pat1, pat2, pat3.  
// The -f option of egrep refers to a file where the pattern(s) are stored. The –n option displays line numbers. 
// The matched results (output) are stored in the files 
// pat1h1out, pat1h2out, pat1h3out, pat1h4out  
// pat2h1out, pat2h2out, pat2h3out, pat2h4out  
// pat3h1out, pat3h2out, pat3h3out, pat3h4out.  
The script (run1 or run2 or run3) is executed, the output is saved and the observed execution time for each script is noted. 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
$vi run1  
$chmod +x run1 
$run1 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
$vi run2  
$chmod +x run2 
$run2 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
$vi run3  
$chmod +x run3 
$run3 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
/* contents of the script: run1 */ 
 
time egrep –n -f pat1 h1.txt > pat1h1out 
time egrep –n -f pat1 h2.txt > pat1h2out 
time egrep –n -f pat1 h3.txt > pat1h3out 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
 
/* contents of the script: run2 */ 
time egrep –n -f pat2 h1.txt > pat2h1out 
time egrep –n -f pat2 h2.txt > pat2h2out 
time egrep –n -f pat2 h3.txt > pat2h3out 
 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
 
/* contents of the script: run3 */ 
time egrep –n -f pat3 h1.txt > pat3h1out 
time egrep –n -f pat3 h2.txt > pat3h2out 
time egrep –n -f pat3 h3.txt > pat3h3out 
 
/* ---------------------------- */ 
 
// contents of the patterns file: pat1 
AACCCCGTCTC 
 
// contents of the patterns file: pat2 
AACCCCGTCTC 
GTCCTGGCCA 
 
// contents of the patterns file: pat3 
AACCCCGTCTC 
GTCCTGGCCA 
ATAGTGCCCA 
 
// end of source code and related documentation. 
 
Test Scenario and Observed Results 
 
This section presents the test scenario for run1 involving a typical DNA sequence database in text format, the input pattern and the 
corresponding output. For brevity, only few records are shown here, although the actual database and output are quite large in terms of 
number of records. 
 
// Contents of a typical input DNA sequence database in text format 
// only a few records are shown 
// -------------------------------------------------------------- 
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// The input sequence (pattern) to search in the test scenario 
// has been AACCCCGTCTC   [eleven characters] 
// Source for Input DNA sequence Database: Ensembl Website 
// Homo_sapiens.GR37.67.dna.chromosome.txt   
// sequence size: 11 chrs  GRC: Genome Reference Consortium 
// The sequence is a chromosome from the GRCh37 assembly 
// chromosome number:1 from base pair: 1 until base pair: 249250621 
// forward strand 
/*----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
 
>1 dna:chromosome chromosome:GRCh37:1:1:249250621:1 
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 
............................................................ 
............................................................ 
TAAAAATTAAAAATCTTAAATTTTTCTTTAAGATTTATAAGAGGACTCAGTAAAGGCTGT 
GCTGGCAATAACATCAAACTACTGAATTCTTTAAGAACTCCTTGGAGATTATTATTTTGC 
ATGACATAACTAAATATCTTAATGATTGACTTAATTACTTAGATGTCAGTCTGTATGTTT 
TTGGTGTCGTAAGTACAAAGCTTAGAACTGCTACTTTTAGGGCCAGGAGCAGTGGCTAAC 
GCCTGTAATCACAACACTTTGGGAGGCTCAGTCAGGCGGATCACCTGAGGTCAGGAGTTT 
GAAACCAGCCTGCCCAACATGGTG AAACCCCGTCTC TACTAAAAATACAAAAATTAGCCA 
GGCATGGTGGCAGGCACCTGTAATCCCAGCTACTTGGGAGGCTGAGGCAGGAGAATCTCT 
TGAACCCGGGAGGTGGAGCTTGCAGCGAGCTGAGATTGTGCCATTGCACTCCAGACTGGG 
CGACCAGAGCGAAACTCCGTCTCAAAAAAGAAAAAAAAAATTACTTTTAAAACCAAGTAC 
TAGCTCATCTCTAAGTAATACTATTTAAGTAGGCAAAAGCCCCTGGAGGTCGCCTGAACT 
TTTTATACTCTTAGCTGAGGGGACAGAAGAGAAATGATATGACATTTACAGAAACCCCTA 
TGTGGCCTGGCCTCATTGGAATTTTTTCTGTTAGTTAAATAAAGACCATTTGTTTCTATT 
GATTAAAAACAAAATTATTCATATAATGGGTTCAAGAAAACAAATTATTTCCCTAATGGA 
CAGTGTAGGTCAGGACTAGAAGCAAACAAGGATCTTCTATCCCTCACACATCTCAACACT 
CAAGCAAAAACTCAAAGAAAACAATGATACTGATGGCCACGTCATGCACCGTGCTCACAC 
AAGGATGCCAAGAGGCTTCATATGTGTTCCTTACCTGGACCCTTTTCACTGGATCAGAAA 
CATGGATGTCTTAGTCTGATAGGCATCCTCTGCTAATGCATTTTAAATGATTGAATCAAT 
AATTTGATGGGCCACTTTTTATAAGATGCTACGATATCCTATGAAGCACTATTAAAATAT 
TCATTTTTCTGCACACCAGATGTGGCCCAATTGTTAATAACCAATATTGGTTCTCTGGCA 
AAAGGAGCAAAGGCAGCCCTCTAAGATATTCCTCACTGATATTCCATTTTTCAGTGGGTA 
GGGAGACATGAGTAGGAAGCAAATCTGGGTCCCTGCACCCACGATCTTGGTGCCATCAAA 
GTGCCACTGCTGGCAGGTTCCTGGGCACCATCTGAGACCAACCCCACTGTGAGGTTGAAG 
GAGGCTGATCAGAACAGTGGTCCTCCACCTCCTCCCTGACACCTTGGGAAGATGACTTCC 
CAAGTCATCTTCTATTTATGTGGTCTTATTCCCATAACTGGGGCCAGATGATCCCACCCT 
GGGAAGACTGGGGAAATACCCAGAATGCTGACCTGAAAGTCCAATTTTCCCAATGTTTCT 
ACTGTTCCCATGTCAAAAGTCTTTGGGCAAAATCTCCCAGGCTTGAGAGATTTCAATCCA 
GCCTGGATCACCTCTCCACTTCCTCCATCCCAGAGTGAAATTAAAAATCCCATCTGCTGT 
CAATGAGGAGTCCCTTCAGGCCCTAAAGTTTAGGAAGAGGAATCCCTATCTTGTCTTCTT 
CACTGTCATCCCAGCACATCAGTTACTTAAAACAACCCAATTTCAAGAACTGATAGACCT 
TCATTTCTGGACACACCAAAAACAAGCAAATTCCAGAGGATCAGCTTCAGGGTGGCAGAA 
TGGAAGGAGTAAAAGCCAACCACGGGGCCAGGTGCAGTGGCTCACGCCTGTAATCCCAGC 
ACTTTGGGAGGCTGAGGTGGGCAGGTCACCTGAGGTCAGGAGTTCAAGACCAGCCTGGTC 
AACATGGTGA AACCCCGTCTC TATTAAAAACACAAAATATTAGCCAGGCATGGTGGCGGG 
CGCTGGTAGTCCCAGCTACTCGGGAGGCTGAGGCTGGAGAATCACTTGAACCCAGGAGGC 
GGAGATTGTGGTGAGCCAAGATTGCACCACTGCACTCCAGCCTGGGTGGCGAGTGAAACT 
CCATCTGAAATAACAACAACAAAAAGCCAACCATGGGATCTGTGGCACAGCTCTCACTTC 
.................................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................................... 
 
/* ------------------------------------------------------- */ 
 
 
// Contents of a typical output (matched patterns along with line numbers  
// from the input DNA sequence database) in text format 
// only a few records are shown 
// -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
............................................................................................................................................................. 
............................................................................................................................................................. 
9145:GAAACCAGCCTGCCCAACATGGTGAAACCCCGTCTCTACTAAAAATACAAAAATTAGCCA 
9172:AACATGGTGAAACCCCGTCTCTATTAAAAACACAAAATATTAGCCAGGCATGGTGGCGGG 
9555:GGTCAGGAGTTCAAGACCAGCTTGGCCAACATGGCGAAACCCCGTCTCTACTAAAAATAC 
................................................................................................................................................................. 
............................................................................................................................................................. 
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The matched patterns are highlighted in the input database and its output. The observed results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1; It is 
observed that there is a linear relationship between Database Size and Execution Time. 
 
 

Table 1: Observed Results 
INPUT 

DATABASE 
SIZE 
(NO OF 

RECORDS) 

RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3 

OUTPUT 
(NO OF 

RECORDS) 

Hit 
Ratio 
(% 

Match) 

Execution 
Time in 

milliseconds 

OUTPUT 
(NO OF 

RECORDS) 

Hit 
Ratio 

(% 
Match) 

Execution 
Time in 

milliseconds 

OUTPUT 
(NO OF 

RECORDS) 

Hit 
Ratio 

(% 
Match) 

Execution 
Time in 

milliseconds 

1038545 
(h1.txt) 

2372 
(pat1h1out) 

.2284 180 
2504 

(pat2h1out) 
0.2411 369 

2527 
(pat3h1out) 

0.2433 421 

2077090 
(h2.txt) 

3435 
(pat1h2out) 

.1654 319 
3633 

(pat2h2out) 
0.1749 687 

3696 
(pat3h2out) 

0.1779 815 

3115635 
(h3.txt) 

4557 
(pat1h3out) 

.1462 450 
4815 

(pat2h3out) 
0.1545 944 

4910 
(pat3h3out) 

0.1576 1132 

 

 
 
Conclusion 
   
The search algorithm for a DNA sequence  database has been dealt with in this paper. The present work has potential applications in 
Bioinformatics and related areas. The experimental work can be extended to heterogeneous databases stored at geographically dispersed 
locations. Data Mining techniques such as classification and clustering can be applied over these DNA sequence databases and 
interestingness measures can be computed. 
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Abstract. In this paper we present the design and implementation of Model Reference Adaptive Controllers 
(MRAC) for a DC servo motor using two different sample rates at the input and output of the controlled system. 
In the experiments described in the paper we have used two classical design methods for model reference 
adaptive controllers: (1) the gradient method and (2) design based on Lyapunov stability theory. We have 
shown the advantages and disadvantages of both methods for the dual-rate control of the DC servomotor: (1) 
the design based on the gradient computation is easier, but some controllers does not perform well enough for 
practical use; and (2) the design based on Lyapunov stability theory is more difficult and theoretically tedious, 
but it obtains controllers for which closed-loop stability is ensured.  
 
Introduction 

In this paper we present the design and implementation of Model Reference Adaptive Controllers (MRAC) [1, 2, 3] for a DC servo 
motor using two different sample rates at the input and output of the controlled system. We assume that there are two different sample 
rates involved:  

 
 A slow sample rate which corresponds to the acquisition of the signals from the servo motor sensors (speed or position), and  
 A high sample rate, which corresponds to the computations needed to obtain the control signal (input to the system).  

 
If we had to use just one sample rate, then we would use the slow sample rate and the whole system would be slowed down by the 
acquisition rate of the sensors signals. In the controllers described in this paper, we use some dual-rate control techniques combined with 
the adaptive controllers to achieve a better performance than using one sample rate. 

In the experiments described in the paper we have used two classical design methods for model reference adaptive controllers:  
 
(1) The gradient method, and  
(2) The design based on Lyapunov stability theory.  
 
We have shown the advantages and disadvantages of both methods for the dual-rate control of the DC servomotor:  
 
(1) The design based on the gradient computation is easier, but some controllers does not perform well enough for practical use; and 
(2) the design based on Lyapunov stability theory is more difficult and theoretically tedious, but it obtains controllers for which 

closed-loop stability is ensured.  
 
Moreover, the use of two different sample rates in the experiments shows that the designed controllers are suitable for industrial 

environments in which the system sensors are slow or the controlled system is located in a remote area and the data acquisition is much 
slower than the computation of the control signals.  

 
Model Reference Adaptive Controllers 

An Adaptive Controller is a controller that must adapt its behavior to a controlled system with parameters which change, or are initially 
indeterminate. For example, as an aircraft flies, its mass will slowly decrease as a result of fuel consumption; a control law is needed that 
adapts itself to such changing conditions.  

Basically, there are two kinds of adaptive controllers: Self-Tuning Regulators (STR) and Model-Reference Adaptive Controllers 
(MRAC). In this paper we only give the simulation tasks and tools that we have use for MRAC controllers. The results presented in this 
paper are expected to be similar when using Self-Tuning Regulators. 

 
Gradient Method 
The gradient method consists on the minimization of the difference (model error) between de output of the system and the output of the 

model [1,3]. In our experiments we have used the typical error function to minimize: 
 

θ e                                                                                                                                                                          (1) 

 
where e is the model error. The parameters of the controller are updated according to the gradient: 

 

                                                                                                                                                      (2) 

 
where γ is the adaptation gain. In our experiments we have used an RST controller as the non-adaptive module. 
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Lyapunov Stability Method 
The Lyapunov stability method is based on the second Lyapunov stability method [1, 3]. This theorem stablishes that, given a system  

 
, 		; 			 0, 0                                                                                                                                                                       (3) 

 
where x is the state vector (n-dimensional), then if we can find a real function ,  (Lyapunov function), such as (1) 0, 0; (2) V is 
differentiable with respect to x and t; (3) V is positive-definite, then a sufficient condition for the asintotic stability in the equilibrium point 
(x=0) is that ,  is negative-definite. Using this theorem, and assuming that the state vector x is the model error, e, which we want to 
minimize, it is possible to design adaptive controllers which are stable. 
 
Model Reference Adaptive Control of a DC Motor 

Using the methods outlined in the previous section, we have designed adaptive controllers for a DC motors, using two different 
sampling rates for the input and output of the system (dual-rate controller). The system used in the experiment and the data acquisition 
card used in the experiments are shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Servomotor (Feedback) and data acquisition card use in the experiments. 
 
 
Figure 2 shows the adaptive control scheme used to control the system (gradient descent, using Simulink [4]). In this scheme we have 
simulate two different sampling rates at the input and output using two different samples in the Simulink model. We have used three 
different first-order models in all the experiments: G1, which is different to the system and has its pole at the left of the pole of the system; 
G2, which is similar to the system; and G1, which is different to the system and has its pole at the right of the pole of the system. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Adaptive control scheme used in the experiments 
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Tables 1 and 2 show the settling time (in seconds) of the model error signal, for the gradient method and the Lyapunov method, 
respectively. This settling time represents the time needed by the system to adapt to the model output. We can see that for small 
adaptation gains, the settling time increases, but the adaptation is more precise. On the other hand, if the adaptation gain increases, then 
the system needs less time to adapt its behavior to the model, but the adaptation is less precise. In the results presented in these tables, 
the relation between the two different sample rates is ∙ , where  is the input sample rate and  is the output sample rate. 
 
 

Table 1. Time needed to adapt the system output to the model, gradient method (seconds). 
 

Gamma Gm1 Gm2 
Step   
Gamma = 0.5 4.5 4 
Gamma = 0.09 15 10 
Ramp   
Gamma = 0.5 14 12 
Gamma = 0.09 22 20 
Sine   
Gamma = 0.5 1 4 
Gamma = 0.09 4 7 

 
 
 
 

Table 2. Time needed to adapt the system output to the model, Lyapunov method (seconds). 
 

Gamma Gm1 Gm2 
Step   
Gamma = 0.5 3 3.5 
Gamma = 0.09 4 4 
Ramp   
Gamma = 0.5 10 8 
Gamma = 0.09 15 14 
Sine   
Gamma = 0.5 3 4 
Gamma = 0.09 2 3 

 
 
 
Figure 3 shows an example of the adaptation process for a sinusoidal reference input for the system and the model. In this figure we can 
see that, in this case (Lyapunov method), the time needed by the system to adapt its output to the output of the model is 5 seconds and the 
system remains stable and properly adapted even if the adaption mechanism is turned off. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Example of adaptation for the servomotor: the output of the system and the output of the model (the periodic signal). 
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Conclusion 

In this paper we have shown some experiments designed to show the behavior of two typical model reference adaptive conrollers 
when two different sample rates are present. We have shown the advantages and disadvantages of two classical adaptive methods for the 
dual-rate control of the DC servomotor: the gradient descent method and a method based on the Lyapunov stability theory. The 
conclusions obtain for each method are the following: (1) The design based on the gradient computation is easier, but some controllers 
does not perform well enough for practical use; and (2) the design based on Lyapunov stability theory is more difficult and theoretically 
tedious, but it obtains controllers for which closed-loop stability is ensured. The use of two different sample rates in the experiments shows 
that the designed controllers are suitable for industrial environments in which the system sensors are slow or the controlled system is 
located in a remote area and the data acquisition is much slower than the computation of the control signals.  
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Abstract. The main objective in the planning of the welding trajectories is to keep this process without 
interrupts and to keep speed of this process in predefined range. Also the direction and the distance of the 
welding tool must be kept in these predefined parameters. The more precise are kept these technology 
requirements the higher quality of the welding process we get. There are various problems in welding of the 
large-capacity tanks and pipes – such as the problem of the positioning of the welding tool on greater 
distances, the problem of directing of the welding tool to guarantee the quality of the weld and also the welding 
time should be minimized. The positioning of the tool over the point of the welding can be done in several 
ways. It can be done by moving of the workpiece in different directions and/or it is possible by positioning of the 
tool itself. The aim of this article is to present some special welding situations that may occur in the welding 
process of high-capacity tanks. One way to solve this problem is to optimize the positioning of the welding tool 
with using of the evolutionary computing and with using of the virtual model of the welding machine. In this 
article are presented the criteria, with which is evaluated each solution, generated by the evolutionary 
computing. The basic environment for testing of the kinematic behavior of welding machine in various 
situations is the ADAMS/View environment, and as an optimization tool is used application developed in our 
department. In conclusion, this paper outlines the possibility of improvement of welding processes with 
additional equipment and procedures. 
 
Introduction 

The welding of large tanks and pipes brings new additional technical problems compared to the welding of smaller units. Tanks or 
boilers with big size are characterized by the fact that to these units are cut holes with various dimensions and to which are pipes to be 
welded. Tanks are usually cylindrical in shape, causing that the attachment edge of additional pipes has non-trivial weld trajectory. 
Example of such a trajectory is on fig. 1. The shape of such a trajectory then causes problems with learning of the welding robot and 
problems with the robot motion planning. It is necessary to create such trajectory where are met the parameters of used technology –  the 
desired direction of the welding tool and movement of the tool over the welding trajectory at desired speed. The welding technology creates 
the necessary requirements such as the welding speed by concurrent tracking of the trajectory and the direction of the welding tool. These 
requirements can be secured in several ways: 

 with positioning of the welding tool, 
 with positioning of the workpiece itself, 
 concurrent positioning of the workpiece and the welding tool 

Most number of the welding robots have five or more degrees of freedom. The positioning device of the workpiece usually has also at 
least two degrees of freedom. With such configuration arise many possibilities to create the welding trajectories. If are counted in possible 
beginnings and ends of welding trajectories (it is possible to divide some trajectories into several continuous sections), the number of 
options increases even more. The situation may be complicated by the nature of the workpiece - at some points the welding tool can't reach 
desired position - just for lack of space (for example fig. 1 – space between the smaller pipes). Often is by the welding process required, 
that the welding trajectory can not be divided (or at least the count of trajectory interruptions is minimal), and at the same time it is 
necessary to avoid the singular points (the unreachable positions). The following subsection shows the different models of machines for 
welding or cutting.  
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a) overall view 

 

 
b) top view 

 

 
c) view from side 

Fig. 1  Example of the workpiece 
 
Possible configurations of welding machines 

Some possible configurations of welding/cutting machines are shown in fig. 2. All models are presented as models in ADAMS/View 
environment. Concept no. 5 is a classic orthogonal welding machine, with a rotating welding tool. It has five degrees of freedom - three 
linear and two rotary. Concept no. 1 is a classic welding robot with five degrees of freedom. Concept no. 2 is a concept no. 1 supplemented 
with the positioning system of the workpiece. The robot and the positioning system together have seven degrees of freedom. Concept no. 
3 is a somewhat exotic model of welding machine. Inside the blue circle is placed manipulator with six degrees of 
freedom. The blue ring is possible to turn a full circle and with the portal can move a linear movement along the entire length of the 
machine. This concept can reach any place outside of the workpiece. This concept has in total eight degrees of freedom. For purposes of 
this article has been analyzed the concept of no. 2 with three simple trajectories. 

 
a) Concept no. 1 

 
b) Concept no. 5 

 
c) Concept no. 4 

 
d) Concept no. 3 

 
e) Concept no. 2 

Fig. 2 Configurations of welding/cutting machines 
 

Mathematical model of the machine 
The used system has seven degrees of freedom. As the basic position of the machine configuration was determined fully outstretched 

arm upward and the basic position of the positioner is horizontal. There were determined transformation matrices between the coordinate 
systems of the arm (gradually from system S5 to coordinate system S). In the case of the positioner, there were determined transformation 
matrices from coordinate system S to system S12. The origin of the global coordinate system S is placed in the beginning of the S0 and 
orientation of the axes of the system S is shown in fig. no. 3 top right.  

The coordinate system S0 is associated with a rotating base of the robotic arm. The rotation of the basis can be determined by the 
angle α0. The range of the angle rotation α0 is <-π, π> radians. The coordinate system S1 is connected to the main arm. The coordinate 
system S1 is rotated with respect to the system S0 about axis z1 and the rotation itself is expressed by the angle α1. The range of rotation is 
from <-π/2, 0>. The coordinate system S2 is connected to the secondary arm (forearm). The coordinate system S2 is shifted from S1 and 
can be rotated about the axis z2. The rotation of the coordinate system is expressed by the angle α2 and has the range is -3π/4 to 3π/4 
radians.  

The coordinate system S3 is associated with the rotating wrist of robot. The origin of the coordinate system S3 is shifted with regard to 
the system S2 distance a2. The coordinate system is rotated with respect to S2 and the rotation can be expressed by the rotational angle α3 
with the range <-π, π> radians. 
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Fig. 3 The coordinate systems of concept no. 2 

 

The coordinate system S4 is connected to the second part of 
the wrist. To this system is mounted the welding tool. The origin 
of the coordinate system S4, compared to the beginning of the 
coordinate system S3 is moved by a distance of a3. The 
coordinate system S4 can be rotated, the rotation axis is the axis 
z4. The rotation is expressed by the angle α4 with range <-3π/4, 
3π/4> radians. 

The origin of the coordinate system S5 is the position of the 
working point of the welding tool. The coordinate system 
beginning is shifted from S4 over to distance a4.  

The coordinate system S10 is a coordinate system of the 
positioner. This system is shifted compared to the beginning of 
the system S in distance a in the direction of the x axis. The 
coordinate system S10 is rotated about the axis z10, and the 
rotation angle is expressed by α10 with the range <-π, π> 
radians. This coordinate system expresses the rotation of the 
workpiece in a horizontal plane.  

The coordinate system S11 is a coordinate system ot the 
table itself. This coordinate system is rotated about the axis of 
z11. The rotation angle if expressed by α11 with range <-π/2, 
π/2> radians. 

The last coordinate system S12 is the coordinate system of 
the workpiece. This coordinate system is tight connected to the 
workpiece and it doesn't moving to the respect of previous 
coordinate system S11.  

Based on these definitions and fig. 3 were determined the 
transformation matrices between the coordinate systems and 
also the inverse problem was solved. The basis for solving the 
inverse task was to calculate the movement of the wrist to the 
desired trajectory (calculation of the required positions of S4 in 
the global coordinate system with help of transformations 
matrices of the positioner) . 

The rest of the task was then divided into three parts - α0 calculate the desired angle to the planar position of S4, then were calculated 
the angles α1 and α2 based on a determined plane with positioning systems S1, S2 and S4. The third part is the determination of angles α3 
and α4 with help of the supporting plane S3, S4 and S5. 
 

Trajectories used in optimization process 
In the welding process of large-scale boilers and pipes can possibly occur various situations (for example small space between 

components that are to be welded, welding from inside of workpiece). In the case of jobbing contracts (small number series) can really 
occur any situation. This article is aimed to analyze some simple situations that may occur during welding process (or cutting process), and 
to verify the possibility to optimize trajectory planning of more complex systems. For this reason were outlined simple circle trajectory in 
three variants: trajectory no. 1 - the welding tool direction is always perpendicular, trajectory no. 2 - welding tool changes his directions from 
perpendicular to 45 degrees and back (outside of the circle oriented) and trajectory no. 3 the welding tool changes his direction from 
perpendicular to 45 degrees and back (inside oriented - example is in fig. 4 – lines represent direction of welding tool). All three trajectories 
represents the requirement for the positioning of the welding tool. For each point of the trajectory is determined the direction of welding tool. 
The situations present only simple variations, which can be used to optimization of joint angle trajectories for machine learning in the 
particular cases. 

 
Fig. 4 Example of trajectory used in optimization process 

 
 

The optimization process – inputs, criterion and results 
As optimization tool was used genetic alghoritm, implemented in a application and developed in our department. The  optimization 

strategy was determined as follows: for the specified trajectory (such as in figure 4, it is in principle the requirement of the welding 
technology) is randomly determined inital welding point and direction of motion. Each of the three tested relatively simple trajectories were 
composed from about 50,000 points, eg. the starting point could be any of them. The direction of motion could be clokwise or 
counterclockwise. By experiments was also randomly determined the movement of the positioner of the workpiece. The movement or  
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position of the positoner was generated with various methods: 

 constant angle α10 and α11, (they were randomly generated in range of each joint),  
 constant angle velocity for α10 and α11, (the acceleration was not under consideration, but the range of velocities was relatively low) 
 angles α10 and α11 were generated as angle function of time (for example - sin, cos. Also other functions have been considered, of 

course, with the parameters derived from the desired trajectory). 
 combinations of previous methods. 
These parameters are componets of genetic string in the process of optimization with genetic algoritms. With these parameters is 

calculated the inverse task for the manipulation robot with welding tool. The reason is, that it makes no sense to generate random angles 
in the joint variables, when the clear position of the robotic arm can be calculated. 

If it is successfully calculated for the whole trajectory, the evaluation process continues with evaluation in the ADAMS/View 
environment, where is analyzed the reachability for the points of the trajectory (for example whether any unwanted contact with the  
material arises). In the ADAMS/View environment are also analyzed the torques, and the traveled angles in each joint of the machine. The 
tool ADAMS/View is a simpler option for evaluating the proposed trajectories, especially in terms of multicriteria optimization. The 
calculated angles α0, α1, α2, α3 and α4 and generated waveforms or fixed positions for angles α10 and α11 (angles of the positioner of 
workpiece) were used as inputs to model in ADAMS/View environment. From the performance in the ADAMS/View is calculated the fitness 
of an individual. After number of generations are obtained results of the optimization – initial point for welding, required  movements in each 
joint of the machine. The results of optimization can also be used as a guide for the operation of the machine in particular case or for 
automatic import of data in the required language. In the optimization process is used the next criterion to evaluate the success of set of 
parameters: 
 

 
where wi – weight of criterion in joint i, αi – angle in joint i, n - number of joints 
In this case it is a very simple test which can be obtained using the results from the inverse transformation. But by testing only with the 

results of the inverse task it is not possible to assess conflict situations, torques and forces of the mechanism. Weight for the assessment 
were determined by the peak torques in the joints of the machine. If the inverse problem has no solution or conflict situation occurred during 
the simulation in ADAMS/View, the individual is excluded from further optimization. The optimization was used standard structure of 
evolution, as for the example [5,6,7]. The optimization process was performed with a 100 of individuals and the number of generations was 
set at 200 A total of 60 experiments were carried out - 20 for each trajectory. The time of the calculation with computer with four processor 
cores and one evolution was approximately one hour.  

As the result of the optimization, it was found that in all three cases was the positioner and the arm set to initial position, and then 
begann the tracing using the manipulator, while the positioner was fixed. The obtained results are summarized in tab. 1. The final direction 
of motion of the gripper is missing, because in this case it does not matter in which direction will ti go - it is a circular trajectory and value 
criteria is the same for both directions, whether clockwise or counterclockwise. 
 

Table 1. Results of optimization 
Traj. nr. Initial point Angle α10 Angle α11 Crit. value 

1 The furthest point from manipulator 0 degrees, not moving 29 degrees, not moving 1.4433 
2 The furthest point from manipulator 0 degrees, not moving 24 degrees, not moving 1.3226 
3 The nearest point from manipulator 0 degrees, not moving 25 degrees, not moving 1.6133 

 
Conclusion 

As seen from the end of the previous chapter and from tab. 1, the results are relatively simple instructions, on how to plan the 
movement of the machine, when it is necessary to realize the trajectory from fig. 4. It should also be noted, that the movements of the 
machine optimization was performed only for simple trajectories, but this experiments also show, that it is possible to perform more 
complex trajectories, only it is needed to assume a higher computational complexity of the process. In the near future, will be the main effort 
to obtain results of the optimization of the complex product as shown in fig. 1. and with concept from fig. 2e). During the project is the main 
task to reduce the computational complexity of the optimization process (by reducing the number of points of trajectories). 
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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to explore the cognitive mechanisms involved in intelligent lighting 
control systems in interior design for Hospitality. 
Hospitality, by definition, is “the quality or disposition of receiving and treating guests and strangers in a warm, 
friendly, generous way.” Lighting plays a significant role in setting the mood and atmosphere in an 
establishment. There is no single formula to abide by or a “one size fits all” approach. It is important to create a 
careful balance between style, simplicity, functionality, and energy efficiency. LED Lighting- "light emitting 
diodes"- is exceptionally qualified to fulfill all guests lighting needs. With an unsurpassed selection of track 
systems, curve able and flexible track systems, both line and low voltage, as well as recessed down lighting. 
Intelligent lighting control systems are becoming standard in the hotel industry where guest comforts and 
services are essential. An intelligent lighting control system, correctly specified, installed and maintained, 
provides programmable control of all interior design lighting, and creates an atmosphere which attracts repeat 
guests for dining, entertainment and accommodation. 
Lighting Control Systems enhance the visual impact of every hospitality experience. Great lighting delivers the 
immediate impression of style, quality and sophistication tuned to the changing needs of each type of space 
throughout the day - The advantages of using Lighting Control Systems 

 Mix light sources. LED, fluorescent HID under one seamless control system. 
 Set the perfect mood for each space according to time and activity 
 Control lighting effortlessly with manual, automatic and time clock programs 
 Make a statement: highlighting interior design and exterior features and finishes 
 Guests can relax in control of their luxurious surroundings 
 Built in energy management with extend lamp life, reduced maintenance and lower energy costs. 
 Integrate lighting with site-wide systems including, Security & Emergency Systems. 

 
Introduction. 
As the international hotel industry continues to re-invent itself in keeping with the latest evolutions of lifestyle, fashion and leisure, 
intelligent lighting control systems increasingly offer multiple benefits to developers and operators of quality hotel projects worldwide. 
These days the focus in hotel management is on attracting additional market share by appealing to a far more diverse clientele, including 
younger travellers and tourists interested in health and well-being. Hotel operational lighting requirements include ‘front-of-house’, 
food-and beverage, guest accommodation, entertainment venues, function / conference / 
seminar facilities, and architectural lighting. Multi-point programming/switching and the ability to operate with all types of standard and 
specialised lamps – as well as operational reliability, ease of maintenance and superb product support – are of paramount importance for 
any system controlling lighting for an industry which never closes and is expected to provide seamless 24-hour/365-day service to a 
discerning clientele. 

Intelligent Lighting Controls for Hospitality buildings. 
Intelligent lighting control systems are becoming standard in the hotel industry where guest comforts and services are essential. An 
intelligent lighting control system, correctly specified, installed and maintained, provides programmable control of all exterior and interior 
lighting, and creates an atmosphere which attracts repeat guests for dining, entertainment and accommodation. The recommended 
solution for quality hotels is installation of a complete-building lighting control system for controlling lights in all public and commercial 
areas, augmented by stand-alone or networked dimmers in guest rooms. 

Lighting to Enhance Visual Environment 
This will depend on the quantity and quality of light as well as surface characteristics and reflection factors. To enhance an interior, light will 
normally be varied in color, level and source. Variations of luminance and accentuation of certain areas or objects may be desirable. 
Experience and judgment will replace calculation and science in this type of design. Co-ordination with the architect or interior designer is 
very important here. The selection of strong colors for large parts of the interior would be better suited to a direct lighting scheme than an 
indirect one. Indirect lighting reflected from bright coloured interiors would become color distorted. Notwithstanding this, small areas of 
strong color are often necessary to provide visual stimulation in indirect lighting schemes. These areas should not be used to reflect light to 
the interior [1]. 

The State of LED Technology in interior design  
LEDs are solid-state semi-conductor devices that produce light. Because of the way they are constructed, the light they produce is highly 
directional. As with any light source, LEDs have certain characteristics and limitations which need to be understood from the interior 
designer before the technology can be utilized to its maximum potential [2]. 
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LEDs have some significant characteristics making them excellent general lighting sources: high source efficacy, optical control, extremely 
long operating lives and exceptional delivered lumens when used in a properly designed lighting system. In addition, LEDs also have a 
number of other favorable attributes. However, there are important technical limitations that must be understood in order to properly utilize 
these marvelous light sources in luminaries. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Types of lighting and lighting technology 

LED Technology & Optical Control  
Most light sources, when utilized in luminaries, produce uncontrolled light – 
resulting in “hot spots” and other discontinuities in the illumination. The elimination 
of uncontrolled light results in incredible uniformity. Beta LED luminaries are 
designed with patented Nano-Optic product technology, which controls the 
photometric distribution of the LED luminaries. Nano-Optic product technology uses 
precision, injection molded acrylic plastic covers over the LED package. Beta LED 
luminaries closely match the light distribution achieved with traditional reflectors 
and with the other light sources in use today. The increased uniformity allows the 
lighting designer to specify lower average light levels in a layout while maintaining 
or improving the minimums [3]. 
The result: Increased energy savings and a better quality of lighting design. 

Without 
Nano-Optic 

Product 
Technology 

 

With 
Nano-Optic 

Product 
Technology 

Fig 1 
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Dynamic lighting and planning techniques in interior design for Hospitality buildings. 
From reception through to ordering, to the courses and onto payment: even a simple restaurant visit follows a fixed sequence. 
Stenographic light can support and interpret such progressions and enhance them to create an atmospheric lighting experience. The story 
board here proves a useful tool in the visual planning of these progressions [5]. 
The basics of this method have already been introduced in the “Light and scenography” brochure. The key aspect on which to focus for a 
hotel or restaurant is to set up and complete an effective progression for the visit or event. The story board can be used to outline the 
movements of the guest in the room and along the timeline and to visualize the plot: the sophisticated lighting concept for the façade or the 
foyer should not suffer a loss in quality when the guest enters the next room. The light sequence is also influenced by the change in 
daylight conditions – even down to the light colors, the daylight white light of noon, for example, is perceived as inappropriate at night. 
Thus, the story board not only reflects the lighting concept with light quantity and contrasts of light and dark. It also reproduces parameters 
such as light colors and colored light. The dynamic effect of the light for evening scenes can be captured in a short series of images. The 
scenography of the light can be stored and is easily recalled for unique but specific events such as weddings, family parties, or theme 
nights. This gives the culinary experience a suitable atmospheric setting. 

 

Accent lighting 

Recessed luminaires or spotlights for 
tracks with narrow light distribution 
accentuate objects on walls or in the 
room. They are used to provide a focal 
glow. For the buffet in the restaurant, the 
flower arrangement at the entrance, or 
for works of art on the wall. 

Projection 

A play of brilliants is created by 
using luminaires for projections. 
Signs, texts and images are 
provided for information or as a 
decorative eye-catcher. Easy to 
exchange, they can even 
communicate a theme [4].  

One range luminaries 
Many lighting system provide the designer 
with a choice of light distributions in one 
range of luminaires to suit different 
applications. One range of outdoor 
luminaires can be used to illuminate open 
areas, pathways or facades. 

Pathway lighting 
Safe circulation on paths and in open 
areas is ensured by appropriate outdoor 
luminaries. A high level of visual comfort 
prevents glare in the evening hours [4]. 

Direct/indirect general lighting  

General lighting is used to provide rooms with 
basic lighting. Direct lighting ensures good 
modeling, while indirect emission casts hardly 
any shadows and produces soft forms. 

Vertical illuminance 

Wall washers with 
asymmetric light distribution 
ensure a uniform illu-
mination of the wall to 
highlight vertical surfaces 
and emphasise the spatial 
structure. 
The luminance on a vertical 
surface can be calculated 
using the point to point 
method or for a regular 
array of symmetrical 
luminaires:  
Average wall illuminance 
= average horizontal 
illuminance X wall to task 
illuminance ratio 

Fig 2 
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The benefits of interior design Lighting Controls 
The interior design Lighting Control Systems enable to not only create and enhance the overall experience, but reduce maintenance and 
energy costs as well [6].  

1. Enhance visual effects by highlighting • architecture or finishes  
2. Create different moods in different spaces • during different times of day  
3. Manage energy costs better with real-time • energy metering  
4. Extend lamp life by dimming to reduce expenses •  
5. Dim or turn lights OFF with time clock/sensors in • non-crucial spaces  

An application Matrix guide to interior design Lighting Controls for restaurant projects. (Case study) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working methods and interior planning techniques. 
In restaurant planning, consideration must be given to different situations involving a variety of visual tasks and a different atmosphere and 
interior design. The characteristics of these can be recorded separately and assigned to specific zones [7]. 
A key element in the design process is to understand the functional criteria of a visual task – such as the perception of size and contrast of 
details: the lighting in the kitchen or at the buffet must be of higher quality than in traffic zones. Further important factors include the color 
and surface structure to perceive subtle nuances of the food on the plate. Another component to be considered in the project analysis is 
the psychological requirements: should the restaurant be perceived as a whole or are private areas required in a larger room. In order to 
give guests the feeling of privacy, the lighting designer could base his concept on small zones for each table instead of using 
uniform-general lighting. In terms of architecture & interior design, the creation of zones can boost the perception of spatial order. The 
question of room shapes, modules, rhythms, and materials is used here as a starting point from which to design light and luminaries so as 
to provide a structure that enhances the appearance of the architecture. The lighting design develops different light moods for the 
individual zones, the dynamics of which in terms of brightness and light colors can tell independent stories or be combined to fit into an 

1.  Reception 
Brilliant light in the foyer 
welcomes the guests and 
makes the glasses sparkle. 
Individual directional 
luminaries break up the 
uniformity of the general 
lighting 

2. Lunch 
Intense brightness fills the 
room at noon. The 
dominating light colour is 
daylight white. General 
lighting supplements the 
daylight and reduces 
contrasts. The uniform light 
distribution in the room 
enhances the impression of 
an integrated whole 3. After-dinner speech 

During the after-dinner 
speech, a spotlight highlights 
and draws attention to the 
speaker. Subtle accents on 
the tables create private 
spaces 

4. Dinner 
Dimmed directional 
luminaries accentuate 
the tables with warm 
white light. Pastel colors 
on the curtain provide 
the background, while 
projections are used for 
additional attraction 

5. Dance and party 
Intense colors and sharp contrasts in 
a dynamic alternation create a 
stimulating, informal atmosphere. 

6. Conclusion 
Moon and stars are the key features in the night impression. Dimmed light with accents both on the 
tables and in the garden create the ideal atmosphere and bring the party to a perfect conclusion Fig 3 

Table 1 
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overall theme. The scenography can also change in the course of an evening, with dynamic progressions of light colors initially limited to 
the bar and later on extending over the entire room and out into the garden. To set up and recall light scenes for a specific zone, lighting 
control software with an easy to- use user interface is helpful. Through software control, the light scenes and operating devices can be 
flexibly assigned and adapted to meet new requirements as they arise [8]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results 
1. Lighting Control Systems enhance the visual impact of every hospitality experience by using an application Matrix guide to interior 

design Lighting Controls for Hospitality buildings. 
2. It is important to work experience (the story board) during the design of lighting in interior design for Hospitality buildings. As well as 

take advantage of modern technologies in the field of lighting in line with the preservation of the environment 
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1- Entrance: 
Effective accentuation 
of a “welcome mat” 
made of light for 
outdoors and indoors. 
Down lights provide 
homogeneous 
general lighting in the 
foyer. The reception 
and the cloakroom are 
handled according to 
the visual tasks 
required 

2- Bar:  
The dynamic play of 
colors of the backlit 
wall can be activated 
independently from 
the room light. 
Spotlights are used 
for the glare free 
illumination of the 
shelves and the bar. 
Pendant luminaries 
lower the light centre 
height above the high 
tables 

3- Restaurant: 
Individual light beams on each table 
create a private atmosphere. The 
cubicles provide separate zones with 
light scenes that can be individually 
controlled by the guests.. 

4- Private function room: 
The light scenes in a room for private functions need to be operated separately 
from the other rooms. Special light scenes for reception, talk, or dinner are 
adapted to meet changing requirements. 

5- Garden: 
The outside can, for example, be divided 
into two zones of different distance: the 
terrace with subdued general lighting and 
the planting area – accentuated by 
recessed floor luminaries and spotlights 

Fig 4 
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Abstract. This paper presents the experimental tests performed on a road vehicle, in dynamic laboratory in University 
Politehnica of Timisoara, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, concerning the pollution of an internal combustion engine in its 
operation with fuel mixture composed by gasoline + isobutene alcohol (IP – from 2-methyl-1-propanol), with percentages of 50% 
gasoline + 50 % isobutene, at full load and at partial load. The experimental results lead us to conclude that the concentration of 
CO2 in the exhaust gases is relatively high, both the IP50 engine operation and the operation of gasoline, but there are also 
advantages of using mixture IP50. We mentioned about the CO2 element because he is responsible for the greenhouse effect, 
air pollution and also for global warming effect, one of the most important problem what we have it today, and must be solved 
quickly. 
  
Introduction 

The road vehicles present advantages and disadvantages [1, 2] pollution by exhaust is the biggest problem when talking about cars. In 
this paper are presented the advantages offered by using an alternative fuels as energy source compared to the classics fuels. The 
reasons for which we considered alternatives fuel for internal combustion engine were those related to the nature of exhaust gases, global 
warming problems caused by the greenhouse effect – the air pollution in the whole world – the effect of carbon dioxide has a high level, as 
real is possible, the consequences of the rules becoming stricter on regulating the amount of CO2 discharged by road vehicles, and 
alternative options proposed and applied on the energy sources used to obtain mechanical work, pay attention to the engineer on the field 
[3, 16]. 
 
Technical data and experiments research 

Isobutene, which in nomenclature is called 2-methyl-1-propanol, with the molecular formula C4H10O, was chosen as an alternative 
energy source for the internal combustion engine [4, 5], the table 1 presenting, compared with gasoline, two of these fuel characteristics. 
The first attempts to use alcohol as energy sources for heat engines were during the '70s, the first oil crisis, the advantages are low cost 
and availability of this new solution. Compared with gasoline, isobutene is superior to gasoline, as fuel, and thermal efficiency values are 
higher, being a very good solution for high compression engines due to high octane.The advantage of higher octane combutibil is that it 
allows certain engine parameters, such as compression ratio, be modified, the consequences are high power and low power consumption 
[6]. Below are presented, compared, two characteristics of fuels used in our experiementa research. 

 
Table1. Comparative characteristics of fuels used in experiments 

 Gasoline Isobutene Gasoline + Isobutene 50% + 50% 
Qi [kJ / kg] 43500 30447 36936 

ρfuel[kg/m3] 760 780 770 

 
One of the method to obtain the isobutene alcohol is the combination of water at high pressure with active catalysts, and to 

separate alcohol from water, it resort to distilling. Isobutene is widely useful as an additive to prevent freezing of water in the tank or on the 
pipeline. The experimental research was conducted in Automotive Dynamics Laboratory of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, 
University Politehnica of Timisoara. Pollutant measurements were made in order to see the benefits afforded by the alternative fuel used, 
concerning the nature of components by exhaust, like CO, CO2, NOx, HC and O2. The vehicle tested bearing the Opel Omega A, vehicle is 
equipped with an internal combustion engine, fuelled with multipoint injection system Bosch Motronic. As experimental attempts to be 
close to real engine running conditions, were kept all auxiliary systems which equipped the car and no major changes was made. Table 2 
shows the characteristics of the vehicle.  
 

Table2. Features test car, opel omega A 
Maximum Power [KW] Maximum Torque [Nm] Displacement [cm3] Reaming x Stroke [mm] Compression ratio 

85 at 5200 rpm 170 at 260 rpm 1998 86 X86 9.2 
Maximum speed[rpm] Supply  Fuel pressure [bar] Firing order Exhaust control 
6400  Bosch Motronic 1.5 

Injection 
2.5 – 3 on the ramp injector 1-3-4-2 Oxygen probe, 

catalytic convertor 
Distribution Valves dimension [mm] Advance at opening Delay in closing Maximum lift height 
One camshaft in the 

piston head 
AD EV AD EV AD EV 6.67 
41.8 36.5 23 60 71 35 
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The experimental test stand was a Dyno Maha LPS 3000, consisting of: user interface, a remote control that can be activated in-vehicle, 

and roller, that are coupled to the eddy brake. Stand for power measurements can provide measurements for powers up to 520 kW with a 
maximum running speed of 250 km / h. The stand also features two more auxiliary modules, one for simulating air flow, to simulate the 
vehicle running on the road, and another module that monitors temperature, pressure and relative humidity environment. For measurements 
of pollution [7, 8], we used the program running at constant speed for speeds of 50 km / h and 100 km / h. Table 3 is presented the 
characteristics of Maha Dyno. 

 
Table3. Maha roller stand characteristics 

Maximum axle load [kg] Diameter rollers [mm] Distance between the roller axis [mm] Speed range [rpm]
2500 318 540 0….10000

Maximum power at wheel [kW] Maximum speed at wheel [kW] Maximum wheel traction [kN] Precision [%]

260 250 6 ± 2from 
measured values

 
AVL DiCom 4000 gas analyser allows the measurement of pollutant species found in the exhaust gases (CO, CO2, NOx, HC), 

and calculating the excess air ratio, λ, based on measured values of these pollutant species.  
As we know, the amount of air aspirated by the engine is based on throttle opening and engine rotation mode. These quantities 

are difficult to keep under control therefore the amount of gasoline, in our case IP50 mixture, will be that it should be adjusted depending on 
the amount of air. 

To determine the main parameters of the intake process is necessary, in advance, we have to calculate or to adopt some sizes, 
like: 

1. Theoretical density of the fluid fresh, ρ0ff – for this engine, thermal engine, and the density of the fresh fluid is different from the 
air density, because the intake fresh fluid is a mixture between air and fuel. In this case, the equation for theoretical density is: 

∙ , (1) 

Were fρ calculated with equation 
	

	

, (2) 

Were 
fρ	–	density correction factor	
ρ0a=1,185 kg/m3 – air density at ambient temperature T0=298 K and at ambient pressure p0= 0.1 MPa 
λ – excess air coefficient 
Ga min≈15 kg air/kg fuel - minimum quantity of air required for a complete combustion of 1 kg fuel 
Rf=73 J/kg·K and Ra=287 J/kg·K - the constant characteristic for fuel and for air 
2. Ambient pressure, p0 – reference pressure of ambient is p0=99kPa ≈ 0.1MPa 
3. The initial temperature, T0 (the temperature of the air in the engine compartment from where the aspiration is made) – T0=298K 
4. Heating degree of fresh fluid,  - it take into consideration that the fresh fluid heats from the walls during the intake process 

influencing the density (decreasing the density), and it can be calculated with the formula: 

θ , (3) 

Were, 
∆T – temperature variation of the fresh fluid as a consequence of the heat received from the walls. Usually are used θ= (1.06...1.15). 
5. Adiabatic component of fresh fluid, ka – is adopted – for spark ignition engine is ka= (1.33...1.35) 
6. Speed of sound in fresh fluid, aff - is adopted – for spark ignition engine is aff= (310...315)m/s 
Much more element is adopted or calculates, including: after filling coefficient (φaf), flow weighted average coefficient (μsa), section 

litres of throttle (st), supercharging pressure (ps), global coefficient of resistance of the route of intake (ζa). After calculation or adopting 
these parameters, we can go forward for calculating the elements required for the intake process. 

The filling coefficient of the cylinder, ηv, with fresh air is an equation which can be solved by experimental research or by graphics. 

∙

∙ ∙
1 1 ∙ 1 1.8 ∙ 10 1

∙
, (4) 

 
If the engine is with inlet natural, that pgk=pge=(0.105...0.120)MPa, and  

press=p0=0.1MPa, but if the engine is supercharged, the relation for pgk is: 

1    (5) 

A solution of this equation is presented in the following graph. The equation has  
two parts: the left side (Lt) and the right side (Rt). To solve the equation means is to  
find, by testing, the filling coefficient ηv for which Lt = Rt to at least the second decimal  
place. Testing is made for different filling factors in the range ηv = 0.70 ... 0.92. 

Another element which must be calculated is manifold gas pressure, pgm,  

5 ∙ 10 1 ∙ ,          (6) 

Were press=p0=0.1 MPa 
The coefficient of waste gases γr must be adopted, if the intake is supercharged, or  

calculated, if the intake is natural, with the formula:     Fig. 1 The graphic solution for ηv 

∙ ∙  (7) 

Lt 
Rt Lt 

Rt

0,70 0,92 vsolution 

Lt=Rt
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Also it must be calculated the followed elements: fresh gas pressure at the end of intake process (pi), fresh gas temperature at the end 
of intake process (Ti), the average speed of gas in the gallery and under the intake valve (  and ), the amounts of air (Ga min and 
Gar=λ·Ga min), constant characteristic of fresh fluid (Rff), the theoretical and real consumption of fresh fluid (c0ff), real consumption of air and 
fuel of the entire engine (ca, cf and ce), fuel consumption per 100km (cc), consumption per cycle and per cylinder (theoretical mass, real 
mass and total mass). 

Pollutant measurements were performed for two cases, namely partial load and full load, [9, 10, 11]. The graphs shows the curves 
associated to engine adaptation for the operation with isobutene, also for operation with fuel mixture and the reference position was taken 
the operation with 100% gasoline. Since the catalytic converter is programmed to run at maximum efficiency, the injection system of the 
vehicle will keep the mixture in the 0.98 <λ <1.002. This mode is provided to reduce nitrogen oxides, [12, 13], and unburned HC and CO 
oxidation. In the following, we present the graphs derived from measurements:  

 

  
Fig. 2 CO2 concentration in the exhaust gases at full loads Fig. 3 O2 concentration in exhaust gases from partial load 

 

  
Fig. 4 Evolution of excess air ratio λ at full loads  Fig. 5 Concentration of CO in exhaust gases at partial load 
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Fig. 6 HC concentration in exhaust gases at full load  Fig. 7 HC concentration in exhaust gases at partial load 
 

  
Fig. 8 The concentration of NOx in exhaust gases at full load Fig. 9 The concentration of NOx in exhaust gases at partial load 
 
Conclusion 
The pollution problem must be solved today, that's why we made these pollutant measurement and we used an alternative solution 

for fuel. The two fuel, gasoline and isobutene, are from different sources, but the nature of the exhaust gas, can be observed that the 
differences are not very big, of course, but both have the advantages and disadvantages when are compared. Analysing one by one each 
element of exhaust gases, we note that the concentration of CO2 in the exhaust gases is relatively high, both the engine operation IP50 
and the operation of gasoline. Gasoline stations, commercial gasoline, have a carbon content of 85-88% and 12-15% hydrogen, which 
may be reason to concentrations of 12% of CO2 for gasoline. Regarding the oxygen, through the excess air ratio, λ values are relatively the 
same as for gasoline and still slightly higher. In the carbon monoxide case, the vehicle disposes less CO, quantitatively, for IP50, 
especially at full load, and this is an advantage for isobutene. Unburned hydrocarbons are very few quantitative on this case IP50, both at 
full load and partial load, on the graphics can be observed the differences, and also the functioning vehicle advantage with the mixture 
IP50, for this case of HC. But the NOx concentrations are not within the acceptable limits, running at full load doubling or even tripling the 
quantitative values emitted by motor operation with IP50 mixture. The final conclusion at the end of experimental research, concerning the 
quality of engine exhaust gases on Opel Omega A in its operation with petrol + isobutene mixture in concentration of 50% + 50%, are: the 
car behaves normally kept in its operation parameters acceptable performance, the major advantage of this fuel is the hydrocarbons case, 
where the quantities emitted are much lower than for gasoline operation. Note that, have not been made major functional changes to the 
motor vehicle, thus the behaviour of the engine operation with mixture IP50 proves to be advantageous on exhaust gas quality. The 
alternative fuels will soon find the place for vehicles, taking into account any adjustments to increase performance and reduce vehicle 
exhaust gas quantity to run these vehicles with alternative fuels, one of them being the IP50.Today's scientists are searching solutions to 
reduce the CO2 from the atmosphere [14, 15], concerning the human health and nature health, and all the alternative solution for thermal 
engine, as sources energy, is a new chance for a better life. 
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Abstract. We have created nanofibers of the biopolymer alginate and have investigated their 
ability to sequester the toxic metal lead from aqueous solutions. The noted capacity of 
alginate to biosorb metals makes it a compelling candidate material for biological purification 
of metal-contaminated drinking water. Nanofibers were produced by electrospinning 
aqueous solutions of alginate and polyethylene oxide in a high voltage electric field, 
producing fibers with diameters ranging from 100–500 nm. Calcium ions were used to 
crosslink the alginate component of the fibrous product to render it water-insoluble; the 
uncrosslinked polyethylene oxide was removed by rinsing with water. Nanofibers were 
characterized using electron microscopy and infrared spectoscopy. UV-Visible 
spectroscopy, with a colorimetric indicator, was used to quantify sequestration of Pb2+ ions 
from aqueous solutions using mats of alginate nanofibers. 
 
Introduction 
 

Alginate 
The biopolymer alginate (alginic acid) is an unbranched polysaccharide composed of (1–4) linked β-D-mannuronic acid (M) and 

α-L-guluronic acid (G) subunits, arranged in various sequences (Figure 1a). Alginate is produced naturally with varying amounts of M and 
G subunits in brown algae, as well as in bacterial species such as Azotobacter vinelandii and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Alginate is used 
in a variety of industries because of many desirable properties; it is biocompatible, biodegradable, non-toxic, and is classified “generally 
regarded as safe” (GRAS) by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Alginate is used for medical applications in dental impressions, 
wound dressings, and drug delivery technologies. In the food and cosmetics industry, it is commonly used as a thickener and binding 
agent. Alginate is also used in various industrial products including lubricants, sealants, and pastes [1].  

When dissolved in water, sodium alginate salts dissociate into anionic polymer chains and form viscous syrups. Dissolved alginate 
can be converted into an insoluble hydrogel through crosslinking, either via binding with metal ions or by covalent bonding. Alginate 
associates with multivalent metal cations through a variety of mechanisms, including functional group interactions, ion exchange, and 
coordination. This property makes alginate an ideal candidate for biosorption and removal of metals from aqueous solutions [2-4]. 

 

Figure 1. The structure of alginate (a) consists of 
both guluronic acid (G) and mannuronic acid (M) 
subunits. In the presence of multivalent cations, 
such as Ca2+, guluronic acid subunits form a 
coordination sphere (b), crosslinking the polymer to 
form a hydrogel. Darkened circles represent oxygen 
atoms participating in coordination. 

Investigations have focused on alginate sequestration of a wide variety of metals, including gold, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, 
copper, iron, nickel, lead, uranium, and others [3, 5, 6]. Metal cations readily associate with alginate, particularly within regions of the 
polymer chain rich in the guluronic acid subunit [7, 8]. The negatively charged carboxylate groups are key to metal-binding, but are not the 
only titratable sites. Metal binding occurs via a coordination sphere involving carboxyl and hydroxyl oxygen atoms, as well as oxygen 
atoms within the ring and glycosidic linkage [9, 10]. Blocks of guluronic acid residues present more favorable coordination geometries, 
compared with less favorable mannuronic acid blocks. Alginate–metal complexes are frequently represented by the “egg-box” model 
illustrated in Figure 1b, in which divalent calcium ions (or other cations) are coordinated within the guluronic-rich regions of the alginate 
chain, similarly to the packing of eggs in a carton (Figure 1b). In this study, we have processed alginate into nanofibers using a technique 
known as electrospinning, and subsequently crosslinked the fibers with Ca2+. 

Electrospinning 
Electrospinning is a process that uses a high voltage electric field to transform a liquid polymer solution into incredibly thin fibers, 

often hundreds or thousands of times thinner than human hairs. Electrospun fibers, made from both natural and synthetic polymers, are 
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currently investigated for applications ranging from the production of pharmaceutical-laden bandages to biodegradable insect-resistant 
nets for crops. The principle of electrospinning is relatively simple, requiring basic equipment and little expense. A high voltage power 
supply is used to accelerate a stream of ionically-charged polymer solution from the needle of a syringe (Figure 2, left) to a metallic “target” 
object. During the split-second transit from needle to target, the solvent in the polymer solution flash evaporates and leaves behind a 
nanoscale polymer fiber to impact and collect on the target. A fibrous mat is generated on the target surface, appearing as a visible 
deposition to the unaided eye (Figure 2, right). Because of their minute diameters, electronspun fibers possess very high surface 
area-to-volume ratios. The high surface area of alginate fibers, coupled with the material’s intrisically high binding affinity for metals, give 
these structures significant potential for biosorption and water remediation applications. 

Figure 2. An electrospun fiber forms 
from the polymer solution droplet within 
the high voltage electric field (left). The 
electrospinning target is shown (right) 

with multiple fiber deposition sites. 

 

Sequestration of Dissolved Lead 
A key motivation underlying this investigation is the development of novel biosorption technologies for the removal of the toxic metal 

lead from water. Lead is commercially used in a wide variety of industries. It is found in lead-acid batteries and electronics solder, and is a 
component metal of many alloys [11]. Lead finds its way into the environment through emissions from mining and metalworking industries, 
as well as the burning of fossil fuels. Lead contamination of drinking water can also arise from corrosion of plumbing and by erosion of 
natural deposits [12]. Household exposure can occur from dust, soil, and older lead-based paints. 

The human consequences of lead contamination can be dire. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recognizes lead as a 
contributor to developmental delays in infants and children, causing attention deficit conditions and learning disabilities. Lead exposure in 
adults can lead to a variety of health ailments, including kidney problems, high blood pressure, disrupted metabolism, suppressed heme 
synthesis, and neurotransmitter interference [13]. Lead is arguably the most consequential neurotoxic element. It causes measurable 
declines in cognitive function at blood concentrations of less than 100 μg/L; each additional increase of 100 μg/L is correlated with a drop 
in IQ of 4.6 on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale [13]. According to World Health Organization guidelines, up to 0.01 mg/L of lead is 
allowable in drinking water [11]. The U.S. EPA maintains a Treatment Technique action level of 0.015 mg/L for lead; corrective actions 
must be taken if more than 10% of samples from a water supply test above this level [12]. Contamination of water with lead and other 
heavy metals is a pressing issue in the United States and around the world.  
 
Experimental 

 
Materials 
Chemical reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Low viscosity alginate (alginic acid sodium salt from brown 

algae) had a molecular weight range of 12–80 kDa and consisted of approximately 61% mannuronic acid and 39% guluronic acid subunits, 
as reported by the supplier. Polyethylene oxide (PEO) had an average viscosity molecular weight of 600 kDa. Triton X-100 surfactant was 
used to improve fiber uniformity. Crosslinking was achieved using solutions of calcium chloride (≥99% purity) in an ethanol–water solution. 
The metal-binding study was conducted using aqueous solutions of lead(II) nitrate (>99% purity). Pb2+ ions were measured using 
1,5-diphenylcarbazone dissolved in ethanol. All aqueous solutions were made with Type 1 ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ-cm resistivity at 25 
°C) from a purification system (Millipore, Billerica, MA). 

Nanofiber Preparation 
Aqueous solutions of sodium alginate and PEO, with total solute concentrations ranging from 2.0–3.0% (w/v), were prepared 

separately from one another.  Solutions were stirred and agitated for periods ranging from 1–3 days until solutes were completely 
dissolved. The solutions were then combined at various ratios ranging from 50:50 to 80:20 (alginate:PEO). Triton X-100 was added to the 
solutions at a concentration of 1 wt. %. The electrospinning apparatus consisted of a 10 W high voltage DC power supply (Gamma High 
Voltage Research, Ormond Beach, FL) with a positive polarity. A syringe pump (Smith Medical, Kent, UK) was used to advance polymer 
solutions through tubing to a negatively charged and grounded blunt-tipped needle. A positively charged copper plate, mounted on a 
motorized platform, served as the target. Nanofiber specimens were collected on sheets of aluminum foil or copper mesh clamped to the 
target. The target and needle were enclosed in a poly(methyl methacrylate) box, with an approximate internal volume of 0.06 m3. Fibers 
were produced at voltages ranging approximately 15–20 kV, with needle-to-target distances of 10–15 cm. Typical environmental 
conditions inside the electrospinning enclosure were temperatures of 20–22 °C and relative humidity values of 55–65%. After 
electrospinning, the fiber products were crosslinked with Ca2+ ions. Fiber mats were immersed in a 2% (w/v) solution of calcium chloride 
dissolved in ethanol:water (5:1). After 30 seconds of exposure, with gentle agitation, the fiber mats were removed from the CaCl2 solution, 
rinsed in pure water, and allowed to dry. 

Nanofiber Characterization 
Micrograph images of nanofibers were obtained using a scanning electron microscope (Hitachi High-Technologies Corp., Tokyo). 

Specimens were sputter coated with AuPd prior to imaging. SEM micrographs were typically taken with a working distance of 5 mm and an 
accelerating voltage of 5–15 kV. Images were captured in RAW format using digital SLR camera mounted to the SEM. Infrared spectra 
were obtained using an FT-IR spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Waltham, Massachusetts). Bulk powdered starting materials, as well as fiber 
specimens, were ground with potassium bromide powder and pressed into pellets for IR analysis. 

Lead(II) Ion Testing 
Colorimetric testing was used to quantify Pb2+ ion sorption by the polymer fibers. An indicator solution was prepared by dissolving 0.5 

g of diphenylcarbazone in 100 mL of anhydrous ethanol. The diphenylcarbazone solution (50 μL) was pipetted into a cuvette along with 1 
mL of Pb2+ solution. The cuvettes were gently agitated on an orbital mixer stage for 15 min before absorbance measurements were made 
using a UV-Visible spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). The presence of Pb2+ ions caused a transition in solution color from 
a pale yellow to a distinct pink–red. Pb2+ concentrations were quantified by absorbance at 530 nm. To generate a concentration curve, a 
series of neutral lead(II) nitrate solutions, ranging in concentration from 2.5E-1 to 1.5E+3 parts-per-million (ppm), were prepared using 
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serial dilution from a stock solution. The tested concentrations (in ppm) were 1500, 1250, 1000, 750, 500, 250, 100, 75, 50, 25, 5, 1, 0.5 
and 0.25. Ultrapure water served as a 0 ppm control. After treatment with diphenylcarbazone, three averaged replicate absorbance 
measurements were made of each solution. The absorbance data at 530 nm were fitted to a sigmoidal curve. A series of crosslinked 
alginate nanofiber mats were peeled from aluminum foil and weighed with an analytical balance. Each fiber mat was immersed for 10 min 
in a known volume of neutral 100 ppm Pb2+ solutions. The concentrations of lead in these solutions were analyzed before and after 
immersion of the nanofiber mats, using the previously generated calibration curve. The difference in Pb2+ concentration between the two 
sets of measurements was attributed to binding and sequestration of lead ions by the alginate nanofibers. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 

Nanofiber Production and Crosslinking 
Early attempts to produce fiber mats resulted in electrospray and splatter of the liquid polymer. After adjusting of a number of 

experimental factors, including applied voltage and target distance, fibers mats were produced. Typical successful parameters included a 
syringe-to-target distance of approximately 10 cm, a voltage of 18–20 kV, and a solution infusion rate of 0.25 mL/h. Attempts were made to 
produce fibers with a positively charged needled and a negatively charged grounded target — however, this configuration led to the rapid 
growth of unwanted three-dimensional dendritic structures emanating from the target plate, rather than flat fibrous mat structures. 

Fiber specimens were submerged in a solution of CaCl2 dissolved in an ethanol–water solution; the ethanol minimizes polymer 
dissolution and aggregation upon initial submersion [14, 15]. In this process, the alginate material was crosslinked and converted into a 
water-insoluble hydrogel. At the same time, PEO dissolved and was extracted into the solution, leaving behind only crosslinked alginate 
fibers. The removal of PEO material was confirmed with IR spectroscopy. Although the nanofiber mats lost some of their structure with the 
removal of PEO, it was possible to generate specimens, with high alginate/PEO ratios, that remained largely intact throughout the 
crosslinking process. This Ca2+ crosslinking method can be aided by additional covalent crosslinking of specimens using glutaraldehyde or 
similar agents. 

Nanofiber Characterization 
Nanofibers were characterized using infrared spectroscopy (Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.). Spectra of the bulk powdered PEO 

and alginate starting materials were obtained for comparison to spectra of fibrous specimens. Characteristic spectral signals for both PEO 
and alginate are highlighted in Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.. The infrared spectrum of alginate features a number of characteristic 
bands (highlighted with light gray bars). The prominent bands centered near 1615 cm-1 and 1425 cm-1 are the result of asymmetric and 
symmetric stretches of the COO− group.  There are also strong signals ranging from approximately 1150–1000 cm-1, which are the result of 
C–C and C–O stretching. The IR spectrum of PEO contains its own distinct bands (highlighted with dark gray bars) that differentiate it from 
alginate. The signals highlighted in Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů. include bands associated with CH2 asymmetric bending (1466 
cm-1), wagging (1344 cm-1), twisting (1284 and 1244 cm-1) and rocking (845 cm-1). The spectrum also features a broad asymmetric C–O–C 
stretching signal (1105 cm-2) that overlaps with similar signals in the alginate spectrum [16, 17]. As expected, the spectrum of 
alginate+PEO fibers features spectral bands from both polymers. This combination of signals indicates that the nanofiber specimens, 
when initially spun, are comprised of a blend of PEO and alginate. After the crosslinking process, PEO signals disappear, resulting in a 
spectrum that looks quite similar to that of the alginate (bulk) starting material. This evidence suggests that PEO was successfully 
extracted from the fibrous mats, while alginate remained behind. The signal at approximately 1090 cm-1 is correlated with carboxyl C–O 
stretching, and is strengthened in the alginate fiber spectrum because of increased C–O stretching associated with coordination around 
the crosslinking Ca2+ ion. 

Electron micrographs of typical fibers are shown in Figure 4. These images depict distinct but highly branched and networked fibers 
with generally uniform diameters. Early specimens contained only a few non-uniform fibril structures, and were mostly composed of 
granular textured surfaces. Fiber quality was improved by adjusting the percent of dissolved polymer and ratio of alginate:PEO. The most 
successful fibers were produced from a 2.5% solution using a 70:30 alginate:PEO blend. The addition of a surfactant, at a concentration of 
1 wt. %, reduced the formation of bead structures and resulted in more uniform fibers. Fiber diameters, measured at 100 random points per 
specimen, ranged from approximately 100–500 nm, depending on specific electrospinning and solution parameters. 

 

Figure 3. UV-Visible spectroscopy was 
used to generate a Pb2+ calibration curve 

(a) using lead solutions of known 
concentrations. The zoomed view (b) 

illustrates the change in Pb2+ 
concentration of a 100 ppm solution 

before and after exposure to alginate 
nanofibers. 

 

Figure 4. Electron micrograph 
images of electrospun nanofibers, 
electrospun from a 2.5% solution of 
alginate:PEO (70:30 ratio). 

 
Lead(II) Ion Testing 
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Figure 5a shows the sigmoidal concentration curve generated from lead(II) nitrate solutions of known concentrations. The lower 
detection limit is near 5 ppm. The response from 25–250 ppm is essentially linear, following the Beer–Lambert law. We chose to conduct 
metal ion studies of the alginate nanofibers using 100 ppm Pb2+, in the middle of this Beer–Lambert region (Figure 5b). This concentration 
was also chosen to so that there would be excess Pb2+ ions in solution to ensure that all available alginate binding sites became occupied, 
corresponding to the maximal uptake level in the Langmuir isotherm model [3]. 

Three replicate absorbance measurements of 100 ppm Pb2+ solution were taken and compared with our previously measured 
calibration data, in order to validate the calibration curve and ensure repeatability. This validation test resulted in an average measurement 
of 100.9 ± 4.3 ppm for our 100 ppm solution. After 10 min of alginate nanofiber mat immersion, the Pb2+ concentrations were again 
assessed and found to be 77.2 ± 2.5 ppm. Based on the masses of the fiber mats, these results correlate to a mass uptake of 
approximately 81 mg Pb2+ per 1 g  alginate, and a molar uptake of approximately 0.39 mmol Pb2+ per 1 g alginate. Using the molecular 
weight of 159.12 g/mol for each alginate subunit, we calculate that a Pb2+ ion is associating with approximately one of every 6–7 alginate 
subunits; we assume that most of these binding sites are among blocks of guluronic acid [8]. The uptake levels for our alginate nanofibers 
are in agreement with general ranges reported by others for bulk alginate hydrogels. Mass uptake of metals by polymers, including 
alginate and other similar polysaccharides, are frequently reported on the order of tens or hundreds mg metal per g polymer [3-5, 18, 19]. 
It should be noted that uptake levels depend on a variety of factors, including the specific source organism of the biological material and 
the pH of the metal solution. 

Figure 5.  UV-Visible 
spectroscopy was used to 

generate a Pb2+ calibration curve 
(a) using lead solutions of known 
concentration. The zoomed view 
(b) illustrates the change in Pb2+ 

concentration of the 100 ppm 
solution before and after 

exposure to alginate nanofibers.   

 

 
Conclusion 

Alginate and PEO have been electrospun together to form nanoscale fibrous mats. Through the calcium crosslinking process, the 
alginate fibers were rendered insoluble and separated from PEO, which dissolved from the specimens. Our lead binding experiment 
indicates that these nanofibers can be used to bind and sequester lead ions, suggesting significant potential for water remediation 
applications. This study serves as a proof-of-concept for the viability of alginate nanofiber filtration media, which is capable of reducing 
concentrations of harmful metallic contaminants in water.  Ongoing and planned investigations focus on studying the effects of additional 
covalent fiber crosslinking methods, as well as binding studies between alginate and additional heavy metals. 
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Abstract. With the advent of globalization, the scene of international trade has been changing drastically. 
Trade across the boundaries gives more value and profitability to organizations which are under pressure to 
reduce costs and compete on a global level. Logistics & Supply Chain Management needs to be fine tuned so 
that businesses and their customers are connected efficiently and to meet the customer requirements of a 
faster lead time, quick turnaround, reduced costs, better customer service and quality. Information and 
Communication Technology should give the customers end-to-end real time visibility on the status of their 
orders such as movement schedules, shipment details, costs, performance measures, reporting. Setting up 
own logistics services may distract the organizations from concentrating on their core competencies and blunt 
their competitive advantage. For this reason, businesses outsource activities such as outbound transportation, 
warehousing, inbound transportation, customs brokerage, freight forwarding, and customs clearance to third 
party logistics (3PL) companies. This paper aims to identify the key performance indicators of 3PL 
organizations and to investigate the different supply chain challenges arising in 3PL organizations. Efficient 
communication practices and advanced technologies in information and communication technology (ICT) that 
can be developed for the use in Warehouse Management have been identified to offer competitive advantage 
in a global market. A survey has been conducted among 35 different organizations which has warehouses to 
find out what kind of ICT they are using in their warehouses, how this is benefitting the organization in terms of 
cost effectiveness, enhancing efficiency, the challenges that they are facing on a daily basis. 
 
Introduction 

Warehousing holds an important role in logistics and needs to be handled strategically in order to bring about efficient and cost 
effective solutions for the organization in the supply chain. Warehouses help in reducing cycle times, bringing down inventory levels, 
reducing costs, and giving a better customer service perspective. Information and communication technology is being used extensively in 
warehouses in order to achieve order-processing and cost goals and are being relocated to strategic locations so as to achieve overall 
supply chain customer service goals in warehouses and third party logistics.  

 
Literature Review 
3PL organizations provide outsourcing services to organizations like inventory management, freightforwarding, etc so that 

organizations can concentrate on their core competencies and help in reduction of costs(Lieb, Millen and Wassenhove, 1993). The last 
couple of decades, organizations have been building up strategies, which would help them design products for a global market and which 
also helps organizations to source globally (Cooper, 1993). Such processes has helped in developing complicated supply chain and 
logistics processes across the boundaries and some organizations have no idea about administrative processes such as customs, tax 
regulations, and infrastructure of other countries  - this is where 3PLs add in their value while allowing organizations to focus on their core 
competencies (Byrne, 1993; Foster & Muller, 1990; Trunick, 1989). One of the biggest ways that effectiveness and efficiency is being 
improved within the 3PL organizations is by Information and Communication Technology (ICT)  and this can even help gain competitive 
advantage (Porter and Millar 1985). Baker, 2004, says that a large proportion of warehouses offer a same-day or next-day lead time to 
customers from inventory and to do this reliably, they would need to do this with high tolerances of speed, accuracy and lack of damage.   

 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of 3PLs 
A third party logistics (3PL) organization can be defined as an external supplier that performs all or part of a company’s logistics 

functions. The KPIs of different 3PL orgnanizations vary based on the clientele who can bring about varying degrees of complexity and can 
have different needs and business models. These need to be measurable and relevant as well as consistent over a period of time and 
could include on time delivery, order accuracy, inventory accuracy, Customer service, reliability, responsiveness, real time information 
system. [1] The 3PLs should have a way to obtain, maintain and validate the data that is collected from end to end and should also be 
accountable, responsible, reliable and communicate efficiently with the clients giving them real time status of their shipments. Clients look 
at 3PL  providers who can be aligned to the competitive advantage, provide on time and on place delivery, convenience and cost savings. 
With the information that is collected, the 3PL organizations should be able to give reports to their customers which would help them 
decide on their supply chain strategies in the long term and would help them decide on the kind of transportation network that they want to 
follow. The 3PL organizations should be able to give different delivery modes to the customers to help reduce transportation costs further 
and in turn give reduces and flexible transit times.  

 
Improvement in the performance of logistics 
The use of ICT has improved the exchange of supply chain information, leading to the development of integrated production and 

logistics management systems and has thereby improved supply chain performance in many ways. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) use 
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computer links instead of hard-copy paper which required extensive time to transfer and often contained errors. The advantages of these 
ICT-supported information exchange systems include: increased speed, reliability, storage capacity, worldwide coverage, transparency, 
and reduced transaction costs. Goods and vehicle tracking as well as real-time vehicle routing and scheduling systems have transformed 
logistics management. Lead-time has been reduced by the introduction of EDI, mechanisation, automation and optimal vehicle routing 
systems, leading to potentially lower levels of stock surplus. The development of the Internet provides a convenient way of gathering, 
organising and distributing information on products, services and trade regulations at a global level. Major freight transport service 
providers have resorted to creating Web pages on the Internet to provide information on their services, schedules and rates that can be 
easily accessed around the clock by the global market. More advanced freight transport suppliers already provide the possibility for 
interactive responses to cargo-tracking inquiries made by shippers and forwarders. Customized ERP are employed many major 
corporations for their day to day functioning. One of the major components of ERP is a ware house management system which is used for 
inventory monitoring and maintenance and also to deal with complex storage and distribution needs thus facilitating improvement in 
efficiency of the entire supply chain of the organization. Warehouse Management System can allow various important statistics to be 
monitored and develop comprehensive strategies for optimizing the systems in use from these indicators. The core of a WMS supports the 
basic processes in an organizations warehouse such as receiving, storage, warehouse management, picking, retrieval, shipping, 
inventory and forms management. The more complex functions that can be performed by a WMS include batch/serial management of 
returns etc. the other extra modules can connect self-contained software packages like RFID software or pick-by-voice /pick-by-light 
systems. 

Analysis 
For the purpose of this study, a questionnaire was prepared and sent to 160 different organizations with warehouses to find out what 

kind of ICT they are using in their warehouses, the benefits in terms of cost effectiveness, enhancing efficiency, the challenges that they 
are facing on a daily basis etc. Out of the 160 surveys sent out, a total of 35 responses were received- (21% response level). The category 
of organizations selected are of different types – Manufacturers, Retail Organizations, Logistics Companies, MEP with warehouses, 
Equipment Rentals, etc. The first part of the analysis is being directed towards seeing how manual practices prove to be time consuming 
for warehouses in terms of inventory management, preparation of documents, real time tracking of information on shipments etc. Then the 
analysis shifts to the different technologies being used within warehouses. The perceived challenges in implementing and using these 
technologies are further analyzed followed by the perceived benefits of using these technologies. The different activities being outsourced 
is being analyzed and finding out important factors to be considered while selecting a logistics services provider and what the perceived 
challenges with outsourcing activities are. The features of this questionnaire are : (a)Purely logistics companies are being included (b) 
Other retail/manufacturers/rentals organizations with warehouses are included (c) The cost factor which can be effectively and efficiently 
reduced with the help of ICT has been considered.  

Summary of Findings  
The survey was prepared in discussion  with the warehouse manager of Red Orange General Trading (www.redorange.com). The 

population considered was vendors and logistics partners used by Red Orange General Trading, who have warehouses. The main 
objectives of carrying this survey out can be listed as : (a)To analyze how costs can be reduced using ICT in warehouse management 
(b)To analyze how time consuming and repetitive tasks can be minimized and duplication of work be avoided by the use of ICT (c) To 
identify the challenges and benefits of using ICT in warehouse management (d) To see the how different technologies can eventually be 
implemented at Red Orange General Trading to upgrade the ICT being used there.  

The comprehensibility and suitability of the survey was tested on a small sample of 5 companies. The feedback received from these 
organizations helped in further refining the questionnaire. 

Main Results 
Out of the 35 responses received, several organizations used more than one method for managing their supply chain functions 

such as Just-in-Time supply, Outsourcing, 3PL, holding safety stock, e-procurement and Subcontracting. A good portion of organizations 
also keeps stock of their popular products based on customer demand.32 of them have their own warehouses and 3 of them outsourced 
their warehousing activities outside. 23 of the organizations holds safety stock. Counting of inventory : 24 organizations does this on a daily 
basis. 7 of them every week and 4 every month. Documents such as invoices, packing lists, etc.is done manually by 9 organizations. And 
such organizations take on an average 1-8 working hours on a daily basis to do this work. It was found that 22 organizations use ICT 
technologies such as warehouse management systems, global positioning system, online order and tracking systems and tracking 
provided by 3PL organizations to receive real time information of their shipments to coordinate the information between the different 
departments within their organizations and externally as well. The time taken for organizations who do not have any sort of ICT to centrally 
track the system real time is between 15 min to upto 2 days.The different ICTs being used by organizations was evaluated and the most 
common ones being used are JIT, ERP, and Warehouse Management System. (Figure 1) 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 : ICT being used by 
different organizations 
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Challenges faced by organizations while implementing ICT- Resources shortage takes the highest ranking that clients perceive as the 
biggest challenge to implementing ICT to their organizations. This was ranked as major challenge by 18%. The next on the list is 
insufficient vendor support – those who assists in implementing the ICT may not always be helpful in post-sales support.  (Figure 2) 

 
 
 
                                                                                    

 
Figure 2 : Challenges faced by 
organizations while implementing ICT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Out of the 14 options given as benefits of implementing ICT in their organizations in warehouse management, the biggest benefit 
perceived by the customers is increased coordination with customers (Figure 3) – 14% ranked this as the highest benefit. 13% perceived 
a better coordination between departments and 12% perceived better coordination with the suppliers.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 : Perceived Benefits of 
Implementing ICT 
 
 
 

 
 

Coming to Part 2 of the survey, Out of the outsourcing activities, most organizations go to outsource international Transportation and 
Customs Clearance. This would probably be because they do not have presence in the other countries to do this on their own. The 3rd most 
commonly outsourced activity is Domestic Transportation. The reason as to why Outsourcing is not used commonly is mainly attributed to 
the reason that the costs are not reduced as is expected (Figure 4) 

 
 

 
Figure 4 : Reasons as to why 
outsourcing is not used 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the question as to whether outsourcing is considered to be used in the future, 86% said no. It was seen that after price and quality, 
the most important feature that clients look while selecting a logistics provider is that the logistics provider has a suitable IT system that 
caters to their requirements (Figure 5). And figure 6 shows that amongst the biggest challenges faced by the clients with their existing 
logistics providers is that their IT system is not met as required. It was also found that the expenditure on ICT as part of overall operational 
costs is minimum for most organizations and will be under 2% of total costs for most companies. 
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Figure 5 : Important Factors for 
Selecting Logistics Provider     
 

   
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Challenges in Selecting    
Logistics Providers 
             

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Scope for Future Work 
 
For future research, the different ways to reduce Carbon Emission through Green ICT needs to be considered. The biggest concern of 

the day is how climate changes can be slowed down by reducing carbon emissions into the environment and the ICT sector in logistics 
needs to take the initiative in reducing its own carbon footprint intensity and achieving sustainable growth. Logistics Operations can be 
optimized with respect to fossil fuel consumption through the use of supply chain execution systems such as CAD, WMS, etc coupled with 
technologies such as RFID, GPS and wireless networks.  The other way that GHG Emissions can be reduced by this sector is by the use 
of new technologies of vehicles such as Hybrid and Electric ones. Dematerialization, which is the substitution of carbon intensive activities 
with alternates of the digital world. Face to face meetings can be substituted by tele-conferencing and video-conferencing. Working from 
home instead of commuting to have physical prescence at work will also help reduce the emissions. [2,3]  The other route where the 
research can be directed to is the relationship between cloud computing and warehouse management systems. Cloud computing in 
Warehouse Management Systems will offers reduced costs and lesser risks in activities. [4]  The WMS vendor can host software 
application and hardware infrastructure centrally which can help the warehouses access data centrally on-demand. The costs of WMS 
Technology administration, Hardware purchases, Patches and Upgrades, Implementation, etc is reduced. There will be no or negligible 
up-front costs and IT drain. A web browser will be all that is required to access the WMS.  
 

Recommendations 
The below recommendations are proposed for the use at Red Orange General Trading LLC where all warehouse and distribution 

centre processes are done manually and through human inputs. Warehouse management systems is aimed at making management of 
warehouse space highly efficient as well as maximizing the storage life of items. Real time information through wireless networks can help 
join the warehouses as well as the equipments in such a way that they can be used to coordinate picking, receiving, storage etc. Through 
the help of such wireless technologies, order management can be made much more efficient with quicker turnaround times and accuracy 
than that can be done through manual procedures. Errors caused by humans can be greatly reduced and avoided to the maximum with the 
help of ICT. Another point that needs to be taken care of is that all the systems are integrated well and seamlessly with each other. There 
are many instances where different systems may not use effective communication or have weak databases  plus the connectivity may be 
weak. This may cause applications to be poorly connected and would not be able to work together. Different software solutions such as the 
ERP would need to be used in such a way that otherwise independent solutions be connected seamlessly. Sharing of information and 
Communication is made a whole lot stronger and tied up together in such a way that the flow of goods is continuous and seamless. In the 
case that an employee no longer works at the organization, Knowledge Transfer can be made a lot easier since there is a Central 
Information System. For the purpose of Supply Chain Management, the integration of processes and functions not only needs to be done 
internally, but also to the suppliers and Clients as well who are external to the company and yet needs such critical information to proceed 
further. The next recommendation will be the use of Radio Frequency Identification tags on shipments. Through RFID, all the information 
will be stored within the RFID chip which can be used to give real time information of the product and inventory as well.  
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Conclusion 

In order to efficiently and effectively manage trade across borders as well as within countries, a flawless Information & Communication 
Technology is becoming inevitable in the strategies of businesses. So as to not become too focused on logistics, organizations would be 
outsourcing their tasks to 3PLs. This can help the organizations making use of this revolutionary process by helping them focus on their 
core competencies and utilization of resources. However, there are several barriers to effective communication such as the resistance to 
change by suppliers, partners, customers as well as internally within organizations, the complexity of customizing applications for supply 
chain processes within organizations, the unavailability of skilled personnel to operation ICT systems. Its very essential that an 
organization have skilled workers who can implement and work on ICT systems with ease since it is necessary to utilize the ICT optimally 
and plan out the schedule and modes of implementation. The implementation of ICT allows 3PL to have real time information that can be 
tracked by logistics partners as well as help make the quality of customer service as high. 
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Abstract. The worldwide scale competition intensification and the complexity of manufacturing processes, 
followed by the costumer pressure who demands a greater personalization and a shortest launch deadline, 
has made that the strategic alliances among enterprises and its relations around the world are being narrower, 
in order to boost its competitiveness and its dynamic tuning to the market, which implies the emerging concept 
of extended enterprise. With this paper we present a dynamic model of manufacturing extended enterprise 
with the intent to make possible the simulation through systems dynamic, with a special attention for the 
informational view and the impact in the quality processes. The document is organized into three main parts, 
firstly the basic elements of the proposed model are described, and the information flows are identified, 
according with the standard ISO 9000. Then, the implementation technology is shown from the informational 
view of quality systems, based on FRABIHO integration paradigms of enterprises, and being supported by 
distributed intelligent agent platforms. Finally, the simulation results are described in both ways of studying of 
the application of the quality integrated management model in the extended enterprise, being used new 
distributed information technologies or without them, respectively, in order to show and assess the 
incorporation of new paradigms of Extended Enterprise in the field of manufacturing, specially that relating to 
informational view of quality systems and its processes.          
 
Introduction 

Extended Enterprise (EE) [1] is one that expands its business beyond the local geographical area where they usually operate in 
regard to markets, suppliers, partners, customers, etc. Under the EE configuration, it requires the integration of different value chains of 
the agents involved in the life cycle of the product, process or service. 

This paper started from the assumption that the incorporation of new paradigms [2] of Extended Enterprise management in the field 
of manufacture may involve solutions in quality problems and rework costs that they are caused by the lack of integration. To overcome 
this, a simulation that compares two scenarios is proposed. The first one is simulated using classical tool of quality management. The 
second one uses the holonic paradigm, based on FRABIHO model [3], and an implementation of the integration of fractal-like processes, 
with a support information system based on Distributed Intelligent Agents [4] and using a specific application protocol extended in the 
standard ISO-10303 (STEP-AP-CAL) to support the distributed quality in the EE.  

Firstly an analysis to assess the effect on the EE of manufacturing has been developed, and it could be beneficial the way that the 
suitable integration mechanisms are used [5]. And then to develop a model of system dynamic showing the basic elements that influences 
the quality of the EE, using integration [6] and without it. Finally it proceeds to obtain results via simulation in different scenarios to draw 
conclusions from the study. 

 
Fig. 1 Causal Model of Quality System 
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Development of Extended Enterprise Model 

The lack of integration of quality management system over all design and manufacturing process of the product causes many 
problems in manufacturing projects in the EE [7]. Among the main causes of these problems are the design errors, triggered not only by 
the lack of integration, but also by the pressures in the calendar, leading to an increase of rework and/or design changes. The control of 
information flows among enterprises that work together from the assurance of lack failure in the information transmission and the 
processing of the updated information to the shared through data in real time, is also a major problem in this type of project. Another 
problem is the relationship among several partner of the EE, focusing on the degree of cooperation between agents and the ability of each 
one to predict the impact in their decisions [8]. All these causes reflect negatively affecting the three vertices of the triangle that supports 
the base of the manufacturing project management: the level of quality, the lead time and the project costs. 

To corroborate this statement, and after reviewing the management literature concerning this subject, it develops the causal diagram 
showed in Fig 1, where the model Quality Management System of a company dedicated to the design and manufacturing of electronic 
products is developed. The model consists of a set of feedback loops, whose interplay determines both the structure as the overall system 
behaviour to different situations and to the existence of suitable mechanisms that facilitate the integration, in order to identify the effects 
that these mechanisms can occur in the system. 

The first step in the realization of the model is to identify the parts of the system to model [6]. For the realization of the model was 
taken as a reference standard UNE-EN-ISO 9001:2008, in order to identify the processes, relationships and quality information that flows 
between them. 

The next step in the modelled process is the construction of causal diagrams [6]. Which notes the importance of the variables from the 
point of view of the proposed analysis, usually appreciate a strong influence on other variables to the other ones and the formation of 
feedback loops both negative and positive [9]. 

In the causal model of the system, Fig. 1, can be observed different links representing quality system processes and their control on 
the main variables. Customer satisfaction, for example, is defined by several loops, since the level of satisfaction depends mainly on the 
late delivery [6] [10], causing a temporary negative effect, and in the level of product quality [7], which effect has a greater impact over time. 
The level of satisfaction differs between the customer has and that the company perceives. The UNE-EN-ISO 10004:2010 establishes that 
the perceived satisfaction, which are measurable data do not correspond to real data, thereby determining mechanisms for their 
estimation. The standard indicates the advantages with respect to the transmission time information and its validity, in function of the tool 
is used for sampling. For the proposed application case, the system is based on the implementation of an integrated environment using 
Distributed Intelligent Agents, which is responsible for collecting and managing information on warranties, complaints, questionnaires, etc. 

Defective products derived from both those produced internally and those coming from other parts of the supply chain. In any case 
defective products are generated, among other causes, as a consequence of the existence of troubles in the development of the same by 
the existence of errors in the requirements and specifications. The use of a reference standard for quality management, allows the proper 
definition of the processes, establishing its inputs and outputs, as well as the skills necessary to manage the processes. On the other hand, 
work procedures and the technology used by organizations have to be updated from time to time, being present the introduction of these 
advances in the manufacture of specific products. This means an average increase in the number of potentially defective products due to 
the introduction of errors in the process until the adaptation of these developments [11], see Fig 1. Similarly, shown in the causal model, 
the correction of defective products increases the number of potentially defective products due to the generation of new errors during the 
correction phase [12]. 

Another important loop is the one that includes the level of quality, which is negatively affected by the number of defective products 
that are not detected during the inspection process, and which are either taken to a second phase, which can be used as basis for other 
products, or go directly to the customer [12]. This escape of defective products is determined, as shown in Fig. 1, for the detection capacity 
of the system and the existence of defective products that could be detected [13]. Being this capacity depended mainly on the adequacy of 
inspection procedures to the process [7]. Each product includes the development and approval of a specific inspection plan, which may 
imply the occurrence of errors in procedures, thus allowing the escape of defective products. 

Fig. 2 Partial Forrester Diagram information flows 
 

Being identified the dynamic of the system and the main variables that define the model, a Forrester diagram of system quality 
management has been developed, including different parts of the system: order management, customer satisfaction, inspections 
management, design and process development, process improvement, human resources, purchasing, non-compliance, audits and 
document control. In Fig. 2 shows some parts of this Forrester diagram, specifically the one that models the processes of development of 
requirements and specifications of product, process manufacturing, control and inspection. 

 Defined the model, the set of inputs and outputs that affect the dynamics of quality management has been identified, showing as 
main inputs the implementation of a new technology, the development of manufacturing process information, the introduction of a new 
inspection plan and procedures (all expressed as problems per week) and the demand (expressed as product per week), and the main 
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outputs [10] are the level of quality, the perceived customer satisfaction and the percentage of defective products manufactured (all 
expressed in percentages) [12]. 

Finally, the interface of quality management system among the participating companies in the EE of manufacturing is designed. The 
interface models the flows that contain the information necessary to meet their interactions and through the use of rates, models the 
degree of system integration on the reliability and the delays in the transmission of the information. 

 
Integration Requirements 
The advantages of integration in the EE are supported by a number of factors. First using an information protocol, such as information 

exchange standard ISO 10303, which as adapted STEP-AP-CAL allows the system the exchange and sharing of quality information 
among enterprises, ensuring the quality of transmitted information [14]. Second, the protocol is supported by an information platform 
based on Distributed Intelligent Agents, enabling the transfer of data between heterogeneous and dispersed systems [15], such as those 
in companies that configure the EE, avoiding the problems arising from the presence of islands of information. Finally, ease of access by 
enterprises to communications networks, and the possibility of connection points in virtually any location, allowing the management of 
updated information at any location. 

Using this type of platform provides the system integration improvements, as they provide flexibility, scalability and agility, enabling 
the system to adapt to changing market conditions [16]. 

This integration framework can help reduce errors and delays that occur both in the transference and in the conversion of data among 
companies. Standing, evidently arisen from human factors [17]. 

 
Case of Study 

This section describes the considerations and the starting hypothesis for the simulation of quality management system of a group of 
companies that design and manufacture of electronic products, considering that work together to achieve a common goal. The stated 
enterprise model consists of two companies: one dealing with the design and manufacturing (Partnership A) and the second dealing with 
to the manufacture of specific parts of the product (Partnership B), which will be subsequently incorporated into the production process of 
the first enterprise. Again, the idea is to simulate and measure the performance of a greater or lesser quality system integration of both 
enterprises. The model only includes the partner network formed by the two companies, limiting the model in regard to the network 
interaction with other stakeholders such as suppliers and distributors. 

The starting hypothesis considers that the production capacity of all the companies will be 1000 products per week. The model 
considers the flow of information relating to quality and material flows. The system has been simulated for a period of ten years, 520 
weeks, using the well know simulation tool of dynamical systems VENSIM®. 
 

Simulation and Key 
In this application case is submitted the comparison of model quality management for the scenarios of EE integration and another one 

without integration. Both models have undergone the same pattern of inputs, which have an increasing and decreasing sigmoid way, 
resembling the behaviour that has the appearance of defects in the life cycle of a project [13]. In this type of function, Eq. 1, the variable x(t) 
starts from an initial value x0=x(0), then grows exponentially until there is a turning point at time tm, and thereafter evolves asymptotically 
to a final value xf=x(∞). In this case using two opposite sigmoid curves to represent each entry, so that reaching the maximum value the 
function back down into the initial value, like the descent that shows the number of defects in the ending phase of a project. 

 
x(t) = xf/1 + e-k(t-tm),                (1) 
 
The growth expressed by the above function is well defined if it sets the initial value x0, the final value xf and the time tm which has to 

produce the turning point xf/2. The parameter k is defining the rate of growth, so it is known as growth rate, and is related to the three 
parameters x0, xf and tm according to the expression defined in Eq. 2. 

 
k = 1/tm·ln((xf – x0)/x0),                (2) 

 
Using these expressions the model inputs are modelled. These being: the implementation of a new technology (NT) [11], the 

development of manufacturing process information (MPI) [13] and the introduction of a new inspection plan and procedures (IP) [10]. 
 

Results 
Subjected the model to a sequence of inputs described above, the response of the model in both scenarios is shown, as it is shown 

in Fig. 3 

Fig 3. Comparative between both extended enterprise model 
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No integration Scenario 

In the extended enterprise model without integration, the interface between enterprises is considered to have a delay of 3 weeks in 
the transmission of information and a reliability of the information transmitted of 70%. This will cause that in the quality system appears 
delays in the information transmission and failure by unreliability. 

First, the inadequacy of quality procedures to process causes a decrease of defective products that are detected. The input IP B at 
week 78 causes in Partnership B this effect with a decreased level of quality to 97.25% for 140 weeks, and therefore a lower level of 
satisfaction. The next two inputs, MPI A and IP A at week 156, cause a decline in the level of quality in Partnership A to 98.39%, and 
therefore a decline in customer satisfaction, showing a delay in the transmission of this information from Partnership A to Partnership B 
around the 208 week, Fig 3. Finally, errors in the manufacturing process and in product requirements and inspection plans of both 
enterprises are inserted by inputs MPI A, MPI B, IP A and IP B at week 364, causing oscillations at the level of defective products in the 
Partnership A due to Partnership B. Reflecting these results in a decrease in Partnership B of the values of the quality level to 89.27% for 
104 weeks and the level of defective products to 16.29% at an interval of 130 weeks. 

 
Integration Scenario 

In this scenario a system integration quality management is considered, particularly through the implementation of the holonic 
paradigm in its design and implementation of an information system using Distributed Intelligent Agents and support information through 
STEP-AP-CAL, operating in a network of high-speed communications. This implies a reduction in delays and errors due to lack of reliability 
of the information. It is considered, therefore, that in the interface there is a delay of 1 day in the information transmission and a reliability 
of information transmitted of 95%. That is, only considering the delays and errors caused by human causes. Then the model with 
integration is subjected into the same input sequence as for the previous stage and new results are obtained, as to amplitude and duration 
is concerned. 

First, the input IP B at week 78 rebounds in a decreased level of quality in Partnership B to 98.50% for 78 weeks. Then the inputs MPI 
A and IP A at week 156 have the same effect as in the above scenario, unless seeing that the curves of customer satisfaction of both 
enterprises are jointly and severally. Finally, the inputs applied at week 364 cause a more controlled than in the preceding case. With 
respect to Partnership B the value of the quality level drops to 96.74% for 78 weeks and the level of defective products increases to 
12.95% in an interval of 56 weeks, as show in Fig. 3. 

 
Conclusions 

From the results of simulation experiments based on system dynamics can be corroborated, with reservations for model validation 
[18], that the main problems arising from the existence of errors in the information (quality plans, procedures, requirements, etc..), as well 
as errors and delays in the transmission and conversion of information among Extended Enterprise manufacturing are: cost overruns, 
delays in delivery and quality losses in the early stages, they reappear thereafter according these tasks are used to develop further 
interventions. Simulation has shown that proper use of models of integration provides a reduction in unwanted situations that have been 
found. It can be concluded that the proposed integration framework allows a better response to the changes occurring throughout the 
product lifecycle in the Extended Enterprise manufacturing, reducing the risk of quality deviations and cost overruns. These variables are 
controlled by appropriate models that are being applied in the new paradigms of quality management, including integration with FRABIHO, 
and the use of appropriate technologies that support the implementation of these models, such as Distributed Intelligent Agents Systems 
and application support information standards such as STEP. 
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Abstract. The penetration of photonic technologies into the manufacturing processes has made wider the 
perspective of industrial applications since its introduction. Moreover, the development of ultra-short pulse 
lasers, like picosecond laser (ps), has brought quality and productivity in terms of ablation rate (mm/s) and 
surface roughness (Ra) to fine manufacturing activities in diverse industries, such as tool production, medical 
implant fabrication and injection molds manufacture, among others. The design of the laser ablation process 
might offer competitive advantages when compared to traditional technologies, e.g., grinding, but it has to 
consider prior research where experimental work with new materials and applications has to be done. 
Furthermore, the identification of the adequate parameters in the ablation process can result costly and time 
demanding, due to test and error or long full factorial experimental designs. Therefore, the use of modern 
quality-oriented design of experiments (DoE) accelerates the investigation phases by identifying the factors 
with the highest influence on the objectives of the ablation process. This paper describes the design of the 
ultra-short pulse laser ablation process in its early experimental phases by using the Ishikawa Diagram, 
Shainin’s Variables Search, and the quantification of relevant parameter impact. In addition, it can be 
mentioned, from this experimental work, that laser power P, and pulse and track overlap O are the most 
influencing variables in the minimization of surface roughness Ra when ablating steel, e.g. Ra from 6 µm to 
approximately 1.5 µm. In short, the use of modern quality-oriented design of experiments in ultra-short pulse 
laser ablation processes makes faster the identification of the controllable factors making simpler, faster, 
economic and robust the design of the process and the introduction to new applications and materials. 
 
1. Introduction 

The photonic activities in manufacturing started with laser material processing mainly in the automobile industry in the 1970´s. 
Processes such as cutting, ablation and welding meant an increase in the productivity of products through the time [1]. More examples of 
laser processing applications that have got mature are material making, polymer cutting, steel hardening, aluminum welding, laser additive 
manufacturing and organic tissue cutting among others [1]. Parallelly, the development of lasers and laser systems has made wider the 
application perspective. Laser ablation, thanks to this development, has been able to achieve better results in terms of ablation rate and 
surface quality by the reduction of the pulse length of the laser source (from nanosecond ns to picosecond ps and femtosecond fs) [2]. 
Nowadays, laser ablation, defined in general terms as the solid, liquid or vapor separation of material from a solid by laser beam exposure 
and its related optical energy induced processes [2, 3], represents an attractive innovative alternative for the processing of metals, 
ceramics, diamonds and its composites, carbon fiber composites, and plastics, many of this already difficult for its traditional processing, 
e.g., polycrystalline diamond by grinding (very hard material). 

When compared to short-pulses (e.g. ns regime), ultra-short pulses (see figure 1) allow a short interaction (e.g., in ps regime) of high 
power density (W / cm2) with the material that considerably reduces the side-effects like plasma formation, crack origination, thermal 
damages and non-desired rough textures [2, 4, 5]. 
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Fig. 1: (a) Laser ablation with long pulses; (b) Laser ablation with ultra-short pulses 

2. Modern quality-oriented tools 
Based on the author’s experience, the innovativeness of a technology is indirectly proportional to the know-how quantity of its 

applications and interactions. Therefore, the use of quality-oriented tools in its early phases is necessary. Moreover, the complete 
quality-oriented process design might include a systematic optimization that can be assured by the implementation of common bodies of 
quality management: planning, control and improvement [6]. The first part, planning, has to include the definition of the specifications and 
demands, the definition of the objectives, the activities and resources planning. The second part has to understand the system input and 
output, establish a quantification procedure for the objectives, and measure the variability. Finally, the third part must accumulate the 
knowledge to use it in a cyclical manner to assure continuous improvement [6, 7]. Therefore, ultra-short pulse laser ablation, as a relatively 
new technology, requires of a knowledge collection that might be costly and time demanding, especially with new materials, applications 
and customized uses. For this reason, quality oriented design of experiments (DoE’s) targets the simplification of the experimentation by 
maximizing the information output [8]. Likewise, the number of experiments is reduced, and as a consequence, the experimentation time 
and costs. 

The modern quality-oriented tools and DoE’s, used in this study for the process design of ultra-short pulse laser ablation, were the 
cause-effect diagram (Ishikawa diagram), variables search (Shainin) and parameter impact. In detail, the cause-effect diagram offers a 
detailed overview of the system inputs and its general output; additionally, Shainin variable search looks for the parameter in the ablation 
process that contains the highest influence on surface roughness (Ra). Subsequently, the parameter impact can be quantified to select the 
relevant parameters, which are to analyze by means of targeted full or partial factorial designs [6, 9]. 

 
3. Process design of ultra-short pulse laser ablation by modern quality-oriented design of experiments 

The approach to understand the behavior of ultra-short pulse laser ablation with new materials and/or applications consists of four 
phases, as illustrated in figure 2. It is important to mention that process costs and times are part of process design and a very relevant 
decision factor [10]; however, this work only concentrates on the scope of the ablation process. The first, definition of the specifications and 
demands, describes the technical and functional requirements that are needed for the applications and processing of the material; for 
example, a specific angle, structure or functional form. Moreover, during this part the objective of the investigation are set; for this case, the 
minimization of the surface quality (roughness Ra) but also possible for the maximization of the ablation rate (mm/s). In second phase, the 
identification of the relevant parameters is targeted. This is done by making use of the cause-effect diagram, which encloses all the direct 
and indirect influencing parameters that can be as well, intern and extern. The diagram groups the causes and offers a wider view of the 
system. For laser ablation, there are five groups: beam guidance, laser source, environment, material and processing strategy, and each 
of these groups have, as well, particular causes, e.g., laser source (picosecond laser) include pulse length, power, frequency, burst-mode 
(partition of pulse in micro-pulses),  wavelength, among others. Furthermore, in phase II, the application of design of experiments is done. 
Variable search and factorial studies are executed to identify the factors with the greatest influence on the objectives. Once these factors 
with the greatest influence on the objective (for this case, improvement of the surface roughness) are identified, the processing of the part 
is done by means of laser ablation. This phase can start from an experimental work to an industrial order. Finally, quality has to be assured, 
and it is for this reason that phase IV, metrology and quality, points to measure and control the qualitative aspects of the part and process. 
This is achieved by the used of metrology instrumentation, such as 3D confocal microscopes, coordinates tables, and image analyzing 
tools. This paper only covers phase I and II of the process chain of ultra-short pulse laser ablation with the objective of showing the high 
value of quality-oriented tools in the process design. 
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Fig. 2: Process chain of ultra-short pulse laser ablation 
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Experimental procedure 
After setting the pursued objective for the experimentation, minimization of the surface roughness (Ra), a delimitation of the system 

variables was achieved (as shown in figure 2, phase II – Ishikawa, i.e., cause-effect diagram). 
The result was the selection of the parameters of beam guidance, processing strategy and laser source that are controllable: laser 

power, frequency, burst-mode, scanning speed, scanning strategy, hatch distance, focal distance, incidence angle and number of layers. 
Similarly, and based on experience, some variables were kept constant and some other (related among them) formed a cluster called 
overlap (based on DIN V 32540) [3]. Table 1 shows the parameters include in the variables search DoE. 

 
Table 1. Variable search – Choice of the parameters 
 

Factors 
Settings 

Q+ Q- 
A Laser power (P) [W] 25 50 
B Burst-mode (n) [-] 1* 5 
C Pulse and track overlap** (O) [%] 50 90 
D Scanning processing strategy (s) [-] bidirectional meandering 

♠ Single pulse 

♠♠ According to DIN 32540, which includes the factors laser frequency (f), scanner speed (vs) and hatch distance (h). For O = 50 %: f = 400 
kHz, vs = 7500 mm/s and h = 0.01875 mm, respectively; and for O = 90%: f = 400 kHz, vs = 3500 mm/s and h = 0.0035 mm, respectively. 

 
 The laser source was a Lumera Hyper 50 generating pulses of a pulse length τ = 10 ps at a wavelength of λ = 1064 nm. The average 

power was of P = 50 W and working from f = 400 to 1000 kHz. The marking and positioning speed of the scanner were of vs = 3.5 m/s and 
vs = 15 m/s, respectively. The diameter of the focus had a value of dw = 38 µm on the focus. All experiments were performed on a stainless 
steel (316L – 1.4404, according to AISI norm) plate, ablating a 2 x 2 mm2 area, as seen in figure 2. Stainless steel is a common material for 
tool’s and medical instrumentation’s fabrication, which also can be manufactured by Laser Additive Manufacturing (LAM). LAM parts 
represent an opportunity field for surface optimization by laser ablation [11, 12]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Ablated samples with ultra-short pulse laser (50W picosecond laser) 
 
The goal of the variable search methodology is to identify the factors with the greatest influence with a small number of experiments 

[9]. The objective of this experimentation is to identify the factors with the greatest influence on surface quality (Ra). The variable search 
methodology starts with two preliminary experiments V+ and V- (reference) where all the factors are fixed in the setting where it is thought 
to release positive results Q+ (minimization of the surface roughness) and where all the factors are thought to release negative results Q-. 
These help to determine the variation and contrast of each variable. After that, the main experimentation is done. Here, each of the factors 
is set, first, in its negative setting against the rest of the factors in their positive setting. Then, the factor is set to its positive level and the 
rest in their negative. This experiment is repeated with each of the parameters. Finally, the reaction to the factors and setting is quantified, 
and consequently, its impact is measured. Based on the level of impact, the factors with the greatest influence are identified. The 
measurements were done with a confocal laser scanning microscope (Keyence, VK 8710 Color 3D laser scanning microscope). 

 
4. Results and discussion 

The preliminary experiments V+ and V- were of 6.01 µm and 15.18 µm, respectively. These values help to set the limit of the contrast 
with each of the factors. Table 2 shows the results of the main experimentation, the analysis of the measurements, the variation average 
and the conclusion. The variation average resulted from the comparison of the particular result versus the corresponding V value, 
determining it change ratio and then its percentage. The conclusion shows the ranking from high to low variation average (impact). 

 
Table 2. Variable search – Main experimentation and results 

 

Main experimentation 
Analysis 

Roughness Ra [µm] 

Factors Combination 
Results V+ V- 

% 
Variation 
Average 

(%) 
Conclusion 

[µm] [µm] [µm] 

A Laser power 
A-R+ 12.37 6.01 106 

98 1° 
A+R- 1.53 15.18 90 

B Burst-mode 
B-R+ 1.57 6.01 74 

75 3° 
B+R- 26.60 15.18 75 

4 mm
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C Pulse 
overlap and 
track overlap 

C-R+ 12.43 6.01 107 
96 2° 

C+R- 2.38 15.18 84 

D Scanning 
processing 

strategy 

D-R+ 6.81 6.01 13 
17 Less relevant 

D+R- 12.08 15.18 20 

 
 

Fig. 3: Results of the main experimentation 
 
As it can be seen in table 2 and figure 3, laser power (factor A), pulse overlap and track overlap (factor C) and burst-mode (factor B) 

are the factor with the greatest influence on surface roughness. Mainly, factor A and C have a great influence of almost 100% of impact 
(laser power 98% and pulse overlap and track overlap 96%). Factor B shows an interesting behaviour, when the positive setting is chosen, 
the surface roughness got worse from 15.18 µm to 26.60, and when its negative setting was selected, the roughness got better, from 6.01 
µm to 1.57 µm. This implies that the settings were inverted, i.e., the positive settings should be the negative setting, and inversely. Factor 
D, scanning processing strategy, resulted less relevant for the surface quality. 
 
5. Conclusions 

The use of photonic technologies, i.e., ultra-short pulse laser technologies is a reality in material processing and manufacturing. For 
this reason, its inclusion in the experimental and industrial process design is necessary. Nevertheless, the use of this innovative 
technology can result time consuming and costly when used with new materials, applications and products. Therefore, the support of 
quality-oriented tools and DoE’s, such as cause-effect diagram, variable search and impact quantification, accelerate its effective 
application by saving time and cost with the reduction of the number of experiments. This paper presented a four-phases approach 
(process chain), based on quality philosophies, to understand the behavior of ultra-short pulse laser ablation with new materials and/or 
applications in a systematic, efficient and competitive manner; additionally, it was executed an investigation, following phase I and II of the 
presented approach, to identify the parameters with the greatest influence on surface roughness of stainless steel. The results showed 
that laser power (factor A) and pulse overlap and track overlap (factor C) are the most influential factors on surface roughness (Ra) with 
almost an influence of 100%. Moreover, factor B, burst-mode, presents a moderate influence that is subject for further investigation. In 
short, the use of modern quality-oriented design of experiments helps to speed up the industrial application of innovative technologies, 
such as ultra-short pulse laser ablation, by being a substantial part of a four-phases process chain that incorporates the definition of the 
specifications and demands, the identification of the influence factors, the process of laser ablation and the account of metrology and 
quality. 
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Abstract. Aeroelastic response control of airfoil-flap wing exposed to loads in an incompressible subsonic flow 
field is addressed.   The aerodynamic model is featuring plunging-pitching-flapping coupled motion. Linear 
Quadratic Regulator theory is used to design a full state feedback controller in state-space. The control law is 
implemented through the flap torque to suppress flutter instability and enhance the aeroelastic response. 
Comparisons of the uncontrolled response with the controlled one are presented. The goal is to suppress 
flutter and to maintain stability of the closed loop system. The uncontrolled and controlled models are 
numerically simulated using MATLAB. 
 
Introduction 
Flutter is the most important dynamic instability in aeroelasticity and it is mostly encountered in airborne structures subjected to large 
lateral aerodynamic loads of lift type. The structure presents a self-sustained oscillatory behavior at a certain critical airspeed, called the 
critical flutter speed. In general, coupling of several degrees of freedom is essential for flutter to occur, and the oscillation that occurs at the 
critical flutter speed is harmonic. Above that critical speed oscillations are divergent. Nowadays, demand for high maneuverable and high 
speed aircraft has increased. Active control techniques for suppression of flutter are used to eliminate flutter at low speeds and to increase 
flutter critical speeds. Marretta and Marino [1] proposed a control low based on  a single input-single output controller to suppress flutter. 
Kargarnovin and Mamandi [2] investigated the effects of sharp edge gust on the response of an airfoil and analyzed its flutter.  Lee et al [3] 
studied flutter as well as the open- and closed loop responses of wing-flap system using sliding mode control. Chen et al [4] used state 
feedback sliding mode control method in which the trailing-edge flap is utilized for flutter control. 
 
Structural and Aerodynamic Modeling  
Applying the Lagrange’s equations on the 2-D cross-section of a typical airfoil shown in Fig. 1, the following governing equations are 
derived [5] 
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Where b is the airfoil half-chord, c is the distance between airfoil mid-chord and the flap hinge line, e is the distance between airfoil 
mid-chord and the flap leading edge, h is the bending deflection of the rotation point, θ is the pitch angle , β is the flap angle, Sθ is the static 
moment of the pitch angle, Sβ is the static moment of the flap angle,  Iθ is the moment of inertia of the pitch angle, Iβ is the moment of inertia 
of the flap angle, k is the reduced frequency, kh is the stiffness of the plunge, kθ is the rotational stiffness of the pitch , kβ is the rotational 
stiffness of the flap spring, , m is the mass of  the wing, Lnc + Lc is the lift force, Mnc + Mc is the aerodynamic moment, Tnc +Tc  is the flap 
aerodynamic torque, Ts is the control torque, C(k) is Theodorsen’s function, V is the air speed, ρ is the air density, T’s are Theodorsen’s 
constants, and φ’s are Wagner’s constants.  
The function C(k) is a characteristic of circulation terms and is  expressed  as a linear combination of rational terms, which are function of 
the reduced frequency k ( k =bω/V, ω is the frequency of oscillation)  as follows: 

       ),/()/(1)( 2211   ikikikikkC                                                             (10)                             

Where α1=0.165, α2=0.335, λ1=0.0455, λ2=0.31. 
The circulatory terms are transformed to Fourier domain by replacing k by bω/V, and then transformed to Laplace domain assuming 
analytic continuation. Next six aerodynamic lag states 
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Therefore, the second order dynamical system is transformed into a state space form as follows 
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Where A is dynamic matrix, B is input control matrix, C is output control matrix, u(t) is input control vector which represent the control torque 
to the flap, and x(t) is the state vector which is given as 
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where Ms is the structural mass matrix. 
The optimal Linear Quadratic Regulator control is applied to suppress flutter. The state feedback control u = -Kcx is chosen such that the 

closed loop system xBKAx ][ c  is exponentially stable. The design of Kc is a tradeoff between the transient response and the 

control effort. The optimal control approach to this design tradeoff is to define the performance index (cost functional) 
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Next, the control low is obtained by solving the algebraic Riccati equation  

      0PBPBRQPAPA   TT 1
,                                                                            (18) 

Hence the control gain is         

        Kc=R-1BTP,                          (19)    

 
 
Numerical Simulation 
  
The system parameters [1] are a =0, b=0.2032 m, c=0.1016, e=0.1016, m=88.73 kg, Sθ=0.8873 kgm, Sβ= 0.0128 kgm, kh= 39199 N/m, kθ 
=4067 Nm, kβ =220.7 Nm,   Iθ = 3.796 kgm2, Iβ =8.3e-4 kgm2, Lw =0.8m, Lf =0.24 m,   ρ =0.53 kg/m3. The open loop system (B =0) in Eq. (14) 
is simulated using air velocities of V=160 m/sec, 174.15 m/sec, and 180 m/sec; respectively. The velocity Vf = 174.15   m/sec is the flutter 
speed. The flutter speed is the speed at which the open loop system becomes marginally stable.  The simulations time interval is 5 second 
using the following initial sate vector x0.  
 
x0 ={0.5  -0.01  0.005  -0.1  0.001  -0.001  0   0   0  0   0   0}. 
 
At V=160 m/sec, the plunge, pitch and flap angles asymptotically approach zero as shown in Fig. 2.  At V=Vf= 174.25 m/sec, the plunge, 
pitch and flap angles settle into harmonic oscillations as shown in Fig.3 and flutter occurs. The flutter frequency ωf =24.19 rad/s. After about 
0.5 seconds, the dimensionless plunge oscillates between -0.006 and 0.006 and the pitch oscillates between -0.00172 and .0.00172 
radians. The flap angle settles into oscillations between -0.0009 and 0.0009 radians. This means that the plunge, pitch and flap angles 
oscillate at this constant rate as long as the airplane is flown at this speed. At V = 180 m/sec, a velocity above the flutter speed, the plunge, 
pitch and flap angles, and their respective velocities continue to grow without bound with increasing time as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. After 
about 4 seconds, the dimensionless plunge of the wing reaches amplitude of about 0.058. The pitch grows to amplitude of about 0.015 
radians and the flap angle has amplitude of about 0.007 radians. Clearly, the model is no longer valid and the airfoil would have become 
unstable. This leads to separation of the wing. The closed loop system for V=180 m/s are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.  The plunge, pitch and 
flap angles, and their respective velocities do asymptotically approach zero. Therefore the closed loop system is asymptotically stable. 
Much better performance is obtained using the LQR, as shown in Fig. 6,7  since the pitch, the plunge, and the flap angle asymptotically 
approach zero by 1.5 seconds. The velocities of the pitch, the plunge, and the flap angle and the aerodynamic lag states also 
asymptotically approach zero and the system is stabilized in about 1.5 seconds.  
.  
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Abstract. An  algorithm  to  recognize  a  specific  image  artifact  that  appears  on  video  frames,  randomly, 
during  video  capture with  professional  camera, was  developed  and  implemented.  The  first  and  second 
image statistics are used into an original function, able to detect specific artifact.  

The artifact is laying as a blurring area, with a vertical border, on the left or on the right side of it and 
the blurred area is not homogenous. 

Based  on  an  analytical  representation  of  the  image  statistics,  the  artifact was  defined  in  terms  of 
absolute range values of these parameters. 

The  left  or  right  artifact  position  against  the  vertical  border  is  classified  when  the  detected  rows 
number is over the count threshold and the proportion between rows number of the sides is over position 
threshold value.  

Because  the detection  is referred  to  the rows of  image matrix,  it was necessary  to check  the artifact 
homogeneity  from  the  rows  congruency point of  view using  a  threshold  value under  that  the  rows  are 
classified as non artifact. 
 
1. Introduction 

A professional video camera, already on the market, was reported to embed in the image frame specific optic artifact when apparently 
some scenic parameters values are satisfied (e.g. light intensity, incidence angle, contrast). Anyway, the exactly optical condition for which 
the artifact arises is not the subject for this study. 

The requested targets were to detect:  
- the frames with the artifact embedded 
- the artifact position along to the frames vertical symmetry axis 
- if the artifact is located on the right or on the left side of the symmetry axe.  
Finally, the artifact shall be compensated and thus the affected frames to appear clear and free of any noise. The artifact 

compensation algorithm is not the subject for presented work. 
 

2. Artifact description 
The artifact is optical defined as blurred areas, geometrical bordered by the vertical axe of the frame image (Fig. 1). These regions 

are looking like dusty spots aligned on the right or left side of vertical border. The classification process is able to recognize the artifact and 
to locate it in terms of image coordinates. 
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Fig. 1 Part of the image frame that contains specific artifact 

 
2.1 Preliminary analyze  
As the artifact typology is looking like a dusty one is possible to try the methods described by C.Zhou and S.Lin [1]. But the artifact is 

homogenous for the sensor dust case and non homogenous for the studied case (where the artifact has diffraction reason), in conclusion 
the method has serious limitation.  

On the other hand the image statistics complex corroboration could offer a real solution for artifact recognition.   
 
3. Methodology  

Overlapping the graphics of several image statistics (Fig.2), synchronized with the artifact apparition, was able to identify the 
correlation between the image statistics parameters and artifact existence. The statistical parameters for an image without artifact are 
presented in fig.3.  

The computed statistics image parameters are:  
1. The RGB average on the left border side 
2. The RGB average on the right border side 
3. The total RGB average 
4. RED – first order vertical gradient  
5. GREEN – first order vertical gradient 
6. BLUE – first order vertical gradient 
7. Horizontal RGB gradient 
8. RGB second order gradient 
9. Vertical RGB gradient 
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Fig. 2  The image statistics parameters for the image with artifact 

 

 
Fig. 3 The image statistics parameters for the image without artifact 

  
4. Classification decision  

The classification decision algorithm has the following steps: 
1. It is tested the total RGB average values: is in range of [0,7] for right side or [-7,0) for left side. If the one of them is detected the 

classification process continues. 
2. The vertical RGB gradient value is tested, < =0 for right side or >0 for left side, if the detection is fitting the process continues. 
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3. If the line is tested for right side, the vertical gradient differences between left and right side has to be in range [0,8] and then the 
line could be classified as “right artifact”. If the line is tested for left side, the difference has to be in range [-8,0] and then the line 
could be classified as “left artifact”. The RGB second order gradient is correlated for both cases. 

4. The left and right classified lines are now counted and compared with the “count threshold”, if no one is over it there is no artifact, 
otherwise the report between the lines sides counters is compared with the “position threshold” value, if it is over, the image has 
an artifact on the side with the bigger lines counter. 

5. The detected artifact homogeneity is tested and, if the number of adjacent classified lines is under the threshold value, the lines 
are eliminated from the artifact classification.  

The detected artifact limit is presented in fig.4. 
 

5. Conclusion  
Using an experimental methodology it was defined an algorithm, implemented on embedded professional camera platform, able to 

detect specific artifact in video frame image. To finalize the task, another algorithm that eliminates the optical artifact was developed (it is 
not intended to be presented into this study). Both of the real time software modules are running properly and are used with success 
instead the optical system modifications, which is very expensive 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 The image with artifact border drown after artifact recognition 
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Abstract. The significant coal deposits which represent the primary source of energy could be found on the 
territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Tuzla region especially. Therefore, the prediction of energy values is the 
most important task aiming to secure the optimal usage of coal energy value. The coal quality is an important 
property that depends on its chemical composition and points at useful energy value in coal. It is described 
with gross caloric value (GCV) and net caloric value (NCV). There are different methods for prediction the 
gross calorific value (GCV) of a coal sample based upon its proximate and/or ultimate analyses. One of 
intelligent method is neural network (ANN)-based method for prediction of the coal quality class. It is shown 
in this paper, that multi-layer perceptron (MLP)-based model based on coal and other data from technical 
control department of Coal mines ''Kreka'', achieved good reasonable prediction accuracy in prediction 
categories of coal (net calorific value, NCV). 

Introduction 

The coal has been major factor in intensive economic development of Europe as well as Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) during the last 
40 years. Many regions have achieved their economic and industrial development thank to coal as a source of energy. According the 
statistics data, coal as a source of fossil energy secure about 30%  of total energy production in the EU and around 59%   in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina respectively [1,2]. It is well-proved fact that despite introduction of new renewable sources of energy,coal stays 
irreplaceable in energy supply of many countries as well as in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
According to the structure and natural characteristics of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BIH), it is a complicated natural complex with 
significant wealth in coal. Total geological coal reserves are estimated at 5,5x109tons of which 3,2x109have proven reserves based on 
Law on geological reserves [3]. These reserves represent significant basis for electricity production by using either 
conventional(traditional) technologies or new combustion ones. The largest coal deposits are located in Tuzla region and they are 
escavated by a group of coal mines called ''Kreka'' Coal Mine Company with their headquarters located in city Tuzla. Lignite deposits 
are of  pliocene age and they are devided into two synclines (Northern  and Southern) with coal layers oriented in the direction 
northwest-soutwest shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Kreka lignite basin 

 
Four coal layers seem to be present in the major part of the basin and they are called: floor,main,I intermediate and II roof 
layer.Thickness of coal layers varies from 8 to 25 m with dip angle ranging from small up to steep one.The depth of the layers is about 
1250m below the surface,but only the layers which lay at the shallow part have been escavated by using open-pit and underground-pit 
methods.There are four mines operating within the Kreka Mines Company,as follows: Šikulje (open pit mine), Dubrave (open pit mine), 
Mramor (underground pit mine) and Bukinje (underground pit mine). 
The measure of the amount of energy that a given quantity of coal will produce when burned is known as calorific value or heating 
value. Heating value is a rank parameter and a complex function of the elemental composition of the coal, but it is also dependent on 
the maceral and mineral composition.  
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The coal quality predicting is the application of science and technology to predict the energy value in coal. Therefore, the prediction of 
energy value is the task of enormous importance, which should ensure optimal utilization of coal with aim to increase energy efficiency. 
The coal quality is an important property that depends on its chemical composition and points at useful energy value in coal,so we use 
two measures for describing it: gross caloric value(GCV) and net caloric value(NCV).At present there are two methods for determination 
od these values[4]:proximate analysis and ultimate analysis. 
The objective of proximate analysis is to determine the relative amounts of moisture, ash, volatile matter and fixed carbon content of the 
coal. On the other hand, the objective of coal ultimate analysis is to determine the constituent of coal, in a form of its basic chemical 
elements: carbon(C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), sulfur(S) and other elements within the coal sample. The ultimate analysis is performed 
in a properly equipped laboratory by a skilled chemist, while proximate analysis can be determined with a simple apparatus [4]. 
Different researchers have proposed different equations for prediction the gross calorific value (GCV) of a coal sample based upon its 
proximate and/or ultimate analyses[5,6,7,8]. These correlations are mainly linear in character although there are indications that the 
relationship between the GCV and a few constituents of the proximate and ultimate analyses could be nonlinear.  
In recent years a researcher looking for simpler and cheaper methods for prediction the coal calorific value has begun to use nonlinear 
models such as artificial neural network[8,10,11]. Neural networks are powerful tools that have the abilities to identify nonlinear patterns 
between input and output values and can solve complex problems. Owing to their wide range of applicability and their ability to learn 
complex and non-linear relationships – including noisy or less precise information – ANNs are very well suited to solving problems in 
particularly towards the analysis of predicting of energy value in coal. 
Patel et al. (2007) developed seven nonlinear models for prediction of GCV with a special focus on Indian coals, using neural network 
analyses based on coal properties. It has been found that the performances of the ANN models are much better than those of their 
linear counterparts. Mesroghli et al. (2009) investigated the relationships of ultimate analysis and proximate analysis with GCV of U.S. 
coal samples by regression analysis and artificial neural network methods. Three set of inputs were used for the prediction of GCV 
values and the satisfactory prediction was obtained.Additionally, ANN concept is being successfully appliedin solvingwide variety of 
prediction [12,13], estimation and controlling issues that are encountered in power-plant. 
The objective of the present work is to develop ANN-based model by using coal and other data from technical control department of 
Coal mines ''Kreka'', for the predicting the categories of net calorific value (NCV). 

Data settings 

Data used in this paper to predict NCV have been taken from the technical control department of Coal mines ''Kreka'', which are 
achieved in laboratory conditions during the period 2005-2010.The samples with more than 50% ash, were excluded from the database. 
Analysis results for a total of 33256 coal samples were used. The number of samples and range of NCV for four operations within the 
Coal mines ''Kreka'' are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1.Range of NCV (as-received) for different Coal mines ''Kreka'' 
 

Mine Number of samples Range of NCV (kJ/kg) 
Bukinje 949 5327 – 15019 
Dubrave 14163 5657 – 13776 
Mramor 5843 7056 – 15379 
Šikulje 12298 7112 – 12323 

 
The part of data which has been measured on sample of every 300 t was shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2.Coal variables 
 

No. Coal variables in the every 300t frame Range of values 
1 NRudnik (Mine) A, B, C,D 
2 Eksplo  (Type of excavation) 0, 1 
3 Sinklin  (Syncline) J, S 
4 NAsortiman (Commercial grade of coal) M, O, S 
5 Dan   (Day) 1-7 
6 BrVagona (Number of waggons) 1-15 
7 GVlaga  (Free moisture quantity) 13.4 – 52.4 
8 HVlaga  (Hydroscopic moisture quantity) 0-33.1 
9 Pepeo  (Ash) 1-50.2 

 
The selected subset of data contains ten attributes of which the nine are conditional and one attribute is predicting. Rows with Null 
values are ommited because it is extremly difficult to recover missing values. The attribute that predicts the Coal quality can belong to 
one of seven classes: A, B, C, D, E, F and G. 
Cross-validation methods are commonly used in examining the robustness of classifiers. In this study, a 10-fold cross validation was 
used: we split data set randomly into 10 subsets of equal size. Eight subsets were used for training, one subset for cross validating and 
one for measuring the predictive accuracy of the final constructed network. This procedure was performed 10 times so that each subset 
was tested once. Test results were averaged over 10 tenfold cross-validation runs. Data splitting was done without sampling 
stratification. One of the data set was used for testing MLP, while the remaining was used for training. The training and test sets 
consisted of 33256samples. 

Neural networks 

Neural Network (NN) represents a new generation of systems of information processing that shows characteristics of 
learning,memorizing and generalizations based on data trained.They are very efficient in tasks such as classification,function 
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approximation,optimisation and data clustering.Great populatity and success of neural network methods are resultat of their features 
that help us to solve complex tasks with high accuracy.The basis of neural networking is usage of the principles on which human brain 
functions and their application in resolving different tasks.Artificial neural networks(ANN) are connected with environment in two ways: 
first through inputs that have certain impact on the networks and secondly through output network which in turn affects the 
environment.It consists of potentially great number of processing elements,normally appearing in layers.Each element is connected with 
elements in the previous layers by means of adaptable strength or weight.The adaptation of these weights is performed by learning 
algoritham and this adaptation process improves the learning capability of the the system,thereby enabling it to generalize for new 
situation.The ANN model in our paper is based on one of the neural network architecture, named multi-layer perceptron[14]. 

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

This is maybe the most popular network architecture in use today. Each of its units performs biased weight sum of their inputs and 
passes this activation level through a transfer function to produce their input, and the units are arranged in a layered feed forward 
topology. The network thus have a simple interpretation as a form of input-output model, with the weights and thresholds (biases) the 
free parameters of the model. Such networks can model functions of  almost arbitrary complexity with the number of layers and the 
number of units in each layer, determining the function complexity. Important issues of Multi-layer perceptron design take into account 
specification of hidden layers and the number of units in these layers. Once the number of hidden layers and number of units in each 
layers have been selected, the network's weight and the threshold must be set so as to minimalize the prediction error made by the 
network. This is the role of the training algorithms. The best known example of a neural network training algorithm is back propagation 
[15].  

Evolving MLP Structures 

With this background we designed and trained this network as below. The three-layer network with sigmoid transfer function for hidden 
layer and linear transfer function for output layer can represent any functional relationship between inputs and outputs, if the sigmoid 
layer has enough neurons [14], so we selected this three layer structure. MLP had 14 input and 7 output neurons. The gradient based 
back-propagation learning rule was used to determine the optimal MLP structure: learning rate ([0 ... 0,9] with step 0,1), learning 
momentum ([0 ... 0,9] with step 0,1) and hidden unit number ([1 ... 45] with step 1). Initial value of parameters MLP before optimization 
are: number of epochs is 300, the learning rate is 0.3, the learning momentum is 0.2 and hidden unit number is 9.  
The accuracy of training and test steps according to learning rate and learning momentum are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. The 
best result of training and test steps were obtained when the learning rate was 0.2 and learning momentum was chosen as 0.1. 
 

Fig. 2 The classification accuracy of training step according to 
Learning rate 

Fig. 3 The classification accuracy of training step according to 
Learning momentum 

 
Initial value of parameters MLP before optimalization has been as following: number of epoch was 300, the learning rate was 0.2 and 
the learning momentum was 0.1. The unit number in the hidden layer  has been increased from 1 to 45 (incremented by 1). The 
performace of MLP depends heavily on initial conditions. Hence,the training and testing processes were repated 45 times. The results 
were obtined by averaging  experimental results of 10-fold cross validation dataset. The accuracy of training and test steps according to 
hidden unit numbers (H) is shown in Fig. 4. 
The best result of training and test steps were obtained when the hidden unit number (H) was chosen as 24. Besides, the root means 
square error (RMSE) for training and test steps according to hidden unit numbers are given in Fig.7. As shown in Fig. 5, the minimum 
MSE errors for training and test processes were acquired when the hidden unit number (H) was 25 and 24, respectively.  
The best result of training and test processes are shown while the hidden units are 24. Then, the optimal MLP structure is14-24-7for the 
input, hidden and output layer respectively, the learning rate is 0.2and the momentum of learning0.1. 
 

Fig. 4 The classification accuracy according to hidden unit 
number 

Fig. 5 The RMSC according to hidden unit number 
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Result and discussion 

With a preliminary analysis we have developed the optimal MLP neural network that give the best results. Testing optimal MLP neural 
network was carried out with the 1000 new samples. The exact and predicted values for each unseen sample by MLP network is shown 
in Table 3 and Fig. 6. 
Table 3.The results of prediction for each quality class 

 
MLP neural network TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall Class 

 training time: 100 
 learning rate:0.2 
 learningmomentum:0.1 

 hidden unit number: 24 

95.00 1.00 91.40 95.00 A 
86.10 1.40 87.90 86.10 B 

87.20 1.30 90.30 88.70 C 

94.90 5.60 92.00 94.90 D 
87.60 2.20 92.50 87.60 E 

93.80 0.40 88.20 93.80 F 

0 0 0 0 G 
91.30 3.20 91.30 91.30 AVG 

 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison between exact and predicted values 

 
Therefore the proposed ANN model with the developed structure shown in Table 3 can perform good predicting the categories of coal 
quality in Coal Company ''Kreka''. 

Conclusion 

The results of MLP neural network model used for predicting categories of coal in Coal Mine Company ''Kreka'' have shown that MLP 
neural network was achieved good performance and reasonable prediction accuracy for this model. The results suggest that this neural 
network could be an important tool in predicting coal quality. 
For future work, the experiment can be extended with more distinctive attributes from geological database to get more accurate results 
useful in improving the outcome. Also,experiments could be done by using other algorithams in order to get more accurate energy value 
of coal. 
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Abstract. This article proposes a method and a laboratory setup for testing the fatigue strength of materials 
with the use of vibration signals and a neodymium fatigue testing machine. The machine supports non-contact 
fatigue testing of construction materials; it can also be used to evaluate sample deformation by registering 
amplitude, RMS deviation from equilibrium-calculated values, temperature of sample notch, deflections along 
the length of the sample, stress at the cross-section of the notch and load applied at the terminal section of the 
sample. In the paper there will be also presented a mathematical model of the energy of the process of 
fatigue-induced vibrations. It is assumed that the force that causes fatigue process is represented by the force 
of inertia (mass) of an object and a its movement is a function of vibration amplitude, frequency excitations and 
responses, and number of cycles to destruction. The results discussion will be carried out on the energy 
potential of the fatigue process and the possibility of its identification in the context of its use in the rational 
exploitation of technical objects. 
 
Introduction 

The starting point of most structural fatigue calculations is the Wöhler diagram, which enables determination of the maximum stress 
values (i.e. fatigue resistance) in which a sample made of a particular material can work for unlimited number of cycles. Engineers 
designing devices take into account both the expected load and - among others - fatigue strength of the material which the device is made 
of by assuming the appropriate safety factors.  

Meanwhile, machinery and equipment should be treated as working systems transforming energy into useful one (such as a desired 
product or working process) and externally dissipated energy (vibration, temperature, noise) and internally, which is accumulated in the 
object as a result of various wear processes including fatigue wear.  

The theory of machines as the power processor of a finite potential of destruction (i.e., storage of internally dissipated energy), 
implies the possibility of prognosis of the technical state but provided there is a quantitative description of the destruction, both in terms of 
"initial capacity" of this potential and its current status.  
 
Neodymium fatigue testing machine NMZ-1 

The fatigue wear of construction materials is evaluated with the involvement of methods and test stands characterized by various 
functional solutions [1, 2, 4, 6]. Depending on the type of produced stress, they can be classified into the following categories: a) bending 
machines, b) tensile-compression machines, c) rotating-bending machines, d) machines for testing samples subjected to complex stress. 
The above fatigue testing machines come into mechanical contact with the analyzed sample. In this type of contact, the sample cannot be 
tested at high cycle frequency and low amplitude of material displacement. 

This study proposes a method for evaluating the fatigue strength of materials with the use of vibration signals and a neodymium 
fatigue testing machine. The NMZ-1 neodymium machine has been designed for non-contact fatigue testing of construction materials. All 
mechanisms and assemblies of the NMZ-1 fatigue testing machine (Fig. 1 and 2) are mounted to a self-supporting frame. NMZ-1 is 
equipped with three independent measurement sections, two of which have double heads, whereas the central section (No. 3) has a single 
head. In each section, samples are placed in grip jaws which are attached to the frame with sliding brackets. The machine is controlled by 
a PLC unit in a panel cabinet. The sample is placed in a grip jaw between two discs on the motor shaft. Alternate neodymium magnets are 
symmetrically arranged on the discs. Neodymium magnets mounted on rotating discs act upon the sample and cause its displacement 
from the equilibrium position. The force acting upon the sample is a combination of the distance between the discs, the strength of 
neodymium magnets and the length of the analyzed sample. The frequency of changes in the amplitude of sample displacement is 
determined by the rotational frequency of the engine shaft which is controlled by the PLC unit via an inverter. The values of fatigue process 
parameters, such as the number of fatigue cycles, sample displacement (amplitude) and the temperature of the sample's contraflexure 
region, are registered by the control unit. The measuring and registering system of the NMZ-1 machine is controlled by the PLC unit with 
original process management software. Measurement sensors supply the PLC controller with data. 

 
Sample characteristics 
The analyzed samples were flat strips of corrugated sheet metal which could be fitted into the applied grip jaws. The notch on the 

sample determined the place of deformation, and it supported the identification of measured and calculated values (Fig. 3). Preliminary 
tests were performed using samples of DC01 steel.  
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Fig. 1. NMZ-1 Neodymium Fatigue Testing Machine, a) – general view; b) view of clamp section and measurement sensors 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 2. View of the measurement section with a double head for the identification of selected parameters of the fatigue testing process, 1 – 
base; 2 – electric motor; 3 – double disc; 4 – neodymium magnets; 5 – sample grip; 6 – analyzed sample; 7 – displacement sensor; 8 – 

temperature sensor; 9 – cycle meter; 10 – inverter; 11 – PLC controller 
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Fig. 3. Principal dimensions of the analyzed sample: L – sample length; l – active face of sample; H – sample width; h – width of sample 

notch; g – sample thickness; R – distance between the eddy current sensor (ECS) and grip jaws; r – distance between the ECS and 
sample notch; d – notch radius; S – length of magnetic field acting on the sample; Fob – computed (magnetic) force acting on sample; a – 
amplitude of the sample's deflection from a state of equilibrium caused by force Fob; A – displacement amplitude of the sample's terminal 

section; CWP – eddy current sensor (CW-10) for the determination of sample displacement 
 
 
Stress values at the cross-section of the notch in samples with a constant thickness are determined by the sample's active face (l), its 

width (H), notch width (h) and the length of magnetic field acting on the surface of the sample (S). 
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Load model 
Modulus of cross-section bending strength at the notch: 
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The moment of inertia relative to the neutral axis was calculated using the following formula: 
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The displacement of a material point along the sample's active face caused by the neodymium magnet was determined with the below 
equation: 
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The load applied to the active face of the sample was calculated as follows: 
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Bending stress at the notch of the sample is defined by the below formula: 
 

 MPa
W

lFob  ,                                                                                                                                                                                 (5) 

 
Displacement of the sample's material point in a magnetic field 
The deformation of a sample from a state of equilibrium is determined by the force exerted by neodymium magnets attached to the 

discs. Examples of sample deformation for double disc and for symmetrical cycles are presented in Figures 4. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Displacement range of a material point in the sample induced by neodymium magnets on a double disc, Hz=2Hz 
 
 

Description of the mathematical elastic-damping model 
An important factor which characterises fatigue processes is susceptibility of construction material. The relationship between load 

and material deflection is a very complex issue and may only be solved in the rough. The theory of ideal mediums  allows the creation of a 
models with a significant simplification while maintaining high precision mapping reality. Nature of the changes of load and deformation 
can be described by so called ties susceptible [5].  The figure 5 presents model  describing  susceptibility of  bending sample with load not 
exceeding border elastic. The model takes into account energy dissipation caused by internal friction. 

Equations  6 and 7 describe adopted mathematical elastic-damping model of bending of the sample. 
Experimental researches were neccesary to identify stiffness and suppression in the accepted model. During the tests time course of 

load and induced by the load deflection were recorded . Obtaining  time courses has undergone frequency filtration with use of programme 
MatLab using a Czebyszew filter. The rigidity and suppression of the model was determined usig MatLab (function "fmins")  and 
optimisation method usung recorded  time course of load and induced by the load deflection. The value of stiffness was 18.19 N/mm, and 
the damping 0,0422 N×s/mm.  Designated by the model energy value dispersed for one  bending cycle was equal to  0,001555 N*mm. 
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Knowing the energy in one bending cycle it is possible to calculate energy for the whole process of sample fatigue destruction, 
irrespective of the amplitude  and frequency of vibrations causing deflection. The theory of machines as the power processor of a finite 
potential of destruction (i.e., storage of internally dissipated energy), implies the possibility of prognosis of the technical state and treating 
the value of this energy as a measure of the progress of the construction material fatigue damage is possible to predict ist durability.  
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Fig. 5 A simplified model of bending of the sample 
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where: s - strain, F - load, E - energy dissipated, k – stiffness (constant) , c – damping (constant). 

 
 
Conclusions 

A wide range of methods for analyzing material fatigue with the use of different signals have been discussed in literature [2, 6, 7 8]. 
This study proposes an original method for analyzing the wear of construction materials using a neodymium fatigue testing machine. 
Sample vibrations are induced by neodymium magnets mounted on rotating discs.. The presented machine was used in preliminary 
research to determine the correlations between fatigue strength and vibration signals generated by samples. Machinery and equipment 
should be treated as working systems transforming energy into useful one and dissipated, which is accumulated in the object as a result of 
various wear processes. The theory of machines as the power processor of a finite potential of destruction (i.e., storage of internally 
dissipated energy), implies the possibility of prognosis of the technical state but provided there is a quantitative description of the 
destruction, both in terms of "initial capacity" of this potential and its current status.  

 
A patent application has been submitted to the Patent Office for the discussed machine, described as "Device for non-contact fatigue 

testing of construction materials", application No. P393316 of 16 December 2010. 
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Abstract. The sheer amount of information online makes it difficult to bring any structure and semantics to it. 
The Semantic Web initiative deals with such issues, but it is still far from producing concrete results. In the area 
of web services there is some progress, consisting mostly in annotating the WSDL descriptions of the services 
with semantic concepts. This paper proposes a semantic search engine as a tool able to register (index) 
annotated web services and semantically search them based on properties such as inputs, outputs, 
preconditions and effects. We describe the main building blocks of such a semantic search engine and also 
propose to use open source tools to implement it. 
 
Introduction 

SAWSDL [1] is a standard for annotating web services with semantic information. The research [2] in the area of semantic registration 
of services focuses on UDDI [3] extensions based on SAWSDL annotations, with the purpose to make the services discoverable, in order 
to be consumed by their clients. However, UDDI lost its support from the companies that created the standard in the first place. Thus, it’s 
time for something new, which addresses the limitations of UDDI, namely: 

- overwhelming complexity 
- ignoring security 
- lack of good tooling 
The authors of this paper propose a semantic search engine as a tool able to index the semantic web services, that is, register the 

services (thus replacing UDDI), while at the same time enabling true semantic discoverability of the services. Such a semantic search 
engine is not supposed to be used directly by humans (as opposed to the Google search engine, for example), even though extensions to 
make it usable for such a purpose are possible. The scenarios we consider here are those in which other web services, software agents or 
other software clients use the semantic search engine in order to semantically look up a service and invoke it. This orchestration of 
services based on their meaning (semantics) rather than syntax opens up true interconnectivity among institutions in various domains, 
such as the medical domain, with the ultimate goal of improving the quality of the medical act.  

Let’s take as an example the following use case: a person is on holidays in a foreign country and suffers a heart attack. He is 
unconscious and unable to alert the medical service and there are no people in his immediate proximity. However, he wears an intelligent 
watch with an embedded software agent that recognizes the patient’s medical condition and autonomously alerts the local emergency 
service. This service is implemented as a semantic web service, as opposed to a regular, syntax-based, service. This enables the service 
to express its operations with their inputs and outputs linked to certain well-defined ontologies, in order to be able to communicate meaning 
rather than text to its clients. For example, the patient’s agent will send the patient’s symptoms expressed in an ontology based on HL7 
RIM [4] and the patient’s geographical coordinates based on another, well known, geographic ontology. The semantic web service then 
understands these ontologies or is able to translate the concepts to well-understood ontolgies (process called ontology matching or 
mapping) and answers appropriately to the patient’s agent, i.e. by sending an ambulance to the patient’s location with a defibrillator 
prepared to resuscitate the patient. 

In such scenarios, searching web services based on semantics rather than on plain text is critical in finding the right information and 
properly orchestrating workflows of interactions among web services and other pieces of software. 

 
Requirements 

In this section we refer to the requirements for such a semantic search engine. The essential characteristics of our search engine 
should be: 

1. simplicity – it should offer a simple, clear to use interface through which either a user or a program can search and find the desired 
services 

2. it should offer a secure way to access a web service 
3. it should offer APIs to be able to register and discover (semantic) web services 
4. it should be scalable to millions of simultaneous users and yet answer within a few hundred milliseconds – like the Google search 

engine behaves nowadays 
 
Semantic search means looking for registered concepts (the “advertised profile”) that can be matched semantically to some given 

concepts (the “requested profile”). Typically we want more than just matching within the same ontology. We are looking for matching 
across ontologies, i.e. ontology mapping. Restricting ourselves to the same ontology is too drastic and it means rejecting many potential 
matches. However, in this paper we’ll not detail the ontology mapping, but rather describe generically the architecture and the algorithm of 
the semantic search engine. 

Software components (e.g. agents or other services) search semantic web services in order to consume them. These services are 
deployed on their respective websites, as usual. We consider only the semantically annotated services, namely those that have their 
inputs, outputs (potentially also preconditions and effects) annotated with ontology information, based on the SAWSDL standard [1]. The 
more service attributes are annotated with semantic information, the better will be the semantic match. 

A semantic search engine needs to fetch the semantic web services’ descriptions and index them. The semantic search engine 
should answer queries with a list of matching services, in the decreasing order of matching degree. This implies that a measure for 
semantic matching has to be defined, so that the results are sorted properly. Basically, matching services means matching their respective 
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inputs and outputs (potentially also their preconditions and effects), as defined by the WSDL descriptions. Here we’ll use a three-fold 
semantic distance definition: 

1. textual match, where the input/output concept in the requested profile is textually identical to a concept offerred by the service 
(i.e. in an advertised profile), e.g.: 
http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/sawsdl/spec/ontology/purchaseorder#OrderRequest (both the namespace and the 
concept name are identical) 

2. semantic match based on the covariance principle: if the requested profile’s input is a subclass of the advertised service’s input, 
they match; intuitively this means that if an advertised service can deal with a certain concept, it can also deal with its derived 
concepts, since they are just restrictions of the original concept; conversely, for outputs we apply the contravariance principle: if 
an advertised service outputs a certain concept, we can never require a more restrictive version (i.e. a subclass) of that; only a 
superclass of that concept will match 

3. semantic match based on the Tversky semantic similarity [5]; roughly speaking, the Tversky semantic similarity between two 
concepts A and B is defined as the number of common properties divided by the total number of properties of concept B; the 
result is a number between 0 (completely different concepts) and 1 (identical concepts); interestingly, the Tversky similarity also 
works for concepts from different ontologies 

 
The semantic search engine proposed in this paper needs to be scalable, fault-tolerant, available, reliable, maintainable, etc. In short, 

it needs to have all the abilities of a traditional, openly used search engine. Also, the speed of reaction (the performance measure of the 
search engine) is expected to be comparable to the current non-semantic search engines. 

 
 
Search Engine Design 

Fig. 1 shows the building blocks of the proposed semantic search engine. The three main functions of a search engine are covered by 
the blocks Crawler, Indexer and Searcher. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 The building blocks of the semantic search engine 

 

Crawlers 
We’ve implemented our prototype using Crawler4j [6], a Java open source implementation of crawlers. We’ve programmed our 

crawlers to retrieve WSDLs from various websites, such as http://www.service-repository.com. However, note that most of the service 
repositories online don’t contain annotated WSDL (such as SAWSDL). Thus, we feed the crawlers manually with SAWSDL files. Note also 
that the SAWSDL pages typically don’t have links to other SAWSDL pages (as it is the case with regular web pages). However, the 
crawlers parse the SAWSDL pages looking for ontologies, pointed to by sawsdl:modelReference attributes. Then they also retrieve the 
ontology pages. Every file retrieved by a crawler is persisted to a repository.  

For parsing SAWSDL, originally we used SAWSDL4J [7]; it can parse WSDL 1.1 files, but it doesn’t seem to parse wsdl:types, so we 
dropped it for Apache Woden [8] combined with some extensions for SAWSDL. With this we can parse WSDL 2.0 files, which is good 
enough for demonstration purposes. However, in the real world we need to be able to parse both WSDL 1.1 and 2.0. Luckily, one of the 
latest Woden versions comes with a convertor from WSDL 1.1 to 2.0, which we use in our prototype.  
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The alternative is to write an own parser from scratch, potentially using C with yacc and flex for performance reasons. This is one of 
the future steps. 

Notably, the crawlers perform an important step that is in fact typical for indexers: since they need to parse the WSDL documents, 
they also extract the SAWSDL annotations for inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects (IOPEs) of the services and store them in the 
repository. A SAWSDL annotation of an input might look like this: 

<xsd:complexType sawsdl:modelReference=”http://www.hl7.org/spec /ontology/rim#Patient”> 

The crawlers also gather the ontology files referred to by the SAWSDL annotations (e.g. the file at http://www.hl7.org/spec 
/ontology/rim  in the example above) and store them in the repository. The next section describes the organization of data in the 
repository. 
 

Repository 
The forward index, containing the mapping between the WSDL files (expressed as unique document IDs) and the IOPEs is built by 

the crawler and persisted to the repository.  
For our prototype implementation, our initial intention was to use Apache Hadoop – in fact the so-called HDFS (Hadoop Distributed 

File System) – as repository. Among the remarkable features of HDFS, data distribution and replication on nodes in a cluster would be very 
helpful for a full-blown search engine. Namely, using replication in a cluster of distributed machines increases the availability and the 
scalability of the data store, two of the most important characteristics of a search engine repository. 

However, because of immature tooling and too little support, we’ve dropped Hadoop in favor of InfinityDB. The engine of the 
InfinityDB is based on an advanced B-tree data structure, which allows fast, reliable, memory-efficient data storage. In fact the very 
purpose of a B-tree is to implement indexes in a repository, such as to minimize the disk access, basically the bottleneck in read/write 
operations with the repository. The issue with InfinityDB was that we couldn’t even get a trial version, since we’ve got not answer to our 
request from the InfinityDB team. However, the B-tree data structure stays as the basis for our design too.  

Finally, we’ve chosen BerkeleyDB [9] for our prototype implementation of the repository and indexes. BerkeleyDB is an Oracle 
product that can be used for free for non-commercial purposes. Its architecture is based on storing (key, value) pairs in efficient data 
structures (e.g. B-trees), providing high concurrency and speed along with simplicity in programming. It supports ACID transactions and 
offers support for replication, enhancing thus the availability and scalability of the data store. These characteristics make it a good 
candidate for implementing the repository and the indexes in a search engine system. 

The WSDL files and the ontology files they point to (either RDF or OWL files) are all persisted to repository in a compressed format 
(zlib, which offers a good tradeoff between performance and compressed size).  

 
Indexers 
The WSDL pages are already parsed by the crawler and their IOPE annotations stored in the repository, so the work of the indexer 

becomes substantially easier.  
The indexer needs to build the following indexes: 
- one for the ontologies: we need to find each ontology file fast 
- one for the inputs of the services: the inputs need to be matched efficiently 
- similarly, we need one index for the outputs, one for the preconditions and one for the effects 

 
The indexer takes the forward index (created by the crawler) and creates the four inverted indexes for inputs, outputs, preconditions 

and effects. The indexer also performs a task that speeds up the searcher: for each Input/Output, it creates a list with the concepts from the 
same ontology as the current Input/Output, ordered decreasingly by the Tversky semantic similarity to this Input/Output.  

All these data structures are stored in our BerkeleyDB repository, as tuples, e.g. <Input1, <list of document IDs where it occurs>>. 
Internally, BerkeleyDB uses highly efficient B-trees to represent the indexes. 

 Searcher 

Given a certain requested profile (IOPEs), the searcher tries to find the best match among the advertised services. In order to perform 
its algorithm, the searcher first accesses the in-memory indexes created by BerkeleyDB, which are stored as B-trees. By using the 
in-memory B-trees, the disk accesses are minimized. This is utterly important for the searcher, the component for which performance is the 
single most important characteristic. Note also that the searcher uses the pre-computed Tversky similarity to optimize the selection of the 
best-matching service.  

The search algorithm is based on the three-fold semantic distance definition we gave above. In the first instance, a textual match of 
the inputs, outputs (preconditions and effects too, if they exist) is performed. If there is a match, the algorithm stops. If not, a match based 
on the covariance principle (for inputs) and contravariance principle (for outputs) is performed. If there is no match, the algorithm tries a 
match based on the Tversky similarity between the concepts and it stops when it finds a match with a score above a certain, predefined 
threshold. The match finds the document IDs (of the WSDL files) that correspond to the searched inputs, outputs, preconditions and 
effects, respectively. Then the searcher intersects these lists of document IDs in order to find those advertised WSDLs that correspond to 
the required profile. 

The performance of the search algorithm is exceptionally important for any real-world application. While the crawling or indexing 
steps are running behind the scenes and are not accessed real-time by clients, the search step is the “face to the client”, thus its complexity 
is extremely important. 

The search algorithm has a few driving forces: 
- the lookup steps: looking up outputs and inputs in the indexes; since the indexes are B-trees, the complexity of a lookup step is 

O( )(log NM
), where M is the degree of the tree and N is the number of indexed inputs/outputs 

- there are two nested lookup steps: one where we test all subclasses/superclasses of outputs/inputs and the other where we test 
all other classes in the same ontology (using the Tversky semantic similarity); this means the total complexity of the nested 
lookups is O (P * )(log NM

), where P is the ontology (where the inputs/outputs are found) size in terms of number of concepts 
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Conclusion 

In this paper we argue that instead of using UDDI for service registration and extending it such that it is able to work with semantic 
information, we propose the design and implementation of a search engine able to register and retrieve semantic web services. 

As with a regular search engine, a semantic one involves crawlers for retrieving the semantically annotated services, an efficient 
repository for storing them, an indexer to index the services and a searcher which retrieves the matching services using the indexes. 

There are a few assumptions made by the design of our semantic search engine: 
- we only consider SAWSDL files that describe web services; SAWSDL is a standard that extends the WSDL descriptions with 

semantic information 
- matching web services means matching of their inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects (IOPEs) 

 
We have implemented a prototype based on open source tools that illustrates the semantic search engine with its components: 

crawlers, repository, indexer and searcher. The single most important bottleneck is the disk access necessary for the searcher to match 
the required profile. However, with the highly efficient BerkeleyDB implementation of the repository, based on B-trees, retrieving a record 
out of 100000 is a matter of 20-30 milliseconds. On the same machine, a classic SQL select operation from a relational database of similar 
size takes an order of magnitude longer. 
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Abstract. Based on the minimum Gibbs Free Enthalpy algorithm (FEM), a model of the reaction zones 
located around electrode tips in the ferrosilicon submerged arc furnace has been presented. In the 
calculations, new opportunities created by the HSC software package which enables the use of                  
a thermochemical database and equilibrium calculations directly in the Excel spreadsheet have been utilized. 
The model of the ferrosilicon process in the submerged arc furnace is a system of two closed isothermal 
reactors: an upper one with a lower temperature T1, and a lower one with a higher temperature T2. Between 
the reactors and the environment as well as between the reactors inside the system, a periodical exchange 
of mass occurs at the moments when the equilibrium state is reached. The condensed products of chemical 
reactions move from the top to the bottom, and the gas phase components move in the opposite direction. It 
can be assumed that in the model, the reactor 1 corresponds to the charge zone of submerged arc furnace 
where heat is released as a result of resistive heating, and the reactor 2 corresponds to the zones of the 
furnace where heat is produced by electric arc. Based on the model, the balances of heat and mass as well 
as the relations between temperature conditions of the reactors and the efficiency of the ferrosilicon process 
have been determined. Using the model, technical and economic indices of the ferrosilicon process have 
been identified and a good agreement with the industrial data has been obtained.  
 
Introduction 

For a fixed composition of the initial reaction mixture and set conditions of temperature and pressure (T,P=const), the equilibrium 
composition of the system is the most stable and corresponds to the minimum Gibbs Free Enthalpy. The non-stoichiometric algorithm of 
the Gibbs Free Energy Minimization Method (FEM) is obtained through solving the nonlinear optimization problem with limitations 
resulting from the mass balances of individual elements that constitute the system in which the objective function is: 

min
, ,

																																																																																																												 1 	
 

 
where: 
       , ,  – Gibbs free enthalpy function, 

  , , … , ,             

   , , … ,  

       	-   vectors whose elements are numbers of  

                moles of the various phase r components , 

               1,2, … , ,  

         – a number of phases constituting the system, 

        - gas const.  

 
      This algorithm requires delivery of input data of the initial reaction mixture composition, parameters of the process (T, P) and a list of 
components that may appear in the equilibrium composition of the specific reaction system phases. This approach does not specify the 
chemical reactions or stoichiometric equations. The analysis of thermodynamic carbon reduction of silica with the use of the FEM 
algorithm was a subject of many publications [3]-[4], but new opportunities have emerged due to inclusion of an appendix to the HSC 
6.1 thermochemical software that allows for the use of a thermochemical database and solution of the FEM problems directly in the 
Excel spreadsheet. 
 

 
Model of the Ferrosilicon Process 

Based on the FEM algorithm, a model of the reaction zones located around electrode tips in the ferrosilicon submerged arc furnace 
was presented. The model is an extension of earlier models and concepts described in the publications [1] - [4]. It is        a system of two 
closed isothermal reactors: an upper one with a lower temperature T1, and a lower one with a higher temperature T2 (Fig. 1). Between 
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the reactors and the environment as well as between the reactors inside the system, a periodical exchange of mass occurs at the 
moments when the equilibrium state is reached in the reactors. In each cycle, a reaction mixture with the molar  composition 
corresponding approximately to the batch mixture of raw materials for the ferrosilicon smelting process is fed into the upper reactor: 

 
                     SiO2 + 1.89C + 0.14Fe + 0.015Al2O3 + 0.008CaO + 0.003MgO + 0.0001TiO2                                             (2) 
 
At the same time, the condensed products of chemical reactions move from the top to the bottom, and the gas phase components 

move in the opposite direction. Simulation of the continuous ferrosilicon smelting process was implemented recursively. 
       In Cycle 1, a portion of the mixture (2) is fed into the upper reactor where the reactions take place until the equilibrium state at the 
temperature T1 is reached. Then, the gas-phase products leave the reactor 1 and after cooling to the temperature Tw = 850℃, they do 
not participate in the further process. Simultaneously, the products of condensed phases of the reactor 1 flow down and are introduced 
into the reactor 2 where they react with each other until the equilibrium at the temperature T2 is reached. Then, the condensed phase 
products leave the reactor 2 and, after cooling to the temperature T1, form a metallic and slag phase and do not participate in the further 
process. The gas phase products with the equilibrium composition leave the reactor 2 and, after cooling to temperature T1, they are 
introduced back into the reactor 1 where they react to reach the equilibrium state again at the temperature T1. Once the reactor 1 
reaches the equilibrium, the gas phase products leave the reactor and after cooling to temperature Tw, they do not participate in the 
further process. The products of condensed phases remain in the reactor 1 and take part in the reactions of the next cycle. Cycle 2 and 
each next cycle of the reaction system start with an introduction of a new portion of the reactants (2) to the reactor 1. They react 
together with the other condensed components of the previous cycle until the equilibrium is reached at the temperature T1. In the 
subsequent cycles, the process is the same as in Cycle 1. In the real ferrosilicon process, the temperature Tw corresponds to the 
temperature of gases that are byproducts of the  silica reduction process measured immediately after leaving the furnace charge 
surface. 
      Using the HSC 6.1 thermochemical database, it was found that within the temperature range of 1500 to 2500 0C, five phases in the 
Fe-Si-O-C-Al-Ca-Mg-Ti system with 192 components might occur. Due to a large number of components, Table 1 presents only 53 
components of specific phases limited to the Fe-Si-O-C system. 
 

Table  1. The components of specific phases of the Fe-Si-O-C system 
 

 
 

   
    It can be assumed that in the model, the reactor 1 corresponds to the charge zone of submerged arc furnace where heat is released 
as a result of resistive heating, and the reactor 2 corresponds to the zones of the furnace where heat is produced by electric arc. Using 
the macros developed independently in the Excel Visual Basic, a series of simulation calculations in a spreadsheet was performed. For 
each cycle, the equilibrium composition of phases of the reaction system as well as the mass and energy balances were determined. 
The heat balance of the process includes the following components:   

                  ∆ ∆ 	∆ ∆ 		∆ ∆ ∆                                                     (3)                                        

                  ∆   ∆                                                                                                                                              (4)    

                                                                                                                                                                                (5)    

 where:    

     ∆  – enthalpy change of the substrates (2) during heating from the ambient temperature to the temperature T1,     
                  ( / ), 

     ∆ , ∆ 	 – thermal effect of reactions in the reactor 1 and 2 ,respectively, ( / ), 

     ∆     – enthalpy change of the condensed phases during heating while passing from the reactor 1 to the  
                            reactor 2, ( / ), 

     	∆ ∆ 	- enthalpy change of the gas phase during cooling while passing from the reactor 2 to the  
                                           reactor 1 and the thermal effect of the condensation reactions in the reactor 1 , ( / ), 

					∆ , ∆ 	- enthalpy change of the gas phase products after leaving the reactor 1 and cooling to 
                                      the temperature Tw, ( / ) 

     ∆  – enthalpy change of condensed phases after leaving the reactor 2 and cooling from the temperature T2 to 
                         T1, ( / ) 

Phase1 C(g) C2(g) C3(g) C4(g) C5(g) C60(g) CO(g)

CO2(g) C3O2(g) Fe(g) Fe2(g) Fe(CO)5(g) FeO(g) FeO2(g)

O(g) O2(g) C2O(g) O3(g) Si(g) Si2(g) Si3(g)

Si4(g) SiC(g) SiC2(g) Si2C(g) SiO(g) SiO2(g) Si2O2(g)

Phase2 FeCO3 Fe(CO)5 Fe2(CO)9 Fe3(CO)12 Fe0.945O Fe0.947O FeO

FeO1.056 Fe2O3 Fe3O4 Fe3O4 FeO*SiO2 2FeO*SiO2 FeSiO3

SiO2

Phase3 C

Phase4 SiC

Phase5 Fe3C Fe FeSi FeSi2 FeSi2.33 FeSi2.43 Fe3Si

Fe5Si3 Si
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     The components Qw, Qarc of the heat balance characterize distribution of heat in the reaction zones of the ferrosilicon submerged arc 
furnace. The component Qw corresponds to the charge zones where heat release results from resistive heating and the Qarc 
corresponds to gas chambers localized around the electrode tips where heat is released as a result of arc heating. The distribution of 
heat in the ferrosilicon process can be characterized by percentages Q1, Q2 related to Qw and Qarc  as follows: 
 
                    100 ∙   ,    100 ∙               ,%                                                                                                               (6) 

     
      Based on the mass and energy balances of the process, the theoretical Si yield and the specific energy consumption rate E were 
determined:                                                                                                                                                                                             

                    
∙

. ∙ ∙
                       , /                                                                                                                                  (7)     

       where: 

                 – weight of the metallic phase leaving the reactor 2,  	  

                  – factor related to the thermal efficiency of the furnace , 0.88 
3.6  – energy unit converter, 1 3.6      

 

 
 

Fig. 1 The results of calculations for a physicochemical model of the ferrosilicon process with two isothermal reactors after 50 cycles. 
The system Fe-Si-O-C-Al-Ca-Mg-Ti, the reaction mixture (2),  T1 = 1665 0C ,  T2 = 1935 ℃, P = 1 bar.  

 
      The model shows that the most favorable conditions for the silica reduction process with the reaction mixture (2) are as follows: T1 = 
1665, T2 = 1935 ℃, and the heat percentage Q1 = 69.9%. Under such conditions, the Si yield in the metallic phase of the reactor 2 
stabilizes after about 20 cycles and the reaction system reaches a steady state (Fig. 2). The results of calculations for a model 
simulating the smelting ferrosilicon process are shown in Fig. 1. 
      The reactor 2 temperature (T2 = 1935 0C ) is the temperature at which the Si yield of the reduction silica process is the  maximum 
for the given temperature T1= 1665 0C. In the reactor 1, processes of SiC formation through a reaction of silica with carbon and 
condensation reactions of SiO gas oxide to SiC mainly occur. In the reactor 2, processes of SiO gas generation and silicon metal 
production through reduction of silica with SiC carbide take place. Table 2 shows the heat balance of the process. According to the 
relationships (2-6), the components of energy demand Qw, Qarc in the reactors 1 and 2 as well as the percentages Q1, Q2 that 
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characterize the distribution of the heat flux in different zones of the reaction system were calculated and the specific energy 
consumption E was determined. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2  The Si yield in the metallic phase of the reactor 2 in subsequent cycles of the process, the reaction mixture (2),               T1 = 
1665 ℃,T2 = 1935 ℃ P = 1 bar 

  
Table 2. 
     The heat balance of the process after 50 cycles, T1 = 1665 , T2 = 1935 , P = 1 bar, the reaction mixture (2) 
 

 
 
Conclusion 
       The model allows for the explanation of many characteristic states of the ferrosilicon smelting process in the submerged arc 
furnace. It also allows for the determination of the effects of temperature conditions in charge zones and arc zones of the furnace on the 
electro-thermal silica reduction process. The calculation results for the Si yield and the specific energy consumption show a good 
agreement of the model and the industrial data for the ferrosilicon FeSi75 process [5].  
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No.                The component of the heat balance kcal/mol MJ/kmol kWh/kmol kWh/t Part, %

1 Heating to a temp. T1 and the thermal  efekt of the reactions  in the reactor 1 152.68 638.83 177.452 5402.52

2 Cooling of gas  leaving the reactor 1 to a temperature of 850 
0
C ‐13.77 -57.62 ‐16.006 Q1

                                        Summary heat efect (3),  Qw 138.91 581.21 161.45 4915.21 69.85

6 Heating from temp. T1 to T2 and thermal  efect of the  reactions  in the  reactor 2 114.47 478.94 133.04

7 Cooling of gas  leaving the reactor 2 and its   condensation in the reactor 1 -52.28 -218.74 ‐60.76

8 Cooling of metal  and slag phase from the temperature T2 to T1 -2.2366 -9.36 ‐2.60 Q2

                                        Summary heat efect (4),  Qarc 59.95 250.85 69.68 2121.39 30.15

           Summary energy consumption (5),  Q = Qw + Qarc 198.87 832.05 231.13 7036.61 100

                Specific energy consumption, E = Q/,  = 0.88                  7996.15
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Abstract. Epilepsy is a neurological condition, which affects the nervous system. It is usually diagnosed after  
a person has had at least two seizures that were not caused by some known medical condition like alcohol 
withdrawal or extremely low blood sugar.  The seizures in epilepsy may be related to a brain injury or a family 
tendency, but most of the time the cause is unknown. This paper explores the possibility of predicting onset of 
epilepsy analysing the pre Ictal state of EEG. Epilepsy can be understood as a series of unprovoked 
synchronous activities occurring in the brain. During epileptic attack all the synchronous activities are occurring 
together at the same time. Thus the signal will be more organized. During the normal state the signal will be  
a little more chaotic as compared to Ictal state. It was seen that during the Pre-Ictal state the brain activity is 
seen to be calmer and less chaotic. This shows increase in entropy. This was tested and confirmed in this 
paper. Prediction of epilepsy can be done on a small time window occurring before and epileptic seizure. This 
state called the Pre-Ictal State. The signal was tested for parameters like standard deviation, variance, power 
and entropy. These parameters have high values in pre Ictal state compared to Normal State and Ictal state. 
Thus by observing this kind of state we can predict the onset of epileptic seizure. 
 
Introduction 
         The brain is the centre of all neuronal activities   occurring in the body. It has neurons which carry impulses from one part to the other. 
When these impulses are unprovoked impulses they result in    seizure. Thus epilepsy is nothing but a series of unprovoked synchronous 
activity occurring in the brain. Epilepsy is one of the most common of the neurological disorders, with a prevalence of about 1% of the 
population or 50 million persons worldwide [1]. Long-term EEG (LTEEG) monitoring is used to closely monitor patients over extended 
periods who have relatively infrequent but recurring atypical turns. or seizures. LTEEG monitoring comprises continuous 19-channel EEG 
and video recordings over several days. The ability to detect seizures automatically in the EEG will substantially reduce the loss of 
valuable data due to the manual observation. A seizure is not primarily an electrographic pattern of characteristic morphology, but rather a 
behavioral event [2, 3]. This wide ranging electrographic morphology and, lack of clear EEG manifestations, can make some seizures very 
difficult to detect reliably. Visual analysis of EEG signals has some drawbacks. It is a time-consuming and subjective task. Furthermore, it 
is error-prone due to fatigue, etc. Therefore, automation of the detection of the underlying brain dynamics in EEG signals is significant in 
order to obtain fast and objective EEG analysis. Thus it is very important to predict the preictal state of the epileptic seizure. Evrim et al 
differentiated between seizure and non-seizure periods by representing multi-channel EEG signals using a set of features from both time 
and frequency domains. They evaluated the performance of our model considering both sensitivity and specificity. During epileptic attack 
all the synchronous activities are occurring together at the same time. Thus the signal will be  more organized. During the normal state the 
signal will be a little more chaotic as compared to Ictal state. It was seen in a  research that during the Pre-Ictal state the brain activities are 
calmer. Hence different activities will take place at different instant indicating an increase in entropy. This is tested in this research paper. 
 
Methodology  
       The hypothesis of this work is that there exists a zone of siginificantly calm activity just before the onset of an epileptic seizure. If such 
a zone is identified then we can predict the onset of the seizure.  The signal obtained was first tested at different intervals to detect the 
Normal State, Pre-Ictal State and Ictal State. In order to predict epilepsy we divided 18,432 samples into sample sizes of 200 and 500 and 
found out linear as well as non linear parameters like standard deviation, variance, power and entropy[1] . We have chosen one non linear 
(entropy)[2] and other linear  parameters to get a more conclusive test. These values were plotted and 5 different categories were 
obtained: (1)Pre-Ictal values Highest ,(2) Pre-Ictal value lower than Normal but higher than Ictal (3) Pre-Ictal values lowest  (4) Pre-Ictal 
values higher than Normal but lower than Ictal (5) Pre-Ictal value same as Ictal value. Then a group was made and 500 values before and 
after this sample. These were then also tested for the above mentioned parameters. The result were then stored in both tabular format and 
graphs both showing a difference in all the three states.The plots of the highest entropy of the Pre-Ictal state as compared to the other 2 
states are shown in Fig. 
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The table for sample size 500 is given below 

Table 1 . Linear and Nonlinear Parameters of Sample Size 500 
 

State Std Variance Power Entropy Sample 

Normal 15.52397 240.993653 47.622914 0.999928 5405:5905 

Pre-Ictal 64.160763 4116.603497 72.277541 0.999974 8311:8811 

Ictal 82.076457 6736.544822 76.551768 0.997904 11030:11530 

 
Table2. Linear and Nonlinear Parameters of Sample Size 500 
 

State Std Variance Power Entropy Sample 

Normal 16.520391 272.923329 48.717536 0.994173 6405:6905 

Pre-Ictal 35.947369 1292.213373 62.22066 0.999974 9311:9811 

Ictal 144.31255 20826.11244 86.354818 0.998203 12030:12530 

 
Table3. Linear and Nonlinear Parameters of Sample Size 200 

 

State Std Variance Power Entropy Sample 

Normal 13.687816 187.356318 45.487064 0.998553 6805:7005 

Pre-Ictal 38.276447 1465.086418 63.280632 0.999125 9711:9911 

Ictal 217.194065 47173.26199 93.431297 0.990534 12430:12630 

 
Table4. Linear and Nonlinear Parameters of Sample Size 500 - Low

 

 

State Std Variance Power Entropy Sample 

Normal 16.586416 275.109206 48.773089 0.999974 5905:6405 

Pre-Ictal 39.652312 1572.305868 63.915331 0.999997 8811:9311 

Ictal 83.508824 6973.723713 76.851971 0.998479 11530:12030 

 
Table 5: Linear and Nonlinear Parameters of Sample Size 500 - High 
 

State Std Variance Power Entropy Sample 

Normal 13.328701 177.654283 44.976785 0.993089 6605:7105 

Pre-Ictal 35.821715 1283.195289 62.156435 0.998732 9511:10011 

Ictal 205.313934 42153.8116 92.479597 0.995164 12230:12730 

 
 
  Figure 1. Comparison of 500 samples of Normal, Pre-Ictal & Ictal  
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Figure 2: Comparison of 500 samples of Normal, Pre-Ictal & Ictal states 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of  200 samples of Normal, Pre-Ictal & Ictal states 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of 500 before and after samples of the 3 states - Low 
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Figure 5. Comparison of 500 before and after samples of the 3 states - High 

Conclusion 
   When the tables for sample size 500 were plotted it was seen that the values of Standard Deviation, Variance, and Power and Entropy of 
Pre-Ictal state showed a significant high in 4 of the 5 cases as compared to the Normal State. In the fifth case the value of the Pre-Ictal 
state was lower than that of Normal state but higher than that of the Ictal State. Further when the tables for sample size 200 were plotted 
it was seen that the values of the parameters varied differently. Out of 13 samples, 5 samples showed a significant high in Pre-Ictal state 
values as compared to Normal State. 5 samples showed the lowest values of Pre-Ictal State. 2 samples showed a Pre-Ictal value higher 
than Normal State but lower as compared to Ictal State and 1 sample showed that the value of the Pre-Ictal state was lower than that of 
Normal state but higher than that of the Ictal State. 
. 
To get a more perfect result the values of the same category were combined and 500 samples before this sample and 500 values after the 
sample were put in a table. A more conclusive result was obtained here. It was seen that out of 18 values, 10 values showed that the 
values of the Pre-Ictal State were high as compared to that of the Normal State. A few showed the rest of the categories. When the graphs 
for these samples were plotted it was seen that these values showed significant difference in the Normal, Pre-Ictal and Ictal state which 
can be seen. These results when put together proved that there a small sample size just before seizure where the signal shows some 
changes as compared to the Normal state. This change is abrupt. Since the values go relatively higher it can be proved that the signal 
undergoes a complete transition. During seizure the value of entropy is low because all the activities are occurring at the same time. During 
Pre-Ictal state the brain is suppose to be calmer as compared to the Normal state. This means that different activities are occurring at 
different a time which indicates a much a higher entropy. The values prove the same. Hence entropy can be used as a sure test to predict 
epilepsy. It could be conclusively seen that there was some significant change in the values just prior to the onset of epilepsy. This window 
though small can be hence used to predict the onset of epilepsy. The patient can thus be given necessary treatment well prior to epileptic 
seizure. 
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Abstract: Rotational turning is a subsequent variant of hard turning. Its abilities are not different from former 
hard turning; however it does not generate orderly periodical topography which is exceptionable in some cases 
of hard turned surfaces. Rotational turning cut with a long, oblique placed cutting edge contrary to the 
traditionally single-point cutting tools of turning. The skiving-like material removal is carried out with the slow 
rotation on a large diameter of the cutting edge and feed marks will not remain on the surface. The rotation 
angles of the initial-, the constant- and the running out phases must be known for the calculation of productivity 
and machining times. In our paper we define the rotation angles with exact solutions based on the geometrical 
conditions. After the geometrical assay was done we deduce the formulas of the exact solutions and we 
present on examples their main applications. After these the construction of the used tool, the applicable 
technological parameters, the expectable outgoing parameters of the process and the quality parameters of 
the workpieces are introduced. Finally we point out the unusual high productivity which is the highest among 
the other methods of hard turning and grinding. 
 
1. Introduction 

However hard turning is a young, not long-used method, there is a lot of experience accumulated about its great economical 
advantage and disadvantageous characteristics. A meaningful disadvantage is the generated surface topography which is not acceptable 
in certain cases. Intrinsically there are 3–4 sort of surface where the generated topography is disadvantageous in case of single-point 
tools: surfaces that are carrying sealings; the active internal and external surfaces of needle roller bearings; surfaces of synchronization 
cones in transmission and joint surfaces in free-running gears. In precision finishing of those surfaces technologists had to return to 
grinding because the grinded (so-called random) topography is acceptable in these applications. The return of grinding is disadvantageous 
in point of expenses even if it is done at high level. Intrinsically the importance of rotational turning is that the return to grinding is 
unnecessary because the rotational method makes a random grinding-like topography [1, 2, 3]. New machine tools are not necessary for 
the application of rotational turning because the needed tools can be hold in the turrets of hard turning lathes. The advantages of the 
method show up in machining external cylindrical surfaces (shafts) because that type of surface must be machined with rotational turning 
unlike other types of surfaces which can be machined with standard tools. This is because the use of the rotational method is practical only 
in this case due to the special designed and expensive tool. Since the same objective can be reached with various hard machining 
methods, the optimal selection among those is important which is suitable for the given case. These methods must be compared according 
to their productivity and cost-efficiency. In rotational turning the rotation angle of the tool must be known accurately for the calculation of 
machine times. 
 
2. Cutting with rotational feed method 

The material removal in rotational turning is caused by the chip formation movement of the long cutting edge which section is linear in 
a laid-out plane but in reality it is on a helical curve on a cylinder surface with ds diameter. In Figure 1 the cutting edge can be seen in plane 
so it creates a line which line and the axis of the workpiece are skewed. In that can be found the PV distance which is in cut momently and 
generates the chip. In geometrical view the skewed position means that the radius of the generated workpiece (with dw diameter) is equal 
to the normal transversal of the lines (in Figure 1 that is the OP distance). The explanation of the symbols in Figure 1 are the followings: dw,z 
– raw diameter of the workpiece (contains radial direction allowance, z); nw – angular frequency of the workpiece; vc – cutting speed; vs – 
the speed vector of the rotation of the workpiece; ap – depth of cut; λ – skewness angle of the cutting edge. 
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Fig. 1: Material removal principle in rotational turning 
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Figure 1 also demonstrates that the complete surface of the workpiece is machined by a long section of the cutting edge whereby the 
tool life of the cutting edge will be longer. Furthermore it can be seen that there is no need of feed from the machine because the axial 
component of the speed vector (vc) works as “feed” during machining. 

The needed angle of the rotation of the workpiece can be understood in Figure 2. The cut begins when the P point of the cutting edge 
reaches the workpiece. This is the first specific position of the tool. As the tool is rotating further with ϑin angle the P point gets into the P’ 
point. This is the second specific position. As the rotation continues with ϑa angle the V point of the tool gets into the U point. This is the 
third specific position. From here the running-out phase begins while the V point gets into the U’ point with the needed ϑout angle. This is 
the fourth specific position of the cutting edge. 
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Fig. 2: Specific positions of the cutting edge with the determinative rotation angles 
 

3. Determination of the rotation of the tool 
We pointed up the three phases of the cutting edge’s movement in connection with Figure 2 however in case of rotational turning the 

rotation angles (made by the tool) of each phases must be known. The parameters are indicated in Figure 2 which are necessary for the 

calculation of rotational arches and angles. The knowledge of the length ( PP ) of arch is needed for the calculation of ϑin. Because of the 
symmetry the value of ϑout is the same. Since the depth of cut (ap), which is also the radial allowance, is very low (around 0.1 mm) we 
applied the following: in the calculation the arch is approximated to a chord. In this way: 

 

      

1 2

s w
p

s w

d d
PP a

d d
, (1) 

 
on the other hand the following proportion is given: 

 

s inPP' : d : 360      , (2) 

 
on the basis of the two equation we get the following: 

 

in out
s

360 PP'
d


   
 

 . (3) 

 
The pitch (p) of the curve of the cutting edge must be known for the calculation of ϑa which is the determinant parameter for the 

second and third specific edge position. We get it with a well-known geometrical equation [4]: 
 

sp d tan(90 )        , (4) 

 
whereby the needed rotation is the following [4]: 

 

w
a

L
360

p
    . (5) 

 
4. The practical use of rotational turning 

Rotational turning is capable of machining not only external cylindrical surfaces but also bore-holes and flat surfaces. There is also no 
limitation for machining interrupted surfaces. The advantages of the use of rotational turning contrary to grinding: 

 shorter machining times 
 coolant is not needed 
 lower investment costs 
 greater process stability [2] 

The method and the needed machine tool is based on the patent announcement of J. G. Weisser Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik. The 
manufacturer of the tools is MAAS GmbH. The following results are obtainable [5]: 

 roundness tolerance: <0.003 mm 
 straightness tolerance: <0.003 mm 

 diameter: IT5…IT6 
 roughness: Ra<0.02 µm; Rz<1.00 µm 
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 concentricity: <0.004 mm  topography: twist free, random 
 
The cutting is performed with a special tool with a PCBN cutting edge which can be held in the turret of the lathe (Figure 3). The tool 

life is long because not only one point of the edge works but the whole length of the edge whose size can be around 30 mm. The edge is 
made of boron-nitride with middle CBN content, TiN binder, and around 2 µm grain size. Its relative high shock resistance enables the 
cutting of interrupted surfaces. It can be seen In Figure 3 that only a thin, lath-like insert is made of CBN in the tool hence the costs remain 
on a moderate level. Unusual by careful preparation of the edge is needed: both the rake- and the flank surfaces are lapped multiple times. 
In Figure 4 the tool can be seen during machining. 

 
a) 

 
b)

 
Fig. 3: Rotational turning tool mountable into a turret of a lathe: a) 3D view of the tool, b) design of the tool [5] 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Rotational turning tool in work [6] 
 

The thin (h=0.01…0.02 mm) and wide, red glowing chip is cut down continuously by a ribbon-like way in the cutting zone. The cutting 
speed is very high: 160…240 m/min (which is typical of CBN tools); for the tangential feed (or rotational feed) 0.14…0.18 mm/workpiece 
revolution are (ft) recommended by the manufacturers [1, 2, 5]. The allowance in diameter is: z≤0.02 mm. 

 
Sketch Condition Alteration of the chip width 
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Fig. 5:Three typical cases of rotational turning 

5. Technology planning of rotational turning 
The first phase of technology planning contains the comparison of the length of the surface to be machined (Lw) and the length of the 

cutting edge ( PP ). As the data given by the manufacturer the maximum length of the cutting edge is 30 mm. This length is long enough 
for the majority of the cases to cover the Lw length because the lengths of sealing carrier surfaces of shafts are short. However that case 
should not be excluded if the Lw length is much longer than the length of the cutting edge; or if the length of the workpiece’s surface is much 
shorter than the projection of the edge. The three possible initial relations can be seen on Figure 4. In the first part we encountered with 
that case when the so-called constant phase is not observable. 

Awhile the chip thickness is growing then it began to decrease after reaching the maximum value, without the constant phase 
occurring. In the second part the projection of the cutting edge is equal or slightly higher than the Lw length of the workpiece. In this case 
the constant phase comes into existence thus there will be a section of the rotation during the slow rotation of the tool where the active 
length of the cutting edge is constant. In this section the chip width is also constant. 

In the third part of Figure 4 the projection of the cutting edge is lower than the Lw length of the workpiece. In this case there must be 
an additional feed component in direction of the Z axis besides the feed component from the rotation of the tool. Attention must be paid that 
the sum of the two feed components should not be higher than the values in the recommendations. 

 
Lastly we prepared a simple example for the explanation of the equations above on the application of rotational turning. 

The parameters of the workpiece: 
 material: 20MnCr5, 62 HRC 
 diameter: dw=60h5 
 length: Lw=20 mm 
 radial allowance: z=0.1 mm 
 prescribed roughness: Rz=3 µm 
 number of passes: 1 

Given parameters based on recommendations and experience: 
 cutting speed: vc=180 m/min, 
 tangential feed: ft=0.18 mm/wp. rev. 
 diameter of the tool: ds=200 mm 
 skewness angle of the edge: λ=30° 
 length of the cutting edge: Ls=30 mm 

 
 
The equations can be solved on the basis of the given parameters. 

a) Angular frequency of the workpiece: 

c
w

w

1000 v 1000 180 1
n 955 

d 60 min

 
  

   
 

 
b) Axial feed (in mm/wp. rev.): 

t
a

f 0.18 mm
f 0.312 

tan tan30 wp.rev.
  

   
 
c) Axial feed (in mm/min): 

f,a w a

mm
v n f 955 0.312 298 

min
    

 
 
d) Machining time (with approx. 1+1 mm engage/retract length): 

w
g

f,a

L 2 22
t 0.074 min 4.43 s

v 298


   

 
 
e) Tangential feed (in mm/min) 

f,t w t

mm
v n f 955 0.18 171.9 

min
    

 
 
f) Angular frequency of the tool: 

f,t
s

s

v 171.9 1
n 0.2736 

d 200 min
  

   
 

g) Angular speed of the tool: 

s
s

2 n 2 0.2736 rad grad
0.0286 1.642 

60 60 s s

   
    

 
 
h) The angle of the engage/retract: 

in out
s

360 PP' 360 2.148
1.231 grad

d 200

 
     

   
 

1/2 1/2

s w
p

s w

d d 200 60
PP' a 0.1 2.148 mm

d d 200 60

               
 
i) Rotation during the constant phase: 

w
áll

L 20
360 360 6.616 grad

p 1088.3
     

 
sp d tan(90 ) 200 1.732 1088.3 mm           

 

 
j) Total rotation of the tool: 

1.231 6.616 1.231 9.078 grad      
 
k) Machining time from the angular speed: 

g
s

9.078
t 5.53 s

1.642


  


 

 
Summary 

The complex chip-geometrical characteristics of the rotational turning make the calculation of machining times seemingly difficult. 
Therefore the easiest way to achieve the above is the calculation of the needed rotation done by the slowly rotating tool. Each angle of the 
specific phases (initial, constant, running out) can be calculated simply. The machining time is calculated on the basis of the determined 
angles and the angular speed. These values can be used for the comparison of the rotational turning to other hard turning methods. The 
presented example demonstrates that the productivity of rotational turning is very high. Bearing seats or sealing surfaces can be machined 
under several seconds and the quality of the surface is the same like in grinding. It seems there are some cases when the rotational turning 
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method can be more an economical solution than the investment of a new grinding machine. Furthermore we are certain that the 
topography limitations can be prevented which are present without doubt in ordinary hard turning. 
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Abstract. For today that is a social demand and technical possibility in every way of life that when 
manufacturing new engineering products the environmental aspect should predominate better and better. One 
of the possibilities for that is to decrease the amount of coolants and lubricants (CL) applied in metal machining 
procedures. The application of CL considerably contributed to the increase of the efficiency of material 
removal in metal machining procedures. A highlighted task of production technologists’ is to increase 
efficiency while decreasing these auxiliary materials or even eliminate them. In this article we focus on how the 
CL can be decreased in the alternative procedures of hard turning. Through comparative examinations we 
seeked to ascertain whether a given production task – namely the machining of hard surface – can be fulfilled 
with the same accuracy and economic efficiency if using less CL. 
 
Introduction 

In high productivity cutting of steels the cutting zone heats to high temperature. This type of high temperature increases the 
dimension difference of cutting tool and its premature failure. It damages the surface integrity of the product by causing tensile residual 
stress and the formation of micro-cracking on the surface and near surface layers, furthermore, by quick oxidation and corrosion [1]. In high 
speed cutting the use of coolants and lubricants for conventional cutting is unsuccessful, as the coolants and lubricants cannot reach the 
contact of chip - cutting tool, so it cannot take away the heat [2]. When EP additives are given to the coolants and lubricants that does not 
assure their getting to the contact of chip - cutting tool, that is the cooling and lubrication [3]. Lately the advantages of the use of coolants 
and lubricants were questioned because of their numerous negative effects they cause. When coolants and lubricants are not treated 
properly they can seriously damage the soil, water resources, and the environment. That is why, because of the protection of the 
environment, they have to satisfy strict rules. A further disadvantage of their application is that they can have injurious effect on the engine 
operators causing them skin and respiratory problems [4]. 

In companies the cost of coolants and lubricants amounts to most of the entire machining cost. Many researchers state that the cost 
of coolants and lubricants is frequently higher than the costs related to cutting tools [5]. As a consequence the abandonment of coolants 
and lubricants, if that is possible, can cause a meaningful economic motivation. 

In the present manufacturing environment the end users of coolants and lubricants take care of reducing the costs and increasing 
productivity.  

The volume of used soluble oil from the whole manufacturing processes of the German industries were around 60% of the volume of 
CL used in 1992 which was about 1 151 000 tons, [6]. That means a huge amount of money, varying 7.5%÷17% of the manufacturing costs 
per part. This cost is higher than the costs in connection with tooling [7], [8]. 

In the work of Canter [9] it can be read that the estimated cost of coolants and lubricants is 16% of the whole cost for a general 
end-user which is shown in Fig. 1. [9] 
 

cost of 
coolants and 

lubricants
16%

cost of 
cutting

30%
cost of tools

3%

other cost
19%

cost of tool 
replacement

25%

cost of stand-
by time

7%

 
 

Fig. 1, Typical End-User Manufacturing Costs [9] 
 

According to other estimations the costs of CL took 0.9% of the total production costs in 2001 [9]. This is shown well by the amount 
of the used CL as well. According to a value from 1998, approximately 2.3x109 litres of coolants and lubricants were used to manufacturing 
operations and their cost value was around $2.75x109 [10]. In 2002 in the USA the total amount of coolants and lubricants which help metal 
working was estimated at 246.6 million gallons, out of which, 117.2 million gallons were metal removal fluids (straight oils, 27.3 million 
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gallons; soluble oils, 49.3 million gallons; semi-synthetics, 21.7 million gallons; synthetics, 18.9 million gallons) [11]. According to the 
Association of European Lubricant Manufacturers in 2005 the amount of liquid which helps metal working was about 270 000 tons (84 
million gallons) in the European Union [12]. Some alternatives were looked for in order to reduce or avoid the use of coolants and lubricants 
in machining procedures. Nowadays there is a big interest in dry cutting and really they can be used successfully in the field of 
environmentally friendly cutting [13]. In reality, however, they are not so effective when the requirements are better manufacturing 
efficiency, better machined surface and sever cutting conditions. For these cases the use of minimum volume coolants and lubricants is 
advantageous, which really play a significant role in numerous practical uses [14]. 

 
Dry Machining 

The substitution of roles of coolants and lubricants in dry machining is really a big challenge, because coolants and lubricants solve 
several tasks at the same time. Among them is the lubrication of the workpiece and cutting tool, the reduction of the heat in the cutting 
zone, corrosion prevention of the workpiece, cleaning the workpiece, and washing away chips from the place of cutting. The effectiveness 
of coolants and lubricants depends on the given operation, the material of the workpiece and the cutting tool and the technological 
parameters to a great extent. 

The missing of coolants and lubricants can lead to negative effects as well. The absence of cooling and lubrication can increase 
friction and that can increase temperature. That is why the cutting tool can wear more rapidly, built up edge can occur on the cutting tool 
which can have an effect on the workpiece as well. Its surface roughness can deteriorate; its residual stress can increase [21]. The 
absence of active removal of chips from the cutting zone can lead to the increase in temperature, hack of tool, or even tool breakage. 

In dry cutting special tooling was developed for the substitution of the missing lubrication and the chips washing away. Carbide, cubic 
boron nitride cutting tools are applied with silicon nitride and diamond coating in dry cutting. These tool materials have good hot hardness 
and good wear resistance. Individual tooling can be made by further developed tool geometry which can realize functions of chip guiding 
and chip breaking when there are no coolants and lubricants helping the chip clear away function. Vacuum and compressed air systems 
can take away chips from the cutting environment in case of no use of coolants and lubricants too. The operational conditions and 
materials producing short chip, small cutting force and low temperature are the most suitable for dry machining with single point cutting 
tools. However, dry grinding, honing and lapping mean great challenge [15]. 

 
Machining with Minimum Quantity Lubrication 

The name of minimum quantity lubrication refers to the case when the coolants and lubricants are used in minimum volume. Their 
volume is 50-500 ml/h in practice which value is smaller by three or four order of magnitude than the conventionally used so called flood 
cooling volume. The concept of minimum volume of coolants and lubricants, which is called near dry or micro-lubrication and used only 
occasionally [6], has been suggested for about twenty years [16]. The reduction of the volume of coolants and lubricants can lead to 
economic advantages as well by saving the cost of coolants and lubricants and by the reduction of the cleaning cycle time of the workpiece, 
the cutting tool and machine tool. 

The minimum quantity lubrication is defined as coolant and lubricant liquid is sprayed directly to the cutting zone with optimum flow 
speed at small volume [17]. These fluids contain e.g. hydrocarbons, sulphur, chorine, emulsive additives and biocides. The environment 
damaging effect of coolants and lubricants can be reduced by handling coolants and lubricants, but the potential danger cannot be 
eliminated totally [17]. It can be remarked that the cost of purchasing, maintenance, handling, recirculating, and annihilation is significant, 
so it requires careful choice.  
 
The minimum quantity lubrication offers the following advantages: 
- the volume of coolants and lubricants is reduced [19],  
- cost is decreased compared to flood cooling, 
- there is the possibility of the application of favourable fluids (e.g. vegetable oil), and the 
- productivity is improving compared to dry machining [18]. 

The minimum quantity lubrication does not spread quickly because of the following: 
- its cost is not known exactly,  
- chip washing problem can occur, 
- combustibility problem of metal powder can emerge. 

It can be seen on the base of literature survey that in certain machining there are many advantages. The aim of present work is to 
show the change of environmental load of the hole of a socket at different machining. 

 
Experimental Conditions 

The experiments were made for a hole of a socket of IT7 accuracy when surface roughness Rz=10 µm was to be provided. Table 1 
summarizes the signs and descriptions of the procedures investigated and Fig. 2 shows the draft of the workpiece. On the part the hole 
diameter 26.07mm was machined only in the length of 36.5mm with the examined procedures. 

The data of the workpiece were as follows: material: 16MnCr5; hardness: 61÷63 HRC; diameter: d=26.07mm; accuracy: IT 7; length 
of bore: 36.5mm; ℓ/d relationship: 1.4; allowance: 0.3mm; sequence size: n=200. From 0.15 mm allowance 0.1 mm were removed by 
roughing, 0.05 mm by smoothing. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2, Draft of the workpiece 
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The technological parameters were chosen so that the prescribed roughness Rz=10 µm and accuracy IT7 were to be ensured for all 

procedures. 
Applied procedures: 

A         – grinding, 
B1, B2 – hard boring, 
C1, C2 – combined procedures. 
In hard boring we used two inserts which were signed by „insert 1” (4NC –CNGA120408TA2) and „insert 2” (4NC-CNGA120408GSW2) 
and the sign of hard borings executed by them are B1 or B2. 

In the combined procedure, the indicated two procedures differ by the applied cutting inserts, similarly to hard turning. The roughing 
in procedure C1 is done by insert 1, in procedure C2 by insert 2 (Table 1). The smoothing is done by the same grinding wheel in both cases 
(Corundum wheel: 40x20x16-9A80-K7V22). 
 

Table 1. Hard boring procedures applied in the experiments 
 

 
Process 

Internal 
traverse 
grinding 

 
Hard boring 

 
Combined procedure 

 
 

Sign A B1 B2  C1 C2 
 
 

Procedure 

 

Roughing 
 
 

Corundum 
wheel 

 
 

Insert 1 

 

Insert 2 
 

Hard boring 
 

Insert 1 
 

Insert 2 
 

Smoothing 
 

Insert 1 
Internal 
traverse 
grinding 

 
Corundum wheel 

 

Machine tool  SI-4/A PITTLER PVSL-2   

EMAG VSC 400 DS 
 

Environmental Load Characterised by the Amount of CL Consumption 
 
In metal machining the extent of environmental load is decisively determined by the amount of CL consumption in each procedure. In 

the hard machining procedures the amount of used up coolants and lubricants are determined by the CL demand of grinding and hard 
turning since all the other procedures are the combination of these two. 

In grinding the removal of the allowance requires high quantity of coolants and lubricants. For that reason this procedure pollutes the 
environment to a great extent, damages the workers’ health, and the used up auxiliary materials increase the expenditure of the procedure. 

In hard turning the application of CL is not needed to remove the chips efficiently. Besides, the side products created during cutting 
are less polluting for the environment and they are easily recycled. Therefore, from the point of view of ecology hard turning is a most 
beneficial version of hard machining. In a combined procedure the proportion of times spent on turning and grinding provides the extent of 
CL consumption. The reason for that is that in a combined procedure the roughing is done dry (turning), while the smoothing (grinding) is 
done with coolants and lubricants. In a combined procedure a hybrid machine tool is used on which parts are machined with one clamping. 

First we examined that different companies, machining with cutting parameters that produce components with the same accuracy 
and surface roughness, how much coolants and lubricants consumed. As described before, the consumption of coolants and lubricants is 
proportional with the time spent on grinding. The procedure entirely demanding coolants and lubricants (grinding) is 100%, cutting done dry 
is 0%. In the other machining versions we demonstrate what the proportion of grinding is in each procedure within the operation time. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Operation times in different procedures (Denominations according to Table 1) 

 
In Figure 3 it can be seen that the value of operation time significantly decreases compared to grinding, when applying the other 

procedures the sequence of which is C’, C2, B1, B2 with the decrease of time. The operation time of operation B2 is already only 15.08% 
of grinding. Figure 4 demonstrates what percentage of CL is used in the different procedures projected on the operation time needed for 
machining of a hole. The real consumption, however, is provided by Figure 5, because – as mentioned before – in the examined 
procedures the operation times are not the same, but they significantly differ. Taking this into account, too, it can be seen that the 
production of a surface with the same accuracy and quality by turned profile is possible with the consumption of CL is 16-17% as compared 
to the traditional (longitudinal) grinding. 
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Fig. 4. The proportion of the use of coolants and lubricants in 
operation time in the different procedures 

(Denominations according to Table 1) 

 

Fig. 5. The proportion of environmental load in different procedures 
related to grinding 

(Denominations according to Table 1) 
 

Conclusions 
Instead of grinding generally applied before, the application of the other examined procedures can be suggested for finishing the 

bore holes of disc-type components. Because of the significantly higher material removal rate and the shorter machining time, hard turning 
is a remarkably more productive and economic procedure. Applying hard turning the rare technical-engineering condition is provided that 
the environmental load can be decreased while gaining economic benefits. 

At present, in most cases, the technical and technological conditions are provided for hard turning to substitute grinding. There are, 
however, components for which the operational conditions demand ground topography. In such a case the application of the so called 
combined (hybrid) machining is suggested. Our examinations prove that by a procedure containing hard turning besides grinding, almost 
the same operation time can be reached as in hard turning and the economic efficiency is similar, too, while with the examined geometrical 
parameters the CL proportion decrease to its one sixth as compared to grinding. 
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Abstract. When planning hard machining procedures, similar to other types of machining, several factors referring 
to the component, e.g. geometrical dimensions; have to be considered in order to make the correct technological 
decisions. In this paper we demonstrate the effect of the geometrical dimensions of the bore on the machining 
time, surface rate and material removal rate. In the investigations the experimental data of the hard machining 
procedures were compared. The comparison was performed on the basis of the conventional (traverse) grinding. 
 
1. Introduction 

New procedures and methods are appearing more and more often in the finishing procedures of hardened surfaces which have been 
machined with abrasive procedures, first of all with grinding for a long time. Before the introduction and application of the new procedures, 
comparative investigations are performed in every case, in which the formerly applied procedures are compared to the new ones. That is 
why several comparative investigations were performed referring to the hardened surfaces too. The aspects and criteria of these show  
a large variety and the common characteristic of them is that the conventional grinding is the basis of the comparison. 

To prove the applicability of hard turning, the surface roughness and the machining time of it were compared to the same factors of 
grinding [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. As a result of these, the researchers gained a favourable experience. Later the whole surface quality was analyzed 
[6, 7, 8, 9]. It emerged that hard turning had several advantages [10, 11, 12] compared it to grinding. But there are cases in which the 
regular, so-called periodic topography is not advantageous considering the function of the components. Accordingly such a solution was 
looked for, in which the material removal was done by grinding as finishing operation after hard turning [13, 14]. These solutions are 
defined by combined procedures. 

The above detailed steps of the development are well traceable in the machining of disc-featured components. The greatest 
challenge in the production of these components is the machining accordant to the accuracy and quality specifications of the bore. 

We investigated how the productivity is influenced in the different procedure versions by the bore dimensions (bore length and 
diameter) in machining hardened surface bores. We demonstrate how the operation time, the material removal rate and the surface rate 
change in grinding, hard turning and combined procedure with different bore dimensions. 
 
2. Description of the comparative investigations 

The aim of the investigations was the analysis of the effect of bore diameter and bore length on the efficiency of material removal. The 
technological conditions used in grinding, hard turning and combined procedure facilitate the same accuracy and roughness of the 
machined surface. 

 
2.1. Method of the investigation 

Comparative investigation of five different procedure versions was performed into different bore dimensions. Among the machining 
times, the operation time was the basis of the comparison (Top). 

The efficiency of the procedures was qualified on the basis of the value of material removal rate (MRR – Qw, mm3/s) and surface rate 
(SR – Aw, mm2/s) too. The comparison of the efficiency of the different procedures is performed with the use of the practical values of 
material removal rate (Qwp) and surface rate (Awp) [15, 16]. The calculation of the practical value of the Qwp material removal parameter: the 
material volume of the allowance is divided by the time consumption of the removal: 

 

wp
x

d L Z
Q

t 60

   



 (mm3/s), (1)

 

where d – bore diameter (mm), L – bore length (mm), Z – radial allowance (mm), tx – a certain economical time, in this case operation 
time (top). The calculation of the practical value of the Awp material removal parameter: the size of the surface to be machined is divided by 
the time consumption of the removal: 

 

wp
x

d L
A

t 60

  



 (mm2/s). (2)

 
2.2. Material and geometry of the workpieces 

The material of them is gear-wheel steel (20MnCr5) which can be case hardened. The hardness of them is 62±2 HRC after hardening. 
The bores had five different diameters (d=35, 50, 65, 80, 95 and L=30) and five different lengths (L=20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and d=50). The 
difference between lengths L’ and L is the overrun of the tools having one cutting edge. The value of it is 1 plus 1 mm. 

 
2.3. The investigated procedures and cutting data 

In Figure 1 the specific cutting data and the drafts of the five procedure versions can be seen. 
Procedure version A is the conventional bore grinding. It is characterized by the traverse feed, the alternating pass in one double stroke. 
Procedure version B is the conventional hard turning with ISO-standard PCBN insert. The machining with this insert is usually contains one 
roughing and one smoothing grade. 
Procedure version C is hard turning with wiper insert. 
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Procedure version D is combined: roughing with standard insert and smoothing with high speed infeed grinding. 
Procedure version E is combined: roughing with wiper insert, smoothing with high speed infeed grinding. 

Procedure version A Procedure versions B and C Grinding for procedure versions D and E 

vc

vw

vf,L
 

f

vc  

os
ci

ll
at

io
n

vf,R

vc

vw  

vc 30 m/s vw 18 m/min 

vc 180 m/s 

f 
(B) 

RSt: 0,15 mm/rev.
SSt: 0,08 mm/rev.

vc 45 m/s sp. 6 s 

vf,L 
N: 2200 mm/min 
S: 2000 mm/min 

sp. 8 strokes 
f 

(C) 
RW: 0,24 mm/rev.
SSt: 0,12 mm/rev.

vf,R

R: 0,0050 mm/s 
S1: 0,0033 mm/s 
S2: 0,0016 mm/s 

vf,R,L 0,108 mm/s 

ae 
N: 0,02 mm/db. st. 

S: 0,001 mm/ db. st. 
Z 

R: 0,10 mm 
S: 0,05 mm 

ap 
R: 0,10 mm
S: 0,05 mm

Z 
R: 0,10 mm 
S: 0,05 mm 

vw 55 m/min Z 
R: 0,095 mm 
S1: 0,010 mm 
S2: 0,005 mm 

Figure 1 Drafts and technological conditions of the procedure versions 
 
3. Operation times in hard machining procedures 

Figure 2 illustrates the time consumptions of a version, where d=50 mm and L=30 mm. The diagram demonstrates that the further 
procedures applied along the grinding; facilitate the reduction of operation time. The accuracy and surface quality reachable with grinding 
can be provided by these procedures too. The operation times were calculated to all considered cases and thereafter the times were 
correlated with the grinding as the basis machining. 
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Figure 2 Operation times of the five procedure versions by d=50 mm bore diameter and L=30 bore length 

 
3.1. Effect of bore length on the operation time 

Having accomplished the experiments with different bore lengths and determined the operation times, the results of calculations are 
represented as the function of the bore length (Figure 3a). The rates of operation times are represented in the figure as the basis of them is the 
operation time of grinding. Thus the value of grinding is 100% or 1. The effects of bore length on the different procedure versions are the following: 

 Since the time of traverse grinding and the hard turning (procedure versions B and C) increase about in the same extent as the 
bore length, the relative rates of the two times do not change significantly. 

 In the infeed grinding procedure the operation time of it reduces comparing to the traverse grinding procedure. Furthermore the 
rate of it reduces with the increase of the bore length (procedure versions D and E). 

Since the effect of bore length shows different intensity, the ranges and/or limits (bore lengths) can be designated, at which the 
surface can be machined in the shortest time with a given procedure. In Figure 3a the rates of operation time were represented as the 
function of the L bore length comparing to the procedure version A by b=50 mm bore diameter. The rate of the procedure version A is 
A/A=1. This was not recorded in the figure, because the time of conventional grinding was the largest by every combinations of data. 

Considering the operation time as a basis the next statement is apparent: the use of wiper insert is recommendable up to length of 50 
mm in hard turning (C) and beyond that the combined procedure (Figure 3a). 

We introduce the limits of bore lengths (concerning any two procedure versions), at which the change of procedure version is worthy 
to be considered in order to reach shorter machining times. On the other hand we specify which procedures are recommended to apply if it is 
possible to apply all of them with standard or wiper insert. In Figure 3a it can be seen that at L=26 mm the change over from the procedure 
version B to the E, at L=30 mm to the D, at L=52 mm from the C to the E and at L=79 from the C to the D is recommended if the choice of 
a more productive procedure version is preferable. In Figure 3a at L>40 mm the limits of bore lengths are theoretical, they were determined 
by trend curves. 

 
3.2. Effect of bore diameter on the operation time 

In Figure 3b the rates of operation time were represented as the function of the d bore diameter at L=30 mm bore length. The effects 
of bore diameter on the different procedure versions are the following: 

 The operation time of the traverse grinding is independent of the bore length. 
 The operation time increases linearly in the other procedure versions. The extent of increasing is larger in the procedure versions 

B and C than in D and E. 
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As the basis of the minimization of the operation time at d=43 mm the change over from procedure version B to the E, at d=50 mm to 
the D, at d=75 mm from the C to the E and finally at d=99 mm from the C to the D is recommended, if the choice of a more productive 
procedure version is preferable. In Figure 3b at d>95 mm the limits of bore diameters are theoretical, they were determined by trend 
curves. 
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Figure 3 Limits of bore length (a) and bore diameter (b) on the basis of operation time changes 
 
4. The change of material removal rate and surface rate as the function of the bore geometry 

The investigations of MRR and SR were performed on the basis of their practical values. The different theoretical values, first of all 
with using the different possible cutting data of one procedure. However, the theoretical values give only approximate solution when 
comparing the different procedures [15, 16]. Accordingly the comparison of the efficiency of the different procedures is performed with the 
use of the practical values of material removal rate (Qwp) and surface rate (Awp). 

The comparison of the efficiency of the different procedures is performed with the use of the practical values of material removal rate 
(Qwp) and surface rate (Awp). 

 
4.1. The effect of bore length on the MRR and SR 

The results are demonstrated at five different bore lengths (Figure 4). It can be seen that the Awp and Qwp values of the grinding are 
the lowest at every diameter. 

At the smallest bore length the hard turning has the most favourable value referring to the Awp (B: 67; C: 83.4). These values are 
3.6-times and 4.5-times higher than in grinding (Figure 4a). At the largest investigated bore length the rank of the Awp values is: C, E, D and 
B. The rates of these to the grinding are: 4.8; 4.5; 4.1 and 3.6. 
Values and rates of the Qwp show similar tendency than the values and rates of Awp (Figure 4b). 

 
4.2. The effect of bore diameter on the MRR and SR 

At every diameter, the values are more favourable in the other procedure versions than in grinding (Figure 5). Actually both in hard 
turning and in combined procedure the material removal is more efficient when wiper insert is used. The lowest increment of the surface 
rate at the smallest diameter is AwpD/AwpA=3.8, while at the largest diameter AwpC/AwpA=5.6 (Figure 5a). At the largest diameter the lowest 
increment is AwpB/AwpA=2.3 and at the largest diameter AwpE/AwpA=3.5. 

Having accomplished the analysis, the MRR reaches favourable values in similar rate compared to grinding considered as a basis 
(Figure 5b). 
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Figure 4 Effect of bore length on the SR (a) and MRR (b) at d=50 constant bore diameter 
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Figure 5 Effect of bore diameter on the SR (a) and MRR (b) at L=30 constant bore length 
 

5. Summary 
As a result of the investigation of the rank among the procedures it can be stated that hard turning and combined procedures are 

significantly more effective procedures than grinding on the basis of the SR and MRR in the range of the investigated bore length and bore 
diameter. 

It also can be stated that applying standard insert with the increase of the bore length hard turning is more effective at the lower 
lengths and at larger lengths it continuously falls behind the efficiency of the combined procedure. In turn, applying wiper insert the 
combined procedure continuously approaches the efficiency of hard turning. With the increase of the bore diameter, applying both 
standard and wiper inserts, hard turning is more efficient at smaller diameters and at larger diameters it continuously falls behind the 
efficiency of the combined procedure. 
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DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY STUDY OF ALUMINUM DOPED 

                  HEXAGONAL ZINC OXIDE  SHEETS  
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Abstract. We systematically investigated the structural and energetic properties of both the relaxed and the 
unrelaxed cases of Al atom doped in the hexagonal ZnO sheets using density functional theory calculations. Al 
atom has been substituted in a neutral charge state on both the Zn and the O site in the system as impurities. 
A systematic study has been performed to see the effect of cell size on the calculated quantities, such as 
formation energy, charge and bond length. Although it is found that the formation energies of Al on both Zn and 
O sites are both low in the hexagonal ZnO sheet, the  Al atom on the Zn site is more favorable due to the fact 
that its formation energy is comparably lower than that of  the  O site. 
 
 
Introduction 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is an important II-VI compound semiconductor with potential applications in electronics and optoelectronics  because 
of its wide  bandgap [1]. The electrical properties and magnetic behavior of materials can be modified by doping. The impurities  such as B, 
Al, Ga , C, N etc. can modify the electronic structure and optical properties of the intrinsic ZnO. Al doped ZnO can be used as a transparent 
conductive oxides (TCOs). The other commercial applications are the front contact for solar cells and the front contact of liquid crystal 
displays [2-4] . 

 
In recent years, Graphene-like hexagonal ZnO (h-ZnO) is a two dimensional (2D) monolayer of ZnO structure with a direct wide band 

gap [5,6]. The formation of planar sheets of ZnO observed experimentally by Tusche et all. [7] There is some theoretical and experimental 
studies about  the pristine and doping of atoms in a h-ZnO sheet [8-14]. 

 
Al , as a Group III element, is mostly used as a dopant for technological applications of ZnO [15-17]. We have performed a systematic 

study Al-doped ZnO monolayer to see the effect of cell size on charge, bond length, and formation energy. 
 
Computational Methods 
       The calculations  in the present work are  performed by using the CRYSTAL03 package program [18], in which the density functional 
theory (DFT) type of calculations are implemented. CRYSTAL03 uses the localized Gaussian-type basis sets: 86-411d31G basis set was 
used for Zn atom, 8-411G  was used for O atom, and 8-511G* was used for Al atom. Experimental values of bulk lattice parameters 
(a=3.245 Å and c=5.207 Å) were used [19]. CRYSTAL03 computes the matrix elements of the coulomb and exchange terms by direct 
summation of infinite periodic lattice. The reciprocal space integration was performed by sampling the Brillouin zone of the unit cells with 
the 8x8x1 and 8x16x1 Monkhorst-Pack net [20] that provides the balanced summation in direct and reciprocal space [21]. The numerical 
thresholds used to ensure the numerical convergence of the self-consistent-field procedure was set to  10-9 a.u. for the total energy. 
 
        The Al doped h-ZnO monolayer has been investigated by DFT and the calculations have been performed by using the B3LYP hybrid 
functional. The full geometry optimization and the energetic calculations have been carried out. One Zn or O atom is replaced with one Al  
to create the doping atom (AlZn, AlO). To evaluate the relative stability of Al doping in h-ZnO monolayer with respect to the perfect h-ZnO 
monolayer, the formation energies have been obtained from the relation, 

 
  Ef(X)= Ed + E(Zn or O) - Ep - E(X)                                                                                                                                                      (1) 
 

where Ed is the energy of the defective system, Ep is the energy of the perfect system and E(Zn or O) is the energy of the isolated zinc or 
oxygen atom, whereas E(X) is the energy of the isolated dopant atom (Al).  To be able to see the size effect on the calculated quantities, 
different unit cell sizes have been considered, such as 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, 7x7,and 8x8. The corresponding total number of atoms for these 
models are 32, 50, 72, 98, and 128, respectively. 
 
Results and Discussions 

   We have tried several working cell sizes to see the convergency in the calculated quantities, which are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 
with respect to working cell size. A sample picture for optimized Al substituted for Zn model (AlZn) generated from 7x7 working cell is 
displayed in Fig. 1. Some of the calculated quantities show a smooth convergency, however some of them show slight fluctuations. Bond 
lengths show both behavior depending on dopant position. On the other hand excess charges show a size independent character. 
Furthermore, the calculated energies also show both behavior. However, we should note that the fluctuations seen inTable 2 are very 
small. 

 
The structural changes caused by the substitution atoms are significant. The optimized bond length of d(Zn-O)= 1.874 Å for the pristine 

structure is in good agreement with experimental value of  d(Zn-O)=1.92 Å [7] and theoretical values of  d(Zn-O)=1.852 Å by Tu and Hu [8], 
1.895 Å by Topsakal et al.[5], 1.853 Å  by Tu [6], 1.85 Å by Wang [9]. The bond lengths of the doped h-ZnO and the charge transfers from 
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Al  atom to h-ZnO layer are given in  Table 1. The charge transfer from the substituent atom to the h-ZnO sheet shows an interesting 
feature. As seen from Table 1, in the Al substituted Zn case d(AlZn) bond reduces about %9.8 with respect to the pristine case, on the other 
hand, in the Al substituted O case d(AlO) bond increases about %17.1 (for 4x4) and about %18.8 (for 8x8 cell) with respect to the pristine 
case. We should note that bond length change does not depend on cell size in AlZn case, but it shows a size dependence in AlO case. 
Comparing the formation energies and the bond lengths the trend seen in the calculated quantities look meaningfull.  
 

From Table 2 one can see that the largest deviation in the formation energy of the relaxed case between the calculated values of the 
4x4 model and the 8x8 model is about 0.36 eV for AlO, whereas the difference is about 0.12 eV for  AlZn. The formation energies of Al 
substitutional defects (AlZn and AlO) were calculated in Wurtzite ZnO by Li et al. [22], the corresponding values are -9.71eV and -2.91 eV, 
respectively. As stated in [22] "The low formation energies mean a high solubility of Al donor and thus high concentrations of electrons in 
the crystal" .According to the present calculations AlZn is the  most favorable case. It is interesting to note that the differences in formation 
energies between unrelaxed and relaxed cases show dopant site dependence; AlO model has larger difference than AlZn model. 

 
 

Table  1. Al doped h-ZnO monolayer: the bond length  (d, in Å) and charge transfer (e). 
 

Model d(AlZn) d(AlO) Charge(AlZn) Charge(AlO) 
4x4 1.699 2.194 0.212 0.252 
5x5 1.698 2.210 0.212 0.252 
6x6 1.698 2.219 0.212 0.252 
7x7 1.698 2.225 0.211 0.252 
8x8 1.698 2.227 0.211 0.251 

 
 

Table  2. Defect formation energies (in eV) of h-ZnO monolayer (relaxed Ef, and unrelaxed Efo). 
 

Model Atomic % of doping Ef (AlZn) Ef (AlO) Ef0 (AlZn) Ef0 (AlO) 
4x4 3.125 -16.067 -9.660 -14.841 -5.797 
5x5 2.000 -16.375 -10.779 -14.795 -5.752 
6x6 1.388 -15.984 -9.924 -14.772 -5.739 
7x7 1.020 -15.984 -10.234 -14.758 -5.734 
8x8 0.781 -16.187 -10.019 -14.983 -5.733 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Optimized 7x7 h-ZnO monolayer working cell for Al substituted (AlZn) model. 
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PRELIMINARY CALIBRATION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS OF  
A MINIATURIZED TENSILE TEST DEVICE BASED ON FLEXURE HINGES 

A. Copeta 1, L. Dassa 1 
1 Mechanical and Industrial Engineering Department, University of Brescia, via Branze 38, Brescia, Italy 

Keywords: compliant mechanism, flexure hinge, miniaturized tensile test device 
 
Abstract. A high precision tensile test device has been designed and built to equip a commercial X-Ray 
micro-diffractometer in order to carry out tests on plastic specimens in its narrow active area. The device main 
feature is that the linear motion is performed not by way of standard slides but with a compliant mechanism 
based on flexure hinges in order to avoid backlash and slip stick phenomena which are common in standard 
slides. In the first part of this paper we report the results of some preliminary calibration of the device, carried 
out with a laser displacement sensor: the goal was to verify the parasitic transversal motion of the moving 
parts. In the second part we carry out a detailed analysis of the DOFs of this device, based on different 
approaches to the study of a mechanism with flexure hinges: the standard approach and the Henein's 
innovative approach. The comparison between the different solutions developed has been based on a finite 
element analysis. The results of such analysis have led the authors to catch the enormous importance of the 
guidelines suggested by the Henein's point of view. The consequence has been the redesign of the same 
device with an improvement in terms of transversal stiffness and displacement accuracy. 
 
 
Introduction 

The Chemistry Laboratory of the University of Brescia needed a custom traction device capable of performing tensile actions on  
a small polymeric specimen within a commercial X-Ray micro-diffractometer. The device is made of flexure joints in order to reduce as 
much as possible backlash and  slip stick phenomena. The slide, suitable for ±2 mm of stroke, is a fully compliant mechanism 
manufactured by way of EDM on 7075 aluminum alloy plates. The design process has been fully described in a dedicated paper [1]. In Fig. 
1 it is possible to see the device - named Bydlo - installed into the active area of the micro-diffractometer. 

In order to check the performance of the device some preliminary calibration tests have been carried out and the results are showed 
in the first part of this paper. The tests have been performed without the specimen in order to verify the performance of the linear slide 
without load influence. 

During the test period we have been in contact with one of the most important expert in the flexure mechanism field, Mr. S. Henein [2], 
who suggested to us to study this compliant mechanism with his innovative approach. The innovation brought by the Henein’s approach 
lies in the way it discards the traditional correspondence among the rigid bodies and the flexure mechanisms. The attention is focused on 
the DOFs of each single flexure joint instead of on the DOFs of a possible corresponding device with rigid bodies. This leads to a different 
way to analyze the flexure devices. This different approach has led us to a new design of the linear slide of the traction device, with  
a considerable improvement of the performance as shown by FE analyses. 

 

 
Fig. 1 The traction device installed into the micro-diffractometer 
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Part 1: performance tests 

Test on vertical performances 
The first test was performed in order to verify the relationship between the device displacement sensor (DVRT sensor) and the real 

displacement of the mobile link of the device. The test set is compound by a laser sensor (Lmi3D LTS 15/1) that provides the following 
performance: resolution 0.25 μm, accuracy ±1 μm, working range 1 mm, linearity 1 μm. The laser sensor is mounted on a vertical linear 
stage (PI M521.5i) with the following performance: resolution 0.1 μm, accuracy in the working range 2 μm. The target of the laser beam is 
the top of the device that is the mobile link of the tensile test device (see Fig. 2). The device has a stroke of ±2 mm but the test were carried 
out only in the central part of the stroke, that is ±0.5 mm, according with the laser sensor working range. The difference between the DVRT 
reading and the laser sensor reading for the vertical test is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum absolute deviation found is equivalent to 33 μm, 
while the average absolute deviation is 14.5 μm. It has to be noticed that the absolute deviation is bigger at the wings of the working range 
and close to zero in the middle. This may be due to the laser sensor calibration (polynomial instead of linear); further investigations and 
tests are planned to verify this aspect. 

 

 
Fig. 2 laser direction for different tests 

 

 
Fig. 3 Vertical test 

 
Test on transversal performances 

 
Fig. 4 transversal test 

 
In this case the laser beam points to the mobile link of the device in an orthogonal direction to the device vertical axis, as you can see 

in Fig. 2. The test goal was to evaluate the transversal slide error in order to verify the entity of the parasite motion of the mobile link with 
respect of the theoretical straight line. The first analysis has been carried out moving up and down the mobile link of the device. The 
measurements are shown in Fig. 4a. The performances seem very poor (±30 μm over a ±1 mm range) but this measurement have to be 
correct taking into account the device misalignment with respect to the laser axis. The error due to the misalignment of the device with 
respect to the laser has been evaluated (see Fig. 4b) and then the first analysis has been corrected. The results are shown in Fig. 4c, 
where it is possible to see that the effective transversal error is below the accuracy of the laser, so below ±1 μm over a ±1 mm range of 
motion. 

 
Test on frontal performances 
This test has been performed as for the transversal test, with the laser placed as shown in Fig. 2. The results are the same as the 

transversal motion, that is the frontal parasitic motion is not measurable, since it is lower than the laser precision. 
 

Part 2: device improvement 
Analysis of the DOFs of the actual design 
In order to approach a possible improvement of the performance of the device, a deep analysis has been performed on the frame 

geometry. As said before, the device frame acts as a linear slide thanks to the presence of flexure hinges. The actual version has been 
designed at the beginning of our knowledge in flexure hinges, exploiting a 2D approach (see Lobontiu [3] and Howell [4]) and translating it 
to a 3D mechanism with proper modifications. The two arms of the device have been individually analyzed (replacing each flexure hinge 
with an ideal hinge) and then the two arms have been analyzed together. With this approach it has been obtained that each arm has 2 
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DOFs (see [2]) while the contemporary presence of two chains generates the undesired DOF of each arm and enable only the vertical 
translation. More information can be found in [5]. 

The review of the project following the Henein’s approach [2] has led us to consider all the circular flexure hinges not as a single DOF 
connection but as a 3 DOFs connection: this has a strong impact on the kinematics analysis of the compliant devices. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Current frame of the traction device

 

 
Fig. 6: Single component of the Bydlo current frame 

 
In Fig. 5 it is shown the linear guide of the device as it is now. The lower part is the fixed link whereas the upper dark plate is the 

mobile link. To simplify the DOFs analysis only the system in Fig. 6 is considered. We discovered that there are 2 internal DOFs (linear 
displacement of the 2 horizontal intermediate links not locked) and that the mobile link has 5 DOFs (continuous line: free DOF / dotted line: 
locked DOF): only its rotation around the y axis is locked, and it is locked twice. In traction device kinematics, every chain is composed by 
two elements such as the four-bars linkage in Fig. 6: the DOFs at the end of each arm are the same as the single element. In the end, 
composing the 2 chains with 5 DOFs it is possible to analyze the DOFs of the mobile link: the composition is simple because the two chains 
are orthogonal. We obtain that the mobile link has 4 DOFs: only two rotations are locked, the other DOFs are free. So it is possible to 
conclude that the designed linear stage is not a linear bearing with respect to the Henein guidelines. Translating this argument in "stiffness" 
aspects, it means that the stiffness corresponding to a free DOF will be much lower than the stiffness corresponding to a locked DOF. In 
our case we see that all the linear stiffness are in the same order of magnitude, while we would have the transversal and the frontal 
stiffness higher than the vertical one. 
 

Suggested improvements on the design (design B and C) 
Following the Henein’s approach it is possible to outline two possible solution. In the first one, each kinematics chain composing the 

“arms” of the ‘Sarrus mechanism’ can be replaced with a series of two 4-prismatic-hinges guides, as shown in Fig. 7. Each 
4-prismatic-hinges slide has only 1 DOF: so each kinematics chain has 2 DOFs (according to the Henein analysis) and the coupling of the 
two arms provides a device with only one external DOF. Henein provides also the possibility to evaluate the internal DOFs ant the 
over-constrain degree: in this case there are a lot of internal DOFs (each 4-prismatic-hinges bearing has 6 internal DOFs) and some 
over-constraint degrees too (for instance both the kinematics chains lock all the rotations). In this case we are not interested to evaluate 
this features, but it is important to remind that the solution is over-constrained because of the problems that this condition can cause. In this 
application the internal DOFs are less important because the device does not work in high frequencies domain. 

 

Fig. 7: design B for the Bydlo frame 

 

Fig. 8: design C: the Sarrus/Henein mechanism in the Bydlo frame 
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The second possibility is to use the Sarrus/Henein mechanism, that is a single-DOF linear bearing. Henein ([2] page 154) presents his 
personal vision of Sarrus’ linear guide. In fact, he uses the three-dimensional coupling of two kinematics chains to have a perfect linear 
displacement. In Fig. 8 it is shown the integration of the Sarrus/Henein kinematics in our device. We have added a small modification with 
respect to the original idea in order to have equal kinematics chains; so it is possible to manufacture two planar equal pieces to be 
assembled later. The slide becomes more over-constrained but with respect to the functionality of the device, there is no difference. Let us 
focus on a single arm: the idea at the basis of this design starts from a 4-prismatic-hinges slide : to compensate the parasitic transversal 
motion Henein introduces another 2-parallel-blades guide in an orthogonal direction. At this moment each arm has 2 DOFs: the same 2 
DOFs of each arm in the solution B. So again combining the two chains the mobile link will have a perfect linear motion and a single DOF. 
One of the advantages with respect to the first solution is that this mechanism has a lower number of internal DOFs. The other one is that 
it is less over-constrained: this could seems a minor remark, but we should take into account that every over-constraints can be amplified 
during machining and can decrease the device performance. 

 
Comparison between different possibilities 

To choose the new solution it will not be sufficient to verify the kinematics but it will be mandatory to verify the stiffness of the new 
solutions, comparing these one with the current device. Due to the complexity of the device, this analysis has been performed with FE 
analysis. 

 
Fig. 9: the 3 different load cases 

 
For all the different designs the common feature are the following: the material is aluminum 7075 T6, the maximum displacement of the 
complete device is 2 mm, the thickness of each flexure has been selected in order to have the same maximum stress on all the solutions. 
The other flexure dimensions  have been chosen following the Henein's guidelines. The comparison have been done considering the three 
linear stiffnesses of the device. As shown in picture 9, the different loads have been applied on the mobile link. The performance of the 3 
solutions are summarized in table 1. It is possible to observe that the vertical stiffness is in the same order of magnitude, where the solution 
3 is the more yielding. This was foreseen since during vertical motion, only 4 blades are deformed instead of 8. Then we observe that the 
solution 2 and solution 3 are stiffer that solution 1 in transversal and frontal direction. In fact one of the weak points of the solution 1 are the 
transversal and the frontal stiffness: as derived from the DOFs analysis with the Henein approach the DOFs corresponding to the 
transversal and frontal motion are not locked, that is are in the same order of magnitude as the vertical stiffness. This is what we exactly 
wanted. In fact the solution 1 weak point is exactly the ratio between transversal and vertical stiffness and the ration between frontal and 
vertical stiffness. The other solutions improve the performance and are comparable in term of performance. The solution 3 should be 
preferable since there is a lower blade number, so it is cheaper. In addition we don't need small thickness for the vertical blades. 
 

Table  1. Comparison 
 Design A Design B Design C 

Kvert [N/mm] 37.9 46.7 13.6 
Ktrasv [N/mm] 113 1138 943 
Kfront [N/mm] 377 1174 1314 

 
In order to complete the analysis we will check the 3 other stiffness: in fact to fully characterize the device it is necessary to evaluate the 3 
angular stiffness of the device. This will be done in the next future. 

 
Conclusion 

The tests performed on the manufactured device have shown a good performance without applied load. This is the first fundamental 
step in order to calibrate the device. Further tests will be carried out with the device under load in order to verify the device performances 
under standard conditions. In addition other tests will be done in order to verify the friction behavior of the flexure vertical slide. 

About the new solutions for the compliant slide, we have found new solutions that improve the device performance and that are easy 
to install, since the arms are interchangeable.  
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Abstract. Nowadays with the opportunity of manned flight to Mars the definition of engineering and medical 
aspects of space missions is kept. Among the aspects are health care and performance assurance of crew 
members during the long zero-g effect. Zero gravity results in harmful effects on various body systems. 
Among these are body fluid redistribution, muscle weakness, performance impairment, blood volume and 
red blood cell count reduction, calcium and phosphate loss, bone mass reduction, vestibular readjustment, 
sensory motor performance alteration. These physiologic impairments make operator’s performance difficult 
and in addition complicate terrestrial readapting. 
Ground and Space based researches have shown that the creation of conditional standard gravity equivalent 
on the spacecraft would be the best way to reserve harmful weightlessness effects. There are several 
methods for artificial gravity creation. However the most effective is the use of onboard short-arm centrifuge 
that allows producing short-term but terminal artificial gravity loads. Onboard short-arm centrifuge produces 
gravitational action on human body that would make countermeasures to most harmful microgravity effects 
possible. Onboard short-arm centrifuge could also be used for additional long-term training.  
Current short-arm centrifuge design projects need to be polished. This study was designed to observe 
optimum mechanical specifications, vibration and noise reduction devices, centrifuge equipment, optimum 
mode of exposure to acceleration. 
Short-arm human centrifuge aboard of manned space stations and interplanetary spacecrafts could become 
a valid part of countermeasures focused on astronaut’s health care and performance assurance during 
space flight and terrestrial readapting easement. 
 
Introduction 
 Nowadays with the opportunity of manned flight to Mars the definition of engineering and medical aspects of space missions is 
kept. [1]. Among the aspects are health care and performance assurance of crew members during the long zero-g effect. In the 
interplanetary flight, the astronauts will have to adapt to a wide variety of different levels of gravity. 

The flight from Earth to Mars will take from 6 to 9 months, during which the crew will be in a state of weightlessness. Stay on 
Mars will require adaptation to the conditions of gravity, equal to 0.38 g, followed by a period of weightlessness effects after spacecraft 
returns to Earth. 

One of the harmful migrogravity effects control methods is the use of traditional countermeasures which are developed in 
relation to orbital flights. 

However, despite the measures used, the phenomenon of detraining develop on various organs and body systems and 
persist for 1.5-2 months after returning to Earth, even when using complex of therapeutic measures. Changes in bone tissue persist up 
to 2-3 years [2]. 

The main reason for insufficient effectiveness of traditional countermeasures is that it can not complitly fill the absence of such 
gravity stimulus as: the disappearance of the hydrostatic blood pressure, the weight load on the musculoskeletal system and changes in 
the afferent systems functioning. 

One of the possible problem solution under extended interplanetary flight would be the space-borne artificial gravity creation 
with onboard short-arm centrifuge. When  creating artificial gravity it could only be spoken about conditional standard gravity equivalent. 

The use of short-arm human centrifuge aboard the Mars spacecraft is the most drastic security measure of harmful 
microgravity effect. 

When onboard short-arm centrifuge had been tested in Mars 500 program a number of design and methodological defects 
were identified and they are currently undergoing a comprehensive analysis. There are several technical difficulties in creating and 
testing the onboard short-arm human centrifuge. 
The design requirements to the short-arm human centrifuge. 

Currently the main emphasis of the studies is on human physiology and technical problems remain unconsidered. The 
following aspects haven’t been resolved: design solution, energy issues, vibration isolation and noise isolation, the conjunction of short-
arm centrifuge with spacecraft, methodological and ergonomic issues of the astronaut’s placement. 

Advantages and disadvantages were identified after analyzing the structures of various centrifuges. 
List of researched centrifuges:  
- IMBP, Russia, 1973-1979;  
-Baylor College, USA, 1990 -1997;  
- NASDA, Japan, 2002;  
- NASA, USA, 2004;  
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- ESA, Europe, 2006;  
 - IMBP, Russia, 2007.  

The advantages include the presence of veloergometer (IMBP, Baylor College, NASDA), the ability to change the lodgment 
relative to arm, and thus the distribution of overload (NASA, ESA, IMBP), the possibility of sitting and lying position (IMBP, NASDA, 
ESA), the presence of opaque igloo over man’s head (IMBP, ESA), emergency stop button (ESA, IMBP).  

The disadvantages include inconvenience in placing and removing the person (Baylor College, NASDA, ESA, IMBP), 
uncomfortable design of headrest and a striker (ESA, IMBP). With regard to IMBP centrifuge it is necessary to work on a system of 
placement and mounting, brake design, taking into account the smooth emergency braking, a balancing system, the ability to install 
additional wind deflector.  

A number of design requirements were made based on this analysis. 
Onboard short-arm human centrifuge consists of a base, an electromechanical actuator, frame of the centrifuge, fixed frame, 

lodgment and a cope. An external view of short-arm human centrifuge is shown on Fig.1. 
 

 
 
Fug.1. An external view of short-arm human centrifuge. 
 
Where: 1 – a base, 2 – frame, 3 – lodgment, 4 – igloo. 
Onboard short-arm human centrifuge has 2 arms. One arm is used to place a man on lodgment. Counterweights and equipment 

are based on the other arm. The arms have to have reinforced plain framing made of light metal profiles. The arm with the lodgment 
must withstand without bending, deflections and other deformations a person's weight up to 100 kg at the maximum overload. 

Since the optimal human position during overload exposure and optimal head position relative to the axis of rotation haven’t been 
found yet it is proposed to make a transformed lodgment. Lodgment is a three-link mechanism, each link consists of a flat frame. Back 
frame, seat frame and calves frame are interconnected with axes. Lodgement transforms from a horizontal position to the upright 
position. The lodgement seats must be made according to the human anthropometric parameters. To minimize the additional head 
movements during rotation,  a special headrest should be installed. 

While placing the person the lodgment is covered by two igloos to prevent optokinetic stimulus and cooling the body during long-
term rotation because of the airflow. One igloo is only opaque from the outside and is located above the human head. Another igloo 
(hinged or movable) is situated above the man’s body and legs. This cap should not hinder man’s activities on the veloergometerr. 
Igloos should have a semi-cylindrical shape, be light and permit rapid evacuation of person from the centrifuge in case emergency 
medical care is necessary. 
Short-arm human centrifuge equipment. 

To ensure optimal working conditions during testing and monitoring of the human condition following devices should be installed: 
 color video monitoring system for the astronaut's face; 
 two-way light and sound alarm system from a doctor (the commander) to the astronaut and conversely; 
 dumlex intercommunicaton loudspeaker system with physician’s remote; 

"Perimeter" device to determine the changes in the field of vision; 
 time rotation indicator. 
 Astronaut's face should be light with the non-directional light to provide visual and TV monitoring. This lighting should not 

hinder the work with "Perimeter". 
 The space under the igloo should have natural and forced ventilation systems. 
 The system of natural ventilation should be provided by air intakes while rotating. 
 Forced ventilation of the face should be carried out by a fan with an adjustable air exchange. 

The list of recorded physiological parameters during the rotation on short-arm centrifuge: 
 ECG; 
 pulsogram of the earlobe vessels; 
 toe pulsogram; 
 blood pressure in the earlobe vessels; 
 electrooculogram; 
 tetrapolar rheography; 
 blood pressure in the arm and lower leg; 
 pneumogram; 
 myogram. 

The negative effects of gravity loads on the short-arm centrifuge and possible measures to prevent them. 
Almost all of the negative effects of rotation on the short-arm centrifuge are related to the influence of two factors: the direct 

influence of the longitudinal-directed overloads and reactions associated with staying in a rotating system. 
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The main symptoms that limit the portability of + Gz g-exposure,that is used to create artificial gravity loads on the short-arm 
centrifuge, were marked by the cardiovascular system (sudden drop in blood pressure, the occurrence of visual disturbances and the 
appearance of other symptoms of presyncope) and were due to the effects of blood redistribution from head to the feet. It was found 
that for the prevention of these symptoms of the optimal g-exposure regimes which are well tolerated by man must be defined [3]. 

The other symptoms that may limit the portability of overloads could be motion sickness symptoms, as the unusual stimulation 
of the vestibular apparatus during rotation in the centrifuge of any radius can occur during active movements surveyed by the 
appearance of precessional acceleration and Coriolis acceleration. However, experimental studies’ results have shown that  
accompanied by maintenance (head fixation and optokineticheskih stimulation exceptions by rotation in a darkened room) the 
emergence of motion sickness symptoms can be prevented. 
 While the idea of AG to prevent cardiovascular deconditioning is not new (White et al. 1966), the ideal combination of artificial 
gravity magnitude, frequency, and duration needed, perhaps in combination with exercise, is yet to be determined; multiple 
permutations of these variables have been tested in previous studies with varying levels of success [4]. 
Conclusion 

Short-arm centrifuge on board of orbiting space stations and interplanetary spacecraft can be a significant element in the complex of 
countermeasures aimed at maintaining optimal health and performance of astronauts during flight, and - to ease readaptation to Earth's 
gravity conditions. 

Before the short-arm centrifuge will be used as a countermeasure of negative microgravity effects, a large amount of studies to 
determine optimal regimes of rotation has to be done. One aspect of this problem is to minimize the time spent on countermeasures in 
space flight. The solution of this problem may require the creation of large magnitude but short duration overloads. 
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Abstract. The paper objective is demonstrating a new perspective in learning of furniture design courses, 
which follows the modern methods and methodologies in product design such as User- Centered Design 
(UCD). 
User- Centered Design (UCD) methodology attempts to improve the quality of furniture design education to be 
useful, by increasing and upgrade student’s practical skills, experience and mental communication skills. It 
may also help train students deal with the real users and how to involve them in design, and enable students 
dealing with marketing. The student will be interested and excited with this type of learning, because it uses 
simulation and virtual learning environment.  The paper offers a methodology of user-centered design for 
furniture and how I integrated it into the curriculum and the syllabus. The curriculum depends on the iterative 
design process as User- Centered Design, so it was a combination of in-class lecture, demonstration, and 
hands-on activities in creativity. The material was presented in the same order as the User Centered Design 
Process itself –which chosen to emphasize the steps and activities at each stage in the UCD process with 
exposure to the process inputs (context in use), and outputs (usability, as an outcome of UCD practices, and 
sustainability). 

Introduction 
User-Centered Design evolved in the field of human-computer interaction, though the process can be applied to any product with end 

users. The term user-centered design places the focus on the users throughout planning, design, and development, and so has become 
more widely used [6]. More recently, the term Human Centered Design was introduced to denote a multi-disciplinary activity, which 
incorporates human factors and ergonomics knowledge and techniques, and advances an approach to interactive system development 
that focuses specifically on making systems usable [ISO,1997b] [5]. Although the benefit of UCD, Usability describes how well a product 
can be used for its intended purpose by its target users with efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction, also taking into account the 
requirements from its context of use [10]. 

       Research problem and its importance: 

1. Requirement of UCD methodology for design learning, and lack of people with UCD skills and experience. 
2. Furniture design learning for students is limited in studios or classrooms faraway of context in use. 
3. Few subjects of furniture study are linked with the actual needs of institutions or industry. 
4. UCD skills and experience lead to innovation. 

       Goals, aims 

1. Advance a new perspective in teaching and learning of furniture design courses.  
2. Develop furniture design methodology, for learning, following the methods and methodologies in product design such as UCD. 
3. Providing students with UCD skills and experience, and training students to deal with the real users and how to involve them in 

design. 
4. Increase the rate of acceptance of UCD in industry especially furniture.  
5. The pursuit of a better understanding of furniture design and improvement in the quality of furniture design education. 
6. Using simulation and virtual learning environment in learning methodology. 

       Hypotheses 

1. UCD methodology will improve the quality of furniture design education. 
2. Using virtual learning environment and simulation helps to recognize the behavior patterns of users, and develop the students’ 

skills of creative thinking. 
3. Providing a real user /customer, design tools and suitable learning environment may be help the student to innovate. 

       Themes: 

1. UCD and Usability 
2. The User-Centered Design Process as a curriculum 
3. User-centered design Principles and benefits 

1- UCD and Usability      
UCD is a methodology and philosophy for creating products, makes users and their goals the primary driver in development. 

However, several challenges must be surmounted in order to increase the rate of acceptance of UCD in industry [8]. Through UCD we can 
find out, who are users? Why they buy this furniture? Where and how they use furniture (context, environment)?  
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 Furniture UCD is a methodology that puts the intended users of furniture at the centre of its design and puts their needs as the driving 
force in design development. By dealing directly with the user at key points in the design to make sure the furniture will verify their 
requirements. 

Usability has quite a simple definition, it means that people can use a product easily and efficiently to accomplish their own tasks,  
making sure that the people who will use the product or can use it to achieve their  needs and goals productively, suitable with their own 
physical and social environments [10]. 

2- The User-Centered Design Process- as a curriculum  
User-Centered Design is represented as an iterative four stages cycle of Understanding& specifying, Design & Concept, Prototyping, 

and Evaluation, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 The User-Centered Design Process- methodology of learning 

2-1 Process Inputs (Field Studies) 
User and task observations, where observing users at their jobs, identifying their typical work tasks and procedures, analyzing their 

work processes, and understanding people in the context of their work. Interviews (interview process has 6 phases, shown in fig. 2, Focus 
groups, Questionnaires, Participatory design (designing with users), and Benchmarking and competitive analysis. Sometimes using 
recordings, photos, etc to finding out about user's preferences, experiences, and needs. [1, 13].      

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.The phases of the interview process [4]. 
How one manages field study data? Field Studies discussed several tools to manage field study data. Scenarios, storyboards, task 

analysis, and personas were the main methods presented [6]. 
        Scenarios–Scenarios are narratives that describe the story of the user and the activity or function – “what people do and experience 
as they try to use furniture”.  This can be the story of what is happening right now (describing) new possibilities for what will happen with the 
furniture under development. Scenarios make the process come alive for the students. This method of presenting data is more engaging 
than a bulleted list of steps in an activity – it makes the user more real and looks like virtual environment. 
        Storyboards – Are scenarios in comic-book form – quick sketches that represent the steps of an activity.  
        Task analysis–Task analysis is the structured breakdown of the activities a user engages in to reach a goal. 
        Personas– Is a fictional user created to represent a user group [2, 3]. The students’ team creates this user as an aggregate of the real 
users they have observed and interviewed. A persona is a profile of super typical user with a name, photo, likes and dislikes, habits, 
background and expectations, and any other information that will help the students’ team identify with the user. By using simulation to 
analyze the patterns of user behavior.  

2-2 Iterative Process 
        Understanding and specifying the context of use---In UCD Process the emphasis is on understanding users through behavior 
patterns.  
Understanding produces empathy for users in the team of students, and creates a foundation for a project that meets real needs instead of 
functionality added mainly for feature-list comparisons. It consists of (understanding and specifying the function, the user "Echoes, social 
&economic environment", context of use, Identify important usability factors and students’ team tasks). 
       It is important to study and analyze the cultural environment, as it is related to how people live, and what is their behavior in a particular 
manner.  Then the cultural factor is the one which reflects the thinking of the consumer and purchase behavior. It should be noted that the 
religion is part of the social and cultural environment, which affects the behavior patterns and consumption. There is no doubt that religious 
considerations are important in the lives of individuals. When the designers work their designs, they must put religious considerations in 
mind with regard to the markets they target. There are four basic concepts of culture, customs / traditions / religion / patterns or ways of life, 

1- Research questions 2- Interview manual 3- Interview sessions on tape 

4- Transcription of interview 5- Review and 6- Deductions  
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these four concepts are found in society at three levels, according to their importance and degree of practice by members of the 
community: generalization, privacy, alternatives or variables or new developments [9]. 
To exemplify, the function of sitting varies according to the previous three levels as follows: 
A - Generalization (chair in the garden and waiting chair in a bank) 
B – Privacy (sitting in Japanese dining room, the Saudis high sitting - Alkrawita – and dining in the Egyptian countryside) 
C - New developments (Arabian sitting in some touristic places in Egypt.  It is inspired by the Gulf States. 
      The following is a table of analysis distributed to the students at the beginning of the course with of acquainting them with the UCD 
methodology. Students were requested to fill the table in an attempt to help them realize the importance of the input and how it helps in 
producing the desired output.   
       This table helps to specify, in a systematic manner, the function, the characteristics of the users, the tasks they will carry out and the 
circumstances of use. It also provides a system- focused approach which leads to a shared view among the student team. 

Table 1. Analyzing table: 

function user Context of Use  usability students’ team 
 

Describe the 
function 

Identify users 
“User behavior pattern“ Describe the Context 

of Use “Physical 

Environment” 

 
Identify important usability 

factors 

 
TASKS 

Echoes Social 
Environment 

 
What is the 
function? 

Culture 

customs / traditions / 
religion  /A patterns of life 

Where does the 

furniture use? 
pragmatic user goals 

Ergonomics: 

-Experience of use 

-Easy to use 

-Efficient to use 

-Comfortable 

Field Studies 
the activities 
undertaken to achieve a 
goal 

 
 
How is it work? 

By three levels: 

Generalization /privacy /  
new developments 

When does the 
furniture use? 

 

Interviews 

 
 

Why to use? economic  

 

 

 

How does the 
furniture use? 

hedonic goals 

Semantics / usability / 
communication 
 

 

Focus groups  
 

When to use? Who is the user? 
Gender (male– female) / 
Age / Function / Income 

 
Questionnaires 

 
How long to 
use? 

 

User Goals 
Viability of purchasing 
/Quality /Fulfill desires 

 

-Visually pleasing 
-Easy to remember 

 

Participatory design 

Document 
potential 

requirements 

Benchmarking and 
competitive analysis 

        Concept & Design -- are reflecting the philosophy underlying the design, which stems from the motive, determined by the designer; it 
is a pragmatic philosophy. Design for x reflects the great diversity in the methodology of the design process and its objectives and 
functioning, beginning of the design concepts for the community or for the needs and access to design for fashion ….and so on.      
        Prototyping-- A prototype is-like a mock-up- a full size model; yet it is made as accurately and perfectly as possible, including all 
materials and finishes that will be used for the final product [8]. 
        Evaluating designs against requirements (ISO, 1997b) -- Evaluation works with a prototype to see how well it meets the user 
experience requirements from the Understanding phase. Evaluation is usually focused on usability evaluation – how usable is the product? 
Evaluation can also include broader measures of subjective satisfaction and user response [6]. 
       The UCD Process continues, with the product becoming more and more refined with each iteration. The process is ideally complete 
when 
 a project meets all user experience requirements. Even in that case, the UCD process produces better results than if the team designs  
a product without consideration of the intended user.  

2-3 Process Output (usability) 
       In the end, furniture must be a useable product; three approaches to usability are identified as follows [7]: 
1. Process System Usability: Meeting organizational goals for user performance, safety and satisfaction resulting from interaction. 
2. User Experience (satisfaction): Meeting user pragmatic and hedonic goals related to the experience and outcomes of interaction. 
    - The pragmatic user goals are: Acceptable perceived experience of use (pragmatic aspects including efficiency), results of use 
(including effectiveness) and consequences of use (including safety). 
    - The hedonic goals or the esthetic pleasure: This pleasurable is an emotional reaction to the product. Questionnaires would appear to 
be the most reliable way to measure the achievement of hedonic goals. 
3. Product usability: providing product attributes to support system usability and the user experience. 
      A typical definition of user experience is “Every aspect of the user's interaction with a product, service, or company that makes up the 
user's perceptions of the whole” [12]. So in order to encompass the overall user experience, UX needs to be concerned with satisfying both 
pragmatic and hedonic user goals. A usable product means more satisfied customers and a better reputation for the product [1]. 
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3- User-centered design principles and benefits 
       For a good UCD design, some principles should be always followed, such as: Setting the business goals, Understanding the user, 
Assessing competitiveness, Designing the total user experience, Evaluating the design, Active involvement of users, Iterations of design 
solutions and [11]. 
       Some specific benefits to the organization include [6]: 
• Increased sales and customer satisfaction.                                  • A competitive edge over competitors who do not take usability as seriously. 
• Advertising advantages and better notices in the media.             • Reduced development and maintenance costs. 
• Improved productivity and operational efficiency.                         • Reduced training costs and lower technical support costs. . 

Conclusion 
     UCD provides pragmatic processes and techniques that students can incorporate into existing development efforts. This methodology 
teaches practical ways for understanding the (function, users and the context of use), determine tasks and manage field study with 
“scenarios, storyboards, task analysis, and personas “, rapidly exploring design alternatives, making prototype and evaluating design 
options through observing real users, to obtain usability as a result of the process. 
     Providing education to create a skill base of UCD practitioners is an important part of implementing of UCD. The students will have a 
better appreciation for the skills they learn with an understanding of the source of the techniques. 
     Going forward the practices outlined in this paper will give rise to new methods and techniques suited for the social environment and the 
own culture of any society and recognize the behavior patterns of users by using virtual learning environment and simulation. 
     Therefore, UCD is based on these important aspects which are not or are barely available in other furniture design approaches: 
1. Know the users and the context of use. By using Interviews, Focus groups, Questionnaires, and Participatory design. 
2. Understanding the tasks the user is trying to accomplish. 
3. Involving the user in iterative design process, not only in the first or in the last of design process (it is the difference between traditional 
design process and UCD process). 
4. Practicing usability testing and evaluation throughout the development process. 
     All the above-mentioned qualifies the student through theoretical and practical studies to become furniture designers with the ability to 
compete locally and internationally as they become more experienced and skillful which results from dealing with a real project and users. 
However, many organizations still don’t use UCD. So I tried to use it in my teaching process. 

Discussion: 
       Field Studies tools involve the user in all the phases of the development unlike conventional methods which gather the users’ 
feedback when the furniture is delivered. Real user involvement allows the team of students to make decisions based on information from 
real users.  

Results  
1- User-Centered Design is one of the single greatest investments a product developer can make today. 
2- The use of UCD bridges the gap between the designer and client because it attempts to produce output that  meeting the needs.  
3-The design slogan of UCD becomes “Design by people for people”. 
4- UCD suits the changing environmental conditions, social and economic, Whenever it is a development of products, to suit the new 
needs and changing.  
5- The outcome of UCD methodology application in learning is having students with competence and experience in furniture design. 

Recommendation 
1- Expand the application of UCD in education, and promote individual and groups working among students. 
3- It is incorrect to describe a product as ergonomic or usable without also describing the context of use.  
4- Encourage the use of virtual learning environment and simulation to identify the user behavior pattern whether in the local or global 
environment. 
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Abstract. Farms represent a serious environmental problem in terms of potential water contamination and 
soil degradation because they produce large amount of animal waste. As a result of increasing number of 
animals on the farms, the pollution has remained high and farm waste remains a major problem. In some 
countries about half of all serious water pollution incidents are from manure runoff from farms. Farms have 
the potential for generating large quantities of solid waste and wastewater.  Water quality is threatened by 
phosphorus and nitrogen, two nutrients present in animal waste. In excessive amounts, nutrients often cause 
an explosion of algae that robs water of oxygen, killing aquatic life. Manure can also contain traces of salt 
and heavy metals, which can end up in bodies of water and accumulate in the sediment, concentrating as 
they move up the food chain. As there is a lack of data regarding the farm wastewater characteristics in 
Vojvodina region, Serbia, the preliminary physico-chemical characterization of wastewater from the selected 
farm in Vojvodina region was conducted. This investigation was just one part of the initial phase of National 
project of the Ministry of Education and Science: Improvement and development of hygienic and 
technological procedures in production of animal originating foodstuffs with the aim of producing high-quality 
and safe products competitive on the global market, managed by the Institute of Meat Hygiene and 
Technology in Belgrade, Serbia. Laboratory analysis were conducted in accredited Laboratory for monitoring 
of landfills, wastewater and air, Department of environmental engineering and occupational safety and 
health, Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Novi Sad and in Microbiological laboratory, Department 
of biology and ecology, Faculty of Sciences, University of Novi Sad. 
 
Introduction 

All dairy farms have to dispose wastewater, which can contaminate both surface and groundwater, from their milking centers. 
When milking center wastewater enters surface waters, it can damage aquatic communities. Groundwater contamination can adversely 
affect drinking water quality and create health hazards to humans. The volume of wastewater produced and the concentration of 
pollutants vary greatly. Milking center wastewater is contaminated with organic matter, nutrients, chemicals and microorganisms [1]. 
Poorly designed or mismanaged waste disposal systems can contaminate water with ammonia, nitrate, phosphorus, detergents and 
disease-causing organisms. If not managed properly, these contaminants can be carried directly to a well or cause groundwater or 
surface water contamination. Surface water can also be affected by manure, milk solids, ammonia, phosphorus and detergents. The 
composition, quantity, and pollution strength of milking center wastewater can vary dramatically among farms and even on the same 
farm over time. Several factors can influence wastewater characteristics, including number of cows milked, type of milking facility, length 
of time cows are confined in holding areas or parlors, feed access in parlors, waste milk management, floor/gutter cleanup method,and 
operator management throughout the milking cycle [2]. 

Solids in milking center wastewater come from waste milk, cleaning agents, waste feed, manure, and hoof dirt. Ammonia originates 
from manure, urine and decomposed milk proteins. Since contamination of milking center wastewater with milk creates an anaerobic 
environment, the greatest contributor to the BOD5 of milking center wastewater is waste milk. Cleaning chemicals, especially detergents 
and acid rinses, milk, feed and manure contribute phosphorus to milking center wastewater [3]. Phosphorus in milking center 
wastewater is delivered largely in soluble, reactive form, and effectively promotes eutrophication. The COD concentration varies 
depending on wastewater management, climate, operation conditions, and types of flushing. The high COD concentration is due to 
waste milk which is produced by washing milking equipment, detergents, manure, and waste feeds. Microbiological characteristics, in 
addition to physic-chemical characteristics, are a significant and valid indicator of the quality of aquatic ecosystems. Numerous 
microbiological parameters can show the character and the degree of water pollution which can not be evaluated only on the basis of 
their physical and chemical properties.  

In Vojvodina region, Serbia, there is a lack of data regarding the wastewater characteristics from the farm processes [4]. As the 
part of the initial phase of National project, the preliminary physico-chemical and microbiological characterization of wastewater from the 
selected farm in Vojvodina region was conducted.  
 
Methodology 

Sampling campaigns of wastewater from the farm in Vojvodina region has been conducted during two periods: winter, in February 
2011 and summer, in June 2011. The samples of wastewater were collected from the cow milking parlor of the farm in the vicinity of 
Novi Sad, where the majority of wastewater is produced on the farm. Water samples were collected in sealed 1 liter plastic bottles, 
stored in hand refrigerator at 4 ºC and transported to the laboratory. The samples were analyzed immediately. Samples that were used 
for determination of BOD5 and COD were collected in special sealed glass containers.  
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Measurements of pH value¸dissolved oxygen and temperature were performed in the field with the portable Multi 340i 
WISSENSCHAFTLICH-TECHNISCHE WERKSTATTEN GMBH device. Chemical and biological oxygen demand were determined using 
the reagent test tubes in HACH DR5000 spectrophotometer and BOD Trak HACH device, respectively. Ammonium and total 
phosphorus were determined using standard EPA methods and HACH DR5000 spectrophotometer device. All other chemical 
parameters were determined in subcontracted accredited laboratory in Novi Sad. The samples for microbiological characterization were 
analyzed by standard MPN method for microbiological parameters.  
Laboratory analysis of wastewater samples was performed in accredited Laboratory for monitoring of landfills, wastewater and air, 
Department of environmental engineering and occupational safety and health, Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Novi Sad 
and in Microbiological laboratory, Department of biology and ecology, Faculty of Sciences, University of Novi Sad. 

 
Results and Discussion  

The samples have been analyzed on the parameters defined according to the actual Regulation on minimum number and type of 
the sample taking process at the time of sampling which includes: pH value, dissolved oxygen, nitrates, ammonium, total phosphorus, 
COD, BOD5, TSS, total nitrogen, fat and oil, detergents, total coliform, fecal coliform and eschherichia coli. The results of physico-
chemical and microbiological parameters of the water samples from the two sampling campaigns (winter and summer) are presented in 
Table 1. All parameters were above maximum allowed values prescribed by Serbian regulations as well as EU regulation and 
wastewater could not be discharged into the surface water before treatment. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show seasonal variability of the 
analyzed parameters 

Wastewater physical chemical characteristics observed at selected dairy farm are quite variable. High levels of BOD5, ammonium, 
TSS, COD, total phosphorus and total nitrogen were found in the samples collected in both campaigns. From the obtained data 
gathered, it is evident that wastewater contains levels of contaminants that could be toxic to fish and aquatic communities if discharged 
to surface waters.  

The obtained values of microbiological parameters indicate that the examined water in both sampling campaigns contain large 
number of total coliform bacteria,as well as the other two bacterial groups which are indicators of fecal pollution. According to the 
number of present bacteria and on the basis of regulations on wastewater quality and methods of discharging in the public sewage and 
natural recipient in neighboring countries, analyzed water is with high or maximum contamination and should not be discharged into 
natural recipients without the prior treatment. This is especially valid in the case of fecal streptococci whose number is several times 
greater than the maximum allowed value prescribed by regulations. Also, a high proportion of fecal coliforms in the total coliform number 
in the water from second sampling campaign (FC/TC = 0,89) clearly show that water is heavily influenced by fecal contamination and 
presents a potentially high risk to the human health.  

 
Table 1: Physico-chemical properties of farm wastewater from two sampling campaigns 
 

No. Parameters Unit 
Results 

February 2011 June 2011 

1. Water temperature °C 8,4 16.12 

2. Air temperature °C 4,5 23.20 

3. pH value - 6,07 5.42 

4. Dissolved oxygen mg/l 2,69 2.27 

5. Nitrates mg/l 16,4 19 

6. Ammonium mg/l 53,7 146 

7. Total phosphorus mg/l 57,1 58.1 

8. COD mg/l 5593 6466 

9. BOD5 of filtered sample mg/l 2990 3050 

10. BOD5 of homogenized sample mg/l 5180 5200 

11. Total suspendid solids mg/l 1423 1067 

12. Total nitrogen mg/l 55,63 38.52 

13. Fat and oil mg/l 1681,5 4694 

14. Detergents mg/l 2,75 1.92 

15. Total coliform CFU/100 ml 4 600 000 450 000 
16. Fecal coliform CFU/100 ml 570 000 400 000 

17. Escherichia coli CFU/100 ml 570 000 310 000 
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Graph 1. Seasonal variability of fat and oil, suspended matter, BOD5 and COD 

 
 

 
Graph 2. Seasonal variability of detergents, total nitrogen, total phosphorus, ammonium, nitrates and dissolved oxygen 

 

 
Graph 3. Seasonal variability of microbilogical parameters 

 
Conclusions 

Environmental problems associated with animal manure and wastewaters are contamination of surface and groundwater, as well 
as soil quality degradation. As there is a lack of data regarding the wastewater characteristics from the farm processes in Vojvodina 
region, Serbia, the preliminary physical-chemical and microbiological characterization of wastewater from the selected farm in the 
vicinity of Novi Sad, Vojvodina, Serbia, was conducted within the National project.  

Sampling campaigns of wastewater have been carried out during the two periods in 2011. The samples have been analyzed on 
the parameters: pH value, dissolved oxygen, nitrates, ammonium, total phosphorus, COD, BOD5, TSS, total nitrogen, fat and oil, 
detergents, total coliform, fecal coliform and eschherichia coli. All parameters were above maximum allowed values prescribed by the 
Serbian, as well as EU regulations. Also there is an evident difference between levels of few parameters in these two sampling periods. 
Fat and oils and ammonia are the parameters that are higher in summer period and total coliform are higher in winter period. 
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Obtained data has clearly highlighted the need for waste and wastewater sustainable and cost effective treatment systems within 
dairy farms and milk production. Also, the monitoring of the final effluent for parameters discussed in the paper should be carried out at 
least once per month, or more frequently if the flows vary significantly. 
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Abstract. The correspondence problem in the field of stereo vision has been attracting a lot of efforts amongst 
computer scientists recently. Although the epipolar geometry simplified the search for corresponding pixels in 
stereo images considerably, many challenging difficulties are still left. In this paper it is proposed the novel 
image segmentation technique designated for consequent exploitation by segment-based stereo matching 
algorithm. Segment-based methods arise from assumption that the scene can be divided into segments 
having homogenous color where each segment from one stereo image coincide with correspondent segment 
in the other image. In comparison with correlation-based and feature-based methods it tends to have better 
performance in textureless regions, while dense disparity map is being produced. The new approach is based 
on the use of standard inter-pixel Euclidean distance utilization, which is enhanced by hue similarity and 
minimal size of segments criteria. All three conditions can be applied to both 4-connected and 8-connected 
pixel neighborhood, nevertheless only latter mentioned is used in this article. Segmentation results are shown 
in some standard stereo image sets, where the accuracy and robustness of proposed algorithm is presented. 
Finally, the discussion about some significant pros and cons is led and the direction of consequent research is 
outlined. 
 
Introduction 

Correspondence problem is very important and frequently discussed topic in computer vision. Basically, when there are two images of 
the same scene taken from slightly different position, the challenge is to determine which pixels in these images are projections of the 
same point on the scene. Generally, the epipolar geometry is utilized to simplify this search considerably. It produces rectified stereo 
images where corresponding pixels are aligned horizontally thus the fallowing search is constrained, ideally, to the 1D only (along the 
corresponding image row).  

Currently, for the stereo matching there are three main approaches. The correlation-based approach uses a window of fixed size 
centered at each pixel in one image and searches its corresponding pixel in the other image where the correlation-measure is maximal. 
Contrariwise, in the feature-based approach some significant features as edges, lines or corners are extracted and, based on similarity 
measure, the correspondences are searched. Correlation-based local algorithms produce accurate disparity in highly textured regions, but 
tend to have significant erroneous performance in textureless regions, disparity discontinuous boundaries or occluded areas. In these 
challenging image regions the feature-based global algorithms are advantageous; however, they normally give rise to sparse depth map 
only [Hong04]. Finally, the segment-based approach has been attracting a lot of attention recently. It can be considered as a special case 
of feature-based approach, so it shares good performance on handling boundaries and textureless regions. Segment-based methods arise 
from assumption that the scene can be divided into segments having homogenous color where each segment from one stereo image 
coincide with correspondent segment in the other image. Hence, the scene structure can be approximated by a set of non-overlapping 
planes in the disparity space [Borisagar2011]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we do a short related-literature survey and then explain our novel segmentation 
algorithm in detail. In fallowing section, we present achieved results in a number of standard rectified stereo data sets. Finally, there is 
conclusion and outline of a future work.  
 
Segmentation algorithm 

We assume that purely pixel-based methods are insufficient to express information of the image. The human identifies the objects by 
analyzing features of the objects such as color, texture and shape [2], therefore segment-based stereo matching algorithm should be used. 

Most of the color segmentation techniques apply Mean shift [3, 4, 5, 7]; less frequently there is Graph cut [6], Hill climbing, Greedy or 
another algorithm utilized. The algorithm we created is founded on the work of Zitnick at al. [8], but improved considerably in a way 
described further. 

As well as in [1] our approach is built upon the assumption that large disparity discontinuities only occur on the boundaries of 
homogeneous color segments and segments itself have smooth disparity. Produced segments should be as large as possible in order to 
minimize computational time. The rapid disparity changes via single segment, occurring in very slanted surfaces, shall be taken into 
account by matching algorithm. The segmentation process consists of several steps. Firstly, as an input we can use rectified images from 
calibrated stereo camera; however, for testing purposes, standard Middlebury and Tsukuba stereo data sets are more suitable. Secondly, 
as a preprocessing step, bilateral edge-preserving and noise reducing blurring filter is applied to both left and right images. This generally 
helps to create more consistent segments, while thin segments along intensity edges are suppressed [8]. After smoothing, the algorithm 
goes through the image line by line and assigns new segment to a current pixel if it is not assigned yet. Every two 8-connected neighboring 
pixels are then merged into single segment (as well as two segments they are part of) if two conditions are valid: 
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1. The Euclidean distance between their (average) colors is less than requested constant (c. 6-15). For all experiments the 
value 10 appeared to be the best choice. 

2. Their color hue (see Fig. 1) must be the same. This constraint assumes that two apparently very different colors can have 
quite small Euclidean distance and thus some erroneous segments could be produced. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Computing hue from 

RGB color space 

 
Although the preprocessing significantly reduced the amount of small segments created during the merging procedure, some of them 

still left. As mentioned above, they occur mainly along intensity edges and in highly textured areas. With a view to decrease the 
computational expensiveness and simultaneously increase the precision of consecutive matching process, the minimal-size-of-segment 
constraint is incorporated. Hence, when all pixels are labeled as a part of one from various segments, the second round of merging is 
performed. This time, two neighboring segments are merged together (based on the same two conditions) until the resulting segment size 
is bigger than predefined constant. 
 
Results 

The proposed algorithm was implemented in MS VCE 2010 and tested on various rectified stereo images, such as Tsukuba and 
Middlebury datasets (http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/data/) or stereo images captured by Minoru3D stereo camera. Four examples are 
shown in Fig. 2. The algorithm’s parameters were set as follows:  Euclidean distance – 10; Minimal size of segments – 9. This configuration 
tends to produce very precise results in most tested images; however, in some cases there is needlessly too many small segments or, 
contrariwise, big loss of details depending on the scene structure and illumination. 

Computation cost on Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU U 380 @ 1.33GHz (4 CPUs) laptop for Tsukuba (384x288) is about 11 seconds, but it 
raises exponentially with increasing image size up to approximately 75 seconds in case of Cones (450x375). 

 

  

 
Fig. 2: Cones, Tsukuba, Venus and Map; top row – original (left) images, resulting segmented images at the bottom 

 
Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed a new segmentation method, which good performance is presented in four different testing images. Our 
algorithm utilizes three constraints: Euclidean distance, Hue similarity and Minimal size of segments that can be applied to either 
4-connected or 8-connected pixel’s neighborhood. Based on subjective evaluation we assume that the resulting segmented images are 
very precise, however, at the expense of the computation time. Considering that, the content of our future work consists of optimizing 
current algorithm and implement stereo matching part in order to gain disparity maps. 
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Abstract. This study deals with a modern way of detecting surface grease pollution. It explains, how to 
calculate the amount of oil pollution – how to find out the thickness of the oil layer and the related parameters.   
 
Introduction 

In the industrial practice, technological processes are often accompanied by defects caused by oil deposits on the surface of 
products, resulting in system failure or a high rejection rate in production. [7] In particular, grease has a significant effect on the properties 
of the final coating of the products (its functionality, appearance, adhesion). This is generally caused by poor surface pre-treatment 
(degreasing) prior to the actual processes of surface treatment. Unspecified grease deposits on the surface of machine parts can affect not 
only surface treatment, but also many other technological processes such as welding, soldering and adhesive bonding. On the other hand, 
it may be necessary to know specified surface grease deposits in some cases, such as for the purposes of temporary corrosion protection 
and preservation. [1] 

The possibility to check the degree of surface cleanliness of machine parts is highly time-consuming and there is currently no 
effective – simple and fast – method for the qualification and quantification of surface cleanliness (grease deposits). [6] 

Monitoring of surface cleanliness for the purposes of subsequent surface treatment and the possible reduction of the rejection rate in 
production is given special attention by the Department of Manufacturing Technology (DMT) within the research into surface conditions 
and possibilities of suitable methods for the detection of surface cleanliness. In cooperation with TechTest Company, DMT has developed 
and modified a non-contact device enabling fast tests for residual impurities (grease), called “Recognoil”. With this equipment and the 
relevant software, it is possible to quantitatively and qualitatively assess how much contaminated the measured area is. [3] 

 
Fig. 1  Diagram of a modern method for fast and efficient measurement of greasy impurities 

 
Detection of oil and grease by Recognoil 

“Recognoil” works on the principle of measuring the luminescence produced by greasy impurities; the optical output is a “map” of the 
intensity of luminescence emitted by grease deposits. 

The aim of this article is to describe how to use this “map” of luminescence intensity to calculate the degree of grease contamination 
(thickness, concentration of grease deposits). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Recognoil Software for evaluation of grease contamination 
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 “Calibration” methods 

The mathematical representation of the “map” of grease luminescence intensity and its conversion into the thickness of the layer is 
based on the numerical representation of luminescence of the measured surface at various, predefined degrees of grease contamination. 
In subsequent exposures, the software uses mathematical methods to calculate the resulting thickness of the layer based on the 
parameters of specific contaminants. [2] 

First, approximately eight samples were prepared with different amounts of grease (from the smallest possible contamination to the 
maximum detectable). [1] These eight scanned samples were used to derive a curve correlating luminescence intensity with layer 
thickness. However, this approach has its limitations - the samples must contain a homogeneous layer of oil film, which can only be 
achieved if the solubility of oil in the used solvent is 100%. More often, however, industrial processes deal with various emulsions, whole 
sampling (see above) is impossible using this method. 

For this reason, we have developed a reverse method to determine the degree of grease contamination of components directly 
during the degreasing process. In the process, one sample is prepared and a layer of grease applied it to. Then, the test sample is 
repeatedly immersed into several degreasing baths in several time intervals and the intensity of luminescence is measured and the sample 
weighed on accurate analytical scales after each time interval. . 
 
For each type of contamination, we get the values shown in the following diagram: 
 

 

 
Fig. 1  Example of measured values and corresponding mathematical models 

 
If the interdependencies are known, the device software can, based on the “map” of luminescence intensity and weight loss, calculate 
immediately the surface concentration k [g.m-2] for each specific oily contamination. 
 
Calculation method 

The way the “map” of intensity is converted to surface concentration:  
 Development of a mathematical model for the change in sample weights in relation to the degreasing time 
 Development of a mathematical model for the change in luminescence intensity in relation to the degreasing time 
 Mathematical expression of parameter t (time) from the curve of luminescence intensity and  its putting into the formula for 

change in sample weight  

 
The curves of mathematical models correspond to the power function of the parameter p. [5] 
 y = a + b . px (1) 

The formula of the curve of the mathematical model for the change in sample weight: 

 
m = mcle + ∆m . pk

t  ,  where ∆m = m0 – mcle (2) 

The formula of the curve of the mathematical model for the change in luminescence intensity: 

 
I = Icle + ∆I . pI

t  ,     where ∆I = I0 – Icle (3) 

After the mathematical expression of t and substituting into the formula, after the conversion to surface concentration using the 
surface S we obtain the final relationship: 
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, where 

(4) 

k  … the resulting surface concentration of oily contamination  [g.m-2] 
m0 … weight of contaminated sample    [g] 
mcle ... weight of clean sample     [g] 
S  … area of the specimen from both sides, neglecting the thickness  [m2] 
pk  … curve share parameter – math. model of surface concentration [-] 
pI  … curve share parameter – math. model of luminescence intensity [-] 
I  … substituted current value of the luminescence   [-] 
Icle … value of the luminescence of clean sample    [-] 
a … constant for surface concentration    [g.m-2] 

 

For simplicity, we introduce the constant of surface concentration a: 

[g.m-2] (5) 

Contamination can therefore be parameterized by five measured parameters a, I0, Icle, pk and pI. [4] 

After entering these parameters into the software, it automatically converts the intensity of luminescence to surface concentration k. 

Table  1 Example of contaminant parameters 

a I0 Icle pk pI Contaminant 

2,21267 228 25 0,96 0,97 HoCut machining emulsion 

This way it is possible to develop a simple database of oil contaminants and select the relevant type of contamination as required. 

The output of the software is a numeric value of the average surface concentration on the scanned area. Using “Recognoil”, the 
dimensions of the scanned area are approximately 40 x 30 mm. 

The software can convert numerical information into colour coded layers where each layer corresponds to one level of surface 
concentration. Fluorescence intensity maps, including the conversion to surface concentration with an approximate estimate of thickness 
can be represented in 3D graphics. 
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[g.m-2] 

  

Fig. 1 3D visualization of the nature of grease on the surface of product during degreasing 

Conclusion 

The “Recognoil” device for detecting oil contamination provides two possible ways to evaluate the condition of the surface of 
inspected components. In some plants it is necessary to know the numerical values, while others will be more satisfied with illustrative 
graphical representation. Knowledge of the distribution of residual oil contamination in the degreasing process through graphical 
evaluation helps to optimize, streamline and generally improve the process of product degreasing before the final surface treatment. 
Further research into this issue will help to improve the monitoring of surface and thereby prevent substantial rejection in the 
manufacturing process caused by oil contamination. 
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Abstract. Paper deals with the description of the implementation of innovative Zn-PTFE coating into industrial 
production. Zn-PTFE composite coating is presumed to be used primarily on (high-strength) bolts. This 
coating offers excellent anticorrosive properties together with low friction coefficient. The article summarizes 
the technological production process of coating which was optimized to ensure homogeneous distribution of 
PTFE (polytetraflouethylene) particles in the coating and also to achieve optimal tribological parameters. The 
article mainly aims to present the structure of the industrial plating line and the general description of the 
technical conditions that need to be resolved in order to ensure this electroplating process to function properly. 
 
1. Introduction [1] 

Composite materials must generally contain at least two or more chemically and physically different phases. The primary – 
continuous – phase (zinc) is referred to as a matrix (binder) and allows the distribution of voltage, separates the particles of the 
discontinuous phase from each other and also determines the shape of the coating. Discontinuous particles, or the secondary phase 
(PTFE), are usually with different properties (for example different hardness, lubricate function, etc.). The synergistic effects of using such 
components results in a coating that provides cathodic protection to the steel substrate and the required sliding properties. The properties 
of the zinc matrix include ductility, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, corrosion resistance. The property of discontinuous polymer 
PTFE phase is primarily acceptable sliding properties. 

The functional composite electrolytically deposited Zn-PTFE coating is thus a representative of innovative solutions in the area of 
electrodeposited coatings and can be included in the group "filled composites" specified as "polymer filled metal". 

The aim of this study is to describe the introduction of this coating into industrial production, including a description of basic technical 
difficulties that needs to be addressed in order to ensure proper operation of the new galvanizing line at CVP Galvanika s.r.o. (leader in the 
Czech Republic in the area of zinc galvanizing and zinc-nickel plating). 

 
2. The experimental part 

The samples for infrared (IR) analysis were prepared by pattern of technological process shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1. Electroplating technological process used in CVP Galvanika s.r.o., Pribram - Zn-PTFE – rack 
 

Operation No Operation T [°C] pH I [A. dm-2] t [min] 
01 (Chemical degreasing) 80 ± 5 12 - 5 
02 Two-stage cascade rinsing  20 ± 3   1 
03 (Pickling) 20 ± 3   2 
04 Two-stage cascade rinsing 20 ± 3   1 
05 Electrolytic degreasing 55 ± 2 12 10 2 
06 Two-stage cascade rinsing 20 ± 3 - - 1 
07 Activation (pickling)  20 ± 3 - - 1 
08 Two-stage cascade rinsing 20 ± 3 - - 1 
09 Zn-PTFE electroplating – rack 22 ± 1 5 – 5.5 1.5 30 
10 Economical rinsing 20 ± 3 - - 1 
11 Two-stage cascade rinsing 20 ± 3 - - 1 
12 Chemical polishing 20 ± 3 - - 0.5 
13 Passivation 60 ± 3 - - 1 
14 Two-stage cascade rinsing 20 ± 3 - - 1 
15 Drying 80 ± 5 - - 10 
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2.1 Technological conditions and prerequisites [2, 3, 4] 
 Results of previous studies revealed that weak acid baths (pH 4.8 to 5.5) are the most convenient and suitable in terms of economics, 

ecology and quality of the process. 
 It was also revealed that coatings deposited at lower current density show optimal tribological parameters  
 It was experimentally observed that the addition of brighteners to the bath does not influence the deposition of PTFE particles in the 

coating. The degree of brightness is dependent on the amount of the brightener added into the bath. It is therefore possible to use a 
bath with brighteners to create Zn-PTFE composite coatings with good visual properties. 

 The content of individual components of the bath is reduced in the course of the galvanisation process by being removed together 
with finished products and by electrochemical consumption. Due to the imbalance of the current yield, anodes melt more zinc than 
deposited on the cathode so it is not necessary to replenish any zinc chloride. Potassium chloride and boric acid are replenished 
based on analysis. 

 The pH of the bath changes due to the changes in the concentration of PTFE. It is therefore necessary to check and adjust the 
required pH accordingly.  

 PTFE particles tend to deposit on the bottom of the bath tank, so mixing must be provided during the whole process of metal-plating. 
 PTFE dispersion has to be mixed well before being added into the bath. However, the dispersion should not be shaken as it foams 

really easily. When being poured into the bath it is necessary to turn off the mixing in order to eliminate foaming. The foam must not be 
removed as it contains PTFE particles. Its removal would change the concentration of PTFE in the bath. 

 Low-foaming surface-active tensides and dispergators are used to deposit homogenous coatings with the defined surface.  
 

2.2 Optimization of the mixing process – laboratory tank 
Prior to the preparation of the test samples, the electroplating tank had to be adjusted to suit the composite Zn-PTFE coatings. The 

density of the PTFE particles differ from the galvanizing bath and PTFE particles tend to settle on the bottom of electroplating tank. It is 
necessary to ensure proper mixing of the bath to achieve a homogeneous distribution of PTFE particles in the bath. Proper mixing of the 
galvanizing bath will also ensure homogenous distribution of PTFE particles in the zinc matrix. 

The bath solution is mixed using a pump. For easier control of the mixing process, it is appropriate to fit the system with ball valves in 
the intake and displacement lines of the pump, which would be part of the tank. These valves could be closed and the pump disconnected 
from the system whenever needed, e.g. when replacing the bath, in case of pump failure or for flow control. 

The last improvement of this electroplating tank was turning the suction elbow in the area of the bath upwards. Whenever the mixing 
cycle gets interrupted, PTFE particles settle on the bottom, and when the pump is switched on again, it pump draws in almost pure PTFE, 
which clogs the pump. This may occur especially at high concentrations of PTFE in the bath. 

The first model of laboratory tank is shown in Fig. 1. The final draft design of the laboratory tank is shown in Fig. 2. The concept of the 
laboratory tank can thus be used for the construction of industrial electroplating lines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 3D model of laboratory tank   Fig. 2 The final design of the electroplating tank 
 
2.3 Implementation of industrial galvanizing line 

CVP Galvanika s.r.o. has built a new line for Zn-PTFE composite coating (Fig. 3), technology of composite Zn-PTFE coating have 
been transferred into production level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 The new galvanizing line for Zn-PTFE composite coating……Fig. 4 Galvanizing bath with 5% PTFE concentration. (Photos - author) 
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Description of the galvanizing line (Fig. 3) 

1) The first row (closest to the wall) contains polypropylene tanks for zinc coating and economical rinsing of the parts. 
2) The second row features a system of tanks for Zn-PTFE composite coating.  
3) In the third row, there are tanks for passivation of the coatings. 
 

Temperature control and cooling system 
The largest investment was made into the equipment needed for cooling the Zn-PTFE bath. The working temperature of the bath with 

composite coating is automatically adjusted to the desired value. The bath is heated using a powerful heater located in the bath area. 
When the temperature reaches a certain level, the cooling system turns on automatically and the coolant begins to flow through a set of 
polypropylene tubes. The process of temperature control is fully automatic. 

 
Bath foaming 

Fig. 4 shows bath foaming which occurs when adding polytetrafluoroethylene to the bath. The amount of foam can be reduced by an 
anti-foam agent that is being applied in Fig. 5.  

PTFE dispersion has to be mixed well before being added into the bath. However, the dispersion should not be shaken as it foams 
really easily. When being poured into the bath it is necessary to turn off the mixing in order to eliminate foaming. The foam must not be 
removed as it contains PTFE particles. Its removal would change the concentration of PTFE in the bath. 

Fig. 6 shows movement of the cathode rod ensured by the conversion of the circular motion of the electromotor into the reciprocating 
motion of the rod. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 Plating drum for bulk coating.   Fig. 6 Technological layout of Zn-PTFE electroplating tank. (Photos - author) 

 
Visual properties 

In Fig. 7 and 8, the difference between the pure zinc coating and Zn-PTFE composite coating is almost unrecognizable to the naked 
eye. Blue passivation (chromating) adds a nice decorative look and is one of the most common conversion layers applied to bolts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 Zn and Zn-PTFE coating with passivation   Fig. 8 Zn-PTFE without passivation. (Photos - author) 
 
3. IR analysis of the Zn-PTFE coating [5, 6] 

The material was analyzed using the infrared microspectroscopy. Infrared spectroscopy is an absorption spectroscopy. Each 
chemical bond between the atoms in the sample absorbs the incident infrared radiation depending on the energy of their vibrational motion. 
The energy absorbed from the incident radiation is reflected in the spectrum as an absorption band, whose position on the X axis (i.e. 
position on the axis of wavenumber) is specific to the particular type of the chemical bond, i.e. the chemical composition of the sample. This 
measuring method can be used to identify the chemical composition of the sample based on the evaluation of the IR spectra, i.e. the 
position of absorption bands within the spectrum. Infrared spectroscopy is a comparative method, i.e. the IR spectrum is evaluated by 
comparing the measured spectra with the standard spectra stored in the spectral library. The measured IR spectrum is a superposition of 
the spectra of all components of the analyzed mixture. In this case, the identification is based on the evaluation of the positions of the 
absorption bands using a spectral library, difference spectra or derivative spectra as well as the chemist’s – analyst’s experience. 

The samples were placed under the lens of an infrared micro-spectroscope and analyzed. With respect to the sample character, the 
beamwidth was adjusted to a small diameter of 3x3 µm, and the number of spectra accumulations was increased to 1024 proportionally to 
the beamwidth.  

The analysis was carried out using the FTIR spectrometer Nicolet 6700 (Thermo-Nicolet, USA) together with the Continuum 
microscope, reflectance measurements, MCT detector, parameters of the measurements: spectrum range 4000 – 650 cm-1, resolution 8 
cm-1, number of spectra accumulations 128, Happ-Genzelapodization. Gained spectra were evaluated using the Omnic 7.3 (Nicolet 
Instruments Co., USA) software and identified using the spectral library of The Institute of Chemical Technology, Prague (ICT). 
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Fig. 9 IR spectra of the Zn-PTFE composite coating with 5% PTFE [5] 

 
In a sample with 5% PTFE in the electroplating bath, PTFE has been identified by the characteristic spectra. The measured spectra 

are shown in Fig. 9. 
 

4. Conclusions 
The aim of this experiment was to build a professional pilot industrial galvanic line, which will be used for example for serial 

electroplating of bolts with Zn-PTFE according to technological conditions set out in Tab 1. The concept of the technology has been 
developed in the laboratory conditions of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, and technology 
was transferred to the premises of CVP Galvanika s.r.o.. A new operation (No. 13 – chromating) was added to the technological process of 
Zn-PTFE coating in order to ensure the desired visual and functional properties of the bolts. 
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Abstract. Microbiological risk to manned and unmanned aircraft and space stations, is the combination of 
medical, technical, technological risks. Scientific researches have shown that the value of risk increases. Risks 
can influence on flight safety and function reliability of space technique. The processes of microbiological 
contamination of the environment and living module equipments proceed with high intensity when continuous 
delivery of various equipment, consumables, etc. Moscow Aviation Institute experts proposed. However, as 
the complexity of the mathematical description these methods don’t always allow to give a definite answer 
what type of organism was found. The choice of mathematical model for the recognition of the microorganism 
is rather revolutionary handling of the microbiological control problem. However, from a variety of recognition 
method and their mathematical description only those method are selected that can be adapted to the 
conditions of space flight, and those that register diversity of microorganisms and their evolution under 
microgravity conditions. It is suggested to add the dynamic component to the static model of microorganism 
recognition. It is assumed that one of the options for solving this problem is to use a method which is based on 
electrophoresis.  
Capillary electrophoresis is well-known method for the analysis of complex mixtures that uses electro kinetic 
phenomena such as electromigration of ions and other charged particles and electro-osmosis. If the process 
occurs in a thin capillary, such as quartz, then imposed along the capillary electric field produces the motion of 
charged particles and the liquid passive flow. As a result, as electromigration parameters are specific for each 
type of charged particles which are different microbiological agent the sample is separated into individual 
components. The choice of the dynamic method such as capillary electrophoresis is not random. In this case, 
the disturbing factors such as diffusion, convection and gravity, are greatly weakened or absent. That results in 
effective separation particularly under microgravity conditions.  
The problem of microbiological sample delivery to the proposed electrophoretic plant under microgravity 
conditions is observed.  
 
Introduction 
 
While studying the problem of recognition of microorganisms a number of problems could be identified: 
 

1) to  select a method for detecting microorganisms, 
2) to adapt mathematical model to the conditions of microgravity. 

The solution of these problems will result in the decision of purpose which is to recognize micro-organisms and relate them  to a certain 
type and class. 
In order to solve  the first problem, it was decided to split this item into two stages: 
 

1) the dynamic component of the pattern recognition system of microorganisms under microgravity conditions, 
2) the static component of the pattern recognition system of microorganisms under microgravity conditions. 

 
The static component of the pattern recognition system of microorganisms under microgravity conditions. 

The first thing that had been done was to find the way of obtaining the samples for the further exploration. For these purposes IMBP 
together with scientific research Institute of Cosmic Instrument making (Russian Federal Space Agency) made the special device - the 
experimental device for express diagnostics of microflora-structure which allows incubating colonies of microorganisms in the conditions of 
real space flight (“Microflora”). It represents the thermostat in the form of a convenient and compact small suitcase with lock and element 
of control that switches the thermostat between two operating modes - 28°C and 37°C. Petri-dishes are placed in the thermostat in 
individual cells with a nutrient medium where an incubation takes place. 
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The transition to dynamic component of the pattern recognition system of microorganisms under microgravity 
conditions. 

With the aid of Active appearance models (that can be transferred as “active models of exterior view”) it is possible to simulate 
the images of the objects, subjected both down rigid (rigid) and nonrigid (non-rigid) deformation. Rigid deformation - any deformation, 
which can be presented in the form to the composition of transfer, turning and scaling. AAM consists of the set of the parameters, part from 
which controls the form of object, rest assign its texture. The parameters of model are selected automatically, on the basis of the most 
characteristic deformations of form and changes in the texture, which are present before the training collection of the images of object. The 
active model of the exterior view of microorganisms assigns changes in the form of microorganisms and its characteristic features, and 
also possible changes in the texture of microorganisms. For the solution of the problem of detecting the microorganisms on the image, is 
made the attempt to find the parameters (arrangement, form and texture) OF AAM, which assign image closest down that observed. The 
degree of the proximity of the exterior view of model before the optimum configuration to the observed image gives the possibility to 
estimate we see we microorganism or not. 
  The lecture: «The static component of the pattern recognition system of microorganisms under microgravity conditions» was 
produced on conference in  Slovakia 
 
The dynamic component of the pattern recognition system of microorganisms under microgravity conditions. 

 
Table 1. Methods for recognation microorganisms 

 
1 Coloration microorganisms 
1.1 Coloration by Gram 
1.2 Coloration  by the method of Ziehl-Nelson 
1.3 The method of Gins 
1.4 The method of Aujeszky's 
1.5 The method of Neisseria 
1.6 The method Feylgena 
2 Fluorimetry 
3 Spectroscopy 
3.1 Method of ultraviolet spectroscopy 
3.2 Methot of infrared spectroscopy 
4 ЯМР 
5 Method of cgomotography 
5.1 Method of thin-layer chromatography 
5.2 Method of liquid chromatography 
6 Microbiological methods 
7 Biochemical methods 
8 Microscopy 
8.1 Light microscopy 
8.2 Electron microscopy 
9 Polarimetry 
10 Thermometric methods 
11 Calorimetry 
12 Electrochemical method 
12.1 Potentiometry 
12.2 Method of voltamperometry 
12.3 Capillary electrophoresis 
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From a variety of recognition method and their mathematical description only those method are selected that can be adapted to 
the conditions of space flight, and those that register diversity of microorganisms and their evolution under microgravity conditions. It is 
suggested to add the dynamic component to the static model of microorganism recognition. It is assumed that one of the options for 
solving this problem is to use a method which is based on electrophoresis. 
         Capillary electrophoresis is well-known method for the analysis of complex mixtures that uses electro kinetic phenomena such as 
electromigration of ions and other charged particles and electro-osmosis. (fig.1) 
 

 
Fig.1 Plan of capillary electrophoresis 

 
If the process occurs in a thin capillary, such as quartz, then imposed along the capillary electric field produces the motion of 

charged particles and the liquid passive flow. As a result, as electromigration parameters are specific for each type of charged particles 
which are different microbiological agent the sample is separated into individual components. (fig.2) 

 

 
Fig. 2 The motion of charged particles and the liquid passive flow. 

 
The choice of the dynamic method such as capillary electrophoresis is not random. In this case, the disturbing factors such as 

diffusion, convection and gravity, are greatly weakened or absent. That results in effective separation particularly under microgravity 
conditions. 

 
The problems associated with the use of this method on the ISS 
 

One problem is that the method requires a high voltage 25-30 kV, and on board the ISS, we have 25V. Consequently, we must 
raise the initial voltage to a desired, the method  which we have proposed is shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig.3 The scheme of voltage raising. 
 

Where: SB-solar battery, AB-battery, Com. – commutator, U1-voltage, which is not transformated, U2-voltage, which will be 
raised to 30 kV 25, TR - transformer 
 
mathematical model 

 
Methods for separation of particles 

 
The velocity (Up) separated the molecules in  field with respect to the electrode of opposite charge: 

 
Uₐ=μₐE                                                                                                                                                                                          (1) 

 
where: μ ₐ ist he electrophoretic mobility, E is the force of the electric field 

 
μₐ=z/6πηr                                                                                                                                                                                    (2) 

 
where: z is the specific charge, r  is Stokes radius of the molecule 

 
  r=KвT/6ηπD                                                                                                                                                                               (3) 

 
where: Кв is the Boltzmann's constant, T ist he  temperature, D is the diffusion constant. 
μₐ - can be determined experimentally from the time of the molecule in an electric field 

 
μₐ=(L/tₓ)(Lₓ/V)                                                                                                                                                                               (4) 

 
L is the distance from the starting point to the point of detection, t ₓ is  the time spent by a analyzed molecule to reach the 

detection point, V is the  voltage of the electric field, L ₓ is the total length of the capillary. Since the electric field acts only on the charged 
molecules, uncharged molecules are separated by capillary electrophoresis weak. 
 

Uₒ=μₒЕ                                                                                                                                                                                        (5) 
 

       where μₒ  is the electroosmotic mobility 
 

       μₒ=εζ/η                                                                                                                                                                                        (6) 
 
       where: ζ is the potential of the walls of the capillary, ε is the relative dielectric permeability. 
 

The speed of movement (U) of the analyzed molecules in electric field: 
 
       U=Uₐ+ Uₒ=E(μₐ+ μₒ)                                                                                                                                                                        (7) 
  
The detecting of microorganisms 
 
the detecting will be come true with the help of infrared radiation, which will go through  the capillary with buffer and the substance. 
The intensity of radiation after going through the substance will change so as particle differently absorbs and transmits it. After going 
through the infrared radiation are analyzed and the result is a spectrum, which will be compared with known spectra. 
The capillary is made of plastic, which has the property of transparency to infrared radiation, that allows to not take into account the 
reflection of light from the walls. 
In order to calculate the intensity at the exit of the capillary using the law of Bouguer-Lambert-Beer 
 
      I=Iₒe(kₐl) 
                                                                                                                                                                                                            (8) 

    Where: kₐ -  is the absorptance, L - layer thickness of substance. 
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Abstract. Tribology is the science of friction, wear and lubrication. Bearing as a paradigm of a tribological 
system is one of the most significant objects investigated in tribology research. Because of their performance, 
bearings are used in many rotating machines such as turbines, compressors and internal combustion engines. 
In internal combustion engines, bearings are used to support and lead the crankshaft, connecting rods and 
camshafts. Bearings in internal combustion engines generally operate under conditions of 
thermohydrodynamic lubrication. The Couette approximation method for obtaining temperature distribution in 
oil film of main journal bearing is used in the paper. A conjunction between the Reynolds equation and the 
adiabatic Energy equation is ruptured by this method enabling the two equations to be solved independently. 
By solving the adiabatic Energy equation, the temperature field in oil film of journal bearing is determined 
under different journal speed and load conditions. Relative journal position with respect to the bearing 
(eccentricity ratio) has been proposed as a measure of load. The exponential viscosity temperature 
relationship has been incorporated into the Energy equation. By solving the Reynolds equation, the pressure 
field in oil film under extreme conditions (maximum speed and load – minimum speed and load) has been 
determined in accordance with adiabatic and isoviscous theory for oil SAE40. 
 
Introduction 

Tribology is the science of friction, wear and lubrication. Bearing as a fundamental tribological system generates heat due to internal 
friction in the oil film. This heat in most cases can not be ignored since it significantly affects bearing performance. Preliminary studies on 
thermal effects in lubrication were undertaken in the forties of the XX century. In fact, thermal effects had been analyzed much earlier by G. 
Hirn (1854), O. Reynolds (1886) and N. Petrov (1900). However, a greater awareness of the importance of these effects arose thanks to 
the Kingsbury (1933), who carried out an experimental and theoretical study in which he concluded that thermal effects were responsible 
for the large discrepancies between the experimental observation and the theoretical predictions for load capacity of hydrodynamic 
bearings [1]. According to Colynuck and Medley this heat can reduce the bearing load capacity for two or more times [2,3]. 

Different methods have been developed considering thermal phenomena in the theory of hydrodynamic lubrication. Among these 
methods, adiabatic methods take an important place for their simplicity. Dowson and Hudson (1960), introduced the concept of 
thermohydrodynamical lubrication [4]. 

The adiabatic methods are focused on the oil film which is assumed to be surrounded by adiabatic surfaces and there are no 
interaction with other structures of the bearing. Therefore, all the heat, generated in the bearing by the viscous friction, is removed by the 
lubricant. By neglecting the conduction heat transfer through the bearing surface, a slightly higher oil film temperature is obtained in 
comparison to its real value. This allows a more reliable assessment of plain bearings characteristics and a choice of appropriate bearing 
materials [5]. 

Depending on the mathematical description of the oil film behavior, different adiabatic methods are developed. The first one is the 
method of the effective viscosity [2,4-9], or so-called global thermal method by Swift (1937) [1]. In this simplified theory, the lubricant is 
isoviscous. Based on the energy balance equation for the global oil film and the corresponding equations for a variable viscosity, the 
effective temperature and the effective viscosity are determined. These parameters define the thermal state of the oil film and they are 
crucial for the determination of the bearing performance. This method is still attractive and gives acceptable results in a limited range of the 
plain bearing operating conditions [1,5,6]. 

In contrast to the global methods, local thermal methods are general but more complex category of adiabatic methods. These 
methods are based on the fundamental differential equations of the adiabatic oil film, the viscosity of which is changed locally in 
accordance with an equation for the variable viscosity (e.g. Reynolds equation and Vogel equation). The first of the local thermal methods 
is the adiabatic Cope method (1949) [1,4,10,11]. Cope introduces the adiabatic energy equation that is in fact the general energy equation 
adapted to the adiabatic oil film in the bearing. This equation is governing the temperature field in the oil film. Another fundamental equation 
in this method is the Reynolds partial differential equation governing the pressure field in the oil film. In the energy equation the pressure 
and the temperature gradients along the height of the oil film are neglected. By simultaneously solving these partial differential equations 
including the appropriate boundary conditions, the temperature and the pressure fields are determined. This demands iterative or other 
computational procedures which make the process laborious. 

To simplify the solving of the Reynolds equation and the adiabatic energy equation, McCallion et al. [4] formulated the so-called 
Couette method ignoring the pressure gradient in the energy equation. A new energy equation, easy to solve independently of the 
Reynolds equation, is thus obtained. By integrating the new energy equation, the temperature field is determined. The temperature field is 
described by the angle  , the relative eccentricity  , the temperature-viscosity coefficient   and the adiabatic constant for plain bearing 
E. 

In this paper, the so called direct approach is presented, which is basically a classic approach for models of this type. In this approach, 
the shaft eccentricity and the attitude angle are prescribed to calculate the other parameters of plain bearings. In contrast to the direct 
approach, the inverse approach requires knowledge of the shaft load by use of which, the position of the journal in the bearing i.e. the shaft 
eccentricity is determined. Thus, in the direct approach, the shaft eccentricity is a measure of its load. 
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Mathematical Model 

The Reynolds equation and the adiabatic energy equation can be written in dimensionless form as follows [4] 
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The dimensionless variables are introduced as written below 
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where H is the dimensionless oil film thickness,   is the shaft eccentricity,   is the angular coordinate,   is the bearing slenderness 

or RL 2  ratio, Z is the dimensionless axial coordinate along the axis of the bearing measured from the center of the bearing, P is the 

dimensionless pressure, p is the pressure in the oil film,   is the lubricant viscosity,   is the density of the lubricant, pc  is the specific 

heat of the lubricant   is the angular velocity of the shaft, T  is the dimensionless temperature and T is the actual temperature. 
By neglecting the pressure gradients, the energy equation becomes 
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By using Eq. (3), Eq. (4) is converted into the dimensional form 
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Taking into account the boundary condition 
 
  00 TT   (6) 

 
and Reynolds relationship for the viscosity [4] 
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where 0  is the supply viscosity and   is the temperature-viscosity coefficient, 

Eq. (5) after integration gets the form 
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Comparing Eq. (8) and Eq. (8a), it is clear that 
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c
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 , (9) 

 
where E is the adiabatic constant that has the universal meaning and refers to the bearing as a whole. McCallion and others have 

shown that the Couette method is valid for all the values of constants 4.0E  (see the Table 1 – valid results are above the tick line in the 

table), while   may take different values depending on the slenderness of the bearing [4]. For a short bearing of the slenderness 21 , 

  can take values up to 0.8 [4,7,12]. 
The maximum temperature increase is in the area of the minimum oil thickness, i.e.   , 
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For short bearing Eq. (1) becomes [12]. 
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with the boundary condition 
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After integration Eq. (11), taking into account the boundary conditions, the pressure distribution in the oil film will have the form 
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Taking into account Eq. (3), Eq. (13) is converted into the dimensional form,  
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Combining Eq. (7) and Eq. (14), the pressure distribution in the oil layer of variable viscosity becomes 
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Results and Discussion  

 
A number of parameters and dimensionless groupings are present in the analysis of heat problems. In this analysis, the parameters 

determining the rheological and physical properties of the oil film, such as viscosity, temperature-viscosity coefficient, specific heat and 
density, are very important. There are various expressions that describe functional dependencies of these parameters on the temperature 
and the pressure [2,4,8]. It is assumed in the paper that the viscosity, , is a function of the temperature only. The inlet viscosity was 

determined by using the Vogel equation for the initial temperature CT 700  . The parameters   and pc  are assumed to be constant 

and their values are given in the heading of the Table 1. The parameter   is obtained as a mean value of the temperature-viscosity 
coefficient by using the Reynolds and the Vogel equations [13].  

The values of the parameter E, defined by Eq. (8a) are given in the Table 1 for oils SAE10 to SAE60.  
Fig. 1 shows the distribution of temperature in the oil film in circumferential direction of the bearing for the oil SAE40 and different 

values of the eccentricity ratio and three different shaft speeds.  
Fig. 2 shows the pressure distribution in the film of oil SAE40 under extreme conditions according to isoviscous and adiabatic theory. 
The results obtained in this paper are, to a great extent, in accordance with the numerical and experimental results from [14,15,16]. 
 
Table 1. The values of constant E for different oil types and shaft speeds 
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SAE 10  10.322 2.825 3.692 7.383 11.075 14.767 
SAE 20  14.094 3.112 5.552 11.104 16.666 22.207 
SAE 30 20.967 3.336 8.854 17.708 26.562 35.415 
SAE 40 28.472 3.621 13.050 26.101 39.150 52.202 
SAE 50 46.121 3.709 21.656 43.310 64.967 86.624 
SAE 60 63.217 3.846 30.776 61.551 92.327 123.10 
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Fig. 1. T  versus   for various values of   for oil SAE40 under different shaft speed conditions: 
a) n=1000 rpm, b) n=2000 rpm, c) n=3000 rpm 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Pressure distribution in the film of oil SAE40 under extreme conditions, according to the isoviscous and adiabatic theory:  
a) 2.0 , n=1000 rpm, b) 7.0 , n=3000 rpm 

 
Conclusion 

 
The results can be summarized as follows: 
- The temperature gradient increases progressively along the oil film in the direction of the shaft speed for all the values of   in 

the convergent part of the bearing. This phenomenon is more pronounced at the higher values of  , especially in the areas of 
the smaller oil film thickness. The maximum temperature occurs in the area of the minimum oil film thickness. 

- Increasing the shaft speed, the temperature of the oil film is also increased. 
- The presence of thermal effects in the oil film significantly reduces the pressure in the oil film and at the same time its load 

capacity. 
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Abstract. Polycrystalic silicon nitride is characterized by high  chemical stability and excelent tribological 
properties. Ion-beam-assisted deposition (IBAD) SiNx  is used for preparation of silicon nitride coatings.. 
Amorphous IBAD SiNx coatings on the hardened HSS have bad tribological properties. 
 
Introduction. 
        Hard brittle coatings can be damaged rapidly if  plastic deformation initiates in the substrate near the coating-substrate interface as a 
result of high loading. The plastic deformation owing to mechanical and thermal activity at the contact area does not initiate in the coating 
until a large plastic zone has been developed in the substrate [1]. The load bearing capacity of coating-substrate system increases with 
improved substrate properties. After material deformability has been depleted, some defects arise here and spread till the cracking and 
separating of a coating occurs. The damage accumulation process is the most intensive at the area of maximum shear stress.  
        Silicon nitride is characterized by high  chemical stability and good dielectric and mechanical properties. Polycrystalic silicon nitride 
has excelent tribological properties. Therefore, silicon nitride is a candidate material for use as a wear-resisting coating for metals. 
Ion-beam-assisted deposition (IBAD) is used for surface properties modification of materials. The irradiation of  surface layers by energetic 
ion beam of Ni+1 during Si deposition on the steel changes drastically the film density, structure, crystal-amorphous state, grain size, 
orientation and defect density, the chemistry and the type produced SiNx coating. Among the most significant advantages of the IBAD 
method ranks the fact that it is a relatively low temperature process, and that concentration profiles of a different shape may be constructed 
by means of this method. Furthermore, the thin films prepared by the high energy IBAD method are of a significantly increased adhesion 
due to a large area of ion beam mixing at the interface between the film and substrate as a result of the high ion energy. Gradient high 
energy IBAD SiNx thin films with predicted type of the shape of nitrogen concentration profile have been prepared. The required course of 
the value of the variable followed in the coating may sometimes be performed by depositing of the sandwich film, i.e. a coating composed 
of partial coatings of various materials. 

  
 Experimental Details 
        Tested materials and their surface treatment  
        The P/M high-speed steels MASTER CUT 1 and ASP 23 have been used as substrate in our experimental programme with high 
energy IBAD SiNx. Polished silicon wafers with IBAD SiNx coatings have been used for analysis of concentration profiles. The substrates 
were prepared in the form of square silicon monocrystalline wafers of a side approximately equal to 1 . 10-2 m and of the thickness 
approximately equal to 2.10-4 m. One square basis of each wafer intended for the IBAD film formation has been polished. Before inserted 
into the vacuum chamber, the substrates had been cleaned in organic solvents in an ultrasonic bath. There are the interactions of the 
atoms of a solid material with the nitrogen atoms of two different initial energy values, one of which is a half of the other. In our case  1/7 of 
the nitrogen atoms has the 90 keV energy and  6/7 have the 45 keV energy. The resulting concentration profile will thus be a superposition 
of the concentration profiles corresponding the nitrogen atoms of the two different energies. 
         Resulting nitrogen concentration profiles were measured by RBS method. For this method alfa particles accelerated by van de Graaf 
accelerator were used. For the adhesive wear tests were prepared homogeneous coatings (200 nm) and gradient coatings (500 nm). 
Accelerating voltage in our experimental arrangement is 90 kV and   the maximum  flux   density of  the nitrogen atoms  is approximately 4 
.1017 m-2 s-1. The process of SiNx  films preparation was carried out in three steps. In the first step, only the deposition was carried out. In the 
second step, the value of the process parameter was = 0.22. For the set maximum flux value of the nitrogen atoms 3.9.1017  m -2s -1, the 
corresponding flux density of the silicon atoms 2 = 1.8.1018 m-2.s-1     was then necessary to be set. The third step was carried out with the 
1 = 3.9.1017  m-2.s-1 and  2 = 9.1017 m-2.s-1  flux densities. 
 
Testing of tribological characteristics 
        Tribological characteristics are tested experimentally on the HEF tribometer with linear contact. The sliding velocity was 0,001 m/s, 
normal force – 25, 50, 100 and 150 N, without lubricant. Hardened and low-tempered chromium steel 14109 (= DIN W3) having the 
hardness 62-64 HRc is used as the second member of the sliding pair.  

 
Results 
 
Concentration profiles of IBAD SiNx coatings 
 

The measurement of the resulting concentration profiles was carried out by RBS (Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy) method. 
To facilitate the RBS method application for our analyses, two problems were, however, necessary to be solved. The first one rested on the 
fact that an analysis of a lighter component in a thin film on a heavier component substrate was required. In such a case, the relatively weak 
signal of the lighter component is superimposed on the strong signal of the heavier component, forming an inaccurately deductible 
background. The second problem was connected with the fact that current evaluation procedure of the measured energy spectra of the 
scattered alpha particles for the determination of the concentration profiles does not respect the change of the stopping power of the 
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investigated film in the calculation of energy losses of alpha particles in their passage through this film. That is why, an correction of the 
RBS method was carried out for the measurement of the concentration profiles of lighter components in inhomogeneous binary films 2. 
        For measurement of the nitrogen concentration profiles by the RBS method, the alpha particles were used of the 2180 keV energy. 
The particles beam had a diameter 1.10-3  m on the surface of the sample. The laboratory scattering angle was 170o  and the particles 
scattered were registered by a  Si (Au) detector. The resulting gradient concentration profile deduced from the RBS spectrum of the film on 
the basis of the paper 3 is in Fig. 1.  In Fig. 2, it is compared with the corresponding mathematical model.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. The resulting gradient nitrogen concentration profile in the SiNx  film. 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of the measured concentration profile with the mathematical model 

 
 
Friction coefficient  
        

At the beginning of the friction tests of sliding pair - hardened AISI 52100 x thin IBAD SiNx coatings (about 200 nm) deposited on 
hardened P/M HSS – started peeling off the coating. The deterioration of IBAD SiNx coatings started at the minimum load (see tab.1). 
There is no difference among understechiometric (Var.1) and stechiometric coatings (Var.2) from the point of view of friction coefficient.  
The unsatisfactory adhesion of  the  IBAD SiNx coatings was probably influenced by nitrogen oversaturation of the substrate surface layers 
during IBAD process. Owing to a very low deposition rate of Si nitrogen ions during the implantation penetrated into surface layers of 
substrate materials and at the end of ion implantation the surface layers contained more than 2 x 1018 ions cm-2. These layers became very 
brittle and they failed during mechanical loading. The gradient amorphous IBAD SiNx coatings with 500 nm thickness had improved 
adhesion, but the adhesion was unsatisfactory for cutting and forming tools. During our experiments on the tribometer HEF with sliding pair 
IBAD SiNx coating - hardened bearing steel it was discovered that the SiNx coating was destroyed after 2500 m path. 
 
      
   Tab. 1  Friction coefficient of sliding pair (IBAD SiNx coating - hardened bearing steel) as a function of  load 
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  Load 25 N 50 N 100 N 150 N 
  Var. 1 0.934 1.142 1.310 1.231 
  Var. 2 0.816 0.966 1.344 1.206 
 
 
Conclusion 
        Based on concentration profile measured by RBS method and a mathematical model, the gradient concentration profile of nitrogen in 
the SiNx coating was constructed. The discrepancy between the profile measured by the RBS method and the mathematical model in the 
surface area may be explained by the radiation stimulated diffusion in this area. 
        Amorphous IBAD SiNx coatings on the hardened HSS have  bad tribological properties. 
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Abstract. The most important and in practice most frequently applied bulk metal forming processes are: 
forging, rolling, extrusion, drawing, upsetting and hobbing. One of the main steps in preparation and 
performing of bulk metal forming process is determination of optimal input parameters. Efficient way to do this 
is process of pre-analysis and simulation. Current paper elaborates analysis of different bulk metal forming 
operation by using UBET simulation: free upsetting, hobbing and open-die forging. Deformation load is 
determined and analysis and discussion of the results are performed. At the end, results obtained by 
simulation are compared to theoretical calculations. 
 
Introduction 

Modern global market requires cost-efficient manufacturing and low production times. Therefore, in order to optimize manufacturing 
processes, analysis and simulations are essential. In metal forming, all relevant process parameters (forming load, pressures, material 
flow…) ought to be approximately foreseen prior to experimental trials. Pre-analysis and simulations are performed to reduce experimental 
costs and avoid eventual machine hazards. For the analysis of metal forming processes several methods can be applied: 

Finite element method is nowadays the most used as it is able to provide the most complex analysis. In this method, deformation 
zone is divided into small finite elements which are connected at nodal points. By introducing complex equations which act on the 
elements, the most important process parameters (material flow, pressures, contact areas, friction…) can be determined. The smaller the 
finite elements, the more precise calculation is possible. However, smaller elements result in more consumption of computer resources 
and therefore longer simulation times. Based upon this method a number of different software packages have been developed (Simufact, 
Deform, Abaqus, Forge…).  

Slab method is based upon the selection of one particular element in the workpiece and identification of normal and frictional 
stresses that act on that element. These analyses give final results by introducing several assumptions and simplifications of the process. 

Slip line method is restricted to only plane-strain conditions. In this method a set of so called slip-lines are drawn. These lines 
correspond to the directions of the yield stress of the material in shear. Major drawback of this method is the possibility to analyse only 
plane-strain processes.  

Visioplasticity method uses the inscribed network of lines at the meridian surface of the divided workpiece. This network is 
observed in the incremental manner, starting with the non-deformed state. Deformed grid is compared after each increment with previous 
one and in that manner velocity field at the meridian plane can be obtained.  

Pin load technique is an experimental method for measurement of contact stresses at the die/workpiece interface. The main 
element of the measuring device is a small pin which is fixed into the die body. During forming process material of the workpiece presses 
the die surface as well as the pin head. The force at the pin head is then measured by strain gauges which are located at the pin holder. 
This force is then transformed into the electrical signal. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 a) Grid at the meridian plane of the workpiece in visioplasticity method and b) Pin load cell [1] 
 

Upper Bound theory is applied in axisymmetric processes. This theory is based upon the division of the deformation zone into the 
small elements with constant velocity. It states that: “The power consumed during plastic work is less than or equal to the sum of internal 
power dissipated within the deforming region and the power dissipated due to friction on its boundaries” [2], [3]. Therefore, the velocity field 
that minimizes the total power is considered as actual one and it is used in further analysis.  Mathematical expression (1) of this theorem is: 

        (1) 
where: 
L – total load of deformation, 
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L1 – internal dissipation power, 
L2 – friction and discontinuity power, 
L3 – power dissipated due to external forces, 
εij – strain rate, 
dV – relative velocity at boundaries of discontinuity, 
τ – tangential stress, 
σ – effective stress. 
 
More about Upper Bound theory and about solving practical problems by this method can be found elsewhere: [4], [5], [6]. 
 
UBET Software and simulation 
UBET stands for Upper Bound Element Technique and it is based on Upper Bound theory. Osman and Bramley developed UBET 

software used in this paper for estimating forging parameters on axi-symmetric parts [6], [7]. In UBET, the main principle is in the division 
of deformation zone into a number of regions where parallel velocity fields exist. These regions are afterwards analysed separately. Flow 
and friction data, as well as velocity field and velocity discontinuities enable estimation of relevant process parameters such as forming 
load and material flow. UBET program is primarily concerned with the calculation of forging load, but beside that, it can also determine 
material flow throughout the workpiece. The main input data in the software are workpiece, die and punch geometry, material stress-strain 
curve, friction, tooling and workpiece temperature and punch velocity. The subdivision of the workpiece is carried out automatically, 
however the size of the elements can be increased or decreased manually. More details on UBET can be found in [6], [7]. 

In further text two different case studies are presented in order to illustrate possibilities and limitations of UBET technique. 
 

1) Case study 1 – Free upsetting and free hobbing 
Free upsetting and hobbing are elementary operations which are usually applied in order to obtain a proper billet shape for main 

forming or machining operation. In free upsetting, billet is compressed by two flat parallel plates. Free hobbing produces cup-shaped billets 
by using a punch with smaller diameter than the billets’. Schematics of free upsetting and hobbing are given in Fig. 2 and 3. 

Simulation of free upsetting by UBET simulation was performed on cylindrical Ø30 x 30 mm billet. Final stroke of 10 mm was 
performed in total of 5 simulation increments, 2 mm each. For these 5 intervals load – stroke diagram was drawn and presented in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 Load – stroke diagram for free upsetting of ϕ30x30 mm 
cylinder in UBET 

      Fig. 3 Load – stroke diagram for free hobbing of ϕ40x20 mm 
cylinder in UBET 

 
In order to observe the influence of friction factor in free upsetting, three different friction coefficient in UBET simulation were taken 

into consideration. As it can be seen from Fig. 2, simulation shows that higher friction values result in higher forming load. 
Free hobbing of Ø 40 x 20 mm cylinder was also simulated in UBET. A cylindrical Ø16 mm punch with 10 mm of total stroke was used. 

This process is also analysed incrementally, in 5 increments. Load – stroke curve as well as geometry of the workpiece and punch is 
shown in Fig. 3. Total of three friction coefficients were varied as well, with higher friction resulting in slightly higher forming load. 

 
2) Case study 2 – Open-die forging 

Forging is very important in modern industry as many vital components produced by this technology are widely used in vehicles, 
airplanes, ships, machines, tools, instruments etc. The main reasons for wide application of forging is the high quality of workpieces, 
excellent mechanical properties and high part complexity that can be made in very short time [3], [8]. In order to fully optimize the forging 
process, the influence of input parameters and final product quality and process characteristics is a necessity. 

This case study presents investigation of close-die forging with flash by using UBET technique. Geometry of the initial billet as well as 
the flash and land geometry have been varied in order to determine their influence on forging load and die-filling. 

 As billet material steel C45 was used with forging temperature of 900 °C. Flow stress curve for this steel at elevated temperature can 
be found in [9]. In order to fully optimize the forging process of workpiece shown in Fig. 4, three different initial billet geometries were taken 
into account (billet A – Ø 100 x 47 mm, B – Ø 95 x 52 mm and C – Ø 90 x 58 mm). Volumes of the initial billets were calculated based upon 
the volume of the forged part increased by 15 %. This increment due to the material loss resulted from burning during heating and due to 
material which flows into the flash gutter.  
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Fig. 4 Geometry of the workpiece Fig. 5 Flash land and flash cavity geometry 
 
The main task of this case study was to determine optimal flash and initial billet geometry. Flash geometry (Fig. 5) represents a very 

important factor in open-die forging. If flash land thickness (s) is more narrow and flash land length (b) is longer, than flash has a restrictive 
geometry. More restrictive flash geometry enables easier cavity filling, but however increases forming load. Less restrictive flash geometry 
makes material flow less repelling, but on the other hand might not insure full cavity filling. In order to simplify analysis, flash land length (b) 
was kept constant (b = 9 mm), while flash land thickness (s) was varied. 

Fig. 6 and 7 provide load – stroke diagrams obtained by UBET for forging of the part shown in Fig. 4 by using different initial billet 
geometries (A, B and C). As initial billet type A is the shortest and the widest it requires the smallest punch stroke (15 mm). 

 

Fig. 6  Load – stroke diagram for different initial billet types and 
flash thickness s = 2 mm 

Fig. 7 Load – stroke diagram for different initial billet types and flash 
thickness s = 4 mm 

 
Fig. 8 shows dependence of flash thickness on final cavity filling during forging for A-type initial billet. It can be seen that incomplete 

cavity filling occurs when flash thickness is higher than 4 mm. Final forming load decreases from 11308 kN to 8608 kN when flash 
thickness is increased from 2 to 4 mm. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Cavity filling of A-type billet for different flash land thicknesses 
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Theoretical approach 

Theoretical approach was used to verify results obtained by UBET simulation. According to [10], final forming load for open-die forging 
can be calculated from following expression (2): 

       (2) 
Where: 
σ = K – effective stress, 
b – flash land lenght, 
s – flash land thickness, 
Ap – projected surface area of complete forging part (without flash), 
Ag – projected surface area of the flash.  
  
In Table 1. results obtained by theoretical calculations and UBET simulation depending on the flash thickness (s) are given. 

Theoretical approach does not take into account if condition of full cavity filling has been met. In case of C-type billet, UBET simulation 
shows that no full cavity filling is possible when flash thickness is larger than 1.5 mm.  

 
Table 1. Comparison between UBET simulation and theoretical approach 
 

 type A billet type B billet type C billet 
s [mm] 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3 

UBET [kN] 11308 9977 8608 15402 11302 9962 15174 
cavity not 

filled 
cavity not 

filled 

Theory [kN] 10983 8529 7302 17866 10708 8315 17427 10433 8102 

 
Conclusion 

Current paper evaluates possibilities of UBET software in simulation of bulk metal forming operations. In first case study, operations of 
free upsetting and free hobbing were analyzed. Three different load – stroke curves for each operations were obtained for specific 
workpiece and tooling geometries, based upon three different friction conditions. As expected, higher friction conditions resulted in higher 
forming loads. 

In second case study, three different initial billet geometries and several flash land thicknesses were varied in order to obtain optimized 
forging process. All initial billets had identical volume, but different diameter/height ratio, with A-type being the widest and the shortest. The 
goal was to determine optimal solution for forging a specific part with full cavity filling and minimal energy requirements. Type A billet 
proved to be the most convenient as it required the least restrictive flash geometry. Full cavity filling for A-type billet is possible with flash 
land thickness is lower than s ≤ 4mm. B- and C-type billets require more restrictive flash geometry as full cavity occurs when s ≤ 3.5 mm 
and s ≤ 1.5 mm, retrospectively. 

Fig. 6 and 7. show that when A-type billet is employed, lower forming load is necessary for less restrictive flash geometry (s = 4 mm 
compared to s = 2 mm.) – 8500 kN compared to 11308 kN. Fig. 8 provides the influence of flash land thickness on cavity filling for A-type 
billet. Similar dependences can also be drawn for B- and C-type billets. Theoretical calculation of forging load was also calculated. Results 
from UBET simulation and theoretical calculation show reasonable correspondence.  

Finally, based upon UBET results, optimal combination of forging a particular part shown in Fig. 4 is A-type initial billet with 4 mm flash 
thickness, as it ensures complete cavity filling with minimum load requirements. 

Due to its simplicity, UBET proved to be a very useful tool for fast process optimization, although it might not be suitable for more 

sophisticated analysis. Further investigations would include experimental verification and finite element modelling. 
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Abstract. Friction coefficient and specific wear rate of a Ni3Al-based NAC-alloy and its composites, with 6 
vol.% Cr3C2- and MnS-particle additions respectively, were studied by pin-on-disk tribological test. Then, the 
worn surfaces of the tested materials were characterized by using nanoindentation method. It was recognized 
that the wear properties of the investigated materials are conducted to their strain hardening effect induced by 
friction. Nanoindentation outlined thickness of the strained subsurface layer and distribution of Nano-hardness 
in the layers. The added hard Cr3C2-particles reduced the thickness of the subsurface layer, but kept a 
near-same peak-hardness of the friction surface as the monolithic NAC-alloy. A steep negative slope of 
hardness in the subsurface layer of NAC-alloy/Cr3C2 composite may relate to a lower specific wear rate of the 
composite. MnS-particles were functioned as a solid lubricant in a NAC-alloy/MnS composite. An ineffective 
strain hardening effect may lead to a less protected surface layer against wearing, resulted in a less improved 
specific wear rate of the studied composite.   
 
1. Introduction 
  One of the most attractive engineering properties of Ni3Al alloys is their increasing yield strength with increasing temperature up to 
about 650°C. Therefore, the alloys are considered promising in high-temperature construction applications and have been attracting great 
interest for many years [1-5]. This type of unique strength behaviour also suggested that the Ni3Al-based intermetallic alloys may have 
good wear properties in the peak-strength temperature range. Consequently, investigations of their sliding friction and wear behaviour 
have been initiated [6-8]. The works indicated that the greater the proportional improvement in yield strength with temperature is, the 
greater the improvement in wear becomes. But so far, the studies on the sliding friction and wear for Ni-aluminides were mostly limited on 
the laboratory investigation. Further work aimed to industrial applications is needed. 
  The objective of our previous work [9] is to improve the understanding of the service process behaviour of Ni3Al-based materials in the 
engine running system in comparison to commercial vermicular graphite cast iron. The results revealed that a selected single phase Ni3Al 
alloy showed friction coefficient and specific wear rate are similar to that of wear-resistant graphite cast iron under the same loading 
condition. Unfortunately, the single-phase Ni3Al alloy exhibited weaker performance and caused serious wear of grey cast iron counterpart. 
Added hard Cr3C2 particles in the Ni3Al-matrix composite reduced wear on both sides of friction pair obviously. Addition of soft MnS 
particles in the composite functioned as a solid lubricant, resulted in a low friction coefficient and a low wear rate on its counterpart. 
Therefore, it was recognized that the monolithic Ni3Al-alloy may not be suitable and applied to a certain wearing condition, but may work 
well as a matrix material to develop high-temperature and high-strength wear resistant composites, tailored with hard or soft particles, 
according to specified applications. 
  In general, Ni3Al-based materials were worn in a manner typical of that of many metals exhibiting severe metallic wear when 
unlubricated, which related to the structure and thickness of the most heavily deformed and fragmented subsurface layer. Therefore, 
nanoindentation was applied on the worn specimens in this study to characterise the distribution profiles of nanohardness in the 
subsurface layer induced by friction. A further understanding of the wear behaviour of the studied Ni3Al-based materials and relevant 
knowledge concerning the alloys development are expected. 
 
2.   Experimental methods and results  
2.1 Test materials and preparation 
  A Fe-alloyed Ni3Al (NAC-alloy) was selected in the work. Composition of the alloy is Ni-18.8Al-10.7Fe-0.5Mn-0.5Ti-0.2B (at. %). The 
monolithic NAC-alloy and its composites, with addition of 6 vol. %Cr3C2 and 6 vol. %MnS particles respectively, were produced by hot 
isostatic pressing (HIP) process, see Table 1. The powders of NAC-alloy for HIP process were prepared by using Plasma Rotating 
Electrode Process (PREP). The HIP process bulk specimens are in dimension of Ø70 mm x 150mm. The powder sizes of the NAC-alloy, 
Cr3C2 and MnS applied in the process were in a range of 45-120 µm. The densities of the NAC-alloy, Cr3C2 and MnS used to calculate the 
compositions of the composites in volume percentage are 7.25 g/cm3, 6.68 g/cm3 and 3.99 g/cm3, respectively. The HIP process was 
applied at a heating temperature of 1130 -1160°C under 140 MPa for three hours. 

 
2.2 Pin-on-Disk test 
  A conventional pin-on-disk tribometer was used to evaluate the friction coefficient of the friction pair and specific wear rate of the test 
materials. A grey cast iron with a composition of Fe-3.2C-1.1Si-0.8Mn-0.2P-0.1S-0.02B-1.0Cu-0.22V (wt. %) was utilized as the 
counterpart disk material in testing, which is usually used as a liner material in ship engines. Dimensions of the pin and disk are Ø3 mm x 
16 mm and Ø30 mm x 4 mm, respectively. The applied normalising pressures were 2.83 MPa for determining the friction coefficient and 
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5.66 MPa, for measuring the specific wear rate. The measured wear rates of the tested specimens are reported in terms of Archard`s 
specific wear rate (mm3/N•m). In the case, wear volumes of the pin samples were calculated from the weight lost during testing by 
assuming a density of 7.25 g/cm3 for the monolithic alloy (pin #1) and 7.23 g/cm3 and 7.12 g/cm3 for composite pin #2 and #3, respectively. 
The collected friction coefficients and specific wear rates are given in Table 2. 
 
2.3 Nanoindentation measurement 
  The nanohardness of the worn specimens was measured after pin-on-disk testing to investigate the hardness variation of the Ni3Al 
matrix in the subsurface layer due to friction. The indentations were performed on the Ni3Al matrix in the studied microstructure. Therefore, 
longitudinal cross-sections of the tested pins, which are perpendicular to their friction surfaces, were prepared for nanohardness testing.  
  Nanoindentation test was carried out with a fully calibrated Nanoindenter XP (Agilent) equipped with a standard Berkovich indenter. 
The applied load is 300 mN, resulted in an indentation depth of less than 1.8 µm. The first indentation was located on the Ni3Al matrix at a 
distance of 10 μm from the friction surface. Then the specimen stage was removed by moving the X- and Y-coordinates (see labelled 
directions in Figure. 1) by 30 μm and 50 μm for the second indent, respectively. Therefore, the surface distance of the next indentation was 
increased by 30 μm. The operation was repeated until the serial sixth indentation was performed at a perpendicular distance of 160 μm 
from the friction surface. In this case, the spacing between two neighbouring indents is greater than 50 μm to reduce interference from the 
nearest indentation. Thus, the interval scale was maintained at 50 μm for the seventh to tenth serial indents by moving the specimen stage 
only along the X-axis. The spacing was increased to 100 μm for the eleventh to fourteenth indents. Finally, the nano-hardness was 
measured on the unaffected substrate at a distance of 1,500 μm from the worn surface. Four series of nanoindentation measurements 
were carried out on tested specimen pins #1, #2 and #3, respectively. Therefore, four indents were applied for each specified surface 
distance to obtain a statistical value. A map of indents on Pin #2 as an example was given in Figure 1. The collected experimental results 
of nano-hardness are illustrated in Figure 2. 
  Clearly, the subsurface layers were formed in the worn samples. The nano-hardness of all three tested samples decreased as the 
surface distance increased, though with different negative slopes. The estimated thickness of the subsurface layer was in the ranges of 
400 μm, 100 μm and 200 μm for pin #1, pin #2 and pin #3, respectively. The hardness values at a surface distance of 10 μm in the three 
specimens varied; higher values were observed for pin #1 (5.63 GPa) and pin #2 (5.61 GPa) than for pin #3 (3.98 GPa). It was also 
recognized that the unaffected substrates of pin #1 and pin #3 have nearly same nano-hardness values of 3.60 GPa and 3.32 GPa, 
respectively; however a high hardness value of 4.40 GPa was obtained from pin #2. It may relate to the dissolution of Cr3C2 particles in pin 
#2 by the HIP process, which resulted in an additional content of Cr (1.28 at %) in the matrix [10]. 

 
3.  Discussion  
  From our previous investigations, it was recognized that the monolithic NAC-alloy is comparable to the commercial vermicular 
graphite cast iron on wear properties. The graphite cast iron has an optimised phase constitution and microstructure to against wearing. In 
the case, the hard cementite phase Fe3C in the pearlite microstructure protected mostly against wearing and was assisted by graphite as 
a solid lubricant. In contrast, the studied monolithic NAC-alloy has a single Ni3Al phase in its microstructure. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
consider that the wear mechanism of Ni3Al-based materials differs from that of traditional multi-phase metallic alloys, and the wear of the 
NAC-alloy was mainly conducted to plastic deformation and intrinsic strain hardenability, which resulted in the formation of a wear-resistant 
subsurface layer. In fact, the researchers [11-17] have studied the subsurface layer by means of analytical electron microscopy, and 
indicated that large plastic strains and large rotation angles in the layer are achieved after very short sliding distances. It was determined 
that the thickness of the subsurface layer under normal conditions of friction is on the order of micrometres. 
  Intermetallic compounds like Ni3Al possess superdislocations due to their long-range ordered crystalline structure represented by a 
large Burgers vector. And, the deformation mechanism of superdislocation motion in long-range-ordered alloys leads to higher strain 
hardenability than in disordered alloys. In this work, it can be seen that a strong strain hardening effect induced a high hardness of 5.63 
GPa on the surface layer of Ni3Al-matrix in pin #1. 50% increased hardness on the friction surface may use to explain the measured 
specific wear rate of the single phase Ni3Al-alloy, which is even comparable to the multi-phase graphite cast iron. 
  The addition of Cr3C2 particles reduced the thickness of the subsurface layer to 100 μm but maintained the same peak hardness of the 
friction surface as that of the monolithic NAC-alloy, which revealed that the hard Cr3C2 asperities effectively protected the friction surface 
and formed a thin subsurface layer. Thus, a deeper negative slope of hardness at the friction surface compared to the monolithic NAC-alloy 
was obtained. A steep negative slope of the hardness at the friction surface indicates that the hardening effect vanished rapidly with 
increasing surface distance in pin #2, resulting in relatively small wear debris particles. Therefore, low specific wear rates of this composite 
were observed. 
  As a soft solid lubricant, MnS particles reduced friction coefficient of the friction pair to 0.45. A lower stress induced by the friction 
force caused ineffective strain hardening on the friction surface of this composite. Therefore, a peak hardness of 3.98 GPa and 200 μm 
thickness of the subsurface layer of the NAC-alloy/MnS composite were observed, which may relate to a less protected subsurface layer to 
against wearing.  

4. Conclusion 
  1. The wear properties of the Ni3Al-alloy are attributed to its strain-hardening effect. High peak hardness on the friction surface of the 

selected single-phase Ni3Al-alloy was identified. Gradual strain-hardening subsurface layer was recognized, and may use to 
understand the wear mechanism of the studied Ni3Al-based alloy. 

  2. The intermetallic matrix of composite reinforced by the Cr3C2-particles also showed high peak hardness on the friction surface, but 
a less thickness of the subsurface layer. A steep negative slope of the hardness at the friction surface may relate to an improved 
specific wear rate of the composite. 

  3. The soft MnS particles functioned as a solid lubricant, and decreased both the thickness of the subsurface layer and the peak 
hardness on the friction surface. An ineffective strain-hardening ability on the friction surface of this composite led to a low friction 
coefficient, but not a less specific wear rate of the tested composite. 
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Table 1. Designations of the tested material 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Designation        Composition           Process        
                               
1#            NAC-alloy              HIP       
2#            NAC-alloy+ 6 vol. % Cr3C2        HIP       
3#            NAC-alloy+ 6 vol. % MnS     HIP  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
Table  2. The tribologically data of the tested materials from pin-on-disk tests  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sample     Friction Coefficient             Specific Wear Rate (x10-5 mm3/N•m)  
           (20N)                                                             (40N)   
1#            0.55 ± 0.02                                          1.38            
2#             0.68 ± 0.02                                                          0.76        
3#                0.45 ± 0.02                                                          1.54        

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

 
 
             Fig.1 A map of the indents in the subsurface layer of pin 2#. An arrow  
               indicated the worn surface.  

 
           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
         Fig.2  Nano-hardness versus surface distance in the subsurface layer 
                          of pin 1#, pin 2# and pin 3#. 
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Abstract. Value stream mapping is used to identify the wastes in industrial processes of many industries such 
as the automotive and aerospace. In order to remain competitive in the shipbuilding industry it is necessary to 
continually work on reducing waste in production processes. A clear-cut methodology for shipbuilding is 
lacking. Since steel makes up the most significant weight composition of commercial ships, shipyard steel 
processing is analyzed in this paper. A methodology for value stream mapping the current state and a future 
improved state is presented through a case study of an actual shipyard. The man-hour savings are 
demonstrated as 33% in the future improved state.  
   
Introduction 

The value stream mapping method is actively used in many industries such as the automobile and aerospace industries in order to 
make production more efficient by reducing unnecessary waste which results in dramatic savings for the companies involved [1], [2]. Since 
steel makes a significant portion of building commercial ships, making the starting processes related to steel storage and processing 
efficient as possible is very important. Making the steel processes lean is necessary for the logical downstream flow of materials leading to 
the assembly processes. Whereas there is treatment of lean manufacturing in the shipbuilding industry, analysis of the pre-assembly steel 
processes from a lean perspective is lacking. This paper analyzes the pre-assembly steel processes of an actual shipyard. Then the 
processes are mapped utilizing a value stream mapping methodology. These mapping techniques include analysis of the manufacturing 
flow of the current state in the shipyard and allow for the mapping of a future improved state.   

   
Background  

The ideas of lean manufacturing exist for over two decades since its introduction by Womack, Jones and Roos to the West in their 
book The Machine That Changed The World. The five main principles of lean manufacturing include specifying value from the customer’s 
point of view, identifying the value stream, creating flow in all processes, pull, and perfection or acceptable quality. Value stream mapping 
is a clear-cut method for implementing all of these five principles. Another integral aspect of value stream mapping is the elimination of 
waste. The seven wastes are overproduction, transport, waiting, inventory, defects, over processing and excessive movement. Likewise 
creating a Just in Time (JIT) flow of interim products throughout the manufacturing process, with built in quality, will enable and enhance 
the flow and create a value stream which eliminates non-value added activities as much as possible.  

The treatment of lean manufacturing in shipbuilding was first prominently covered by (Storch, 1999) and (Liker, Lamb, 2002) [3], [4]. 
Other works include the development of a lean manufacturing methodology in shipbuilding in the panel and built-up panel assembly lines 
where the lean concepts of one piece flow, Just in Time and built in quality are integrated in order for a lean transformation to occur [5]. 
Likewise 5S which includes sustaining, sorting, straightening, shining and standardizing leads well to improving flow. In addition to 
constantly analyzing how to reduce and eliminate waste, kaizen another important principle of lean manufacturing is in compliance with 
producing future improved value stream maps since it forces management to analyze how to constantly improve the production process.   
 
Case Study 

There is much theoretical treatment on lean manufacturing and value stream mapping. A practical way of understanding how to 
implement the method in a real manufacturing setting is necessary for shipyard lean transformation. The pre-assembly steel processes in 
a shipyard are analyzed in this case study. The pre-assembly processes include receiving of steel plates, whereby the steel is removed by 
magnetic cranes and stacked in an interim storage area. Then the steel plates are sorted, labeled and sent to leveling processes. 
Afterwards, the steel is sent through the processes of heating, grit-blasting and primer coating. Then the steel is ready for cutting and 
forming prior to being assembled on panel and micro-panel assembly lines.  

 
Steel Stockyard Activities 
Steel plates and profiles arrive at the shipyard often in wagons transported by train. They are unloaded from the wagons by use of 

cranes onto large temporary piles since there are time constraints on the wagons. Afterwards the steel plates are sorted and labeled into 
other piles depending on whether they will undergo leveling or not. Steel plates arrive from the factory labeled with the shipyard name, the 
new building number, the classification society that certified the steel, steel plant initials, grade of steel, the batch number and dimensions 
[6]. Once the shipyard workers start the sorting process, then each plate is again labeled manually with the group number, and the 
technological phase.  

For this case study the processing of 40 steel plates is analyzed as a realistic number of steel plates which could be processed by the 
shipyard downstream processes on a daily basis. The unloading of the steel from the wagons and stacking in new positions in the interim 
storage 1 (ISP1) takes 4 minutes per plate for a total of 160 minutes.  Then the steel is sorted and labeled manually onto new technological 
positions in interim storage 3 (ISP3) for a total of 200 minutes [7].  
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Leveling, Heating, Grit blasting and Primer Coating Activities 
Steel plates that were deformed during transport and movement need to be leveled. Usually steel plates that are thinner than 8 mm 

are the ones that need to be leveled at the shipyard. Approximately 4 plates or about ten percent of the steel plates undergo the leveling 
process and are stored in interim storage of plates 2 (ISP2) by the magnetic crane. Then the transverse transporter 1 (TT1) moves the 
deformed plates to longitudinal transporter 4 (LT4) which takes 5 minutes per plate or a total 20 minutes. The actual leveling process lasts 
7 minutes per plate or 28 minutes. The leveled steel plates then leave by way of the longitudinal transporter 5 (LT5) back to longitudinal 
transporter 4 (LT4) and then to interim storage 3 (ISP3) with the other steel plates that did not need to be leveled. The entire cycle of the 
leveling of 4 steel plates from ISP2 to leveling and to ISP3 lasts about 48 minutes.  

 Steel needs to be grit blasted in order to prepare the surface for primer application according to the standard Swedish SA standards. 
Prior to grit blasting it is necessary for information about each steel plate to be inputted into the automated system which takes 5 minutes 
per plate. Each steel plate is first heated to around 50 degrees Celsius. The pre-heating of the steel is required in order to shorten the 
drying time upon primer application. Grit-blasting is performed in order to remove rust and impurities on the surface of the steel. Centrifugal 
blasters are frequently used as is the case of the shipyard analyzed.  

The shop primer is applied afterwards in order to protect the steel from corroding during the upcoming assembly processes. Common 
shop primers include epoxy based or zinc-silicate based primers. Anti-corrosion protection and the weld-ability of the steel are necessary 
to be compliant to the downstream welding activities that still wait. This process of heating, grit-blasting and primer coating are well 
automated processes which last 5 minutes per plate. Afterwards the steel plates are again labeled which takes about 1.25 minutes per 
plate, and then sent to interim storage of plates 4 (ISP4) [7].   
 

Steel Cutting and Forming for Assembly  
After the steel plates have been sorted, leveled, heated, grit-blasted and coated with shop primer, the next downstream processes 

include steel cutting and forming.  Various technologies exist for cutting steel plates. This includes oxygen-acetylene flame cutting which is 
most commonly used due to its flexibility for edge preparation, plasma cutting which is limited to 20 mm steel plate thicknesses, and laser 
cutting. Mechanical shearing is used for cutting thinner plates. Forming and bending of steel is performed by workers integrating the use of 
wooden molds and mechanical G and H presses, and bending machines. After these processes are completed, the steel is finally ready for 
being fed to the automated panel and micro-panel assembly lines.  

   
Value Stream Mapping  

The above information is necessary in order to map the pre-assembly steel processes of the present state. The future state can be 
mapped upon analysis of the present state and integrating lean tools. The use of value stream mapping symbols using Microsoft Visio 
2007 is practical. Likewise, the authors used new symbols not available in the program to make the map more adaptable for shipbuilding 
(See Figure 1).  

   
Current State  
Value stream mapping the present state is shown in Figure 2. Every map is read from the left to the right. At the top left is the supplier 

of steel plates. The steel plates are shipped by wagons to the shipyard, where they are moved to interim storage (ISP1). Afterwards the 
steel is again moved to other interim storage ISP2 and ISP3 depending on whether it needs to be leveled or not.  
Then the steel that is sorted and labeled in ISP3 gets transported again to the steel plate reader for grit blasting and then to the automated 
steel heating, grit blasting and primer coating process. Finally the steel is again transported to another intermediate storage area ISP4. The 
value stream map illustrates that the steel is pushed between each process. Likewise there is much intermediate inventory, represented by 
the yellow triangles, as well as excessive movement. During the steel movement process, there are many non value-added processes 
represented by the processes in black boxes.  The total duration time which is represented by adding up the timeline segments (160 +200 
+ 200 + 200 + 50) = 810 minutes as in Eq. (1) are calculated by the “conventional process method” [8]. The man-hours are calculated by 
multiplying the duration time of each process with the number of operators: (2.7hrs x 2 operators)+(3.33 hrs x 2 operators)+(3.33 hrs x *2 
operators)+(.833 hrs x 2 operators) =  27 man-hours. See Eq. (2).  

 
DTTotal = DT1 +  DT2 + DT3 + DT4 + DT5 (1) 

 
Man-hoursTotal = DT1 x O1 +  DT2 x O2 + DT3 x O3 + DT4 x O4 + DT5 x O5 (2) 

 
where: DTTotal is the total duration time., DT1,2,3,4,5 are the individual process duration times and O1,2,3,4,5  are the number of operators.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Value Stream Mapping Legend of Steel Processing [6], [9], [10] 
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Fig. 2 Current State Value Stream Map of Steel Processing  
 
 
Future Improved State  
For moving to the future improved state, it is necessary to improve flow and eliminate the waste of inventory (yellow triangles) and 

have the steel pulled from the steel supplier to the steel cutting and forming for assembly. This is done by having production control 
forecast requirements to the steel manufacturer, who would no longer deliver steel in one big lump shipment, but instead create a kanban 
supermarket like system, where the steel is delivered incrementally as needed (See Figure 3). The local shipyards in Croatia could make 
contracts with one steel manufacturer and have milestone payments as well as intermediate batch deliveries which will result in regular 
steel deliveries which will decrease the storage space necessary. Likewise the steel dimensions should be standardized according to 
design for production principles in order to simplify the handling of the steel further. This will be more economical for the shipyard and is 
also compliant with the steel manufacturer because in this way there will be constant steel production for all the four major shipyards as 
well as regular milestone payments to the steel manufacturer. In addition, the quality of steel will be better maintained, because steel plates 
usually get deformed and start to rust when there are large inventories lying around on the open for long periods of time. 

The kanban post in conjunction with the withdrawal kanban and the kanban pull signal represent the situation where the worker in the 
shipyard steel stockyard signals to the steel manufacturer who has set up intermediate storage in a practical industrial area close to the 
shipyard for the next batch of steel to be delivered once the previous batch is on its way to completion (See Figure 3). Likewise the steel is 
no longer unloaded onto big stacks of steel plates but is instead immediately sorted into few smaller batches and is immediately sent on to 
further treatment with minimal storage. The OXOX represents load leveling or balanced flow, which is necessary in order to follow an equal 
takt time with the downstream processes. Steel plate reading for the grit blaster; steel heating, grit blasting and painting; and labeling and 
transporting to the kanban post all follow an equal takt time of 5 minutes.  

The duration time is calculated using the group technology method [8]. The number of processes has been decreased from five to 
four. Likewise the takt time is set at 5 minutes per plate. The first plate takes (5 + 5 + 5 + 5) = 20 minutes time to process, Eq. (3). The rest 
of the 39 plates take (39 x 5) = 195 minutes to process, Eq. (4). Therefore the total duration time for all forty plates calculated by the “group 
process method” is 215 minutes, Eq. (5) which is a 73 percent improvement over the conventional process method which pushes material 
instead of pulling.  Likewise the man-hours are 3.58 hours x 5 operators = 17,91 or about 18 man-hours Eq. (6) which is a 33 percent 
improvement over the current state. 

    
DTPLATE 1 = T x P (3) 
 
DTPLATES 2-40   = NP-1 x T (4) 
 
DTPLATES 1-40   = (T x P) + (( NP-1) x T) (5) 
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Man-hoursTotal = DTPLATES 1-40 x OTOTAL               (6) 
 
where: T is takt time, P is the number of processes, NP is total number of plates, DT is duration time and O is number of operators.   

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Future Improved Value Stream Map of Steel Processing  
 

Conclusion 
The value stream mapping methodology for the pre-assembly steel processes requires performing a case study and identifying all 

processes, their duration times, and number of operators per process. Then a value stream map using lean symbols and terminology can 
be created. Keeping in mind the lean principles of flow, pull and perfection, as well the wastes of excessive transport, movement, and 
inventory which leads to defections, should allow for a new improved map to be created. With the new map there is no need to change the 
infrastructure of the shipyard. The key differences are that steel should not be piled up as is done in the current state, but should be brought 
to the shipyard in batches as requested by the kanban post between the supplier of steel and the shipyard stockyard which results in 
minimal inventories at manageable levels. Finally, the application of group technology is compliant with lean manufacturing and creating 
future improved value stream maps which decrease man hours and duration times significantly.  

For a future case study and value stream mapping analysis, the authors recommend value stream mapping the rest of the 
downstream processes which includes steel cutting and forming, panel assembly, outfitting and block assembly, and in determining the 
optimal takt time between all shipyard processes. The integration of the IHOP concept (integrated hull construction, outfitting, and painting) 
with lean manufacturing and group technology principles will be pertinent in making dramatic savings in both man-hours and duration 
times, which results in competitive shipyards.   
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Abstract. The paper presents systematisation of existing 3D scanning methods, and some basic 
characteristics of active 3D digitalisation processes used for reverse engineering. Second part of the paper 
deals with practical 3D scanning of the measuring object - polymer product by measuring system Atos. Further 
processing and analysis of the digital data of measuring object and comparison with reference 3D CAD model 
was performed with computer program Gom Inspect V7 RS2. 
 
Introduction 

Reverse engineering is the process of reconstruction of the finished product into a form that can be used to create new products, 
development tools, or can be applied to product or tool modification. In conjunction with other techniques, reverse engineering helps to 
reduce costs and time required to develop and manufacture products, and improves the quality of the final product, that are extremely 
important factors in market competition. Reverse engineering can also be used in the preparation of technical documents of the products 
or systems that are inaccurate, incomplete or simply nonexistent. [1-5] 

The paper defines the relationship between the measurement object - thermoplastic moulded part and the reference 3D CAD models 
with the aid of measurement process, data processing and analysis of the shape and dimensions. 3D digitalization of the measuring object 
is performed on the projection of a structured system of incoherent light ATOS II SO. Digitized measuring object is processed in a 
computer environment Gom Inspect V7-RS2, and as such it is compared with the existing 3D CAD model in order to gain insight into 
deviations from the original model of the STL model obtained by 3D scanning. [5] 
 
Reverse engineering 

Reverse engineering is the process of taking an existing physical model and reproducing its surface geometry into three-dimensional 
data file. Reverse engineering has the purpose of reducing possible design choices until the final product design is reached, with little or 
without knowledge about necessary technological processes for production of original. It can be also used for generation of technical 
documentation of old products or systems that is inaccurate, incomplete or simply does not exist. [1-6] 

Reverse engineering process is realised through two phases. First is digitalisation or 3D scanning, which presents a process of 
sampling data round three-dimensional object and its presentation in digital format. Second phase is 3D modelling of the object based on 
collected data from 3D digitalisation. Devices for 3D digitalisation are faced with demands that are capable to give an accurate as possible 
scan in satisfactory resolution in shortest possible time. Number, arrangement and density of the recorded points are adjustable 
parameters in planning and optimisation of scanning. The quality of further processing and application of scanned data depends on their 
quantity and quality. [1,4-6] 

Based on comparison of existing methods for determination of shape and dimensions of free bodies, regarding the way of 
determination of measuring point, active and passive methods can be distinguished (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1 Systematisation of measuring methods [1] 
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Characterisation of active measuring methods [1-7] 
Active measuring methods get the information on the position of the object’s measured points relatively to coordinate position of 

measuring sensor. Active measuring methods can be divided to contact, where there is a direct contact between contact probe and 
measuring object and noncontact, where some kind of energy must be projected on the surface of measuring object, and return signal has 
to be analysed. Active measuring methods also use triangulation for calculation of space coordinates of measured point. Active methods 
offer online analysis or calculation of position of measured points in real time. 

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM) can define position of measured points through position of the contact probe in the moment 
of contact with measuring object. This means that digitalisation of each further point requires movement of measuring probe to the new 
contact point. Inevitable conclusion is that this method requires noticeable amount of time for data collection on measured points, and 
number of these points determines the resolution of digitalised object. Experience of the measuring operator, as well as the time necessary 
for calibration and preparation of the measuring system and measuring object, are very influential on the speed of measuring process. 
Because of the direct physical contact, this method is not acceptable for measuring very sensitive materials regarding contact such as 
rubber, silicone, organic tissue or historical valuable artefacts, because of the forming of local deformations on measuring object surface. 
Limited precondition when using CMM systems is measuring volume, which has to be in the range of measuring head of the CMM. Lower 
limits of dimension and shape of the measuring object depends on the contact probe. 

Active noncontact measuring devices work on the principles of optical projection methods, i.e. emission of a sort of structural light 
(coded incoherent or laser) towards object as well as catching the reflection. Based on the reflection, spatial positions of object measured 
points are calculated. The number of measured points can be ranged to several hundred thousand per one scanning process, depending 
on the resolution of used camera and the way of definition of the measured points. Structures of the projected light can be a point, one line 
or more lines by the coherent sources, and different sorts of object oriented raster for phase analysis by the incoherent sources. 

Because of their noncontact character, without existing of any direct contact of the measuring sensor with measuring object surface, 
they enable measuring even those measuring objects whose geometry will be impossible to determine with contact methods because of 
the surface properties of the objects. Noncontact measuring methods are determined by measuring volume and visual field of measuring 
sensor. Total geometry of the measuring object, similar to passive measuring systems, is described by merging the partial measuring 
volumes (Fig. 2). Merging of partial measuring volumes is automatically aided with appropriate computer support, which during scanning of 
the first measuring volume defines global coordinate system which is a reference for positioning and connection of each of next measuring 
volumes. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Non contact measuring system Atos – partial volumes [5] 
 
Systematisation of projection active measuring devices 
Projection measuring sensors according to the type of projected light can be divided to the systems that use source of coherent and 

incoherent light, and according to the definition of the point on the measuring object position relatively to the measuring sensor on 
interferometric, triangulation and amplitude- or phase- modulated Time-of-flight (TOF) systems (laser systems). Interferometric methods 
(devices) are used for measuring with the smallest distance from measuring object – within 1 mm up to 100 m, and can achieve relative 
measuring resolution within limits 10-7 do 10-4. Time-of-flight methods are used for measuring with the largest distances from measuring 
object – within 10 cm up to 10 km, and can achieve relative measuring resolution within limits 10-5 do 10-2. Triangulation measuring 
methods are spaced between inteferometric and TOF methods with measuring range less than 10 cm and above 100 m, and achievable 
relative measuring resolution within range of 10-6 do 10-3. [1,3-6] 

 
Practical application of reverse engineering 

In scope of this paper, a 3D digitalisation of the measuring object (thin-walled polymer packaging) was performed by projection 
system with incoherent structured light Atos II SO. Digitalised measuring object is further processed with computer program Gom Inspect 
V7-RS2, and compared with existing 3D CAD model in order to get a clear insight into deviations of STL model obtained by 3D scanning 
process from original 3D CAD model. [5] 

Material and geometry of measuring object satisfy basic demands of application of projection method: insensitiveness on surface 
treatment with colour, thermal stability in conditions of laboratory measuring and possibility of digitalisation of measuring volume. 

Projection system Atos enables fast measuring of objects in high resolution. Atos system works on the principle of triangulation and 
projection of raster sample of lines by using incoherent source of light. System consists of stereo arrangement of convergent cameras that 
enable constant tracing of sensor, getting information on displacement and visualisation both of measuring volume in real time and central 
positioned projector of phase displacement. [8] 
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Measuring procedure 
Measuring procedure consists of four steps: measuring sensor calibration, preparation and positioning of measuring object, 

digitalisation and polygonisation and processing of digitalised data. 
Calibration of the measuring sensor is a process of measuring with calibration object (panels or crosses) which enables acurracy and 

repeatability of the measuring system. Measuring object is made of polypropylene by injection moulding process and has relatively uniform 
mat surface colour. Further preparation of the measuring object implies gluing of referent points over the measuring object surfaces (Fig. 
3). By positioning of the measuring object on the holder, a clear insight into a necessary position of the referent points around measuring 
object is acquired. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Referent points placed on measuring object – polymer packaging [5] 
 
Measuring procedure is performed in two phases, i.e. as a scanning of bulged surfaces, and then concave side of the measuring 

object. Assembling of obtained results is solved automatically by the correct positioning of the measuring points at the measuring object 
and its holder. Recognition of the identical points from both scanning and thus of local coordinate systems, is solved with computer 
program by unifying on global coordinate system. Limited factor is the influence of surface geometry, because geometry of the polymer 
packaging with its edges, inconsistent areas, shadows and slots, demands additional 26 scanning. Measuring system is by hand 
positioned in each of 26 positions while the measuring desk together with measuring object is remaining in the same position. Thanks to 
the program support, visualisation of the measuring object is possible in real time, as well as the position of the measuring system in 
relation to measuring objet, which makes orientation significantly easier. The next step is a process of measuring of surface geometry by 
projection of structured raster. Time required for complete measuring depend a lot on operator’s experience and for the complete scanning 
of polymer packaging, it lasted around 90 minutes. 

After finishing of digitalisation of whole volume of measuring object, obtained measured points have to be transformed into a 
polygonal mesh. That means that the points cloud has to be converted into a mesh of triangles. Depending on geometrical characteristics 
of digitalised surface, mesh will have different density at some of its regions. Regions of aliasing can be automatically deleted, and open 
edges are connected. Result of performed polygonisation of the measuring object in this case is a mesh with 667233 points and 179 of 
discontinuities (Fig. 4). Such record is not usable and needs to be further processed. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Polygonised measuring object [5] 
 
Further processing of existing digital record is performed in software GOM Inspect V7 RS2. Appearance of discontinuities in material 

structure on the surface, dust, damages, etc. will cause local discontinuities in polygonal mesh. Mentioned software package is very 
efficient in their removal from the mesh. Options such as: smoothing, reducing mesh density and reconstruction have as a consequence 
reduction of total number of points, and at the same time reduction of the accuracy of definition of the surface near of the area of removing 
discontinuity. Experience of the operator is very important in this phase of the reverse engineering process. 

 
 
Analysing procedure 
Digitalised measuring object with processed geometry was compared with existing referent 3D CAD model of polymer packaging. 

Comparison was made in computer software Gom Inpect V7 RS2. To make the comparison possible, it was necessary to reduce a 
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coordinate system of the digitalised measuring object to an existing coordinate system of 3D CAD model. Method of matching that was 
used is best-fit method. This method assures that points cloud and 3D CAD model match between each other with condition of maximum 
percentage of matching surfaces. At the same time, a coordinate system of 3D scan is generated related to coordinate system of the 3D 
CAD model. 

Further processing encompasses analysis of deviations of 3D scan from the referent 3D CAD model. Fig. 7 presents topological 
display of deviations of 3D scan. The biggest deviations are noticed in the area of the ribs below the upper surface of the packaging aimed 
for packaging cover. These deviations are results of additional reconstruction of mould for injection moulding of packaging, but in general 
analysis of results obtained with 3D digitalisation, it can be concluded, that they are in good correlation with starting 3D CAD model of 
polymer product. 

 

 

Fig. 7 Deviations of 3D scan from referent 3D CAD model of polymer product [5] 
 

Conclusions 
Modern measuring methods for determination of shape, dimensions and deformations found their applications in all areas of human 

life, including mechanical engineering. Reverse engineering has found its application in manufacturing, scientific research, geological 
research, archaeology, medicine, etc. But there is always a question which method and under what conditions is the best for specific 
measuring task with goal to achieve demands regarding accuracy of definition of measured point and the density of the points cloud in 
measuring volume. 3D digitalisation and reverse engineering as its application can not stand alone, they are a part of a measuring, 
reconstruction and analysis process. 

In this paper, through measuring process, data processing and analysis of shape and dimensions, a correlation between measuring 
object and referent 3D CAD model has been made. Respecting that they are in direct correlation, digitalised 3D model can be used for 
further mould manufacturing or reparation. From achieved digital record (STL) it is possible to produce a copy of measuring object by 
application of Rapid Prototyping or by application of machine tools. For manufacturing a model, i.e. for further processing of existing 
records to the level of 3D CAD model, it is necessary to geometrically determine conditional and characteristic cross sections, link the 
points from those cross sections to the splines, and at the end, converts linked splines into a surface. The result is surface 3D CAD model, 
and by closing obtained surfaces, a solid 3D CAD model of the measuring object can be generated. 
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Abstract. The article is interested in tool-life testing of new indexable cutting inserts at irregular shocks by 
experimental method. Properties of inserts determine not only tool-life and cutting power as well as accuracy 
and surface quality. The cause of cyclic stress is the cutting phase which involves heating of the cutting edge 
and its subsequent cooling at the finishing of the cut process. Currently, all tests are performed on the 
simulator equipped by four slats. The indexable cutting inserts are loaded by the constant shocks and it always 
beats four times during one revolution. The main aim will be to prove the impact of the time delays between 
shocks. We can prove this evaluation at a different number of slats fastened in the simulator. These irregular 
shocks will lead to the different time delays which will have an effect on the thermal shocks.  
 
Introduction 

Through the centuries, producers of ceramic cutting tools have taken big steps forward. Namely, increasing durability in maintaining 
high levels of strength and hardness lend a big advantage [1, 2]. Some 
producers of these materials advise cutting inserts for the interrupted 
machining as a path to be followed at the present time. Turning tests are 
focused on the machining by smoothly cutting at constant or variable depth of 
the cut [3]. In this work one of the developed tests has been used. It is 
longitudinal turning, so-called „slat test“. The experiments which are to be 
conducted require the special preparation (Fig. 1), constructed at Department 
of Machining and Assembly, VSB – Technical University of Ostrava [4]. 

If the tool is not in constant cutting process, we can talk about the 
interrupted cut. The cause of cyclic stress is the cutting phase which involves 
heating of cutting edge and its subsequent cooling at the finishing of the cut 
process. The inserts are testing by four types of test. It is a variant of the four, 
three, two and one shock per one revolution. Usually, we can talk about cyclic 
stress. The measured number of shocks to tool wear determines the tool life or 
lifetime period of ceramic cutting insert. Nowadays, these tests are an essential 
part of the development of the new tools, evaluating their lifetime period and 
cutting power. 

1-Preparation’s body; 2-Testing slats; 3-Demarcation pads; 4-Clamping wedges; 5-Circlips 
         Fig. 1 Constructed preparation  

 
Longitudinal Turning Test at Cyclic Stress 

Mechanical or thermal shocks can cause the damage of the insert. The ability to withstand the load of the ceramic cutting edge by 
thermal and mechanical shocks is very important. Generally, the ceramic materials are characterized by high hardness, low toughness, 
constant bending strength at high temperatures, chemical stability and wear resistance. 

Cyclic stress causes a damage of edge, fracture or abrase. This phenomenon can be studied not only at interrupted cutting but also 
at uninterrupted. The continuous cutting leads to fluctuate of the main cutting force. In this case, the frequency depends primarily on the 
chip’s character. The larger amplitude of the main cutting force increases the risk of fatigue fracture. [5] 

Firstly, the preparation should be clamped to the turning lathe. It is fastened to the turning lathe chuck and buttresses with the tip 
established in tailstock sleeve. Slats are gradually put in the preparation, which are clamped with wedge-shaped jaws. In order to achieve 
a constant depth and to avoid vibration, it is necessary to cut off the first layer of chips before measurements can be initiated. 
 
Indexable Cutting Inserts 

Ceramic testing cutting tools were supplied by Greenleaf Company. We have tested 
one type, Greenleaf HSN 100. The article described two testing at the one cutting insert, 
for this reason, we distinguish as ● HSN 100 and ●● HSN 100. 

Greenleaf HSN 100 (SNGN – 454 T2A) 
L = 12.7 mm  
T = 7.9 mm 
R = 1.59 mm 
i.C (A) = 12.7 mm 
                Fig. 2 Technical dimension of the cutting insert [6] 
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HSN-100 is the latest in engineered silicon nitride-based cutting tools. Advanced materials combined with unique processing 
techniques give HSN-100 superior toughness and high cutting speed capability. HSN-100 is well suited for the turning and milling of all 
classes of cast iron. It is an outstanding performer in ductile, malleable, nodular and other difficult to machine irons. [6] 
 
Testing – Slat Material 

We chose steels Steel C45 (material No. 1.0503, DIN C45, AISI 1045) as work-piece material. C45 is a medium carbon steel is used 
when greater strength and hardness is desired than in the "as rolled" condition. Extreme size accuracy, straightness and concentricity 
combine to minimize wear in high speed applications. Turned, ground and polished. Quenched and subsequently tempered steel for 
screws, forgings, wheel tyres, shafts, sickles, axes, knives, wood working drills, hammers, etc. 

 
Table 1. Mechanical properties in normalized condition steel C45 

 
Mechanical 
properties 

Proof stress 
Rp 0,2 [MPa] 

Tensile strength 
Rm [MPa] 

Elongation 
A5 [%] 

Hardness 
[HB] 

Elastic modulus 
E [GPa] 

C45 325 630 - 780 17 207 - 255 211 

 
Turning Machine Tool 

All tests were performed on a powerful turning lathe, namely Tos Trenčín, type SN 55. 
Performance of electric machines is 7.5 kW and reaches at the most 1440 rpm. The machine is 
located in University of Žilina, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, where we could carry out our 
measurement. The tests were performed at a constant temperature of 20°C. This turning-lathe 
is convenient for this type of the experiments.  

 
 

 

        Fig. 3 Used machine tool - Tos Trenčín, type SN 55 
Cutting Parameters 

We have chosen these parameters with regard to manufacturer's recommendation of cutting ceramics and experience of the 
resolver. The following cutting conditions were chosen for testing these types of cutting materials: 

 
Table 2. Used cutting parameters 

 
Cutting Parameters 
Revolution  n  [rev] 520 360 
Cutting speed  vc  [m.min-1] 425 294 
Feed  f  [mm] 0,20 
Axial depth of cut  ap  [mm] 1 

 
The main criterion for measuring of the tool life may be tool wear and tool fracture. This moment was noticed, while changing the 

cutting sound, sparking or worsening of surface roughness. The limit value of 6000 shocks was determined on the basis of previous 
experience in terms of time and material demands. If indexable cutting inserts withstand this value, the experiment can be successfully 
conducted, and cutting insert will be described as satisfactory. 
 
Measured Data – Four Slats Variant 
 

Table 3.  Measured values for 4 slats  
 

 Greenleaf  HSN 100          n = 520 [rpm],  vc = 425 [m.min-1],  ap = 1 [mm],  f = 0.2 [mm] 
4 Slats ● ● ● 
No. l [mm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] R [-] l [mm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] R [-] 
1 222 1.26 6.1 4440 189 1.18 5.5 3780 
2 234 1.24 5.9 4680 179 1.22 5.8 3580 
3 220 1.34 5.7 4400 205 1.18 6 4100 
4 220 1.28 5.8 4400 212 1.28 5.9 4240 
5 248 1.24 5.9 4960 196 1.26 5.6 3920 
Diameter 228.8 1.27 5.88 4576 196.2 1.22 5.76 3924 
uA 5.4626 0.0186 0.0663 110 5.8086 0.0204 0.0928 117 

 
Measured Data – Three Slats Variant 

This method had to be adjusted cutting parameters because the preparation had unbalanced cutting process and huge loads on the 
machine. If we wanted to maintain the same cutting parameters, as for four and two slats, there springed up the shaking and vibration. For 
safety reasons and the risk of machine’s damage was necessary to reduce the revolution from n = 520 rev to n = 360 rev. 

 
Table 4. Measured values for 3 slats 
 

Greenleaf  HSN 100          n = 360 [rpm],  vc = 294 [m.min-1],  ap = 1 [mm],  f = 0.2 [mm] 
3 Slats ● ● ● 
No. l [mm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] R [-] l [mm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] R [-] 
1 400 1.29 6.2 6000 400 1.36 6.4 6000 
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2 400 1.37 6.8 6000 400 1.35 6.4 6000 
3 400 1.34 6.4 6000 400 1.29 6.1 6000 
4 400 1.36 6.3 6000 400 1.31 6.3 6000 
5 400 1.42 6.9 6000 400 1.34 6.5 6000 
Diameter 400 1.36 6.52 6000 400 1.33 6.34 6000 
uA 0 0.02112 0.13928 0 0 0.01304 0.06782 0 

 
Measured Data – Two Slats Variant 

The preparation is evenly balanced at two slats variant, so there is no increasing shaking or vibration. It could be used a higher 
revolution = 520 rpm and cutting speed vc = 425 m.min-1. 

 
Table 5. Measured values for 2 slats 

 
Greenleaf HSN 100          n = 520 [rpm],  vc = 425 [m.min-1],  ap = 1 [mm],  f = 0.2 [mm]  
2 Slats ● ● ● 
No. l [mm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] R [-] l [mm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] R [-] 
1 198 1.24 6.2 1980 380 1.28 6.4 3800 
2 218 1.28 6.4 2180 276 1.29 6.6 2760 
3 298 1.3 6.3 2980 321 1.24 6.2 3210 
4 354 1.26 6.2 3540 265 1.26 6.4 2650 
5 268 1.27 6.1 2680 289 1.25 6.3 2890 
Diameter 267.2 1.27 6.24 2672 306.2 1.26 6.38 3062 
uA 28.0114 0.0100 0.0510 281 20.7012 0.0093 0.0663 208 

 
Measured Data – One Slat Variant 

As a Three Slats Variant method had to be adjusted cutting parameters because the preparation had unbalanced cutting process and 
huge load on the machine. During vibrations, the bearings were excessively heated up at tailstock tip and spindle. For safety reasons and 
the risk of machine’s damage was necessary to reduce revolution from n = 520 rev to n = 360 rev. 
 

Table 6. Measured values for 1 slat 
 
Greenleaf HSN 100          n = 360 [rpm],  vc = 294 [m.min-1],  ap = 1 [mm],  f = 0.2 [mm] 
1 Slats ● ● ● 
No. l [mm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] R [-] l [mm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] R [-] 
1 1200 1.42 6.7 6000 1200 1.34 6.6 6000 
2 1200 1.39 6.5 6000 1200 1.36 6.5 6000 
3 1200 1.4 6.6 6000 1200 1.35 6.5 6000 
4 1200 1.38 6.5 6000 1200 1.28 6.4 6000 
5 1200 1.37 6.6 6000 1200 1.31 6.5 6000 
Diameter 1200 1.39 6.58 6000 1200 1.33 6.50 6000 
uA 0 0.0086 0.0374 0 0 0.0146 0.0316 0 

 
Tool Wear – Photographs of Individual Tested Variants 

The tables, see below, are shown the tool wear for the tool face and the tool flank. The photographs are at 4-fold magnification. These 
pictures are only a sample of the entire series of measurements. 

 
Table 7. Four and two slats variant - sample of tool wear for tool face and tool flank (showed only first side of insert) [7] 
 

n = 520 [rev]  vc = 425 [m.min-1]  ap = 1 [mm]  f = 0.2 [mm] 
4 Slats - HSN 100 2  Slats - HSN 100 

Tool face Tool flank  Tool face  Tool flank 

 

 
Table 8. Three and one slats variant - sample of tool wear for tool face and tool flank (showed only first side of insert) [7] 

 
n = 360 [rev]  vc = 294 [m.min-1]  ap = 1 [mm]  f = 0.2 [mm] 

3  Slats - HSN 100 1  Slat - HSN 100 

 Tool face  Tool flank  Tool face  Tool flank 
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Comparison for Different Number of Slats 

At four and two slats method, we can talk about “Balanced method’’ and is able to use a high revolution and the cutting speed. At the 
four slats method, inserts are exposed to four shocks per revolution and there is not such a large thermal and mechanical shocks as two 
slats method, where is cooling phase, between mesh and therefore creates the thermal shock. 

Greanleaf type HSN 100, which withstood no more than 3062 shocks for two slats method and 4576 shocks for the four slats method, 
suggests that is not suitable for interrupted cutting under given cutting conditions.  

At three and one slats method, we can talk about 
“Unbalanced method’. It was necessary to change the 
cutting parameters, which was reduced revolution and 
cutting speed. When you try to maintain the same cutting 
parameters as “Balanced method’’, was created a large 
tremble and vibration, could be a huge risk of machine 
damage. 

During the one slat method, the insert gets on shock 
per one revolution so there should be a high thermal and 
mechanical load, for the reason of cooling gaps between 
shocks. We could not to evaluate due to small revolution 
and cutting speed, inserts withstood the maximal number of 
shocks. 

This phenomenom is the cause of relatively small 
cutting parameters for ceramic material. Unfortunately, the 
technical limitation of the machine have not allowed to test 
at higher cutting parameters. Thanks to the results showed 
below we can say the inserts are suitable for interrupted 
cutting at these parameters n = 360 [rev], vc = 294 [m.min-1], 
ap = 1 [mm], f = 0.2 [mm]. 

Fig. 4 Comparison – total number of shocks and individual testing methods 
Conclusion 

Through the centuries, producers of ceramic cutting tools have taken big steps forward. Properties have improved resistance to 
mechanical stress and tool wear, high temperature resistance, high accuracy, high quality finished surfaces and a wide range from 
finishing to the light cutting. The main aim was to test ceramic cutting inserts for the use during interrupted cutting. 

The measurements showed us the performance of ceramic inserts and suitability for interrupted cutting under given cutting 
conditions. The main monitored parameter was the number of shocks (R), which was converted from a machined length, others monitored 
parameters as surface roughness parameters - Ra and Rz.  

As the first, the inserts were tested at four shocks per one revolution, which coated inserts did not achieve the limit number of shocks 
(6000 shocks). Inserts reached the value 3924 and 4576 shocks. On the other hand, the insert had better surface integrity of the machined 
surfaces. 

At the second method, plates were tested at three shocks per one revolution. We could notice changes in the machine’s performance 
as shaking and vibration. For this reason we had to reduce the cutting parameters. The inserts withstood the limit number of shocks, and 
we can say, that can be used at interrupted cutting conditions. 

At the third method, plates were tested at two shocks. We did not register shaking or vibration, but total number of shocks was lower, 
that with four slats method, at same cutting conditions.  

At the last method which has only one shock per revolution. We had to reduce the cutting parameters. The inserts reached the limit 
number of shocks and had better surface integrity of the machined surfaces. 
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Abstract. The meat industry is one of the most developed food industries with the rapid development trend. 
Throughout the Province of Vojvodina there is a number of centralized slaughterhouses where animals are 
handled during the production process within emrerging contaminants are generated. The treatment of meat 
industry wastewater is one of the main sources of the dominant environmental problems related to intensive 
meat production. Wastewater generated in slaughterhouses is usually non treated or deposited in the lagoons. 
In order to reduce environmental pollution and provide long-term sustainable growth we need to improve and 
enhance treatment options as well as storage and disposal of slaughterhouse wastes. Wastewater from the 
meat industry is a source of emerging substances. The emerging substances are contaminants that have 
been recently recognized especially in the environment due to their constant input in the environment, pseudo 
persistance and increased use in industrial, veterinary and humanity activities. This paper describes the first 
phase of monitoring and curent state inventory of the meat industry wastewater treatment in the province of 
Vojvodina, as well as preliminary data on the monitoring and occurrence of potential emerging substances in 
meat industry wastewater. Natural organic compounds and variety of manufactured substances such as 
pharmaceuticals are often associated with wastewaters and they have been detected in the vicinity of 
slaughterhouse wastewater discharges. To provide new data and insights for environmental presence of the 
emerging pollutants in groundwater sources in the Vojvodina Province, targeted sites were sampled and 
analyzed for 10 selected analytes with sub-parts per billion detection capabilities. These data will help 
determination, fate, transport, and health-effects research for subsets of these pharmaceuticals and their 
degradation products so we can prioritize and suggest how to reduce and minimize the input in the receving 
surface water in Vojvodina Province. 
 
Introduction 

The meat industry sector emerges as one of top two or three most significant contributors to the most serious environmental 
problems, from local to global scale.The meat industry is a key player in increasing water use, accounting over 8 percent of global human 
water use, including irrigation of feed crops. 

Wastewater will be generated whenever food in any form is handled, processed packaged and stored. But in wastewater handling, 
water flushes organic and inorganic matter to the sewer. Wasterwater treatmet is basically a processing system system to separate the 
organic and inorganic mater from the water that collected it [1]. 

The final step of the manufacturing process is the purification of wastewater from different sources. Wastewater treatment should be 
applied once you have used all known options to prevent the occurrence of waste flows, or after application of an integrated process of 
operations, which minimize power consumption and water contamination  

Intensive development of meat industry in the twentieth century has opened many problems which are affecting environmental status. 
Meat and other industry, were developed on the principle of achieving the maximum profit with minimal or no investment in environmental 
protection. Problem analysis and resolving provides processing of large amounts of waste streams that require significant financial 
resources, and does not solve the problem fundamentally. The requirements in terms of quality of wastewater are in constant daily grow, so 
today's practice in Republic of Serbia is based only on the deposition of suspended particles and the separation of oils and fats, wich is not 
acceptable [1]. 

Basic characteristics of the meat industry output waste streams are:  
 The high content of organic matter 
 High degradation, 
 The presence of suspended solids and dissolved organic matter, 
 Specific pollutants (blood, excretion, etc.).  
 Nutrients (N, P)  
 Oils and fats  
 Sand, feathers, solid particles 

 
The current state of wastewater management industry include:  

 No prior treatment, wastewater is discharged directly into drains leading to the central sewage system  
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 Fractional treatment on-site, and then discharging into the sewer system. 
 Secondary meat industry wastewater tretment. 
 

Methodology 
The research within the National project of the Ministry of Education and Science: Improvement and development of hygienic and 

technological procedures in production of animal originating foodstuffs with the aim of producing high-quality and safe products 
competetive on the global market included the first phase of monitoring and curent state inventory of the meat industry wastewater 
treatment in the province of Vojvodina, as well as preliminary data on the monitoring and occurrence of potential emerging substances in 
meat industry wastewater. 

Data collection was conducted in two phases. The firs phase included preparation, visits to the indentified polluters. The firs stage 
resulted in elimination of the subjects that have terminated the company and collection of Gis data of each polluter on the territory of the 
Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, taking photos of the location.  

Second phase included prioritization of emerging substances to be analyzed, sample collection and preliminary results. This 
research, within project has been conducted in the period from June-September 2011- first phase and second phase from January 2012 – 
present [2]. 

 
Results 

Based on the collection data, 59 significant polluters have been identified on the territory of the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina. 
Small and unregistered farms have not been included in the research. This research included the collection of numerous entries, but this 
paper will present only results of the number of the selected facilities with wastewater treatment. 

Since Serbia is still in the process EU integration, it is still possible to have the situation where some water polluters have not yet 
installed and implemented the wastewater facilities. Results showed that almost 30% of identified meat industry polluters still do not treat 
the wastewater and therefore significantly influence the pollution of the water sources, directly jeopardizing human health. 

The second phase of the research included identification of the priority pharmaceuticals, for which the analysis will be performed at 
selected sites. The following table provides an overview of selected pharmaceuticals that are most commonly used in meat industry. 

 
Table 1. List of the selected pharmsceuticals 

No. Name 
1 Ciprofloxacin 
2 Tiamulin 
3 Sulfamethoxazole 
4 Trimetoprim 
5 Streptomicin 
6 Hlortetraciklin 
7 Amoxicillin 
8 Enalapril 
9 Chloramphenicol 
10 Cephalexin 

 
Samples for the second phase of the project were taken from wastewater outflows in spring 2012.on selected locations like it is shown 

the following picture. At these locations wastewater samples are taken and analysed. Meeat processing facilities are marked with the 
letters A, B, C. schematically and data processing is still ongoing and there are represented selected preliminary results. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Locations of selected meat industry plants A, B, C  

PLANT B 

PLANT A 

PLANT C 
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After sampling and analyzing the first results are obtaiined. Results show that some of the above mentioned pharmaceuticals were 
detected. List of detected pharmaceutical with corresponding concentration is shown in table 2. For the second phase of research it is 
planned to analyse 10 pharmaceuticals, but since the project is still in progress, in this moment there are only the results for five selected 
pharmaceuticals [3]. 

Table 2. Concentrations of analysed pharmsceuticals  
No. Name Concentration ng-L

1 Sulfamethoxazole 215 
2 Trimetoprim 145 
3 Hlortetraciklin n.d 
4 Amoxicillin n.d 
5 Enalapril 543 

 
The data relating to cadaster, as a major point for identifying and monitoring of pollution sources, as well as preliminary results of an 

analysis of selected pharmaceuticals are the first studies on this subject conducted in Vojvodina Region. The results show that there are a 
number of identified entities that represent a potential source of water pollution. It is therefore necessary to conduct additional research in 
order to complete the data and identify critical points for monitoring in order to give a proposal how to use the best available technologies 
and systems for reducing environmental pollution. 

  
Conclusions 

Without clean and safe water it is impossible to produce quality food products, including the highest standards of hygiene and food 
safety and systematic approach to controlling the use and consumption of water. The meat industry during the manufacturing process 
generates large amounts of wastewater burdened with high concentrations of organic matter. In order to discharge wastewater into the 
recipient, it is necessary to implement adequate measures for the reduction, treatment and disposal of wastewater. Past practice in the 
Vojvodina Region is based only on the deposition of suspended particles and separation of oils and fats. In most cases, insufficiently 
treated or completely untreated wastewater was discharged into the recipient and thus seriously disturbed the ecological status of the 
environment. The process of joining the European Union includes compliance with legal regulations related to wastewater treatment 
implemented through national water quality standards in accordance with the high criteria of hygiene and food safety. 
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Abstract. In this paper photodiode response to different excitations, and square, sine and triangular input 
waveforms is analyzed. Excitations are obtained with single wavelength LE Diode with pulse voltage applied 
(10kHz – 100kHz). Results for different input pulses have been analyzed. Silicon PD used for measurements 
has spectral range from 430 nm to 900 nm with high signal to noise ratio. Measurement results show 
dependence on input signal waveform as well as incident lights wavelength. Significant dependence of PD 
voltage responses local derivative on incident wavelength has also been assessed. Difference in local 
derivative could be used to differentiate between incident wavelengths. Current density can be calculated for 
each incident wavelength as well as I-V, V-t and I-t characteristics in order to find distinguishing features of 
each wavelength response.  
 
Introduction 

Conventional methods of fabricating solid state light sensors are based on applying dyed filters on active sensor area in order to 
distinguish incident lights wavelengths. Different ways of differentiating role of each sensor element have been proposed [1-4]. Most 
sensors are based on three different active areas with filters used to differentiate between basic light wavelengths representing three basic 
colors of visible spectrum. In modern photo sensors 4 active elements are used to feed information to one photo pixel, usually two 
photodiodes sensitive to green light and one photodiode for blue and one for red light sensing. Photodiodes sensitivity to wavelength is not 
used as is, so dyed filters are needed, which let only light of particular wavelength through. More up to date sensors have used stacked 
photodiodes which constitute one color element that gives colorimetric information [1] meaning one sensor pixel takes up surface as big as 
one photodiode. PD are made of semiconductor material such that light of different wavelengths can penetrate material to different depths, 
feature that can possibly be used in order to distinguish wavelengths using only one sensor element, as opposed to three commonly used 
in sensor manufacturing. Since photodiode response to different incident lights gives results that are not distinguishable enough, it is 
necessary to find a way to use the PD response to correctly determine incident lights wavelength. One probable way of obtaining distinct 
results is by switching between reverse and forward voltages applied on LED or PD under light stimulus [5-9]. Experiments have shown 
that PD photocurrent is different depending on light color as well as photo voltage amplitude and shape. In this paper, dependence of local 
derivative of PD response on different incident wavelengths has been assessed as well as response energy distribution in frequency 
domain. 
 
Experiment setup 

In order to obtain local derivative of PD response, circuit shown in fig. 1. has been designed, consisting of differentiator of first order 
and circuitry for obtaining PD response to incident light wavelength. Output from photodiode is directly transferred to differentiator over a 
capacitance C1 in order to get local derivative of response as the output voltage of operational amplifier.  

 
Fig. 1 Experiment setup. 

 
Light emitting diode used in experiment is Kingbright full color clear RGB diode with double blue diode and peak wavelengths 627 nm, 565 
nm and 430 nm for red, green and blue light respectively. Further characteristics of used light emitting diode are given in table 1. In this 
experiment single color responses have been analyzed as well as some color combinations with LED current set to 20 mA at most.  
Detector used in previous setup is Centronic photodiode suited for low light level applications throughout the spectral range of 430 nm to 
900 nm with high signal-to-noise ratio. It is operated in reverse mode to achieve lower capacitance and therefore higher sensitivity to 
incident light with –2V voltage applied. 
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Further characteristics of used detector and operational amplifier are given in table 2. Operational amplifier used in differentiator is 
integrated general purpose LM741 amplifier. 
 

Table 1. Light emitting diode factory characteristics. 
Parameter Red Green Blue 
Capacitance 15 [pF] 15 [pF] 65 [pF] 
Forward Voltage 2 [V] 2,2 [V] 4 [V] 
DC Forward Current 30 [mA] 25 [mA] 30 [mA] 
Reverse Voltage 5 [V] 5 [V] 5 [V] 
Reverse Current 10 [μA] 10 [μA] 10 [μA] 
Power Dissipation 105 [mW] 105 [mW] 105 [mW] 

 
Table 2. Detector and OpAmp factory characteristics. 

 Parameter Max. Rating 

P
D

 

DC Reverse Voltage 15 [pF] 
Peak Pulse Current 200 [mA] 
Peak DC Current 10 [mA] 

O
pA

m
p 

Supply Voltage 22 [V] 
Differential Input Voltage 30 [V] 
Input Voltage 15 [V] 
Input Bias Current 80 [nA] 
Input Resistance 2 [MΩ] 

Results 
 

Analysis of results obtained from differentiator has shown potential for distinguishing incident light color if local maximum is observed, 
fig 2. The biggest change in local derivative can be observed for blue incident light and smallest change for green light. Also, blue light in 
this particular measurement has local derivative maximum always above 0.028. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Incident lights first derivative distinction. Small interval around local maximum is shown. 
 
If unique value occurring at local maximum of first derivative of signal can be determined it would be possible to identify the incident light 
color. Experiments have shown that local extremes of first derivative of blue light display characteristic values that can be used to 
confidently differentiate this color from other wavelengths, fig. 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Incident lights first (gray) and second (black) derivative distinction. Blue light can be easily distinguished. 

 
As shown in fig. 3. local maximum of first or second derivative of detector response for blue light is 0.3 of higher and red or green light 
response first derivative local maximum is smaller than 0.2 for this particular measurement. Further experiment will include distinguishing 
local maximums depending on different input signal frequency as well as distinguishing green and red responses.  
 

Square waveform 
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For square input signal it has been noted that red light response has local maximum, when derived, larger than green light response 
maximum about two times or more. For example red light response for 100 kHz frequency and 0V constant voltage applied to detector has 
local maximum of 0.24 and green light in same conditions 0.014, fig. 4 (b). 

        
Fig. 4. Local derivative for red and green response with 100 kHz (a) and 10 kHz (b) input signal frequency and 0V/-2V applied to detector. 
 
If frequency of 10 kHz is applied to input signal results show a smaller difference between light color responses as shown in fig. 5 (a). 
Distinct difference between red and green light can be observed from spectrogram as shown in figure 6. It can be seen that highest energy 
distribution exists between frequency 5 and 125 Hz for red light and around 80 to 125 Hz for green light. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Spectrogram for red (a) and green (b) incident light and square input signal (first derivative), showing distinct energy distributions. 

Input frequency is 10 kHz and 0V is applied on detector. 
 

When entire signal of 600 points is observed it can be seen that every local maximum for red light response occurs at much higher level 
than for green light as can be seen in fig. 6. Also difference is noticeable for 10 kHz and 100 kHz frequency of input signal.  
 

 
Fig 6. Local derivative maximums of input signal for frequencies 10 kHz (a) and 100 kHz (b). Red light (gray) local maximum is higher than 

green light (black). On x axis is time [s]x10-5 and on y axis first derivative (dV/dt). 
 
There is a difference in derived response for different input signal frequency as well as if different voltage is applied to detector.  
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Fig. 7 Spectrogram for wavelengths 495nm, 550nm, 620nm. 

Spectrogram of all three light colors show difference when Hamming window of n/4 is used as shown in fig. 7. It can be seen that smallest 
energy distribution exists for red incident light and the largest for blue light. 
 

Triangle and sine waveform 
When triangle and sine waveforms are applied there is a difference present between local maximums of red and green responses, 

similar to those when square waveform is used. Figure 8. shows the difference between maximums when response is derived for sine and 
triangle waveform. 

 
Fig. 8. Sine and triangular input waveform for red (gray) and green (black) detector response. 

 
If spectrogram is constructed from first derivative of sine input signal it can be seen that energy distribution is distinctly different for red and 
green light, fig. 9, which can eventually be used towards distinguishing incident light color. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Spectrogram for red (a) and green (b) incident light and sine input signal (first derivative), showing distinct energy distributions. Input 

frequency is 10 kHz and 0V is applied on detector. 
 
Conclusion 

In order to obtain information about color of incident light without using color filters [1] a circuit with differentiator of first order can be 
constructed. If comparator is used it can trigger when local maximum of derived signal response exceeds particular value (to be 
determined for used electronic elements and setup) showing this way that particular wavelength has fallen onto the detectors active 
surface. Future work should include analyzing color combinations and attempting to place them within results obtained in this paper. 
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Abstract This paper presents a plan of technical solutions and design approach as well as the independent 
development of electric vehicle by converting the existing vehicle powered by internal combustion engine. 
Novelty in electric vehicles technology is the idea of using a photovoltaic film on the roof of the vehicle, 
whereby the produced energy would be used to extend the autonomy of the less demanding power supply 
systems of the vehicle. A special attention is paid to the development of a charging system as a distributed 
source of electrical energy. 

 
Introduction 
Considering the role of transportation in everyday life along with growing rates of fossil fuels, the number of vehicles with electric power 
drive is constantly increasing. In order to mitigate climate changes and global warming effects, the intention is to reduce greenhouse 
gasses emissions, to integrate renewable energy sources and to increase overall energy efficiency [1, 2]. Energy utilities all over the world 
are collaborating with many R&D teams to develop technologies, concepts and solutions that will gradually evaluate the electric energy 
power system into a vision usually known as a Smart Grid. Part of the solution and an important area of interest is the automotive sector [3], 
as a significant factor in overall consumption and pollution. 
The development of electric vehicles (EV) leads to three main types: a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle 
(PHEV) and a battery electric vehicle (BEV). The HEV and PHEV combine an internal combustion engine with an electric propulsion 
system. In the HEV charge of the batteries is maintained through the normal operation of the vehicle. The PHEV incorporates a separate 
battery system, which is charged from an external power source. As the BEV does not have a combustion engine, it relies solely on a 
battery system so it must be plugged into a charging source [4]. Majority of the EVs are PHEVs, which diminishes the motivation for further 
development of the BEVs as well as the related infrastructure such as charging stations. The batteries in the EVs have relatively short life 
expectancy, which renders them non-competitive in comparison with the conventional vehicles. On the other hand, increased use of the 
BEV has positive effect on the environment due to reduced CO2 emissions. In urban areas, along with the need to reduce harmful 
emissions and noise, the lack of parking space is very pronounced. A solution is to offer a small urban electric vehicle (UEV) with sufficient 
autonomy for urban purposes.  
The project described in this paper includes the conversion of the conventional vehicle to the BEV and the development of the charging 
system, as a part of an overall trend of the Smart Grid development. In the project a group of students and researchers from The 
Department of Power Systems, University of Rijeka - Faculty of Engineering, is involved.  
 
The urban electric vehicle project overview 
The idea of the project is development and deployment of technical solutions for conversion of the conventional vehicle with the internal 
combustion engine into the BEV. Also, the design, development and implementation of the charging system is planned. Novelty of the 
project is an innovative application of renewable energy sources (RES). A photovoltaic film on the roof of the vehicle would be an additional 
power source that can be used for less demanding power systems on the vehicle. The project is consistent with trends of reduced 
exploitation of the primary energy sources, increase of the energy efficiency and reducing the greenhouse gas emissions. The idea of 
development of the EV supports the EU goals to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by 20 %, to increase the energy efficiency by 20 % 
and to increase the share of RES to 20 %, by 2020. 
An important aspect of the project that is offers an opportunity for the students to take part in a research area in which many manufacturers 
direct their research and pilot projects. On the other hand, presentation of the results of the project to the subjects from industry opens a 
possibility of closer collaboration between experts from the real sector and researchers from the academia.  
The development of a charging system for the UEV, as a distributed source of electrical energy, is in line with the Smart Grid trends. 
Therefore the project is appropriate for application to the EU funds. In this way the funding sources could be assured for future generations 
of students to work on the EV topic. 
A long term goal of the project is to establish an interdisciplinary team including experts from industry and researchers from the academia, 
capable of prolonged research, development and implementation of new and innovative technologies for modern vehicles with electric 
power drive.  
 
Project organisational structure 
 
The students involved in the project are grouped in several interconnected teams, as follows:  

 
1) Electric drive team - regarding a chosen vehicle it is necessary to determine the rated output and the placement of the electric drive. 

The main criterion is total mass of the vehicle and its desired performances. 

2) Batteries team - it is necessary to collect as many information as possible about available batteries for EVs and then, based on the 
collected data, the batteries should be selected. The criteria are type of the electric drive, weight and capacity of the batteries, their 
charge rate and maximum number of charging cycles. 
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3) Charging system team - it has to find the optimal solution for the batteries recharging and solving the accompanying mechanical 

problems. The criteria for charging system are the batteries voltage and current during charging and electrical and mechanical 
protection. 

4) Regulation and control team - an optimal regulation of the chosen electric drive and the batteries in order to achieve the most efficient 
torque control has to be designed. It is necessary to choose the type of microcontrollers, to review programming characteristics as 
well as to examine the connection possibilities in order to monitor the parameters and diagnose failures. 

5) Mechanical team - this group must accomplish safe and secure connection of all the components according to current technical 
directives and standards. 

 

Organisational structure of the UEV project is given in Fig. 1, which presents the interconnections between the teams.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Organizational structure of the project teams 

 
The project plan is divided into several phases, as given in Fig. 2. 

	

	
Fig. 2. The Gantt chart of the UEV project 

 
 
Technical solutions 

 
Selection of the vehicle model  
Choosing a conventional vehicle for conversion into a vehicle with electric power drive is one of the starting points of the project. As the 
project is based mainly on the urban vehicle development, its dimensions and mass are some the most important factors. The mass of the 
vehicle affects selection of the rated output of the electric motor, capacity and weight of the battery, and the selection of the control system, 
all of which are important factors influencing the vehicle’s performance and its driving autonomy. Furthermore, it is necessary to define 
available space for electric propulsion system as well as to eliminate unnecessary parts and components of existing propulsion system 
with internal combustion engine. The power consumers that remain on the vehicle should be adjusted to the new system by making them 
as economical as possible in order to reduce the power consumption. As the optimal vehicle for the given UEV project, the model “Smart” 
is chosen. Fig. 3 illustrates possible placement of key parts of the new propulsion system [5].  
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Fig. 3. Possible placements of key parts of the new drive circuit 

 
Propulsion system  
In conversion of the conventional vehicle into the electric one, several types of drive circuits are possible. Differences between the types 
may be regarding the type of electric motor (DC, induction motor, synchronous motor with permanent magnets) or type and recharging of 
the batteries or the control system (depending on the type of controllers). Also, the financial plan and the purpose of the electric vehicle 
should be taken into account. Type of the selected electric motor is TEMA SPM132-1, which is a synchronous motor with permanent 
magnets. Rated power of the motor is 19 kW power with torque of 70 Nm.  
After preliminary actions of removing the internal combustion engine and accompanied equipment (fuel tank, exhaust system, cooling 
circuit), it is important to find an optimal solution for the electric motor placement along with all other components that are necessary for 
continuous drive. Fig. 4 presents the overall drive circuit. 
 

 
Fig. 4. The overall drive circuit  

 
Special attention must be paid to the construction of the electric motor‘s drive shaft with gearbox that stays incorporated in the vehicle 
owing to simplicity of the deployment. The project also includes complete system wiring, correct placement of the controllers and its cooling 
system, all according to the technical directives and standards. Apart from the drive circuit, it is important to mention the electric energy 
storage system. The major research in EV industry is aimed towards energy storage systems and in EV technology batteries have an 
important role. The battery weight per unit of stored energy is still large and creates additional problems for the EV industry. In the UEV 
project the batteries are placed in lower central part of the vehicle, which assures optimal weight distribution, correct mechanical protection 
and air flow that is necessary for cooling. The project will use the LiFePo batteries and expected autonomy is 90 km. 
 
Charging system 
Regarding the charging of the EVs, there are two basic concepts. The first approach, which is chosen for this project, is to build an 
infrastructure for charging/recharging the EV, while the second one supposes stations for the battery replacement, which has not become 
very popular owing to large investment costs. 
A technological concept of e-mobility, shown in Fig. 5. includes the following components: the EV, the EV supply equipment (EVSE), the 
charging station and the charging station control centre (CSCC).  
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Fig. 5. Technological concept of e-mobility  

 
Different EV manufacturers may specify different charging protocols for their EVs such as Mode 1, Mode 2, Mode 3 or Mode 4 charging. A 
summary of different modes of charging according to IEC 61851-1 is given as follows [4]:  

 Mode 1 charging relates to the connection of the EV to the a.c. supply network utilizing standardized socket-outlets not 
exceeding 16 A and not exceeding 250 V a.c. single-phase or 480 V a.c. three-phase, at the supply side, and using power and 
protective earth conductors.  

 Mode 2 charging relates to the connection of the EV to the a.c. supply network not exceeding 32 A and not exceeding 250 V a.c. 
single-phase or 480 V a.c. three-phase using standard sockets. In addition to power conductors and protective earth, these 
sockets add a control pilot function.  

 Mode 3 charging relates connection of the EV to the a.c. supply network utilizing the dedicated EVSE where the control pilot 
function extends to control equipment in the EVSE, permanently connected to the a.c. supply. 

 Mode 4 charging relates to the connection of the EV to the a.c. supply network utilizing an offboard charger where the control 
pilot function extends to equipment permanently connected to the a.c. supply. 

The Mode 1 and 2 charging are also known as standard, normal or slow charging. These modes are suitable for longer period of charging 
such as home or office charging. The Mode 3 supports slow and fast charging (depending on rated current) and it supposes the use of the 
special EVSE. The Mode 4 represents fast charging and it is chosen for the UEV project. Disadvantage of this mode is the fact that the 
vehicle can be charged only at the charging station. In order to alleviate the mentioned drawback, the idea is to implement the charging 
system into the vehicle. The chosen charging strategy supposes charging of the vehicle during the night when the power system load is at 
its minimum so the EV has the lowest impact on the distribution network. The advantages of the proposed concept are possibility of the 
network control, reducement of investments into the distribution network, optimal dispatching and minimization of charging time [6]. 
 
Integration of the renewable energy source  
 
The educational goal of this project is to support students in innovative thinking, especially in area of the RES. For this part of the project, 
the novelty is application of a photovoltaic film on the roof of the vehicle as an additional power source. The rated power and efficiency of 
the photovoltaic system would not be enough for recharging the batteries needed for the drive circuit. Therefore the system would be used 
as the secondary power supply system for the less demanding equipment such as the navigation system.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The automotive industry significantly contributes to the overall energy consumption. Regarding the rising trend of prices of the fossil fuels 
price and the activities to reduce greenhouse gasses emissions and pollution; there is an open challenge in development of the EVs. The 
paper proposes a small urban vehicle with the electric drive. The project overview and description of the proposed technical solutions can 
be a good starting point for research groups from academia to get involved in similar projects. 
In order to avoid dependency of the charging infrastructure, the charging system embedded with the vehicle is proposed. Novelty in the EV 
solution is the application of the RES in a form of the photovoltaic film on the roof of the vehicle. The photovoltaic system would be used as 
the additional power source for part of the equipment.  
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Abstract. The paper discusses the implementation of bioactive functionalization by chitosan of two fibre- 
formation polymers (a natural polymer: cellulose, a synthetic polymer: polyethylene terephthalate) which are 
most commonly used in most advanced sectors, such as packaging of food products, development of new 
medical materials and implants, etc.  
Chitosan was used for material functionalization, namely in the form of thin surface layers, by which new 
functional groups were integrated into the fibres. Most of these groups are responsible for fibre biological 
activity. Therefore, it is of vital importance to use the techniques which enable the analysis of superficial 
elementary composition (new functional groups) of functionalized materials. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the surfaces of functionalized fibre-forming materials by using the 
spectroscopic method ATR-FTIR and complementary Raman spectrophotometrics. Both techniques are 
useful for qualitative analysis of fibre functional groups.  
Until now both tehniques have not received enough attention and therefore are examined in details and 
streamlined for the use of fibre formation polymers with different structure and chemistry which are futher 
functionalized by biaoctive chitosan. 
The analysis of functionalized PET foils has shown that the chitosan film attaches to the underlying material 
only mechanically and/or by means of physical adsorpiton; on the other hand, no chitosan was detected on the 
cellulose fibres by both of the mentioned techniques.The reasons for the latest were discussed. 
 
 
Introduction 
Natural substances are very attractive for functionalization of polymers in order to introduce high –added value properties such as special 
bioactive properties.  
A special attention is paid to amino polysaccharides, including chitosan (Fig. 1), a chitin derivative, after cellulose the most abundant 
biopolymer on Earth. These polysaccharides contain amino groups which interact with the cell surface of pathogen microorganisms and in 
this way destroy them by several possible mechanisms [1]. Chitosan's positive charge, the degree of N-deacetylation, the mean 
polymerization degree and the nature of chemical modifications are the properties which strongly influence its antimicrobial effectiveness 
[2-4].   
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Schematic presentation of chitosan 
 
 
Chitosan has been approved as a food ingredient from FDA recently; therefore, the use of chitosan for new product development as well 
as natural antimicrobial agents would become more and more popular. Chitosan found several applications like coating for fibres in order 
to develop medical products, for development of biofilms on PET material, etc. 
However, for all of these applications it is extremely important to establish the appropriate methodology for characterisation of material 
specific functionality. This means that is essential to choose the appropriate methods for physico -chemical characterization of 
functionalised surfaces.  
Amongst them standard non-destructive methods are interesting for the determination of chemical composition of material surfaces. 
Those methods are XPS (X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy), infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR, ATR-IR) and Raman spectroscopy. FT-IR 
and Raman spectroscopic methods were mostly used for the characterization of biopolymers structure; such as for polysaccharides and 
proteins for medical application. It has been shown that longer that are macromolecules of biopolymers, the poorer is their conformation 
[5]. The result of solid material (such as cellulose or PET) functionalization by use of polysaccharides and proteins are new functional 
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groups attached to material surfaces. Our previous researches show that when ATR-FTIR is used for the determination of different typical 
functional groups after fibre functionalization processes, several problems appears regarding their detection as well as repeatability for 
signals typical for specific functional groups. This may be attributed to non-homogenous polysaccharides /proteins adsorption; to a low 
content of adsorbat on material surface (below the detection limit), to material structure, irregular preparation of samples for experiment 
(FT-IR analysis), etc. 
Thus, the purpose of this paper was to examine the surfaces of two different fibre-forming (cellulose and PET) materials functionalised by 
chitosan by using the spectroscopic methods ATR-FTIR and complementary Raman technique. Both techniques are useful for qualitative 
analysis of fibre functional groups. Until now both tehniques have not received enough attention and therefore are examined in details and 
streamlined for the use of fibre formation polymers which are functionalized by biaoctive polysaccharides. 
The analysis of functionalized PET plastic film has shown that the chitosan attaches to the underlying material only mechanically and/or by 
means of physical adsorpiton; on the other hand, no chitosan was detected on the cellulose fibres.The reasons for the later were 
discussed.  
 
Experimental 
 
ATR-FTIR 
ATR-FTIR was used to examine the influence of activation procedures onto chitosan adsorption. In this way surface chemical composition 
of PET foils was studied. The analysis was performed on a PerkinElmer Spectrum GX spectrometer, equipped with a diamond crystal ATR 
attachment. For all the measurements, only dry samples were used. The depth analysis was approximately 0.75 m. Spectra were 
recorded at 2 cm-1 spectral resolution within the range (4000 – 650) cm-1, using an average of 16 scans.  
 
Raman spectroscopy 
FT-Raman spectra were carried out using Perkin-Elmer spectrometer equipped with Nd:YAG laser source. Spectra were accumulated 
from 64 scans at a resolution of 4cm-1. An optical bench alignment was performed before each Raman measurements to ensure that the 
spectrometer was fine-tuned and the detector signal maximized. 
 
Results and discussion 
 
The cellulose viscose fibres were functionalised by high concetrated 1.5 % of chitosan solution. The spectra are shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig.2: FT-IR ATR spectrum of chitosan powder and chitosan film as references, cellulose viscose fibres coated by 1.5 % chitosan solution 
and washed until constant conductivity and the same fibres without final washing. 
 
 
The peaks at 1660 cm-1 and  1590 cm-1 are characteristically for chitosan and belongs to C=O in N-H groups, respectively. These two 
peaks are clearly seen for pure chitosan in the form of powder as well as form chitosan film structure (created from 1.5 % of chitosan 
solution). Mentioned peaks were not determined by pure-reference cellulose fibres as was expected due to cellulose structure, but 
unfortunately neither by viscose cellulose fibres functionalised by chitosan. It has to be mentioned that different chitosan concentrations as 
an adsorbat for fibres were prepared, fibres were dried at different conditions, grinded, prepared by KBr, but although we were not able to 

Typical signals of chitosan 
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optimise fibres or techniques in order to successfully detect typical peaks for chitosan adsorbed onto fibre surfaces. Complementary 
Raman technique did not give any of typical chitosan signals for functionalised fiber surfaces (Figure 3).     
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Fig. 3: RAMAN spectrum of untreated cellulose viscose fibres and viscose fibers functionalized with 1.5 % chitosan solution 
 
 
Analysis of functionalised cellulose viscose fibres by ATR-FTIR demonstrated that there were no detectable signals typical for chitosan. It 
is speculated that this is due to the covering of hydroxyl groups of original cellulose with amino groups of chitosan. The another reason my 
be in to low chitosan concentration onto fibre surface that may be under the detection limit. However, Raman technique showed the same; 
it is not possible to detect typical spectra of chitosan on fiber surface.  
 
When PET plastic films functionalised by chitosan were analysed by ATR FT-IR spectroscopy it is shown that chitosan was successfully 
distributed on their surfaces (Figure 4). This was proved by the presence of NH stretching peak in the area between 3300cm-1 and 3340 
cm-1. With appearance of amino peak, the CH wagging peak in the area between 2950 cm-1 and 3010 cm-1 has increased. As ATR-FTIR 
method detects functional groups down to the depth of 0.75 m the additional prove for successful impregnation is reduction of –C=O 
stretching peak in the area from 1630 cm-1 to 1720 cm-1. The thin chitosan film bounded to PET plastic foil was also seen by eyes. 
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Fig. 4: FT-IR ATR spectrum of chitosan, untreated amorphous PET and PET foils functionalised by 1.5 % of chitosan solutions 
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Conclusions 
 
It can be concluded that ATR-FTIR and Raman techniques are not suitable for detection of chitosan adsorbed onto viscose cellulose fibre 
surfaces. Due to the similar chemical structure of chitosan and cellulose typical spectra of both polymers are covered by each other which 
pointed out that both techniques are not suitable to analyse those kind of samples.  
By PET plastic foils both techniques are suitable for analysing the adsorption of chitosan onto PET surface. Typical  peaks that belongs to 
chitosan were detected onto PET plastic film surfaces. 
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Abstract. Conventional metal spinning is a complex flexible manufacturing process with high efficiency for 
small and single series of parts. Spinning also has a possibility of producing parts that could not be deep 
drawn. In this paper, single-pass conventional spinning process, with straight line roller trace, has been 
studied. Spinning has been taken as a rotational forming process that is not set out to change the wall 
thickness. Both, the blank and the formed product have roughly the same thickness. 
Flat disk has been formed by a spinning operation into a cylindrical shape. The used material was St14 steel. 
Theoretical and numerical analysis of metal spinning process has been discussed to investigate stressed 
state as well as forming force components. Finite Element (FE) simulation model was developed with the 
MSC MARC software. By comparing the forming force components of the experimental samples with the 
corresponding numerical results good agreements have been observed with the maximum error less than 
6%, while analytical error was more significant. 
 
Introduction 

Spin forming, often called spinning, is process of metal forming into various seamless, axisymmetric shapes. During process, 
forming is done by a combination of rotational motion and force. The equipment for spin forming is based on lathe technology with minor 
modifications. Basic setup requires a blank, mandrel and a tool. Starting workpiece is commonly circular blank of a flat sheet, metal disc, 
which is rotated at high speeds together with a mandrel. Also, sheet preforms can be used as starting workpiece in order to reduce 
forming stresses. 

During the process a blank is pressed against rotating mandrel with a rigid tool to form a shape of desired component. Tool is 
moved over mandrel from the centre of disc. Most commonly tools are various types of rollers controlled either manually or hydraulically. 
Typically, spinning is performed at room temperature. However, elevated temperature spinning is performed in case of components with 
thick section or alloys with low ductility. 

Spinning is used for shapes which are difficult to form economically with other techniques. It can be used to cost-effectively 
produce single or small amount of components out of expensive materials or large quantities of components out of low cost materials. 
The range of components include: bases, baskets, basins and bowls; bottoms for tanks, hoppers and kettles; canopies, caps and 
canisters; housing for blowers, fans, filters and fly-wheels; ladles, nozzles, orifices and tank outlets; pails, pans and pontoons; cones, 
covers and cups; cylinders and drums; funnels and horns; domes hemispheres and shells; rings, spun tubing and seamless shapes; 
vents, venturis and fan wheels. 
There are two distinct spinning methods, referred as conventional spinning or manual spinning and shear spinning or power spinning. In 
conventional spinning the resulting spun component will have a diameter smaller than a blank but will maintain a constant thickness, 
while in shear spinning roller not only bends the sheet against the mandrel, it also applies a downward force during movement resulting 
with stretching the material over mandrel. By doing so, the diameter of resulting spun component will remain equal, but the thickness of 
the component walls will be thinner. [1, 2] 

This paper is dealing with single-pass conventional spinning process, so thickness of spun component remains constant during 
process. Furthermore, it gives comparison of results obtain from analytical and numerical approach with experimental data. 
 
Conventional spinning process 

Conventional spinning process is done by pressing tool against circular metal disc which is rotated using a lathe spinning 
machine. There are various types of tools used during process, from numerous types of simpler tools to rollers with different shapes. 
Conventional spinning is usually carried out with only one roller. However, in cases when a high strength metal is spun, an undesirable 
single side load is generated. In such cases, two rollers, which are placed diametrically over each other, need to be employed to 
balance the applied loading. During forming there is no significant change in component thickness, so conventional spinning is 
essentially a shaping technique. 

Metal spinning can be executed with or without mandrel. The sheet preform is usually deformed over a mandrel with 
predetermined shape, but some simple shapes can be spun without it [3]. In most cases mandrel is a one-piece solid form with external 
shape same as component internal shape. For more complex parts, such as those with reentrant surfaces, multi-piece mandrel can be 
used. Because it does not experience much wear during forming, it can be made of wood or plastic. However, for large quantities of 
components or tight tolerances, metal mandrel is used. As the tool is applied locally on the workpiece, the total forming forces are 
reduced significantly compared to conventional press forming. This reduces the required load capacity and cost of the forming machine. 
Also, very simple tool design and usage of same tool for different parts production contributes to low process costs. In addition, spun 
component usually has a surface of sufficient quality so no additional machining is required and good mechanical characteristic of spun 
component can be achieved. 

Conventional spinning is only economical for low volume production.  
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Analytical approach 

Stress – strain state 
Modelling of spinning process is similar to process of deep drawing. Main difference is related to local plastic deformation zone 

that is created under the roller. For analysing of stressed state, workpiece is divided into several different zones at which different 
schemes of stresses occur (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Different schemes of stress state [4] 

During spinning process, blank is subjected to a combination of tension and compression. When the roller moves towards the 
edge of the blank, radial tensile as well as tangential compressive stresses are generated. The tensile stress produces a flow in the 
direction along the mandrel and causes thinning, which is balanced by the thickening effect due to the compressive stress. As a result of 
compressive stress, the material can be displaced towards the mandrel while maintaining almost constant thickness. Direction of the 
material flowing speed during deformation process is the same as the axial speed of pressed roller. 

At element wreath flat stress state is assumed due to absence of normal stress ( 0). From equilibrium equation and plastic 
flowing condition we get differential equation [4, 5] 

⋅ ⋅  (1) 

where is: 

 – Lode coefficient ( 1	to 2 √3⁄ , 

 – the average value of specific flow stress, 

 – current coordinate of wreath radius. 

Solving the equation for boundary conditions (absence of radial stress at the edge of blank) gives radial stressed component that 
incites plastic deformation at component wreath [4, 5] 

β ⋅ k ⋅ ln 	 (2) 

where  is current radius of the wreath. 

Due to flat stress state at wreath, tangential stress is obtained from plastic flow condition 

β ⋅ k ⋅ 1 ln . (3) 

During conventional spinning process maximum axial stress is generated almost at the beginning of process when the roller-sheet 
contact is established [2], and it is defined with combination of plastic deformation, bending and friction [4] 

, 1.1 ⋅ ⋅ ln ⋅
2

⋅  (4) 

where is: 

 – mandrel radius, 

 – blank thickness, 

 – roller roundness, 

 – coefficient of friction, 

 – bending angle. 

Radial stress component reaches a maximum at the end of process where the stress state is treated as flat because of absence 
of axial stress ( 0). Thereupon, equation for maximum radial stress can be obtain from plastic flow condition [4] 
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, ⋅ 	. (5) 

Accordingly simplified plane stress state is taken into account for tangential stress [4] 
 

, 2
1
2
⋅ 1.15 ⋅  (6) 

 

Tool forces 
Tool forces in spinning are conventionally resolved into three mutually perpendicular components: radial ( ), axial ( ) and 

tangential ( ), as shown in Figure 2. Kobayashi et al. 1961 [5] calculated the tool force by assuming uniform roller contact pressure. 
Radial and axial forces are estimated from the projected contact areas. However, these components show weak agreement with the 
experiments. Due to difficulty in finding the exact size of the three-dimensional contact area, empirical equations given by Jurkovic et al. 
[4] are used where geometry is defined by three process parameters; thickness, radius of roller and feed ratio. 

 
Figure 2: Tool forces in conventional spinning process 

 
The maximum force components are calculated as: 

, ⋅ ,  , 

, ⋅ ,  , 

, ⋅ ,  . 

(7) 

Where contact surfaces are given by expressions 

2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 	, 

2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 	, 

1
2
⋅ ⋅ 2 ⋅ ⋅ 	. 

(8) 

where is: 

 – roller diameter, 

 – roller feed ratio. 

 

 

 

Results 

Parameters used in calculations are extracted from [4] ( 50	mm, 30	mm, 215	MPa, 0.1, 50	mm, 
5	mm, 100	mm/min, 450	rpm). By analytical analysis of tool forces following results are obtained: 

, 	414	N , 

, 	366	N , 

, 				92	N . 
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Analytical results are compared to experimental results of one-pass conventional spinning given by Jurkovic et al. [4]. Percentage 
differences are shown in following table. 

 
Table 1: Analytical and experimental result comparation 

 Analytical Experimental Δ 

,  414 N 395 N 4.8 % 

,  366 N 358 N 2.2 % 

,  92 N 74 N 24.3 % 

 

Numerical analysis 

Recent studies are most commonly focused on shear spinning process, while one-pass conventional spinning have not had that 
much attention. 

MSC Mentat Marc was used to simulate the spinning process. Because of the symmetrical characteristic of component simplified 
finite element model was created using 2-D element type. Corresponding geometry and dimensions are shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Geometries and dimensions of the model 

 

Parameters used in simulation are given in following table. 

Table 2: Initial numerical parameters 

 1 mm blank thickness 

 100 mm initial blank diameter 

 60 mm mandrel diameter 

 50 mm roller diameter 

 5 mm roller roundness 

/  0.222 mm/rev roller feed ratio 

 0.1 coefficient of friction 

The flow curve for material St14 and tool feed rate are given with following diagrams. 
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a) b) 

Figure 4: a) St14 flow curve; b) tool feed rate 
 

Differences between numerical and experimental data are around 5.8 %. Distribution of resulting equivalent stress is given in 
Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Equivalent Von Mises Stress 

Conclusion 
For one-pass conventional spinning, significant deviations of tool forces are noticed comparing analytical results with experimental 

while corresponding numerical analysis shown good agreements. Observed disagreements in analytical approach are consequence of 
many nonlinear influence factors during process which are impossible to cover with simple analytical model. Therefore, assumptions are 
used such as uniform contact pressure, which additionally increases the error of the model. Due to assumptions and complicated 
contact conditions between roller and mandrel, finding the correct coefficient of friction and corresponding contact geometry is quite 
difficult to accomplish. Further work is required in order to predict tool forces with simple analytical model suitable for direct usage in the 
spinning industry. 
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Abstract: Under special conditions behaviour of some materials is time–dependent and is called viscoplastic 
behaviour. One of such time effects is creep and is defined as time dependent and permanent deformation 
when material is subjected to a constant load or stress. Circumstances under which the creep manifests 
suppose exposition to long period of load at high temperature regime. Creep is an undesirable phenomenon 
and often the limiting factor in the lifetime of the structure. This paper deals with finite element simulation of 
creep phenomenon in the pressure vessel. Simulation is carried out for two different kind of materials and for 
two different creep regime each. 

Introduction 

Pressure vessels belong to the energy applications which may involve viscoplastic conditions under their multiaxial stress state. The 
design specifications will dictate a limiting design strain that are of interest for design life. According to the specific and very complex 
material behaviour under high temperature environment, much time and effort has been expended to describe and predict creep failure. 

At elevated temperatures the life of the structure member may be severly limited even for loads less than design load. Namely, at 
such conditions inelastic strain may be produced in the material that increases with time.[1,2] 

Hence, the material is said to creep. This situation will occur in any metal subjected to a sustained load at a temperature slightly above 
its recrystallization temperature. Service applications, such as pressure vessels which operate under a multiaxial state of stress may be 
involved in mentioned conditions 

However, in design procedure analytical solutions are not efficient while long-time creep tests are very expensive. Because of the 
complex material behaviour under special environment conditions as well as geometrical modelling in present time according to high 
computer performances and possibilities of numerical modelling, finite element method is used.  

Therefore, the presented paper deals with the finite element modelling of viscoplastic material behaviour. On the basis of this 
numerical modelling as a very useful technique, the prediction of material behaviour in complex environment conditions can be obtained. 
The main goal is to determine the lifetime of a pressure vessel made of two different materials at two different temperatures. 
 

Creep modeling 

Typical creep curve of strain versus time at constant stress and constant temperature is shown in Fig. 1. [3,4] 
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Fig. 1. Typical creep curve at constant stress and constant temperature 
 

Upon application of the load there is an instantaneous deformation 0 and depending on stress level and temperature may include 
both elastic and plastic parts. Primary creep occurs first with a characteristic of continuously decreasing creep rate. For secondary creep 
stage the creep rate is constant. During the tertiary creep, the creep rate increase and this phase finishes with rupture of the structure. 
Secondary creep phase is of the greatest importance in engineering practise because it is the phase of the longest duration and lifetime of 
the structures are mostly shorter than this phase. 
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Creep material behaviour can be modeled acording to  Eq. (1), 

2εij
‘‘ = 2εij

‘ - 1εij
c.                                                                       (1) 

            

Creep deformation increment can be calculated as in Eq. (2): 

εij
c = 1k 1Sij ,                          (2) 

while 1Sij is deviatoric stress tensor in configuration C1 and εij
c denotes creep deformation tensor. Factor k is defined as: 

 
 1 1 11.5 ,ck t                                                 (3) 

 

with c  and   as effective creep strain rate and effective stress. In the case of creep configurations C1 and C2 are real time 
configurations, and time increment t represents the real time passed during the element movement from configuration C1 to configuration 

C2. Effective creep strain rate c  from  Eq. (3)   can be obtained according to Norton power creep law as in Eq (4), 

 
c nK                        (4) 

where K and n are Norton material constants. 

Modeling of the pressure vessel 

Fig 2. shows the dimensions of the analyzed pressure vessel. The pressure vessel contains compressed gas and  should be designed 
according to the norms HRN M.E2.251, M.E2.252, M.E2.253, M.E2.254, M.E2.256, M.E0.021 [5]. The head wall has a torispherical shape 
and no additional reinforcements of the head wall are necessary.  

 
Fig. 2. Dimensions of the pressure vessel 

 
The geometry of the pressure vessel was modeled in Catia V5R19. The model was simplified in the way that unimportant parts like 

flanges, pipes or supporting legs which don't undergo significant deformation were excluded.  The obtained surface geometry was 
imported into FEMAP with NX Nastran software and discretized by the triangular plate elements. The model was meshed with 19342  
elements.  

Boundary conditions for the model were radial displacements obtained at relevant positions by global analysis. For further analysis, 
maximal radial displacement on node 6457 was selected, as shown in Fig. 3. The given boundary condition is that maximal radial 
displacement on the relevant node 6457 doesn't exceed 1mm after 2500 hours (approximately 100 day) under given operating conditions 
like pressure and temperature. 

The pressure vessels was modeled with two wall thickness (t = 5mm and t = 6mm) and two different pressure each ( p = 0,5 MPa and 
p =0,6 MPa). The thickness of the torispheric head is t = 10 mm. Beside that,  two different composition carbon are use steels ( material A 
and material B) and for first carbon steel two different temperatures are used. Norton power creep law is adopted with following constants 
[6] 

 
1) material A - carbon steel (0.15 C, 0.50 Mn, 0.23 Si) at 538 °C: n = 3.05, K = 0,12·10-13 [10 mm2/N]n·h-1;  
2) material A - carbon steel (0.15 C, 0.50 Mn, 0.23 Si) at 649 °C: n = 2.85, K = 0,16·10-10 [10 mm2/N]n·h-1; 
3) material B - carbon steel (0.43 C, 0.68 Mn, 0.20 Si) at 649 °C: n = 1.70, K = 0,12·10-8  [10 mm2/N]n·h-1. 
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Analysis were held for three different cases: 

1) material A at 649 °C with wall thicknesses of  t = 5 mm and t = 6 mm and pressures p = 0,5 MPa and p = 0,6 MPa each; 
2) material A and B at 649 °C with wall thickness of  t = 6 mm and pressure  p = 0,6 MPa; 
3) material A at 538 °C and 649°C with wall thickness of  t = 6 mm and pressure  p = 0,6 MPa; 

 

 

Fig. 3. Finite element model of the pressure vessel 

Upon creation of the model, the NX Nastran solver was used for calculations.The analysis of a designed model should determine the 
minimal allowable wall thickness and maximal allowable operating pressure for safe operating at elevated temperatures. 

Results 

The first analysis was held for material A at 649 °C with wall thicknesses,  t = 5 mm and t = 6 mm and pressures, p = 0,5 MPa and             
p = 0,6 MPa each. The obtained results are given in Fig. 4. The results shows that the allowed maximal displacement of 1 mm will be 
exceed only for the combination of wall thickness, t = 5 mm and pressure p = 0,6 MPa. This will happen after approximately 1600 hours. All 
the other cases don’t exceed the boundary condition. 

 
Fig. 4. Creep curves for material A under 4 differnt operating conditions 

The second analysis was held for material A and B at 649 °C with wall thickness, t = 6 mm and pressure p = 0,6 MPa. Fig. 5. (left) 
shows very similar results for these two carbon steels at the same temperatures. Material B is slightly more resistant to creep and shows 
smaller displacement after 2500 h. Hence, both materials won’t exceed the boundary condition and the maximal radial displacement is 
smaller than 1mm after 2500 hours under given operating conditions. 

 

Node 6457 
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Fig. 5. Creep curves for material A and B at same temperature (left); creep curves for material A at two different temperatures (right) 

The third  analysis was held for material A at temperatures of 538 °C and 649 °C. The creep curves in Fig. 5. (right) show negligible 
increase of displacement at temperature of 538 °C. Significant displacements at these temperature occur after 25000 hours. Displacement 
growth rate is much faster at higher temperatures, which is visible for the same material at 649 °C. Even though, the maximal allowed 
displacement of 1 mm after 2500 hours is not exceeded. 

Conclusion 

This paper presents a numerical procedure of significant importance in special design field. In this case, a procedure for numerical 
analysis of pressure vessels under creep regime was presented. Presented procedures can be easily adopted for the analysis of different 
pressure vessel geometries or operating parameters. 

Many conclusions can be obtained from the given results. For example, relatively small changes in temperature can significantly 
change creep resistance. Furthermore, every single material (in this case carbon steel) acts different under creep regime.  This is the 
reasons why various experiments are held to determine creep law parameters like Norton power law parameters presented in this paper. 
The measured parameters enables an incorporation of material properties with creep power laws in a numerical model and a precise 
prediction of structures lifetime under creep regime. 
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Abstract. This paper present finite element simulation of laminated composite plate under extensional 
loading conditions. Simulation is carried out using composite plate finite element. The structural model 
includes extensional-bending coupling and the effect of torsional-bending coupling. In the numerical analysis 
a square composite plate is assumed to experience an extensional loading and different ply orientation. The 
obtained results for deformed shapes are mutually compared. 
 
Introduction 
        Designers have more freedom when they using composite material than other regular materials, because with composites can 
easilly satisfy they mandatory assigments, like using the right fiber or flakes and match them with a choice of different ceramics, resins 
or metals. The importance of fibre reinforced composite related products cannot be denied in today’s world. Their high strength and 
stiffness to weight ratios results in weight saving, so they can replace the traditional materials in many industries such as automotive, 
aerospace, marine and architectural structures [1,2] .The structural behaviours of fibre composite laminates varies with considered 
combination of laminate parameters such as sequence of lamina angels, number of layers, etc. 
 
Macromechanics analysis of laminate properties 

        It is always essential to have a good understanding of the basic equations ruling the laminate performance. The basic laminate 
equations are presented in the following items. Stress-strain relationships for composites are defined below:  

∙                    (1) 
where  is the lamina stiffness. The stiffness matrix for plane stress is called reduced stiffness matrix, where, =1,2 and 6: 
 

		 		 	

		 		 	

		 		 	

	
	

0
	

	 	
0

0 0

                                                                                         (2) 

	 	 	 0,  for pricipal fiber directions. 
 
Lamina Stress-Strain relationships 

        A laminate is composed of unidirectionally reinforced  lamina oriented in various directions. The elastic stress-strain relations of the 
lamina are expressed in matrix form. With 	in the fiber direction,  transverse to the fibers in the plane of the lamina, and  normal to 
the plane of the lamina, these material properties define the lamina properties [3, 4]: 

						 ∗      	 ∗ 
         =    ∗                  ∗                              (3) 

					 ∗                                   ∗  

Where E represents Young's modulus of elasticity,  is Poisson's ratio, G is shear modulus, L is longitudinal, T is transverse, and * 
represents the effective properties. The lamina, at this point, are treated as homogeneous, effective,  transversely isotropic materials, 
and the strains aren't written with overbars.  
Taking into account symmetry relations: 

                                                                                                                                      (4)                          

follows: 
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        (5) 
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It is best in the analysis of laminates to use engineering shear strains rather than tensor shear strains. For plane stress state of lamina it 
is: 0	so Eq 5.  reduces to: 
 

2
=

0

0

0 0

=           (6) 

 
and thus the state of stress and strain is determined.  
The reduced stiffness and compliance matrices relate stresses and strains in the principal material directions of the material. To define 
the material response in directions other than these material coordinates, transformation relations must be developed for the material 
stiffnesses. In Fig. 1, two sets of coordinate systems are shown. The 1-2 coordinate system corresponds to the principal material 
directions for a lamina, while the x-y coordinates are arbitrary and are related to the 1-2 coordinates through a rotation about the axis 
out of the plane of the figure. The angle, θ, is defined as the rotation from the arbitrary x-y system to the material 1-2 system (θ is 
positive for a counterclockwise rotation) 
  

 
Fig. 1 Coordinate systems; 1, 2, principal material coordinates; x, y, laminate or arbitrary coordinates 

 
The transformation of stresses from the 1-2 system to the x-y system follows the rules for transformation of tensor components. Thus: 
 

2
2          (7) 

 
where m= cos θ and n= sin θ. In these relations, the subscripts x and y are used to refer to the laminate coordinate system. 
 
Stress and moment resultants 

        Usually we use stress and moment resultants in plate theory, to develop a general load, strain, curvature relationship. Fig. 2 show 
plate forces N and moments M. 

 
Fig. 2 Plate forces and moments 

 
Matrix form relation that explanes plate behaviour is: 

			

	 			

        (8) 

 A, B and D terms make up the laminate stiffness matrix,  is the mid-plane strains and  is curvatures. The terms of the stiffness matrix 
are: 
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∑ ; 					 ∑ ; 				 ∑     (9) 

so called: A - extensional stiffness, B - coupling stiffness and D – bending stiffness [3, 5]. 

In expresions above  =  rotated into material coordinates from principal coordinate directions.  

The differences in z represent individual ply thicknesses, as seen in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3 Laminate construction 

K is the total number of plies,  is defined in fig.1 and superscript i denotes a property of the i-th ply.	  is equal to the ply 
thickness. Coupling stiffness matrix B relate bending strains with normal stress, twisting strains to normal stresses and also shear 
strains to bending stresses [2, 6]. If the laminate is symetric, then the Bij terms will be the same for each mirrored ply above and below 
the midplane, with the exception of sign of the (hk+hk-1)/2 term being negative if it is below the midplane (-z) and positive if it is above the 
midplane (+z). Thus, when summed, the result will be zero for all Bij. 
 
Example of analysis of laminate plate 

       In this section is showed how laminate plate is behave upon extensional loading over the plate edge.  Three diferent stacking 
sequences of ply orientations are considered  0/90 , 0/90/0/90 	and	 45/0/45/0 . Laminate plates are from carbon/epoxy material 
with material moduli: E1=1.55x10 Pa	,	E2=1.21x10 Pa , 0.248, G12=4.4x10 . Dimensions are 1000 x 1000 mm with overall 
thickness of 0.5mm. Material is observed as orthotropic and during analysis is used 2d orthotropic elements. Due to the simetry only 
one half of laminate is modeled. There is no restrains except in the middle, to prevent displacement of laminate plate as a rigid body 
during analysis.  
Figures below show the plate deformed shapes for some laminate cases.  
 

 
Fig. 4 Deformed shape for 0/90  laminate plate 
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Fig 5. Deformed shape for 0/90/0/90 laminate plate 

 

 
Fig 6. Deformed shape for 45/0/45/0  laminate plate 

 
Conclusion 

The paper presents the influence of laminate layer distribution on the deformation of the laminate plate exposed to extensional load. 
Deformations obtained for the different orientation of laminate layers were compared with the panel deformations of isotropic material. 
From the previous figures is clearly seen an deformed shape of laminate plate during activity of different loading. Through the 
curvatures of deformed edges of laminated plates for some cases of ply orientation it is clearly discernible extensional-bending coupling 
as well as shear-bending coupling as it was expected by laminate theory exposed in the previous section. Such a offten unwanted 
deformation like that can be avoid by proper arrangement of layer orientation as shown in the case of symetric laminate. 
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Abstract. Search-based software engineering is a novel and an emerging area of software engineering. It 
consists of search-based optimization algorithms used in various problem solving applications. Although 
search-based software engineering is becoming used in almost every area of software engineering, there are 
still areas that exploit its advantages less often than others. This paper presents how to use the search-based 
software engineering algorithms and which problem domains can they be used upon. It also explores a 
potential scope of further research within the area itself. 
 
 
Introduction 

Usage of search-based optimization algorithms in software engineering is an emerging and separate area of software engineering, 
called the search-based software engineering (SBSE). It is present in all sorts of optimization or multi-objective problems and every study 
indicates the advantages of solving a problem with such algorithms [1]. Many software engineering problems have too many possible 
solutions to a problem in their search space for the exhaustive search to finish in reasonable time. Sometimes it is sufficient to find one 
optimal solution or a “near optimal” solution to a problem [2]. In both cases, search-based optimization algorithms, often referred to as 
heuristic algorithms, may find its use in efficiently solving a problem or offering an insight into the range of possible solutions. 

This paper presents an overview of current research in search-based software engineering and explores the potential scope of 
further research in the area. The next section describes the heuristic algorithms, along with requirements for their usage, general steps 
that are common to every algorithm, division of algorithms and the most often used ones. The following section presents a scope of some 
of the current research in the search-based software engineering area and the final section gives the conclusion. 
 
 
Heuristic algorithms 

Heuristic algorithms are a large group of search-based optimization algorithms. They originate from the desire to speed up the 
process of exhaustive search, which are too slow when dealing with problems with wide range of possible solutions. The simplest definition 
which presents the essence of heuristic algorithms is “proceeding by trial and error”, found in Oxford Reference Dictionary. Every heuristic 
algorithm employs some degree of randomness into the optimization procedure and skips a great deal of possible solutions in its search 
for an optimal one [3]. 

 
Requirements 
There are two key requirements for using search-based optimization algorithms: search space and fitness function. The search 

space can be defined as n-dimensional space where an object of optimization can be found, where n represents the number of variable 
parameters that define the object. The larger the search space is, the greater is the need for search-based optimization algorithm usage. 
The fitness function is a quantitative measure of the object’s quality. It is the basis for comparison of different variations of the object, i.e. 
the candidate solutions we examine during optimization and it leads the search to an optimal or near optimal solution. The fitness function 
shows great flexibility, because it is defined according to the problem one is trying to analyze. This is the reason why search-based 
algorithms are applicable in various problem domains, covering all parts of software product life cycle. 

 
General procedure 
There are four general steps common to any heuristic algorithm, presented in figure 1. The initialization is the first phase of each 

heuristic algorithm and it is the only one that occurs without repeating. Most often, it involves random choice of initial candidate solution. 
Depending on the algorithm, it may be a single solution or a set of solutions. After initializing the iterative search for an optimal solution, the 
iterative search procedure may begin. First, the quality of a candidate solution needs to be checked and the fitness function, a key factor of 
any heuristic algorithm, comes into place. The modification of the candidate solution with the goal to find an optimal one is the second step 
of iterative search. Usually, the modification phase slightly changes the previously selected candidate solution and looks for neighboring 
solutions in the search space. Slightly changing the candidate solution means incrementing or decrementing the values of parameters that 
describe that candidate solution. The decision is the fourth step of the whole process, but the third step of iterative search process and it 
depends on the algorithm we choose to implement. 
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Fig. 1 Heuristic algorithm general steps 
 
There are several reasons for an algorithm to stop the search. If the fitness function presents a well known parameter, the domain 

experts may be able to define a fitness function threshold that presents a solution that is good enough for their specific task. If the algorithm 
does not have such a stopping criteria, some algorithms stop after determining they are unable to find a better solution that the one they 
had already found. Either way, every algorithm must have a maximum number of iterations that prevents the algorithm from turning into an 
endless loop since the search is mostly random and does not keep track of previously examined solutions.  

 
Most common algorithms 
According to some differences in the previously explained general steps, the heuristic algorithms may be divided into following 

groups: 
1. Single-State Methods and Population Methods 

2. Local Search Methods and Global Search Methods 

The single-state methods examine only one candidate solution at a time, while population methods use a larger set of candidate 
solution at each step of the search procedure. Using a set of solutions gives additional ways to modify the candidate solutions, often 
inspired from nature. This can be noticed in the mere names of algorithms like genetic algorithms, ant colony or swarm optimization. The 
second division refers to the performance of the algorithm. Local search methods look for an optimal solution on a local level, which can 
trap them in a local optimum. Global search methods, on the other hand, avoid local optimum traps and perform the search on a global 
level. An obvious question why would anyone use a single state local search method, with such obvious limitations and flaws may arise 
from the division we presented. The answer to that question is in the ever present trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness. 

Heuristic algorithms, as a part of search-based software engineering, found its usage across all the stages of software product life 
cycle, from requirements to testing. The most common algorithms are genetic algorithms, genetic programming, hill climbing and 
simulated annealing [4]. Genetic algorithms are a group of population based, global search methods, inspired by nature. The modification 
phase of these algorithms involves gene mutation and recombination from the fittest parents with the goal to find even fitter offspring. Hill 
climbing and simulated annealing, on the other hand, are representatives of single state, local search methods. Hill climbing is inspired by 
climbers will to always go up the hill each step of the way, meaning it will choose a better solution each time there is one in the 
neighborhood. Simulated annealing found inspiration in metallurgy and unlike hill climbing, it can sometimes choose an inferior solution 
before next modification phase. 

 
 

Search-based software engineering usage  
SBSE is a widespread group of optimization techniques that found usage in almost every stage of software product lifecycle. 

However, there are still software engineering areas that exploit its benefits much more often than others, like software testing [5]. Here are 
some applications of SBSE in most recent studies:  

 Solving the next release problem [5]–[7] 
 Automatic software repair problem [8]–[13] 
 Test data optimization problem [14]–[18] 
 Generating higher order mutants [19], [20] 
 Other multi-objective problems in software engineering [21], [22] 
 
Next Release Problem 
The next release problem is a multi-objective problem which requirements should appear in the next release of a software product. 

The task of SBSE is to choose a small subset among all possible requirements in order to satisfy as many stake-holders or customers as 
possible and to minimize the cost at the same time. Solving the next release problem is difficult and often has so many combinations of 
solutions that it becomes practically impossible to solve manually. Using SBSE does not give a specific answer to that problem but instead 
gives a range of equally good, near optimal solutions. That provides a valuable and necessary support for the decision maker. Zhang et al. 
[6] used search-based optimization techniques to automate the search for optimal or near optimal allocations of requirements that balance 
competing stake holder objectives in next release problem. NSGAII and two-archive algorithm were compared in performance and the 
two-archive algorithm proved to the better one. Durillo et al. [5] analyzed which features to include in the next release of product in order to 
satisfy as many customers as possible with minimal cost using 3 multi-objective metaheuristics. NSGA-II was used as a reference 
algorithm in the field of multi objective optimization, MOCell because it outperformed NSGA-II in several studies and PAES as one of the 
simplest techniques. The results showed that NSGA-II finds the highest number of optimal solutions, MOCell finds the widest range of 
different solutions and PAES was fastest but worst, as expected. Finkelstein et al. [7] made a proposition that each notion of fairness in 
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next release problem should form an objective in multi-objective, pareto optimal SBSE setting. Comparing the NSGA-II and the 
two-archive algorithm, the results showed that they performed equally well with random data sets, while NSGA-II performed better with 
real data set obtained from Motorola. 

 
Automatic Software Repair 
Fixing bugs is a difficult and time-consuming manual process and some reports say software maintenance usually consumes about 

90% of all costs after delivery of a product. An efficient, fully automated technique for repairing program defects could, therefore, alleviate 
that heavy burden. The idea of using SBSE in automatic software repair is actually rather simple but efficient. First task is to locate the 
region of the program relevant to an error. An SBSE algorithm is then used to produce simple changes along the path where the fault lies, 
trying to eliminate the fault and maintain the functionality of original program at the same time. Weimer et al. [8] used genetic programming 
for software repair phase in fully automated method for locating and repairing bugs in software. Fast et al. [9] used genetic programming in 
automated program repairing as well, but their focus was in improving fitness-function which resulted in efficiency improvement of 81%. 
Forrest et al. [10] combined genetic programming with program analysis methods to repair bugs in the off-the-shelf legacy C programs and 
managed to repair all of 11 programs they used. Schulte et al. [11] explored the advantages of assembly-level repair using evolutionary 
computing in automated program repair problem. Having all the advantages of assembly level approach over source code level approach, 
they obtained nearly as efficient results as at source code level. Nguyen et al. [12] successfully used genetic programming approach to 
automate repairing program bugs in existing software with average running time from half a second to ten minutes. Weimer et al. [13] also 
successfully used genetic programming in automatic bug repair in off-the-shelf legacy C programs combining program analysis methods 
with evolutionary computing. Their approach requires 1428 seconds and 3903 fitness evaluations per constructing a repair on average. All 
of these promising results indicate SBSE being the proper choice for automated software repair. 

 
Test Data Optimization 
Test data generation, regeneration and minimization are three different approaches to test data optimization problem. They tend to 

identify near optimal test sets in reasonable time using Evolutionary testing, a sub-field of SBSE techniques, often called Search-based 
Testing. Test data generation begins from scratch, regeneration uses the pre-existing test data as a starting point and test suite 
minimization tends to identify and remove redundant test cases.  

The problem how to test something that reacts in different manner to the same test input over time can be found when dealing with 
autonomous agents. Nguyen et al. [14] proposed a solution to that problem and used evolutionary optimization to generate demanding test 
cases for such autonomous agents that produce different output to the same input, due to increasing knowledge for example. NSGA-II 
algorithm as a fast multi-objective genetic algorithm that in other studies proved to be better in finding widely spread solutions and with 
better convergence to the optimum compared to other algorithms was used in their study. Harman and McMinn [15] analyzed which type 
of search is best for structural test data generation problem. They used evolutionary testing as a global search algorithm, hill climbing as a 
local and a hybrid memetic algorithm for that purpose. Their suspicion proved to be correct and the results showed that hybrid approach, 
in terms of coverage, is capable of best overall performance. McMinn et al. [16] also compared evolutionary testing as a global search 
algorithm, hill climbing as a local search and a hybrid memetic algorithm in search-based structural test data generation problem, but with 
the improvement of irrelevant input variable removal (INVR). The results expectedly showed that all search algorithms are more successful 
and cover more branches with INVR and that memetic algorithm is the most prolific technique at successfully finding significance with and 
without INVR.  

There are many testing scenarios in which a tester may already have some pre-existing test cases. They could have been created by 
tester, based on his experience, expertise and domain knowledge, by developer or they may be present from regression testing of 
previous version of product. In order to exploit the effort and knowledge put together to form this test cases, Yoo and Harman [17] 
proposed using pre-existing test data as a starting point in search-based test data generation, making it a regeneration process. They used 
hill climbing without random initialization, but with random-first-ascent and pre-existing test data. The results were promising, indicating the 
proposed approach can be up to two orders of magnitude more efficient, achieve higher structural coverage and equal component level of 
mutation score with much lower cost compared to a state-of-the-art search-based testing technique.  

Test suite minimization can prove to be very important in strict time limits, often given in regression testing. Regression testing has to 
guarantee that the recent changes in a program do not interfere with its functionality. Due to ever growing test suite, it is prohibitively 
expensive to execute the entire test suite. Yoo and Harman [18] analyzed the hybrid algorithm that combines the efficient approximation of 
the greedy algorithm with the capability of population based genetic algorithm for pareto efficient multi-objective test suite minimization. 
They found greedy algorithm may provide a good approximation of pareto front in smaller software products, but for larger products, the 
usage of HNSGA-II is suggested due to more precise test suite minimization. 

 
Higher Order Mutation Generation 
It is said that 90% of faults which survived the testing procedure have to be complex ones. In order to reduce their number, we need to 

learn more about them. Higher order mutants (HOMs) are deliberately faulty programs used in software testing process. The order of 
mutant reflects the number of injected faults into the original program. Finding higher order mutants that create subtle and complex faults 
and sometimes practically mask one another helps us locating this hazardous combination of otherwise harmless faults when they exist 
separately. Such HOMs are more difficult to find with simple test cases and there lies a possible usage of HOMs - to find better test cases. 

Jia and Harman [19] compared the performance of 3 algorithms for finding optimal HOMs: greedy algorithm, genetic algorithm and hill 
climbing algorithm. The results showed that genetic algorithm performed best because it finds most subsuming HOMs, hill climbing always 
finds the highest fitness HOMs and greedy algorithm finds the highest order HOMs. What makes their findings questionable is the fact that 
random search found more HOMs that greedy algorithm and hill climbing. Langdon et al. [20] explored the usage of multi-objective pareto 
optimal approach with Monte Carlo sampling, NSGA-II genetic algorithm and genetic programming to search for higher order mutants 
which are both harder to kill and more realistic. They found their higher order genetic programming mutation testing approach able to find 
even such simple faults that in combination mask each other and therefore form complex faults very difficult to detect. 

 
Other Multi-Objective Problems in Software Engineering 
Besides next release problem, there are many more problems which involve incomparable and often opposite multiple objectives in 

software engineering. A well known and highly important and challenging problem in software engineering is the one that requires high 
degree of cohesion and low degree of coupling for a good module structure. This problem is even more intensified as software evolves and 
its modular structure tends to degrade. Praditwong et al. [21] compared automated techniques for suggesting software clustering, 
delimiting boundaries between modules that maximize cohesion and minimize coupling. They used hill climbing as a single-objective 
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algorithm and two-archive algorithm as a multi-objective with 2 different approaches: the maximizing cluster approach (MCA) and 
equal-size cluster approach (ECA). The results indicated that ECA is superior to MCA and hill climbing in this task.  

Many other multi-objective, but completely different problems in software engineering can be found in software engineering 
management. Project managers often do not understand the complex optimization techniques and they do not need to, in order to benefit 
from them. It is important to provide them with tool they can easily give input to and to obtain visually acceptable output that can help them 
in making important decisions. One such problem was analyzed by Di Penta et al. [22] where they used 3 metaheuristics in staff and task 
allocation with the objective to minimize the completion time and reduce schedule fragmentation. They compared the performance of 
NSGA-II, stochastic hill climbing and simulated annealing as most widely used SBSE techniques that appear in 80% publications. The 
results were compared in single objective optimization approach where simulated annealing was the best algorithm. 
 
 
Conclusion 

Unlike other engineering disciplines where search-based algorithms found application in, software engineering is the only discipline 
whose artifacts are solely virtual. The mere lack of possible simulations or models which can represent and optimize its artifacts makes 
SBSE and used fitness function the closest thing to an artifact. This property makes SBSE very attractive and potentially beneficial field. 
Search-based algorithms are attractive in software engineering also due to the fact that the data in software engineering are often 
inaccurate, over dispersed and incomplete, making some traditional optimization techniques inappropriate. 

Software testing exploited the search-based algorithms more than any other software engineering field. We showed the basic 
requirements and potential application for these algorithms in other optimization or multi-objective problems from various software 
engineering areas. Besides making use of obviously beneficial algorithms in other unexplored areas, there is also work to be done with the 
algorithms themselves. The emerging hybrid algorithms show very promising results and offer a potential scope for future research. To 
sum up, the potential of using SBSE is vast and still needs to be explored more thoroughly. 
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Abstract.  Autonomous Province of Vojvodina with typical geological characteristics of a plain and high quality 
soil is the main agricultural potential of Republic of Serbia. Agricultural sector of farming is one of the 
interesting segments as an emerging challenge for waste management sector also it is a large emerging 
resource for biogas production. Although statistically AP Vojvodina contributes in 17% in Republic’s animal 
farming activities it has a real potential for utilization of produced manure as primary resource for production of 
biogas and reaching energy independence of small to medium animal farms. This paper is representing the 
research of small to medium scale anaerobic digesters for manure development potential in Vojvodina region 
whit purpose of biogas production. As the previous studies show the greatest potential for biogas production 
has poultry manure but also has a very low production rate and it will not be considered here. The focus of this 
paper will be pig and cattle manure as material for biogas production in mesophilic anaerobic digestion 
process, which in case of farming structure of Vojvodina region represents 87%. The paper will show 
statistical, technical and engineering, planning and designer data for development of small to medium plant for 
mesophilic anaerobic digestion of manure in AP Vojvodina. 
 
Introduction 

AP Vojvodina has a great potential for agricultural activities, plant and animal farming. Animal farming in Vojvodina region has 
potential to be one of great producer of primary material for biogas production and co-generation of heat and energy. Livestock farming is 
the most intensive agricultural production and has multiple significance for both producers and consumers. Accordingly, in almost all 
projections of agricultural production in AP Vojvodina it is set as a goal to increase the share of livestock production to 60% of total 
agricultural production, instead of 25-35% which is level today.  [1]  

According to curent situation in region, small to medium farms represent the largest share of total number of farms. Therefore this 
paper will present the digesters for this category of farms in order to achive certain level of independence in the supply of electricuty and 
heat. Digestors are also proven as a successful means of disposal and treatment of waste and wastewater.  

 
Table 1. Structure of farms and biogas yield potential in AP Vojvodina [1, 2] 

 

Animal sort Number 
Farm structure 
(cattle number) 

Potential biogas 
yields [m3/y] 

Cattle 220 000 To 5 animals 1 341 

Pigs 1 289 000 
From 5 to 10 
animals 

1 341 – 2 682 

Goats and 
sheep 

272 000 
From 10 to 15 
animals 

2 682 – 4 023 

Horses 5 000 
From 15 to 50 
animals 

4 023 – 13 410 

 
Anaerobic digestion  

Anaerobic digestion is the natural breakdown of organic materials into biogas and compost.  This takes place naturally, or in an 
anaerobic digester. Anaerobic digestion is a series of processes in which microorganisms break down biodegradable material in the 
absence of gaseous oxygen. It is widely used to treat wastewater sludge and organic wastes because it provides volume and mass 
reduction of the input material. Anaerobic digestion is a renewable energy source because the process produces a methane rich biogas 
suitable for energy production helping replace fossil fuels. [3]  

Careful control of the digestion temperature, pH, redox potential and loading rates is crucial to obtain efficient breakdown of the 
material, disturbances to a digest can lead to process failure. Ensuring that the quality and quantity of input materials to the digesters are 
maintained and that the process effectively monitored is essential for ensuring that a digester's performance is reliable.  

There are 3 different anaerobic digestion processes which defer in temperature range and microorganisms that are performing 
degradation of organic mass and producing biogas - physophilic, mesophilic and thermophilic processes. Physophilic processes take 
place on temperatures lower than 20°C are not optimal because these processes are studied and developed for extreme climatically 
conditions. Mesophilic digestion is an anaerobic digestion process which takes place at 20 to 45°C, optimally around 30 to 38 °C, where 
mesophiles are the primary microorganism present. Mesophilic species outnumber thermophiles, and they are also more tolerant to 
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changes in environmental conditions than thermophiles. Mesophilic systems are considered to be more stable than thermophilic digestion 
systems, although the thermophilic process takes a less amount of time. [3] 

Important characteristics of anaerobic digester design, beside the temperature are moisture content of feedstock; continuity and 
scale of process; flow and stirring of feedstock. Moisture content of feedstock - wet or dry process – the difference between what is 
considered a wet process and a dry process is quite small. Effectively, in wet process the feedstock is pumped and stirred and in dry 
process it can be stacked. Dry process is less economically demanding then wet process as it has lower heat and water consumption but 
wet process has lower initial investment. Dry process has higher value of gas production per unit feedstock. Different studies have shown 
that continuous process is more efficient and easier for operation then batch process. Continuous process will be regarded as best 
available technology and recommendation for target group of small and medium farms. Scale of process is regarding the steps of 
anaerobic process – hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methanogenesis. All of these metabolic stages can be performed in 
single digester or separately in multiple digesters. Multiple digesters can perform in higher efficiency levels then single (higher biogas 
production) but have significantly higher initial and operational cost. Vertical reactors simply take feedstock in a pipe on one side while 
digestate overflows through a pipe on the other. In horizontal plug-flow systems a more solid feedstock is used as a ‘plug’ that flows 
through a horizontal digester at the rate it is a fed in. Vertical tanks are simple and cheaper to operate, but the feedstock may not residue 
in the digester for the optimum period of time. Horizontal tanks are more expensive to build and operate, but the feedstock will neither 
leave the digester too early nor stay in it for an uneconomically long period.   

 
 

 

 

Hydrolysis                 C6H10O4 + 2H2O ⇄C6H12O6 + 2H2 

 

Acidogenesis 1         C6H12O6 ⇄	2CH3CH2OH + 2CO2 

Acidogenesis 2         C6H12O6 + 2H2 ⇄	2CH3CH2COOH + 2H2O 

Acidogenesis 3         C6H12O6 → 3CH3COOH 

 

 

Acetogenesis 1          CH3CH2COO- + 3H2O ⇄	CH3COO- + H+ + HCO3
- + 3H2 

Acetogenesis 2          C6H12O6 + 2H2O ⇄	2CH3COOH + 2CO2 + 4H2 

Acetogenesis 3          CH3CH2OH + 2H2O ⇄	CH3COO- + 2H2 +H+ 

 

Methanogenesis 1     CO2 + 4H2 → CH4 + 2H2O 

Methanogenesis 2     2C2H5OH + CO2 → CH4 + 2CH3COOH 

Methanogenesis 3     CH3COOH → CH4 + CO2 

 

 
Figure 1: Multi step nature of anaerobic operations  and reactions that take place during the process [4] 

 
Potential of biogas production from anaerobic digestion of manure in AP Vojvodina 
Official statistical data of cattle farming for AP Vojvodina show the real potential of anaerobic digestion process incorporation for small 

and medium farms in order to achieve a certain percentage or full energy independence and complete the cycle for certain waste streams 
on these farms.  

Average potential of different type of manure per cubic meter is relatively similar for cattle, pigs, horses, sheep and goats. Cattle, 
horses, goat and sheep manure has slightly higher potential for biogas yield being dryer and possibly containing straw then pig manure. 
Average biogas potential is as follows - cattle manure 30 m3/t, pig manure 25m3/t, horse manure 30 m3/t, goat and sheep 28m3/t. [5] 

 
Table 2. Potential of biogas yield and manure production of animal types in AP Vojvodina [6] 

 

Animal sort Average weight 
[kg] 

Total manure 
per animal [t/y] 

Biogas yields per 
animal [m3/y] 

Total mass of 
manure [t/y] 

Biogas yields 
[m3/y] 

Cattle 389  8.94 268.2 1 967 628 59 028 840 

Pigs 59,2 0.95 23.75 1 224 742.3 30 618 557.5 

Goats and sheep 38 0.71 14.2 193 402.5 4 835 062.5 

Horses  400 7.59 227.7 37 960 113 880 

Total biogas yield potential of AP Vojvodina 95 621 260 m3/y 
 

Table 3: Biogas guideline data [7] 
 

Retention time 40 - 100 days  
Biogas energy content  6 kWh/m³ = 0.6 L diesel fuel  
Biogas generation  0.3-0.5 m³ gas/(m³ digester volume per day)  
1 cow yields 9-15 kg dung/day = 0.4m³ gas/day  
1 pig yields  2-3 kg dung/day = 0.15 m³ gas/day  
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Gas requirement for cooking 0.1-0.3 m³ /person  
For 1 lamp 0.1-0.15 m³ /h  
For engines 0.6 m³/kWh  

A simple 8 - 10 m³ biogas plant produces 1.5-2 m³ and 100 L digested-slurry fertilizer per day on dung from 3-5 head of cattle or 8 - 
12 pigs. With these amount of biogas, a 6 - 8 person family can: 

 cook 2-3 meals or 
 operate one refrigerator all day and two lamps for 3 hours or 
 operate a 3 kW motor generator for 1 hour.  [7] 

 
Anaerobic digesters for small and medium farms 

The small-scale mesophilic bioreactor has a 6m3 volume and requires the equivalent of waste material generated from 4 cows. The 
temperature of the reactor is 25-400°C. Modern mesophilic bioreactors can produce 0.2-0.4 m3 per m3 of installation. [8] The amount of 
biogas spent to keep substrate temperature within the limits of 50-550C (hemophilic bioreactors) did not exceed 25% of produced biogas, 
even under the worst climatic conditions (average temperature -80C). Manure ration of wet/dry matter is 30:70 or 35:65, respectively.  

Each cubic meter (m3) of biogas contains the equivalent of 6 kWh of energy. However, biogas convert to electricity, in a biogas 
electric generator, it could be get about 2 kWh of useable electricity. The rest turns into heat which can also be used for heating 
applications. About 2 kWh is enough energy to power a 100 W light bulb for 20 hours or a 2000W hair dryer for 1 hour. [9]  

 
Anaerobic digester design biogas yields and use 
Anaerobic digester may have different size depending on number of animals and retention time. It is chosen that number of cattle 

should be an equivalent, because daily generated manure of cattle is ten times more than pigs. Upper limit for small farms is chosen to be 
10 head of cattle; for medium size farms lower limit is 15 and upper limit is 50 head of cattle. The table 4 is presenting required volumes of 
digesters and projected biogas yields, depend on number of animals, for retention time of 30 days. 

 
Table4: Biogas guideline data [7] 

 
Number of animals Optimal volume of 

anaerobic digester [m3] 
Daily biogas yield 

[m3] 
5 head of cattle and 5 pigs 4.4 4.05 
10 head of cattle 7.3 7.35 
15 head of cattle 10.9 10.95 
50 head of cattle 36.4 36.75 

 
The daily maintenance of biogas plant 

For a 5m3 biogas plant to keep a 5m3/day biogas production, 75kg cow dung or 55kg pig dung is needed daily. In the period of normal 
operation you can increase the concentration of the feeding materials up to 8 ~ 10%. The liquid from the biogas plant can be recycled. 

For a small farm (the product is composed of an anaerobic fermentation tank, a gas storage bag, a gas pump, a solar charger, as well 
as gas pipeline and appliances. It is easy and quick to install, convenient to transport, wide range of fermentation material, high gas 
production rate (production rate can reach 0.8m3gas/m3. 
 
Design recommendations for small and medium farm AD plants in Serbia 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Anaerobic digester design, low to high installation costs digester, small and medium scale digesters 
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Economical evaluation of anaerobic digester design for small and medium farms with BAT recommendations 
There has been a great number of studies developed about economic viability of anaerobic digestion of manure. The best solution for 

the efficient electricity are shown in the table 5. 
 

Table 5: Biogas guideline data [10] 
 

Digestor 
parameters 

Small farm Medium farm 

Number of cattle 5 -10 
Price of 

instalation, 
operation and 
managment 

11 - 50 
Price of 

instalation, 
operation and 
managment 

Process 
characteristics 
(temperature, 

moisture 
content...) 

Mesophilic Mesophilic 
Dry Wet 

Single digester Single digester 

Construction* 
parameters 

Continuous 
High reliability, low 

O&M cost  

Continuous High reliability, low 
O&M cost – up to 40 

years  Vertical Vertical 

Portable (80kg) 
200 – 2000 $ 

Built-in 
2000 – 15000 $ 

Heat generation 
Heat/electricity 

generation 
 *Price is varied according to the instaled household appliances, heat and/or electricity generators  

 
Conclusion  

There are real advantages as well as disadvantages. Taking all advantages and disadvantages into decision making process, there 
is a justified possibility of installing the anaerobic bioreactor system for small and medium sized farms in region of AP Vojvodina. The 
difference between viability of systems is that for small farms it is possible and optimal to install a system for heating, while for medium 
farms it is possible to convert biogas to electricity. The costs of bioreactors of recommended types, is relatively high but has downward 
trend. Farming has shown to be one of the large emerging source for biogas production.  

Taking the fact that these kinds of farms are in rural area, where no sewage system, further research should address the merging of 
these plants with sewage. Thus the plants would have even more benefits and would solve some more problems.  
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Abstract. Bi-metallic extrusion is a metal forming operation where billet is composed of two different metallic 
materials which are then concurrently extruded into a final workpiece. In this way final component, consisting of 
two different materials which are metallurgically bonded, is created. Extrusion of bi-metallic workpieces differs 
in many aspects from the classical single-metal extrusion. Although bi-metallic extrusion enables beneficial 
utilization of favourable characteristics of both paired materials, this process has not been often applied in the 
industrial practice so far. This is mainly due to the certain dearth of knowledge and experience in this field. 
The present study is bound to the backward extrusion of bi-metallic materials. Combination of Al-Cu as a billet 
composition is explored numerically and experimentally. Material flow as well as mechanical properties of the 
obtained bi-metallic component have been determined and analysed.  
 
Introduction 

Cold extrusion of mono-metal billets is well established technology which makes it possible to manufacture small and middle size 
components in very efficient way. There are numerous advantages of this technology when compared to other manufacturing methods 
such as better material utilization, short production time, excellent mechanical properties and surface quality of extruded workpieces. 

Further investigation of cold extrusion goes in various directions. One of the significant research fields in this context is development 
of a new extrusion processes which would enable even wider industrial application of this technology. 

Bi-metallic cold extrusion is a modern metal forming operation where an initial billet, consisting of two or more different materials, is 
extruded and, as a result, multiple material component is produced. In most cases billet consists of two different materials, although 
combination of two different alloys of the same material is also applicable. Application of bi-metallic extrusion enables beneficial utilization 
of favourable characteristics of both extruded materials. 

During concurrent extrusion of composite billet metallurgical bound between different billets components is created, which omits the 
need for additional subsequent joining of two materials.  

Different geometrical shapes of the bi-metallic workpiece can be produced, but in most cases bi-metallic components are in the form 
of core-sleeve configuration. So, for instance, sleeve material can be used as a layer because of a favourable anti-corrosions properties 
and core material can be chosen as a carrier due to lower weight and price. Many other requirements of the product can be fulfilled by 
proper choice of both materials in bi-metallic extrusion (e.g. thermal expansion, mechanical strength, electric conduction). As one example 
in [] has been reported that bimetallic copper/aluminium road is 40-60% lighter and 30-40% cheaper in comparison with Cu road. 

One of the main challenge which has to be solved in bi-metallic extrusion is occurrence of different flow patterns of both applied 
materials. Softer material flows easier and its velocity field differs from other paired material. This leads to non-homogenous thickness of 
metal layer or – in extreme case – to the cracks in softer or harder material. In order to produce sound bi-metallic component all significant 
influential parameters should be chosen in proper way. 

 
Bi-metallic extrusion 

Bi-metallic extrusion is applied in most cases in three different geometrical forms: forward extrusion, backward extrusion and tube 
extrusion. In forward extrusion bi-metallic billet, composed of outer sleeve and inner core, is extruded by the punch through the 
die-opening and, as a result, bi-metallic rod is produced, figure 1a. 

Bi-metallic tubes and tube-like hollow components can be produced by two different extrusion methods: forward tube extrusion by the 
punch provided  with  the  mandrel (Fig. 1b) [1] and extrusion-piercing in a profiled  die using the punch and separate  mandrel (Fig. 1c) [2]. 

 In all cases material combination can be twofold, depending on the requirements of the final workpiece: a) hard sleeve material and 
soft core material, b) soft sleeve material and hard core material. 

Process of bi-matallic  extrusion has been investigated by a number of authors. In [3] bi-metallic extrusion of tubes by using profile 
dies and mandrels is elaborated. Theoretical results obtained by slab method are compared with experiment and fair agreement was 
found. Geometrical configuration of billet and die and its impact on the workpiece tolerance in bi-metallic tube extrusion is studied in [4]. 
Novel billet design has been proposed which decreases the “out of tolerance” geometry.  

Research on backward bi-metallic extrusion has been reported in [4] [5]. Experimental part of the investigation was performed by 
using hard plastiline / soft plastiline combination. Focus has been placed on the layer thickness homogeneity. Velocity field and theoretical 
analysis was carried out by Upper Bound method. 

Among diverse process parameters which affect the quality of final product, initial billet geometry is one of the most significant. In [6] 
authors investigated forward extrusion and concluded that not only ratio of core /sleeve radius, but also ratio of the core / sleeve length 
influences the dimensional stability of the rod longitudinal cross section. They proposed one optimal initial core material length for every 
concrete extrusion case (reduction in area, die angle, die land, flow stress of sleeve and core materials) which, as a result, gives a correct 
product. Impact of die geometry in the strength of the bond between two materials in forward extrusion was investigated in [7]. It was 
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concluded by FE analysis and by experimental research that die angle of 25% results in optimum velocity field and, consequently, highest 
shear strength of the bond. 

 
                     a) b)                                      c) 

 
 

Fig. 1 Different variants of bi-metallic extrusion a.) forward extrusion b. and c.) tube extrusion 
 
In the current paper investigation of bi-metallic backward extrusion process is presented. Billet with the Al/Cu combination has been 

used. Numerical analysis (FE) and experimental work were performed in order to explore material flow, geometry of the extruded product 
as well as the required extrusion force.  

 
Experimental investigation 

Bi-metallic billets were composed of Al outer sleeve and Cu inner core (Figures 2 and 3.). Dimensions of the composite billet placed 
in the die are also shown in Fig. 2 Punch (1) has a slightly smaller diameter than Cu-core (18.9 mm compared to 22 mm). Flow curves for 
both billet materials are obtained in Rastegaev test: 

σcu= 362.67 · φ0.1828   (Cu)  (1) 
σal = 191 · φ0.165   (Al)  (2) 
Before extrusion billet was lubricated by mineral oil.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Configuration of billet and die 
(1 – punch, 2 – die, 3 – Al, 4 – Cu) 

 
Fig 3. Photograph of separated copper and aluminium parts 

(above) and composed billet (below) 
 
In order to assemble Cu-core into Al-sleeve in proper way, geometrical overlapping between both parts was made and aluminium was 

preheated and copper was cooled so that an adequate fit could be achieved. During extrusion force – stroke diagram was recorded. At the 
end of the operation bi-metallic workpiece was ejected from the die by ejector which is integral part of the press at which extrusion was 
performed (Sack & Kiesselbach Hydraulic 6.3 MN press). 

Photographs of the backward extrusion tooling and extruded workpiece cut through the meridian plane are given in Fig. 4 and 5. 
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Numerical simulation 

Numerical simulations by Finite Elements method was carried out in Simufact Forming 10.0. Due to symmetrical nature of the process 
axisymmetric 2D simulation was performed. In simulation, identical geometrical data (tool, die and billets dimensions), tool stroke, tool 
velocity and materials were employed as in the experiment. Hydraulic press with 0.1 tool velocity was used. Material was modelled as an 
isotropic elasto-plastic body and punch and die were set as rigid bodies without heat conduction. Both Cu and Al parts were divided by 
0.25 mm and 0.65 mm element sized mesh retrospectively, with Advanced Front Quad mesher and quads (10) element type. Friction 
factor in all three different interfaces (Cu/Al, Cu/Tool and Al/die) was set to be m = 0.12, which corresponds to the friction magnitude when 
lubrication with mineral oil is applied [8].  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Tooling for bi-metallic backward extrusion Fig. 5. Meridian cross section of the final experimental 
workpiece (stroke s = 15 mm) 

 
a) b)    c) 

  

 
Fig. 6. Numerical simulation: a) start, b) intermediate phase after 6 mm punch stroke and 

 c) end of the process (full cross-section) 
 
Results and concluding remarks 

Figure 6a shows initial position in the numerical analysis and division of both billet components into finite elements. Intermediate 
constellation after 6 mm punch stroke is given in Fig. 6b.  As it can be seen copper billet flows sideways and creates a slightly barrel shape. 
This occurs due to the fact that copper material is significantly stronger than aluminium. In latter phase, this barrelled shape moves 
upwards and a thin layer is formed on the lower part of the workpiece – Fig 6c. With the progressing punch travel, certain amount of 
separation between Al and Cu segments takes place in the upper part of the workpiece assembly. Process was terminated after 15 mm 
punch stroke (Fig. 6c). 

By comparing figures 5 and 6c (meridian plane of the workpiece at the end of the process – experiment and numerical simulation), 
close agreement in the geometrical form of obtained workpiece can be observed. Also, load – stroke diagrams obtained numerically and 
by experiment show favourable coincidence (Fig. 7). Certain load decline after the punch stroke of ≈8 mm can be attributed to the 
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separation between Al and Cu component. This separation causes decrease of friction amount between Al and Cu materials, which results 
in load decline.  

Future work on current issue will include further optimization of the process in order to obtain sound workpieces, i.e. workpieces with 
constant layer thickness and with constant bound between two components of the workpiece. In this regard planned investigation would 
consider different material combinations as well as various geometrical constellations of the bi-metallic assembly. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Load stroke diagrams obtained by experimental investigation and FE simulation 
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Abstract. This paper presents a new professional program developed for harmonic studies: Paladin® 
DesignBase™ Harmonics from Power Analytics Corporation. The approach, logic, and techniques in system 
simulation and components modeling are those commonly accepted and well-described in IEEE standards. 
This paper provides case studies, results, and comparisons based on published IEEE harmonic analysis test 
systems. The purpose is to validate the program results, validate published results of IEEE harmonic test 
system studies, provide insight of the variations of the harmonic analysis results, and provide a guideline for 
harmonics analysis and mitigations techniques. 
 
Introduction 

Power quality has become a key-issue in energy supply, and has a new significance in the wholesale market environment. As a 
commodity, electricity is probably unique in being a product which is manufactured (generated), delivered (transmission, distribution and 
reticulation) and used (energy utilization) at the same time. By the time the electricity is generated, it will have been delivered and used by 
the customer, whether it was of good quality or not. Electric power quality broadly refers to maintaining a near sinusoidal waveform of the 
power distribution bus voltage at rated magnitude and frequency. A full appreciation of the problem of poor quality requires an 
understanding of the following issues: sources of waveform and magnitude distortion; measurement of waveform and magnitude 
distortion; effects of waveform and magnitude distortion; solutions to problems caused by waveform and magnitude distortion. 

 
The Paladin DesignBase environment provides a broad range of totally integrated power system solutions, in a robust CAD/CAE 

system, specifically designed for power system design and simulation. It is a complete commercial power system simulation software 
package that includes a well- designed harmonic analysis program (Paladin-harmonics). The main focus of commercial software is to 
provide a tool that is easy to use, in compliance with standards, reliable, efficient and effective. A user can conduct thorough harmonic 
studies with reasonably less effort and time. The program provides frequency scans at selected buses, harmonic distortion indices at any 
bus or branch, including transformer k-factor indexes; filter designs, and standard limits checking. The techniques and component models 
used are configured to those commonly accepted and well described in IEEE standard 399-1997[1]. 
 

Power system harmonics are traditionally from non-linear loads, like electric arc furnaces, fluorescent lamps, and wide-spread power 
electronic controlled motors and loads. Transformers distort voltage and current waveforms to a lesser extent. Renewable energies, such 
as wind, solar and other distributed generation and energy storage, are being rapidly integrated into our complex power systems and are 
a significant part of the increasingly wide-spread micro smart grids. These renewable power sources are also harmonic sources, as power 
electronic devices are applied in converting the power between DC and AC and in control of the power flow, voltage, and frequency.  

Over the past two decades, mature techniques for power system harmonic analysis have been developed and widely used. Guidelines 
for the acceptance of harmonic distortion are well-defined through standards such as IEEE std. 519-1992 which is broadly applied by 
industry and utilities [1]-[6]. Various commercial or non-commercial computer programs are available for assessing harmonic distortions of 
networks with significant harmonic sources, for detecting harmonic resonance, and for designing and testing harmonic filters. 

  
This paper presents detailed harmonic studies and results for a test system given in [1], and result comparison and discussion for a 

system given in [3]. The purpose is to provide results, compare the results with the published results of the IEEE test systems, provide 
insights for harmonic indices and differences of the results, provide a guideline for harmonic analysis and mitigation techniques, and 
support exchanges of information, ideas and techniques. We believe in the importance of harmonic simulation test systems, and 
encourage further development and enhancement of harmonic analysis test systems in areas of component models, case studies, 
harmonic mitigation techniques, new devices such as wind and solar renewable power sources, and better system input data and results. 
 
Test System and the System Data 

 
The test system, as shown in Fig. 1, is from IEEE std. 399-1997 [1]. It is representative of an industrial power system and includes 

multiple voltage levels, multiple harmonic sources, and power factor correction capacitors. The complete data required for basic harmonic 
studies are shown in Tables 1-4. 

 
The motor and static loads (M and SL in Fig. 1) are modeled the same as R and X connected in parallel. They are combined into one 

linear load of 25 MVA at 0.8 lag on the 33 kV bus as shown in Fig. 2 as L-1 load. Similarly, the motor and static load on 6.6 kV bus are 
combined as L-2 load of 15 MVA at 0.8 lag. The converter on 33 kV bus draws active power of 25 MW as shown in Table 3. From Table 4, 

we also know that the converter draws 618 amperes at the base frequency, which gives us 618 ×  × 33 = 35323 kVA. The power factor 
is then 25000/35323 = 0.71. This fundamental frequency load and the harmonic currents given in Table 4 were entered in the harmonic 
current source connected at CNV-1 in Fig. 2. The harmonic current source data dialog box is shown in Fig. 3. For the converter connected 
to the 6.6 kV bus, if the same harmonic content of Table 4 is applied as indicated in [1], the total apparent power drawn from the converter 

is 618 ×  × 6.6 = 7065 kVA. This obviously cannot deliver 15 MW active power. There must be an error here and we therefore reduced 
the number to 5 MW. The power factor is then 5000/7065 = 0.71. 
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TABLE 1 
UTILITY SUPPLY 

  
Fig. 1 Harmonic analysis test system from  
 
TRANSFORMER DATA 
 
                                                                                                                                                       TABLE 2 
                                                                                                                                                     XFMR DATA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key: 
M—motor load,  SL—static load 
C—static capacitors,  HF—harmonic filters 

 
                                  TABLE 3                                                                                                                          TABLE 4  
                LOAD AND CAPACITOR DATA                                                   HARMONIC CONTENT OF RECTIFIER CURRENT (AC SIDE) 
 
 
33 kV bus linear load 25 MVA @ 0.8 lag 
33 kV bus converter 25 MW 
33 kV bus capacitor 8.4 Mvar 
6.6 kV bus linear load 15 MVA @ 0.8 lag 
6.6 kV bus converter 15 MW * 
6.6 kV bus capacitor 5 Mvar 

*this number will be reduced to 5 MW as it doesn’t fit 
 

Frequency Scan Studies 

Frequency scan is a simple and commonly used technique for harmonic analysis. It is the most effective tool to detect harmonic 
resonance conditions in a system, and has also been widely used for filter designs. A frequency scan is performed at the 33 kV bus with 
switch SW-4 open, so the 6.6 kV subsystem is not included in this case. The calculation using Paladin-harmonics is easy; just select 
‘BUS-33kV’ in the drawing and click the ‘Frequency Scan’ button. The frequency scan dialog box is shown in Fig. 4. The resultant driving 
point impedance is shown in Fig. 5. 

Compare the curve in Fig. 5 to the curve given in [1]; the maximum Z is about (48.5 – 42.5)/48.5×100 = 12.4% in difference, and the 
resonant frequency is about (8.6-8)/8.6 ×100 = 7% in difference. They do not match exactly and this is one reason that we present our 
results, and believe our results are more accurate.  

A frequency scan is again conducted at the 33 kV bus with switch SW-4 closed, and the resultant driving point impedance is shown in 
Fig. 6. Note the presence of two resonance points. This is to be expected--typically the number of resonance points is the same as number 
of capacitors. Comparing this curve to the curve given in [1], the magnitude difference is nearly 20%. 

 
Total Harmonic Distortion Index (THD) 

 
Using Paladin-harmonics, it takes two button clicks to get almost all known harmonics indices for buses and branches. The voltage 

waveform at the 33 kV bus when SW-4 is open is shown in Fig. 7. The THD is 18.10% which is higher than the 12.23% given in [1]. The 
THD calculated at the point of common coupling (PCC) or the 220 kV utility supply bus is 2.74% which is more conservative compared to 
the 1.8% given in [1]. The system operation condition may affect the THD results slightly. The utility short circuit capacity of 4000 MVA is  
used in the calculation. Also note although the THD at the 33 kV bus is about 18% high, the THD at the PPC is under 3%. 

The voltage waveform at the 33 kV bus when SW-4 is closed, CVN-1 is on, but CVN-2 is off is shown in Fig. 8. The THD is 15.44% 
which is higher than the 9.99% given in [1]. The voltage waveform at the 33 kV bus when SW-4 is closed, CVN-1 is off and CVN-2 is on is 
shown in Fig. 9. The THD is 4.02 % which is lower than 7.38% given in [1]. This is probably due to the 15 MW converter reduced to 5 MW. 

The voltage waveform at the 33 kV bus when SW-4 is closed and both CVN-1 and CVN-2 are on is shown in Fig. 10. The THD is 
13.15%. It is interesting to note that the number is lower than the 15.44% which is the THD in the case of CVN-1on and CVN-2 off. 

Now leave SW-4 open and turn the capacitor PFC-1 into a single tuned filter at 5*0.97 = 4.7th harmonic and assume the filter quality 
factor is 80. The harmonic voltage at 33 kV bus is shown in Fig. 11. The THD of the bus is 8.67% compared to 18.10% in case of no filter 
but the capacitor. To further reduce the THD at this location, it will need additional filters installed. The frequency response shown in Fig. 
12 shows clearly the impedance drop due to existence of the filter. The filter design dialog box is shown in Fig. 13. 
 
Harmonic Analysis Test System [3], Fig. 14 

 
The test system is a balanced industrial system given in [3] as Test System, Fig. 14. The utility bus (“100:UTIL-69”) is at 69 kV and a 

local plant (“50:GEN-1”) operates at 13.8 kV. All the data required for harmonic analysis are given in the reference paper. The obtained bus 
THD indices are shown in Table 5, in which the second column includes the values given in [3] and the third and fourth columns are the 

Parameter Value 
Supply voltage 220 kV 
Short-circuit capacity 4000–10 000 MVA 
X/R 20.0 

Parameter T1 T2 
Power rating (MVA) 100 30 
Voltage rating (kV) 220–33 33–6.6 
Impedance (%) 14 10 
X/R 10.0 10.0 

Harmonic 
number

Frequency (Hz) Magnitude (A) Phase 
(degrees) 

1 60 618 0 
5 300 124 180 
7 420 88 0 
11 660 56 180 
13 780 47 0 
17 1020 36 180 
19 1140 33 0 
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values provided by Paladin-harmonics. Series or parallel RL means the loads were modeled as series or parallel RL circuits. The numbers 
show that the THD on the harmonic source bus of “49:RECT” is the highest. The THD provided from Paladin-harmonics in both parallel RL 
and series RL are higher than those given in [3] except for the harmonic source bus. The THD for all buses are higher if the loads are 
modeled as series RL circuits compared to parallel RL load model. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Paladin DesignBase one-line diagram 
 

 
 
 

                                                                                                                               Fig. 3 and 4: 
                                                                                                                           Harmonic Current Source and Frequency Scan 

 

 
 

         Fig. 5 Driving point impedance at 33 kV bus, SW-4 open           Fig. 6 Driving point impedance at 33 kV bus, SW-4 closed 

 
 

 
Fig. 7 Harmonic voltage at 33 kV bus, SW-4 opened                       Fig. 8 Harmonic voltage at 33 kV bus with CVN-1, SW-4 closed 
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                   Fig. 9 Harmonic voltage at 33 kV bus with CVN-2;           Fig. 10 Harmonic voltage at 33 kV bus with both CVN-1 and CVN-2 
                  SW-4 closed  
 
Conclusions 

This paper showed that the input data given in one test system is inaccurate or not clear. We hope this paper encourages further 
development and enhancement of harmonic analysis test systems and techniques, in areas such as components models, case studies, 
harmonic mitigation techniques, complete system input data and results, standards and integration of variable renewable energies like 
solar and wind power sources. Benchmark systems for evaluation and continuous improvements of harmonic simulation techniques and 
software are crucial and valuable. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11 Harmonic voltage at 33 kV bus with a single tuned filter        Fig. 12 Frequency response at 33 kV bus with a single tuned 
filter 

TABLE 5 THD RESULTS COMPARISON 
 

 
 
Fig. 13 A balanced industrial system from [3] 
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Bus THD (%) [3] 
series RL 

THD (%)  
series RL 

THD (%) 
parallel RL 

100:UTIL-69 0.28 0.43 0.31 
01:69-1 0.37 0.43 0.31 
03:MILL-1 1.93 2.73 1.97 
50:GEN1 1.87 2.72 1.96 
51:Aux 1.81 2.67 1.94 
05:FDR F 1.94 2.73 1.97 
49:RECT 8.02 7.21 6.40 
39:T3 SEC 1.80 2.62 1.91 
26:FDR G 1.93 2.73 1.97 
06:FDR H 1.93 2.73 1.97 
11:T4 SEC 1.90 2.70 1.96 
19: T7 SEC 1.81 2.63 1.92 
29:T11 SEC 1.84 2.67 1.94 
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Abstract. One of the most important human senses is the tactile sense – the force or pressure sensing in our 
hands. Many researches and applications deal with the development of force control in robotics in order to 
improve the intelligence of robot systems using additional sensing abilities. Within the framework of this 
development a two finger symmetric robotic hand has been developed. The experimental device is driven by a 
single DC motor. Both fingers are equipped with strain gauges based force sensors. The controlling hardware 
has been constructed and manufactured by ourselves that allows easy testing of the different solutions and 
further development. The control algorithm was programmed in LabVIEW environment. The general goal of 
this research is the improvement of upper limb prostheses. Force-feedback is necessary, because multi-loop 
control with visual feedback towards the user and position control with inner feedback loop are not sufficient for 
the implementation of precise motion. The topic of providing a kind of force feedback available directly for the 
user is a field in which extremely useful results can be achieved, promising extraordinary change in the 
usability of prosthetic arms. 
 
Introduction 
 
 In this paper, an experimental two-finger gripper mechanism will be described, which is intended to improve the usability of 
robotic hands in the field of medical applications. The objective of a complex project is the development of a five-finger robotic hand with 
the most comprehensive control system that is possible to implement. To achieve this goal, the components of the control system have to 
be analyzed. The components of the control system of a medical purpose robotic hand are shown on Fig 1.  

The main parts are as follows: 

 Visual feedback to user for position control (commonly used) 

 Inner position feedback (commonly used) 

 Inner force feedback (less common) 

 Force feedback to user (very rare/research phase) 
 
The position feedback is always primary compared to the others; however the information obtained by the haptic sense might 

have the same importance as the position feedback. In many of the cases, force feedback is not available because of its complementary 
role and the difficulties of implementation. Typically, special control strategies of the position loop are attempted to substitute the force 
feedback loop [1,2].  

In this study, the potential of the inner force feedback will be inspected. At the Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics, a force feedback robotic gripper has been developed for the experiments [3]. Using the gripper mechanism equipped with 
strain gauges, the gripping force can be measured. The acquired data is processed by software, programmed in LabVIEW. Not only the 
control algorithm that can be implemented, but the mathematical model of the entire gripper mechanism, in order to verify the different 
control strategies before applying them on the apparatus itself. 

First, we verify the proper operation of the gripper mechanism by using a conventional force control with a proportional 
integrating controller. After that, new control strategies can be developed for additional features. By applying fuzzy control, unexpected 
situations can be handled in case of extremely fragile or soft materials – or, in possession of the mechanical characteristics of different 
types of objects – the material, of the handled object can be estimated, just as the proper strategy of grasping; taking advantage of the 
possibilities of pattern recognition [4] is gaining ground - a step towards cognitive systems. 
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Fig. 1. The control system of an artificial hand 

 
The experimental setup 
 
 The main unit of the experimental device is the two-finger gripper mechanism itself (shown on Fig 2). The gripper is driven by a 
single DC motor; the state variables that can be measured are the gripping force by two strain gauges and the motor rotational speed by a 
Hall-sensor. An additional unit for the measurement of the position is under development.  

Currently, the gripper is able to perform the tasks of the inner force feedback control loop shown on the upper right corner of 
Figure 1; completed with the measurement of rotational speed and position can expand the possibilities of feasible functions of the 
experimental device.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The construction of the gripper mechanism 
 

 The further units shown on Figure 3. are needed to control the gripper. First, a precision instrumental amplifier circuit, and a 
bidirectional motor controller circuit are necessary in order to create the conditions for measurement and actuation. Since the strain 
gauges have differential outputs and the voltage range is between ±10mV, the instrumental amplifier has to be precise and must be 
equipped with proper noise filtering (in addition, digital filtering shall be applied after sampling). We use a three-operational-amplifier circuit 
for the measurement, as it has high reliability yet easy to manufacture. 
 The inputs for sampling and outputs for actuation are made available by a National Instruments USB-6008 data acquisition I/O 
unit. With this equipment, the analogue-digital and the digital/analogue conversion and the connectivity with a personal computer are 
possible also. The software of the control algorithm is running on the PC, what can raise issues about the speed of the control system; 
since the speed of the I/O unit is 10 kSample/sec, the speed necessary for the software is easily accessible including all signal processing 
procedures needed. 
 The software has built-in controlling toolbox, however self-developed control algorithms can be implemented also. The 
connection with the data acquisition device is pre-constructed; the focus of development can be merely the elaboration of the control 
strategy for the grasping procedure. 
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Fig. 3. The experimental setup 

 
Mathematical model and simulation environment 
  

As it was mentioned earlier, the verification of different control strategies is an important phase of the research. The 
mathematical model can be described in two phases; first, a simple, linearized model has been created, then the non-linear components 
can be added to the numerical simulation.  
 From the structure graph, the differential equations of the system can be achieved; after adding the non-linear components, the 
mathematical model is ready for testing. With this method, a suitable model can be implemented; however the development of a 
state-space model is planned for more accurate results. The linear part of the mathematical model can be described by the structure graph 
of each unit (Figure 4.): 

 DC motor 
 Gear with flexible shafts 
 Thread spindle 
 Flexible levers 

 

 
 

Fig 4. The linearized model 
 
 The most conspicuous non-linear behavior is the chuck of the gears. Because of this effect, constant gripping force can be 
measured however the levers are moving. In this case, the pertinence of the action is cannot be verified without additional information or 
special control strategy. By increasing the robustness of the control software, the undesired effect of non-linear parts can be avoided, and 
the system can handle unforeseen events or malfunctions. 
 One way of giving the software the desired robustness is the application of fuzzy control. Since the approprite action is 
influenced by many circumstances, the efficient way for the regulation is the application of numerous if – then type fuzzy rules. By applying 
the rules, the controller can determine the action suitable for the highest amount of rules. Fuzzy logic control is a well-developed field of 
science, but it provides infinite approaches in particular tasks just as robotic grippers [5]. 
 The fuzzy control is helpful not only by the means of the feedbacks on the machine side; it can be applied developing a 
human-machine interface. The EMG signals controlling robotic hands used as prostheses are often processed by  neuro-fuzzy algorithms, 
exactly for the facilitation of controlling by the means of pattern recognition [6]. 

The most effective tool for the implementation of the numerical simulation and the control algorithms is the National Instruments 
LabVIEW (Figure 5.); a considerable number of other studies also use it for modeling and simulation tasks regarding robotic grippers and 
force feedback [7,8]. Bulit-in control and simulation tools have been used to implement some features and data communication, but 
self-developed subroutines were necessary for special purposes, e.g. the non-linear behaviour of the gears. Based on the information 
provided by the simulations, the expected operation of the manufactured gripper mechanism can be estimated without endangering the 
device.  

 

 
Fig 5. Detail of the software GUI
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Conclusion 
 
 The paper presented an experiment designed to improve the abilities of gripper mechanisms, particularly in the field of medical 
applications. Different force-feedback control strategies can be implemented using the experimental setup – furthermore – the algorithms 
can be verified using the simulation environment implemented in LabVIEW.  

The information obtained from the experiments will be utilized in future projects on the way towards the main goal – the 
development of a fully functional five-finger robotic hand.   
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Abstract. The micro machining of holes refer the hole-making in diameter range below millimetre. In the paper 
three generally used technologies are compared, drilling, laser machining and electrical discharge machining. 
These technologies were analysed based on experimental measurement of dimensional accuracy, circularity, 
burr formation and the image of the internal surface. The most important criteria was the quality of the surface, 
because the main purpose of the examination was to find the most precise process. In addition, calculations 
were made to determine the costs, considering machining time, tool- and machine costs. In experiments high 
precision lathe, Nd:YAG laser and electrical discharging machine were used. As final experience the micro 
drilling resulted the most promising parameters and it was suggested for industrial application.  
 
Introduction 

In industrial applications machining micro holes became everyday demand. In medical devices, in vehicle industry and in state of the 
art technology machining holes below 1 millimeter diameter or below even 100 µm diameter is obvious expectation although there are 
many challenges and difficulties in these machining technologies. However manufacturing miniature parts or details is not very new, and 
we knew several technologies that solved this requirement successfully such as laser machining or EDM. The most important difference in 
today production that nowadays we need to produce high volume of these parts, and we need to keep this ability in our serial production. 
Fortunately more and more companies provide this technology and the machining of micron measure parts started to develop rapidly [1]  

Based on Taniguchi’s prognosis machining parts and details in micron range using traditional cutting operations would be available in 
the beginning of the 21th century [2]. (Figure 1) The curves on the figure show the manufacturing capability of the available technologies 
from 1940 in the aspect of the achievable accuracy. As Taniguchi defined on the figure the micro machining produce sizes around 100 µm. 
The most frequently used machining operations and the minimal sizes that can be produced using them summarized in Table 1. 

 

  
Figure 1 Taniguchi’s prognosis modified by Byrne et al. [3]  Table 1 Measure limit of the technologies [1] 

 
The motivation that we experimentally compared the most frequently used micro-hole machining operations came from the interest of 

a company produce medical devices. This company developed medical water jet machining devices for surgery applications. The general 
structure of the machining device can be seen in Figure 2. In medical devices there are some extreme requirements. The device must be 
controlled in high precision; the cutting fluid must be bio-compatible and the material of the nozzle also must be bio-compatible. In medical 
water jet machining mostly saline is used for working fluid and metal or metal alloys for nozzle e.g. alumina, titanium, platinum. In order to 
provide the necessary speed of the fluid for cutting the nozzle diameter must be between 0.1 – 0.15 mm (Figure 3) [4]. 

The investigations aimed to choose technology for production of the cutting nozzle of the medical water jet machining device. We 
have chosen stainless steel test material and we limited our experiments to carry out drilling electrical discharge machining and laser 
machining trials. Varying the machining parameters we measured the form accuracy, the diameter accuracy, the burr formation, the 
surface roughness in the hole, the machining time and the cost of the machining. Learning the best parameters in each operation we were 
able to suggest the technology for the company. 

 

Machining operation Achievable size 

micro-moulding 500 µm 

micro-pressing 50 µm 

micro-milling and grinding 25 µm 

stereolitography 12 µm 

micro-EDM 5 µm 

Ion-beam machining 0.2 µm 
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Figure 2 The medical water jet machine     Figure 3   The cutting nozzle 

 
Machining experiments 

 
Micro-drilling 
However the drilling operation is a traditional cutting technology and the parameters, the results and the behavior of the process is 

widely investigated in macro dimension, the micro-drilling has several altering phenomena and we did not conclude the results based on 
macro experiences. There are many additional influencing parameters such as very high spindle revolution (between 1-12 x 104 1/min), the 
stability of the spindle, the high cutting forces as the consequence of relative big edge radius (see figure 4) [5, 6, 7]. 

 

Figure 4   Elastic deformation in micro-drilling as the consequence of the low chip thickness - edge radius ratio 
 
The drilling experiments were carried out in the laboratory of the Department of Manufacturing Science and Technology. The machine 

tool was an ultraprecision lathe made in the Hungarian company Csepel Machine Tool Works. This machine tool was equipped with an 
additional high speed spindle maximum 60 000 1/min revolution. Table 2 shows the positioning capability of this machine. Figure 5 shows 
the machining environment of the micro-drilling experiments 

 
 

UP 1 lathe (Csepel Ultraturn) [mm] 

axial error of the spindle 0.001 

radial error of the spindle 0.001 

positioning unit in z direction 0.0001 

positioning unit in x direction 0.0001 

positioning accuracy 0.001 

repeatability 0.001 

 
     Table 2   Accuracy of Csepel machine tool 
 
       Figure 5   The Csepel Ultraturn machine tool 
 
We bought SECO tools, SD22 center drill and SD26 micro-drill were used. The appropriate tools were chosen after comparing the 

choice of the main producers based on the price and technology description. We compared the tools of Mitsubishi, Fairtool, Seco and 
Perfor. Seco was the cheapest with acceptable technology recommendation and the dealer provided the shortest delivery.  

Two different stainless steel sheets were used in the experiments, the cutting speed and the feed were varied. The parameters of the 
experiments are detailed in table 3. Figure 6 shows some of the holes referring to the number in the plan of the experiments. 

1. pedal (switching on-off the 
device)  

2. motor/generator 

3. saline 

4. pump piston 

5. rubber tubing 

6. cutting nozzle 
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Figure 6   Results of drilling experiments   Table 3   Plan of micro-drilling experiments 
 
Laser drilling 
The laser drilling experiments were carried out in the laboratory of the Department of Material Science and Engineering. We used the 

LASAG KLS 246-FC 40 Nd:YAG laser cutting machine that has 15 W average power with maximum 5000 Hz exciting frequency. The 
minimal focal diameter is 0.03 mm, it is applicable for producing the hole with 0.15 mm diameter. In hole machining application circular 
trajectory cutting was used. You can see the hole making strategy on figure 7 where the starting of cutting is in the center point (1) then we 
apply an inner circle for roughing (2) and a second circle is finished the requested diameter (3). The machining environment can be seen 
on the figure 8.            

          
 

Figure 8         Figure 8   The laser drilling environment 
 

Plan of experiments in laser drilling 

Number 
of holes 

Voltage 
[v] 

Pulse 
time 
[ms] 

Frequency 
[Hz] 

Cutting 
speed 
[m/s] 

acceler
ation 
[m/s2]

average 
power 

[W] 

average 
energy 

[mJ] 

pressure of 
oxygen 

[bar] 

1 - 3 350 0.1 500 1 0.5 15 36 4 

4 - 6 350 0.1 500 1 0.5 15 36 5 

7 – 9 350 0.1 500 1 0.5 15 36 6 

10 – 12 350 0.05 900 1 0.5 13-14 15.3 4 

13 – 15 350 0.05 900 1 0.5 13-14 15.3 5 

16 - 18 350 0.05 900 1 0.5 13-14 15.3 6 
 

Table 4   The plan of the laser drilling experiments 
 
Micro-EDM  

Plan of experiments  

No. 
Diameter 

[mm] 

Cutting 
speed 

[m/min] 

revolution 
number 
[1/min] 

feed 
[mm/rev.] 

feed rate 
[mm/min] 

1 0.15 4.712 10000 0.001 10 

2 0.15 4.712 10000 0.002 20 

3 0.15 4.712 10000 0.003 30 

4 0.15 9.425 20000 0.001 20 

5 0.15 9.425 20000 0.002 40 

6 0.15 9.425 20000 0.003 60 

7 0.15 14.137 30000 0.001 30 

8 0.15 14.137 30000 0.002 60 

9 0.15 14.137 30000 0.003 90 

 
laser 

 
 

 
 

moving table 
 
 

moving axes 
 
 
 

handling 
joystick 

 
Figure 7   Circular cutting trajectory 

 
During the experiments we varied the pulse time, the 

frequency the average power, the average energy level and the 
pressure of the oxygen inlet. Table 4 demonstrates the plan of the 
laser drilling experiments. As the figure 9 demonstrates the 
quality of the laser cutting weaker than the micro-drilling operation 
in the aspect of form and diameter accuracy. There are limited 
numbers of holes that reach acceptable parameters. 

2 

 

3 

4 

 

6 

8 

 

9 

Figure 9   Results of laser drilling  
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The micro electrical discharge machining experiments were carried out in the laboratory of Department of Manufacturing Science and 
Technology. The machine tool was a Sarix SX100 micro EDM as figure 10 shows. During the hole making pulse time, voltage and 
frequency were varied. The plan of the micro-EDM experiments can be seen in table 5. The applied parameters were chosen based on 
previous experiences and state of the arts research literature [7]. 

 
Plan of experiment in micro-EDM 

No. 
frequency 

[Hz] 
voltage 

[V] 
current 

[A] 

pulse 
time 
[ms] 

spark-
gap 
[µm] 

gain 

1 100 80 80 4 72 10 

2 100 90 80 4 72 10 

3 100 100 80 4 72 10 

4 120 80 80 4 72 10 

5 120 90 80 4 72 10 

6 120 100 80 4 72 10 

7 150 80 80 4 72 10 

8 150 90 80 4 72 10 

9 150 100 80 4 72 10 
 

Table 5  Plan of the micro-EDM experiments    Figure 10   Sarix micro-EDM machine 
 
Figure 11 shows some of the results of these experimental machining. The form accuracy of the holes is comparable with the holes 

machined by micro-drilling. However in the aspects of cost and machining time this technology is not the most efficient.  
 

 
 

Figure 11  Holes machined by micro-EDM  Table 6   Evaluation of the investigated technologies 
 

Evaluation of the results 
The three different technology were investigated considering the aspects of form (1) and diameter (2) accuracy, the surface 

roughness (3), the burr formation (4), the machining time (5), the machining costs (6), the availability of the technology (7), the possibility in 
the aspect of medical applications (8) and the accessibility of skilled workers (9). In the table 6 we evaluate these parameters in the scale 
of 1 to 5, where 5 is the best and 1 is the worst value. The sum of these values gives the overall “goodness” of the particular technology 
based on our experiments. Using this evaluation we suggest micro drilling for industrial application, the second was micro-EDM and the 
less applicable may be laser drilling. 
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point of view micro-drilling laser drilling micro-EDM 

1 4 1 5 

2 5 3 4 

3 5 1 3 

4 2 1 5 

5 4 5 1 

6 3 5 1 

7 5 5 5 

8 5 5 5 

9 2 4 4 
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Abstract. The influence of chitosans' charge behaviour on antimicrobial activity was investigated. Comparison 
between medical chitosan (CS), with primary amine groups, and its N,N,N-trimethylated derivative (TMC), 
chitosan with quaternary ammonium functional groups, was carried out in this study. The products were tested 
for their potential use as antimicrobial agents. The charge density of chitosan solutions was determined with 
polyelectrolyte titration at acidic (3.6) and alkaline (7.5) pH and was later related to antimicrobial activities 
against yeast Candida albicans. Both acidic chitosan solutions showed good inhibition of Candida strain at all 
incubation time intervals (up to 7h). TMC sample exhibited high antimicrobial activity at alkaline pH as well, 
while the CS sample was completely inactive. The results of antimicrobial activity testing have emphasized the 
importance of charged amine groups for inhibition of microbes. 
 
Introduction 

Chitosan is a linear aminopolysaccharide, composed of 2-amino-2-deoxy-β-D-glucan linked with glucosidic linkages [1]. It is obtained 
by alkaline deacetylation of chitin, which can be found in the exoskeletons of crustaceans, arthropods, and mollusks, as well as the 
cell-walls of certain fungi [2]. Chitosan has two important structural parameters, the degree of deacetylation (DD) and molecular weight 
(MW). Its performance within physics and chemistry is determined by the influences of these two parameters on such things as solubility, 
enrichment ions, the mechanics of the chitosan membrane, flocculation, etc [2]. Advantages such as biocompatibility, biodegradability and 
non-toxicity make chitosan an interesting biopolymer for many biomedical and pharmaceutical applications [3]. It also exhibit antimicrobial 
activity against gram-negative and gram-positive, as well as yeast, mould and spores [4, 5]. It is believed that amine groups (–NH2), 
present in the chitosan's backbone, are responsible for antimicrobial activity. In acidic solvents, the –NH2 group of chitosan becomes 
protonated (NH3

+) which allows the chitosan to inhibit the growth of microorganisms [6, 7]. Nevertheless, antimicrobial activity is limited to 
acidic conditions due to its poor solubility above pH 6.5, where chitosan start to lose its cationic nature [8]. While water solubility is an 
important parameter for chitosan applications as an antimicrobial agent, research has been oriented in preparation of chitosan derivatives 
soluble in water over a wide pH range [9-13].  

N,N,N-trimethyl chitosan (TMC) is a partially quaternized derivative of chitosan obtained by methylation process. Quaternization of 
the amine groups in the C-2 position creates a permanent positive charge in the chitosan backbone [12], as well as favourable solubility at 
all pH range. In terms of antibacterial activity TMC has exhibit more pronounced effect against broad spectrum of bacteria than unmodified 
chitosan [12, 13]. However, in the literature there is still a lack of information regarding its antimycotic activity. 

The influence of chitosans' charge behaviour onto antimicrobial activity was investigated. Polyelectrolyte titration was used to 
establish the amount of amine groups in chitosan (CS) and N,N,N-trimethylated chitosan (TMC) solution at two pHs; i.e. pH 3.6 and pH 7.5. 
In addition, the antimicrobial activity testing was performed at the same pHs. The growth of microorganisms was monitored by measuring 
optical density (OD) at 600 nm at different incubation time intervals. 
 
Materials 

KiOmedine-CsU® medical chitosan (Mw 82000; 77.4 % deacetylated) from vegetal source and N,N,N-trimethyl chitosan (TMC) with 
80 % degree of substitution (Mw 90000) were supplied by Kitozyme, Belgium. Lactic acid used for achieving dissolution of chitosan was 
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd. The deionized water was obtained from Millipore Milli-Q water purification system. 

 
Chitosan solution preparation  
1 g of chitosan (CS) was suspended in Mili-Q water in order to prepare 0.5 % (w/v) solution. Solution was prepared without heating. 

Lactic acid (conc.) was added by drops and solution was left stirring overnight. pH of the solution was adjusted to 3.6. In case of the TMC 
sample, the solutions were prepared without addition of acid, while TMC is water soluble. 

 
Methods 

Polyelectrolite titration 
Polyelectrolyte titrations were carried out in an aqueous media at pH =3.6 and pH of 7.5, respectively. 0.1 mL of chitosan solution was 

pipetted into a titration vessel and a few milliliters of 0.1 mM indicator Toluidine Blue were added. The vessel was then filled up with 
distilled water to a volume of 40 mL. A Mettler Toledo DL 53 titrator, with a 10 mL burette was used for an incremental addition of 
polyelectrolyte titrant (PES-Na; c = 10 mM). Incremental additions of 25 μL were added every 3 - 10 seconds. The absorbance was 
measured as a potential change in mV, using a Mettler Toledo Phototrode DP660, at a wavelength of 660 nm. The concentrations of the 
protonated amino groups were determined from the equivalent volume of the added PES-Na solution, detected as the steep step in the 
absorbance vs. the volume V (PES-Na) titration curve, and by estimating the 1:1 binding stoichiometry of the ethylenesulfonate to the 
amine groups. 
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Antimicrobial activity  
The antimicrobial activity against Candida albicans was estimated by turbidity method. Microbial strain was inoculated with liquid 

nutrient broth (NB) and incubated at 37 °C in laboratory shaker for 24 h and than diluted to give optical density (OD) 0.5 at 600 nm 
wavelength. It is believed that at these OD values 108 cells per ml are present. The microbial suspension usually absorbs in the 
wavelength range 600-610 nm. Therefore, higher growth is directly reflected by higher absorption value [15]. When OD value was 
determined, microbial nutrient broth was further diluted to give final concentration 10-3. After dilution, microbial suspension (100µL) was 
transferred to 96-well microplate and mixed with CS or TMC solution under aseptic conditions to give final volume of 200 µl in each well. 
Microplate was than incubated for 1, 3, 5, and 7 hours and optical densities were read subsequently.   

 
Results and discussion 

Polyelectrolite titration 
In table 1 the amount of protonated amine groups of CS and TMC solutions at acidic (pH=3.6) and alkaline (pH=7.5) conditions are 

presented. The polyelectrolyte titration results clearly show that the amount of protonated amino groups for both solutions were almost 
similar at acid pH, and account on average for around 5.5 mmol/g. This can be attributed to complete protonation of chitosans' amino 
groups in acid medium. On the contrary, in alkaline medium, where the primary amine groups (–NH2) are fully deprotonated, no charge 
was detected in CS solution, while the quaternary amine groups of TMC solution accounted for 4 mmol/g of dry sample. Decrease in 
positive charge is due to primary amine groups' deprotonation at pH 7.5 which is above their pK value (6.3) [14].  

 
Table 1 the amount of determined amino groups (Ai) in CS and TMC solution at pH 3.6 and 7.5 

 

Sample 
Ai [mmol/g] 

pH 3.6 
Ai [mmol/g] 

pH 7.5 

CS 5.6 0.0 

TMC 5.5 4.0 

 
 
Antimicrobial activity  
Figure 1 and 2 depict antimicrobial activities of CS and TMC solutions at pH 3.6 and 7.5 against Candida albicans. Both acidic 

chitosan solutions showed good inhibition of Candida strain at all incubation time intervals (up to 7h). TMC solution exhibited high 
antimicrobial activity at alkaline pH (7.5) as well, while the CS solution was completely inactive. The results of antimicrobial activity testing 
are emphasizing the importance of charged amine groups for inhibition of microbes.   

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Antimicrobial activity of CS and TMC solutions against Candida albicans at pH 3.6. 
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Fig. 2 Antimicrobial activity of CS and TMC solutions against Candida albicans at pH 7.5. 
 
 
Conclusion 

The results have confirmed that the chitosan's charge behavior has a great importance on antimicrobial activity. At acidic pH where 
both chitosan solutions (CS and TMC) were charged with a similar charge density the antimicrobial efficiencies were comparable as well. 
The main difference between CS and TMC sample was observed at alkaline pH, where TMC was able to inhibit Candida albicans 
effectively and unmodified chitosan (CS) has failed. This has proved that chitosan, unless charged, is not effective.  

In case of TMC solution, quaternized trimethyl amino groups have also proven to be responsible for antimicrobial activity. This is in 
agreement with previously published work [15]. 

 Especially quaternized chitosan (TMC) has a great prospective for medical applications, being particularly attractive as an 
antimicrobial agent for materials in sanitary use, such as gauze, bandages, tampons, sanitary pads, etc. as it exhibits good antimicrobial 
activity in wide range of pH scale.   
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Abstract. The article deals with the process of hydrogenation and evaluation using an experimental 
measuring device – Cyclic Loading Pulsator, for destructive testing and identifying the dependencies 
involved in the effect the hydrogen generated in the processes of surface treatment has on machinery parts. 
 
Introduction 

Research on the influence of hydrogen on the properties of steel and subsequent applications of surface treatment is an issue which 
is currently the subject of much attention. When using contaminated input raw materials there is a risk of hydrogen embrittlement, or it 
begins to occur in materials that were long considered resistant to this type of degradation. 

Higher hydrogen content in steels affects their mechanical properties, almost always negatively. It is known that hydrogen reduces 
ductility, breaking strength and yield strength. Atomic hydrogen dissolved in the steel easily diffuses in the iron grid  even at normal 
temperatures, and therefore it is easy to saturate the steel by hydrogen and to release it from the steel depending on the external 
conditions. When exceeding the critical concentration, hydrogen can cause cracking or escape from the material during heat treatment 
of the material and thus exert a negative effect on the finishes applied to such damaged materials. 

 
Formation of hydrogen 

Hydrogen is most frequently formed during pickling in mineral acids, during cathodic electrolytic degreasing, electroplating 
processes (e.g. zinc plating), also during oxidation (corrosion) of the material, welding and phosphating. 

In most cases it involves cathodic reduction. For example, during pickling in mineral acids (NHO3, H2SO4, HCl) the relevant anodic 
step – here the dissolution of metal – takes place at the same place as the formation of hydrogen, [1]. 

In contrast, during electrolytic degreasing and galvanizing the formation of hydrogen – and dissolution of metal, if any – takes place 
separately at the anode (1) and (2): 

in acidic medium:    2 H3O
+ + 2 e-  H2  + 2 H2O,   (1) 

in alkaline medium:    2 H2O  + 2 e-  H2  + 2 OH.-    (2) 

Subsequent reactions take place step by step. Hydroxyl ions decharge separately one by one, water molecules are broken down 
one after the other. In any case, atomic hydrogen is formed first (3). 

H3O
+ + e-  H + H2O.     (3) 

Atomic hydrogen necessarily needs to form a bond and is therefore reactive. When it meets another hydrogen atom, they form a 
bond. In this case we speak about adsorbed (atomic) hydrogen Had. Adsorbed atomic hydrogen can bind with another of its kind to form 
a molecule of H2, which is eventually released in the form of gas bubbles and no longer poses any threat to the base material. However, 
adsorbed atomic hydrogen can also diffuse into the material and damage its structure (4). 

Formation of gaseous H2:    2 Had  H2  or Had + H3O
+ + e-  H2  + H2O,  (4) 

diffusion into the material: Had  Hmat. 

There is no way to remove hydrogen recombined in hydrogen traps. 
 
Experimental device 

The experimental device PCN2 (see Fig. 1) is used for cyclic loading of components that have been exposed to the processes 
causing hydrogenation. PCN2 consists of three-phase asynchronous electric motor, frequency converter, which allows us to set the 
acceleration and braking times, to set the engine speed and to program frequency changes in relation to time. Compared to the first 
version, the new device has been fitted with an electronic circuit and sensors that allow us to stop the device if the tested component 
gets damaged and to record the time. It also employs an eccentric crank mechanism with a balancing feature, where one rod is placed 
in the slide housing and a second rod for pre-stressing is mechanically clamped in a clamping cage, [3]. 

The tested sample, in this case a retaining ring, is placed between the rods and the load is set according to the measuring 
parameters. The device alternately develops tension and compression at the end of the retaining ring which causes it to open and close. 
This movement is generated in the mechanical pulsator simulated by the testing device. Intensive simulation of the cyclic stress 
accelerates the spread of the crack caused by hydrogen present in the material, [2]. 
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Thanks to this device we will be able to get an approximate idea of the number of cycles or the service life of a component that was 
exposed to the processes involving hydrogenation. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Experimentaldevice – PCN2 

 
Experimental part 

The measurement was carried out using the DIN 471-AS 35 x 2.5 retaining rings. 

Table 1.The chemical composition of the material of the rings in [%] 
 

 

 

The retaining rings were supplied in the raw state without any surface treatment or heat treatment. All samples were degreased 
ultrasonically using 6 % sodium Pragold 68S, to = 2 min, T = 45 °C and then dried with hot air. In total, 8 sets of measurements were 
carried out for different types of pre-treatment, 5 pieces for each set. The result of the measurement is the number of cycles calculated 
based on the time needed to destruct individual rings. 

Measurement parameters 
The amplitude of opening the retaining ring is 4 mm. The preload of the ring lp=5 mm, ns=2800 rev/min-1. The rings were exposed to 

the pickling solution of HCl + FeCl2 + H2O (HCl content: 96.0 g/l FeCl2 content: 119.0 g/l), then they were rinsed in demineralised water 
To = 23 °C and dried with hot air Ts = 20 s. Then, according to various parameters for individual sets, the rings were exposed to cyclic 
loading using the experimental device PCN2. 
 
Parameters of individual sets 
Set 1: Retaining rings in the raw state exposed to variable loads. 
Set 2: Retaining rings exposed to a temperature of 250 °C for 4 hours, let to cool to room temperature on a metal plate and exposed to 
variable loads. 
Set 3: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 2 hours, rinsed in water, dried and with the maximum delay of 10 minutes after 
pickling exposed to variable loads. 
Set 4: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 2 hours, rinsed in water, dried, exposed to a temperature of 200 °C for 1 hour and 
then exposed to variable loads. 
Set 5: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 2 hours, rinsed in water, dried, exposed to a temperature of 250 °C for 4 hour and 
then exposed to variable loads.  
Set 6: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 16 hours, rinsed in water, dried and with the maximum delay of 10 minutes after 
pickling exposed to variable loads. 
Set 7: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 16 hours, rinsed in water, dried, exposed to a temperature of 200 °C for 1 hour 
and then exposed to variable loads.  
Set 8: Retaining rings exposed to pickling solution for 16 hours, rinsed in water, dried, exposed to a temperature of 250 °C for 4 hour 
and then exposed to variable loads. 
 

C Mn Si P S Al Cr Ni Mo 

0.72 0.64 0.25 0.01 0.001 0.032 0.17 0.042 0.002 
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Results 
 
Table 2. Values measured by the experimental device of PCN2 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Samples after destruction in each set: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 

Sample No. 
Time 

No. of 
cycles 

Time 
No. of 
cycles 

Time 
No. of 
cycles 

Time 
No. of 
cycles 

t [min.] N [-] t [min.] N [-] t [min.] N [-] t [min.] N [-] 

1 57 79800 45 63000 32 44800 45 63000 

2 72 100800 44 61600 38 53200 33 46200 

3 66 92400 45 63000 30 42000 23 32200 

4 56 78400 47 65800 29 40600 39 54600 

5 66 92400 42 58800 33 46200 35 49000 

Average 
value 

63.4 88760 44.6 62440 32.4 45360 35 49000 

 

 Set 5 Set 6 Set 7 Set 8 

Sample No. 
Time 

No. of 
cycles 

Time 
No. of 
cycles 

Time 
No. of 
cycles 

Time 
No. of 
cycles 

t [min.] N [-] t [min.] N [-] t [min.] N [-] t [min.] N [-] 

1 31 43400 29 40600 37 51800 30 42000 

2 36 50400 30 42000 34 47600 31 43400 

3 37 51800 32 44800 27 37800 27 37800 

4 35 49000 31 43400 32 44800 38 53200 

5 30 42000 24 33600 36 50400 36 50400 

Average 
value 

33.8 47320 29.2 40880 33.2 46480 32.4 45360 

Fig. 2 Detailsoftheretainingrings and fracturesrecorded by a laser confocalmicroscope 
Olympus LEXT OSL 3000 – magnification 120x 

 

Samples after destruction in each set: 
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Fig. 2 Chart showing the average number of cycles to destruct individual retaining rings 

Conclusion 
The results of the measurements (Fig. 2) carried out using the experimental device PCN2 confirm the hypothesis saying which 

initial conditions of exposure of the material to pre-treatment processes susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement lead to its destruction. 
When comparing Set 1 and Set 3, we can see that the pickling time of 2 hours shortened the service life of the component by 43.400 
cycles compared to Set 1 without pickling. The difference between Set 3 and Set 6 shows the reduction in the number of cycles by 
4.480 caused a longer duration of pickling. Set 2, which was exposed to the temperature of 250 °C for 4 hours, shows 26.320 fewer 
cycles compared to Set 1. Efficient dehydrogenation can be seen in Set 4, where the number of cycles increased by 3,640 compared to 
Set 3. Longer dehydrogenation of 4 hours at 250 °C in Set 5 and Set 8 shows no difference in the degree of dehydrogenation in 
comparison with Set 4 and 7, and thus is economically wasteful. The device is currently being used for further detailed experimental 
tests. The evaluation of fractures in the samples exposed to surface treatments that involve intensive formation of hydrogen and its 
diffusion into the base metal has also been conducted. 
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Abstract. In technology of deep drawing of cans the use of lubrification oil has been replaced by coating 
finishes accordingly to packaged products. Wear of added coating can occur at edges and small radii where 
the average added coatings due to processing thinning reduces its size. Friction influences deep drawing 
parameters. If the optimal ratio can be established between coating selection, friction and deformation forces a 
better control and insight in deep drawing technology is possible. Investigation of friction coefficient for Gold 
lacquer, Overprint varnish and Alu pigmented lacquer for material TH 550 E2.8/2.8 FS 0.155 mm has been 
calculated with tribometer TOP 3.  

Introduction 

Sheet metal forming (SMF) technology uses sheet material that is plastically deformed in two dimensions (the thickness of the sheet is 
more or less constant) with the possibility of significant elastic recovery or spring back. Each metal forming process has its own 
characteristic features in terms of tooling and material flow. In Fig. 1 some products of thin sheet that ranges in thickness from 0.15 mm 
until 0.49 mm metal forming are shown. 

  
Fig. 1 The products made from thin sheet metal forming taps and cans. [1] 

 
Common features of SMF processes are the use of initially flat sheet material cut into an optimized shape (the blank), a punch to 

transmit the energy needed for the mechanical work, a die that directs the material flow during the process, a blank holder, which controls 
undesired material flow and wrinkles, and draw beads that are used to restrict material flow. SMF processes are suited for mass production 
applications and the products are processed, fully automated, in large volumes with the help of industrial presses. Forces that occur in 
deep drawing range from pneumatic 500 kN to 200.000 kN for Hydraulic presses, for mechanical presses strokes range up to 2000 strokes 
per minute [2, 3].  In order to control material flow during the deep draw process and surface quality of the formed products adequate 
lubrification condition need to be obtained. Poor lubrication or coating [4-6] can result fracture that leads to scrap (Fig. 2) due to high friction 
that limits the desired material flow. One of observed occurrences with low friction forces is pronounced wrinkling and on the other side if 
friction is too high the material can break.  Therefore the friction is a very important parameter of the die construction that needs to be 
optimized depending on the die construction and forces included in process, and needs to be incorporated in virtual programming of 
production technology [7].  

  
Fig. 2 Poor lubrification influences a)  cracks, b) sec. wrinkle/pucker c) crack near bottom d) drawing marks, e) asymmetrical flange [2] 

 
In technology of deep drawing of cans the use of lubrification oil has been replaced by coating finishes (tin layer combined with an 

organic coating). Coating finish has to have specific properties the capability to provide for adequate flow during the deep draw process 
and surface quality.  Primary function of coating finish in packaging industry is to have adequate durability depending on the ph properties 
of packaged product. Coating has to resist the temperature of sterilization, transport damages and prevent interaction between product 
and environment. As the coating is applied before deep drawing process it has to adequately survive the deformation process. In this 
paper investigation of friction coefficient is conducted for the deep drawing process for material TH 550 E2.8/2.8 FS 0.155 mm that is 
covered with lacquer and cured for 20 minutes at the temperature of 200 °C. TH 550 is used for shallow deep drawing parts such as taps 
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and covers of cans, where designation E2.8 defines the tin coating of 2.8 g/m3, while the designation FS defines fine stone surface  Ra = 
0,25–0,45 μm, and proof strength Rp of 550 ± 50 MPa.  
 
Coating 
 

Coating is deposited on the sheet metal plate in accordance to shape and desired layer thickness of selected material, and then cured 
from 8 to 20 minutes at a temperature of 175 ° C to 225 °C. For sheet metal deep drawing process typical friction factor that is obtained by 
lubrification is   0.17, [3]. This factor was obtained by combination of Gold lacquer lr and mineral oil Ondina 15. Ondina 15 oil is of high 
purity and is used in the food and beverage industries. Its manufacturer is familiar company Shell. This oil is tasteless, colourless and 
odourless because of its extremely high purity it is also is used in medicine (medical white oil). Viscosity is 15 mm2/s (at 40 C), the density 
of 850 kg/m3, flash point at 200 C and the solidification point -15 C. The basic purpose are tin sheets and ECCS where requiring high 
corrosion resistance and extra deep-drawing, which ensures smooth coating based on epoxy phenol.   Without the lubrification and coating 
the hardened steel sliding on tin has the friction coefficient of  = 0.17 [3], however without the lubrification or coating in current deep 
drawing process material fractures. Additionally cast iron sliding on tin the friction factor has friction coefficient of  = 0.32 [4]. This proves 
that not only the friction factor is important but also the capability of lacquer to contain and regulate material flow. Beside Gold lacquer 
Alupigmented Lacquer and Overprint varnish were tested and their friction coefficients compared (Table. 1).  

Table 1 Laquer information 

Lacquer Description Viscosity 
Gold lacquer Color that resembles gold,  GL-79-5. 110  5 mm2 / s (at 20 C) and the flash point is 37 C 

Alupigmented Lacquer [5] 
Homogeneous opaque film of silver-grey 
colour. 

(4,000±0,015) mm at t° = 20,0 ± 0,5 ° : in the range of 
60-140 sec. 

Overprint varnish [6] 
Miraglaze™ 8909 base E 

overprint varnish base, wet-on-wet and 
wet-on-dry.  Varnish with wax and no driers. 

10 at 23 °C at 25 s-1 (Pa.s) 

 
Experimental setup 
 

The friction was determined using a Tribometer TOP 3 (Fig. 3). TOP 3  is an acronym of translation oscillation movement.  The settings 
of the tribological tests are summarized in the Table 2.  Friction contact was realized by specimen´s pair -  tablet and slab which 
demostrate a square contact. Friction contact was burdened with a load of 4 kg (~ 40 N force). Slab specimens were made from thin metal 
plate with special coating (Gold lacquer, Alupigmented Lacquer, Overprint Varnish). Tablet specimens were made from high strength steel 
41Cr4. All the specimens were tested for the same time due to comparison of weight losses (Table 3). After 10 minutes it has been found 
that the main area of coating was removed and maximal test time of 10 min was determinated. This time corresponds to a distance of 67 
meters. Dynamics of movement was established to a 35 cycles per 1 minute, where 1 cycle = length of 2 x 0.095 m = 0.19 m. All the friction 
results are enclosed in Table 3 - 5. Weight of tablets and the slabs were measured with an analytical balance Mettler H64 and analytical 
balance Ohaus explorer pro. 
 

Table 2.  The tribological test summarization. 
 

 

 
Fig. 3 Tribometer TOP3 with necessary components. 

Specimen´s

Marking
Slab Tablet

Load

[N]

Theoretical

Pressure

[N.mm 2]

Friction

Trajectory

[m]

Operation

Time

[min]

Dynamics

[cycles per

minute]

Sampling

Rate

[Hz]

Test Condition

A1 Alupigmented Lacq. Steel 41Cr4 40 0,13 67 10 35 250 dry friction

A2 Alupigmented Lacq. Steel 41Cr4 40 0,13 67 10 35 250 dry friction

A3 Alupigmented Lacq. Steel 41Cr4 40 0,13 67 10 35 250 dry friction

O1 Overprint Varnish Steel 41Cr4 40 0,13 67 10 35 250 dry friction

O2 Overprint Varnish Steel 41Cr4 40 0,13 67 10 35 250 dry friction

G1 Gold Lacq. Steel 41Cr4 40 0,13 67 10 35 250 dry friction

G2 Gold Lacq. Steel 41Cr4 40 0,13 67 10 35 250 dry friction

G3 Gold Lacq. Steel 41Cr4 40 0,13 67 10 35 250 dry friction

TEST SETUPFUNCTIONAL PAIR
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Fig. 4 Test specimens after testing: tablet - Ø20 h11 mm, h=8 mm; slab - 135 x 50 x 8 mm 
 

Table 3. Roughness of used tablets 
 

 
 
Table 4. Weight losses and mean weight losses (Note: Minus symbol (tablet) means the transfer of coating from slab to the tablet surface.) 

 

 
 

Table 5. Results of friction coefficients and its time development and mean coefficients on the start/end of tribological test 
 

  
 

No of measurement 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. Mean

Ra [μm] 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.108

Rz [μm] 0.78 0.86 0.61 0.69 0.67 0.722

Rq [μm] 0.15 0.16 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.138

ROUGHNESS OF TABLETS

Marking Specimen
Weight [g]

Before Test

Weight [g]

After test
Weight loss [mg]

Slab 8,43783 8,43522 2,61

Tablet 18,49231 18,49266 0,35

Slab 8,28997 8,28789 2,08

Tablet 18,53013 18,53071 0,58

Slab 8,36417 8,36162 2,55

Tablet 18,87630 18,87660 0,30

Slab 8,37600 8,37306 2,94

Tablet 18,50916 18,50977 0,61

Slab 8,37664 8,37466 1,98

Tablet 18,64923 18,64964 0,41

Slab 8,19132 8,18831 3,01

Tablet 18,80400 18,80455 0,55

Slab 8,37470 8,37188 2,82

Tablet 17,51026 17,51068 0,42

Slab 8,41572 8,41449 1,23

Tablet 18,86667 18,86690 0,23

G2

G3

Alupigmented Lacquer

Overprint varnish

Gold Lacquer

O1

O2

G1

A1

A2

A3

WEIGHT LOSSES COMPARISON

Coating type Specimen

Mean

Weight loss

[mg]
Slab 2,41

Tablet 0,41

Slab 2,46

Tablet 0,51

Slab 2,35

Tablet 0,40

Amean

Omean

Gmean

MEAN WEIGHT LOSSES

μs [ ] μd [ ] μs [ ] μd [ ]

A1 0,4432 0,3992 0,6120 0,5678

A2 0,4080 0,3638 0,5846 0,5654

A3 0,4286 0,3335 0,5720 0,5195

O1 0,4365 0,3900 0,6403 0,5615

O2 0,4374 0,3759 0,5581 0,5124

G1 0,4635 0,4252 0,6336 0,5931

G2 0,4194 0,3541 0,6193 0,5690

G3 0,2216 0,2204 0,6163 0,5564

RESULTS OF FRICTION COEFFICIENTS AND ITS TIME DEVELOPEMENT

560 580 s (before end)20 40 s (after start)

Time period for μ calculation

Specimen´s

Marking

μs [ ] μd [ ] μs [ ] μd [ ]

Amean 0,4266 0,3655 0,5895 0,5509

Omean 0,4370 0,3830 0,5992 0,5370

Gmean 0,3682 0,3332 0,6231 0,5728

RESULTS OF MEAN FRICTION COEFFICIENTS

Specimen´s

Marking

Time period for μ calculation

20 40 s (after start) 560 580 s (before end)
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Fig. 5 Example for test A1 Alupigmented Lacquer - results of total test time 

 

                      

    
Fig. 6 Example for test A1 Alupigmented Lacquer results from 20 to 40 seconds and a period of 560 to 580 seconds  

 
Conclusion 

Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the results of weight losses and the results for friction coefficients for tested materials - Alupigmented Lacquer 
(A), Overprint varnish (O) and Gold Lacquer (G). The static coefficient of friction is indicated as the s. Dynamic coefficient of friction is 
indicated as the d. Mean values of all coatings have quite the same range. It can be assumed that the wear of coatings – weight losses 
will be higher in real process due to higher load exposed on the coating´s surfaces. A very important fact is the quickness of deep drowing 
forming process. It means even the coating will be exposed to higher pressures there will be much less time (trajectory) to wear process.  
There are two values of friction coefficients in the table 5. First period was taken in time interval from 20 to 40 seconds. The friction 
coefficient was calculated from the 20 s interval after the tribological test has started. Second period was taken in time interval from 560 to 
580 seconds just in the 20 s interval before the test ended. Comparison of friction coefficients in both periods give us information about the 
coating durability in the time.  The most suitable for deep drawing process according the obtained results is the gold lacquer as the friction 
coefficient for it was the lowest μs=0.3682,   μd=0.3332. In modern processes tin cans [2] are produced without addition of oil, and cans 
process have shown good formability. Future researches will include Finite element simulation [7] based on obtained friction coefficient for 
deep draw forming and for incremental metal forming, and higher testing loads for better prediction of real factory conditions.  
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Abstract. Variation in the morphological characteristics of Phytophthora spp. Isolates which were isolated 
from diseased durian plant parts obtained from Lablae district, Uttaradit province in the north of Thailand were 
investigated. Colonies of this pathogen was mostly stellate pattern. Sporagia are ovoid-subpyriform in shape 
with 35-90 x 22-62 m in size and the ratio of length and width is 1:1.6 to 1:2.0. Integrated control of this 
pathogen using the biological control by antagonistic bacteria was used to be an alternative to reduce the use 
of fungicides in agriculture. In this study, we screened the antagonistic bacteria that can inhibit the growth of 
Phytophthora spp. and found that Bacillus cereus showed significant inhibition activity on mycelial growth of 
Phytophthora spp. In dual culture, the fungal mycelium were limited in extension and became swollen and 
roughly. This may due to antibiotic substances produced by the antagonistic bacteria. The dry cell of B. cereus 
were used to control this pathogen in durian farm using 100 g cell dry weigh / 10 litters water / tree. It was 
showed 100 % reducing diseases in field trials. 
 
Introduction 

Durian (Durio zibethinus) is the favorite fruit in many Southeast Asian countries including Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and the 
Philippines. It is a prized tree in many mixed gardens and a valuable orchard crop that commands extraordinarily high prices at local and 
export markets [1]. The rapid consumer-driven expansion of the durian industry in Thailand has led to the establishment of orchards on 
increasingly marginal land. This marginal land was badly affected by the devastating floods and the outbreak of Phytophthora that followed 
killed about 40% of the durian trees [2].  

Phytophthora spp. are plant pathogen causing diseases in many species of trees, vegetables and ornamental plants such as durian, 
citrus, para rubber, pepper, tomato, asparagus and orchid. Nowadays, fungicides are the popular way to prevent and control losses of 
agricultural products caused by Phytophthora[3]. However, these chemicals remain in nature and affect to ecosystem. To reduce the use 
of fungicides, the biological control by using antagonistic bacteria is an alternative [4].  

In this work, we described the screening and in vitro test of the antagonistic bacteria were described the screening, in vitro and in vivo 
test against Phytophthora strains which were screened from durian field in Lablae district, Uttaradit province. 

 
Materials and methods 

Phytophthora spp. indentification 
Durian implants with symptoms of stem rot were collected from several fields in Lablae district, Uttaradit province, Thailand 2011. 

Small sections taken from the edge of the stem lesions were placed on PARPH medium after disinfesting then with 10% housekeeping 
bleach. The semi-selective media (PARPH) had a corn meal agar (CMA) base and included pimaricine (10 mg/l) and quintazone (100 
mg/l) for selective inhibition of non-pythiaceous fungi and ampicillin (250 mg/l) and rifampicine (10 mg/l) for bacterial control. Hymexazole 
(20 mg/l) was used in the medium for partial control of Pythium spp [5]. The hyphal tip isolates were kept on slant tubes containing CMA at 
4oC.  

Phytophthora spp. were grown on V8 agar and potato dextrose agar (PDA), respectively, at 25 oC for determination of morphology 
under microscope. 

Antagonistic bacteria screening 
To screen the bacteria, 1 g of soil was dissolved in 10 ml of normal saline and 0.1 ml was spread on Nutrient agar (NA). A single 

colony of bacteria was isolated and maintained in glycerol stock at -20 oC. The bacterial strains were cultured on NA at 37 oC throughout 
the experiments. To perform in vitro antagonistic test, the fungi were grown on agar medium at 25°C for 2 days and afterward one-day-old 
bacterial culture was point inoculated by 2 cm away from peripheral colony. After 2 days, the inhibition zone of fungal growth was 
measured and the inhibition index was calculated from the ratio of inhibition zone by diameter of bacterial colony. The experiments were 
performed 3 replicates. The bacterial strains with highest antagonistic activity were identified by morphology and biochemical tests 
according to the Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology [6]. 

Biocontrol effect in vivo 
Biocontrol effect of different cell concentrations suspensions of antagonistic bacteria were adjusted to concentrations of 0 g (control 

treatment), 50 g, 100 g, 150 g and 200 g cell dry weigh in 10 ml distilled water and sprayed to near run-off on durian seeds in the field, using 
a 1-L sprayer-nozzle bottle. Considering the average surface area of durian seeds, the volume of suspensions applied per seed with this 
procedure were 1 mL for 10 days.  

Germinated seeds were shown in each seed in a field after 1 week. The seedlings were flooded by 20 ml of a small mycelial plug (2×3 
mm2) Phytophthora spp. spore suspension.  After 2 weeks, disease symptoms were scored based upon the following scale: ‘1’ = no sign 
of disease symptoms; ‘2’ = restricted lesions of approximately 2 mm in diameter or 5 mm in length; ‘3’ = expanding lesions with diameters 
from 0.2 to 2 cm; ‘4’ = lesions and/or necrosis of several sizes, covering up to 25% of the germinated seed surface; ‘5’ = extended lesions 
and necrosis over 25% of the germinated seed surface. 
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Results and Discussions 

Phytophthora spp. indentification 
Phytophthora spp. were isolated from Durian implants with symptoms of stem rot (Table 1). For morphology study, it was found a 

slightly difference about asexual structure. Sporagia are ovoid, ellipsoid, obpyriform, ovoid-obpyriform, and spherical form in shape with 
35 - 90 x 22 - 62 m in size and the ratio of length and width is 1:1.6 to 1:2.0 (Table 1).  

 
Table 1. Phytophthora spp. isolates from Durian implants 
 

Isolate Implant Chlamydospores Sporagia 

Shape Avg.Diameter 
( m) 

Shape Avg. Length x 
Breadth ( m) 

L:B ratio 

L01 Leaf Globose 30 
Ovoid-obpyriform, 

Spherical, 
Obpyriform 

35-65 x 22-38 1:1.6 

L02 Fruit Globose 39 
Ovoid-obpyriform, 

Ellipsoid, 
Obpyriform, Spherical 

42-85 x 34-62 1:2.0 

L03 Branch Globose 34 
Ovoid-obpyriform, 

Spherical, 
Obpyriform, Ovoid 

45-90 x 25-50 1:1.9 

 
From Table 1 shows All isolates produced globose chlamydospores, which were terminal and intercalary in the mycelium.           

The average diameter of chlamydospores was 30–39 m. Based on these morphological characteristics. Several researchers have 
described the features of Phytophthora that distinguish it from other heterothallic species with conspicuous papillate sporangia. The 
sporangia are variable in shape, depending on isolate, mostly elliptical to ovoid, and prominently papillate. They are variable in size but 
average 35 to 90 m in length and 22 to 62 m in breadth, with length–breadth ratio of 1.6  to 2.0 m. Many reports have shown that P. 
palmivora produces globose chlamydospores with diameters have been reported to measure 32 to 42 m [7], averaging 33 m [8], 36 

m [9] and 36.2±9.6 m [10]. 
 
Antagonistic bacteria screening 
Twenty-one bacteria strains were isolated from Lablae district. Of these, 3 bacterial strains exhibited antagonistic activity against all 

3 strains of Phytophthora and strain BL03 was chosen for further study. Only one strain, BL03 , showed strong inhibition to the growth of 
Phytophthora spp. (Table 2). In dual culture of BL03 and Phytophthora spp., the fungal mycelium observed under light microscope were 
limited in extension and turned into swollen and roughly and in dual culture of BL07 and Phytophthora spp., the fungal mycelium 
became merely swollen . Based on morphological and biochemical characteristics, BL03 and BL07 were identified as Bacillus        
cereus and Pseudomonas sp., respectively. 

 
Table 2 Inhibition index of antagonistic bacteria on Phytophthora spp. L01, L02 and L03 isolate. 
 

Phytophthora spp. isolate 

L01 L02 L03 

Bacteria strain Clear zone (mm) Bacteria strain Clear zone (mm) Bacteria strain Clear zone (mm) 

BL02 12 ± 0.51 BL03 17 ± 0.43 BL03 17 ± 0.55 

BL03 21 ± 0.39 BL07 15 ± 0.32 BL 04 6 ± 0.76 

BL07 19 ± 0.55 BL11 12 ± 0.58   

BL12 22 ± 0.43     

BL18 7± 0.66     

 
Many studies have revealed that both Bacillus and Pseudomonas can be a good candidate for biological control of plant 

pathogenic fungi. For instance, Bacillus cereus UW85 could produce zwittermicin A and antibiotic B which reduced elongation and 
caused swelling of P. medicaginis germ tube [11]. Bacillus sp. BC112 could produce chitinase which destroyed cell structure of 
Curvularia lutana [12]. Pseudomonas aureofaciens PA147-2 could prevent Phytophthora root rot of asparagus caused by                      
P. megasperma [13]. Pseudomonas fluorescens MM-B16 could generate aerugine and able to inhibit the growth of Colletotrichum 
orbiculare and Phytophthora capsici [14]. Therefore, it is possible that Bacillus cereus BL03 may produce antibiotic substances          
that can halt the growth of Phytophthora.  
 
Biocontrol effect in vivo 

The residual biocontrol effects of Phytophthora spp. were also investigated under field conditions. After specific time intervals     
from the moment of application of the antagonist, durian seeds were challenged by the zoospores of the pathogen and disease levels 
were evaluated (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1 Residual biocontrol effect of the B. cereus BL03 isolate on durian seed challenged by Phytophthora spp. with difference cell 
concentration of 0 ( ), 50 ( ), 100 ( ), 150 (X) and 200 ( ) g cell / 10 litter / tree 
 

The lowest disease scores occurred with 50 g cell / 10 litters solution during the first 10 days after inoculation with B. cereus BL03. 
Afterwards, disease increased slowly but steadily, reaching severity levels similar to the positive control when seeds were challenged    
at 14 days of application of B. cereus BL03 (Fig.1, Fig. 2). The amount of viable spores of the antagonist remaining on the seed surface 
was greatly reduced after 10 days, with 100 g cell /10 litters or higher that could not found diseases until the end of the experiment    
(Fig. 2).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Challenged durian seed with 0 g cell /10 litters (A), 50 g cell /10 litters (B) and 100 g cell /10 litters (C) of B. Cereus BL03 cell 
suspension after 14 days of Phytophthora spp. Inoculation.  

 
The progressive reduction in disease severity by higher inoculums concentrations of the antagonist is not unexpected as high   

initial inoculum enables full colonization of the seed by the B. cereus BL03, thereby improving its biocontrol efficacy. Since the cacao  
tree presents a complex endophytic [15] and epiphytic microbiota [16], lower initial amounts of the antagonist on the other hand are 
likely more susceptible to competition effects by other microorganisms. It was suggests that more frequent applications, or higher 
concentrations of the antagonist may be necessary. Combined application with certain fungicides may be also an alternative that 
warrants further investigation. 

 
Conclusions 

The potential for biological control of diseases has been explored in consideration of the importance of the environment and    
human health. Moreover, consumers have been more willing to buy chemical-free products with even higher costs. However, chemical 
application is still the most effective disease management strategy in modern agricultural system. Biological control is a promising 
alternative to control plant pathogens instead of use of chemicals, therefore much research for biological control agents                      
has been conducted [17]. From this research, B. cereus isolates effectively reduced Phytophthora root rot on durian. BL03  was the 
most effective B. cereus isolate in biocontrol of Phytophthora spp. on durian in naturally field soil. In addition, this isolate produced            
larger average inhibition zones than other antagonistic bacteria isolates against Phytophthora spp. in vitro and showed the               
ability to inhibit in vitro growth of durian seed.  

The phenomenon can also be exploited in industrial production as sporulation can be induced at the end of cultures [18].            
This greatly facilitates post-culture conditioning as bacterial suspensions can be converted to easy to handle powder              
formulations without the impressive bacterial mortality observed with non-sporulating bacteria [19]. Shelf life of biocontrol                 
based on sporulated bacteria is generally longer and require less storage precaution compared to other products containing              
living organisms. Bacilli are also relatively easy to produce industrially as they are not particularly exigent regarding nutritional       
sources. Beside its spore forming ability, B. subtilis possess several characteristics that enhance its survival in the rhizosphere and thus 
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its effectiveness as a biopesticide [20]. This bacterium known to live in aerobic environments can also behave as facultative        
anaerobe surviving and evolving under low oxygen concentration [21]. This is a real advantage in the rhizosphere as oxygen         
availability may fluctuate during time and is generally low. Additionally, Bacillus strain is a motile bacterium that readily moves       
towards and on the root surface which facilitates colonization of new ecological niches. Another reason for the high interest in Bacilli is 
the diversity of their modes of action. They can display almost all the mechanisms of biocontrol and bio-stimulation/fertilization 
mentioned here below and above. Moreover, one strain may often acts through several mechanisms. This enables these bacteria to     
be effective in many conditions (variety of pathogens, plants, environmental conditions) as one mechanism may act instead of another. 
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Abstract. In the last few years, several waste energetic utilization/thermic treatment technologies have come 
to the front and have been declared to be the best available techniques. Priority of the energetic utilization of 
different types of waste is not unambiguous even today. In fact, it all depends on what type of waste is being 
treated thermically; therefore it is not the energy content that is the decisive factor. Thus, in case of 
combustible industrial organic waste, for example, this criterion is obviously of secondary importance, the most 
important viewpoint is that the least possible harmful material (e.g. end-gas containing unabsorbed chlorine 
derivates) should remain at the end of the process. This paper summarises the thermic utilization processes 
with a comparison between the different technologies, stressing factors affecting their applicability and 
operational suitability. The research activity can set prognoses and models with LCA analyses and the 
conscious application of scientific methods, which can offer a prognosis for not tested situations. Despite the 
fact that chemical industry and the environmental protection are closely interlocked, there is fairly poor national 
and international professional literature available about the two connected professions. Pyrolysis, 
plasma-based technologies and gasification can be considered on the basis of three viewpoints: 
environmental burden, energy efficiency and social-economic viewpoints. While examining the above three 
viewpoints, it worked out a new mathematical method which besides LCA takes time and probability as well 
into consideration with the combination of a programming language, and which may mark a new direction for 
solution and decision even in waste management.  
 
1. Introduction 

The persistent organic pollutants (POPs) wastes used oils, waste with content of PCB/PCT and pesticide wastes; take the main place 
in the group of organic industrial waste and the residues of the POPs waste generated in the processes of the chemical industry. Related 
to the incipient environmental demands and the reduction of risks, there are two main principles that are practical to follow: 

1. Modification of the industrial process with green chemistry methods (primary technology)  
2. Working out and optimization for the treatment of POPs waste (secondary technology) 

This article would provide new information to the second research trend related to the thermic treatment methods. There are green 
chemistry methods and some other treatment approaches for decreasing the quantity of the organic industrial waste (the most expedient 
environmental aids are the usage of low-containing waste processes), but currently thermic treatment processes are the most popular 
alternatives. In order to choose the best suitable treatment of organic industrial waste, it is indispensable to compare the possible different 
methods of thermal treatments and prioritise them by environmental, energetic and economic effects. This research can set out 
alternatives and models with the help of LCA methods, which can extend a prognosis and priority for thermic technologies. The Life Cycle 
Assessment (LCA) can play an important role in this research. With the application of this method for the thermic processes and 
technologies, their energetic, economic and environmental efficiency can be determined. With the use of LCAs it can be possible to 
determine a priority order, not just among each waste processing method but also among thermic utilization processes. 

 
2. Methodology, goal and scope of the research  

The first step of this research is to compare the available WtE technologies, which may differ significantly. Nowadays, incineration is 
the most widely used process, so it is worth comparing with the new thermic technologies. The main advantages are useful end-products, 
which can be utilised as materials and also energetically. The second step is to set up life cycle assessment models of the WtE 
technologies. Their advantages and disadvantages are examined in such a multi-component matrix. The LCA software GaBi 5 is the basis 
for life-cycle impact assessment. The LCA results are analyzed with regard to life-cycle segments and as a functional unit of energy 
consumption and/or the recoverable energy that can be used [11]. The possible energetic utilisation can be carried out by incineration, 
cracking (pyrolysis or gasification) and plasma technology, or parallel flow incineration (in equipments). The following sections discuss the 
most frequently used thermochemical technologies for WtE [3, 12]. These are: 

1) Incineration: full oxidative combustion; 
2) Gasification: partial oxidation; 
3) Pyrolysis: thermal degradation of organic material in the absence of oxygen; 
4) Plasma-based technology: combination of (plasma-assisted) pyrolysis/gasification of the organic fraction and plasma vitrification 

of the inorganic fraction of waste feed.  
The more advanced thermochemical approaches such as pyrolysis, gasification and plasma-based technologies have been applied 

to selected smaller scale waste streams, and attempt to control temperatures and pressures of the process. While the application of 
pyrolysis at low, mid- and high temperature is mainly possible for wastes, gasification is suitable for all burnable materials. In connection 
with plasma technology, the elimination of dangerous wastes is done by oxidation, and in this method of reduction the goal is to extract raw 
material. Plasma-based technology is the least-known process. With pyrolysis the emission of heavy metals is lower (due to lack of 
oxygen), but one of the disadvantages is that the use of pyrooil is accompanied by significant emissions. Besides this, pyrolysis produces 
a large quantity of pyrocoke with a high concentration of heavy metals in the cinders. Plasma-based technology has a low gas flow, fast 
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warming and cooling. At the end of the process, with minimal environmental effects, materials of glass and ceramics can be obtained, 
which can be utilised in the building industry [4, 5, 8].  
 
3. Application of the LCA method with Software GaBi 5 

Before new technologies enter the market, however, their environmental superiority over competing options must be asserted based 
on a life-cycle approach. Life cycle assessment investigates the environmental impacts of systems, processes or products. LCA models 
the complex interaction between a product and the environment from cradle-to-grave throughout the full life cycle, from the exploration and 
supply of materials and fuels, to the production and operation of the investigated objects, to their disposal/recycling [11]. The life cycle 
assessment method is one of the best methods for innovation in the area of enviro-management. The LCA method is usually applied to 
comparative analysis, when it is possible to choose among the products, processes, services and systems having the same function, but 
each of them having significantly different environmental effects. The importance of several impact categories can be seen in Table 1. The 
Economic Input-Output Life Cycle Assessment (EIO-LCA) method estimates the materials and energy resources required for, and the 
environmental emissions resulting from, activities in our economy. A complete life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) may also include other costs, 
as well as other accounting/financial elements (such as discount rates, interest rates, depreciation, present value of money, etc.) [2, 6]. 

 
Table 1. Impact categories of the CML 2001 method [7] 

 
Impact Categories Reference 

Global Warming Potential (GWP) kg CO2- Equiv. 
Acidification Potential (AP) kg SO2- Equiv. 
Eutrophication Potential (EP) kg phosphate- Equiv. 
Human Toxicity Potential (HTP) kg DCB- Equiv. 
Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) kg ethylene- Equiv. 
Ozone Layer Depletion Potential (ODP) kg R11- Equiv. 
Terrestric Ecotoxicity Potential (TETP) kg DCB- Equiv. 
Marine Ecotoxicity Potential (MAETP) kg DCB- Equiv. 
Freshwater Aquatic Ecotoxicity Potential (FAETP) kg DCB- Equiv. 
Abiotic Depletion (ADP elements) kg Sb-Equiv. 

 
The GaBi 5 LCA Software that largely encourages the research work came into the market in November 2011 and has several 

advantages for its former versions. The GaBi 5 Software with databases 2011 establishes Life Cycle Assessment as an essential tool to 
develop more sustainable products and processes while increasing resource efficiency, reducing material, energy and cost.  
 
4. Complex model for thermic treatments 

Application with these viewpoints a complex mathematical model for the thermic treatment processes was carried out, which beside 
of the parameters examined by LCA method, considers time and probability at the same time. Within the special program system of 
MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory) based on the background of the pure mathematical statistics (relative frequency- probability), each and every 
environmental effect would mean the aleatory variable of a thermal treatment process – within an operational process. The main 
key-questions, test parameters and possible methods of the developed complex model can be the following (see Table 2).  

 
Table 2. Main key-questions, test parameters and possible methods by the complex model [10] 
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In case of the traditional incineration it would also be worth carrying out an examination with a wider spectrum, and besides 

recoverable energy (and, of course, relief of dumps), attention should be paid to the emission and other alternatives of utilisation [10]. In 
order to do so, data from manufacturers and system operators are compiled with the help of the GaBi database and complemented with 
data from different LCA literature.  
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5. LCA results for thermic treatments 

The LCA data represents the conventional incineration (with grate firing), the gasification and the pyrolysis for hazardous waste (with 
PCBs) in the EU 27 with application of GaBi 5 LCA-software. The inventory data for the system must be mathematically normalized to a 
functional unit, which has to be set a priori and is not a decision variable. The complex system of LCA method is for 1 kg industrial organic, 
hazardous waste (with PCBs) with energy recovery by electricity transfer and thermal convection. The allocation is applied and the 
substitution factor used is 1 to 1. The calorific values are calculated from the elementary composition of hazardous wastes (database GaBi 
5 Software). The remaining heat is assumed to be used completely. The emissions to air, the waste transport (truck on road with diesel 
mix) and the land filling of residues are included in the system. The wastes are transported from production to the thermic treatment 
technology and the waste disposal in this model (system limit: from production process generated hazardous waste to waste disposal). 
The applied interpretation method was CML 2011 (November 2010). For the calculation of the mass balance of the process, all input 
components are split into their composition.  

By conventional incineration (T = 1100 °C) the main constituents of syngas are: NO2 (71,37%), CO2 (13,38%), SO2 (11,15%), HCl 
(3,56%), CH4 (0,44%), heavy metals and dioxins (0,10%). Dioxins will be not eliminated by syngas cleaning. Due to the contamination with 
heavy metals, the ash and slag go to landfill for hazardous waste. 1000 kg hazardous waste burnt can be expected, based on its carbon 
content, to produce 230 kg slag, 45 kg soot and 725 kg syngas. The heat output is used for electricity generation and thermal convection. 
The complex process will be used 78 kWh of electrical power and 23,5 kWh of thermal energy from natural gas. The input streams to the 
system are hazardous waste input, thermal energy from natural gas, electricity and water for flue gas cleaning. Output streams leaving the 
system as solid materials are ash and slag. The emissions to the atmosphere contained in the clean gas come from the flue gas 
purification. The auxiliary materials used for the flue gas precipitation in the waste incineration plant are lignite, ammonia and lime. 
According to measurements for Global Warming Potential (GWP) can be determine 5,03 kg CO2-Equiv. for the incineration (without 
syngas treatment). The value of the Ozone Layer Depletion Potential (ODP) is 0,001 kg R11- Equiv. and the Acidification Potential (AP) is 
0,259 kg SO2-Equiv. Dioxins will be not eliminated by syngas cleaning. By gasification (T = 1200 °C) will be used 50 kWh of electrical 
power for the complex process. The input streams to the system are hazardous waste input, natural gas (only by start) and electricity. 
Output streams leaving the system as solid materials are ash and slag. The GWP is 0,989 kg CO2-Equiv. for the gasification. The value of 
ODP is 4,09.10-11 kg R11- Equiv. and the value of AP is 0,18 kg SO2-Equiv. By pyrolysis (T = 500 °C) the input streams to the system are 
hazardous waste input and electricity (70 kWh). Output streams leaving the system are pyrolysis coke, pyrolysis oil and pyrolysis gas. The 
Global Warming Potential is 15,4 kg CO2-Equiv. for the gasification. The value of the Ozone Layer Depletion Potential is 0,0032 kg R11- 
Equiv. and the Acidification Potential is 0,376 kg SO2-Equiv. The investigations show that by pyrolysis the values of Potentials are higher. 
By plasma-based technology (T = 3000 °C) the Global Warming Potential is 0,836 kg CO2-Equiv., the value of the ODP is 4,03.10-8 kg 
R11- Equiv. and the Acidification Potential is 4,48.10-3 kg SO2-Equiv. (see Fig. 1-4). 
 

 
 Fig. 1 The Global Warming Potential (GWP) Fig. 2 The Ozone Layer Depletion Potential (ODP) 
 for thermic technologies for thermic technologies 
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6. Summary 

This research study can set up prognoses with LCA analyses between thermic treatment processes and their priority. Pyrolysis, 
incineration, gasification and plasma-based technology can be considered on the basis of viewpoints: environmental burden and energy 
efficiency. The investigations show that the GWP, the ODP and the AP are very better by the plasma-based technology. According to the 
load of environment can be determined that the plasma-based technology by 3000 °C is the most enviro-friendly technology. 
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Abstract. At world level, over 50% of the electrical energy generated from renewable resources is produced 
from hydro. In Romania the hydro covers up to 33% from the total national electrical energy demand. 
   There are three types of hydro electric plants: the first one is using water stored naturally in upstream lakes, 
the second type are so called Run-of-the-river hydroelectric stations with small or no reservoir capacity, so that 
practically all the water coming from upstream must be used for generation or allowed to bypass the dam. The 
third type has also a downstream lake from which the water is pumped back to the upstream one usually during 
the night when the cost of electricity is low, and then reused for generation when the demand is high. 
  In order to monitor and control a hydro energy generation system was developed a Wide Area Measurement 
System (WAMS) based on Phasor Measurement Units (PMU), all data being “time-stamped” with a time tag  
generated by an atomic clock obtained  from the Global Positioning  System (GPS), with a precision of +/-400 
nanoseconds.  
 
Introduction 

Hydro generation of electrical energy represents the less expensive and the most reliable solution of producing electricity. Water 
energy is an important renewable source and a solution of producing non polluting energy. The hydro turbines can start and stop in a short 
period of time and consequently the hydro generators can improve the stability of the power grid and control its frequency. 

In Romania, about 33% of all electrical energy is produced using hydro generation, both from interior rivers as well as from Danube, 
with a total installed power of about 7 GW. 

 
Hardware Configuration 

In Romania, medium size hydro-generators for interior rivers and in particular on Arges River are of 5MW and 6kV, driven by Kaplan 
type turbines. In order to transport the electrical energy produced it is stepped up at 20 kV and sent to a local 20/110 kV substation and 
again to another 110/400kV station which is part of the national system, Fig. 1. 

 
 

Fig. 1 The way from low-medium to high voltage national grid  
 
A hydropower system can be described mathematically, as any other system in nature by a set of matrix equations: 

,DBA euxx  (1) 

where x vector, represent the states, u - vector of the control and e the vector the perturbations. A, B and D are matrixes which are function 
of the turbines, generators, transformers, transport power lines and their type of control. In order to control such a system is necessary to 
measure all of states x, or at least part of them and observing the rest, using Lumberger or Kalman observers. Similarly, as not all elements 
of A, B and D matrixes are known, these parameters have to be estimated. 

The measured states in a hydropower system are of different nature:  
 Hydraulic: the heads and flows;  
 Hydro-mechanic: stator wicked gate position for Francis and the angle of rotor adjustable blades for the Kaplan turbines; 
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 Electro mechanic: the excitation voltage and current, the rotor position and its speed, the stator voltages and currents. 

The selected river for the study was Arges, running from the Center of Romania to the Danube. Upstream there is a 260 MW Hydro 
plant and along the river there are 19 medium or small hydro plants (SHP). The last small hydro plant, for which advanced measurements 
were developed, is placed at Mihailesti, close to Bucharest, Fig.2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 The Hydro Plants on Arges river  
 
It comprises of two vertical Kaplan Turbines 5MW each coupled to two 6kV synchronous generators. The third turbine is a 375kW 

Francis horizontal, connected to an asynchronous generator used to guarantee the continuous minimum flow of hydro-plant (see Fig. 3). 
The main problem in this setup is to have all the measurements synchronized to a common time source. The best and least expensive 

solution in this case, is to use the time information provided by Global Positioning System (GPS). By using the time stamp from GPS it 
would be possible to collect information from different points in power network and be able to analyze it.  

As one can see from the Fig. 3, different types of equipment are used to measure the electrical data in different parts of the site. 
 
The 20 kV Line 
The measurement of system voltages and currents in the point of common connection (PCC) is done by a Phasor Measurement Unit 

(PMU) [1] “Model 1133A Power Sentinel™” manufactured by Arbiter Systems. Beside raw data (voltages and currents) the Model 1133A 
can provide also the absolute phase angle, system frequency, system power, power quality data such as harmonics, K-factor, flicker. All 
the measurements are time stamped using the time code obtained from an internal GPS receiver. The time code can also be delivered to 
other equipments via an IRIG-B output signal. The communication between the PMU and the monitoring application can be done using 
one of the available ports which includes: serial RS-232, serial RS-422 and Ethernet. Of course, in order to obtain the maximum 
throughput the Ethernet connection is preferable. 
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Fig. 3 Monitoring system at Mih ile ti Hydro Plant  

 
The Synchronous Generator Groups 
The measurements for the two synchronous generators are done by a NI CompactRIO programmable automation controller [2]. The 

Compact RIO controller was chosen due to its modular design and in our case it includes the following modules: 
 A three channels 300 V rms voltage analog input module; 
 Two modules for the acquisition of currents up to 5A rms (four channels per module); 
 One module for acquisition of analog values in 4-20mA range (eight channels); 
 GPS receiver; 
 Eight channels digital input module. 

The measured values are the 6.3kV line voltages, both synchronous generators currents, exciters voltages and currents. Based on 
the measured data the rms values are computed, along with voltages and currents phasors, total delivered power, active power, reactive 
power. All the data is processed locally by an equipment based on a RISC processor and FPGA chip. The data acquisition and calculations 
for voltages and currents are done at 10ksamples/s and then at a rate of 2 samples per second the RMS values, voltage and current 
phasors, active and reactive power, power factor, Harmonics and the THD are calculated, recorded and sent to a central server. The 
waveforms for voltages and currents are re-sampled and sent to the server at a rate of 500 samples/s. 

The data can be recorded also locally on internal memory card or to an external hard drive connected to USB port.  
  

Software 
To collect, record and display the data from all three equipments a specific software was developed using National Instruments 

LabView graphical language. As the amount of recorded data is quite huge, and due to the fact that there is a limited bandwidth of internet 
connection to the site, the software runs on a server installed locally.  

In Fig. 4 are presented several screenshots of the software under development showing the data recorded from one synchronous 
generator. 

 

a) Voltage, current waveforms, frequency b) RMS graphs of voltages and currents 

c) RMS values of voltages and currents d) Power values 
 

Fig. 4 Monitoring Software Screenshots  
 

As Romania is part of the European Electric Grid, any change in the system can influence the operation of a hydro plant. As a case 
study, the data from the Phasor Measurement Unit connected to 20 kV line is also collected by a Wide Area Monitoring System application 
- WAProtector connected to several PMUs across Europe (Fig. 5). 
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a) RMS Values, Phasors b) Voltages, Phase Angle, Frequency 

c) Phase Angle difference d) Positive Sequence Voltage, Frequency 

e) Currents, Active Power, Reactive Power f) Voltage Harmonics 
 

Fig. 5 Monitoring of 20kV line using Phasor Measurement Unit (Arbiter Systems Power Sentinel) in an Academic European Network  
 
Conclusions 

The control of a Hydropower System implies the measurement or observation of as many as possible voltages and currents in 
different points of the grid. The measurements have to be done synchronously using a common time base. The best way in this case is to 
use the time information obtained from the Global Positioning System. The authors present a solution which includes both: commercial 
and custom developed products. 
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Abstract. Concentration levels of twelve particle-bound polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) were 
determined in ambient air samples collected at urban, suburban and industrial locations in the city of Novi Sad, 
Serbia, in order to assess seasonal and spatial variations. The sampling of ambient air has been conducted at 
five sampling sites. The first site, M1, was located in the Oil Refinery, in proximity of the sewage sludge 
incinerator. The second location, M2, was positioned in suburban residential area. The third measuring point, 
M3, was situated near industrial area, with the Oil Refinery, thermal power/heating plant and heavy-traffic road 
in the vicinity. The fourth site, M4, was located nearby the heavy traffic area, especially busy during the rush 
hour. The fifth location, M5, was situated at residential district, in the city centre. Sampling campaigns were 
undertaken during the two 14-day periods: from November 19th to December 2nd 2010 (heating season) and 
from March 16th to March 29th 2011, using the high volume (HiVol) ambient air samplers. Duration of sampling 
was 24 h. The content of PAHs associated with suspended particles was analysed using a gas 
chromatographer coupled with a mass spectrometer (GC/MS). Almost all of the investigated PAHs were found 
in the suspended particles. The summed concentration of the 12 PAHs ranged from 39.28 to 258.02 ng/m3, 
with median value 86.71 ng/m3 for the heating season and from 27.81 to 128.32 ng/m3 (median value was 
60.525 ng/m3) during the spring. During the winter/heating period, the PAHs concentrations were the highest 
at the M1 (median value 155.845 ng/m3), while at the M5 the lowest levels were determined (64.52 ng/m3). In 
March 2011, the content of PAHs was the highest at M2 (median value 79.685 ng/m3), followed by M1 (70.275 
ng/m3), M4 (58.31 ng/m3), M3 (50.73 ng/m3) and site M5 (44.005 ng/m3).  
 
Introduction 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) belong to the group of organic compounds containing two or more aromatic rings [1]. PAHs 
are formed during the processes of incomplete combustion of organic matter exposed to a temperature of 700 °C [2] and they are 
released, as a complex mixture, primary into the atmosphere. After emission, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons distribute between the gas 
phase and atmospheric particles and even 70%-90% of PAHs are associated with particulate matter at ambient temperature. 

In environmental researches, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are of special concern, since some individual PAHs or mixtures of 
PAHs demonstrate strong mutagenicity, teratogenicity and/or carcinogenicity [3, 4].  

PAHs can be emitted from natural and anthropogenic sources. In urban and industrial atmosphere, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
are almost entirely anthropogenic in origin [5]. The largest contributors of PAHs in urban and industrial areas are emissions from vehicle 
exhaust [6] and from industrial processes like primary aluminum production, creosote and wood preservation, waste incineration, cement 
manufacture, petrochemical and related industries, bitumen and asphalt industries, rubber tire manufacturing, and commercial heat/power 
production [7]. 

Among numerous PAHs, United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) has designated 16 of them as priority pollutants: 
naphthalene (Nap), acenaphthylene (Acy), acenaphthene (Ace), fluorene (Flo), phenanthrene (Phe), anthracene (Ant), fluoranthene (Flu), 
pyrene (Pyr), benzo(a)anthracene (BaA), chrysene (Chr), benzo(b)fluoranthene (BbF), benzo(k)flouranthene (BkF), benzo(a)pyrene 
(BaP), dibenz(ah)anthracene (DahA), benzo(ghi)perylene (BghiP), and indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene (IP) [8]. 

Regarding carcinogenicity, International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified PAHs as known human carcinogen 
(group 1), probable human carcinogen (group 2A), possible human carcinogen (group 2B) and not classifiable as carcinogen to humans 
(group 3). Naphthalene and acenaphthylene have not been classified by IARC [9]. The IARC classification of polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons is given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. IARC classification of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons regarding carcinogenicity 
 

PAHs Class 
Nap - 
Acy - 
Ace 3 
Flo 3 
Phe 3 
Ant 3 
Flu 3 
Pyr 3 
BaA 2B 
Chr 2B 
BbF 2B 
BkF 2B 
BaP 1 

DahA 2A 
BghiP 3 

IP 2B 
 
Over the past two decades many researches focused on the levels and behavior of ambient air PAHs have been conducted. Despite 

this, studies on presence of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in ambient air in Serbia are still limited. The objectives of the study were to 
determine concentration levels of twelve PAHs associated with atmospheric particulate matter at urban, suburban and industrial localities 
in the city of Novi Sad, Serbia, and, based on the obtained data, to assess seasonal and spatial variations of the pollutants.  
 
Material and Methods 

 
Sampling Locations 
140 ambient air samples have been collected at five locations in the city of Novi Sad, Serbia (Fig. 1), during the two seasons. The first 

site, M1, was located in the Oil Refinery, in proximity of the sewage sludge incinerator. The second location, M2, was positioned in 
suburban residential area. The third measuring point, M3, was situated near industrial area, with the Oil Refinery, thermal power/heating 
plant and heavy-traffic road in the vicinity. The fourth site, M4, was located nearby the heavy traffic area, especially busy during the rush 
hour. The fifth location, M5, was situated at residential district, in the city centre. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Sampling locations in the city of Novi Sad 
 
Sampling campaigns were undertaken during the two 14-day periods: from November 19th to December 2nd 2010 (heating season) 

and from March 16th to March 29th 2011. 
 
Sampling Procedure 
Ambient air was sampled using a high volume air sampler TECORA ECHO HiVol with quartz fiber filters (QFFs) which enabled the 

collection of the suspended particles. Samplers were placed at 4 meters from the ground. 
Before usage, QFFs were burned at 400°C for minimum 4h, to minimize the contaminant levels. After returning to ambient 

temperature, QFFs were wrapped in aluminum foil and stored.  
The sampling volume was in the range from 325 to 400 m3 of ambient air in a 24-hour period and 4,804 m3 of air were sampled for 14 

days. The amount of sampled air was recorded at the end of each sampling session. After the sampling, quartz fiber filters were wrapped 
with aluminum foil and transported to the laboratory. 

Before analytical procedure, QFF were microwave extracted by 15 ml DCM-acetone mixture for 20 min.  
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Sample Analysis  
Selected polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Acy, Flo, Phe, Ant, Pyr, BaA, Chr, BbF, BkF, BaP, DahA, BghiP) were determined in all 

samples using a GC-MS instrument (Shimatzu MDGC/GCMS-2010), supplied with an auto sampler and a SPL-2010 capillary column (30 
m x 0,25 m x 0,25 m film), with helium as carrier gas. The samples (1 l) was injected at 60ºC (2 minutes), then at 6ºC/min to 280ºC, and 
final temperature was kept for 20 minutes. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Almost all of the investigated PAHs were found in the suspended particles. The data on concentration levels of PAHs at five 
urban/suburban/industrial localities collected during the winter 2010 and spring 2011 are statistically analyzed and presented in Table 2, 
where the seasonal minimum, maximum, median and average values, along with standard deviation, for every location are given. 
 

Table 2. Minimum (Min), Maximum (Max), Median (Med), Average (Ave) and Standard Deviation (SD) values of the total PAHs 
concentrations (ng/m3) during the winter/heating period and spring 

 
Season Sampling Locations Min Max Med Ave SD 

H
ea

tin
g 

S
ea

so
n 

M1 53.67 237.92 155.845 156.11 64.52 
M2 54.14 258.02 96.545 126.83 68.64 
M3 39.28 248.73 82.235 95.715 53.72 
M4 43.34 239.65 86.71 93.255 46.98 
M5 41.32 147.22 64.52 77.18 33.59 

S
pr

in
g 

M1 56.32 128.32 70.275 75.21 22.78 
M2 52.39 96.50 79.685 79.35 14.11 
M3 27.81 73.81 50.73 52.56 14.87 
M4 47.63 101.69 58.31 68.64 20.48 
M5 30.60 61.17 44.005 43.37 9.92 

 
The summed concentration of the 12 PAHs ranged from 39.28 to 258.02 ng/m3, with median value 86.71 ng/m3 for the heating season 

and from 27.81 to 128.32 ng/m3 (median value was 60.525 ng/m3) during the spring. 
During the winter/heating period, the PAHs concentrations were the highest at the M1 (median value 155.845 ng/m3), while at the 

M5 the lowest levels were determined (64.52 ng/m3). In March 2011, the content of PAHs was the highest at M2 (median value 79.685 
ng/m3), followed by M1 (70.275 ng/m3), M4 (58.31 ng/m3), M3 (50.73 ng/m3) and locality M5 (44.005 ng/m3). 

Fig. 2 presents seasonal and spatial variations of particle-bound polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, classified according to IARC 
criteria for carcinogen status. 
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Fig. 2 Seasonal and spatial variations of selected PAHs classified according to IARC criteria for carcinogen status 
 
The fractions of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons belonging to the group 1, 2A or 2B during the winter/heating period lied inside the 

interval 24.40 - 28.70%, while, during the spring, fractions of known, probable and possible human carcinogenic PAHs ranged from 18.90 
to 24.18%. At every sampling location in the city of Novi Sad, carcinogenic PAH fraction was higher during the heating season, comparing 
to values that were detected during the spring. 
 
Conclusion 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are released, as a complex mixture, primary into the atmosphere, where they distribute between 
the gas phase and atmospheric particles. Even 70%-90% of PAHs are associated with particulate matter at ambient temperature. 
Regarding to their strong mutagenicity, teratogenicity and/or carcinogenicity, PAHs are of special concern in environmental researches.  

The largest contributors of PAHs in urban and industrial areas are vehicles and industrial activity (aluminum production, creosote and 
wood preservation, waste incineration, cement manufacture, petrochemical industries, bitumen and asphalt industries, rubber tire 
manufacturing, and commercial heat/power production). 

United States Environmental Protection Agency has designated 16 PAHs as priority pollutants. Regarding carcinogenicity, 
International Agency for Research on Cancer has classified PAHs as known human carcinogen, probable human carcinogen, possible 
human carcinogen and not classifiable as carcinogen to humans, while some of them have not been classified. 

Although numerous studies have been conducted in order to meet the levels and behavior of atmospheric PAHs, data on presence of 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in ambient air in Serbia are still limited. 
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Selected polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Acy, Flo, Phe, Ant, Pyr, BaA, Chr, BbF, BkF, BaP, DahA, BghiP) were determined in 

samples of ambient air collected at five locations in the city of Novi Sad, using the high volume sampler. Almost all of the investigated 
PAHs were found in the suspended particles. The summed concentration of the 12 PAHs ranged from 39.28 to 258.02 ng/m3 for the 
heating season, and from 27.81 to 128.32 ng/m3 during the spring. During the winter/heating period, the PAHs concentrations were the 
highest at M1, while at M5 the lowest levels were determined. In spring 2011, the content of PAHs was the highest at M2, followed by M1, 
M4, M3 and the locality M5. At every sampling location in the city of Novi Sad, carcinogenic PAH fraction was higher during the heating 
season, comparing to values that were detected during the spring. 

 
The factors that caused higher concentration levels of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons during the colder period, most probably, 

were increased emission of PAHs due to more intense traffic and domestic heating, decreased dispersion of pollutants due to adverse 
meteorological conditions and, finally, reduced photochemical degradation of PAHs, due to ozone and nitrogen oxides reactions. The 
lower concentrations during the spring were likely due to easier dispersion of air pollutants, washout effects and, to a lesser extent, 
photo-degradation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. 
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Abstract. In this paper a mobile robot for research and education is described. The main reason for building 
this robot is the possibility to do research in cognitive robotics, goal oriented robot languages and perception of 
work environment. Robot is equipped with infrared distance sensors and a camera, and complete environment 
may also be observed using external camera. Robot kinematics model and speed control are integrated in the 
robot microcontroller, so user sets robot translational and rotational speed only. Controlling the robot is 
possible from any programming language and operating system that makes this platform very flexible. Robot is 
equipped with battery and wireless communication which results in bigger autonomy and connection with more 
powerful computer. The system is able to do fast check of robot control algorithms for single robot behavior or 
behavior in group of robots. Three robots have been already built, together with test platform 4 x 2 meter in 
size. 
 
Introduction 

Main topic in robot research today is cognitive robotics, and one of the most interesting applications is in mobile robotics. From robot 
we expect not only the possibility to move but also dealing with its environment. It is favorable for robot to have human perception of 
environment and moving inside it, so that communication with human may be as simple as possible, and so making the robot easy 
accessible to people. Until the end of 90’s this goal was first tried to reach using an exact mathematical methods (configuration space, 
potential fields, equidistant paths etc). This approach had multiple drawbacks so researchers start to use tools like neural networks, fuzzy 
logic etc. This enabled development of goal oriented languages for robot, in contrast to motion control. As the theory was getting more 
complex, testing by simulation was not sufficient any more. Therefore many researchers started to build mobile robots with various 
complexity. In time some expensive models prevailed in research labs (like Pioneer), but also a number of smaller and less expensive 
models appeared on the market. Soon it was clear that for research in cognitive robotics there is no need for expensive robots [1], but the 
good ideas and adequate knowledge is what is needed [2]. As this research involves the need for constant change, many researchers 
found out that it is the best to build their own robots. In these way researchers have full insight in robot behavior, but at the expense of more 
work involved. 

One good example is in [3] in which authors have built a complex mobile robot with multiple controllers and sensors with possibility of 
the robot control through MATLAB. Authors relay mostly on internal robot sensors (ultrasound and infrared distance meters), but the 
camera, as a powerful source of information, is missing. In [4] eROSI robot is used equipped with camera, accelerometers and wireless 
communication. The goal was the guidance on docking station, using only vision system, which is by itself important function to obtain 
robot independence. Paper [5] describes „wheeled mobile robot“ WMR which is in design similar to [3] but oriented towards path following 
using vision system. Similar system is in [6], describing MiroSot soccer robots. This time vision system is used to control “soccer players” 
and is located above the playground.  

What are common to all those works are relatively simple mobile robot structure and the wish to obtain meaningful robot behavior with 
a goal to solve relatively abstract jobs. 

Basic idea of this research was to build a group of robots capable of dealing with artificial environment. Each robot would have simple 
task which it needed to execute in an environment not known to it in advance. In the task execution, robot would rely only on its internal 
sensors, or it would use information from built-in camera. Besides that, for the robot control other camera mounted above work place could 
be used. Structure of the robot control would be realized using system of independent agents, so that image processing agents would have 
main role and practically become dominant ones. Robot has a short name eMIR which stands for "educational Mobile Robot Researcher". 
 
Mechanical system 

Three identical robots were built, designated with yellow, blue and red color, Fig. 1. Robot motion is realized using so called 
differential structure. Basic robot dimensions are given in Fig 2. Low robot height of 110 mm and relatively big drive wheels spacing make 
robot very stable. The actual robot size of 300 x 250 mm is chosen so that typical netbook computer will fit. Robots are built from plexiglass 
material, lower plate thickness is 10 mm. It enables easy tool handling, so adding new parts is quick and inexpensive. Upper board is made 
from the same material, 6 mm thickness, so all components between two boards are protected. Wheels are recessed in the robot body 
therefore no part of robot can stumble into any obstacle. Robot mass is 3,5 kg and is powered by standard 12 V/2 Ah rechargeable battery. 
This results in 3 to 4 hour autonomy. 

Kinematics model of the mobile robot internal and external coordinate velocities is given with following equations: 

( ) / 4
( ) / 2

R L

R L

v D
D L

           (1) 

where: v is translational speed and  rotational speed, R and L are angular speeds of right and left wheel, D = 80 mm is wheel 
diameter and L = 240 mm is wheel to wheel distance. 

Taking into account maximum motor speed, maximum robot speed is around 0,5 m/s and maximum rotational speed is 240 º/s. Drive 
wheels are covered with rubber to prevent robot slipping. 
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Fig. 1 eMIR mobile robots              Fig. 2 Robot’s basic dimensions and parameters 
 
Energy system 

Robot is powered by two DC motors with mechanical gearbox ratio 1:27. Motors type IG-32GM give maximum torque of 0,14 Nm. For 
motor driving integrated circuit LMD18200 is used (multiwat case) with 3 A current rating. This circuit contains all necessary protection 
functions, which reduce necessary part count. Motors can work on 24 V but here we use 12 V. This eliminates the need for driver cooling 
while retaining good driving performance. Maximum output axes rotational speed is 2 s-1 while PWM signal frequency is 3,6 kHz. Maximal 
battery current with all the sensors and camera turned on is 450 mA. 
 
Measurement system 

Encoders embedded into motors are used for each wheel speed measurement. Each encoder has two channels with 7 
pulse/revolution. Multiplication of encoder pulses and gearbox transfer ratio results in 189 pulse/revolution of gearbox output axe i.e. of the 
wheel. This gives resolution of 1,9 º per pulse. If the robot movement is only translation then one pulse measures 1,33 mm. Similar math 
applied on the robot rotation gives result of 556 encoder pulses for 360 º rotation. 

Static characteristics of PWM control signal versus free run motor speed is highly linear, Fig. 3. Pulse measurement interval was 260 
ms, so that maximum number of pulses is 100. In future projects it is planned to use encoders of somewhat better resolution so that 
dynamic of speed control will be more favorable. 
 

    
 

          Fig. 3 Static characteristic of DC motor                Fig. 4 Characteristic of sensor Sharp GP2Y0A21 
 

During the robot operation battery voltage is measured and used in control algorithm to make decision if the robot should turn off, not 
to make damage to battery, or alternatively should it go to charging. Charging voltage is also monitored. Robot is equipped with six infrared 
distance sensors of type GP2Y0A21 with a measuring range 10 to 80 cm. It is well known that those sensors have nonlinear characteristic 
(Fig. 4) which is internally recalculated to get effective distance in cm. Measuring of each distance channel is done every 10 ms. Measured 
values pass through the FIR filter after five measurements. Sensor positions on the robot are not equidistant; its placement is shown on 
Fig. 5. This arrangement of sensors does not give uniform sense of environment, but it is more similar to human perception of the world. 

Because distance sensors described do not measure fewer than 10 cm, there are also parallel control distance meters 
GP2Y0D810Z0F, also produced by Sharp. Their activation means that the obstacle is located between 2 and 10 cm. 
 
Control system 

Center of the eMIR robot control system is Atmel microcontroller AT89C51ID2. Having 64 kB of program memory and 1 MHz clock it 
is quite sufficient for the robot functioning. Functional scheme of the robot control system is given in Fig 6. Wireless communication is 
carried out by Bluetooth module Sparkfun WRL-00582 having data transfer rate of 57600 bps. As microcontroller does not have A/D 

L 

D 
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converter, external serial converter ADC LTC1294 is used. The robot power supply is controlled with bistable relay, which can be turned off 
by program, so robot can shut off by itself. In the development phase there is a need for often change of control program, which is also 
possible through Bluetooth wireless communication. In fact, parallel to main microcontroller there is also auxiliary controller AT89C4051  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 Placement of infrared distance sensors 
 

for supervision of communication. When it receives certain byte sequence it sets main controller in bootload mode. Eight input/ output lines 
of the main controller remain free in this version and can be used for additional sensors or LCD display. There is also a possibility for audio 
signals using the built-in horn. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 Functional scheme of control system 
 

The whole control program uses only 3,5 kB of program memory, that is only 5 % of available microcontroller space. Control program 
provides the following functions: 

 supervision of communication and receiving commands 
 to control, interpret end execute commands 
 to measure motor speed every 260 ms 
 to control motor speed every 100 ms using nonlinear PI controller and feedforward 
 to read one infrared distance sensor every 10 ms 
 to read battery charge state every 100 ms. 

 
The whole robot control algorithm is carried out on personal computer and movement commands are sent to the robot. If the robot is 

in motion and it does not receive any command during one second, it will stop. If there are no commands in 120 seconds the robot will shut 
down. Communication between PC and the robot is by data packages in hex system (Table 1) of the following format: 

# NN aa bb CS / 
 
  Table 1. Some eMIR commands 

NN Command Description 
0 # 00 00 00 00 / Stop the robot and exit from a current task. 
1 # 01 vv rr CS / Move the robot with translation speed vv and rotation speed rr (–100 to +100%). 

17 # 11 PP 00 CS / Define returned information package PP (0, 1 or 2). 
19 # 13 tt 00 CS / Turn on internal horn for time tt tenths of seconds. 

255 # FF 00 00 01 / Turn off the robot. 
 

The byte CS describes so called "check sum" and is used as control of package integrity. If NN+aa+bb+CS = 0, command is accepted 
and executed, if not it is discarded. Data packages from PC to robot are sent 4 to 10 times per second. 
 

If sensors and battery status is requested (PP = 01), this information will be given in the following package: 
* 01 aa bb cc dd ee ff gg hh ii CS / 
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where: 01   – package identifier for the robot sensors 
  aa   – state of digital infrared sensors 
  bb..gg – measurement of distance sensors in cm 
  hh   – battery voltage 
  ii     – battery charging voltage 
  CS – control sum. 

 
If the robot kinematics is requested (PP = 02), this information will be given in the following package: 
* 02 aa bb CS / 
where: 02   – package identifier for the robot kinematics 
  aa   – robot translational velocity v in interval –100 to +100% 
  bb   – robot rotational velocity  in interval –100 to +100% 
  CS – control sum. 

 
All data are sent in hex system, and robot status is read 3 to 5 time per second. Video image is transferred independently from the 

robot control system and any system of video transfer can be used. 
Control program on computer may be realized in any programming language, operating system or computer type. All what is 

important to conform given protocol, communication seed and timing defined. 
 
Example 

The goal for the robot is to follow wall from its right side and maintain the distance of 20 cm, using constant speed of 20 %, i.e. around 
100 mm/s, while maximum rotational speed is set on 10 % i.e. 24 º/s. When front sensor 0 detects an obstacle on distance 15 cm or less, 
robot should stop. Right wall has two bends on 45 °. Fig. 7a shows parameters of movement if guidance is realized using only distance 
sensors 4, while Fig. 7b shows parameters of movement if guidance is realized using distance sensors 2 and 4. Control program is written 
in Pascal. 

  
    a)       b) 

Fig. 7 Wall following: a) by sensor 4, b) by sensors 2 and 4 
 

As it could be expected, guidance using two sensors gives much better result because it can detect distance and needed direction, 
i.e. it is realized with two state variables. Guidance using one sensor can easily lead to instability. 
 
Conclusion 

By realization of the eMIR mobile robots, a good foundation is created for study of mobile robot behavior, single or group. The robots 
are equipped with internal sensors and camera, so that quantity of information is sufficient for large number of control methods. Because 
robots can be controlled using any programming language, potential number of users is very large. Additional benefit is external vision 
system, which is independent from the robot control system. 

A preliminary tests show that the robot has very good controllability and reacts fast without oscillation in speed. The robot wheels 
contact with the surface is so good that there is no slip; therefore commands for the robot relative position and orientation are also 
possible. Communication over Bluetooth is reliable and works well in real-time. 

Further improvement and development will be concentrated in several directions. First, there will be a change in the robot feedback 
control structure to make the robot start and stop softer. The main development will include the robot guidance by built-in camera which is 
the main prerequisite for task oriented mobile robot programming language. Parallel with that, task strategies for the robot goal reaching 
are necessary to be developed. Also, some kind of simple GUI is necessary for testing robot functions and for educational purposes. All of 
that will be packed in dynamic link library, so it can be used in any programming language. 
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Abstract. The effect of sintering atmosphere on high-temperature isothermal oxidation was investigated for 
molybdenum disilicide composites of MoSi2+15 vol% ZrO2 pressure-less sintered in Ar and H2. XRD and SEM 
analysis revealed that the outermost surface of as-sintered composite consists of a (Mo, Zr)5Si3 layer, and the 
surface microstructure depended on the sintering gases. Isothermal and thermal cycling oxidation tests were 
performed at 1400°C for 1000 hours and at 1200°C for 1000 cycles in air, respectively. The as-sintered 
composites experienced a severe weight loss at initial oxidation, and protective scales were formed after 24 h 
and 300 h for H2 and Ar sintered composites, respectively. In contrast, if the as-sintered surface was removed 
by grinding the material exhibited parabolic response with a low parabolic oxidation rate constant and 
excellent thermal shock property comparable to monolithic molybdenum disilicide. This work evidenced that 
the inherent oxidation resistance and self-curing property of MoSi2+15 vol% ZrO2 composite, and a strong 
influence of as-sintered surface microstructure of the composite on high temperature oxidation behaviour.  
 
1. Introduction 

Molybdenum silicide based material is a potential candidate for high-temperature components in turbine engine (1400 to 1600 C), 
due to its high melting point (2030°C), low density (6.25 g/cm3) and good oxidation resistance (up to 1750°C). The major drawbacks that 
hinder the application are poor room-temperature toughness and degraded strength and creep properties at temperatures over 1200°C. It 
has been shown that oxide addition or secondary phase reinforcement is an efficient method for strengthening and toughening of the 
MoSi2-based composites. Especially, dispersion reinforced molybdenum disilicide composites have been extensively investigated for a 
wide range of additive materials, including Al2O3, ZrO2, HfO2, Y2O3, SiC, Si3N4, TiB2, ZrB2, and HfB2 particles or fibres. ZrO2 is an attractive 
toughening additive in terms of its phase transformation toughening mechanism. It has been reported that unstabilized ZrO2 additives 
increased room temperature fracture toughness of MoSi2 by a factor of four without sacrificing the high temperature mechanical properties 
[1]. It is believed that stress induced dislocations or microcracks in the MoSi2 matrix can arise from the phase transformation of ZrO2 
occurring above the ductile-brittle transition temperature of MoSi2, which can localize and shield cracking and crack propagation efficiently 
in the composite matrix. Good oxidation resistance of MoSi2-ZrO2 composites at 1500 and 1600 C were reported based on short term 
exposures (  100 h) [2]. However, degraded oxidation behaviours were also found in the composite from exposures at relevant 
temperatures [3]. Obviously, more data from long-time oxidation exposure tests are needed for a careful assessment of this material. 

Regarding to manufacturing of MoSi2-based materials, most of the composites are produced using hot-press (HP) and hot isostatic 
pressing (HIP) techniques at temperatures around 1500 C. Naturally, high sintering density is expected for the composites by utilizing 
industrial pressure-less sintering technique. Since reaction with atmosphere occurs primarily near the surface during the pressure-less 
sintering process, the microstructure and chemistry in the surface region is expected to be different from that in the sintered bulk. The 
modification is supposed to make strong impact on the oxidation behaviour that is a surface related property. In the present work, fully 
dense MoSi2 composites with 15 vol% un-stabilized ZrO2 were produced with pressure-less sintering in H2 and Ar atmospheres, 
respectively. The oxidation resistance of the composite were investigated in long-term isothermal oxidation and thermal cycling oxidation 
tests. The objective is to investigate the influence of sintering atmosphere on the microstructure and chemistry of the as-sintered surface, 
and consequently, on the long term oxidation and cycling behaviour of MoSi2-ZrO2 composite materials. 

 
2. Experimental 

The composites with a composition of MoSi2 – 15 vol.% ZrO2 were prepared by conventional powder metallurgical process, and 
pressure-less sintering at 1600 C for 1 hour in industrial grade H2 and Ar (denoted as MZ-H and MZ-Ar, respectively). Commercial Kanthal 
MoSi2 and DK-1 Zirconium Oxide (DAIICHI KIGENSO KAGAKU KOGYO CO., LTD) were used as raw powders with average size of 2.2 m 
and 0.67 m, respectively. The powder mixture was dispersed by milling in gasoline for 4 hours, and then dried below 100ºC. The powder 
mixture was crushed and sieved through a 400 mesh screen. The green bodies with a density around 60% were prepared by cold isostatic 
pressing (CIP) under 306 MPa. The sintered density was measured according to ASTM C373, and the relative density (RD) was calculated 
using theoretical density of dMoSi2 = 6.25 g/cm3 and dZrO2 = 5.68 g/cm3. A composite sample with ground/polished surface (denoted as MZ-g) 
and a MoSi2 heating element material of Kanthal Super 1700 (KS1700) produced at Sandvik Heating Technology were also investigated as 
references. 

Discontinuous isothermal oxidation was conducted on the composites at 1400 C over 1000 hours in flowing dry air (20 cm3/min), in a 
horizontally heated Al2O3 tube furnace. The testing specimens were supported on a MoSi2 holder to avoid the reaction with the chamber 
material. Discontinuous cycling exposures were conducted at 1200 C using air cooling. A heating rate of 20 C/min and cooling rate of 
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110 C/min were taken between 1200 C and 100 C with holding time of 1 hour for each cycle. Totally, 926 cycles were performed at this 
temperature. The specimen’s mass was carefully measured with an accuracy of 1 μg after exposure for 25, 50, 100, 250, and 1000 hours.  

XRD phase analysis was performed using a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with Cr-K  radiation. Microanalysis was 
conducted in a LEO Gemini 1550 field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM) equipped with an Oxford Instruments 
energy- dispersive X-ray (EDS) microanalyser. Vickers hardness (HV) and indentation fracture toughness (Kc) were measured using a 
Leitz hardness tester with a Vickers diamond indenter and 10 kg loading. The indentation fracture toughness was calculated using Anstis’ 
equation. 
 
3. Result and discussion 

3.1 Microstructure of as-sintered materials 
The composites were pressure-less sintered in H2 or Ar to near full density. The sintered density was 6.00, 6.05 and 6.09 g/cm3 (97.4, 

98.2 and Kc = 98.5 % of theoretical density) for MZ-Ar, MZ-g and MZ-H, respectively. The hardness and fracture toughness were HV = 8.94 
± 0.15 GPa and Kc = 3.98 ± 0.67 MPa.m1/2 (from a sample with density of d = 6.04 g/cm3). These results are comparable to the previously 
published data from the same material produced with a hot-pressing technique [4]. XRD analysis showed that the crystalline phases of the 
bulk material are tetragonal MoSi2 of C11b and monoclinic ZrO2. SEM showed that the ZrO2 particles with a size range from submicron to 
2 m are homogeneously dispersed in the MoSi2 matrix. The total amount of other secondary phases, i.e. Mo5Si3, SiO2 and ZrSiO4 was less 
than 5 vol% estimated from SEM observations. According to XRD, as-sintered surfaces of MZ-Ar and MZ-H mainly consist of Mo5Si3 phase 
with minor amounts of Al2O3 and SiO2. The existence of Mo3Si phase cannot be excluded on the as-sintered surface, since the reflections 
of Mo3Si are overlapped with those of Mo5Si3 phase.  

As-sintered surface is characterized as a reactive zone with high content of 5-3 type of silicide with considerable amounts of voids 
(Fig. 1). The average depth of the reaction zone in MZ-H is above 80 m. The microstructure can be divided into two parts: outermost layer 
and subsurface zone (Fig. 1a). The outermost layer of 25 m consists of 5-3 type silicide. EDS reveals a composition segregation of high 
Zr alloyed grains with Si:Zr:Mo = 42:15:43 at%, close to (Mo0.66Zr0.33)5Si3; and low Zr-content grains with Si:Zr:Mo = 37:2:61 at%, close to 
Mo5Si3. Both compositions are within the range of Mo5Si3 phases according to the Mo-Si phase diagram. No ZrO2 particles were detected 
in the outermost layer in the X-ray maps (Fig. 1a), indicating that ZrO2 was completely reduced and Zr dissolved in 5-3 phase grains in the 
top layer. The subsurface below the top layer consisted of large amounts of (Mo, Zr)5Si3 fine grains (> 50 vol%) mixed with MoSi2. The 
reduction reactions of MoSi2 and ZrO2 by H2 can be described as the reactions:  
 

5MoSi2 (s) + 14H2 (g)  Mo5Si3 (s) + 7SiH4 (g),        (1) 
 

5xMoSi2 (s) + 5(1-x)ZrO2 (s) + (10x+4)H2 (g)  (MoxZr1-x)5Si3 (s) + (10x-3)SiH4 (g) + 10(1-x)H2O (g),   (2) 
(0 < x <1), 

 
In present study, x  0.66 was found in (MoxZr1-x)5Si3 grains, i.e. one third of Mo atoms in Mo5Si3 are replaced by Zr. It is considered from 
reactions (1) and (2) that the reduction of MoSi2 is enhanced in presence of ZrO2 in terms of forming highly alloyed (Mo,Zr)5Si3 silicide. 
Voids may result from evaporation of constituents SiH4 and H2O. In the subsurface region, the reaction (2) becomes favourable as the 
partial pressure of H2 is decreased. Thus, a mixed region of (Mo, Zr)5Si3 and MoSi2 is built up between the reactive outermost surface and 
un-reacted bulk.  

The reaction zone at MZ-Ar surface is much weaker than in the H2 sintered material (Fig. 1b). The total thickness of reactive zone is 
about 30 m. The microstructure consists of a mixture of Mo5Si3, (Mo, Zr)5Si3 and MoSi2 silicide grains (Fig. 1b). Although the 5-3 type of 
silicides was also found in MZ-Ar surface, the reactions are expected to be different between the two sintering gases. In the case of Ar, a 
low concentration of oxygen could be present in the industrial argon, which can lead to some near-surface oxidation. At temperatures over 
700 C, selective oxidation of silicon is allowed, which results in SiO evaporating under low oxygen partial pressure: 
 

5MoSi2 (s) + 7O2 (g)  Mo5Si3 (s) +7SiO (g) +7O (g),        (3) 
 

Mo5Si3 has wider nonstoichiometric range unlike line compound silicides such as MoSi2 and Mo3Si, and oxygen diffuses much faster 
in this phase. The presence and microstructure of 5-3 type silicide at the as-sintered surface plays a significant role on the oxidation 
behaviour of the composite material.  
 

 
Fig. 1 The microstructure of the as-sintered surfaces of a) MZ-H and b) MZ-Ar, showing a stronger reaction in MZ-H surface than in MZ-Ar 
surface. In the overlapped X-ray phase maps, blue is MoSi2, pink is (Mo, Zr)5Si3, green is Mo5Si3, yellow is ZrO2.  
 

3.2 High temperature oxidation  
Fig. 2 shows the appearance of the samples before and after isothermal exposure (Fig. 2a) and a time dependence of weight change 

at 1400 C for 1000 h in air. KS1700 presents typical parabolic kinetics of MoSi2 materials with low parabolic rate constant of 4 × 10-4 
mg2cm-4h-1 after 24 h, indicating that a thin protective silica scale has formed after a few hours of exposure. The ground composite MZ-g 
displays an excellent oxidation resistance against long-term high-temperature exposure (Fig. 2a), and strong self-healing property. The 
weight gain rises within 24 hours (Fig. 2b), and then, the curve follows the parabolic kinetic with rate constant of 3.3 × 10-3 mg2cm-4h-1, 
showing the formation of a thicker scale resulting from ZrO2 additive. The total weight gain was less than 2 mg/cm2 during the whole 
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exposure period. The composite material followed the selected oxidation at high temperature and high oxygen pressure. MoSi2 matrix is 
oxidized to form Mo5Si3 and SiO2 protective scale according to the reaction: 

 
5MoSi2 (s) + 7O2 (g)  Mo5Si3 (s) + 7SiO2 (s),        (4) 
 
In the presence of ZrO2, the silica from reaction (4) reacts with ZrO2 to form ZrSiO4 (zircon), i.e. SiO2 + ZrO4  ZrSiO4. In fact, the ZrO2 

additive particles function as a SiO2 sank, so that more SiO2 is needed, i.e. more MoSi2 has to be oxidized from the reaction (4) to form a 
protective scale compared with in the monolithic silicide. The oxidation of the ground composite MZ-g can be described as:  
 

5MoSi2 (s) + ZrO2 (s) + 7O2 (g)  Mo5Si3 (s) + ZrSiO4 (s) + 6SiO2 (s),      (5) 
 

In contrast, the as-sintered composite samples were covered by white oxidation products after the exposure (Fig 2a). The scale on 
MZ-H was adhesive, but spalled scale can be visible on the MZ-Ar surface (Fig. 2a). Strong weight loss is displayed at the initial oxidation 
stage in the weight change curve in both samples (Fig. 3b). The total weight loss is 2.5 and 3.5 mg/cm2 occurring within 50 h and 350 h for 
MZ-H and MZ-A, respectively. The weight loss is related to the rapid oxidation of the (MoxZr1-x)5Si3 surface layer to form volatile MoO3 and 
zircon: 
 

(MoxZr1-x)5Si3 (s) + (5x/2 + 8)O2 (g)  5xMoO3 (g) + 5(1-x)ZrO2 (s) + 3SiO2 (s)     (6) 
(0 < x <1) 

 
The oxidation occurring on the as-sintered surface can be described as following. Reaction (6) was predominating and the weight loss 

continued until the surface (MoxZr1-x)5Si3 phase layer was consumed completely. When a continuous silica layer started to form, reaction 
(5) took over, and the specific weight increased gradually with exposure time. In the steady oxidation stage, the weight gain presented with 
a parabolic kinetics, and the oxidation was controlled by oxygen diffusion through the silica scale. The oxidation rates in the steady 
oxidation stage are close in MZ-H and MZ-Ar (4.7 x 10-3 and 4.6 x 10-3 mg2cm-4h-1) compared to in MZ-g (3.3 × 10-3 mg2cm-4h-1). According 
to this hypothesis, MZ-Ar with thinner (MoxZr1-x)5Si3 layer on the as-sintered surface should have had experienced less weight loss resulting 
from the oxidation. The explanation for the conservation might be found out from the microstructure in the next section. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 a) Photos of the materials before and after exposure at 1400 C for 1000 h in air; b) weight change as a function of exposure 
time at 1400 C. 
 

Fig. 3 shows the photos of samples submitted to cyclic oxidation and the weight change as function of number of cycles from 100 to 
1200 C in air. KS-1700 displayed a negligible weight change after 1000 cycles, and the surface was protected by a crack-free glassy silica 
scale with melting feature. A thin protective scale was formed on MZ-g surface after a slight weight loss during a number of initial cycles. 
The scale consisted of homogeneously dispersed fine ZrSiO4 particles (< 0.5 m) in a SiO2 matrix, and no cracks were observed. ZrSiO4 
particles (~ 3 m) and micro-cracks were observed in the scale of MZ-Ar after 1000 cycles, which is reflected with larger weight gain shown 
in Fig. 3b compared to the reference samples. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Samples before and after cycling oxidation (right), and the weight change as a function of thermal cycling oxidation at 
1200°C in flowing air (left). 
 

3.3 Microstructure of oxidized materials  
XRD analysis reveals that the crystalline phases in the scales are tetragonal ZrSiO4 and -SiO2 for all the studied composite materials 

after isothermal oxidation at 1400°C. The microstructure is shown in SEM plane-view and cross section images (Fig. 4). A smooth surface 
of MZ-g comprises glassy scale with embedded fine zircon particles (1 – 2 m). The morphology of MZ-H is similar to that of MZ-g, but area 
density of zircon particles is much higher than in MZ-g. The zircon particles on MZ-Ar surface are obviously coarsened (up to 5 m), and 
rod-shaped Si-Al-O particles are observed, indicating the diffusion of Al as trace impurity from the bulk. In general, the microstructure of the 

b
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oxidized surface consisted of an outermost oxide scale of glassy silica and ZrSiO4 particles; a Mo5Si3 layer at interface between the scale 
and substrate, and sub-scale oxidation zone with high density of Mo5Si3 grains and ZrSiO4 particles underneath the Mo5Si3 layer (Fig. 4d, 
e and f). These particles zircon particles are usually core/rim structured with un-reacted ZrO2 and a thin silica layer was usually found 
between particles and MoSi2 matrix, indicating an un-equilibrated reaction between ZrO2 and SiO2. 

The thicknesses of scale and sub-scale oxidation zone are presented in Table 1. The thickness of MZ-H and MZ-Ar scale is 2 to 3 
times of that in MZ-g. In addition, large amounts of zircon particles resulting from the oxidized (Mo, Zr)5Si3 form networks in the scale layer 
in MZ-H and MZ-Ar. The network-connected zircon particles and phase boundaries in the scale can provide fast diffusion paths for oxygen 
towards the matrix. Pores were commonly observed in the scale of MZ-Ar (Fig. 4f) contrasted to that of MZ-H and MZ-g, which might 
explain the deeper sub-scale oxidation zone related to higher partial pressure of oxygen resulting from poor protection of the scale on 
MZ-Ar. 
 
Table 1 Oxide thickness and sub-scale oxidation zone depth 
 

 Scale ( m) Sub-scale oxidation zone ( m) 
MZ-g 15 - 25 50 - 100 
MZ-H 25 - 60 50 - 60 
MZ-Ar 25 - 80 150 - 300 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 SEM images of the composites after exposure at 1400 C for 1000 h, a), b) and c) are plane-view images of MZ-g, MZ-H, and MZ-Ar; 
d), e), and f) are cross-sectional images of MZ-g, MZ-H and MZ-Ar, respectively. 
 

Mo5Si3 silicide is known for forming less protective oxide scales than MoSi2 [5]. It is anticipated that the composite will present 
improved oxidation resistance by means of removing the (Mo,Zr)5Si3 layer on the as-sintered surface. However, it is not understood why 
the larger weight loss and longer time taken to parabolic oxidation in MZ-Ar, on which the (Mo,Zr)5Si3 layer was much thinner than in MZ-H. 
Regarding the microstructure of the scales, it is inferred that the dense and adhesive oxide scale on MZ-H is formed by the reactive 
products of reactions (4) and (5) directly from oxidizing MoSi2. In other words, the oxidation reaction (6) producing volatile MoO3 is 
completed before the formation of the protective scale begins in MZ-H. In contrast, the reaction (6) seems to be retarded during the 
formation of the scale on MZ-Ar, which results in a less protective scale with large amounts of pores and a deep sub-scale oxidation region. 
It is suggested that the microstructure with a pure (Mo,Zr)5Si3 layer might be preferable to that of dispersed (Mo,Zr)5Si3 grain in the 
as-sintered surface. However, the effect of sintered density effect on the oxidation resistance cannot be excluded, since the sintered 
density of MZ-Ar material was lower than that of MZ-H. It has been reported that the MoSi2-ZrO2 composite pressure-less sintered in Ar 
atmosphere presents poor sinterability compared with the material sintered in vacuum or hydrogen [6]. Corresponding microstructure 
analysis along with kinetic study of isothermal exposure experiment is necessary for further understanding. 
 
4. Conclusion 

In this study, excellent oxidation resistance, thermal shock resistance and self-healing properties of pressure-less sintered 
MoSi2-ZrO2 composite material were evidenced from a long-term high temperature exposure and cycling oxidation tests. However these 
properties can be sheltered by great weight loss in the initial oxidation stage resulting from the strong oxidation of (Mo,Zr)5Si3 silicide 
presenting on the as-sintered surface. The (Mo,Zr)5Si3 phase on the outermost surface can be produced by both reduction and oxidation 
reactions occurring in H2 and Ar sintering atmospheres. The amount and time period of weight loss are dependent on the microstructure of 
the (Mo,Zr)5Si3 layer on the as-sintered sample. Therefore, a surface treatment, for example, grinding or pre-oxidation, is necessary to 
obtain MoSi2-ZrO2 composite materials with good oxidation performance in industrial applications.  
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Abstract. Increased poultry consumption and production has resulted in a concomitant increase in the amount 
of waste products for disposal by poultry producers. Poultry feathers are waste products for which disposal is 
difficult and are usually converted to animal feed. Therefore, the right application of poultry feathers will be one 
of the most important achievements in the field of industrial waste management in the poultry industry in the 
future. The aim of this research was a thoroughly study of physical-chemical properties of fibres from waste 
poultry feathers in order to find out in which degree it is comparable to conventional textile fibres. Tensile 
properties and linear density were determined using Vibrodyn and Vibroscop Apparatus. The extensive 
microscopic analyses of feathers barbs and rachis were performed using SEM and optical microscopy. The 
average length of poultry feathers amounted to 1.5-4.5 cm. The linear density of feathers barbs amounted to 
26.7 dtex, which is comparable with the values for the medium wool fibres. Tensile properties of poultry 
feathers rachis ( = 19 cN/tex, = 19.8%) are similar to that of wool and lower in the case of feathers barbs ( = 
7.1 cN/tex, = 13%). Moisture sorption of feather fibres was comparable to most of natural textile fibres, thus it 
amounted to 10.8 %. Water retention values of feathers, however was by about 17 % lower in comparison to 
wool fibres. Using potentiometric titration the amount of positive and negative charge per mass (pH 3-11) was 
determined. The poultry feathers fibres showed typical amphoteric character with the isoelectric point at the pH 
5. Maximal amount of positive charge at pH 3 was 222 mmol/kg and the maximal amount of negative charge at 
pH 9 amounted to 105 mmol/kg.  
 
Introduction 

Sustainable development has become widely accepted concept. The concept of zero emissions and zero waste was coined for 
adaptation of production processes to minimise emissions and waste. During the last three decades, research has been conducted also to 
improve the agronomic utilization of animal waste, including poultry waste [1]. Poultry industry is globally undergoing strong expansion. In 
the last 15 years, poultry production increased by about 5 % annually [2]. Feather waste is generated in large amounts as a by-product of 
commercial poultry processing. It was estimated, that 5 Mt of feathers are produced annually worldwide as a waste stream from the 
production of chicken meat [3]. Currently feathers are converted into low nutritional value pet food and/or sanitized and land-filled. The 
costs for such disposal come to the poultry industry, and finally to consumers. Therefore finding the right and wide application of poultry 
feathers will be one of the most important achievements in the field of industrial waste management and recycling in the poultry industry in 
the future. Waste poultry feathers can be used as raw material for other processes and products, moreover new products could be 
developed in such a way that they are biodegradable and therefore much easier to dispose of. Whole feathers and feather fibres barbs 
have been widely studied for potential biomaterial application due to their inherent properties of thermal and chemical resistance [4]. The 
presence of hollow honeycomb structures, their low density (0.8 g/cm3 for chicken feathers compared to 1.5 g/cm3 for cellulose fibres and 
about 1.3 g/cm3 for wool), high flexibility, excellent compressibility and resiliency, ability to dampen sound and warm retention provides 
them unique properties unlike any other natural or synthetic fibres. Feathers consist of about 90 % of keratin and are as such a large 
potential source of this protein biopolymer. The structure and properties of poultry feathers barbs make them unique fibres preferable for 
several applications.  

It would be necessary to understand the structure and properties of feather fibres in order to determine their suitability for various 
applications. The feather is mainly composed of three distinct units or structural levels (Fig.1). The primary level or central shaft of feathers 
is called the rachis. The primary branches of the rachis or secondary level of the feather are the barbs. The main shaft of a barb is the 
ramus, and it supports the tertiary branches of the feathers which are called barbules. The barbules are attached to the barbs in a manner 
similar to the barbs being attached to the rachis. Barbules consist of a series of cells, beginning with the short cells of the base and ending 
with a series of longer, distal cells called pennulum [5]. The rachis takes place along the entire length of feathers and its length is up to 18 
cm. The barbs have lengths anywhere from 1 to 4.5 cm, depending on their location along the length of the rachis. Barbs at the base of the 
rachis are longer than those at the tip. The tertiary structures the barbules have lengths of about 0.3 to 0.5 mm. Feathers as such can not 
be processed as the protein fibres wool due to the complex structure of the feathers. The feather rachis is thick and stiff, and therefore not 
suitable as natural protein fibres. The secondary structures of feathers i.e. the barbs have the structure and properties that make them 
suitable for use as natural protein fibres. The morphological structure of feather barbs is similar to that of rachis but the physical structure 
and protein crystals in feather barbs is different than that reported for feather rachis keratin [6]. 

The aim of this research was to investigate the morphological structure and physical properties of fibres from waste poultry feathers 
(chicken feathers barbs and rachis) for potential use in development and production of various types of side products of higher added 
value, such as composite fibreboard insulating panels or functional keratin composite films. In this order tensile properties (tenacity, 
elongation and modulus) and sorption ability (moisture sorption, water retention value) of chicken feathers barbs and rachis were 
determined. Using potentiometric titration also the amount of positive and negative charge per mass (pH 3-11) was determined. The 
extensive microscopic analyses of feathers barbs and rachis were performed using SEM and optical microscopy. The properties of 
chicken feathers barbs and rachis have been compared with the most common natural protein fibre, wool. 
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Fig. 1 Structural levels of the feathers; the rachis is the primary, the barbs are the secondary and the  
barbules are the tertiary structures of the feathers 

 
 

Materials and Methods 
Waste chicken feathers were provided by poultry meat producer Perutnina Ptuj d.d. Feathers have been industrially washed with tap 

water on the grate. In this manner, major impurities such as blood, secretions, etc. have been removed. Laboratory cleaning procedure 
was carried out in the washing bath containing water and non-ionic washing agent 1 g/L, at a temperature of 60° C, for 30 minutes. The 
bath ratio (mass of feathers/volume of bath) was 1:40. After the washing procedure the fibres were rinsed and dried in a ventilation oven at 
40°C for 72 hours. The extraction of chicken feathers was performed in Soxhlet for 6 h with petroleum ether. Drying procedure was carry 
out under vacuum for 24 hours.  

 
Morphological structure 
Optical microscope Axiotech 25 HD (Zeiss) was applied to study the longitudinal features of feathers barbs and scanning Electron 

Microscope FESEM Supra VP 35 (Zeisss) was applied for studying the longitudinal and cross-sectional features of feathers barbs and 
barbules. 

 
Water vapour adsorption  
Moisture sorption of feather fibres was determined using HB43-S Halogen Moisture Analyzer (Mettler Toledo). Feather fibres were 

exposed to standard atmosphere 20 2°C, 65% 2% RH for 24 hours according to standard DIN EN ISO 139:2011 [7].  
 
Water retention power  
Water retention power of feather fibres was determined according to standard DIN 53 814 [8]. This method is based on a 

determination of the quantity of water, which the fibres can absorb and retain under strictly controlled conditions. This property is 
expressed as a ratio between the mass of water retained in the fibre after soaking (2 hours) and centrifuging (20 min), and the mass of 
absolute dry sample (T = 105°C, t = 4 hours). 

 
Swelling of fibres 
The swelling of the feather fibres in the aqueous medium was determined on the basis of fibre diameter measurements. Fibre 

diameter measurements were carried out with microscope Axiotech 25 HD (Zeiss) using the image analysis system and supporting 
software Kontron KS 300. 

 
Tensile properties 
Measurements of the mechanical properties of the feather fibres (tenacity , elongation  and modulus E) were carried out using the 

electronically controlled dynamometer CRE VIBRODYN 400 Lenzing Technik Instruments and software package Lenzing Technik 
Prüf-Software, connected with the measuring instrument VIBROSKOP 400 for the determination of linear density. Measurements were 
performed on single fibres according to the standard ISO 5079. Measuring conditions: temperature 20°C, relative humidity 65%, gauge 
length 20 mm, pre-loading 100 mg,  measuring speed 10 mm/min. 

 
Potentiometric titration 
The pH potentiometric titration of the grinded poultry feathers (m = 2.5 g) suspension was carried out with a two-burette instrument 

Mettler Toledo T70, in an inert atmosphere (N2 bubbling). The burettes were filled with 0.1 M HCl and 0.1 M KOH. All solutions were 
prepared in Mili-Q water with low carbonate content (< 10-5 M). This was achieved by boiling and cooling under nitrogen atmosphere. The 
suspension was titrated in a forth and back manner between the initial pH = 2.6 to the preset pH = 11. The titration experiments were 
carried out at 0.01 M ionic strength, set to its appropriate value with KCl. The titrant was added dynamically within a preset interval of 
[0.001 – 0.25] mL. The equilibrium criteria for the timed addition was set to dE/dt = 0.1/150s. Where 150s was the minimum time to reach 
equilibrium conditions between two additions of the titrant, and the maximum time was set to 7200s. The pH value was measured with a 
Mettler Toledo DG-117 combined glass electrode. A suspension of non-grinded feathers was titrated under same conditions as the 
suspension of grinded feathers. A blank HCl-KOH titration was carried out under same conditions as above. 

 
Results and Discussion 

Morphological structure of chicken feathers barbs is shown in the Fig. 2. Feather fibres, both the longitudinal views as well as a 
cross-section, are very different from wool. Longitudinal appearance of wool is characterized by epidermal cells, while feather fibres 
surface is smooth; however the barbules that are attached to the barbs have a similar function as the epidermal cells of the wool. Both, 
epidermal cells and barbules provide better adhesion between the fibres. Feather barbs have a specific cross-section, which is completely 
different than that of wool. In cross-section feathers barbs have honeycomb shaped hollow cells as seen from Fig. 2c. These hollow cells 
act as air and heat insulators, provide high resistance to compressibility and makes barb to be very light in weight. Only coarser wool fibres 
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have also a hallow space running lengthwise through the centre (medulla). On the Fig. 3 the longitudinal view of the tertiary structures of 
the feathers - barbules is presented. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Fig. 2 The chicken feathers barbs and barbules: a) optical microscope at 140X magnification, b) SEM at 200X magnification  

and c) cross section view of a feathers barb under SEM  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Longitudinal view of chicken feathers barbules: a) optical microscope at 350X magnification, b) SEM at 1300X magnification; c) 

feather barbules that are attached to the barbs under SEM at 200X magnification  
 

 
Sorption properties of feather fibres were comparable to most of natural textile fibres. The moisture regain of chicken feather fibres 

amounted to 10.9 % (STDEV=2.6 %), which was higher in comparison with cotton fibres (Ms = 8.5 %), and comparable to silk (Ms = 11 %), 
and about 25 % lower compared to the most hydrophilic natural fibres, wool (Ms = 14.5 %). When considering water retention power the 
values for cellulose and protein fibres are somewhat higher (WRV for cotton = 45 - 50 %, for silk and wool = 40 – 45 %) when compared to 
feather fibres (WRV = 37.3 %, STDEV = 4.3 %). Values for fibres other than feathers are taken from the literature Chyba! Nenalezen 
zdroj odkaz .. Swelling of feather barbules in aqueous medium was evaluated by fibre diameter measurements using microscopic 
method. After 24h soaking in MilliQ water, there were no significant changes in fibre diameters of feather barbules, thus the rate of swelling 
of feather fibres in the transverse direction was 2.3 %, however after 120h  the rate of swelling was increased to 23,6 %. Chicken feathers 
showed relatively high ability to absorb and retain water. The results showed that the hydrophilicity of feather fibres was comparable to 
natural cellulose and protein fibres. 

Tensile properties of chicken feathers rachis and barbs were compared with wool fibers and are presented in the diagram on the Fig. 
4 . As it could be seen from the diagram the tenacity of feather rachis (  = 19.04 cN/tex), which represent a primary structure of feathers 
was by about 60 % higher in comparison to feather barbs (  = 7.1 cN/tex), and by about 40 % higher when compared to wool fibres (  = 
10.6 cN/tex). Modulus of feather rachis (E = 175.6 cN/tex) was very similar to that of wool (E = 164.0 cN/tex) while modulus of feather 
barbs (E = 117.8 cN/tex) was by about 30 % lower than that of wool. Feather barbs and feather rachis have lower elongation than that of 
wool.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4 Tensile properties of chicken feathers rachis and barbs in comparison to wool fibres 
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The pH potentiometric titrations of poultry feathers where carried out in order to observe their pH dependant charging behaviour. The 
feathers consist mostly of different types of proteins. Proteins are made up of amino acid chains bound together by peptide bonds between 
amino and carboxylic groups. Amino acids can get charged positively (amino groups) or negatively (carboxylic groups) due to protonation 
and deprotonation of their functional groups at certain pH values. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             

 
Fig. 5 Charging isotherm of poultry feather suspension (a) and charging isotherm of poultry feathers in the positive region  

between pH = 3 and pH = 5 (b) 
 
Figure 5a shows the charging behaviour of grinded poultry feathers in the pH region between pH = 3 and pH = 11. Both the positive 

and the negative nature of the feathers can be observed, with the point of zero charge being around pH = 5. The plateau values of both 
charges are not defined well. A steep decrease of charge can be observed from pH = 3 to pH = 6. From pH = 6 to pH = 9.5 the decrease 
of charge is less steep. This part can be considered as the plateau value of negative charges. The plateau of positively charged groups is 
not so evident. A closer look at the pH region of positive charges, between pH = 3 and pH = 5 (Fig. 5b) shows a small decrease of the curve 
steepness and a condensation of the charge values around pH = 3. One can determine the positive charge at this point, although it is not 
evident if the plateau value of the positive charges is near this point. The real amount of positive charges can be therefore higher than the 
amount calculated from the charging isotherms in Fig. 5a and 5b. The amount of positive charges of feathers calculated from the isotherms 
is 222 mmol/kg. The amount of negative charge is 105 mmol/kg. The pKa values of the charged species could not be determined, since the 
proteins in the feathers consist of several amino acids, which exhibit many different pKa values. When the protonation and deprotonation 
processes of different species are overlapping, then the pKa values are too close to each other for qualitative determination of each 
species to be possible. 

 
Conclusion 

In order to investigate the morphological structure and physical properties of fibres from waste poultry feathers for potential use in 
development and production of various types of side products of higher added value, tensile properties (tenacity, elongation and modulus) 
and sorption ability (moisture sorption, water retention value) of chicken feathers barbs and rachis were determined. Using potentiometric 
titration the amount of positive and negative charge per mass (pH 3-11) was determined. The extensive microscopic analyses of feathers 
barbs and rachis were performed using SEM and optical microscopy. The properties of chicken feathers barbs and rachis have been 
compared with the most common natural protein fibre, wool. In cross-section feathers barbs have honeycomb shaped hollow cells, which 
act as air and heat insulators, provide high resistance to compressibility and makes barb to be very light in weight. The moisture regain of 
chicken feather fibres amounted to 10.9 %, which was comparable to silk (Ms = 11 %), and about 25 % lower in comparison to wool (Ms = 
14.5 %). Water retention power of feather fibres was by about 20 % lower than that of wool. Swelling of feather barbules in aqueous 
medium was after 24h soaking in MilliQ water insignificant, however after 120h the rate of swelling was increased to 23.6 %. Chicken 
feathers showed relatively high ability to absorb and retain water, thus the results showed that their hydrophilicity was comparable to 
natural cellulose and protein fibres. The tenacity of feather rachis was by about 40 % higher than that of wool, feather rachis however 
showed by about 50 % lower tenacities in comparison to wool. The modulus of feather rachis was comparable to that of wool; however the 
elongation was by about 50 % lower. Poultry feathers showed amphoteric charging isotherms with the point of zero charge being around 
pH = 5. The amount of positive charges of feathers calculated from the potentiometric titrations isotherms was 222 mmol/kg and the 
amount of negative charges was 105 mmol/kg. 
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Abstract. Considering the failure of the target of original European Union´s strategy called Lisbon Strategy up 
to the year 2010, it was necessary to develop a new strategy Europe 2020, which extended the time period to 
achieve the fundamental objectives up to the year 2020. One of the objectives of the strategy is focused on 
research and development, namely: increasing investment in research and development to 3% of gross 
domestic product. Therefore, the article is oriented on the trend comparison and the time comparison of 
research and development in Croatia (as a future Member State of the European Union), and Slovakia. There 
is analyzed and compared the indicator expressing the share of gross domestic expenditure on research and 
development on country’s gross domestic product. The partial objective in the area of research and 
development funding is that 2/3 of the financial resources should come from business enterprise sector and 1/3 
should be funded by government sector. Therefore the second part of the article deals with the structure of 
gross domestic expenditure on research and development.  
In the last, most important part of the article, we simulate and propose how should grow the expenditure on 
research and development in Croatia and Slovakia so that these two countries will converge to the EU 27 
average and also how they should develop to achieve the target value. 
 
Introduction 

Legislation of the Slovak Republic in the area of R&D support is represented by Law 172/2005 about the organization of state support 
for research and development. According to this low, research is a systematic creative activity taking place in science and technology to 
societal needs and for development of knowledge. It consists of basic and applied research. Development is a systematic creative activity 
in the field of science and technology, which uses patterns and knowledge gained through research or based on practical experience in 
developing new materials, products, equipment, systems, methods and processes, including construction and prototype development [8]. 

Expenditure on R&D includes total expenses incurred in the organization on R&D activities, i.e. internal expenditure. They consist of 
capital and current expenditure. The expenses incurred outside the organization include only those, which serve to support internal R&D. 
The current expenditure includes costs for organization’s own activities and their R&D departments and also includes costs for tasks 
solved by its own organization and work capacity. In addition to its own corporate resources to support R&D activities, they use funds 
obtained from government sector, from higher educational sector, from private and non-profit organizations and from abroad. 

Expenditure on R&D can be measured by [6]: 
 Gross domestic expenditure on R&D – GERD – which represents domestic and foreign expenses to conduct R&D within the 

country over a period of time (with the exception of expenses on R&D that are carried out abroad),   
 Gross national expenditure on R&D – GNERD – which includes the country's total expenditure on R&D carried out abroad. 

The article will analyze and compare two countries, i.e. Slovakia as a current member state of the EU and Croatia, whose EU 
membership is already a matter of time. 
 
Convergence or divergence of GERD in Slovakia and Croatia to the EU 27 average  

Until recently, the issue of economy competitiveness was deal with Lisbon Strategy for growth and jobs, whose primary target was, 
that the EU should become (by the year 2010) most competitive and most dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of 
sustainable economic growth in which will be more and better jobs and greater social cohesion [5]. Mentioned document, adopted also by 
Slovakia, was also focused on improving living standards of citizens of the EU, through the support of R&D funding. 

Up to the original Lisbon Strategy, which expired in 2010, has followed a new strategy developed by the European Commission called 
Europe 2020. As in the Lisbon Strategy, also in Europe 2020, the European Commission identified key objectives to which the fulfilment 
would occur by 2020 to achieve desired growth and progress in individual Member States, as well as in the European Union.  

For the purpose of this article is major the second target about investment into R&D, i.e. GERD, according to which expenditure 
should growth by 2020 to 3% of GDP1 (average value for European Union) because the promotion of basic and applied R&D creates a 
strong presumption for building the knowledge economy, contributes to employment growth, improves quality of life, solves social 
problems and also contributes to the economic growth of the euro area    

From mentioned 3%, at least 2/3 should come from business enterprise sector and 1/3 of funds from government sector. From the EU 
Member States and also candidate countries, only three countries achieve this target to the year 2010 – Finland 3,87% of GDP, Sweden 
3,42% of GDP (decrease of 3,96% of GDP in 2009) and Denmark with a value of 3,06% of GDP. Only these three countries can now 
compete with the research strength of Japan, South Korea and other developed countries. From the other countries, Germany (2,82% of 
GDP) and Austria (2,76% of GDP) are approaching to the target. Slovakia and Croatia are in the second half of the scoreboard. In the year 

                                                           
1 The target value for EU 27 average is 3% of GDP. The target of Slovakia is to increase expenditure on R&D by 2020 to 1% of GDP. Given the fact, that 
Croatia is not yet Member State of the European Union, target value for this country is not specifically determined. 
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2010 GERD in Slovakia were only 0,63% of GDP (which is the lowest value of the V4 group) and Croatia 0,73% of GDP. The lowest value 
of the indicator was recorded in Romania, 0,47% of GDP. 
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Fig. 1 GERD in Slovakia and Croatia in comparison with EU 27 average (% GDP), EU = 100% 
Source: Self elaboration according to the data from Eurostat 

 
Not a very positive trend in funding of R&D can be seen in the EU27, where in recent years, there is a decrease, respectively 

stagnation. In 2010 GERD was at only 2,00% of GDP. The cause was and always is a number of Member States, especially from a group 
called catching up countries, which display a lack of activity in this area, and thereby hinder the fulfilment of the target of the Europe 2020. 

Despite the fact that GERD in Slovakia have long been not only below the EU average value, but also value of Croatia, their share of 
GDP in recent years growing slightly. The situation is still very unfavourable, because significant economic growth in the pre-crisis period 
did not contribute to increase the share of expenditure on R&D in relation to GDP. In 2002, the value of the indicator was 0,57% of GDP, to 
the year 2009 gradually declining to 0,48% of GDP. The declining value of the monitored indicator caused over the years 2002 - 2009 
divergence, not required convergence of Slovakia to the EU 27 average (Fig. 1).  

One of the reasons for lagging Slovakia behind the developed countries is that the major Slovak companies are more like 
"assembling" businesses that don’t realize their own engineering. In Slovakia are automobile factories such as Volkswagen Slovakia, 
Slovakia PSA Peugeot Citroen and KIA Motors Slovakia Ltd. as manufacturing and assembling factories, but where is no realization of its´ 
own research, development and innovation activities. These factories produce cars, respectively components for cars under the strict 
regulatory requirements and standards from parent companies resident abroad. 

Generally, in the current period are innovation in Slovakia realized by business sector based on the use of existing technologies from 
abroad, not to use the knowledge of their own research. Firms innovate mostly by purchases of machinery and equipment from abroad and 
they suit them to production process or completely replaced this process by new technologies. Innovation based on the use of their own 
R&D and results of R&D developed by domestic research institutions are made only in limited extent. 

In Croatia we can also say about the divergence of monitored indicator expressing the share of expenditure on R&D on GDP (Fig. 1). 
The value of the indicator for Croatia is during the entire period greater than the value of this indicator in Slovakia. However, the indicator 
records fluctuating and ultimately declining trend. In 2002, GERD were 0,96% of GDP, in 2004 increased slightly to 1,05% of GDP. The 
emergence of financial and economic crisis was reflected in this area negative, because since 2008 was re-recorded a declining trend in 
the share of GERD in the country's GDP to 0,73% of GDP in 2010. 

 
The structure of GERD in Slovakia and Croatia  

GERD comes from three main sources: business enterprise sector, government sector and funds received from abroad and from two 
secondary sources, i.e. the resources from higher education sector and private non profit sector. In this part of the article we will therefore 
follow, how both analyzed countries met the intermediate target of Europe 2020, concerning the structure of expenditure on R&D, i.e. 2/3 
of resources should come from business enterprise sector and 1/3 from government sector.  
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Fig. 2 GERD by source of funds 
Source: Self elaboration according to the data from Eurostat 

 
As mentioned earlier, GERD in Slovakia recorded a declining trend. During recent years, the proportion of expenditure on R&D of its 

own corporate resources (business enterprise sector) in total GERD significantly decreasing, i.e. decrease of 53,6% in 2002 to 35,1% in 
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2010 (Fig. 2a). On the other hand, government spending and also resources from abroad on R&D in the period increased. Expenditure of 
private non profit sector and the higher education sector in this period were only a small proportion of total GERD. The structure of 
expenditure in this area develops in the opposite direction, as it is required by Europe 2020. Business resources were about one third 
(35,1% of total expenditure in 2010). In most cases Slovak enterprises are unable to compete with foreign companies or enterprises which 
dispose of new technologies and sufficient equity to finance research, development and thus innovation. Entry of Slovakia to the European 
Union positively affected the flow of foreign resources into the country to support R&D, which increased from the year 2004 by 10,4%. The 
share of total abroad expenditure on GERD in 2010 was 14,7%. 

Similarly as in Slovakia, also in Croatia the most sources of funding for R&D activities comes from the government sector. The share 
of government expenditure in total expenditure on R&D varied over the years in the range 46,4% to 58,1%. In 2010, this share was 49,2%. 
Real business expenditure on R&D in Croatia are not at 2/3 of total expenditure on R&D. Their share of total GERD had cyclical character 
(Fig. 2b). Resources obtained from abroad are significantly growing. In 2002, their share of total GERD was 1,5% and then rose year on 
year, until the global crisis, to 10,9% in 2007. In 2010 were R&D activities supported by foreign sources by 9,9% of total GERD. 

 
Expected trends in R&D funding and the convergence to the target of Europe 2020  

Engine of any economy in the world in recent years has become research, development and learning that underlie innovative activity 
of enterprises. Innovation as a key tool for increasing competitiveness have been so understood in the Lisbon Strategy and also in present 
strategy Europe 2020. Therefore, all advanced economies try to put more emphasis on application of triple helix model, which focuses on 
cross-linking and co-operation with universities, business and government sectors. The aim of the model is to transfer research results, 
development and knowledge into practice. Increasing capacity in research, development and innovation across all sectors of the economy, 
coupled with more efficient use of inputs, will improve the country's competitiveness and support job creation.    

The current trend in GERD as well as in Slovakia and Croatia, we can describe by different functions. Monitoring this trend can serve 
for modelling the expected development of GERD for following years and also for assess the feasibility of achieving the Europe 2020 target 
by both countries. 

If we consider the continuation of trends in the share of expenditure on R&D funding over the past 12 years and we would predict the 
development of this indicator in subsequent years (for example to the year 2015), we find several points. Conclusions will vary depending 
on the chosen trend. For Slovakia, we decided to describe the expected development of the indicator by polynomial functions of 2nd range 
(1) with the highest coefficient of determination (R2 = 0,761). As an example we also state the expected development of indicator described 
by linear function, according to which the indicator should record in following years even bigger decline than during much of the reporting 
period. 

Although the share of expenditure on R&D on GDP declined in long-term, in recent years it is possible to expect a slight increase (Fig. 
3a). This growth should contribute to positive growth of monitored indicator in following years. Polynomial function describing the growth 
trend of indicator is: 

762,0066,0004,0 2 xxy       (1) 
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Fig. 3 Simulation of expected development of the expenditure on R&D as a % of GDP 
* Years in the graphs 2 

Source: Self elaboration  
 
Table 1. Expected development of expenditure on R&D in Slovakia (% of GDP) 

 

 Year 2011 
(13) 

2012 
(14) 

2013 
(15) 

2014 
(16) 

2015 
(17) 

Expenditure on R&D  

(% GDP) 

Polynomial trend – 2nd range 0,58 0,62 0,67 0,73 0,80 

Linear trend 0,47 0,46 0,44 0,43 0,42 
Source: Self elaboration  
 

                                                           
2  
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
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According to this model expenditure on R&D in 2015 should reach 0,80% of GDP (Table 1), which can be regarded as a gradual 

convergence of the indicator to the target value 1% of GDP by 2020. Given past indicator development, we expected this value appears to 
be real, but it is necessary to take into account the volatility of current period that is significantly negatively affected by the financial and 
economic crisis, which has grown to a global crisis. 

Therefore it is very important to focus on the support not only basic, but mainly applied R&D in Slovakia. The government of the 
country should take decisive action and increase emphasis on funding this area, also should support the transfer of R&D results into 
practice. It would be positively reflected in the innovation activity of enterprises, and thus in innovation performance across the country.  

After completion of the transport infrastructure, that in recent years has become a priority of the Slovak government and into which 
flows the greatest amount of funds (for example, from the EU funds3), most of the funds should be directed into research, development and 
innovation that the country converge to the developed European countries and actually achieve the target of Europe 2020. 

 
Similarly, we can predict the expected development of expenditure on R&D relative to GDP for Croatia. Due to fluctuating 

development of the monitored indicator, it is very difficult to predict in which direction will indicator developed in following years. Therefore, 
in this case, we choose a trend with the highest coefficient of determination, i.e. trend described by polynomial function of 3rd range: 

808,0109,0019,000088,0 23 xxxy      (2) 

 
If the expenditure on R&D in relation to the GDP have a growth tendency in following years, their development could be managed by 

polynomial function of third range (2), according to which the value of indicator in 2015 will reach 1,28% (Table 2). This development would 
be optimal for Croatia. The worse situation would occur if the trend of expenditure on R&D in relation to GDP managed by polynomial 
function of second range or by a linear function. In both cases the indicator may decline and then the country would not converge, but 
diverge from the target of Europe 2020. 

 
Table 2. Expected development of expenditure on R&D in Slovakia (% of GDP) 

 

 Year 2011 
(13) 

2012 
(14) 

2013 
(15) 

2014 
(16) 

2015 
(17) 

Expenditure on R&D  

(% GDP) 

Polynomial trend – 3th range 0,80 0,88 0,97 1,10 1,28 

Polynomial trend – 2nd range 0,80 0,76 0,72 0,67 0,62 

Linear trend 0,78 0,76 0,74 0,72 0,70 
Source: Self elaboration  
 

Conclusion 
The level of R&D in the country is affected by the large number of variables, such as the quantity of researchers, the level of 

technology use, education level of population, amount and level of foreign investment, but also the amount of funds designed to support 
and develop R&D activities in the country. Expenditure on R&D are essential for transforming the economy to a knowledge-based 
economy, the use of sophisticated technology, but also to stimulate economic growth. The level of research, development and their 
financing in Slovakia and Croatia in comparison with most Western European countries is inadequate.  

By the modelling of expected development of expenditure on R&D in relation to GDP, we have pointed out possible scenarios for the 
indicator in the future. About the convergence of indicator to the EU 27 average and therefore to the aim of Europe 2020 we can say, if the 
trend of future expenditure development on R&D activity will directed in Slovakia by polynomial function of second range (1) and in Croatia 
by polynomial function of third range (2).  

However, also according to the assessments of the European Commission both countries encountered in the area of R&D on several 
issues, which removal, respectively mitigation will help in convergence of countries to the developed European countries. The most 
serious problems in the study issue in the Slovakia are according to the European Commission: weak R&D system disables co-operation 
between academia and industry sectors; underdeveloped system of innovation governance; dual economy and low shares of domestic 
innovative enterprises limit competitiveness of the country [2].  

In order to increase the level of R&D activities in Croatia, will according to the evaluation of the European Commission in following 
years necessary: to provide access to capital; to increase business R&D expenditures as a means to enhance accessibility of knowledge; 
to facilitate the protection of intellectual property [1]. 
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Abstract. Cutting tool edge modifications are much extended and they are applied on the most of the cutting 
tools and inserts. The drag finishing and lapping are used for the monolithic cutting tool. The send blasting, 
brushing and lapping are used mainly for the cutting inserts. In this area is use in the largest representation the 
cutting tools from sintered carbide (SC). When the high speed machining (HSC) is used for machining of the 
hard tool steel workpiece, the SC can not be sufficient. Therefore, very often the cutting ceramic is applicable 
but their disadvantages are fragility, the thin layers can be limited and higher price. So the article will be deal 
with possibilities of the HSC machining by the circular cermet inserts. Their main advantages are possibilities 
of the deposition of the different thin layers and possibilities of their grinding. For maximum reliable and 
functional are desirable the system substrate-layer considered as a complex. The quality of the deposition 
influences the inserts surface quality and by the defects on the cutting edge and their microgeometry 
parameters. It is very important to focus on cutting edge rectification which influences the cutting edge quality 
and micro geometry. For the experiments the send blasting and drag finishing for the rectification of the cutting 
edge were used. The roughness of the inserts surface was different because the different grinding wheels 
were used like a different rectification methods. So it was very important to monitor the surface process over 
the all time – after grinding, after modification, after deposition and make correlation between the surface 
quality and machining. For the surface monitoring the standard roughness and special optical microscope 
were used. During the tests the cutting inserts quality and tool wear were monitored when machining tool steel 
EN ISO X210Cr12 with hardness more than 55 HRC. 
 
Introduction 
The aims of these experiments was verified whether cermets are be suitable cutting tool material for milling tool steel EN ISO X210Cr12, 
whether the repetitiveness of their production affect cutting process and what influence have micro-geometry and deposition of thin layers 
on the cutting process. Cermets were used like round inserts and were grinded from rods. Production of cermet cutting tools is difficult 
process for reason quality of cutting edge. The next aim was monitored what influence of grinding process with different grinding wheel 
(different grain size) affect quality of inserts and machining. 
This article deal with influences of the cutting edge preparation and deposition of the thin layers on the cermet inserts(CrAlSiN or Ti AlSiN) 
on their quality and cutting tool life. 
 
Experiment 

 
Workpiece 
For the experiment the tool steel AISI D3 (EN ISO X210Cr12) with hardness 52HRC was used. These steel is high-chromium 

ledeburitic alloy steel so it is a hard to machined material. It is caused by the high percentage content of the carbon which causes formation 
of hard carbide particles and it causes quicker increasing of the tool wear.  

 
Measuring equipment 
For the experiments these equipments were used: 
 Vertical milling centre MCV 750A – for machining 
 MicroCAD Lite GFM and InfiniteFocus G4 Alicona  – for measuring of the edge radius. Measuring was made with the cooperation 

by companies SHM s.r.o. and Hofmeister s.r.o. 
 Optical microscope Multicheck PC500 - for measuring of the tool wear 
 3-axis dynamometer Kistler – for measuring of cutting forces 
 Hommel Etamic T8000 RC, Mahr MarSurf M300 – for measuring of roughness  
 TESCAN VEGA TS 5130 – for measuring of the quality of inserts  
 The coordinate measuring machine LK G90Cv and screw micrometer – for measuring of insert thickness 

 
Cutting tools  

For tests the milling head with two circular cermet inserts TCN 54 with diameter 32 mm was used. The inserts diameter was 12.025 mm. For 
the grinding the different grinding tools were used which influence inserts roughness. The grinding was made by company HamFinal which is 
focused for the producing of the cermet cutting tools in the Czech Republic. During the machining only one insert was cut. Tool geometry was 
negative – axial face angel A=-13°, radial face angle R = -16°, geometry of inserts was 0°. 
The samples were modified in 4 variations – without modification (after grinding), drag-finishing, dry sandblasting, wet sandblasting and on 
some of them were deposited thin layers CrAlSiN or TiAlSiN. Different modifications of the edge, which were used, are possible to see in the 
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Table 1. All of them was made for insert which were grinded with fine grain (roughness of insert – Ra 0,2) and coarse grain (roughness of 
insert – Ra 0,8). 
 
Table 1. Different modifications of the edge 
 

Number of 
preparation 

Grinding Drag-finishing Wet sandblasting Dry sandblasting 
Thin layer 
CrAlSiN 

Thin layer 
TiAlSiN 

1 X X         

2 X X     X   

3 X X       X 

4 X   X       

5 X   X   X   

6 X   X     X 

7 X     X     

8 X     X X   

9 X     X   X 

 
In the next picture are showed inserts after different modification of cutting edge. It is possible to see that cutting edge just after grinding 

wasn´t smooth and there were evidenced traces of grinding. Cutting edges after modifications was more quality and the filet was without 
defections but when was measured radius of cutting edge in most of cases it hadn´t the same values. The different was moved about 3-4μm. 
The most different of radius size before and after modification was measured after dry sandblasting.  
Drag-finishing is typically used for preparation of monolith cutting tools. In these experiments was tested if this preparation is suitable for inserts. 

 

 
 
Course of the experiment 

 When machining with the cermet cutting tools the cutting environment is dry and it eliminate the formation of the heat shock and 
cracks. Secondly, dry machining causes the decreasing of the costs.  
Machining was carried out by climb milling in HSC mode. 

In the Table 2 there are showed size of radius for all types of preparation. It is interesting that inserts with roughness Ra=0,8μm had after 
modification less value of cutting edge than inserts with roughness Ra=0,2μm, when values of cutting edge after grinding were in both cases 
similar. 

 
Table 2. Size of radius for all types of preparation 
 

Modification of cuting 
edge 

Size of radius [μm] for 
inserts Ra=0,2μm 

Size of radius [μm] for inserts 
Ra=0,8μm 

Grinding 10,2 - 27,7 11,7 - 26,9 

Drag-finishing 23,8 - 28,5 22 - 27,4 

Wet sandblasting 24,4 - 27,6 18,7 - 21,5 

Dry sandblasting 28,3 20,8 

Grinding + thin layer 
CrAlSiN 

20,5 - 27,7 16,6 - 18,4 

Drag-finishing + thin layer 
CrAlSiN 

26,1 - 26,8 18,6 - 19,2 
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Wet sandblasting + thin 
layer CrAlSiN 

21,2 - 23,3 18,5 - 21,8 

Dry sandblasting + thin 
layer CrAlSiN 

23,8 - 28,4 18,9 - 20 

Drag-finishing + thin layer 
TiAlSiN 

20,1 - 24,1 17,9 - 19,7 

Wet sandblasting + thin 
layer TiAlSiN 

22,6 - 22,6 20 - 22,2 

Dry sandblasting + thin 
layer TiAlSiN 

24,4 - 27,1 21,2 - 22,8 

 
The experiment was divided into three phases: 
 
1st phase of experiment 
In this case the inserts from two different production charges were comparing. The tests were focused on influences of these 

differences on measuring of the tool life. For the tests the inserts without cutting edge modification were used, it’s mean the inserts after 
grinding. 

 
Cutting conditions: 
cutting speed - vc = 450m/min;  
feed per tooth - fz = 0,05 mm;  
depth of cut - ap = 1 mm; 
width of cut - ae = 1,5 mm. 

 

 
Fig.1 – Influence of two manufacturing series to the tool life (vc = 450 m/min; fz = 0,05 mm; ap = 1 mm; ae = 1,5 mm) 

 
The figure 1 shows differences in the tool life of cutting tools when inserts from two manufacturing series were used. Main reason is 

probably different radius of cutting edge. Next influence could have wear of grinding wheel, but this isn´t majority part because in both case 
(Ra=0,2μm and Ra=0,8μm) had inserts from second series about 20% less tool life. Samples were monitored by EDM and they weren´t 
seen different between inserts from first and second series. The reason of the lower tool life can by a different structure of cermets although 
they have the same commercial mark.  

 
The size of cutting edge radius after grinding: 

1st serie  - insert with roughness Ra=0,2μm – radius of cutting edge r=10,2 – 21,4 μm; insert with roughness Ra=0,8μm – radius of 
cutting edge r=11,4 – 19,2 μm 

2nd serie - insert with roughness Ra=0,2μm – radius of cutting edge r=10,2 - 27,7μm; insert with roughness Ra=0,8μm – radius of 
cutting edge r=11,7 - 26,9μm 

 
2nd phase of experiment 

In this phase was compared influence of all variation inserts on the machining process by cutting conditions: 
cutting speed - vc = 450m/min;  
feed per tooth - fz = 0,05 mm;  
depth of cut - ap = 1 mm; 
width of cut - ae = 1,5 mm. 

During the machining was monitored tool life. Tool life for differently prepared inserts shows the figure 2. 
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Fig.2 Tool life for differently prepared inserts 
 
3th phase of experiment 

Five the best variations from phase 2 were choose. Following picture shows influences radius of cutting edge, roughness of inserts, 
modification of cutting edge and thin layer on tool life. The graph shows the most useful modifications of cutting edge. Wet sandblasting 
(WS) with thin layer and drag finishing (DF) in different combinations had the highest tool life.  

 

 
Fig.2 Tool life for differently prepared inserts 

 
Conclusion 

The best was preparation by drag finishing in a lot of cases. This modification isn´t typically for modification of inserts but these 
experiments showed that is very useful. In a lot of results are new connections which must be more clarified in the next tests. These tests 
show that the cermet inserts can be used for the milling of the tool steel and the majority influence on the tool life has preparation method 
of the cutting edge.  
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Abstract. The paper deals with cutting force measurement that will be used for evaluation of hardness of laser 
hardened trace. From existing machining technology was chosen drilling. The reasons for this choice are that 
the feed force during drilling contains the most of workpiece influence and the laser hardened trace size 
according the best to the drill. Authors want to obtain influence of the hardness on cutting force for regressive 
analysis of hardness from cutting force at the same cutting conditions. The hardness changes in dependency 
on parameters of the laser beam and in dependency on the depth from the surface. Laser beam parameters 
over the traces are known. Method for observing dependency of hardness on depth from surface using cutting 
forces during drilling is described in the article. This method will be used at the workshop laboratory of 
Department of Machining Technology for experiments carried on laser hardened layers and should lead to 
obtaining the quality of laser beam hardening that will be obtained from cutting forces. The preliminary 
measurement was carried out on workpiece made from tool steel with carbide twist drill coated by thin layer 
that is designed for machining of materials with difficult machinability. Results from preliminary measurement 
are discussed in the paper. 
 
Introduction 

Nowadays the big accent is putted on methods that don’t consume too much time. Consider a need of knowledge of hardness 
behavior in dependency on a depth from surface of the laser hardened trace, it means to spent pretty much time with cutting off thin layers 
from the trace and to measure hardness of next layer. This method is very time consumptive and expensive. Authors want to find out if 
there is a possibility of using cutting force to measure or estimate hardness with adequate accuracy and repeatability. Further authors 
suppose that this kind of measurement method could be faster and cheaper than often used method described before. 
 
Laser beam hardening 

The principle of laser beam hardening is shown in figure 1. Usually it is used for surface hardening of tool steel, especially for shaped 
dies and moulds. Laser beam hardening has two main advantages. Firstly, it allows to machining all the mould from workpiece that is not 
hardened. The second advantage of using laser beam hardening is that is not necessary to produce expensive shaped electrodes for 
induction hardening.    

 

 
Fig. 1 Principle of laser beam hardening 

 
Method for observing hardness from cutting forces 

The method is based on change of cutting force in dependency on change of hardness at the same cutting conditions.  
First idea for first, we can say preliminary experiments, is to drill 3 mm deep hole, so drill tip is whole in workpiece and cutting edges are all 
in the cut. The cutting forces are evaluated from this point. Authors decided to use only feed force for evaluation in the preliminary 
experiment. Spots with known hardness could be obtained from record by time.  
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Experiment description 

 
Workpiece 
Material of workpiece is DIN 90MnCrV8 tool steel. The workpiece dimensions are 170x170x105mm. Eight traces (A to H) were 

created by laser on the workpiece’s surface. Each trace is divided into ten areas (1 to 10). Traces A, B and C were created with constant 
laser beam power but with variable speed of laser. Other traces were created in opposite way. Figure 2 shows the workpiece gripped in the 
milling center. Two similar pieces were prepared. One was used for obtaining hardness behavior using “classical” method by cutting up the 
workpiece in 0.2mm thin layers and measuring hardness in each area of each trace by Wilson & Wolpert WHU-330 potable hardness 
meter. This was done to the 1.2 mm depth. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Workpiece 

 
Machine and tool 
A monolithic carbide twist drill 5 mm in diameter (figure 3) is chosen for experiments. Three axes MCV 750 A CNC milling machine is 

machine used for experiments and it is shown in figure 4. 
 

 
Fig. 3 SH-DRL 8560500 twist drill used for first experiments 

 

 
Fig. 4 MCV 750A milling machine 

 
 
Measurement device 
The whole measurement chain consists of 9255B KISTLER piezoelectric dynamometer (static) and of 9123C KISTLER rotary 

piezoelectric dynamometer, connection cables, charge amplifiers, NI DAQ (Data Acquision) card and a notebook with software prepared in 
LabVIEW.  Amplifiers and notebook with LabVIEW software is shown in picture 5. 
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Fig. 5 NI Charge amplifiers and measuring notebook 

 
Cutting conditions 
Following cutting conditions were chosen for first experiments: 
Cutting speed: vc =12.56 m.min-1 
Drill revolutions: n = 800 rpm 
Drilling feed: 0.04 mm per rev. 
Drilling depth: 3 mm 
 
 
First experiment results 

As we can see in figure Fig. 6, the feed force increased remarkably, even if there is not big difference between hardness of first layers 
(60.7 HRC in area A1 and 61.3 HRC in area C1). That significant difference between feed force values is given by damaged drill tip as the 
drill reached hardened material that was outside the hardened trace and the workpiece (basic non-hardened) material started to stick on 
the drill tip and caused a drill tip damage, which is shown in Fig. 7 .  

 

    
Fig. 6 Comparison of drilling in area A1 and in area C1 

 

 
Fig. 7 damaged drill tip 
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Conclusion 

Further experiments will be carried out with drilling deep less than depth of hardening to avoid of drill tip damage caused by sticking of 
the basic material on it.  
 
As we can see in the following table, there is an increase of feed force, despite decrease of hardness. This is caused by changing width of 
cut as cutting edge become more and more to the cut. Because of this authors need find out a behavior of feed force in dependency on 
depth of drill tip from surface at constant cutting conditions and constant hardness. This will be a part of further experiments. 
 

Table  1. Comparison of feed force magnitude and hardness in selected areas 
 

Area 
Hardness [HRC] Magnitude of feed force [N] 

0.2 mm 0.4 mm 0.6 mm 0.8 mm 1.0 mm 0.2 mm 0.4 mm 0.6 mm 0.8 mm 1.0 mm 
A1 60.7 60.0 59.9 58.7 58.7 0 295 350 460 560 
D1 62.5 59.3 58.4 48.9 47.4 0 290 390 420 550 
G1 59.5 57.5 47.3 28.9 - 0 300 400 570 650 
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Abstract. The combustion process in boilers results in forming flue gasses that are emitted into atmosphere. It 
is obvious that large energy boilers (fired on coal and liquid fuels) represent the largest percentage of 
stationary pollution sources. The regulation of gaseous pollutants emissions has the following goals: to provide 
a better quality of environment in the vicinity of pollution sources on local level and to reduce long distance 
transboundary transport of gaseous pollutants and thus contribute to the preservation of the environment on 
global scale. Minimization the emissions from thermal power plants is a modern approach in preserving the 
environment, and also represent a significant additional cost in electricity generation process. According to the 
results of existing analysis, it is estimated that the current share of thermal power plants in total sulphur dioxide 
emissions from stationary sources in Serbia is around 50%, while the share of nitric oxide emissions is around 
70%. The power plants Nikola Tesla A and B represents approximately 65% of the total capacity of all power 
plants fired on coal. An amount of emitted acid oxides in flue gas in the coal-fired power plants depend 
primarily on fuel characteristics (for sulphur oxides generation), and the combustion method (for nitrogen 
oxides generation). The conditions and criteria for defining technical solutions for SO2 and NOx emission 
reduction in power plants Nikola Tesla A and B will be discussed in this paper. The paper also provides a brief 
presentation of technical solutions for desulphurization facility and minimization of nitrogen oxides emissions. 
  
Introduction 

Reducing pollutants emissions from thermal power plants is a modern way to preserve the environment, but also represent a 
significant additional cost in electricity production. According to the results of existing analysis, it is estimated that the actual share of 
thermal power plants in total sulphur dioxide emissions from stationary sources in Serbia is around 50%, while the nitric oxides have the 
contribution of around 70%. Thermal power plants Nikola Tesla A and B represents approximately 65% of total capacity of coal fired 
thermal power plants, which makes a dominant part.[1] 

The flue gasses are created during fossil fuel combustion which occurs in large energy boilers (power greater than 300 MWth) and 
emitted into the atmosphere through flue gas. Flue gas consists of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxygen, water vapour, carbon monoxide, 
nitrogen and sulphur oxides, volatile organic matters and ash particles. The last five substances are considered to be conventional 
environmental pollutants. In last few years carbon dioxide may also be found in this group because of its indirect contribution to the climate 
changes which in other segments influence the living world on Earth. 

It is clear that power boilers (fired by coal and liquid fuels) make the largest percentage of stationary pollution sources this type. In an 
era of rapid energy sector development in developed countries, in the 60s of last century, national strategies for pollution levels regulation 
are based on constructing tall stacks from which flue gases are emitted and the appropriate location selection, through that was possible to 
decrease the level of pollution in the environment on local level (near-field scale effects).  

However, some time after the implementation of this practice (early 70s), the changes in vegetation occurred due to the acid rain in 
areas where local pollution sources were not present (Scandinavian lakes and their surroundings), and it became clear that the range of 
gaseous pollutants from stacks is larger scale, and that they subject to long distance pollutant transport (1000 km or more). This way, 
gaseous pollutants present in flue gas became the cause of environmental degradation on regional and continental level (regional and 
continental scale effects).[2] 

 
A review of existing sulphur and nitrogen oxides emissions from blocks in power plants Nikola Tesla A and B  

The size of acid oxide from coal fired power plants emitted in flue gas depends primarily of the fuel characteristics (sulphur oxides) 
and its combustion method (nitrogen oxides). Unlike liquid fuels, where it can be assumed that all sulphur is converted to oxides (SO2 and 
SO3) during the combustion, the conversion of coal is different. In fact, the total sulphur contained in coal makes more components that 
have differently behaviour during combustion process: the largest component of sulphur is pyritic sulphur (found in metal compounds, 
mostly with iron), and organic sulphur, which represents about around 1/3 of total sulphur, and is located in molecules of organic 
compounds in fuel, and so called sulphate-sulphur contained in fuel in sulphates (up to 0.1%). During the combustion process, both pyritic 
and organic sulphur are converted into oxides and make combustible portion of the total sulphur, while sulphate portion do not oxidize but 
transforms into ash. Depending on the other coal constituents, mainly calcium content and Ca/S ratio, the higher or lower share of formed 
sulphur oxide will be bound in ashes (which reacts with CaO and transforms into sulphate). 

From this aspect, Kolubara coal that was used in power plant in previous period had the following characteristics: 
 the total sulphur content from 0,5 – 1%, 
 ash content from 12 – 24%, 
 CaO content in ash from 3 –7%, 
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 content of sulphates in the ash from 5 – 8 %,  
 a heat capacity from 6500 – 9300 kJ/kg, 

Based on these values, it can be concluded that the coal comes with substantial variations in characteristics. A significant percentage 
of sulphur bind in ashes could not be expected, but a greater portion will be emitted in flue gas.  

In addition to mentioned features, the following characteristics of Kolubara lignite are crucial for defining combustor characteristics 
and combustion parameters: high content of volatiles, low heating value, favourable melting properties of a mineral part of coal and 
relatively easy flammability.  

Unlike sulphur oxides, nitrogen oxides formation is primarily determined by the method of fuel combustion. Since lignite is the fuel 
with low nitrogen content (about 1%), which partially transform into N2 and partially oxidize, the formation of NOx is mainly determined by 
the combustor conditions. [2] 

An overview of possible technical solutions for NOx emissions reduction 

The emission reduction of nitrogen oxides formed during coal combustion can be achieved through: 
 Primary measures that include modification of the combustor and combustion parameters in order to reduce possibilities for NOx 

development,  
 Secondary methods that include an introduction of DENOX plant where NOx reduction is achieved by its reaction with the active 

substance – usually with ammonia, 
 Application of new combustion technologies - combustion in circulating fluidized bed, gasification etc.  

Since the combustion of coal takes place already at relatively low temperatures (lower than for other types of coal and liquid and 
gaseous fuel), an additional reduction in nitrogen oxides formation can be achieved by reducing the amount of oxygen in the combustor by 
various methods, such as: 

 Fuel combustion outside of stoichiometric conditions (reduction ratio is 25-30%);  
 Two stage fuel combustion (reduction ratio is 40-50%); 
 Excess air reduction in the combustor (reduction ratio is 10-30%); 
 Introduction of cold flue gas recirculation through burner (reduction ratio is 55-60%); 
 Use of fine grinding; 
 Combination of above mention solutions (reduction ratio is 85-90%). 

It is important to emphasize the primary consequences of introducing measures to reduce NOx formation that due to changed 
combustion conditions CO content in flue gas increase, as well as an amount of unburned fuel, which results in increased combustion on 
the grate. This means that the grid should be reconstructed for additional burning at the bottom of the boiler.[3] 

NOx emissions reduction in Thermal Power Plants Nikola Tesla 

The production of nitrogen oxides depends on the type of fuel and combustor construction. On the other hand, it can be said that 
these two factors are highly interdependent, since the type of combustor must be adjusted to fuel characteristics. Thus, the following rules 
apply for combustion of Kolubara lignite: 

 Due to the temperature characteristics of ash, slag drainage in solid form is applied; 
 According to the introduction and distribution of heating surfaces P-type boilers are present (blocks A1 and A2) and tower-type 

boilers (blocks A3-A6 and B1 and B2). Table 1 shows the basic characteristics of boilers in thermal power plant Nikola Tesla. 
 Fuel preparation is done by grinding the coal to get coal dust granulation up to 100 m, fluidised bed combustion, with continuous 

supply of fuel particles in the air stream in the combustor, with continuous drainage of the flue gasses;  
 Arrangement of burner for smaller boilers is on the front wall of the combustor, while those with more power (  300 MW) have 

tangential arrangement (such as those placed in corners of the combustor); 
 Jet burners or burners with direct blowing have been applied to the type of burners: the air mixture for these burners is 

introduced from the mills through multiple parallel channels, and the secondary air is blown in as the upper, lower and core. This 
way a good mixing can be achieved, which is aided by the fact that the blowing air speed exceeds the speed of the air mixture 
(more than twice).[2] 
 

Table 1 Basic characteristics of boilers in thermal power plants Nikola Tesla A and B [2] 

boiler-block A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 B1 B2 

Manufacturer and boiler type 
SES 

Slovakia 

SES 

Slovakia 

SES 

Slovakia 

SES 

Slovakia 

SES 

Slovakia 

Rafaco 

Poland 

Rafaco 

Poland 

Rafaco 

Poland 

Nominal steam production, [t/h] 650 650 920 920 920 920 1880 1880 

Boiler shape P-type P-type tower tower tower tower tower tower 

Water circulation natural natural forced forced forced forced forced forced 

Method for slag removal slag is collected and taken by endless belts 

Combustor type tangential 

Combustor temperature max. 1100 ºC 

 
 
Control of NOx formation in the combustors with given characteristics 

Solid fuel combustion process consists of several phases: first is the separation of volatiles and their oxidation, followed by 
combustion of the rest of the fuel (coke), which requires a certain amount of air. The impact on the amount of formed NOx is made by 
reducing the amount of air in the primary combustor zone, thereby reducing the temperature in combustor, which also affects the amount 
of NOx reduction occurred. 
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Supplying the air for an oxidation of the volatiles is carried out by introducing so called “Over-fire-air” in the secondary combustors 

zone. During this process there is a risk of unburned fuel particles release from the combustion zone, where coal particle size plays an 
important role and in a manner to get a smaller percentage of unburned fuel (unburned carbon) the finer grinding has to be applied. 

Primary measures for NOx emissions reduction are applied to the boiler plant, i.e. on combustion process. Thus, in above-mentioned 
types of boilers and arrangement of burners, reduction in NOx formation is achieved by influencing the combustion of following 
parameters: temperature in the combustor and residence time of fuel in the zones of temperature peaks. Commercially applied 
technologies for achieving the effect on these parameters are presented in Table 2. [3] 

 
Table 2 Technologies for NOx emission reduction applied to boilers with solid slag drainage and tangential and frontal arrangement of 

burners [3] 

 
SO2 emissions reduction in Thermal Power Plant Nikola Tesla 

When it comes to existing thermal power plants, parameters that define the criteria for technical solutions selection, as well as 
conditions that must be met when choosing any of the solutions can be classified into two main groups: 

 Spatial integration and storage of equipment for FGD (flue gas desulphurization), 
 The impact of technology on basic FGD technological process. 

During the construction of thermal power plants Nikola Tesla A and B there is no space provided for the FGD plant, even the analysis 
of the existing equipment arrangement in that location can be concluded that condensed schedule of equipment is present in these 
objects. Any introduction of new equipment in such technological unit may affect the functionality of the existing system and new system 
for FGD. This also refers to the possibility of maintaining and manipulating the existing equipment and devices, possibilities of 
disassembling and assembling major parts of the equipment during the overhaul and during the control process while in operation. Taking 
all these factors into consideration, when choosing limestone-plaster process as a reference, the following must be taken into account:  

 Considering an evident need for space rationalization required for the FGD plant, the possibility to implement a joint system for 
several blocks, in whole or in part should be analyzed. This means that several blocks could share one absorber, or, if this is not 
convenient, at least some of the auxiliary systems, such as systems for sorbent preparation, suspension deposition, control and 
management or electricity supply. 

 Implemented procedure is built into the area between the electro filter and stack, meaning that practically there is no direct effect 
on the main components of thermal power plant. However, according to the physical-chemical process of flue gas purification in 
absorber, it is necessary to carry out previous dust removal: the suppliers of these systems give the guarantee of absorber 
characteristics if the content of particles in the inlet flue gas max 80 mg/m3. This means that before the introduction of FGD 
systems, reconstruction of electro filter installation had to be performed on all blocks of power plant A, while for the power plant 
B can be considered that the efficiency of existing electro filter is satisfactory. In addition, taking into account the total plant 
capacity for FGD at all locations, the need to significantly expand of the power system is likely to expect. [4,5] 

 
Conclusion 

If the conventional flue gas desulphurization would be applied on individual blocks of Power Plant Nikola Tesla A and B, the reference 
plant would have the following characteristics: 

 The procedure of the wet limestone-plaster process, with limestone as the absorbent and plaster as final by-product; 
 Absorbers are joint for the blocks of 210MW, and individual for the other blocks in power plant A and B (of 300 and 620 MW); 
 Absorber type is DCFS (double contact flow scrubber);  
 Reheating flue gas, after purification, is performed in a regenerative gas-gas heater, so that outlet gas temperature is min. 

90 C; 
 Water supply is anticipated from wells, or alternatively from Sava River, depending on the total amount of water required; 
 Supply of the limestone is performed from a warehouse within the power plant; 
 Disposal of thickening plaster suspension is carried out along with the ashes, or is disposed in landfill if its further processing 

and use to produce plaster is foreseen.  
Which method for nitrogen oxides emissions reduction will be implemented in a particular boiler, depends on the projected scope and 

opportunities for reconstruction of combustor and boiler plant as a whole. The introduction of primary measures for NOx emissions 
reduction is typically performed within the overall revitalization of the boiler plant. Thereby the following elements must be taken into 
account: 

 Construction of combustors and predicted interventions, 
 Methods for supplying and the distributing air and coal dust, 
 Reconstruction existing and introduction of new, special burners that help to reduce NOx formation (low NOx burners), 
 Required residence time of coal particles in zone of increased O2 content. [6] 

In general, basic steps for regulation of nitrogen oxides emissions in power plant can be defined: 
 The replacement of existing burners with new special type of burners is done, 
 The conditions for the combustion are provided in several phases: (i) in the first stage combustion is performed in so-called 

sub-stoichiometric conditions where the burning occurs in mixture of coal dust and air for  = 0.95, (ii) in the second phase 
so-called secondary air is introduced up to   1, where the return of cold flue gases to the combustion chamber can be 

Parameter Available technology Percentage of emission reduction 

1. The reduction of temperature peak Exhaust gas recirculation 

Over-fire-air 

Excess air reduction 

Low NOx burners 

50-70 % 

2. The reduction of residence time in the  high 
temperature zone  

Multistage air supply 

Multistage fuel supply 
50-70 % 
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made, (iii) in the final stage so-called over-fire-air is introduced - around 15% of air is introduced into the zone above the 
burners, so that excess air coefficient  is around 1.15 at the end of the combustors. [1] 

 
Environmental protection is mission and vision of Electric Power Industry of Serbia. After many years in which the available money 

was invested only in the maintenance of production capacities, environmental protection became priority in the business policy of Electric 
Power Industry of Serbia. [7] 
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Abstract. Mobile phones with Android operating system are nowadays equipped with many kinds of sensors 
which are used to entertain the user. These mobile devices are also equipped with powerful processors. The 
idea of this work is to use the mobile device's computing power and sensors for an iRobot Create platform 
navigation.The aim of this article is to discuss the possibility of the usage of one of the most demanding 
applications in robotics - digital image processing on Android mobile device. An application which uses the 
mobile device's camera for obstacle detection was designed. The free OpenCV library was used for real time 
image processing. In order to lower the load of the processor for the image processing, the parameters of 
algorithms were optimized with the usage of genetic algorithms. The iRobot Create controlled with the mobile 
phone is able to detect and to avoid obstacles that are recognized with the mobile phone's visual system. The 
process of obstacles detection is based on the reflected circles recognition from the obstacle which is lighted 
with four LED diodes. The article is a demonstration that today's mobile phones with Android operating system 
are usable in robotics and can be used for mobile robots navigation, localization and even communication and 
can deal with such processor demanding algorithms as image processing algorithms are. 
 
Introduction 

Today’s mobile devices with Android platforms have a large number of potentially usable sensors in robotics. One of the most 
powerful sensors is the camera which we want to use to navigate an iRobot Create mobile robot in an unknown environment with 
obstacles. Image processing algorithms are utilizing CPUs and if the performance of the CPU is not high enough, an optimization of image 
processing algorithms parameters is needed.  

In this article we will describe the process of iRobot Create autonomous navigation with HTC Desire mobile phone. The robot is 
controlled with the Android device over Bluetooth. Obstacle detection is done by illuminating the obstacles with couple of LED diodes and 
detecting the reflected circles with the device’s visual system. The process of OpenCV installation onto the device and the circle detection 
algorithm and its optimization will also be described.  
 
Controlling iRobot Create over Bluetooth 

iRobot Create is controlled by sending some combination of bytes over Bluetooth to the robot Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkaz .. In 
the manual Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkaz . there are described all the possible commands to control the mobile robot. In this section we 
will deal with communication between the HTC device and the mobile robot over Bluetooth. First of all the devices are needed to be paired. 

Following the Android Developers web page Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkaz . we need to do these steps to establish a 
communication with the mobile robot: setting up Bluetooth, finding available devices in the local area, connecting devices and transferring 
data between devices. 

 
Setting up Bluetooth 
This step consists of getting the BluetoothAdapter which represents the device’s own Bluetooth adapter and enabling the device’s 

Bluetooth adapter. We use a TextView named txtview to list the messages to the user. 
 

Finding available devices 
In this case we use the discovery service to find all available devices and then we connect to the mobile robot knowing its name or 

MAC address. First we need to start the Bluetooth devices discovering process. After it the application must register a BroadcastReceiver 
for the ACTION_FOUND Intent in order to receive information about each discovered device. If the device’s name is the same as the 
mobile robot’s name, we can start a new thread to connect the mobile phone and the robot. 

 
 
Connecting to iRobot Create 
In this new thread  we also follow the Android Developers web page and use the connecting as a client connection type. We also need 

to cancel the discovery process before connecting to the mobile robot. If the connection was successful we can run a new thread to control 
the mobile robot. 

 Controlling the iRobot Create 
In this thread we need to follow the iRobot Create’s manual Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkaz . to find out, how to set up the mobile 

robot for working (for example choosing its operating mode, etc.) and also the Android Developers web page to know how to send 
commands for the mobile robot using an OutputStream. We show an example how to make the mobile robot moving forward. First we need 
to get the input and the output stream. Than we can make the mobile robot moving forward with a speed of 100 mm/s sending data through 
the output stream. 
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Mobile Robot Navigation 
The mobile robot’s task is to map the environment by moving toward and detecting the obstacles right before the mobile robot. The 

whole plan of environment mapping can be seen at the Fig.  1. The robot is starting at the bottom left corner and follows the path drew with 
blue line and then the path drew with red line. Obstacles are shown as orange boxes with red borders. 

 
Fig.  1. Environment mapping with the mobile robot 

 
Mobile robot uses the Android device’s visual system for obstacle detection. The idea is to recognize the reflected circles on the 

obstacle surface which is lighted up with LED diodes placed on one horizontal line fixed to the mobile robot. The process of circles 
recognition is affected by various disturbances therefore this process is needed to be optimized. The most common error is the variable 
reflection of light from different surfaces of obstacles. An example of input errors is shown at the Fig.  2. where the shapes of the reflected 
LED diodes are not always similar to circles. The used LED diodes are differently coated with adhesive tape and have different luminance 
to make the reflected light as similar to circle as possible. There is a better way to use special optics to the diodes. 

 
Fig.  2.  Lights reflected from the obstacle’s surface 

 
The other problem is that the colour of the reflected circles is not uniform. It makes the recognition process more complicated. The 

possible solution is to regulate (increase) the voltage on the diodes (even 0,1 – 0,3 Volts difference can change the reflected colours 
similarity) or using diodes with greater luminance. Care should be taken on not to overexposure the image. 

 
 
Circle recognition using OpenCV 

Obstacle detection is based on recognizing the reflected circles. The robot is moving straight from its starting position until the visual 
system recognizes some circles in the input image. Some false circles can also appear during the recognition. To avoid wrong obstacle 
classification based on false circles recognition we can use the condition that the centres of the circles reflected from an obstacle are 
always on a horizontal line. Also we can optimize the parameters of all used functions in the recognition process to avoid false circles 
recognition as much as possible. 

We use the OpenCV library for Android operating system to make the recognition real-time. We can quickly install OpenCV following 
the OpenCV installation guide Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkaz .. The circle recognition algorithm works with the V-channel of the HSV 
image and uses Hough transform. Its advantage is that after the circle recognition there are available data about the circles centres 
position and radiuses. We can compare the circles centres with the condition that they need to be on a horizontal line and decide if there is 
an obstacle in front of the robot. The algorithm with the parameters needed to be optimized is shown at the Fig.  3. 
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Fig.  3. The algorithm of circle detection 

Example of this algorithm recognizing one circle is shown below: 
capture.retrieve(mImage, Highgui.CV_CAP_ANDROID_COLOR_FRAME_BGR); 

Imgproc.GaussianBlur(mImage, mImage, new Size(5,5), 0, 0); 
Imgproc.cvtColor(mImage, mImage, Imgproc.COLOR_BGR2HSV); 
Core.extractChannel(mImage, mHImage, 2); 
Imgproc.HoughCircles(mHImage, mCircles, Imgproc.CV_HOUGH_GRADIENT, 1, 70, 100, 20, 5, 100); 
Imgproc.cvtColor(mHImage, mImage, Imgproc.COLOR_GRAY2BGRA, 4); 
double foundCircles[]; 
if(mCircles.size().width!=0 && mCircles.size().height!=0){ 

foundCircles = mCircles.get(0, 0); 
Core.circle(mImage, new Point(Math.round(foundCircles[0]),Math.round(foundCircles[1])), 
     (int)Math.round(foundCircles[2]), new Scalar(255,0,0)); 

      } 

 
Genetic algorithms as method for visual system optimization 

Genetic algorithms were used for optimization of the image processing (or optimization of the reflected circles recognition). Genetic 
algorithms are universal browsing and optimization method, so it can be used with many advantages for an optimization of image 
processing Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkaz .. Results that are presented in this paper are simple experiments with usage of genetic 
algorithms for optimization assigned to circles recognition in obtained image.  

Parameters shown on Fig.  3. were optimized with genetic algorithms. These parameters have an important role in circles detection in 
obtained picture. By solving more complex tasks with increasing numbers of parameters is much more time needed to solve these tasks. 
By solving tasks with increasing number of variables, can the dimension of searched space increase exponential Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj 
odkaz .. 

In the optimization process is a crucial found circle. Searched circles can be characterized by the following parameters: radius, 
position of the center of the circle in the analyzed image. From these parameters can be determined a criterion for searching the circle in a 
particular image. In the optimization process there were used several variants of images and to each image the correct parameters have 
been assigned. The following criterion has been determined to investigate the accuracy of the identified circle (this criterion is applied only 
to one image): 

f (x , y ,r )= (x xw)2+ ( y yw)2+ (r rw)2

                                               (1) 
where: 

x – is x position of identified circle centre 
y – is y position of identified circle centre 
r – is the radius of identified circle 
xw – is the centre of correct identified circle 
yw – is the centre of correct identified circle 
rw – is the radius of correct identified circle/ellipse 

In the optimization process the standard configuration of evolution process was used (order of mutation and crossover operations, the 
elite selection). Configuration of evolution is shown Fig.  4. The Fig.  5. is showing the course of evolution during the development of 
criterion for each generation. It can be seen that in ten evolution courses the criteria development reliable approaches zero. 

The optimized parameters were used in the algorithm for reflected circles detection. The created mobile robot is shown on Fig.  6. 
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Fig.  4. The used method of genetic algorithms for optimization of image processing 

 
Fig.  5. Evolution of optimization criterion 

 
Fig.  6. The mobile robot iRobot Create navigated with Android device 

 
Conclusion 

The created mobile robot navigated with Android device HTC Desire is able to move in unknown environment with obstacles, to detect 
and avoid them and to create a map of the obstacles with their position in the environment. The robot is fully autonomous and can work in 
real-time. We can see that the Android devices can be used in robotics (and even with visual system algorithms running on them). 

The experiments with this mobile robot are published on youtube.com: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9smNaAXDnjU&feature=plcp 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qox60a5RRc&feature=plcp 

These experiments are demonstrating the mobile robot’s ability of obstacle detection and avoidance, autonomy and real-time 
working. More information about the mobile robot can be found on www.petesoftware.tk. 
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Abstract. This article deals with a problem of the autonomous robot navigation in the unstructured outdoor 
environment by using of the GPS data. In order to navigate the robot, the global position data is transformed to 
the local map in the form of two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system by proposed procedure. The 
transformation is based on the mathematical model of the Earth (WGS 84 reference ellipsoid). The aim is to 
experimentally evaluate a set of GPS receivers applicable as position sensors for small outdoor mobile robots. 
The evaluation is based on series of measurements executed in different times and places. The measured 
data is processed by given procedure and acquired positions transformed to the local coordinate system. 
Consequently the accuracy of the measured positions is statistically evaluated. The evaluation of used GPS 
receivers is done by comparison with data acquired by precise geodetic GPS system Leica 1200 which is used 
as reference GPS system. Obtained results of data analysis are used for determination of appropriate 
solutions for mobile robot sensory system. 
 
Introduction 

Autonomous mobile robot is an object capable of motion, observation of its environment and decision making. Control system of the 
robot has to be able to acquire and to maintain a model of the working environment, to localize the robot in the environment, to plan a target 
and means of its achievement. Robots internal representation of the working environment from its perspective is considered as the map of 
the environment. Navigation of a mobile robot in an unknown and uncertain environment requires knowledge of the robot’s position. Robot 
has to be able to determine its own position in the map, what means to solve the localization problem. There are many localization methods 
in a mobile robotics. Generally they can be divided in absolute localization methods and relative localization methods. The relative 
methods are referenced to objects in vicinity of the robot and mostly express displacement between two robot positions. Absolute methods 
use global reference frame, which defines global coordinate system. The approach, which makes use of Global Navigation Satellite 
System systems – GNSS is an example of absolute method suitable for mobile robot localization in outdoor environment. 
 
Global Navigation Satellite Systems 

GNSSs are satellite systems for measuring position and time on Earth. In principle, they are not affected by meteorological conditions. 
The position is measured using triangulation and trilateration methods and it is given by intersection point of spherical surfaces which 
radius is equal the distance between a satellite and a measured position. From a geometrical point of view, three coordinates (latitude, 
longitude and sea level) can be calculated using three satellites. Moreover, the forth satellite is required to measure time. The higher 
number of satellites is used for calculation of the position, the more precise the estimate of position should be. 

GNSS systems that are currently available are Navstar GPS (GPS) and Glonass. The most commonly used system is GPS and it 
comprises from a cosmic, control and a user segments which includes GPS receivers. These GPS receivers can be used as an absolute 
localization system for the mobile robot. However, calculating the global position using GPS is somewhat problematic and the position 
accuracy is affected by many sources of errors. The most significant are: satellite geometry (the position of the satellites in relation to each 
other and the receiver), atmospheric effects (delays of signals passing through individual layers of atmosphere), multipath effect (signals 
bounce off solid objects), relativistic effects and other errors. 

Due to negative impact of these errors of position measurement, multiple hardware and software solutions have been proposed. One 
of them is to use more precise measuring unit, such as: INS-GPS (Inertial Navigation System, positioning precision with up to 1m 
accuracy) [3], DGPS (Differential GPS, positioning precision up to 5m, even 10cm in case of the best implementations) [8,9], 
WAAS/EGNOS (Wide Area Augmentation System/Euro Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service, positioning precision up to 3m) and 
RTK GPS (Real Time Kinematics, positioning precision up to several centimeters) [2,6,7]. Another way to improve the estimate of the 
position by GPS receiver is to use some mathematical approaches. To improve precision and accuracy of GPS positioning many 
researchers use filters, such as Kalman filter [1,5,6,10]. 
 
World Geodetic System 

The GPS data is referred to unified global coordinate system named World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 84). The WGS 84 geodetic 
system comprises of a standard coordinate frame for the Earth, a standard spheroidal reference surface (reference ellipsoid), and a 
gravitational equipotential surface (the geoid) that defines the nominal sea level. It has been in use since 1984 and the last revision took 
place in 2004. The WGS 84 coordinate system is a right-handed, Earth-fixed orthogonal coordinate system and it is graphically depicted in 
the Fig. 1. 

The coordinate origin of the WGS 84 coordinate system is the Earth’ centre of mass. In WGS 84, the meridian of zero longitude is an 
International Reference Meridian (IRM), which is defined by the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS). The 
Z-Axis is defined by the direction of the IERS Reference Pole (IRP). The X-Axis is defined by the intersection of the IERS Reference 
Meridian (IRM) and the plane passing through the origin and normal to the Z-axis. The Y-Axis completes a right-handed, Earth-Centered 
Earth-Fixed (ECEF) orthogonal coordinate system, measured in the equator plane, 90° east of the X-axis [4]. 
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Global geodetic applications require clear definition of three different surfaces. The first of these is the Earth’s topographic surface 

which includes the landmass topography as well as the ocean bottom topography. In addition to the topographic surface, a definition for a 
geometric or mathematical reference surface, the ellipsoid, and an equipotential surface called the geoid is required. 

The Earth is not a sphere, but an ellipsoid, slightly flattened at the poles and slightly bulging at the equator, which in mathematics is 
also called an oblate spheroid. The ellipsoid is used as a surface of reference for the mathematical reduction of geodetic and cartographic 
data. The World Geodetic System (WGS) represents an ellipsoid of which placement, orientation, and dimensions best fit the Earth's 
equipotential surface coinciding with the geoid. The system was developed from a worldwide distribution of terrestrial gravity 
measurements and geodetic satellite observations. 

The WGS 84 Reference Ellipsoid is defined by the four defining parameters: semi-major axis (a = 6378137.0 m), flattening defined as 
its reciprocal value (1/f = 298.257223563), angular velocity of the Earth (  = 7292115.0 x 10-11 rad) and Earth’s gravitational constant 
(GM =  3986004.418 x 108 m3 / s2) [4]. Mathematically, a reference ellipsoid is an oblate spheroid with two different axes: an equatorial 
radius (the semi-major axis a), and a polar radius (the semi-minor axis b). The numerical value of the the semi-minor axis for the WGS 84 
reference ellipsoid is b = 6356752.3142 m [4]. 
 

   
 

Fig.  1 The WGS 84 coordinate system definition [4]    Fig.  2 The WGS 84 coordinate system and the local 
coordinate system  

 
The position data transformation 

For the purpose of the mobile robot navigation in the environment, the control system utilizes a local navigational map. It is simplified 
two-dimensional model of the environment representation. Accordingly it is necessary to transform the GPS navigational data to the local 
navigational map. The goal of the transformation process is to calculate position data from the WGS 84 coordinate system to the local 
coordinate system (LCS) utilized by control system of the mobile robot. The relation between the global WGS coordinate system and local 
coordinate system is depicted in the Fig. 2. 

The local coordinate system has the form of two dimensional Cartesian coordinate system in the Euclidean plane. This plain is defined 
as the tangent plane to the surface of the reference ellipsoid at the chosen point. This point also serves as the origin of the local coordinate 
system (Fig. 2). The first step in the transformation of the GPS coordinate, it is necessary to select appropriately the origin O of the local 
coordinate system according to the given data set. Next it is required to compute the three dimensional geocentric rectangular coordinates 
(x, y, z) of the origin O of the local system in regard to WGS as defined at Fig. 2. The equations for the co-ordinates calculation are given 
as follows [4]: 
 

x = (N + h) cos  cos ,      y = (N + h) cos  sin ,       z = ((b2 / a2) N + h) sin , (1) 
 

where a is semi-major axis and b is the semi-minor axis of the reference ellipsoid, the h denotes the geodetic height (height relative to 
the ellipsoid) and N denotes the radius of curvature in the prime vertical [4]. 

After definition of the local coordinate system origin, the second step is to define the equation of the LCS plane in rectangular 
geocentric coordinates. As the LCS plane is also the tangent plane of the reference ellipsoid, the normal vector of the plane is 
perpendicular to surface of the ellipsoid in the origin of the local coordinate system O. So the normal vector of the plane can be computed 
as the gradient of the ellipsoid at the point O. Finally the equation of the LCS plane is given as follows: 
 

Ox x / a2 + Oy y / a2 + Oz z / b2 = 1. (2) 
 

The third step is to define the right-handed orthonormal Cartesian coordinate system in the LCS plane. So it is necessary in the LCS 
plane to define two reciprocally perpendicular vectors u, v of the length of 1 (m) at the LCS origin O (Fig. 2). First there are two points 
defined at the ellipsoid surface with the positions exactly at east and north directions in regard of origin O. By the application of the 
equations 1 the WGS Cartesian coordinates of these points are calculated. Next the projection of these points to the LCS plane is 
computed. The vectors defined by projected points and the origin O determinate the directions of the positive half–axes of the coordinate 
system in the LCS plane. The normalization of these vectors is required in purpose to obtain the orthonormal basis vectors u and v of the 
LCS in regard to the WGS. 

The vectors u and v defines the transition from one coordinate system to another and the local coordinate system is completely 
defined. Now it is possible to transform measured GPS position coordinates to the local coordinate system. Transformation is performed by 
the similar procedure as in the case of the calculation of the vectors u and v for the GPS data. 
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Used GPS receivers 

The essential parameters of GPS receivers intended for a small scale outdoor mobile robot are in addition to precision of the 
measured position dimensions, weight and energy consumption. In the class of small receivers, the energy consumption is sufficiently low, 
so the weigh and size determined selection of sensors. For the evaluation of appropriate GPS receiver for small outdoor mobile robot, the 
following GPS receivers were used: Globalsat Technology Corporation GPS Engine Board ET 312 [11], GlobalTop Tech Inc. 
FGPMMOPA6B [12] and Garmin International Inc. GPS 18-5Hz [13]. As the reference GPS system the Leica Geosystems GPS1200 was 
used [14]. 

 
Reference GPS receiver Leica GPS1200 
As a reference frame high precision GPS receiver a Leica GX1230+GNSS /ATX1230+GNSS was used. This receiver is able to 

receive GPS L1, L2 and L5 frequencies, Glonass L1 and L2 frequencies and Galileo E1, E5a, E5b, E5ab and E6 frequencies. Moreover, 
this receiver is able to perform both code and phase measurements with DGPS or RTK corrections. Because of these facts Leica GX1230+ 
is able to achieve 0.2 mm positioning precision at phase measurements on L1 and L2 frequencies and 2 cm positioning precision at code 
measurements on L1 and L2 frequencies.  

This receiver has been designed primarily for geodetic measurements. However, its parameters make it suitable for many applications 
including absolute outdoor mobile robot localization. On the other hand this application is limited with its high prize, weight and energy 
consumption. 

 
Tested GPS receivers 
The GPS receivers ET 312 and FGMMOPA6B with their small size parameters are intended for variable applications where the very 

small size and weight of the sensor is required. The compact sensor ET 312 is a 20 channel receiver based on SiRF Star III chip working 
on GPS frequency L1 with active or passive antenna. Its size is 27.9mm x 20mm x 2.9mm and it has 3.3V DC main power input with 
consumption of 80 mA in continuous mode. It has maximal position accuracy 5m with WAAS enabled and in 2D-RMS mode 10m [11].  

The FGMMOPA6B is a patch on top 66 channel GPS receiver based on MediaTek MT3329 chip working on L1 frequency. Its 
dimensions are 16mm x 16mm x 6mm with dimensions of patch antenna of 15mm x 15mm x 4mm and it has weight of 6g. Its main power 
input is 3.3 V with consumption of 37 mA. Its 2D-RMS position accuracy is 3m and its maximal accuracy with DGPS is 2.5m [12].  

The Garmin GPS 18-5Hz receiver is somewhat bigger receiver of weight 161.6 g of circular shape with 61mm diameter and 19.5mm 
height. It is a 12 channel receiver with supply input from range of 4.0V to 5.5V and consumption of 65mA at 5.0V. Standard position 
accuracy is less than 15m and with WAAS support it is less than 3m [13]  

All three receivers have serial data output in the form of NMEA 0183 protocol sentences based on WGS84 datum. The ET312 and 
FGMMOPA6B receivers together with 1EUR coin are shown in Fig. 3 and receiver GPS 18-5Hz is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

    
 

Fig. 3 The ET312 (1) and the FGMMOPA6B (2 )receivers    Fig. 4 The GPS 18-5Hz receiver 

 
Experimental results 

The evaluation of position accuracy of the GPS receivers was based on real data gathered in the series of measurements performed 
on several places in the outdoor environment. These measurement specifications were chosen with aim to maximally approximate the real 
conditions during outdoor robot navigation. The experiments were performed at three different places with various satellite visibility 
conditions. The first experimental position was situated under the wall of the building and thus the sky was greatly shadowed. So the GPS 
sensors were able to receive the signal only from satellites located in one half of sphere. The second experimental position was situated 
more far from surround buildings and so it allows receive the signal from much greater space. The third experimental place was located in 
the middle of large open place, where the maximum number of the satellites can be received. At these places were measured overall five 
data sets with all four GPS receivers. The experiments number 1 and 3 were performed at first measuring position, the experiments 
number 2 and 4 at second position and the experiment number 5 was performed at third position. The number of visible GPS satellites was 
recorded during each experiment in order to check their influence on the accuracy of receivers. Each data set contained unequal but 
sufficient number of measurements to evaluate the precision of the receiver. The data from reference Leica GPS1200 system were used to 
define the origin of the local coordinate system. The data from evaluated small scale receivers was then transformed to defined local 
system and statistically evaluated. The parameters of interest were the mean value of measured position data transformed to local 
coordinate system and mean Euclidean distance of measured data from origin of local system. The processed experimental data are 
summarized in Table 1. 
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Table  1. Experimental results of evaluation of the GPS receivers 
 

Experiment Number of visible 
GPS satellites 

ET 312 FGMMOPA6B GPS 18-5Hz 
(x, y) [m] d [m] (x, y) [m] d [m] (x, y) [m] d [m] 

1 8 1.99, -0.36 2.02 -0.35, 2.19 2.22 0.44, -0.78 0.90 
2 5 -1.44, -0.12 1.45 59.80, 18.25 62.53 -48.68, 

12.30 
50.21 

3 3 -416.94, -189.78 458.11 14.23, 11.03 18.01 58.56, -5.00 58.77 
4 8 -4.38, -0.59 4.42 -7.45, -1.52 7.60 15.92, -2.94 16.19 
5 7 0.01, -5.04 5.04 19.12, 0.08 19.12 0.04, -1.36 1.36 

 
Conclusion 

The aim of the performed experiments was to determine an appropriate GPS receiver for a small scale outdoor mobile robot. The 
chosen GPS systems had a very small size and weight and the task was to identify their real position accuracy in conditions close to 
outdoor navigation of mobile robots. However, the determination of the most precise sensor on the basis of acquired data was almost 
impossible. The values in the Table 1 showed the strong dependency of position correctness on the number of visible satellites. Thus the 
reliability of the robot localization procedures based on the use of GNSS data might severely fluctuate during the navigation in the 
environment. The greatest position error had the ET 312 receiver in the experiment with only 3 visible satellites, which is the minimal 
operable number. On the other hand this receiver had the best results in all remaining experiments. However, there was an interesting 
result, where most of the measured data was considerably asymmetrically shifted from the real position only along one axis of the local 
coordinate system. Along the second axis they were located more symmetrically. This property of sensed position data considerably 
affects the localization of the robot and explanation of this causality needs more experimentation. Even though, the performed experiments 
revealed interesting properties of the used GPS receivers and opened new ideas for further work. 
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Abstract. Ever changing economic conditions are driving companies and businesses to become increasingly 
cautious about the future, creating the need to focus on improving flexibility to dynamically account for the 
change. This is in turn shifting focus away from budget accuracy, putting companies at risk of falling short of 
shareholder expectations. Hence giving rise to a need for efficient planning, budgeting, and forecasting for 
improved agility, accuracy, and corporate performance. This project seeks to comprehend the concepts of 
financial planning, budgeting and financial forecasting. Furthermore, his project seeks to present a simple 
web-based model to get rid of the errors and tedium of manual planning and forecasting.Through this model it 
would be viable for anyone to begin a business or make necessary changes to an already existing business 
with the least amount of effort.   
 
Introduction 

Constantly changing monetary conditions are causing companies and businesses to become progressively cautious about the future, 
generating the need to emphasize on improving the flexibility to dynamically account for the change. This is in turn shifting focus away from 
budget exactitude, placing companies at jeopardy of falling short of shareholder expectations. Hence giving rise to a need for efficient 
planning, budgeting, and forecasting for improved agility, accuracy, and corporate performance. 

 A financial plan is a sequence of steps that are carried out, or objectives that are accomplished, that relate to an individual's or a 
business's financial undertakings. It evaluates the economics behind the strategy and operations. It is the process of attaining goals and 
objectives by means of the proper management of finances. The output from a financial plan takes the form of a budget. 

Budgeting is the key to financial management. A budget is an organizational plan stated in terms of money. It affords a distinct 
comprehension of the past financial performance to help predict the future financial performance.  

Extending former trends and fine-tuning for what is expected is a common approach to preparing a forecast. Forecasting is the process 
of making statements and recommendations about events whose actual outcomes (typically) have not yet been observed. It is a key 
constituent in determining future procedures, glitches, and opportunities. For the forecast to be as accurate as possible, all the known data 
must be up to date. In short, a financial forecast is the best guess of the financial outcome of a business, over a period of time. 

Many a times the term forecasting is used interchangeably with planning but it must be noted that the two are distinctly different – 
Forecasting is predicting what the future will look like, whereas planning is predicting what the future should look like. 

 
Through this project I aim to: 

1. To understand the various parameters of financial planning and forecasting and how they are affected by the current market 
trends and demands. 

2. To create a prototype of a web-based model for financial planning and forecasting. 
 
Financial Planning 

 Financial planning is a continuous process of directing and allocating financial resources to meet strategic goals and objectives. It is 
the task of certifying how a business will manage to attain its strategic targets and destinations. Typically, an organization makes a 
Financial Plan as soon as the vision and targets have been set. A Financial Plan portrays all of the actions, assets, supplies and materials 
that are requested to actualize these goals, as well as the timelines included. 

Financial planning can moreover be characterized as the course of action by which a business records and conveys its strategic goals 
in financial terms. A financial planning exercise ordinarily holds point by point plans and budgets, as well as analysis abilities to indicate 
how the targets are to be grasped. 

 
Business Plan 
In business, a financial plan can refer to the three primary financial statements (namely, balance sheet, income statement, and cash 

flow statement) created within a business plan. It can be interpreted in two ways: by stage of development, and by target reader.  
` 
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Table 1 Ways of Looking at a business plan 

 
Stage of Development Existing business Loan or Investment Strategic Plan 

Start up Loan Proposal Operational Start-up 

 External Internal 

                                    Target Reader 

 
 
Strategic Planning 
Strategic planning is a formal procedure for building targets and goals over the long run. It includes improving a “mission comment” 

that captures why the organization exists and strategizes how the conglomeration could thrive in the future. Strategic objectives and 
corresponding goals are developed on the basis of a very exhaustive assessment of the organization and the external environment. 
Finally, strategic plans are implemented by developing an Operating or Action Plan. This includes a complete set of financial plans or 
budgets.  

Financial Plans (Budgets)  Operating Plan  Strategic Plan 
 
Sales Forecast 
In order to develop budgets, one must begin with a forecast of what energizes most of the financial activity; like sales. Hence, the first 

forecast to prepare is the ‘Sales Forecast’. Sales forecasts are generally based on the analysis of old data. An precise sale forecast is 
critical to the firm’s profitability 

 
Budgeting  

The yield from financial planning takes the structure of budgets. The most broadly utilized type of budgets is Pro Forma or Budgeted 
Financial Statemets. The group for Budgeted Financial Statement is Detail Budgets. Detail Budgets combine sales forecasts, processing 
forecasts, and different evaluates in backing of the Financial Plan. Collectively, all of these budgets are known as the Master Budget. 
. 

Kinds of Budgets 

 A survival budget - This is the minimum required in order for the organization or project to survive and do useful work.  

 A guaranteed budget - This is based on the income guaranteed at the time the budget is planned. 

 An optimal budget. - This covers what you would like to do if you can raise additional money. Once extra money comes in or is 
promised, it becomes part of your working budget. 

 
Techniques for Budget Calculation 
 The two main techniques for budgeting are incremental budgeting and zero based budgeting.  

 Incremental budgets are budgets in which the figures are based on those of the actual expenditure for the previous year, with 
a percentage added for an inflationary increase for the New Year. 

 In zero based budgets, past figures are not used as the starting point.  The budgeting process starts from “scratch” with the 
proposed activities for the year. Though this technique is extremely tedious it is detailed and accurate. 

 
Budgeted Financial Statements 
Based on the detail budgets prepared, the budgets can be finalized in the form of a Budgeted Income Statement. Once a Budgeted 

Income Statement has been drawn up, a Budgeted Balance Sheet can be chalked up from it. The Budgeted Balance Sheet will provide us 
with an estimate of how much external financing is required to support our estimated sales. 

 
Cash Budgets 
The Cash Budget is a good instance of short-term financial planning. It gauges the inflows and outflows of future cash. They are 

regularly combined with the Budgeted Balance Sheet. Previous forecasts can be used to aid in the preparation of a Cash Budget. 
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Fig. 1 Budgeting in a Nutshell 

 
Financial Forecasting  

Financial Forecasting is a process by which businesses conform to future anticipations dependent upon familiar true appearance 
bringing about the handling of a redesigned forecast record. This can (but makes a point not to regularly) incorporate acclimations to the 
budget. Forecasting, re-forecasting, or “rolling-forecasting” can happen numerous times in the midst of a budget period, and can span time 
from one financial period to the following. 

Financial Forecasting is a nexus segment in confirming future operations, situations, and chances. It is a gauge of several key future 
financial results for a business – imagined income and liabilities. It is the handle of assessing future business exhibition (sales, costs, 
earnings). Financial forecasts are used to develop the projections of profit and loss statements, balance sheets and, most critically, the 
cash flow forecast. 
 
Fundamentals of Financial Forecasting 

 Forecasting is reliant on past connections and existing authentic data. An alteration in these relationships causes forecasting to 
become progressively imprecise. 

 On the grounds that forecasting might be erroneous owing to lack of certainty, one should regard advancing numerous forecasts 
under contrasting situations. Each scenario can be assigned a probability and the expected forecast can be arrived at. 

 Prolonged planning periods result in erroneous forecasts; in fact, they are directly proportional to each other. To expand 
reliability in forecasting, a more limited planning period should be recognized. The planning period is subject to how frequently 
existing plans should be assessed. This relies on stability in deals, business peril, financial conditions, and so forth. 

 Forecasting of large inter-related items is more accurate than forecasting a specific itemized amount. When a large group of 
items are forecast together, errors within the group tend to cancel out. For example, an overall economic forecast will be more 
accurate than an industry specific forecast.7 

 
Techniques of Financial Forecasting 

Quantitative or qualitative methods, or a combination of both, can be used to develop forecasts.  
 Qualitative method uses the judgment and opinions of knowledgeable people to predict outcomes. This is a more intuitive 

technique and is typically used when precise data is limited or hard to find. It depends on the following types of information: 
Judgmental – Based on “good sense” or a decision made through discerning and evaluating. 
Consensus – Based on collective opinion or general accord. 
Expert – Based on the advice of an expert. 

 Quantitative method applies a set of mathematical rules to a series of past data to predict outcomes. This technique is 
preferred when sufficient hard data is available. It includes any of the following types of information: 

Trend Analysis – Compares historical information to forecast percentage changes. 
Multiple Regression Analysis – Uses chosen factors to determine the forecasted percentage change. 
Time-Series Analysis – Uses the average percentage change during specific time periods. 

 
Test Scenario 

By inputting the documented values to a few of the fields the user can draw up the complete budget using this web-based model. The 
user is provided with two tables. One which displays the budget without accounting for the Additional Financing Needed(AFN) and the 

Operating Plan Financial Plan 

 Sales Forecast  

 Budgeted Production 

 Budgeted Production Costs 

 Budgeted Cost of Goods Sold 

Budgeted Operating Expenses

Master Budget

 Budgeted Retained Earnings 

 Budgeted Capital Expenditures 

 Change in Fixed Assets 

 Cash Budget 

B l Sh
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other wherein the AFN is accounted for. The model is even capable of maintaining a database of the company records as required by the 
user. Based on the records saved it can further predict the Forecasted Sales Growth which in helps with the further calculations. However, 
if no prior records exist for a user then they must enter an approximated amount for the Forecasted Sales Growth themselves. 

As the user enters the docuemtned values to a few of the required fields the first table begins calculations and displays the tentative 
or rough Budgeted Balance Sheet, potraying the current year’s budget along with a rough forecast for the following year. The output 
provided by this table is dubbed rough because the calculations that underwent in the creation of this table do not account for the AFN. 
Based on the outputs and results of the first table the model goes on to calculate the AFN. The AFN calculated is then used by the model 
to perform further calculations and  provide a second table. The second table is the final Budgeted Balanced Sheet, potraying the current 
year’s budget along with the forecast for the following year. The output provided by this table is final as it accounts for any and all 
descrepancies that appear in the first table, by taking into consideration the AFN. 

The fields that must be carefully documented and inputted by the user include: 
 Company Name (Only if no record exists for the user) 
 Product Name (Only if no record exists for the user) 
 Forecasted Sales Growth (Only if no record exists for the user) 
 Cash (for the current year) 
 Accounts Recievable and Accounts Payable (both for the current year) 
 Inventory (for the current year) 
 Net Fixed Assets (for the current year) 
 Notes Payable (for the current year) 
 Long Term Debt (for the current year) 
 Common Stock (for the current year) 
 Retained Earnings (for the current year) 
 Sales (for the current year) 
 Cost of Goods Sold (for the current year) 
 Taxes (for the current year) 
 Dividends (for the current year) 

Based on the values entered in the fields listed above the model will calculate the Rough Budgeted Balance Sheet, the AFN and the 
Final Budgeted Balance Sheet and display the desired output.  

 

Fig. 2 Empty First Table 
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Conclusion 
A sound financial plan is the vehicle which plainly states strategic business targets in financial terms. An overall-ready budget shapes the 
foundation for choice-making throughout the financial year. Nonetheless it is the forecast which permits the business to modify future 
anticipations on the basis of recent actual performance. No one discipline leads to success, but rather a consolidation of each of the three 
should be integrated to provide the visibility essential to align strategy with company performance. 
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Abstract. In this paper an innovative solar power generator is designed and implemented. The main idea of 
this generator is to use a solar collector to heat water and raise it to a certain height, then drop it on a water 
turbine which is connected to an electric generator. The concept of energy conversion among different types of 
energy is utilized for the final objective of generating power. Solar power is collected in a form of heat energy to 
heat water in the solar collector, and then heat is used to raise the water and thus convert the heat energy to 
potential energy. Potential energy is then converted to mechanical energy that turn the turbine and hence to 
the generator. This project is at its early stages, however the results are promising.  

 
Introduction 

In this paper, the author is investigating a novel idea for a renewable energy system. Despite the name solar generator is very 
popular in literature; in this paper the idea of the solar generator utilizes a unique energy usage. The main idea is to use the energy 
conversion from one form to another. A solar collector is utilized to heat water and raise it to a tank at a height. Once the water is raised to 
a height, it will gain potential energy, which depends on: the temperature and the height. The higher the tank the higher the potential 
energy. The next step is to drop the water on a turbine that will rotate a generator which will produce power. The uniqueness of the idea is 
that it combines the steam generator idea and the falls power generation. The water then is redirected to the solar collector, and heated 
again to repeat the same cycle. 
The solar generator does not use solar panels. It eliminates the net CO2 emission directly. As it does not produce any, neither needs any 
operation that will result in CO2 emission. 
 
System configuration 
The system main components are shown in figure 1. A solar collector is connected through pipes to a closed tank placed at a height from 
the collector.  The main idea here is to collect the vaporized water resulting from the solar heating in the solar collector and condense it fully 
or partially in the tank. The collected condensed water is then dropped to the turbine which is placed at the maximum possible height 
difference in the setup. Hence, the height will control the amount of potential energy the water has. The water will gain kinetic energy as it 
falls on the turbine. This kinetic energy is a result of the conversion of the potential energy as height is getting lesser. Maximum kinetic 
energy will occur when the water hits the turbine, and thus rotating. Once the kinetic energy is utilized to turn the turbine, another energy 
conversion, it will make the turbine rotates. The turbine is connected to an electric generator, which will produce power. 

  
Fig. 1 main components of the system 

 
 
Implementation and setup 
A steel frame is designed to carry the components for the experiment setup. All loads of the components and their center of gravity are 
identified and the frame was designed to be a stable structure. 

Solar Collector 

Tank 

Turbine 

Potential
Energy 

Kinetic Energy 

Electric
Energy 
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      Fig. 2 steel frame 

 
Components for the experiment setup are shown below 
 

1- For solar collector a small steam generator has been used to heat water to simulate the solar collector functionality. Figure 3 
shows the steam generator. 

                                                               
Fig. 3 steam generator. 

 
2- For the tank, a small 10 liter tank has been used. The tank was equipped with a safety valve and a pressure gauge as well as a 

one-way valve to control the flow of the water. Figure 4 shows the tank. 

                                                 
Figure 4, Tank with its attachments 

 
3- Turbine, a small 10 cm. diameter turbine has been used to receive the falling water and rotate. A generator is planned to be 

coupled with the turbine shaft. Figure 5 shows the turbine used. 
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Fig. 5  turbine 

 
The components above are setup on the frame stand such that the tank will be at the highest point and the turbine at the lowest 
level. 

 
Technical relations: 
      

                  (1) 
 
For Potential Energy 
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Between heater and tank, when water moves from the heater to the tank in the opposite direction of gravity, the heat is converted to 
potential energy.  At temperature 100oC, water density equal 958.3665 kg/m3.Assuming the head of the pipe equal to 3 m, from (1) the 
pressure equal to 18.8 kpa. 
(1) above shows the effect of the head on the potential energy. As we need more potential energy, we need to increase the head. As for 
practical applications, the turbine and the generator would be placed in the building basement and the tank would be at the building roof. 
(3) above shows kinetic energy between the tank and the turbine and how the velocity effect on kinetic energy. 
 
Finding output power from the whole system 
To find the output power from the shaft some steps are followed. We must take into consideration that the system is closed system; all the 
tanks are closed and connected together by pipes. 

 Finding volume flow rate, where:

 time
Q V ktan                                                                     (4) 

 Finding velocity: 
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 Finding Reynolds  number:

 

vDRe
                                                         

                     (6)                            

 Finding  
D

 : relative roughness.                                                                                                 (7)                            

 Friction factor which is found from the moody chart. 
  Finding total friction which is the summation of miner and major losses, 

   22
4 22 vk

D
fLvF                                                                                          (8)                            

 Finding mass flow rate, Qm
.

                                                                                                       (9)                             

 Bernoulli’s equation was applied for the system, between the two tanks,
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 End up with following equatuíon for out power.

 

 

Dth following  
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Where: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Conclusion 
 
This research opens up a potential for developing solar generators with different sizes that would be suitable to be used for household 
usages. Also, this could be used for use for out of the grid projects during development and for portable usages.  Research is still at the 
very early stages, and next steps include the parameterization of the setup in order to manage the potential power output. 
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Abstract. The main purpose of the presented article is an investigation of the Timoshenko beam equation 
sensitivity to the presence of crack in the rode-like structure. We describe the crack in the Timoshenko beam 
as a cutting in the form as a smoothed delta-function. The solutions of this equation and experimental data on 
the natural frequencies and vibration modes shape then are used at forming of discrepancy functional that 
further optimized in order to determine the position and depth of a crack. We compare here the solutions of the 
cracked Timoshenko beam equation with results of 3D finite element analysis performed on the notched elastic 
beams and also with experimental data. The advantage of the proposed Timoshenko beam – based approach 
comparing with the method of two beams connected by a torsion spring, is that the Timoshenko model requires 
no assumptions about the stiffness of the spring. Moreover, the developed approach allows to model a crack in 
a non-uniform beams that unallowable in the method of two elastically jointed beams. The advantage of the 
method as compared with 3D finite element modeling is better performance - the speed of calculation is more 
than a hundred times higher than for the same accuracy at recovering the natural vibration modes by FEA. Due 
to these advantages, the Timoshenko beam model can be used in the algorithms for identifying the location 
and level of damage. Since these algorithms require multiple calculations of the functional, the problem of 
high-performance computing is essential.  
The dependence of the damage identification efficiency on the position of exciting load on the tested structure 
was revealed. As oscillations stabilization rate depend on the point of applied excitation load, each natural 
mode should be excited, in their separate locations to avoid a preferential excitation of lower modes and their 
mixing. 
 
Introduction 

The problem of damage identification in the rods and beam-like structures is very important for aircraft, civil and many other 
applications. The used approaches and damage identification algorithms considered in the surveys [1, 2] are based on dependence of the 
damage parameters on the modification of the natural modes shape, eigenfrequencies, structural damping parameters, stiffness matrices 
of the damaged structures. Most sufficient differences between these algorithms are the ways of the objective functional formulation. So, 
the authors of [2] used the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC), depended on the natural modes shape modification at presence of damage 
in a beam structure. Matveev and Bovsunovsky [3] have proposed an approach to the damage identification which uses correlation 
“eigenfrequency – crack location”. Representation of the cracked beam in the form of two perfect beams connected by the elastic spring is 
used in the works [4-6]. The stiffness parameters of this elastic element were described by Gounaris and Dimarogonas [7] as the local 
stiffness matrix whereas both perfect beams by the finite element (FE) method. Unfortunately, the way of the local stiffness defining is 
arbitrary and not strongly determined. Because of sufficient computational cost 3D FE formulation of the cracked structure dynamics is not 
desirable. Therefore using of analytical representation of the damages in the beam-like structure with relatively small numbers unknown 
defect’s parameters is preferable. 

Considering the damage identification as inverse problem one need to conclude that most useful method of the inverse problem 
resolving include the iterative call of the forward problem solution in order to train the artificial neural network, or in the genetic algorithm, 
etc. This allows to formulate the main requirements to the model of the damaged structure for the forward problem simulation. These 
requirements are followed here in the arbitrary order. 

1. The computational cost of the model simulation should be minimal. 
2. Model of the damaged structure must be dimensionless (universality!). 
3. The defect must be fully characterized by as small as possible number of parameters. 
4. The output of model must be presented as small as possible number of output variables that can be easily interpreted. 
5. These variables must have a minimum cross-correlation. 
6. These variables should be properly monitored (preferably by direct measurements) with minimal noise and the influence of 

environmental factors. 
7. At decreasing of degree of damage the model of the damaged structure should be continuously modified to the model of perfect 

structure.  
8. The model simulation results should be less depended on the used numerical simulation method. 
9. The model should be stable at small variation of input data. 
In this paper we present the way of constructing the cracked Timoshenko beam model (CTBM) and the ability of this model to 

correctly describe dependencies of the flexural vibration mode shape and some eigenfrequencies on the crack depth and location. We 
assume here the crack as notch with not interacted coasts that well grounded for the structures loaded by the big static forces and 
harmonically excited by small amplitude, and also by the established weak dependence of the solution on the notch’s width.  
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The Cracked Timoshenko Beam Model (CTBM) 

It is known that generic Timoshenko beam equations correctly takes into account the effects of shear and the section rotation even at 
quite high frequencies of flexural vibrations 

ttxx

ttxxx

FwqwkGF
JwkGFEJ ;

     (1) 

In the above equations LFJGE ,,,,,  are the Young module, shear module, section moment inertia, section area, and beam 

length respectively; ,w  are beam axis deflection and angle of the section rotation; q  is distributed load; and k  is form-factor equal to 

6/5 for rectangular cross section. The boundary conditions for the considered cantilever beam with free load tip are 

0
00 LxLxxx

xwxw .    (2) 

Assuming the homogenous cross section of the beam (but this assumption does not limit our next consideration), we exclude the 
spatial distribution of the section moment inertia and section area 

xFxFxJxJ 00 ; ,    (3) 

where 0J  and 0F  are the section moment inertia and section area along the uncracked part of the beam.  

Let the beam cross section has the width b  and height h . Then using the known formulas for the rectangular section moment inertia 
and section area, and relationship between shear and Young modules, Eq. 1 can be rewritten in the form 
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At performing of transition to the dimensionless variables according to the rule 

LwuTtTtLxLx ;1;1 ,   (5) 

where dimensionless coordinate , time  and displacement u  expressed trough beam length L  and pseudo period T  to be 

defined, system (5) will be transformed to its dimensionless representation 
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In order to simplify the structure of the Eq.6 we define a pseudo period T  as  

ELT .       (7) 

Introducing the dimensionless coefficients  

bhEqLkBhkLA 1;16 22    (8) 

system (6) can rearranged to the more useful view 

;0AuA

BuBu
     (9) 

If we describe the crack by the delta – like notch with depth 1;0d  placed on the dimensionless distance l  from the clamped end 

ll
lll

d
,;0

,;2cos
,     (10) 

where variable  is half width of the notch, the spatial distributions of the beam thick  and section moment inertia  are 

22 31131;1     (11) 

As assumed above the notch’s coasts not interact, the value of  practically has no influence on the beam’s dynamic behavior, and 
can chosen from the considerations of numerical stability at model simulation. At performing of harmonical and modal analysis both u  and 

 assumed as harmonical oscillations with amplitudes ,U , and the boundary value problem for the cantilevered beam is 

formulated in the form 
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From the Eqs. 5, 12 imply the relationship between the dimensionless i
~  and expressed in the natural units i  eigenfrequencies 

E
L

t i
iii 2

~
2~       (13) 

and also expressions for the dimensionless excitation frequency ~  and period T~  trough above introduced pseudo-period T  

TTT 2~;~ .     (14) 

It is worth to deduce here some concluding remarks about obtained CTBM. From the structure of Eq. 12 one can see that our model 
satisfy mentioned requirements 1-7, it can be easily numerically solved and therefore can be used for the multiple forward problem solving 
in the iterative loop. But because of inverse problems are not correct, the questions of the solution uniqueness and numerical stability now 
opened. We leave the strong investigation of these problems out of framework of the presented paper, limiting by the analysis of the 
numerical results. 
 
Numerical Implementation 

All numerical investigations were performed using Comsol Multiphysics FE soft package working in the Partial Differential Equation 
(PDE) mode. One dimensional FE mesh consisted of 1000 knots, and near 5000 degree of freedom. For the model testing we used a steel 
beam with dimensions 4cm*5cm*1m and artificially introduced “cracks” – notches with depth: 0.25; 0.5; 0.75 of thick placed at distance 
0.15; 0.22; 0.3; 0.4; 0.6; 0.7; 0.8 from clamping end. Obtained results were compared with those obtained concurrently on the 3D FE model 
containing near 60000 degree of freedom.  

It is important to note incomparable computational performance of the tested method. At calculation of the first 6 natural modes the 
computation time for 3D FE model  is of approximately 30 min, whereas 1D CTBM 0.3…0.6 sec only at absolutely identical crack 
parameters and calculation accuracy. All investigated conditions and defect’s parameters have demonstrated good numerical stability of 
the CTBM finite element implementation and very weak dependence on the FE meshing.  

First five eigenfrequencies computed by the different methods deviate one from other for the perfect beam less 0.6% and up to 7% for 
the damaged beams with the notch depth 0.75. Any difference of the modes shape was not observed. Some mode shapes depicted on the 
Fig.1 show that bending natural modes and eignfrequencies are most sensitive to the presence of crack, if the crack is located near the 
zone of maximum curvature of the beam axis (bending moment). These eigenfrequencies are underlined on the right diagram. 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of the modes shape for the perfect beam (left)  

and beam with notch located at 15.0l  (right) 
 

The numerically obtained distribution of the spatial derivative of the cracked beam axis can be accepted as the most informative and 
reliable criterion allowing to reconstruct the crack depth and location. Some examples are presented on a Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Dimensionless modes shape and distribution of the spatial derivative of the cracked beam axis 

 
At performing a transient analysis it has been investigated efficiency of the beam excitation and duration of vibration settling time on 

a desired eigenfrequency depended on the location of the applying force. Thus for successful monitoring of the beam deflection amplitude 
we need a harmonic load source with possibility of high precision positioning along monitored beam. The similar results have been 
obtained experimentally. 

Some results of numerical frequency response (FRF) analysis of free tip of vibrated damaged beam depicted on the Fig. 3 show 
dependence of the FRFs peaks shift depended on the degree of damage. This shift also can be used in order to enhance the reliability of 
the crack parameter reconstruction.  

 
Fig. 3. Peak shift of FRFs of the beam tip vibration amplitude  on the 1st (left) and 5th bending modes (right) 

 
Experiment 

Spatial distribution and FRF of the beam deflections have been investigated experimentally both for perfect beam samples and 
samples with several degree of damage. Specimens were manufactured with artificially introduced damages – notches. Experimental 
setup allows a high precision measuring of the specimens’ surface displacement at vibration excited by electromagnet which can be 
moved along the specimen. All measured information has been digitized and managed in the real time under the computer control.  

Some experimentally obtained modes shape for specimens with different degree of damages are presented on the Fig. 4. 
Experimental points are fitted by the 2nd order splines. From the Figs. 2 and 4 we can conclude that CTBM is less sensitive to the crack 
depth comparing to high precision experimental data, but CTBM give the right qualitative tendency, and, hence, can be used as the crack 
presence indicator as well as crack locator. 

 
Fig. 4 1st and 3rd natural bending modes shape of specimens with different notches depth 
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Conclusion 
Proposed CTBM is an efficient tool for prediction of the crack location in the arbitrary beams using the measured shift of the FRFs and 

magnitude of the beam deflection discontinuity at flexural vibration on the first 4…5 eigenfrequencies. As any other approaches, CTBM 
require the full preliminary information about the FRFs and modes shape of the monitored structure in the frequency range including these 
4…5 eigenfrequencies. CTBM provide precision equal to 3D FE models at hundreds time less computational cost. CTBM satisfies all 
requirements to the models of the forward problem solving and can be successfully used in the neural network and genetic algorithm 
based method to solving the inverse problem of reconstruction damages in a wide class of beams.  
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Abstract. Alumina ceramics have been brazed by using copper and metallic glass as interlayer materials 
(brazing agent). The joints were tested for shear strength, and then the fracture surfaces and transversal 
sections have been analyzed by SEM microscopy. The highest joint strength was 283.43MPa, and was 
reached for the sample that used a metallic glass interlayer, the bond failed at the ceramic interface. Some 
joints, however, have shown interfacial defects and debonding at the edges where the values of the residual 
shear stresses are highest. The results of EDS and SEM analysis have shown the presence of Nb-rich crystals 
in both glass and metal layers separated by ceramic specimens. The presence of oxygen can also be noted in 
these areas, thus proving the oxidized state of the surfaces. 

  
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nowadays, ceramics have an important part to play in conjunction with other materials. They can add particular functionality or 
provide added benefit to a component, e.g. as wear surfaces, ultra-hard materials in cutting tools, for corrosion resistance or high 
temperature protection. As ceramics are now being used in isolation, joining is an increasingly vital technology for the integration of the 
materials [1]. The use of ceramic components for structural, electrical and electronic applications is rapidly increasing; however most of 
these applications require joining of ceramics to metals or alloys for multiple functions and reduced costs. Due to the superior properties of 
ceramic materials at high temperature, it is highly desirable to fabricate metal-ceramic joints, which can withstand higher temperature 
environments [2, 3, 4]. Most ceramic-metal brazing procedures are carried out in vacuum furnaces, but a simpler approach involves the 
use of inert atmospheres. For a brazed joint to be successful, it is necessary that the liquid braze metal wets and bonds to the ceramic. 
More commonly, solid metal interlayers are used which deform or which have expansion coefficient near to the ceramic [5]. When joining 
dissimilar materials, the thermal expansion mismatch between the materials, their chemical compatibility, and the temperature capabilities 
of the least refractory member impose processing and joint design constraints [6]. Multilayer Cu/Ni/Cu interlayers that form a thin layer of 
Cu-rich transient liquid phase have been used to join Al2O3 to Al2O3. The Cu/Ni/Cu interlayer finally forms a nickel rich interlayer. However, 
the joint strength decreased substantially after being exposed to heat treatment in air and argon, although nickel has a high melting point. 
The presence of oxygen promoted the formation of a spinel at the Al2O3/Nickel interface, which induced cracks in ceramic’s surface. To 
produce strong ceramic/metal interfaces for high temperature applications, it is essential to fabricate metal/ceramic joints which have good 
oxidation resistance at high temperature [6, 7]. Bond strength is also important for evaluating the properties of the joint. The measurement 
conditions must provide uniaxially compressive test for ensuring the accurate measurement of tensile and shear bond-strength of 
ceramic-ceramic and ceramic-metal joining [8].  

Bonding strength is not only related to surface-contact angle but also surface roughness. The surface-contact angles of the treated 
substrates can be reduced compared to that of the as-received substrate. This is probably due to the change of surface chemical 
composition caused by selective etching of components and surface roughness [9]. Another important variable is the surface finish of the 
ceramic and filler metal. Prior to brazing, the surfaces of both samples and filler metal must be polished using metallographic sand paper 
or diamond powder and then ultrasonic cleaned in acetone and alcohol [10]. The higher is the reactivity in a system the higher the work of 
adhesion. On the other hand, if the stability of the substrate ceramic is higher than that of the reaction product, the work of adhesion of 
reactive systems mainly depends on the work of adhesion for the metal on the reaction product [11]. Metallic glasses, when used as 
brazing filler materials [12], devitrify during the heating segment of the brazing cycle. Devitrification is not detrimental to the melting 
characteristics of the metallic glass. The devitrified metallic glass can be ductile enough to serve as an interlayer in the joint and dissipate 
residual stresses generated during the cooling cycle. Furthermore, these foils have a significantly smaller amount of surface oxide film, 
unlike the gas-atomized powders used in filler brazes. These surface oxides prevent fusion of individual particles and result in non-uniform 
melting [13, 14]. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL  

 
2.1. Materials 

Although Al2O3 is a naturally occurring mineral as gibbsite, a number of processing steps must be carried out before it can be used 
in high-technology ceramic applications. Al2O3 based ceramics vary from 80 to 99.8% pure Al2O3, with properties and applications 
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dependent on the purity. For a 90% Al2O3 composition will result in a ceramic suitable for applications requiring toughness and wear 
resistance, while for corrosion resistance and high-temperature operation, 99.8% Al2O3 may be required.  

The present paper reports the results of joining alumina pellets using different metallic braze material. The ceramic pellets had a 
diameter of 15mm and 7mm thick, and were obtained by compacting of 90% Al2O3 powder with an organic binder, followed by furnace 
firing. The average dimension of powder the particles was between 1 and 8 m, an average pore radius of 3.04 m, the bulk density of 3.87 
 0.5g/cm3  and total porosity of 10.80%  2%. The surface’s roughness, obtained by mechanical polishing using 1200 grit silica carbide 

paper, was Rz = 3.1 m. The bonding surfaces, both ceramic and metal foil, have been cleaned in acetone and wiped with propylene. In 
order to diminish the oxidation effects at high temperatures, the surfaces were covered with boric oxide before joining. Copper is often 
used as material for brazing ceramics due to its plasticity and reduced interfacial stress during solidification. Metallic glasses are stronger, 
harder, and more ductile than the metals from which they are derived [13, 14]. In the study, as metallic solder, also copper ribbons have 
been used and a series of experimental strips of Ni59 Cr13.5 Zr4.3 Fe 4.2 Nb 2.9 Si 15.3 B and Fe73.5 Cu1 Nb3 Si15.5 B, obtained by ultrafast 
solidification using the following parameters: expulsion nozzle dimensions 0.8x12mm, argon overpressure of 0.25at, and tangential speed 
of 24m /s.  

The average thickness of the metallic glass ribbon was 0.2mm for copper, 0.1mm for nickel based and 0.01mm for ferrous based 
metallic glass. The microscopically analyze of the metallic solder indicate a crystalline structure and crystallites presence (fig. 1). The 
dispersive energy X-ray spectrum indicates the main elements of metallic glass ribbon (fig. 2). 

  

  
Fig. 1 Microscopically aspect of metallic solders (6000x) Fig. 2 Dispersive energy X-ray spectrum of nickel based metallic glass 

ribbon 
The existence of crystallization germs in the wide bands justifies the starting of crystallization at lower temperatures than in the thin 

and completely amorphous strips according to DSC measurement results. The average size of crystallites of rapidly cooled band was 
calculated using Scherrer method, considering the width of XRD peaks, its value being ~ 16nm. To have a referential value, high purity 
(99.995% Cu) copper strip was also used for joining in the same brazing conditions. 

 
2.2. Brazing procedure  
 

The brazing process was performed using and an electric resistance furnace. The brazing foil and substrates were arranged in a 
pill/foil/pill orientation, and the entire assembly was placed into a loading device consisting of two steel plates and four steel bolts, that were 
hard-chromed. This procedure ensured sufficient contact between the various components of the joint. 

In order to establish the optimum domain for the parameters values (lowest temperature and shortest maintaining time) a 
time–temperature study has been performed, including the thermal gravimetric analysis [12]. The heating cycle employed during the 
brazing process (fig. 3) was: initial temperature 35°C, final temperature 1100°C, heating speed v1=8.27 °C/min for temperature range of 35 
to 7500C, heating speed v2=4.14 °C/min for temperature range of 750 to 950 0C and heating speed v3=5.05 °C/min for temperature range 
of 950 to 1100 0C, maintained time one hour and cooling speed Vc= 0.9 °C/min.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 The working diagrams for brazing 
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2.3. Joint Strength Measurements 
 

Cylindrical specimens were used to conduct a shear test. A simple device has been used in the shear test and the LLOYD 
Instruments testing machine, as it can be seen in fig. 4. The normal force applied to the first pallet in the center of the sample was balanced 
with the shear force at the second pill, so the shear stress can be located at the level of metallic material. To have a correct image of the 
measured and calculated values, it was considered that the effective solicited surface during the shear test is less than the total area of the 
ceramic joint. The maximum shear stress at the interface max was evaluated using the equation: 

max = Fmax /(2  dh)                 (1) 
 
where: d is the diameter of the metallic glass ribbon and h is the thickness of the metallic glass ribbon.  
The test has been performing using a crosshead speed of 0.1 to 0.2 mm/min. It is important to note that the shear test used was 

not a standardized test and was used for screening purposes only. After brazing, also the cross sections of the joints and the fracture 
surfaces were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (QUANTA INSPECT F).  

 

  
Fig. 4 The shear test device and LLOYD INSTRUMENTS LRX Plus testing machine 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

 
Preliminary wetting studies carried out on the alumina pills indicated that the ferrous based metallic glass and nickel-based metallic 

glasses wet ceramic surface adequately, the contact angle varying in the range of 19.5o to 20o and 52.6o to 53o 0.5o. The experiments 
demonstrate that successful brazes were produced by using either 100 or 10 m thick metallic glass strips, for the brazing parameter 
values of 1100 oC maximum temperature maintaining for 30 minutes. In a real application, thickness will be dictated by the geometry and 
roughness of the components to be brazed and the ease of incorporating different brazing foil. A scanning electron micrograph of the 
brazed joints realized at 1100 oC for 30 min holding time, using copper foil, can be seen in Fig 5. The interlayer of the joints mainly contains 
a continuous matrix phase (dark grey), together with another isolated phase (light grey). As it can be seen in fig. 5, the metal layer located 
between the two ceramic components is continuously on the length, with different adhesion at the interface with ceramic pills.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 The joint between two ceramic pellets using as filler metal copper (500x) and Back scatter electron image with wavelength 
dispersive spectroscopic elemental maps for detected items 

 
The entire surface of the ceramic component is covered with a compact oxide layer. On both sides of the metal area, located in the 

center section, were found two thin layers with multiple cracks, rich in O, Al, Na, Ca, Si and Mg, and containing small amounts of C, K and 
Cl (fig. 6).  
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Fig. 6 The joint between two ceramic pellets using as filler 
metal ferrous based metallic glass, 1000x 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7 Back scatter electron image indicating the presence of 
Nb-rich crystals, 16000x 

Their appearance suggests a mixture of continuous oxides, interrupted by some compounds rich in Cu and Silicon, with polygonal 
morphology (probably separated from the liquid directly to solidification). There are visible layers rich in Cu, Al, O, which enters into the 
pores of the ceramic material. 

When metallic glass is used as brazing material, there is a continuous layer and relatively uneven in width at the interface with 
ceramic components, composed of metal compounds and complex oxides, rich in O, Al, Si, Na and C (fig. 6). From the composition 
images, it has been identified the presence of both Nb-rich crystals in glass and metal layers located at the interface to ceramic 
components (fig. 7). In some places, inside these strips, Nb-rich particles are present. Central area has a composition close to that of 
metallic glass containing Fe, Nb, Cu, Si, B and small amounts of Al, Ca, K.  It can be also seen the presence of oxide particles on these 
surfaces.  

The influence of the reactive nature of the braze material on the joint integrity and strength was evaluated using shear tests. A 
schematic of a shear stress-linear displacement plot obtained in a shear test can be seen in fig. 8. The interfacial shear stress was 
calculated by balancing the normal force exerted on the alumina pills over the sheared area at the joint interface. The peak stress in the 
plot corresponds to the peak load at which shear failure occurred in the joint. All of the shear failure occurred in the braze material. The 
interfacial shear stress values ranged from 199.42 N/mm2 (for copper brazes material) to 6942.27 N/mm2 (for ferrous based metallic glass 
brazes material). In all samples was observed that breaking was initiated by the circular cracks.  Based on these studies, we can conclude 
that ferrous based metallic glass can be used successfully to braze alumina to alumina components. The joining process is reactive and 
results in the formation of intermetallic compounds containing Fe, Nb, Cu, Si and B.  

 

 
a) Fmax=2670N, testing speed v= 0.2mm/min 

 
b) Fmax=1534N, testing speed v= 0.1mm/min 

Fig. 9 Schematic breaking shear diagrams: a) ferrous based metallic glass brazing material; b) copper brazing material 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Brazing of Al2O3 components using metallic glasses as filler metal obtained by ultra-fast solidification can be performed with 
satisfactory results by using furnace brazing technique. If the brazing material and ceramic surfaces are not properly cleaned and 
processed (degreasing, etching, polishing) can resulting oxide layers that prevents high resistance to shear. An unwanted effect that 
appears in the case of brazing is that rapid heating causes cracks in the ceramic material, which may spread in the joining area. In the case 
of Al2O3 components, the combinations of filler materials which provide satisfactory results are Ni59Cr13.5Zr4.3Fe4.2Nb2.9Si15.3B and 
Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si15.5B.  

Shear tests performed on pills type samples assembled with glass metal sheets led to the breaking strength values in the range 
5200 – 6942 N/mm2. These values are apparently sufficient, but even better values can be obtained using brazing technique in the 
microwave field with protective atmosphere. Metallographic examination has revealed the appearance of oxide layers at the interface 
between the ceramic and filler material, containing intermetallic compounds which ensures continuity of connection but does not provide 
sufficient mechanical strength. 
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Abstract. This study was conducted to evaluate the effect of different types and thickness of evaporative 
cooling pads on cooling efficiency inside the greenhouses. The tests were carried out at four levels of air 
velocity through the pad (0.7, 1, 1.5 and 1.75 ms-1), respectively, with three levels of pad thickness (50, 100 
and 150 mm), four types of evaporative cooling pads (celdek pads, straw fiber pads, luffa pads and sackcloth 
pads). The results obtained indicated that there was a significant difference between evaporative cooling pads 
types and cooling efficiency and highly significant difference between pads thickness and cooling efficiency 
and significant difference between environmental factors such temperature, relative humidity, air velocity, 
pressure and water flow rate and cooling efficiency. This study proved that the luffa pads were given high 
average of saturation efficiency and the study recommended that luffa pads are better than the other 
evaporative cooling pads.   
 
1. Introduction 

A greenhouse is defined as a structure used to protect plants from adverse climatic differences and supplies an environment 
favorable to plant production This technique is needed to overcome the high hazards of open field production such as high rainfall, inters 
solar radiation, weed rivalry, as well as damages caused by diseases, insects, and high temperature and relative humidity [1]. The major 
purpose of the greenhouse is to raise the yield and quality of vegetable, fruit, flower and aromatic plant production. Moreover, the 
production can be made continuous throughout the year. The crop production in the greenhouses plays a significant function to supplying 
adequate food to offset the high import bill of processed and unprocessed horticultural products [2]. A greenhouse consists of several 
devices to help in controlling plant growth such as temperature, ventilation, and relative humidity, amount of light and carbon dioxide [3]. 
Evaporative cooling has many practical applications in agriculture. It has become standard for many poultry houses and greenhouses, and 
is used for swine and dairy cattle. A number of methods are available to protect animals and plants from heat stress due to the high 
temperature and low relative humidity inside the greenhouse during the summer season by providing optimal growing conditions. Of these 
methods the evaporative cooling pads system is the most common [4]. Evaporative cooling systems lower air temperature by using mists, 
sprays or wetted pads. However, introducing water into ventilation air increases relative humidity while lowering the air temperature [4]. 
Evaporative cooling pad is a reliable method and requires the greatest power consumption. Evaporative cooling systems are based on 
exchange of sensible heat to latent heat of evaporated water, where water is supplied mechanically. The temperature of air decreased due 
to evaporation of water in air. Thus, the temperature reduces at the expense of raise in humidity, while the enthalpy of air remains constant 
in the process. Presently evaporative cooling methods include fan pad, fogging system and roof evaporative cooling [5].  A pad-and-fan 
cooling system typically consists of axial-flow exhaust fans installed in one side and correctly-sized wetted pads placed along the opposing 
side. The fans exhaust air from the building and draw in fresh air through the pads. Fan should locate in the side of the building that is 
downwind of the summertime prevailing winds. To function properly, the fans must be able to develop a slight vacuum inside the building. 
This requires that the remainder of the building be reasonably airtight [6]. During the hot season the temperature of ambient air inside 
greenhouses and animal houses increases to over 40 °C causing thermal stress. Thus, there is a need to evaluate the use of locally 
available cheap materials as cooling pads, particularly in rural agricultural buildings. The need becomes urgent for their off-season 
production [7]. The evaporative cooling system has been accepted an effective, practical and economically feasible method under hot and 
arid climatic conditions for many poultry houses and greenhouses [8].  Present the main aim of the research first to determine the effect of 
type and thickness of local evaporative cooling pads on cooling efficiency inside a greenhouse. Then to investigate the effect of local 
evaporative cooling pads type and thickness on the environmental parameters (temperature, relative humidity and air velocity and drops 
pressure) inside a greenhouse, and to assess the optimum water flow rate for the different types and thicknesses of the selected 
evaporative cooling pads. The steady state will be developed in this research to collecting the data from experimental measurements. The 
type of experimental data is quantitative data. The experimental work was mainly concerned about effect of types and thickness of 
evaporative cooling pads (namely: celdek cellulose, straw fiber, sackcloth pads and luffa  sponge pads), when used to change 
environmental conditions inside the greenhouses and also involve measurement of both environmental parameters (temperature and 
relative humidity and air velocity and drops pressure at different time during the day), with different evaporative cooling pads thickness 
parameters (50, 100 and 150mm)  as well as water flow rates through the pads. The data obtained from the experimental and 
measurement will be analyzed with use of Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).  
 
2. Literature Review 

The world situation for agriculture has been changed from abundant to limited resource applications, wide to concentrated farming 
practices, and random use of chemicals to wise applications, this situation led to the implementation of innovative technologies to face the 
ever rising demand for food crops in rejoinder to increasing world population. Moreover, the need developing new techniques for 
off-season production of food crops in response to consumer demands. The increasing demand for non-seasonal fruits, vegetables and 
other agricultural products needs controlled environments where it is possible to grow them irrespective of the ambient seasonal conditions 
currently; the greenhouse technology constitutes the most important method for meeting that need [9]. 
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2.1 Scope of Greenhouses Technology 
1. Cultivation in problematic zones such as too cold or too hot weathers, damage due to heavy rains, storms, barren and uncultivable 

lands, waste lands , deserts etc… 
2. Greenhouse compounds a round city. Since there is often a larger and sustained demand of vegetables, fruits and ornamental plants 
throughout the year in big cities, greenhouses could be one of the right choices to meet different demands. 
3. Export of agricultural produce – there is a high international demand for horticultural products like cut flowers. Cultivation of export – 
oriented crops will yield higher foreign substitute to the farmer. 
4. Greenhouse for plant promulgation- they are useful for raising seedlings and cuttings, which need controlled environment. Various types 
of plant materials can be propagated using greenhouse capability. 
5. Greenhouse technology for biotechnology – hydroponics or nutrient film technique involves controlled environmental conditions for 
growing. Also for tissue culture, greenhouse facilities are useful. 
6. Cultivation of roses and medicinal plants – greenhouses can support a complimentary environment for production of these crops. 
7. Greenhouse for employment generation and raise in income – It can create rural employment, minimize relocation to urban areas, higher 
returns from small and trivial land holdings and can generate better self-employment activities [1]. Each type of crop that fits greenhouse 
technology could be grown at home. In fact greenhouse technology can control the environment for wide spread growing of flowers, 
vegetables, fruits, and medicinal plants [10]. 
 

2.2 Greenhouses Constructions and Design  
Greenhouses are constructed to preserve the micro - climate preferred by the crops to be grown. They are, in general, considered to 

be semi-permanent structures and are designed for a service life of 25 years. The structure is supposed to withstand loads due to its own 
weight, wind, snow and hanging baskets, and should permit maximum light transmission. In any crop production system, measurements of 
certain parameters are fundamental to the supply of a favorable environment for optimum production. In the case of the greenhouse, 
instrumentation is an essential part as each activity is governed by appropriate measurement of required parameters [11]. Greenhouses 
should maintain a controlled environment for plant production with satisfactory sunlight, temperature and humidity. Greenhouses require 
coverage to maximum light, mostly in the morning hours. Consider the location of existing trees and buildings when choosing your 
greenhouse site. Water, fuel and electricity make environmental controls possible that are important for positive results [12]. 
 

2.3 Greenhouse environmental requirements 
Generally, the climatic requirements for plant growth can be summarized as follows [13]: 

Plants grown under protected cultivation are those tolerant to average temperatures ranging from 17 to 27°C. Taking into consideration the 
warming- up effect of solar radiation in the greenhouse, the above temperature range can be probable without any heating arrangement 
when outside ambient temperature prevails in the range from 12to 22°C. The absolute maximum temperature for plants should not be 
higher than 35 to 40°C. The mean daily outside temperature is below 12°C, the greenhouse must be heated, particularly at night. On the 
other hand when mean daily temperature is above 22°C, especially during summer, artificial cooling is essential.  Humidity is expressed as 
the amount of moisture present in a unit mass or volume of air another commonly used term to express humidity is relative humidity, which 
is the ratio of the amount of water vapor present in the air to the amount of water vapor required to saturate. In a greenhouse, humidity is 
affected by the internal microclimate and the external climatic parameters (such as relative humidity, air temperature, air velocity, solar 
intensity, etc). Humidity affects the leaf area development and stomata conductance of vapor pressure [14]. The most important benefit of 
greenhouse invention is keeping the environmental conditions under control. One of the most significant environmental factors is the 
control of greenhouse temperatures. For plants grown in greenhouses, there are a variety of seasonal temperature requirements for each 
plant. In the controlled production environment, the temperatures necessary by each plant are controlled seasonally. The temperature 
raise becomes a major problem in greenhouses since glass or plastic cover materials are used in the design, evaluated to walls in other 
structures which block the penetration of both light and heat [15]. 
 

2.4 Evaporative cooling pads 
Commercially available cooling pads are expensive, and accordingly, there is an urgent need to evaluate the performance of suitable 

locally available materials when used as cooling pads, particularly for rural agricultural buildings. In fact, many studies were carried out to 
evaluate the use of locally available materials as cooling pads, such as: expanded clay, sawdust, vegetable fiber and caol [16], discarded 
clay bricks, corn- cob and charcoal [17]; ground sponge, stem sponge, jute fiber and charcoal [18]. Moreover, the reported efficiency of 
some locally available materials was 79% for charcoal, 48% for hazelnut rind and 96% for wood shavings [19]; 89.6 to 92.8% for coir fiber 
[20]; 47.22% to 85.51% for fine fabric and 63.88 to 86.32% for coarse fabric [8]; 39.9% for palm fiber, 62.1% for jute [21]. Cellulose pads 
expanded clay and vegetable fiber were recommended as pad materials for evaporative cooling systems [16].  On the other hand, and 
according to the results of the study by Dzivama et al. [18], stem sponge showed superior pad material qualities compared to ground 
sponge, jute fiber and charcoal. Gunhan et al. [4] evaluated the suitability of some local materials such as pumice stones, volcanic tuff and 
greenhouse shading net as cooling pads. They found that volcanic tuff was a good alternative pad material. It gave an evaporative 
saturation efficiency of 63-81%.[Ahmed et al. (2011) studied sliced wood, straw and celdek cellulose as materials for evaporative cooling 
pads. Sliced wood pads have more cooling efficiency and crop productivity under greenhouse conditions [22]. From the researches 
mentioned above, there are no studies about luffa and spen fiber and sackcloth as wetted pad materials. In addition, both that pads 
materials mentioned above are low cost and easy-to-find in world. Therefore, we consider using those materials as evaporative cooling 
pad in terms of saturation efficiency and pressure drop across wetted pad. Evaporative cooling systems have many applications, from 
home and office cooling to animal housing. The principle of evaporative cooling is based on the fact that in order to change water to vapor 
at the same temperature a substantial amount of heat, known as the latent heat of vaporization, is required. If water at a constant 
temperature is allowed to evaporate in dry air the only way that this latent heat can be obtained is by taking it from the air. Air will absorb 
water vapor at a constant wet-bulb temperature. For converting water to water vapor, the necessary latent heat of vaporization is provided 
by the air. The air dry-bulb temperature, therefore, tends to drop to the wet-bulb temperature, and the degree of cooling is reliant on the 
efficiency of the air-water mixer [23].  
 
3. Conclusions 

Based on the results, the following can be concluded: 
For the first objective, the analysis shows that the pad type significantly affects the cooling efficiency. Luffa pads (LPs) had higher 
saturation efficiencies compared with the straw fiber (SP), celdek (CP), and sackcloth (SaP) pads. Moreover, the current study proves that 
pad thickness also has a highly significant effect on cooling efficiency. The results show that thicker pads of 150 mm have efficiencies 
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higher than those of 50 and 100 mm. With regard to the second objective, the results indicate that most environmental factors, particularly 
temperature and pressure drops, significantly affect the performances of different pad types. Moreover, the current study shows a highly 
significant relationship between pad thickness and all environmental factors. The pressure drops of airflow significantly increase with the 
increase in air suction velocity, pad thickness, and water flow rate (p < 0.01). Air velocity has a major effect on pressure drop, whereas the 
water flow rate has a lesser effect. The pressure drops of airflow through the SaP pad were less than 30 Pa under all conditions. For the 
third objective, pad type, water flow rate, and pad thickness were proven to affect efficiency. The efficiency increased when the pad 
thickness and water flow rate were increased. Moreover, it was found to be significantly related to other environmental factors, such as 
temperature and relative humidity. It increased when the pressure drops and air velocity increased. The current study examined the 
saturation efficiency and pressure drop when a wet LP and SaP, CP, and SP were used in an evaporative cooling system. After a 
comparison with commercial wet pads, the average saturation efficiency of the wet LP was found to be 73.67%, whereas those of CP, SP, 
and wet SaP were 70.33%, 71.87%, and 71.21%, respectively. However, the pressure drops of the wet LP and SaP, CP, and SP were 
significantly different (Table 1). A relationship between pad thickness, cooling efficiency, and environmental parameters was observed. 
When the pad thickness was increased, the water flow rate, pressure drop, and relative humidity also increased, but temperature and air 
velocity reduced (Table 2). Moreover, pad thickness and cooling efficiency were also found to be significantly related. All greenhouse 
parameters significantly affected cooling efficiency. These parameters include temperature, relative humidity, water quantity, pressure 
drop, and air velocity (Table 3). A significant difference was found between pressure drop, air velocity, and cooling efficiency depending on 
the different pad types and thicknesses. 
 

Table 1: Descriptive Analysis of the Parameters 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 2: Relationship between evaporative cooling pad types, environmental parameter and cooling efficiency 

 
parameters 

types Tem in RH in WFR A V in pa  

types 1       

Tem in -.359** 1      

RH in .110 -.446** 1     

WFR .287** -.685** .589** 1    

AV in .045 -.078 .092 .176 1   

Pa .467** -.239** .176 .346** .175 1  

 .623** -.768** -.002 .763** .108 .283** 1 

 
 

Table 3: Relationship between Cooling Pad Thickness, environmental parameter and cooling efficiency 

 thickness Tem in RH in WFR AV in pa  

thickness 1       

Tem in -.804** 1      

RH in .577** -.446** 1     

Parameters Types (mean) Total Mean SD 

 CP SP LP SaP   

Thickness 150 150 150 150 150 41 

T in 27.33 24.20 26 28.69 26.55 3.07 

RH in 72.06 77.68 73.16 70.34 73.31 6.43 

WFR 19.57 16.11 30.41 23.22 22.33 9.87 

AV in 1.58 1.65 1.38 2.55 1.77 10.97 

Pa 82.71 83.30 92.47 30.98 73.12 45.96 

 70.33 71.87 73.67 69 71.21 10.93 
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water .820** -.685** .589** 1    

Air v in -.242** -.078 .092 .176 1   

Pa .305** -.239** .176 .346** .175 1  

 .927** -.768** .623** .763** .108 .283** 1 

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2- tailed) 
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Abstract. New fields of applications can be developed with the porous structure of cellular materials. In 
addition to polymer and ceramic foams, especially cellular metallic materials, metal foams, are in our focus of 
research. Its porous structure allows us to achieve low specific densities. Metal foams can be used as a high 
energy absorption material particularly for lightweight applications. The production of closed-cell and open-cell 
metal foams is done by melting or powder metallurgy processes. In practice, primarily aluminum-based foam 
materials find their application in small series. 

The reproducibility of mechanical and functional properties needs a homogeneous pore distribution. 
The cost-intensive production process of the open-cell metal foams gives a more homogeneous structure than 
closed-cell metal foams. During the foaming process of powder metallurgy foams, a variety of parameters 
have an influence on the pore distribution. In addition to the temperature regime, especially the alloy 
components and additives are important. Above all, the structure-property-relationship of cellular materials is 
most significant. In this paper, micro- and macro-structures of closed-cell aluminum foams are analyzed and 
compared as well as the additive distribution in the material (such as titanium from the foaming agent TiH2). 

The goal is to analyze the distribution of the alloy components in the foaming process for a systematic 
optimization of the manufacturing process in terms of powder composition, powder sizes, compaction ratio, 
heat treatments and temperature regime. 
 
Introduction 
 

The commercial use of closed-cell metal foams in a large-scale production is currently inhibited mainly by anisotropic and poorly 
reproducible properties. The influence of various parameters during the manufacturing process is important to the final structure of the 
material. In addition to material composition, it is primarily the additives that must be considered during the preparation process in a 
systematic structure investigations. Starting from commercially produced aluminum foams (produced by Alporas method), the influence of 
the aluminum powder, foaming agent, production of semi-finished goods and foaming parameters with the aim of a more homogenous 
pore distribution are investigated. In this paper, light microscopic and scanning electron microscopic studies on the distribution of elements 
in aluminum closed-cell foams, which were generated in different production types, are presented. 
 

 
Production of cellular metals  

 
Cellular metallic materials can be produced principle in two different ways. In addition to some special forms, melting and powder 

metallurgy are the main production routes. Figure 1 shows an overview of both production variants with names of conventional products. 
Next to the kind of production, especially the resulting foam structure is essential for isotropic properties. Compared to closed-cell foams, 
open-cell materials show an advantage of permeability, for example as a catalyst for liquids and gases. Furthermore open-cell materials 
exhibit a very homogeneous pore distribution. The resulting structure can be produced by predefined PUR foam according to the principle 
of lost form. On the other hand, closed-cell metal foams can be produced by melt and powder metallurgy process and offer a great potential 
as a lightweight material and potential applications as an energy absorbing material [1]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Overview of the production process of metal foams [3] 
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The closed-cell foam (Alporas) consists of pure aluminum (Al 99.7) with approximately 1.5 wt% calcium and 1.5 wt% titanium 
from the foaming agent (TiH2). Supplying heat during the melting process, the hydrogen from the foaming agent is going to be gaseous and 
thereby the pores develop. The Alporas foams exhibit a relative density of 0.2 to 0.25 g/cm3, an average pore size of 3 - 5 mm and a 
porosity of 89 - 93% [2, 5]. 
 
 
Attempts of foaming by powder metallurgy 
 

The production of cellular metallic materials with aluminum powder by adding a foaming agent (TiH2) was developed by the IFAM 
in Bremen. Larger volumes are produced by using a foaming agent in a melting metallurgical process. For smaller sizes powder is 
predominantly the basic material for the production of closed-cell foams made by a powder metallurgical process. To ensure isotropic 
mechanical properties is the main goal. Thus, possibilities of technical application as a large-volume production can be found. Hence a 
reproducible, in a narrow range of very finely divided pore arrangement is necessary. Many parameters have an influence of the resulting 
pore structure: The choice of the foaming agent, additives, particle size and distribution of the starting powder, particle size and distribution 
of the mixture ratio of powder and foaming agent, compaction of the semi-finished product, temperature control and furnace residence 
time. In initial experiments, aluminum powder was mixed with titanium hydride (TiH2), compacted with the aid of press tools and foamed in 
a laboratory furnace. An overview of the used parameters is shown in Table 1. 

 
Tab. 1: Overview of attempts of foaming with different parameter 
 

No. T[°C] t [min] 
Compression 

[kN] 
Compression 

[MPa] 
TiH2 [wt%] 

1 800 10 40 127 2 
2 800 15 40 127 2 
3 900 30 40 27 2 
4 850 5 100 318 2 
5 850 5 150 477 5 
6 850 5 200 637 5 
7 850 10 140 446 2 
8 850 7 140 446 2 
9 850 5 140 446 5 

 
The foaming agent (TiH2) was made in an inert atmosphere and has a particle sizes smaller than 40 μm (Figure 2, left). A 

scanning electron microscope image of the semi-finished powder preform (Sample 5: Al-preform with 5 wt% TiH2 and 150 kN compression) 
is shown in Figure 2, right (grounded, polished, etched with 5% NaOH for 1 min). The aluminum particles, the TiH2 particles and the 
porosity of the sample are identifiable to each other. On the severally regions, needle-shaped structures are recognizable. They are newly 
formed after the foaming process (Compare with Figure 6). 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: SEM-investigation of TiH2 (left), SEM-investigation of a preform of aluminum powder  
and foaming agent (titanium hydride) – sample polished and etched with NaOH 

 
 
Structure analysis 
 

The uniform pore distribution is the main challenge during the production of closed-cell metal foams. Figure 3 shows light 
microscopic pictures of Alporas foam. In addition to an uniform pore size distribution particularly pores with a diameter greater than 6 mm 
are adversely in terms of mechanical properties. This was demonstrated by static compression tests, plunger with a diameter of 10 mm
showed a very large fluctuation in the plateau region in the tension-compression- diagram of metal foams. 

 
Quite clearly is the broad distribution of pore sizes (Figure 3, left). The average pore diameter is in the range between 3 and 5 

mm. Mainly, the larger pore diameters are a local weakness in external mechanical stress test. Further the pore walls show of an additional 
porosity. Figure 3 shows a light microscopic picture of closed-cell walls with the recognizable cell wall porosity, which was etched after 
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various grinding and polishing steps with NaOH. During the production of Alporas foam the foaming agent TiH2 is used. TiH2 decomposes 
at temperatures above 550 °C to elemental titanium and hydrogen. Calcium is added to adjust the viscosity of the melt. Element 
distributions in the aluminum foam were investigated by EDX-examinations in scanning electron microscope. In Figure 4, in addition to 
scanning electron microscopic pictures of a cell wall, the element distributions of aluminum, calcium and titanium are shown. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Light microscopic investigations of Alporas foam (left),  
Sample was polished and etched with NaOH (right) 

 
In comparison to the closed-cell aluminum foams (Alporas) in initial experiments samples produced by a powder metallurgical 

route were produced only with different amounts of the foaming agent. The first goal was to generate a foaming process as a function of 
powder particle size, the amount of foaming agent, the grade of compaction, temperature and residence time in the furnace (Overview of 
results: Figure 7). 

 
The influence of different additives (e.g. calcium, different salts) on the oxide layer of the aluminum particles and the viscosity of 

the melt is under investigation. As in the first series of experiments, the 99.7 Al powder is only added with titanium hydride, especially the 
titanium distribution is important within the powder compact. After the foaming process, the titanium remains irregular in the aluminum base 
material to form intermetallic phases of Al-Ti (compare Figure 6, left). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Scanning electron microscopy analysis of Alporas foam (left) and EDX mapping (right) 
 
 
Conclusion 

 
Closed-cell aluminum foams offer interesting properties due to their composition. A reproducible production on melting or 

powder metallurgical routes, which has no defined homogeneous pore distribution, is still a handicap that hinders the application of such 
devices in series. The influence of different additives and the parameters during the foaming process are primarily the most important 
indicating devices in terms of mechanical properties. Therefore the relation to the emerging micro structure-macro structure-property 
relationship is the main item for future metal foam developments. An overview of the main influencing factors is shown in Figure 5. 

 
The pore size distribution referring to the macro structure is the main difference between melting and powder metallurgical 

produced foams. Variations in the microstructure are results from the starting materials. Aluminum tends to oxidation, especially in regions 
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near the surface. Alporas foam was produced under an inert atmosphere. In contrast to the powder metallurgical aluminum foam the 
several particles are clearly visible and limited by needle-shaped structures (Figure 6). 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Influencing foaming factors of powder metallurgical manufactured metal foams [4] 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Scanning electron microscopy analysis of own fabricated Al-foams 
 

The goal-oriented examination of defined parameters will be the subject of further investigations. The results presented in this 
paper provide a first overview of the influence of content of foaming agent, the grade of compaction, as well as temperature and residence 
time during the foaming process. The first results are shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7: Overview of self-manufactured aluminum foam samples in relation to Table 1; left: sample 1, 2 and 3 above,  
and 5, 6 and 9 below, right-hand side: cut through sample 4 and 7 above, respectively 8 and 9 below 
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Abstract. This article presents an original methodology for production flow control of multiproduction  make to 
order in conditions of limited resources. The presented methodology has been developed based on the 
assumptions of the theory of constraints, but as support  it can be also used lean manufacturing tools. The 
methodology shows the procedure from point when new production order are put to production department to 
the moment when it appears on production schedule so as not to cause conflict resources. The presented 
methodology can be successfully used in small and medium-sized manufacturing companies which offer a 
wide range of products. 
 
Introduction 

Considerations in this section are related to production flow control, so to concern the operating level of function of the enterprise. But 
it should be noted that the assumptions input to determine the production flow control method must be closely related to the previously 
developed plan of production, and this in turn results from the manufacturing strategy relate with families of products, also called 
competitive strategy.  

The choice of production strategy for each product family is affected by many factors, such as specific of orders, complexity of 
products, individual customer requirements. As shown in practice, a company can produce a family of products which adopted different 
manufacturing strategies. It should be noted that the competitive with one of three factors - time, quality, price - means that the other two 
are satisfied to the extent acceptable to the customer. 

The time competition specially is used for the production or assembly to order and based on implementation of orders in the time 
required by the customer. The strategy based on time competition is associated with a pull production flow control system consisting of 
synchronized production purposes, such as lot size, with current customer orders, and not as a push production flow control system, with 
forecasts of demand. 

The price competition is typically for products make to skoct. Production is then planned in front and based on the best use of 
productive resources, thereby rationalization the production costs resulting from a desire to achieve the lowest manufacturing costs. 

The quality competition focuses on type of production - engineering to order, but also may relate to products make to order and make 
to stock, but only in the case of strong brand. 

Depending on the type of production adopted different ways of production planning. In the case of production make to stock plans 
based on the forecast, in the case of engineering or make to order production planning is based on actual reported demand. In the case of 
assembly to order production planning is a link both ways.  

Planning based on forecast demand is burdened with a big mistake because of the difficulty in accurate prediction of the future. 
However, the implementation of plans prepared for production make to order is not easy. The company must take care of business 
because the owners, shareholders, so to generate profit. To accomplish this must meet customer requirements, which are constantly 
changing. This is not always possible to reconcile due to some internal constraints in the enterprise. Fig. 1. illustrates the factors affecting 
the functioning of the production system. 

  

 
 

Fig. 1. Factors affecting the functioning of the production system. Source: Own Study 

On companies internal constraints consist such elements as inter alia determinants of production space, manufacturing resources, 
qualifications of employees and others. Setting the company, so customers and suppliers are the source of much variation. Factors 
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affecting the production plans from suppliers side are: untimely supply, long procurement lead times, poor quality of the raw materials, etc. 
However, customer requirements chich must to be considered when planning the production include: product quality, proper price level, an 
acceptable limit for completion order, complete delivery. Taking into account the factors that affect the feasibility of production orders, 
please note that the owners or shareholders interested in the profitability of the company, thus obtaining a positive financial result. 

As show the results of recent studies [1], conducted on a sample of 192 manufacturing companies from Wielkopolska Region, on the 
actions taken under the mitigation of the economic crisis last three most frequently occurring response are: to search for a new markets, 
reduction of production workers and expand the range of products offered. Gaining new clients while diversifying products and reduced 
employment makes the implementation of production flow control tasks is becoming increasingly difficult due to the dynamically changing 
environment. On the one hand, this is the need for a profit at a certain level, on the other constantly increasing competition, increasing 
customer expectations regarding product quality and timeliness of deliveries, etc. 

The current market situation and the increasingly common among small and medium-sized manufacturing company strategy of 
diversification leads to an expansion of its assortment. The wide range of assortment and varied size of the order makes that part of the 
product range is manufactured in a warehouse, and part of the order. Purchase of raw materials for production is forecasted, which always 
is erroneous, the greater the longer time horizon of forecasting concerns. A wide and instable assortment causes that it is difficult to predict 
in advance the appropriate size of potential orders and their likely timing. In addition it is a trend to reduce the average time between the 
date of receipt of the contract and the date of its execution [2]. Various dates of production orders, insufficient productive resources, 
problems with timeliness of supply of raw materials cause significant difficulties in planning production, requiring constant adjustments of 
production plans need to enforce control. Analyzing the situation of manufacturing enterprises should pay attention to certain difficulties 
that arise in almost every company involved in the manufacture of a wide range of products under different sizes of contracts intermittently 
flowing. Those include: 
 high costs of maintaining stocks of raw materials and storage between operations, 
 a long time of flow of material through the production system affects the quality of the finished product 
 failure to meet customer orders, 
 lack of information online about the current state of realization individual orders, 
 plan of production become out of date very fast. 

The high variability of conditions both internal and external is a source of serious problem greatly hinders production planning. To 
manage the manufacturing system of a company the multitude of decision have to be made: setting capacity levels, determination of the 
production programs, deriving lot sizes, and scheduling jobs on the shop floor [3]. Presented in this paper algorithm is a proprietary solution 
that could be applied to the planning and production control of multiproduction under limited resources. 

 
Main assumption of TOC 

Theory of Constraints (TOC) was published for the first time in 1984 in the book The Goal: Excellence in Manufacturing and it was 
created by a Hebrew PhD physicist Eliyahu Moshe Goldratt. The Theory of Constraints is a new paradigm of running a business. However, 
the present manuscript will show the theory in relation to problems of productive companies in a financial aspect. Theory of Constraints 
focuses on system improvement which is define as a series of independent processes. An analogy for a system is chain. Chain means a 
group of independent links working together toward the overall goal and a weak link is the constraint [4]. TOC assumes that it is possible 
that there is one cause which has many negative effects. This cause is limiting the system which is divided into external (not depending on 
a company) and internal. It needs to be pointed out that the constraint connected with company’s policy and strategy constitutes even 90%, 
while the constraints connected with the supplies comprise only 8% [5]. The element of a system which bandwidth determines the 
efficiency of the whole system is called a bottleneck. Every system has at least one constraint [6]. Finding this element is the basis for 
improving the production system which, according to TOC, is composed of five steps and is some kind of cycle. The five focusing steps: 
 Identify system’s constraint: The first step on the way to perfection is finding and accurate pointing to system’s supply which limits global 
efficiency. According to TOC, it is this particular supply where changes should be introduced as improving other elements of a system 
and improving local efficiency will not lead to improving whole system’s efficiency because it is the weakest link which affects global 
efficiency. 

 Decide how to exploit system’s constraint: The second step of TOC points one’s attention to the fact that the supply identified as system’s 
constraint should be exploited to its maximum. Such exploitation can be achieved thanks to bottleneck’s constant work. An increase in 
bottleneck’s exploitation can be also achieved by moving some activities to other less loaded work posts which are technologically 
adapted to doing these activities [7]. 

 Subordinate everything else to the above decision: Previous step has made system’s constraint work with maximum efficiency so step 3 
is to adjust the pace of other elements to constraint’s pace of work. Otherwise, if we allow other elements to produce faster and more, we 
are going to generate expenses. It can increase local efficiency but it will not help in increasing the overall process.  

 Elevate system’s constraint: Step 2 and 3 are very important in TOC as they contribute to sorting the system. There are still, however, 
many methods to increase production and improve the system. Step 4 of TOC allows for investments which contribute to increasing the 
efficiency of the whole system by strengthening the constraint. It can be achieved by increasing the number of annual shifts.  

 If in the previous steps a constraint has been broken, go back to step 1, but do not allow inertia to cause system’s constraint: Breaking 
the constraint should be achieved by a constant increase in the efficiency as a result of realising step 4. Then another supply which limits 
system’s prospects should be found. Discussed steps have been shown in figure 2 as a process of constant improvement. 

 
Fig. 2. The process of continuous improvement in TOC. Source: Own Study 
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Realising the steps, or actually TOC cycle, in appropriate way will make the constraints stop be perceived as something bad. On the 

contrary, they will become a chance for developing a company. Nevertheless, a bottleneck should not be ignored "There is really no choice 
in this area. It is us who manage the constraints. Otherwise, the constraints can manage us. Constraints will determine the size of 
production whether we will acknowledge their existence and manage them or not" [8]. 
 
Algorithm of planning and flow control of multiproduction 

The algorithm shown in figure 3 presents the subsequent steps in the planning and production control. The procedure according to the 
steps described in the algorithm should be started when the production department, for example the production manager, will receive the 
information about a new order from the customer. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Algoritm of flow control process of production make to order. Source: Own Study 
 
Describe of methodology   
The first step is to clarify the purpose, what is mean: 

 definite article; clarify customer requirements, particularly important in the case of production make to order, determine product 
specifications, this point allow also to determine what are the specification requirements of a resource that must be engaged in the 
manufacture of that product; 

 setting a deadline for order completion, as the deadline for order completion shall be deemed to transfer the entire requested assortment, 
listed on the production order, to warehouse of finished goods; depending on the type of order processing the deadline for order 
completion for example may result from a procurement or contract terms which where agreed by the manager of production with an eye 
to the best use of production resources. 

In the first step it is also possible to determine priority order, for example, depending on whether the product is manufactured on the 
magazine (low priority) or for example a product produced under the auction (high priority). 
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The next step is to physically enter the current timetable for the production of new orders, the assignment of its implementation to 

specific resources, according to the most optimal route. To perform this step is necessary to in-depth knowledge of technological 
operations. 
The third step is the identification of resource conflicts, so to check whether the input to the timing of new orders are not charged while the 
same resources and whether we have such a number of direct production workers, who provide support for all necessary and relevant to 
the process of manufacturing machines. 

The fourth step is to use alternative routes in case of local constraint. If in previous step a collision or a lack of resources is detected. 
Then to the production schedule should be add an alternative route, or provide alternative resources on which it is possible to implement 
the order. The choice of alternative route are connection with the product strategy (time, quality or costs). Used route have an impact on the 
specifics of the contract, once it must be produce as soon as possible, while other in the best quality. It is important to remember the terms 
of the contract award (the requirements for the timeliness, quality, customer special requests). The implementation of this step is intended 
to circumvent local constraints. It may happen so that irrespective of the route and so would there be a resource conflict. Then go to the 
next step - the identification of constraints. 

Identification of constraints means indication the resource which caused that production process couldn’t make more elements. It 
could be for example machine or employee. It is easy to indication the constraint by check amount of work in progress before every 
production position. It is high probably that the position before which there are the biggest work in progress is the system constraint. If 
making further orders different resources are identified as constraints, then we are dealing with local constraint. However, if the long-term 
observation is that generally the same resource, the machine or employee is a source of production slowing down, then we are dealing with 
a global constraint. 

Step number five is to arrangement the schedule on constraint. To achieve this step first it is important split the orders on which 
involves a resource which is define in the previous step as a constraints and those that do not involve this resource. Then the scheduled 
should be supplement by orders identify in first group, it should be placed in the schedule in the way which caused uninterrupted operation 
of resource identified as a constraint. Through the implementation of this step is possible to identify the critical chain. 

Next step is to determine, based on experience and practice of business, size of buffers. Timing buffer should be shown between 
successive tasks on the critical chain to secure the implementation of further orders in case of delays on any of the tasks. Timing buffers 
should also be placed on the paths come to tasks which are on critical chain because in case to delay the execution of these tasks do not 
influence the disruption that is a resource limitation. It is import ant to attitude of timing buffers In correct way. By their use brought the 
expected effects should accept the principle that if task is completed earlier it should be transferred to another position. It can't expect to the 
end of time determined by the buffer, if the next production position is free. 

If date of the order which is read form schedule is not acceptable for the client, given the urgency of such order or award of contract, 
return to step four, and consider using alternative routes. However, if date of the order is satisfactory, meets the requirements of the 
customer, the production schedule is ready. It is important to know, that due to the use of timing buffer, the date of execution of order which 
is read from schedule are very likely to meet deadlines for orders. Proceedings in accordance with the algorithm steps increases the 
timeliness of execution. 

 
Summary  

The presented algorithm is based on assumptions of the theory of constraints, which focuses on system improvement which is define 
as a series of independent processes and was described in [9]. Presented algorithm was pre-tested in the company which manufactures 
water and sewerage fittings. The company employs about 90 people, of which nearly 60 are employees which works on production. The 
orders for the production flow irregularly and are characterized by high volatility. It happens that the client shortly before delivery increases 
the number of ordered items or even order new range. Machines are set in socket-type way and there are slightly more than the operators. 
Employees can perform various types of work, but even within one specialty, such as for example powder painters, vary widely in efficiency 
and scope of work that can be entrusted to them. Algorithm allows for efficient production planning, production manager gave reliable 
information about the current extent of the order and significantly reduced the work in progress. 

In order to facilitate the transmission online information from shop floor to the system it is possible to use the multi-agent system or 
radio-frequency identification. But these are relatively expensive technology. The company, which was tested the algorithm uses a terminal 
set in a central location on the shop floor. Data were input using terminal by the operator after each finished lot, which is confirmed by the 
master production. This allows the production manager to keep control execution of specific tasks. 

Very important element is discipline and workers self-control. Good production results are achievable using the appropriate incentive 
and high culture of the organization. 
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Abstract. This article describe a case of damage caused by non-removal of a turbocharger primary cause  
of failure. Focused on describing the effects within the turbocharger bearing system. Description supported  
a detailed photographic documentation using a microscope. Conducted a discussion on the causes of failure. 
 
Introduction 

This article is based on research material - broken turbochargers removed from vehicles operating in realistic conditions. The study 
was conducted at facility involved in the regeneration and repair charging systems for internal combustion engines. Analyzed typical model 
of Garrett turbocharger used in passenger cars . Observation was carried out using a microscope Motic SMZ-168 equipped with a camera 
company Motic 2000. Presented the design and principle of operation of the turbocharger and an analysis of the elements of the device 
damage caused by interference of a foreign body in the compressor rotor. 

This publication is limited to the analysis of damage caused by the lack of suitable turbocharger lubricating oil parameters. Omitting 
the description of the structure and working principle. The engine, which came analyzed turbocharger had already mentioned this 
component. Damage described in the turbocharger, resulted from the failure to comply with the necessary corrective actions, which is 
remove the causes of damage - does not identify the contaminated oil. Failing to remove the primary causes of damage results in the new 
turbocharger is mounted a rapid destruction. This event is commonly noticed in practice. 
 
Description of damage to the turbocharger bearings in place as a result of momentary interruption in the supply  
of lubricating oil 

Turbocharger bearing system is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a set of slide bearings, journal bearings and thrust bearing. 
Turbocharger bearing system is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a set of bearings, the transverse and longitudinal. Bearing sleeve is made 
of an alloy of bronze, cooperating with the valve shaft with a chrome steel. Grease is the oil from the bus engine. Disc thrust bearing is also 
made of an alloy of bronze, cooperating with two pins. Oil is supplied to the bearings through the holes radially arranged next to the 
circumference of the sleeve (4 per side). The middle hole is used for oil draining and receiving heat from the friction zone. To the thrust 
bearing oil is fed from the body by a single duct made in the disc. Oil is drained by canals on the surface of the disc. Oil from the transverse 
and longitudinal bearing gets to the middle area of the body of a turbocharger, which continued for drainage orifices reaches the sump of 
the engine. 
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Fig. 1.  Construction of a turbocharger bearing system: a) isometric view 1 - shaft, 2 – journal bearing bush,  

3, 5 – bearings pin, 4 – journal bearing disc, b) view of submission, c) cross-section view 
 
In the described turbocharger, oil was contaminated by the hard inclusions such as burnt oil in the conduits or the origin of metallic 

foreign bodies. Impurified oil splashed into the zone of cooperation pairs of friction bearings causes abrasive surface. Abrasion occurs due 
to implantation in hard-contamination of one of them. This causes furrowed and microcutting contrasurface. This event is compounded by 
the high speed rotor and an insufficient quantity of oil in areas of friction. 

Abrasive wear the disc around thrust bearing shown in Figure 2a. and the new bearing surface in Figure 2b. 
 

a) b) 

  
Fig. 2.  Thrust bearing disc: a) damaged area, b) new surface (magnification 10 x) 

 
As a result of adverse events, bearing, by modifying geometrical parameters did not attended its function. Distortion of these 

parameters resulted in the presence of the turbocharger shaft axial clearance, which contributed to increased stress in the sealing rings 
and, consequently, break the ring on the side of the turbine. Ringless results in a decrease of oil pressure in bearings, and penetration of 
it into the exhaust system. The pressure drop of oil worsens the conditions in the bearing lubrication, and the ability to create a film of oil. 
In this case, the liquid friction becomes to mixed friction. 

Because of this, and the fact that the contaminated oil, mechanical wear has been cooperating with the pivot shaft bearing section. 
It was observed deep sulcus and grooves on its surface (Fig. 3). 

 

a) b) 
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Fig. 3. Turbine shaft: a) lateral sulcus and grooves, b) new shaft surface (magnification 20 x) 

 
Destruction within the journals shaft and bearings  components, also affect the emergence of negative vibrations shaft  of the 

turbocharger. Vibrations of small amplitude but high frequency (f  3kHz),  the destruction process in these areas increase. The adverse 
effect of vibration can be observed on the outer surface of the thrust bearing. Because the nominal sleeve remains stationary relative to the 
body, in this connection, there is a fritting event. Destructive mechanism of this process is the simultaneous influence of adhesion, grafting  
intensive oxidation. 

 

   
This intense oxidation is caused by increased activity of the surface layer as a result of contact stress and strain [2]. The effect of 

fretting on the surface of the thrust bearing is shown in Figure 4, which confirms the oscillation  compressor - shaft - turbine. 
The increasing amplitude of vibration, with unchanged frequency led to an increase in stress in the shaft turbocharger and its 

bursting. As a result, the team has been destroyed, damaging the rotor blades of the turbine and compressor. 
 

a) b) 

a) b) 

  
Fig. 4.Thrust bearing bush: a) outside surface (magnification 20 x), b) new bearing bush (magnification 3 x) 
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Fig. 5. The broken shaft a) magnification 2 x, b) magnification 10x 

   
Conclusion 

This failure analysis shows that during replacement of used turbochargers for a new, should be removed cause of the damage. If this 
step is neglected or damaged causes diagnosis will be incorrect turbocharger component failure is repeated. In the current case before the 
next turbocharger replacement would replace the turbo engine oil and filter. In addition, consideration should be given to the patency of the 
channel inlet and outlet of the turbocharger oil or prophylactically replaced. 
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Abstract. The Institute of Combustion Engines and Transport at Poznan University of Technology conducted 
exhaust emissions tests on motorized scooters fitted with two-stroke engines. Two vehicles were tested, each 
fitted with a different type of piston. The first was fitted with a standard piston as recommended by the 
manufacturer. The other was fitted with a special piston of innovative design allowing the application of fuel 
with a lower lubricant content. The vehicle was powered by fuels with various gasoline to oil ratios. The tests 
were conducted on a dedicated chassis dynamometer that allowed the measurement of the power output, 
speed and acceleration of scooter. The exhaust components such as NOx, CO, HC, CO2 were analyzed in 
terms of their emission level.  
 
Introduction 

Today transportation is one of the basic factors influencing the economic development worldwide. In the case of road transportation 
there are many categories into which vehicles are divided in terms of their design, purpose, conditions of operation etc. Vehicle 
manufacturers offer an increasing number of hybrid vehicles, electric vehicle and vehicles fueled with alternative fuels [1]. An important 
category in the discussed group is motorcycles and motorized scooters. Both in city agglomerations and non-urbanized areas they play an 
important role. Motorcycles allow quick traveling even if the streets are congested or the roads are in poor condition. In the case of 
motorized scooters another benefit is the possibility of using it without any special driver’s license. Coming of normative age suffices. 

 
Research Methodology 
 

Research Object  
The objects of the research were two motorized scooters. The difference between them was the design of the piston. A scooter fitted 

with a standard piston was tested first (manufacturer specifications). The second measurement series was done with a modification of the 
engine (scooter with a piston of special design was fitted Fig. 1). This piston enables the engine operation on mixtures of lower oil content 
than the manufacturer specifies. Table 1 presents the basic technical specifications of the vehicles.  From the patents description number 
10 2005 030 556 „MULTIPART PISTON AND METHOD OF MULITPART PISTON MANUFACTURING” (patent application 
PCT/EP2006/005986) it results that the applied piston is a multipart one with at least one upper part and one lower part with the piston wall 
(sliding part) and at least a part of the piston crown forms the upper part [2]. The other assumption of the discussed design is that the upper 
part of the piston is made from material other than the one in the lower part. The contact point of the two parts shows a 5 to 60% lower 
thermal conductivity than the material that the lower part is made of. A lower thermal conductivity of the joint between the lower and the 
upper part of the piston positively limits the heating up of the lower part of the piston during engine operation. Hence, we can significantly 
reduce the amount of oil added to the fuel in the case of two stroke engines as compared to a conventional monolithic piston solution [2]. 

 
Table 1. Technical specifications of the tested scooters 

Type Two-stroke, spark ignition 
Displacement 0,49 cc 
Maximum speed with the speed limiter 45 km/h 
Maximum speed without the speed limiter 75 km/h 
Maximum engine speed 9000 rpm 
Engine power output 3,3 kW (4,5 HP) 
Engine start-up Electric/kick-start 
Brake front/rear Disc hydraulic 
Tire size front/rear 130 / 60 – 13 
Dimensions: length/width/height 1880 / 740 / 200 mm 
Weight 92 kg 
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Fig. 1 A scooter when tested on the chassis dynamometer 
 
The Applied Fuel 
The principle of operation of a two-stroke engine consists in realizing of the intake, compression, power and exhaust strokes in a 

single engine crankshaft revolution. Hence, a full work cycle takes place within two strokes: from bottom dead center (BDC) to top dead 
center (TDC) and vice versa. The design of the solution requires a use of a mixture of gasoline and oil that will ensure proper operation of 
the piston assembly. 

For the tests the authors used BP 95 gasoline type. It is an unleaded gasoline of the octane number of 95 purchased at one of the BP 
gas stations. The lubricant used was 2 TAKT TEILSYNTHETISCHES 1052 by LIQUI MOLY GmbH. It is universal semi synthetic oil for 
two-stroke air-cooled and liquid cooled engines. It can be added to the fuel directly in the tank or through a dispenser fitted in the fuel 
system. Thanks to its good physical properties the manufacturer recommends its application in a wide range of vehicles and machines 
such as the likes of motorcycles, gardening tools, rotary snowplows [3]. 

 
Chassis Dynamometer  
The tests on the scooters were performed on a scooter chassis dynamometer INERTIAL 70 manufactured by SOFT-ENGINE s.r.l. 

The stand enables the measurement of the instantaneous power output and torque on the wheels of the vehicle, the covered distance, 
acceleration and speed. During the preparation of the stand the values of ambient temperature, pressure and humidity are entered into the 
system including the adjustment values. The last parameter is vehicle specific. Large amount of information positively influences the 
accuracy of the measurement. 

 
Exhaust Emission Equipment  
The exhaust emissions (including the toxic ones) were measured with a portable exhaust emission analyzer SEMTCH DS 

manufactured by SENSORS Inc. The device is one of the most modern measurement systems in the category of PEMS (Portable 
Emissions Measurement Systems). It measures the exhaust emissions in both gasoline and diesel engines in a wide range of their 
displacements. Its application enables the measurement of the fuel consumption, mass exhaust gas flow, oxygen content and the content 
of other exhaust components in the exhaust gases such as: CO, CO2, NO, NO2 and THC.  

 
Results and Discussion 

In order to carry out the analysis of the motorcycle ecological indexes the exhaust emissions were measured. The vehicle fitted with 
the standard piston (marked: st) was tested on a mixture of oil and gasoline with the ratio of 1:30. The other scooter, fitted with the modified 
piston was supplied with the mixture of the ratios of: 1:30, 1:100 and 1:200. Prior to the initiation of each test session in which the ratio of 
fuel to oil was tested the vehicles operated on the maximum throttle opening characteristics for 10 min. This aimed at burning of the fuel left 
in the fuel system after the last measurement session and forcing a flow of high intensity through the measurement equipment containing 
the exhaust gases from the last measurement session. Additionally, prior to the initiation of the first measurements the scooter engines 
were warmed up through operation at low loads for several minutes. 

In each measurement series four tests were carried out lasting 300 s each when the scooters operated at full power. During the 
testing the emissions of CO2, CO, NOx and THC were recorded. Figure 2 presents the average obtained results converted into a unit of 
distance – in this case 1 km. In order to verify the correctness of the obtained exhaust emission tests results, the authors calculated the fuel 
consumption based on the carbon balance method [4]. It consisted in determining of the amount of used fuel based on the measured 
emission of CO2, CO and HC. The results of the calculations are listed in table 2. For gasoline engines in this method the following formula 
is used: 

 
FCw=(1154/ fuel)*[(0,866*HC)+(0,429*CO)+(0,273*CO2)]  (1) 
 

where: 
FC – fuel consumption in [dm3/100 km] or [m3/100 km] depending on the fuel type; 
HC, CO, CO2 – measured exhaust emissions [g/km]; 

fuel – test fuel density in the temperature of 15°C [g/cm3]. 
 
While defining the value of the fuel density the influence of the lubricating oil application on this parameter was taken into account. 
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Fig. 2 Exhaust emission of CO2, CO, NOx, and HC 

 
Table 2. The fuel consumption calculated with the Carbon Balance method 
 

Cycle Fuel consumption [dm3/100km] 
1:30st 4,19 

1:30md 4,02 
1:100md 3,57 
1:200md 3,46 

 
Conclusion 

Two-stroke engines are characterized by high exhaust emissions, particularly hydrocarbons. This results from the need to mix the 
lubricating oil with the fuel so as to prevent engine lockup. Motorized scooters powered with this type of engines are not usually fitted with 
aftertreatment systems due to limited production costs. Yet, all newly registered motorcycles and motorized scooters in the European 
Union must meet the appropriate requirements related to their homologation [5, 6]. In terms of environment protection we need to take 
every effort to make two-stroke vehicle engines as ecological as can be. This can be obtained through the application of special design 
solutions in the engines that will allow the use of fuel/oil mixtures of lower oil content - for example: modified piston.  

The ecological indexes improved significantly for the vehicle powered with fuel containing less lubricating oil than recommended by 
the manufacturer. We may state that in the case of fuel consumption, a lower content of oil means lower exhaust emissions of the vehicle. 
An increase in the emission was recorded exclusively for NOx. This growth confirms the obtainment of the greatest thermal efficiency, 
which is very advantageous in terms of reduction of the gas mileage and the emission of CO2. It means that the process of combustion 
continued in the most efficient way and the lowest losses occurred during the combustion. 

The vehicle fitted with the modified piston has lower fuel consumption. The higher the oil gasoline ratio the lower the fuel demand. 
Based on the obtained data we can conclude that the modernization of the piston improves the overall engine efficiency. In the case of the 
oil/gasoline mixture 1:100 taking the generated power into account the gas mileage was on a low level of 3,57 dm3/100 km (calculated with 
the Carbon Balance method). Hence, the generated mechanical work required a supply of the lowest amount of chemical energy. The use 
of the fuel in this proportion ensured proper lubrication as the growth in the friction losses did not occur. For this mixture durability tests 
were conducted as well that confirmed proper lubrication. Friction losses could have negatively influenced the power output, but it did not 
happen. When the mixture of oil/gasoline of 1:200 was applied the lowest gas mileage was obtained that equaled 3,46 dm3/100 km 
(calculated with the Carbon Balance method). Yet, in this case there is a risk that proper lubrication of all of the piston and the crank 
assemblies is not ensured. 

Presently, the Institute of Combustion Engines and Transport of Poznan University of Technology is conducting tests on vehicles 
powered by small displacement two-stroke engines. The research presented in the paper constitutes a fragment of the entire series of tests 
conducted on this type of vehicles. Additionally, the Institute prepares a unique test that will reflect the actual driving conditions for 
motorized scooters to the greatest possible extent. 
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Abstract. The article presents the general characteristics of the CR injection systems are currently used in 
compression ignition engines as well as information on the diagnosis of injectors in these systems. Describes 
the basic methodology to enable a full assessment of the actual state operated injectors. 
 
Introduction 

The arrangement of contributing towards the type Common Rail is applied in internal-combustion engines with the self-ignition for a 
dozen or so years. This arrangement allowed above all for dividing the injection process from the process of pumping fuel, independence 
of the injection pressure from the rotation speed of the engine, division of the injected dose of fuel into parts and a lot other. The 
arrangement belongs to very precise apparatus, for which the electronic control unit will supervise work. In the course of final years four 
generations of this system occurred. Defects turning up at first years of applying the Common Rail arrangement have most often 
concerned injectors, pumps of the high pressure and control valves. In workshops they were making the exchange of the entire elements 
on new (by virtue of creating only a base of defects) what was combined with expensivenesses [2,3]. At present a procedure of the 
diagnosis and evaluations of the technical condition of particular elements of the arrangement were controlled. Also a possibility of 
performed repairs unfolded (fig. 1). 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Basic elements of the injection system Common Rail 

 
Evalution of the state of injectors 

It is possible to describe the state of consuming injectors evaluations of damage based on basic methods, taking into account [1]: 
1). verification of the work of the injector control signal (on the basis of which it is possible to establish dose levels including the correction), 
2). flow tests - measurement of the fuel injector hitting the transfer, 
3). organoleptic or by using an optical microscope recognition of a state of injector elements (such as pairs of precision, as well as 
corrosion of metal components of the injector and loss of material) - (fig. 2 - 5) 
4). injector performance testing on special testers (test can be performed both before and after any repair injector) allow to examine the 
size of such tightness, dosage, hitting the fuel stream to transfer (fig. 6). 
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Assessment of injector by organoleptic 
 

     
Fig. 2. Use of injector actuators by Bosch 

 

    

 
Fig. 3. Scratch the surface of the atomizer and precision pairs crack sealing high-pressure injector 

 

 
Fig. 4. View of the injector 
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Fig. 5. The filter tank sensor system Common Rail contaminated metal filings 

 
Injector performance testing 
 

 
Fig. 6. Observing the shape of the fuel spray jets 

 
Optical research on the process of the spraying of fuel 
 

     
Fig. 7. Due spraying of the stream of fuel 
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Fig. 8. Improper spraying of the stream of fuel 

 
Conclusion 

Presented methods enable the evaluation of the technical condition of described injectors, about unusually complicated and high of 
advanced structure, into the way relatively panes and getting credible and sufficient information. Implementing improved injection systems, 
the burn and the reduction in toxic connections constitutes main direction of the development of engines to a purpose fulfilling norms of the 
exhaust emission. Modern engines about the self-ignition equipped with the Common Rail arrangement should be characterized by a 
considerable emissions reduction of toxic compounds of the exhaust fumes, as well as a fuel consumption. 
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Abstract. The article presents information on the effects of the EGR valve opening degree of the emission of 
toxic compounds emitted by the combustion engine. The study was conducted on single engine ignition test 
bench equipped with a solenoid injector Bosch. In addition, the study used a specially designed and 
constructed exhaust gas recirculation. 
 
Introduction 

The Dynamic carmakers efforts towards producing vehicles that emit minimal amounts of toxic compounds emitted by internal 
combustion engines generate more and newer systems that can ensure the more effective their reduction. One such system is the system 
of EGR (Exhaust Gas Recirculation). The principle of gas recirculation system is based on the electronic valve placed in the duct 
connecting the exhaust manifold of the intake manifold through which part of the exhaust gas emerging from the engine exhaust system 
again goes to the engine combustion chamber. By using such a solution is possible to reduce environmentally harmful emissions of NOx 
and reducing HC emissions of unburned hydrocarbons. 

To ensure proper operation of exhaust gas recirculation system is necessary to return the correct dosage amount of gas involved in 
the combustion process. Number of gas, which should take part in the combustion process is dependent on engine load, its speed, engine 
coolant temperature, air temperature and the portion flowing into the intake manifold. After gathering this information, it opens the EGR 
valve causing a corresponding flow of exhaust gases. The internal combustion engine ignition back into the combustion chamber can hit 
up to 50% by volume with reduced exhaust temperature to 450 C. 
 
The test 

Assess the impact of the EGR valve opening degree of the emission of toxic compounds emitted by the combustion engine was 
based on analysis of the obtained results. Motor fed by an external fuel injection system common rail [2]. The study was conducted on a 
test bed equipped with a test engine ignition direct injection (Table 1). This is a single-cylinder AVL 5804, equipped with four-valve cylinder 
head with two overhead camshafts and independent systems to stabilize the temperature of the lubricating oil and cooling liquid [3], [4]. 

 
 

Table 1 The motor parameters AVL 5804 [1]. 
 

No. Size Unit AVL 5804 

1 i [–] 1 

2 S  D [mm  mm] 90 × 85 

3 Vc [dm3] 0,5107 

4 nmax [rpm] 4200 

5  [–] 19,9 

6 pe [bar] 12,2  

7 Ne max [kW] 16 at 4000 rpm 

8 Mo max [N·m] 56 at 2000 rpm 

9 ge [g/(kW·h)] 251 at Mo max 

 
Bosch solenoid injector with the symbol 0 445 110 131 000 centrally placed in the head in the axis of the cylinder. The engine was 

coupled to the brake type pr dnicowego. Diagram of the engine along with the test apparatus used is shown in (Fig. 1), while in (Fig. 2) 
shows the view of the injector, cylinder head and piston engine in question. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the test. 
 

 
Fig. 2. a). View of the injector solenoid mounted on the head: 1 - injector, 2 - valve cover, 3 - wire injection, 4 - power cords, 5 - fuel overflow 

line, b). View of the head, c). View AVL research engine piston 5804 [1]. 
 

Analysis of test results 
Influence of the EGR valve opening degree of the toxic emissions such as NOx, CO, HC and FSN was performed on a specially 

designed test stand shown schematically in (Fig. 3). The study was performed for the engine speed n = 1400 [r / min], at constant pressure 
in the tray, level 120 [MPa]. During the tests the engine torque was increased from 0 to 20 [nm], toxic emissions were recorded using 
specialized measuring equipment (Testo I, II and testo AVL Smoke Meter) for different degrees of opening of the EGR valve. 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of exhaust gas recirculation is used in the study. 
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Fig. 4. Influence of the EGR valve opening percentage of the emission of NOx, CO, HC, CO2 and FSN for TESTO I. 
 

In order to assess the impact of the EGR valve opening degree of the emission of toxic compounds analyzed the results of emission 
tests and opacity obtained during the measurements. The characteristics described above can be concluded that the percentage of EGR 
valve opening degree has a significant impact on emissions of toxic compounds in question. NOx emissions decreased with increasing 
percentage EGR valve opening degree, while other compounds such as CO, HC and FSN had a growing trend. It should also be noted that 
with 100 percent opening of the EGR valve was not possible to measure the full range of torque. The reason for this phenomenon was a 
global shortage of oxygen, which is too small a value not allowed to conduct research in the whole range of torque. Influence of the EGR 
valve opening percentage of toxic emissions in the analyzer testo I and AVL Smoke Meter is shown in (Fig. 4). 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Influence of the EGR valve opening percentage of the emission of NOx, CO, HC, CO2 and FSN for TESTO II. 
 

Similarly shaped the course of the characteristics of the emission of toxic compounds under consideration for the analyzer Testo II. 
NOx emissions decreased with increasing percentage EGR valve opening degree, but was at a much lower level than the analyzer Testo 
I. As regards the emission of CO, HC 100 percent at the opening of the valve was characterized by a sharply rising trend. Also observed 
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the phenomenon of the global shortage of oxygen, which is too small a value not allowed to study the full range of torque. Influence of the 
EGR valve opening percentage of toxic emissions in the analyzer Testo II is shown in (Fig. 5). 
 
 
Conclusion 

EGR is used in engines to reduce NOx emissions by lowering the maximum combustion temperature. This is done by increasing the 
thermal capacity of the intake charge, for example, by bringing the fresh charge with a number of substances with higher heat capacity 
than air-fuel mixture. Dilution of the load caused by bringing together a certain amount of exhaust gas with fresh charge results in slower 
growth of consumption and emissions of HC, CO and FSN due to an increase in the extinction of the flame zone on the walls. The 
introduction of only the exhaust gas recirculation can reduce NOx emissions in the engine, but at the expense of an increase in emissions 
of products of incomplete combustion. 
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Abstract. In modern production time necessary for particular forming operation needs to be steady shortened 
due to the cost reduction. It is known that in warm and hot forming the forming speed and with it combined 
strain rate has immense role on material flow in bulk and sheet metal operations. The influence of the strain 
rate on the flow curve is only rarely analyzed at room temperature. 
Presented work analyzes the influence of strain rate on flow curve of DC04 material obtained by the uni-axial 
tensile test. After the evaluation of the flow curves as a function of strain rate the deep drawing of box-shaped 
test specimen was performed. At different forming speeds the influence of the forming speed on the forming 
force and onset of necking was analyzed. 
 
Introduction 

The effect of strain rate and process temperatures at forming processes and in particular on material formability is known already 
from the end of previous century. Several researchers have also realized that the influence of strain rate is more emphasized at elevated 
temperatures above the recristalization point of the observed material. At the same time the flow curves are in these cases significant 
lower in comparison to those obtained for the same material at a room temperature. Characteristics of relation among tension and 
deformation under a high speed load are very important for further numerical calculations of forming processes and crash-test simulations. 

 
Velocity effect of the plastic deformation on flow curve of different materials has been researched during last decades with different 

testing methods. Additionally, various material reactions can be observed when velocity influence on plastic deformation is studied. 
Therefore, the understanding of plastic behaviour of various materials and their alloys processed by various forming operations with 
different stress-strain conditions is of the highest importance. 

 
Review of previous research 

In the last century many researchers have analysed forming velocity and with it connected strain rate effect on plastic deformation 
and flow curves of various materials. Rao and Doraivelu [1] in 1980 made comparison of earlier researches and conclude that different 
materials can be successfully processed with different speeds having different limits of the highest attainable strain rate. As a highest 
attainable was declared the strain rate where the material was still deformable without fast tearing. For example, steel and some 
aluminium alloys can be deformed in strain rate range from 2 x 10-3 s-1 to 3 x 10 s-1, copper and bras in range from 10-3 to 10-2 s-1, steel at 
high temperature from 10 to 103 s-1, stainless steel in rate range from 5 x 10-6 to 3 x 10-2 s-1. Bailey, Haas and Shah [2] in 1971 made a 
research about velocity and temperature effect on flow curve of aluminium alloys. Obtained results have shown that required stress in 
tension necessary to obtain particular deformation is getting higher with increase of a strain rate at a constant temperature, and getting 
lower with increase of a temperature at a constant strain rate. Velocity effect of a deformation is getting more pronounced with increasing 
of temperature. Rao, Prasad and Hawbolt [3] in 1996 made a research on low carbon steel. On the basis of their results it can be 
concluded that with enhancement of strain rate and reduction of temperature, tensile strength is increasing and entire flow curve of 
material increase its level. Lee and Yeh [4] in 1997 made some experiments to determine dynamic relation between yield strength and 
deformation of steel alloy. Obtained results showed that yield strength is magnifying with increasing of strain rate or with decrease of the 
temperature. Odeshi, Al-ameeri and Bassim [5] in 2005 investigated velocity effect of projectile impact on deformation speed of material 
and its flow curve. On the basis of experiments they determined that speed of projectile impact has an effect on the strain rate of the 
observed material. When the speed of projectile impact and also strain rate are higher, the higher is yield strength maximum. Tsao, Wu, 
Leong and Fang [6] observed flow curve behaviour of commercially pure titanium during the hot tensile deformation. In this case, level of 
flow curve is again increasing with increasing of strain rate and decreasing with changing of temperature. In order to obtain reliable data of 
the materials used in automotive industry Kim and Huh [7] have analysed deformability of two steels common used in body-in-white 
production. They have selected CQ (commercial quality) steel and dual phase ferite-martensite steel DP590. The common tensile test, 
used for analysis of the flow curve was not applicable for their research due to the large testing length of 80 or 50 mm. Since the strain rate 
is calculated from the deformation speed and the length of the specimen as  

 
  (1) 
 

the total deformed length should be as small as possible. In Eq. 1 the  represents logarithmic strain, v the deformation speed and l the 
length of a specimen. For this purpose Kim and Huh have selected miniaturized tensile specimens – Figure 1. Good clamping of the 
specimen necessary to minimise dynamic responses of the entire testing system was assured by screwing of the specimen into the 
clamping head. They diminish with such clamping system also the sliding danger which may appear at high testing velocities.  
 

1s
l
v

dt
d
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Figure 1: Specimen for testing at high strain rates [7]. 
 

The selected steels CQ and DP590 have shown that also at room temperature the flow curves are increasing with the increase of the strain 
rate. The authors have selected large testing range of the strain rates from 0.001 s-1 to 100 s-1 with an increment of one decade. The 
obtained flow curves for the rolling direction (RD) are presented on Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Flow curves of CQ and DP590 steel at various strain rates [7]. 
 
 
For both steels it can be observed that the yield stress and the level of the flow curve increases with the strain rate. Considering the CQ 
steel, this phenomenon is more emphasized at lower strains up to the e=0.1 while at DP590 steel quality the increase of the flow curve is 
more emphasised at strains above e=0.1. On the other hand the behaviour regarding the total elongation is similar: it is increased from 
0.1-100 s-1 while at quasi-static strain conditions below strain rate of 0.1 s-1 the total elongation is smaller and the material rupture at lower 
equivalent strains. Kim and Huh have analysed also the forming limit diagram under quasi-static loading at strain rate of 0.001 to 0.0018 s-1 
and at strain rate of 60-120 s-1. For both materials, there is no significant decrease in the forming limit curve (FLC) and only minor 
difference between the static and dynamic loading. The difference between both strain rates ranges is to observe only at the range 
between bottom and upper FLC line determining the reliability band of the FLD. The narrowing of this bend is more emphasized in the case 
of the dual phase steel DP590 – Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Forming limit curves of DP590 at different strain rates [7]. 
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Jie et. all [8] have analysed the influence of strain rate on aluminium killed steel (AKDQ). They have also selected downscaled specimen 
with similar dimensions as Kim and Huh, however they have used for experiments the multipurpose Interlaken servo press with 260kN 
nominal force. They have found out that with the increase of the strain rate the flow curve and yield point of the material are also increased. 
The forming analyses of magnesium alloy AZ31 done by Lee et. all [9] at elevated temperatures between 250 and 400 °C has shown that 
the increase of the strain rate also here increase the level of the flow curve but on the other hand the forming limit curve decreases at 
higher strain rates. 
 
Material properties of DC04 
The household appliance industry and some applications of automotive sector use steels of DC quality, mostly suitable for painting after 
the forming. Since the companies are also in this sector forced to shorten the production times the analyses of the material DC04 on 
various strain rates were performed. Two speeds of the tensile testing machine were selected resulting in a strain rate of 0.0025 s-1 and 
0.02 s-1. In order to improve the accuracy of the measurements of the uni-axial tensile test the standardized 80x20 mm specimens were 
selected despite lower attainable strain rates. The selection of the forming velocity at testing machine was adapted to the performances of 
the hydraulic press Litostroj where the deep drawing tests of box-like specimens were performed. The formability of the material was 
analysed in three directions regarding the rolling direction: longitudinal, transverse and at 45°. The flow curves at both analysed strain 
rates for all three directions are presented on Figure 4. 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Comparative flow curves for different directions regarding the rolling direction of the sheet metal (top and bottom left) and 
measurement equipment for acquisition of the tensile test (bottom right). 
 
Differences between the flow curves obtained at both strain rates are clearly visible. The highest increase of the flow curve can be 
observed perpendicular to the rolling direction where material expresses also the highest elongation at fracture. The material of DC04 
quality expresses at observed strain rates only minor decrease of the total elongation at strain rate 10 times higher as the standardised 
one. 
  
Deep drawing analyses 
The forming of a rectangular box has served for comparative determination of necking and tearing limit for analysed material DC04 at two 
different strain rates. The forming speed was set to quasi-static forming with punch speed of 5 mm/s and at 4-times higher speed of 20 
mm/s being the press maximal speed. The blank has dimensions of 165x145mm with 20 mm trimmed corners while the drawn box has 
dimensions of 70x100 mm with radii of 5, 8, 11 and 15 mm on its circumference, bottom radius of 5 mm and a flange radius of 7 mm – 
Figure 5. Different drawing depths were selected in order to determine the necking and fracture limit of the drawn box. The onset of 
necking followed by corner tearing appears at the smallest box corner. Since the flow curves of the DC04 material have shown the 
sensitivity on the strain rate it was to expect that the forming force should be also higher at higher forming speeds. The acquisition of force 
versus punch travel diagram did not prove this assumption. The course of the forming force was almost identical for both forming speeds. 
 
Onset of necking appears at punch speed of 4 mm/s at the drawing depth of 25.3 mm while the fracture of the smallest corner appears at 
drawing depth of 27.7 mm. On the other hand, the necking range of the smallest corner at drawing speed of 20 mm/s is wider having a 
spread from drawing depth of 27 to 34 mm and the box tearing appears at drawing depths above 34 mm. 
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Figure 5: Specimen geometry (left) and specimen formability limit with tearing (bottom left) and necking (bottom right). 
 
Conclusions 
The strain rate and temperature have immense influence on flow curves and forming limit diagrams at warm and hot forming. At room 
temperature the strain rate influence is less emphasised and therefore less known in industrial practice. With drastically decrease of 
production times in stamping operations the strain rate influence cannot be neglected. Recent works have shown that in some cases also 
at room temperature the increase of the yield stress and flow curves is observed with increase of the strain rate. The flow curves of DC04 
material were analysed at two strain rates; 0.0025 and 0.02 s-1. Flow curves in three main directions according to the rolling direction have 
shown increase of the flow curve level at a higher strain rate without any decrease of the total elongation at fracture. The deep drawing test 
on the other hand has shown interesting phenomenon where the localisation on the critical corner of the specimen appear earlier at small 
forming speed of 4 mm/s as at five times higher forming speed of 20 mm/s. With further research work the FLD need to be determined for 
both forming speeds and FEM simulations of the deep drawing of the test box need to be performed. 
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Abstract. Biocompatible materials used for the orthopaedic implants must have special properties in terms of 
mechanical, physical, chemical and biological behaviour to extremely severe requirements. Different degree of 
alloying with chemical elements of biocompatible materials causes variations of the microhardness and of 
wear resistance. In the paper, some Co-Cr alloys have been studied, both as cast and prepared for deformed 
state. The alloying elements that have been introduced into the cobalt metallic matrix, in various proportions, 
were: Cr, C, Ta, Mo, Ni, N, Fe, W, Ti etc. The samples have been obtained in a vacuum induction furnace 
(VIM), and then the influence of alloying elements on microhardness and microstructure of biocompatible 
Co-Cr alloys has been analyzed. Microstructural aspects were analyzed by optical and electronic microscopy 
and microhardness measurements were performed at the microstructural constituent’s level. The 
microhardness values were in the range 281-340 HV0.1.  
 
1. Introduction 

Total replacement of elements of the human skeletal system is a current solution for various destructive diseases or bone injuries 
and surgery for implantation of orthopedic metallic elements are applied widely. Joints of the hip and / or knee are the most common and 
suitable for partial or total reconstruction. Also common applications are for immobilization with various devices of different portions of the 
fractured bone. Currently there are three types of metallic materials used for orthopedic implants: stainless steel, titanium alloys and 
cobalt-based super alloys, each with advantages and disadvantages. 
Unlike dental, facial, head, etc, orthopedic implants are subject to strong demands, especially the cyclic stresses (fatigue). Prosthetic hip, 
knee, certain segments of the spine implanted application supports over 1,000,000 cycles in a year, for a sedentary person, showing 
tremendous stamina important to orthopedic implant materials. For orthopedic applications, one of the important indicators of performance 
materials is the number of "revisions" that a permanent implant is subject before breakage or wear. The world most implantable prostheses 
break by fatigue, which is the main concern when choosing the material. However, there are very few data on fatigue and wear 
characteristics of materials used for orthopedic prosthetics. 

We now consider hip prostheses designed a full metal solution as the more likely and economical. Between 1988 and 1996, were 
performed approximately 50,000 implanted metal prostheses, which showed lower wear rates than the one predicted in vitro [1]. Cast 
cobalt-base alloys for surgical implants were proposed over 70 years ago. Continuous development of hardware technologies, and 
progress in understanding the Co-Cr system justified the choice of materials for a variety of biomedical applications [2]. In order to increase 
the mechanical properties, tests are performed alloying and micro-alloying with various elements such as Cr, W, Ta, Mo, Ni, N, Fe, W, Ti, 
etc.. Cobalt provides unique metal matrix due to allotropic transformation that occurs at a temperature of 4220C, when compact hexagonal 
phase transformation that occurs in face centered cubic phase. Alloying elements such as Fe, Mn, Ni and C stabilizes CFC phase packing 
defects and increase energy while elements Cr, Mo, W, Si phase stabilizes h.c. and lowers the energy of these defects. Items in the 
second category are almost always present in cobalt alloys, due to the effects of decreased reactivity to the environment (for Cr) and 
hardening (Mo, W).  

Possibility of solid solution hardening by alloying, or by precipitation are visible on the equilibrium diagrams of binary systems, or with 
greater accuracy, in the quasi-binary sections of multi charts. Usually, replacement elements will produce a weak hardening of the matrix. 
Examples are V, Ta and Nb in titanium alloys, as well as nickel alloys of iron and chromium. This weak hardening is explained by the fact 
that high levels of soluble elements require replacement atomic radii close to those of the base metal in the matrix lattice as only residual 
stresses there. By comparison, interstitial atoms such as oxygen in titanium, or carbon in iron, can be made more effective by applying 
tension in the crystalline matrix network, but even more effective is by precipitation hardening. The semi-coherent and coherent secondary 
phases are able to produce in the metallic lattice internal tension that involves the enhancing of mechanical properties. By varying the 
parameters of aging can be obtained precipitate sizes and optimal distribution into lattice to best block the movement of dislocations. 
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2. Experimental 

2.1. Equipment 
Producing some categories of special high purity alloys with superior mechanical properties, such as superalloys based on nickel, 
chromium and cobalt is done with great efficiency in vacuum induction furnace (VIM). Improvements in investment casting alloy 
technological is strong justification to consider this technology for a variety of biomedical applications. Experiments to obtain biocompatible 
alloys Class Co-Cr were carried out in the vacuum induction furnace Balzers type HU-40-25-40-04 of the Material Science and 
Engineering Faculty of the University Politehnica of Bucharest. The main technical characteristics of the furnace vacuum induction used in 
the experiments are: Power consumption: 48 KVA, voltage: 3x380 V Frequency: 50 Hz Rated power: 40 KW Rated Voltage: 250 V, Power: 
approx. 0-44 KW. 

2.2. Materials 
Special quality conditions to obtain biocompatible Co-Cr alloys: purity, melting temperatures limited to max values 1600 C, relatively 

low carbon content based on which mainly takes place the  carbon auto de-oxidation reaction during the vacuum melting process, requires 
that the experiments maintain rigorous quality materials. It is mandatory necessary that all raw materials and master alloys are metallic 
materials whose chemical composition (including impurities content) is known. To obtain the experimental charges of class Co-Cr, high 
purity materials were used, with the following degree of purity for chemical composition: cobalt, chromium, tungsten, tantalum, nickel and 
molybdenum metals with a purity degree over 99%; extra low steel, MK3 mark, with composition: C = 0.02%, Si = 0.04%, Mn = 0.21%, S 
= 0.02%, P = 0.015%, Ni = 0.2%, Cr = 0.15%, Mo = 0.07% 0.14% Cu, Al = 0.12%, Fe = ball. %. 

 
2.3. Working procedure 

Compositional design of Co-Cr alloys and their processing mode influences the final product characteristics and application. Most of 
the properties of the cobalt base alloys derived from crystallographic nature of the metal. 

Several methods are known for obtaining Co-Cr alloys depending on the materials used, the degree of purity required, the finishing 
procedure, the required properties etc. Such alloys can be obtained by metal injection molding processes, vacuum arc re-melting, vacuum 
induction melting, etc. To improve the Co-Cr alloys metallic properties are practiced alloying procedures with various metals: nickel, 
molybdenum, tungsten, etc and carbon. Some mechanical tests has been applied in order to estimate the characteristics of the new alloys, 
like wear , micro-hardness, mechanical properties (yield, tensile strength, elongation, fracture toughness, creep resistance, etc.) as well as 
the corrosion and degradation resistance, immune response [2, 3]. 

To determine the influence of chemical composition on micro-hardness of the Co-Cr alloys, several samples with different chemical 
compositions were prepared. Twelve prospects of Co-Cr alloy have been designed, with composition within the average range: Co = 53.2 
to 56.2%, Cr = 23.53 to 24.53%, Mo = 6.51 to 8.03 % Ni = 7.90 to 10.7%, W = 0.06 to 0.31%, Ta = 1.09 to 2.08%, C = 0.02 to 0.05% and 
other minor residual elements present in the alloys. 

Program development experiments included several batches of biocompatible cobalt base alloys, coded C1/1,2; C2/1,2; C3/1,2; 
C4/1,2; C5/1,2; C6/1,2. In preparing these batches we aimed at establishing a stable electrical regime, including heat and pressure 
adjusting procedure, to ensure proper assimilation of alloying elements in compliance with the range of desired composition (Table 1). 

The classic procedure, imposing a vacuum of 10-2 bars during the alloying process, allow to obtaining a great variety of Co-Cr alloys, 
with a good coefficient of efficiency. After alloying and refining the Co-Cr alloys were cast in air chilled metallic molds [4]. 

 
 
3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Chemical compositions 
Chemical compositions of samples were determined by optical emission spectrometry using a spark SPECTROMAX device in the 

LISEOFRX laboratory from UPB-SIM and are presented in Table 1. It was observed a good distribution of elements during the alloying.  
 
Table 1. Chemical composition of the Co-Cr biomaterials 

 
 

Sample 
code 

Chemical composition,%

C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo Fe W Ta Ti Co Other 
C1/1 0.03 0.32 0.13 0.03 0.01 24.04 10.55 6.66 1.52 0.13 1.41 0.13 55.00 0.04 
C1/2 0.02 0.37 0.13 0.04 0.01 23.86 10.68 6.39 1.54 0.11 1.09 0.04 55.70 0.02 
C2/1 0.02 0.28 0.14 0.04 0.02 23.63 10.56 7.19 1.48 0.19 1.27 0.49 54.60 0.09 
C2/2 0.02 0.39 0.13 0.03 0.01 23.81 10.70 6.81 1.51 0.13 1.09 0.23 55.10 0.04 
C3/1 0.03 0.22 0.15 0.04 0.01 23.55 10.26 8.03 1.40 0.31 1.72 1.04 53.20 0.04 
C3/2 0.03 0.28 0.14 0.03 0.01 23.67 10.36 7.63 1.44 0.22 1.64 0.72 53.80 0.03 
C4/1 0.04 0.34 0.14 0.03 0.02 23.53 10.57 6.49 1.54 0.07 1.83 0.07 55.20 0.13 
C4/2 0.04 0.37 0.14 0.04 0.02 23.54 10.61 6.47 1.53 0.06 1.75 0.05 55.30 0.08 
C5/1 0.05 0.36 0.14 0.03 0.01 24.53 7.90 6.89 1.49 0.18 1.91 0.13 55.90 0.48 
C5/2 0.04 0.42 0.14 0.04 0.01 24.43 7.95 6.86 1.50 0.15 1.81 0.13 56.20 0.32 
C6/1 0.04 0.32 0.15 0.04 0.01 23.92 10.18 6.52 1.50 0.11 2.08 0.07 54.10 0.96 
C6/2 0.04 0.34 0.15 0.04 0.02 23.98 10.18 6.51 1.50 0.11 2.06 0.07 54.10 0.90 

 
3.2. Preparing of Samples 
Samples were prepared and analyzed in the laboratory LAMET of UPB, according to the following procedures: 

- Cutting, using a high precision cutting machine IsoMet Buehler 4000; 
- Embedding in phenol resin, using an automatic press IPA 40; 
- Surface polishing, using a Alpha Beta Vector Buehler Polisher; 
- Micro etching, using a special electrolytic reagent prepared with 10g of oxalic acid dissolved in 100 ml distilled water and using a 

stabilized power source [5]. For electrolytic etching, direct current in electrolysis cell was applied. 
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3.3. Microhardness Measuring 
The determination of the microhardness HV0.1 values was performed using a Shimadzu HMV 2T device, with a force of 980.7mN and 

measurement time of 10 s. Test results of microhardness HV0.1 for the lot of 12 samples analyzed are presented in Table 2. Singular values 
of the microhardness are situated in a limited area of dispersion, which shows good homogeneity of the material. These depend on the 
method of production, the quality of materials, the equipment and experimental procedure performance. 

The range of values for microhardness is measured in the range of 281 ... 340 HV0.1, and only because of the influence of alloying 
elements constituting the alloy. Samples were cooled under the same conditions, air atmosphere, without being subjected to further heat 
treatment. In order to establish the influence of each alloying element on the microhardness values were analyzed separately the effects of 
carbon, chrome, nickel, molybdenum, tungsten, tantalum and cobalt contents in Co-Cr analyzed biocompatible metallic alloys (Fig. 1 to 6). 

 At the same time using optical microscopy was investigated the microstructure of the alloys included in Fig. 7 to 10.  
 
Table 2. Microhardness values HV0.1 of Co-Cr alloys  

 
Sample  Mesured values in different areas of the sample, HV0.1 Average value 

C1/1 321, 316, 329, 324, 335 325 
C1/2 269, 276, 290, 304, 290 286 
C2/1 291, 295, 293, 302, 282 293 
C2/2 287, 299, 290, 303, 306 297 
C3/1 306, 298, 302, 312, 321 308 
C3/2 275, 303, 278, 274, 274 281 
C4/1 317, 311, 311, 307, 281 305 
C4/2 271, 286, 273, 304, 296 286 
C5/1 344, 356, 329, 335, 336 340 
C5/2 305, 313, 335, 312, 311 315 
C6/1 290, 301, 299, 288, 293 294 
C6/2 320, 335, 318, 330, 301 321 

   

 
Fig. 1. Influence of carbon content on the microhardness HV0.1. 

 
Fig. 2. Influence of chrome content on the microhardness HV0.1. 

 
Fig. 3. Influence of nickel content on the microhardness HV0.1. 

 
Fig. 4. Influence of molybdenum content on the microhardness HV0.1.

 
Fig. 5. Influence of tungsten content on the microhardness HV0.1.

 
Fig. 6. Influence of tantalum content on the microhardness HV0.1.
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Fig. 7. Sample 6/1. Fine dendritic microstructure and eutectic 

containing precipitates.1000x 

 
Fig. 8. Sample 2/2. Rough dendritic microstructure and fine eutectic 

with precipitates. 1000x 

 
Fig. 9. Sample 3/2. The dendritic microstructure is preserved but 

the eutectic volume is increased. 1000x. 

 
Fig. 10. Sample 5/2. Dendrites and eutectic in close balance 

distribution. 1000x. 

 
4. Conclusions 

During the process of development and refinement of Co-Cr alloys was determined a good distribution of the alloying elements in 
bath with a maximum efficiency of the product. 

In terms of microhardness, increased carbon content, even at very low values, due to its low solubility in cobalt at the working 
temperature, can strengthen the metal matrix mainly by forming carbides of alloying elements such as Mo, W, Nb. Morphology and 
arrangement of the carbides into the metallic lattice of the alloy affects deformability and microhardness (Fig. 1) that is an important 
characteristic for prosthetic components with high resistance to wear. Effect of chromium, the main alloying element in cobalt base alloys, 
is mainly to increase corrosion resistance and its presence in the cobalt in solid solution hardens to a greater extent than carbon, (Fig 2), 
effect that is amplified by increased percentage of carbon with which forms carbides, much like the Mo and W. The addition of nickel in 
metal matrix of Co-Cr-Mo allows the increasing of the deformability, by increasing of the energy of defects packaging that is useful for 
processing of components in order to create complex configurations (Fig. 3). Elements such as W, Ta, Mo leads to hardening of metallic 
matrix by forming stable carbides at high temperatures (Fig. 4 to 6). 

The microstructure of studied alloys shows classical dendritic morphology, as evidence of casting process. Remarkable is the 
influence of chemical composition on the eutectic percentage, in relation with the proportion of dendrite formations, rich in Co and Cr, while 
other alloying elements added in different amounts, lead to formation of precipitates showing different shades in the metallographic images 
(Fig. 7 to 10). 
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Abstract. The paper presents a digital control system based on the TMS320F2812 digital signal processor. 
The role of this system is to allow easier and faster development and testing of advanced control structures for 
synchronous generator connected to the power network. The code development is supported by two software 
tools where the code can be developed in the C/C++ programming language or in a graphical environment. 
New generation of digital signal controllers together with the software programing tools offers good platform in 
area of development complex control algorithms and laboratory testing of new control strategies for 
synchronous generator excitation control. 
 
Introduction 

This paper presents a digital signal processor (DSP) based control system developed for the excitation control of a synchronous 
generator, which can also be used for the control of any type of the motor or power converter. The digital control system is used in the 
excitation control system for synchronous generator, in which performances of both the conventional control structure and new control 
structures can be analyzed. 

DSP manufacturers offer a great number of DSP starter kits and evaluation modules to evaluate the functionality of a particular DSP. 
However, these are general purpose tools and they mostly do not meet the application-specific requirements, so additional hardware is 
needed to satisfy the required specifications. This is particularly true in the DSP-based excitation control of synchronous generators. DSP 
manufacturers support the DSP starter kits with powerful debugging tools that allow users to develop their code and analyze the real-time 
performance of the system. Nevertheless, the proposed control system is developed for a specific application, at the same time being 
flexible for use in other applications. 
 
Hardware 

The proposed system consists of a four-layer printed circuit mainboard including a digital signal processor TMS320F2812 [1-3]. 
Beside the processor, 512 kB x 16 of supplementary memory, digital and analogue inputs and outputs, PWM outputs, communication 
modules, a LCD connector and an encoder input are placed on the mainboard. The system includes 24 galvanic isolated digital inputs and 
24 galvanic isolated digital outputs. While the system is performing a reset, all outputs are set to an inactive state (blank on reset). 
Furthermore, the system includes 16 galvanic isolated analogue inputs, two analogue outputs with 12-bit resolution, and 12 PWM outputs. 
The data exchange between the PC and the control system is carried out by a JTAG (Join Test Action Group) emulator. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Mainboard 
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The mainboard is rack-mounted together with power supplies, a LCD display, a JTAG emulator, current and voltage measurement 

transformers, a generator excitation current transducer, an AC/DC converter, etc. (Fig. 2(a)). 
The laboratory model, whose structure is shown in Fig. 2(b), enables an experimental verification of excitation control algorithms for 

voltage control and power system stabilization. This laboratory model enables the testing of various algorithms for excitation control as well 
as the testing of a system in different characteristic operating conditions (step change in active power reference or voltage reference). 

 

   (a)      (b) 
Fig. 2  Laboratory model. (a) rack; (b) structure. 

 
Thyristor converter (100kW) with an output current controller for supplying electrical power to two DC motors as prime movers (one on 

each generator side) is also included in the laboratory model (Fig. 3(a)), and a salient-pole synchronous machine (83kVA). The 
synchronous generator is connected to the network through reactance of 0.25 p.u. (Fig. 3(b)). A two-quadrant IGBT AC/DC converter is 
used as an excitation current source. The rotor speed and position are measured by an optical encoder. 

 

 

(a)     (b) 

Fig.3  (a) Synchronous generator with DC motors as prime movers; (b) Inductors between synchronous generator and network 

 
AC/DC converter  

For supplying the generator excitation current, an AC/DC converter is used. The AC/DC converter includes a three-phase bridge 
rectifier, a DC link with a detection of DC voltage, a braking resistor, and a DC chopper (Fig. 4). The control electronics monitor the level of 
voltage within the DC link and when this rises above a limit, the braking resistor is switched into the circuit by the use of an IGBT. When the 
DC voltage drops to a safe level, the load resistor is switched off. The frequency of the pulse-width modulated signal is 500 Hz. 
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Fig. 4  AC/DC converter for supplying generator excitation current 

 
Software  

The implemented operation system is designed in such a way that it has two interrupts and three periodic functions. The highest 
priority interrupt is linked to analogue inputs and is performed by a frequency of 5 kHz, which is also the analogue signal sampling 
frequency. The second interrupt has lower priority and is performed by a frequency of 500 Hz which is the frequency of pulse-width 
modulation. Periodic functions do not have priority and are therefore executed when there are no interrupts. 

Depending on the control demands and the functions being performed by individual circuit and software parts, the digital system 
function units are implemented as follows: 

• first level interrupt (5 kHz) – processing of the measured analogue signal, protective functions, analogue output refreshing, 
• second level interrupt (500 Hz) – control structure, generating of the PWM signal, 
• periodic function (100 Hz) – digital input and output and processing of the function keys, 
• periodic function (10 Hz) – communication routines, 
• periodic function (1 Hz) – LCD. 
For the development of the user code two types of software packages are used: Code Composer Studio12 (CCS) and VisSim13. 

These tools can be used in the code development for the Texas Instruments TMS320Cx family of processors. 
 
Code Composer Studio 
CCS is a software package which includes a source code editor, a debugger, a project manager, a profiler, probe points, and real-time 

analysis and visualization tools (Fig. 5) [4]. This tool allows code development in the C or C++ programming language, debugging, 
disassembly, real-time variable modification, and recording. CCS includes the library of predefined functions (PID controllers, PWM and 
signal generators, mathematical functions), so these functions can be used in the code development process. 

 

 

Fig. 5  Code Composer Studio screenshot. 
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VisSim 
Software package VisSim is a software tool for the code development for Texas instruments C2000 DSPs (Fig 6). It is a graphical 

programming tool with predefined blocks and target specific blocks [5]. When the model of the plant is completed, it can be first simulated 
in VisSim to verify the algorithm behavior. Furthermore, VisSim allows users to generate a fixed point C code from a structure drawn in 
VisSim and it includes a Code Composer plug-In. VisSim automatically translates the drawn diagrams into a highly optimized ANSI C code, 
that can be compiled and run on the target system. 

 

 

Fig 6.  VisSim screenshot. 
 

 
Conclusion 

This paper presents tools used for control of synchronous machines and excitation systems. The presented laboratory model consists 
of a digital control system based on the DSP TMS320F2812 used for the excitation control of a synchronous generator. Software packages 
Code Composer Studio and VisSim allow users to develop the code in the C or C++ programming language or in graphical environment. 
Also, the paper presents organization of the implemented algorithm and functions of digital control system. These hardware and software 
development tools allow the user to create control functions of the system and easily test the developed algorithms. 
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Abstract. The rolling transmission wheels have variable pitch and variable screw profile surface section. In 
this paper is presented the screw geometric profile and one new machining technology developed by our team 
. Machining with high precision turning is a promising solution. The profile manufacturing can only be made on 
high precisions machines, which are available at Direct-Line Ltd.in Budapest, where was realized the 
experiments.   
 
1. Introduction 

It is well-known that the CAD / CAM systems has enabled to develop a lot  of new and more complicated products and technologies. 
A good example in this way can be the rolling-element drive, [1], which create the new relationship of the gears and worm wheels with  a 
near-pure rolling contact. The rolling-element transmission eliminates the disadvantages of conventional engines, advantageous 
properties of the 21 century power plant be considered [2]. The gears, worm and worm wheel load transmitting surfaces, variable pitch 
screw profile and changing areas will be. Machining of such surfaces, cutting, 5 axis tool movement is normally possible. The CAD / CAM 
system has enabled the production of such surfaces, but it is necessary to solve some specific technological and economical problems. In 
this purpose our team developed and verified new CNC technologies for manufacturing the variable pitch screw section at one 
Ultra-precision surface machine. The use of high-precision lathe, hard ball screws and nuts are made of hardened cutting process. 
Periodically repeated, variable pitch and variable surfaces for high precision hard turning screw section, a new technology, according to the 
results of research and testing, the range of geometric, industrially applicable and will be a competitive solution. 

 
2. The practical utilization domain of variable pitch and section session screw 

The variable pitch and section screw is one active element of the new type of rolling devices having high precession and long life. In 
figure 1 there are presented a conceptual schema of related gearbox having 45 ° angle between functional axes. 
  

 
 

Fig 1.Utilization of the variable pitch and section screw at one special gearbox. 
 

The rolling-element involved in rotation of the wheels and the torque transmitting balls roll along are moving across a spatial curve, 
which is also called the switching path. To be able to realize one good contact between, without big value of friction and slipping it 
necessary to have one special variable pitch and section screw.  
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3. Geometry of new variable pitch and section screw 

In order to present we have chosen a particular worm axes used in precision mechanics (Fig. 2). The 3D model was designed with 
ReEngineer program. In figure 3 we can see the diagram of pitch changing along the axes, in comparison with one constant pitch screw 
(represented with interruption line ) 
 

 
 

Fig.2. General view of variable pitch and section worm 

 
Fig.3. Pitch variation diagram 

 
The normal section of worm is presented in figure 4, from which we can observe the continuing variation of curvature. Ball bearing load 
capacity is highly influenced by the contact point radius. Along the worm axes the radius R21,R22,R23…R2n is in continuing changing. So in 
every section there are different profile (fig.5.) 
  

 
Fig.4.The normal section of analyzed worm 
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Fig.5. Continuing variation of section along the helical line 

 
4. New technology for manufacturing of variable pitch and section worm 
The manufacturing of variable pitch and section worm contain from two different phase: roughing and finishing. In booth two phase we 
programmed screw chains. In the phase of roughing the movement speed of tool is on synchrony with main axes of the machine. Taking in 
consideration the fact of relative big value of pitch, it is necessary to realize high value for stopping and starting accelerations. 
 

Rough cutting. 
At this phase isn’t necessary to realize absolute accurate equidistant profile of screw helical flute because the addition for finishing is 

bigger in comparison with section profile modification. For programming the special machine tool we calculated the X, Y, Z coordinate of 
succession points. Between the successive points we introduced some short Archimedean helical lines, which will be realized by tool 
(fig.6). In the figure with interrupted line we represented the profile which will be realized at roughing phase. Using the geometrical data 
sheet we built one special program which was enabling to realize the necessary helical flute. For these phase we used one CBN tool with 
R = 0,4 mm top radius. 

 
 

Fig.6. The  profile at rough cutting  in axial section. 
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Smooth cutting phase 
For finishing we developed one special program enable to realized the variable pitch and section helical surfaces on necessary 

quality. As against with roughing, here for every crossing was necessary one characteristic orbit for tool. These orbits was established with 
one special program developed by us. The finishing phase was realized with one CBN tool with R = 0,8 mm top radius. 

 
5. Conclusions 

The high worm realized by ultra precision touring was compared with some worms realized by milling and the result was that at our 
technology it s possible to obtain higher quality for rolling balls. The manufacturing time was little bigger but taking in consideration the 
obtained quality, we appreciate for the following our researches in this field, it is necessary to increase the developed program. At the same 
time, we conclude that for serial production of drives with rolling bells it is necessary to solve a lot of technological and economical aspects. 
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Abstract. Logistics is important for functionality of companies. Financial losses are cause by bad logistics. 
Therefore it is very important to know which problems need to be solved and where to start from. If no 
problems occur it is very probable that a basic problem exists. Some basics don´t function. The question is if 
a method, which can find poor places in processes and give good strategy for finding it, exists. The other 
question are the ordering systems, which are an important part of logistics. 

Introduction 
The article discusses the design of a suitable methodology, which depends on inventory management, inventory theory, transportation 
and on many other factors. Such a methodology is needed, which shortens the time delays and time loses   between individual 
operations. Delays are minimized and business continuity and supplement of products is ensured. This leads to the fact that companies 
give their products on time without production errors. 
 
The main inventory management  system 
dependent demand - it can be inferred from the demand for a commodity or item. For example. demand the production hall, which has 
certain requirements for warehouse, storage products, the specific amount in order to build the planned number of final products • 
appropriate dose planning method - used in manufacturing enterprises. Assemble the production schedule for finished products and 
then use the BOM needed to calculate all components. The time advance in this case does not count. • Equipment Material 
Requirements Planning MRP 1 - designed to calculate dependent demand in quantity and time. The calculation is based on a fixed 
production plan, the bill of materials and data on the existing backlog of orders. It is important that the final product was completed when 
the customer requests it. 
 

Independent demand - occurs randomly and is not related to demand for other types of goods as demand for goods in the shopping 
center. For an independent inquiry is used: • statistical method of determining benefits - a common method for inventory 
management. Unable to plan future moments ordering (dose according forexample Campova formula) • The method of time-ordering  
moment - except for portion size and safety stock into account the time value. It is determined in which time they will have to be 
submitted orders and contracts to ensure the expected need. 

Fig.1 Packaging Machina 

 

Management systems for independent demand 

Ordering systems are used for inventory management of individual inventory items with uniform, constant, independent of demand. The 
tale of demand is defined so that its expected - the planned size does not change with time. It is a stationary demand. In these systems, 
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the signal of the need to make an order to replenish inventory published in fall layout (signal stock) below a certain amount of the (order 
level).  
Order level inventory (also known as point of order or signal level) is proposed to cover the required reliability of the demand during the 
expected duration of the interval from the signal of the need to subscribe to receive the delivery to the warehouse. This time period is 
called cost and denoted by tp.Order management systems implemented according to the flow of material supplies. These systems do 
not identify the future moments before ordering, as well as moments or future deliveries to the warehouse. The lengths of the intervals 
between deliveries vary, depend inter alia on the quantitative and temporal fluctuations of demand from planned.  

 

 
 

Fig.2 Automation Robot 

Variants of ordering system 

Ordering systems give the answer to the question when and how much to order for replenishment. As the moment the signal of the 
need for order and order size for the two alternatives are available. Combining these two variants are formed four ordering systems, 
which are called (Bo Q), (Bo, S), (Bk, Q), (Bk, S). 

 
Variants of the time of the signal: 

- Signal is issued at the time when the disposition of stock items first order drops below the level called Bo, store layout is compared 
continuously with ordering levels, ie at each occurrence requirement to be dispensed (each dispensing items - signání assembly can 
occur per day) 

 
- Store layout is compared with ordering levels, Bk known only periodically at intervals of fixed length t labeled (for example, weekly, 
biweekly or monthly) - signal generated only periodic reports are more comprehensive  

Inventory management systems 

 
 Default assumptions - system (Bo Q): 
•  depletion of course be taken to facilitate the uniform 
•  size of the replenishment is done in certain doses, the dose is called (Q) 
• order processing takes time tl (delivery time), order must be made before the stock falls to zero, precisely the time tl 
• the amount of inventory, if reached, or exceeded it is necessary to place an order, call the order level (B) 
• coverage for variations in delivery times we need to create safety stock (Pz) 
Systems "Bo" need for its proper function carefully and keeping records current inventory. They are used to manage inventories, 
especially for a limited number of significant items of great value annual sales or consumption, as well as expensive or important items 
for other reasons. The disadvantage of these systems is more labor intensive inventory management. If this is the order quantity, the 
"Q" are universally applicable. For less frequent demand (requests for larger quantities come with longer distances) are recommended 
for systems rather "S". They minimize the impact of fluctuations in demand variability on the time interval between orders (and hence 
supply) for production orders greater regularity of spacing between doses may have a positive impact on the planning and production 
management, or maintenance and repairs.  

Theory of inventory 

The role models of inventory management is to determine how many products produce or order to store. At the same time is necessary 
to provide an economically advantageous relationship between the costs of storage products and losses as a result few stocks. 
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Inventory management models are designed to reduce total cost of acquisition, storage and use of supplies, including potential losses 
that may occur if the supply is not needed. The sizes of orders and dates are the end result of the calculations performed.  

The essence of the theory of inventory 

Exist basic information, which is good know during control inventory systems. And from these shows, when is preferable smaller or 
larger reserve. Insufficient supply may cause high losses, which are higher than the cost of storage, such as loss of customers or 
stopping production Regular orders (supply) reduce the cost of resources that are bound in stocks and also reduce storage costs. They 
increase the cost of the items associated with supply processes as well as shipping costs. The inventory is a certain amount of funds 
that they are unnecessarily high, thus blocking funds that could be used otherwise. (You still need to count the cost of storage).  

Three Methodologies 

In the design process of a suitable methodology I compare three  methodologies. The first methodology is KLA, the second 
methodology is VDA 6.3. and the third which I discuss is MMOG. I examine which one would be the best and most effective for the 
production process. 

The 3 methods: 1) Methodology by KLA, 2) VDA 6.3., 3) MMOG 

Methodology by KLA - In this method control, production and quality take approximately the same percentage part. The biggest part in 
this methodology take logistics and support processes.  The advantages of this method are that it is logistically detail, and reveals the 
potential of design activities. The disadvantages are: not too good efficiency and not very good continuity. 

Methodology by VDA 6.3. - In methodology VDA 6.3. control, production, quality and logistics approximately the same percentage part. 
The advantages of this methodology are: the volume of all departments, shows good continuity and another advantage   is customer 
regulations. Disadvantages are that it does not go into depth and do not detect potentials. 

Methodology by MMOG - This method includes in addition supporting files. Supporting files plus control, production and quality take 
approximately the same percentage part. Logistics take approximately fifty percent in this method. The advantages are that it is  
logistically detail, allows detection of potentials, allows selection efficiency and customer regulations. The disadvantages are the 
necessity of supporting files and poor continuity.  

 Logistics audit - methodology 

Logistics audit is defined as global diagnostics of production processes. Logistics audit consists of: Objektivity, The auditor´s 
independente, Concealing some business data, Follow-up solutions, Repetition, Control outputs. 

The reasons why to study logistics audit are to be able to find problems of logistical character. Nowadays the detection of such logistical 
problems is very significant and also complex activity. If the provided logistical auditor is capable of designing the project assignment or 
changing the program according to the audit results, then analysis may be more effective and go more in depth. In the absence of 
standard logistics, for example ISO 9000 standard of management quality, it is not a problem. Integral logistics is nowadays a field that 
is spread and highly structured. The methodology allows the logistics so-called „mirror“ for all type of organization and management of 
material flow.  

Content logistics audit 

The starting point of logistics audit is the division of the  functions of the firm on primary and secondary. The primary functions include 
PURCHASE-PRODUCTION(or OUTPUT)-SALE. The material flow is implemented based on these functions. The secondary function 
has its own logistics, quality, skills, technology, information and money. 

The design scope of logistics audit 

Logistics audit, its scope is dependent on how the organization is large and further the process and product complexity of its activities. 
For this purpose, a table giving the capacity requirements for an audit, related to the cast discussed the primary functions (Purchasing - 
Production - Sale), to locate the company's organizational units and the total number of employees. Implementation of logistics audit 
depends on the precise preparation and good organization. Then followed a lot of interviews and visits to company premises and at the 
same stage of information materials. Audit results are documented, then submitted for approval and verification of the audited company 
managers, and finally presented to the senior management of the company.  

The outputs of the logistics audit 

The set two circuits logistics audit objectives are prepared and documented two main outputs: Report audit of logistics, Materials for 
making the project (program) changes in logistics. Entering the project (program) changes in logistics includes parts that are usual for 
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subsequent analysis of additional processes and proposal for implementation of the logistics elements, meet the required logistics 
functions. Making the proposed changes can be achieved by solving individual tasks to designated experts, organizations, training and 
workshops, or implementation of other projects (or subprojects) in connection with other functions company-wide management system.  

Evaluation of the importance of logistics audit 

Only logistics audit solve incurred or expected role in the logistics, company is facing. In addition to observation status, you need to find 
such paths that lead to positive changes in the company. The issues of what needs to change, audit determines how, by whom, when 
and for how much change is possible. The audits show that this form of input into the issue of logistics is an effective and important 
element of logistics consulting services. Diagnostics - the result of structure, marking and sorting errors or achieve the highest 
possible condition based on good design solutions and build the right priorities 

Evaluation 

The goal is to design such a methodology in logistics, which will be optimal for the concrete manufacturing process. The characteristics 
of the optimal methodology are minimal delays, high quality, efficiency, and productivity and of course minimum cost. An important 
feature of logistics process is taking in account a time reserve storage and transportation to the customers. And of course deliver the 
products with the required quality and within the required term. Fulfilling all these criteria is accomplished by choosing the optimal 
methodology of the manufacturing process and having a well-coordinated logistic string.  

Fig.3 Handling Technique – Forklift 
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Abstract. The paper presents proposal of optimization strategies for powder coating facility. The powder 
coating production line is analyzed and virtual model is created using Plant Simulation software. Model was 
used for simulation of production process to find weaknesses of the process. Different strategies for improving 
the process are considered. 

 
Introduction 
 
Because of the growing competition, the pressure to increase the efficiency of production systems has increased significantly. In addition, 
the number of technical components in a number of products increases, and therefore also growing requirements for installation and 
logistics processes. These demands could be answered with the help of appropriate tools for product lifecycle management (PLM), which 
enable re-use of data that are always available to any user who need support and effective cooperation between the various departments. 
Simulating the complete flow of materials that includes supporting the production, storage and transport activities is recognized as the key 
to a successful business, and is now widely used in the industry [1-10]. It is possible to achieve a reduction in inventories and an increase 
of throughput by around 20-60%, and increase the productivity of existing production systems by about 15-20%. 
The reason for performing simulation can be to achieve strategic, tactical or operational objectives. To achieve the strategic goal is 
observed that the factory would be built in the country taking into account the logistics and efficiency of workers, machinery malfunctions, 
flexibility, storage costs etc. In order to achieve tactical objectives, the simulation is performed for an average time of 1-3 months in order 
to analyze the need for resources, optimize the sequence of operations and the size of the series. To simulate the operational level, 
information about the current state of manufacturing equipment and state of the current work should be concluded, in order to ascertain 
time and to achieve planned production to determine support strategies for disruptions in production. 
 
Coating process 
 
Due to the large share of manual labor in the factory for the powder coating it was not practical to use classical methods of optimization, so 
method based on the stochastic processes were looked into for optimization, in order to: 
 
 - detect and display problems that might otherwise lead to costly and time-consuming corrections, 
 - providing mathematically calculated performance indicators rather than instinct'' experts'', 
 - reduction of investment costs of production without affecting the required amount of production, 
 - optimizing the performance of existing production system. 
 
Tools used for powder coating process simulation and optimization 
 
Plant Simulation 
 
 Is based on the object oriented programming with following features. 
  

 Inheritance: Creating a database with its own facilities that can always be used. Unlike the copy, any changes to the object 
within the database is transferred to all objects-descendants. 

 Polymorphism: Classes can be taught, and the methods can be performed again redefined. This allows for quicker and easier 
creation of complex models with a clear structure. 

 Hierarchy: Complex structures can arise in several logical layers. This allows top-down and bottom-up approach to design. 
 Possibility to import data from other systems, such as Access or Oracle databases, Excel spreadsheets ... 
 Integration: Plant Simulation is supporting import of data from other PLM programs 
 Download of the spatial distribution of other programs (AutoCAD, MicroStation, FactoryCAD ...) directly in the simulation 
 Includes tools for detection and detailed analysis of the bottlenecks (Bottleneck Analyzer), a tool for monitoring the material flow 

(Sankey diagrams) and a tool for detecting oversized resources (Chart Wizard). 
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Optimization:  
 
Following tools were used for optimization:  
 

 The Experiment Manager automatically generates scripts or evaluating interactions between two input parameters. 
 Genetic algorithms are searching in wide range of solutions. 
 Neural networks are displayed on the connections between the input and output parameters and can be used for prediction. 
 Data Analysis: Detection of interdependence, regression analysis, functions eligibility. 

 
 
Simulation 
 
Manufacturing is one of the most important areas for application of simulation. Simulations are very important and valuable tools used by 
engineers to assess the justification of the investment cost in equipment and facilities such as factories, warehouses and distribution 
centers. A simulation allows predicting the performance of an existing or planned system and is used to compare alternative solutions to a 
problem. Another important goal of simulation is to determine the performance of production. In simulation plan we used following 
information's abbot process: Structural data factory layout, Means of production, Transport functions, Transport routes, Areas limitations, 
Production time data usage, Performance Information, Conveyors capacity, Material flow information's, Availability, Working time, Shifts 
schedule, Product Data Work Plan and all others organization information's which we have collected in the company. 
 
Powdery Coating 
 
All pieces which will be coated should hang up on conveyer. The entire cycle is composed of the following phases: 
 

1) Preliminary stages of cleaning / degreasing  
2) Drying in an oven  
3) Application of the powder in the chamber 
4) Polymerization in the oven 
5) Cooling 

 

 
Fig. 1 Powder coating production line 

 
Virtual model  
 
It is necessary to define a model that describes the real manufacturing system for powder coloring work pieces that are used in the 
company Alpron. It is important to successfully replicate the results that are achieved in the real world, and when that is achieved, apply 
optimization methods and searching for better and more efficient ways. Each element of the virtual model has a specific function that 
attempts to replicate the real world. By changing the parameters, it is possible to see how the results change, and whether the changes 
contribute to the improvement of the process. Based on data collected from documentation and observation of the technological cycle and 
containing the type of equipment, cycle time, capacity, consumption, length of lines, etc., and the layout of the production facility started the 
modeling. 
The whole process can be divided into fully automated part and on the part of workers who perform. Automated part of the process 
includes conveyors, washing phase, the phase of drying in the oven and roast or phase polymerization. Jobs hanging work pieces, 
deflation, causing dust and removing work pieces performed by employees. 
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Fig. 2 Model of powder coating production line 

 
Analysis 
 
After having created a virtual model, set all the parameters relevant to the model, performed simulations and test the adjustments, it was 
found that the model accurately mimics the real system. This has enabled an analysis of usability of the system. 
On the basis of the graph, Fig. 3, it can be concluded that the minimum downtime for tasks that are done by machine, while places that 
carry workers, such as installing and removing sites, and have a large share of deflation mode. It can be concluded that this part of the job 
and the machine can be replaced automate or to reorganize one worker serves more jobs. Workers working on spraying have a very high 
percentage of approximately 87%, which indicates a very good yield. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Process atributes  

 
Also shown on the graph shows that the entrance blocked and work pieces that the workload pallets 1 100%, from which it can be 
concluded that the increase in velocity of work pieces through the increased productivity, the number of products produced per unit time. 
Speed by 1 m / min can be increased to a maximum of 3 m / min because then comes to blocking in the process of applying powder or 
reaches the maximum capacity of the line. A higher speed increases due to the increasing costs of energy required amount of heat in the 
drying process so it is necessary to find optimal values with respect to different objective functions. 
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Conclusion 
 
When compared with the behavior of the actual production system the simulation model results depend on the quality of the input 

data and the accuracy of the virtual model. When it comes to assembly processes and transportation systems, their control systems, 
workers with multiple profiles or qualification, warehouse management, manufacturing processes become very complex. By using object 
orientation and inheritance, it is possible to optimize multiple parameters of the system taking into account the reduction of supplies, 
increase efficiency and throughput. 

Visualizing the whole model in a 3D environment provides more realistic presentation of the system behavior. In conjunction with the 
insight in a virtual reality model one can really get a sense of how things will look like and what are the potential weaknesses of the current 
model before the production system is build, which allows for changes at minimal cost. 

Based on the results of analysis of bottlenecks and usability of the system, it can be concluded that the throughput of the system can 
be increased with fully automated powder coating process by replacement of the workers with machines or robots. This decision depends 
on the size of the planned series, and the financial, technological and spatial capacity of the company. Greater efficiency can be achieved 
by accelerating production lines speed from 1 m/min up to maximum of 3 m/min, whilst taking into account the increase in energy 
consumption and increased system load. 

Future research will consider the possibility of reorganizing the weak work places and used to compare the solution of spatial 
reorganization of production lines and serving more jobs from one worker to the decision process of automating and replacing workers with 
machines. Also, examine the values of speed production lines in order to find optimal values for different objective functions, higher 
productivity, and lower costs. 
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Abstract. Single incremental metal forming SPIF and deep drawing process are similar technologies and SPIF 
can be used to build a prototype for additional analysis and later construction. In this paper the selection of 
parameters needed for SPIF process production with software Solidcam are shown. A consideration to strain 
hardening has been given. Experiment on a thin sheet metal TH435 CA ST E2.8/2.8 of 0.19 mm thickness has 
been conducted in order to understand basics of the technology. 
 
 
Introduction 

The Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) process is a flexible sheet metal forming method adapted to form various complex 
shapes using a milling machine, a multi-axis robot or a dedicated machine without the need of specific and costly tools, such as a punch 
and die, as described by [1]. To increase the quality of the final geometry, it is still possible to use a die that can be manufactured in a 
cheap material because the applied forces are low. Depending on the length of the tool path and speed of the tool, the forming process can 
take up to a few hours for large parts. It is, in consequence, adapted to small batch production and rapid prototyping. Furthermore, the 
SPIF process, is known to shift Forming Limit Diagrams (FLD) to higher formability [2] compared to conventional forming processes. 
Because SPIF has a high industrial interest, the applicability of this technique on the new material studied must be experimentally verified. 
The problem of shape inaccuracy which is usually an important limiting factor for SPIF applications, must be solved [3]. The SPIF process 
can be optimized by experimental trials and errors and/or by a numerical analysis. The numerical approach predicts the forming forces and 
the final shape according to the tool path. However such information is accurate only if the simulation has been validated by experiments. 
During the working process the position of the tool is defined by the process kinematics and the force of deformation depends on the tool 
path. The forming force is controlled by the operator during the whole process. As it can be seen from Fig. 1 a sheet of metal is tightly 
clamped in a working device and then the spherical tool executes the working process. The tool moves along a predetermined contour in 
the horizontal plane, after which the tool incrementally descends and starts a new contour in the next horizontal plane, building up the 
workpiece layer by layer. 

 
Fig. 1 The experiment in this investigation was conducted on a Hurco VMX 30m milling machine 

Thinning of the workpiece is the dominant failure mode in SPIF and is related to the workpiece drawing angle. For a given material 
and initial thickness, the maximum drawing angle represents the limits of the conventional incremental forming process. In this 
investigation thin sheet metal TH435 thickness 19 mm was used, the material is used in packaging industry for cans that are made for 
meat products. The used specimens were coated from both sides with Alupigmented Lacquer homogeneous opaque film of silver-grey 
color. 

 
Solidcam 

Solidcam software 2009 was used to simulate milling parameters needed for deformation process of incremental sheet metal 
forming. The model was done in Solidworks software and in Solidcam the target, stock, tools and a strategy for tool path was selected.  
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of outside holder is necessary for reduction of possible vibrations the primary impact of workholding on surface finish is vibration. In the 
worst case vibration will turn into chatter, which is a harmonic effect that will be very visible on the surface finish. Cutting conditions were 
selected feed xy =1000 mm/min, spin rate = 3000 rpm feed Z = 33 mm/min, Δz was selected as 1 mm (Fig. 5 and 6). The feed z was used 
in combination with helical path in order to avoid direct pressure on single point while lowering for the assigned Δz. 

 
Fig. 5 Tool used in the proces is similar to lollipop mill and was made of carbide steel 

 
Fig. 6 Cutting conditions 

 
Overlap  
 

 
Fig. 7 Scalop or minimum overlap was selected as 0.6 of the tool diametar, center was selected as the starting point 

Overlap Fig. 7 determines the distance from the number of passes and distance between each pas in xy direction. 
Recommendations in literature for minimum milling overlap are 60 % of tool diameter and this distance was used in the investigation. As 
the tool is in contact with surface with one point and comes to a higher surface contact when it is working edges different strategies can be 
applied. The thinning can be regulated by careful tool-path generation and modification of overlap by equalizing the stress-strain 
conditions between each pass.  

 
Experiment  

Experiment was conducted with a specimen of 100 x 100 mm and the product dimensions of Ø60 x10 mm. Material that was used 
was TH 435 CA ST E2.8/E2.8 with 0.19 mm thickness, [8].  The workholder was made of aluminium and carved form one block to increase 
stiffness of clamping process and remove possible workholder vibrations. For experiment purposes a round path was selected, a depth the 
contour parameters for the experiment were selected from program and taken from the center toward the outside. A hole was drilled at the 
center of specimen after it was clamped in order to increase stability of the deformation process [6, 7]. The wall angle was 90 ° and it broke 
at the 10 mm depth. 
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Fig. 8 The tested cone  

In the Fig. 7 the tested cone is shown. The crack occurred in two places at the opposite direction this indicates dependency on 
anisotropy properties as the crack first occurred direction of rolling at the 0° of material Fig. 9. Variations of rotational spin speed from 1000  
rpm and 3000 rpm were used and they showed no noticeable difference and also the Δz = 2 mm and ΔZ =1 mm, however the material 
hardened and broke at the steep angle. 

   

  
Fig. 9 Crack occured in the rolling direction 0° 

Conclusion 
Incremental sheet forming process is a very promising manufacturing process which still requires further optimizations namely in the 

speed of the process and optimal tool path strategies. Numerous studies have demonstrated the effect of process parameters like 
advancing speed, forming force, tool depth step in the characteristics of the formed parts. Future research will include Finite element 
simulation based on different friction factors and possibilities to add to the formability process, with an elastic springback analysis, but also 
the evolution of strain and thickness distribution. Slip planes will also be investigated as slip depends on many factors including external 
load and the corresponding value of shear stress produced by it. For obtaining greater formability, the geometry of crystal structure and the 
orientation of active slip planes with the direction of shearing stresses generated needs to be addressed. Also the speed is very important 
and it can be achieved by designing faster and multiple clamping systems, and optimizing tool speeds, rotation, feed, feed in the z direction 
and amount of the lowering Δz. 
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Abstract.Using the golden ratio in the old civilizations is considered a main direction of any design that has 
an authentic value and artistic sense. The old civilizations used the golden ratio in many of its architectural 
and decorative designs and furniture designs by networks that have been a direct application for that ratio. 
The most important civilizations are the old Egyptian civilization, Greek civilization and Islamic civilization. 
These three civilizations are considered the most important civilizations that established networks using 
science in the design, which depended upon that in all of its arts. So, it was important studying the way of 
using these civilizations for the golden ratio in building its designing networks, trying to conclude the 
designing relationships resulting from its using in each civilization and extent of success of applying that 
upon the contemporary designs.   
 
Introduction 

The pro-rata principle is the main criterion of design in all of the ancient civilizations starting from the Egyptian civilization that left 
many of the effects in all fields of arts, architecture, interior design and furniture. All of them are based upon engineering and calculating 
systems, its basis is pro-rata. They reached to engineering relationships and designing networks that made a civilization that is mother 
of the ancient civilizations. Do not say about it power of the Greek civilization where the genius Euclides in 300 B.C. several of important 
engineering and calculating that assisted the designer upon achieving the greatest designs. But the Islamic civilization including 
tremendous momentum of wonderful heritage in all fields of architecture to interior design and furniture design and terminating with the 
Islamic ornaments. All of them are based upon calculating and engineering theories based upon using the pro-rata principle. Its most 
important principle that is the golden ratio is used, in a way created several of marvelous designing relationships that constituted infinite 
designs that made it one of the most important and most successful ancient civilizations in this field. 
 
Different uses for golden ratio derivatives in the ancient civilizations: 

Pro-rata laws are multiplied in the civilizations. All of them participated in one common factor that is all of them are derived from the 
golden ratio. It is admirable that each of them used the golden ratio itself but in different style resulted in a different group of the designing 
relationships that distinguished each civilization than the other one where this research seeks to identify these relationships and difference 
aspects between them. These laws are the following: 

 
First: ancient Egyptian civilization:  there are many of laws specialized for pro-rata that depends upon the golden ratio used by 

the ancient Egyptian including: Small arm - Royal arm - Longitude - division - Netting division. 
 
Second: ancient Greek civilization: the Greek used many of theories specialized for pro-rata that depended upon the golden 

ratio that based upon several of the designs in different fields of art including: 
- Pythagoras' theories in pro-rata (musical ratio theories – Pythagoras fourfold theory) - Euclides theories for proportionality – 

golden sector ratio (engineering theories). 
 

Third: ancient Islamic civilization: the Muslim artist and designer used several of the previous ratios used by the ancient 
civilizations but in different style including: 

Engineering sequences – ideal ratios – golden ratios – using the square – golden rectangle – fifth root rectangle – golden sector - 
Pythagoras' quadripartite – proportional Safa brothers system. 

 
The designing relationships resulting from using the design fundamentals in the ancient civilizations: 
 The designing relationships with authentic and distinguished values for the ancient civilizations are multiplied and differed. For 
instance, the designing relationships resulting from designing an ancient Egyptian temple façade differs from that is resulting from 
designing an Egyptian furniture unit too, than that is resulted from designing some of the decorative units in the same civilization. 
Also, it differs from one civilization to the other. Determining category of these relationships depends upon extent of its domination in the 
design. 
 Hence, we should identify the designing relationships for some design that it is: (outcome of using certain designing bases on 
designing some area leads to manifesting authentic values by themselves where they would have the domination in this design). Using the 
golden ratio in each of the architectural, interior and decorative design in the three ancient civilizations that have an imprint in the humanity 
history such as the ancient Egyptian, Greek, Roman and Islamic civilization led to creating several of the successful designing 
relationships that differed in each civilization according to the design fundamentals distinguished by that civilization in a way led to 
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difference of the feature in each of these civilizations than the others in spite of proving the factory of using the golden ratio in a way gives 
for its use the magic imprint for multiplication of successful relationships in each civilization. 
For instance, the common, powerful and successful designing relationships in the three major civilizations are (exchange and repetition), 
sometimes contiguity and overlapping. By the analytical study, we can touch synchronism of existence of these relationships with using 
pro-rata rules especially the golden ratio in the design and also difference of the design bases supporting that in each civilization than the 
other one. 

 
Concluding the designing relationships resulting from using the golden ratio in the ancient civilizations: 

 
First: the ancient Egyptian civilization 
 The following Figure (1) clarifies the horizontal projection for Horus temple in Edffo. The above planning clarifies using the 
designer for the golden ratio in designing the projection. By analyzing the designing relationships generated from the design, we 
find that there is rhythmic degradation resulted from using the golden rectangle and also the symmetry around the horizontal pivot. 
But the Figure (2) is a ledge on the form of Copra decorations over cornice. It was divided with the golden ratio and its derivatives. 
It was resulted several of the successful designing relationships including overlapping. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                  
 
 
                                                                                                                     Fig. 2 a ledge  
                                                                                                                of Copra decorations 
                                                                                                                over Egyptian cornice. 

 
 

                                               Fig. 1 the horizontal projection  

                                                   for Horus temple in Edffo. 

 
But the Figure (3) is for some of the ancient Egyptian furniture pieces. Its design is ratios and measurements 

specialized for the Ancient Egyptians. It was derived also from the golden ratio. Both designs contained several of the successful 
designing relationships including contiguity, overlapping, symmetry and repetition.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3: chairs from the modern state that ratios were used in its design. 
 
 

 
 
 

Second: ancient Greek civilization: 
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 The following Figure (4) clarifies the front façade for Parthenon temple near Acrobol. It is surrounded by golden rectangle as 
we see in analysis of the facade. It consists of several of other rectangles. All of that contained several of designing relationships 
that gave it marvelous authentic values including symmetry and repetition where it seems as if the golden ratio has automatic 
renewal in each of addition or subtraction process, meaning that if a square is deduced from the golden rectangle, the rectangle 
will remain also golden. Consequently, it results these marvelous authentic relationships. Also, the horizontal projection for the 
Greek temple in diagram (4) that holds the same authentic values resulted from using pro-rata in the horizontal division. 

 

 
Fig. 4: the horizontal projection and the façade specialized for Parthenon temple and analysis of the ratios used in the design 

 

 
Third: ancient Islamic civilization  
 
 But the Islamic civilization invented in using the golden ratio and its derivatives in all of its designs that followed engineering 
systems and bases specialized for it in the way of its handling for the vocabulary. It was resulted unique variance in the designs 
and the relationships resulted from that, where special relationships were emerged including collaboration, contiguity, overlapping, 
repetition and interaction. With each design, many permutations emerge for several of more powerful designs with designing 
relationships hold marvelous authentic values. We remark that in the following Figures (5, 6). 

 
 

        
Fig. 5: the vertical and horizontal projections for mosque and school of Sultan Qaitbay and the ratios used in the design. 
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Fig. 6: window of Sultan Barkouk's grave in the Mamluk age, some of the furniture units and analysis of the ratios specialized for its design 

 
 

Conclusion 
 As conclusion, using the golden ratio and its derivatives in the ancient civilizations lead to several important results. 
 
 
Results of the research: 
 

 The three powerful ancient civilizations divided using the golden ratio and its derivatives in its designs. 

 Using the engineering ratios created several of different designing relationships that distinguished these designs and gave it 
eternal authentic values. 

 The different designing relationships resulted in uniqueness for each civilization than its equivalents in spite of proving using 
these ratios in a way proved richness of using it in the designing relationships. 

 
Recommendations of the research: 
 The Researcher recommends using the golden ratio and its derivatives as a basis in the contemporary designs in order to 
achieve the good relationships between the design vocabulary that exceed the authentic value for any design and its distinction than 
the other. 

 Studying the Aesthetic values in the ancient civilizations and benefiting from them in our contemporary designs. 
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Abstract. The purpose of our work is to develop new synergetic combinations between chitosan and curcumin 
which will demonstrate antimicrobial and antioxidant characteristics. Diverse synergetic combinations were 
adsorbed onto the viscous fabric to reach the antimicrobial properties essential for medical textiles. Those 
synergistic formulations adsorbed onto fibres were compared to the fibres coated only by chitosan and only by 
curcumin, respectively.  
 
Introduction. Among the various polysaccharide products, amino functional polysaccharides are the most promising as antimicrobial 
substances useful for many applications [1]. These polysaccharides contain amino groups which interact with the cell surface of pathogen 
microorganisms and in this way destroy them by several possible mechanisms [1]. One of the most popular amino polysaccharide is 
chitosan obtained by alkaline deacetylation of chitin. Chitosan's positive charge, the degree of N-deacetylation, the mean polymerization 
degree and the nature of chemical modifications are the properties which strongly influence its antimicrobial effectiveness [1]. Chitosan 
has been approved as food ingredient from FDA recently; therefore, the use of chitosan for new product development as well as natural 
antimicrobial agents would become more popular.  
However, in spite of amino polysaccharides excellent antimicrobial activity, most of them show very poor antioxidant activity [2] which is 
significant when developing innovative biomaterials for medical devices, such a 
as bioactive dressings and wound healing isolation materials, or a bioactive material to be used in e.g. food packaging . For these 
applications it is essential to provide, besides antimicrobial inhibition, a reduction in those reactive oxygen species that are strongly 
implicated in the pathogenesis of e.g. wounds, causing injury with bio-molecules such as lipids, proteins and nucleic acids, as well as 
depleting the human skin, and/or e.g. retard the degradation reactions of fats and pigments in food products [3]. Thus, it is very much 
appreciated to increase antioxidant activity of bioactive polymers mentioned with the natural compounds with proven high antioxidant 
capacity, such as plant phenolics. The antimicrobial and antioxidant activity depended on the concentration and chemical nature of the 
phenolic compounds in the extracts. 
The aim of our paper was to prepare synergistic formulation of chitosan  (Figure 1) and curcumin (Figure 2), a natural plant phenolic, in 
order to obtain a wide spectrum antimicrobial as well as antioxidant agent that may be applied onto polymers as a bioactive film.  
 
 

 

 

Fig.1: Deacetylation of chitin into chitosan [4] 
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Fig. 2: Curcumin in powder [5] 

 
Our paper presents the development of curcumin-chitosan formulations and their applications onto fibre-oriented polymers (cellulose 
fibres). Cellulose fibres were characterised toward formulation adsorption onto cellulose. Finally, antimicrobial and antioxidant (not shown 
here) properties of functionalised cellulose material were examined.  
 
 
Experimental  
 
Materials 
 
 
The samples preparation and notations are listed in the Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1: Sample notations 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Description of samples 

A Alkaline washed viscose fabric 

B A, functionalised by acidic solution of chitosan (w/w=0,5 %).  

C A, functionalised by curcumin in ethanol solution (w/w=0,5 %) 

D A, functionalised first by chitosan solution (w/w=0,5 %), and after drying of sample,  
with curcumin in etanol (w/w=0,5 %).  

E A, functionalised by chitosan (w/w=0,5 %)  and curcumin (w/w=0,5 %) in water  
solution in the  ratio 1:1.  
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Methods 
 
Kjeldahl Analysis 
About 1.5 g of the sample was digested with H2S04 and a catalyst containing 2.8% TiO2, 3.0% CuS04 5H2O, and 94.2% K2SO4. The residue 
was treated with NaOH to liberate NH3, which was subsequently absorbed in boric acid and titrated with HCl. All samples were analyzed at 
least in triplicate to ensure reproducibility and to exclude statistical errors. 
 
Antimicrobial Test  
The antimicrobial properties of the treated fabrics were evaluated by ASTM E2149-01,22 which is a quantitative antimicrobial test method 
performed under dynamic contact conditions. Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria were used as test organisms. The incubated test 
culture in a nutrient broth was diluted using a sterilized 0.3 mM phosphate buffer (KH2PO4; pH 6.8) to give a final concentration of 1.5-3.0 
× 105 colony forming units (CFU)/mL. This solution was used as a working bacterial dilution. Each fabric (0.5-2 g) was cut into small pieces 
(1 × 1 cm) and transferred to a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask containing 50 mL of the working bacterial dilution. All flasks were capped loosely, 
placed on the incubator, and shaken for 1 h at 37 °C and 120 rpm using a Wrist Action incubator shaker. After a series of dilutions using the 
buffer solutions, 1 mL of the diluted solution was plated in nutrient agar. The inoculated plates were incubated at 37 °C for 24 h, and the 
surviving cells were counted. The average values of the duplicates were converted to CFU/mL in the flasks by multiplying with the dilution 
factor. The antimicrobial activity was expressed as R ) % reduction of the organism after contact with the test specimen compared to the 
number of microorganisms cells surviving after contact with the control. 
 
 
Results and discussion  
 
Table 2 shows the amount of total nitrogen present in the fabrics (v mmol/kg). 
 
Table 2: Total N (mmol(kg) present in the fabrics  
 

Sample Ni (mg/L) Ni (mmol/kg) 

A 0,263 4,70 

B 4,03 71,69 

C 0,349 6,23 

D 0,701 12,52 

E 4,76 85 

 
 
In the case of the reference sample obviously certain impurities were presented as a result of the fibers/fabric production and treatments. 
Nitrogen which was detected in the curcumin is also the consequence of different impurities which often appear in commercial products. 
Despite the small presence of nitrogen impurities present in the fabric samples as well as in curcumin the highest nitrogen content was 
expected in the case of samples treated with solution of chitosan or chitosan in combination with the curcumin. The highest nitrogen 
content shows the sample E (fabric, functionalized with aqueous solution of chitosan and curcumin, respectively). If compared to the 
reference sample of viscose-chitosan (sample B) it contains for 18 % more nitrogen which means that the chitosan in combination with 
curcumin is bounded in a higher extent onto the fabric surface as chitosan alone. Sample D which was treated within two stages first, with 
the water solution of chitosan and, second with the ethanol solution of curcumin shows a very low concentration of nitrogen which is only 
a 12.52 mmol/kg. This is probably result of a chitosan leaching from the surface of the fabric when applied the second functional layer; i.e. 
fabric treatment with the ethanol solution of curcumin. 
 
The results of the reduction of pathogenic bacteria are given in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Reduction of various pathogenic bacteria  
 

Sample Staphylococcus Aureus Escherichia Coli Streptococcus 
Agalactiae 

A 95% 48% 20% 

B 97 % 94% 6% 
C 82 % 11 % 24 % 
D 94 % 92% No reduction 
E 98 % 98 % No reduction 
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As a reference alkaline washed viscose fabric was used (sample A) which unexpectedly showed anti-microbial activity on the bacterium 
Staphylococcus aureus. The most likely explanation for this result is unsuitable surface of the fabric for the growth and reproduction of 
bacteria since the reduction to these bacteria is seen with all other samples [6]. It is clearly seen that when fabrics were functionalised with 
combination of both polymers (sample D and sample E) an antimicrobial character was similar or slightly improved in comparison with 
fabrics coated by chitosan only. The most important fact is that beside antimicrobial properties also antioxidant properties were introduced 
to those fabrics coated by chitosan-curcumin formulations (sample D and E). Fibres coated only by chitosan did not express any 
antioxidant activity. Those results will be in detailed presented in subsequent paper (Fras et al., Textile research Journal). 
 
 
Conlusions  
 
It is concluded that the antimicrobial properties of fabrics functionalized with the formulation of chitosan-curcumin depend on the nitrogen 
content which indicates the quantity of amino groups which are responsible for the antimicrobial character of chitosan. Curcumin as 
adsorbent for textiles in combination with chitosan represents an added value because of its anti-oxidative properties, whilst slightly 
improve an existing antimicrobial performance of chitosan.  
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Abstract. During the last few years different research groups have been developing systems for 
transformation of abrasive water jet into ice jet, where the use of mineral abrasive is being replaced with ice 
particles. This can be achieved in several different ways. In this paper we present the results from the 
combined research work between University of Ljubljana (SI) and Tecnalia (ES), which has been done on 
developing the prototypes for generation of the Ice Jet (IJ) technology. More specifically the development of 
the prototype which generates the ice particles inside the mixing chamber of the cutting head by partial 
transformation of the high speed water jet into ice particles. This is accomplished by injection of the cryogenic 
gas into the mixing chamber. The prototype uses the high pressure water that is being precooled bellow its 
freezing point prior entering the cutting head.  
 
Introduction 

Abrasive water jet (AWJ) machining process uses a high speed water jet for acceleration of very hard abrasive grains thus enabling 
the removal of work piece material. The high speed water jet is generated by pushing the water under high pressure, up to 600MPa, 
through the water nozzle of a small diameter (0,08 mm-0,4mm) were the potential energy is transformed to kinetic energy, achieving 
supersonic speeds of the formed water jet. The process is universal as it is possible to machine almost any kind of material regardless of 
its composition, structure, hardness or other physical properties. This makes it possible to machine different new materials which cannot 
be machined by traditional machining processes. AWJ machining technology has received considerable attention from several domains of 
production industry due to this competitive advantage. The process is depicted on Fig.1 a). 

Many industrial processes and specifically the AWJ machining, produce waste that is in the form of sludge in which waste material is 
mixed with water. The quantity of abrasive material produced in the waste is huge in the comparison to the quantity of residuals of 
workpiece material. Handling of this sludge is usually not critical since abrasive material is non-toxic, but in some applications the 
workpiece residuals can be harmful to the environment.  

One of possible solutions is to substitute abrasive particles in AWJ with ice crystals and thus get rid of the majority of material in the 
waste sludge. Injection of ice particles into the high speed water jet can be divided into two basic principles: (1) injection of super cooled ice 
particles that are prepared in advance and (2) generation of ice particles in-situ during the cutting process itself by transformation or 
freezing of the water jet which can be further divided into two methods, the freezing by injection of the liquefied gas (e.g. liquefied nitrogen) 
into the mixing chamber, depicted on Fig.1b), and the transformation by sub cooling of the water under high pressure before the water 
nozzle. The idea of Ice Jet was already tested as several authors reported [1-4] but several issues are left to be solved.  

Previous experiments from the research done by Geskin et al.[1], Truchot et al. [2], demonstrated the effectiveness of the use of ice 
particles as a substitute for abrasives. The principal shortcoming of WJ is the low efficiency of the energy transfer between the jet and the 
work piece. The energy efficiency of AWJ is still low although acceptable.  

In his thesis, Shiskin [3] investigated the application of ice powder for material processing. Among other the study involved 
investigation of water freezing and formation of water, ice and air jet stream for cutting and cleaning purposes. 

In his research Wang et al. [5] measured the dynamic characteristics of an ultra-high pressure fine jet using the high speed camera as 
well as the properties of droplets using the Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA). He discovered that at the pressure of 200 MPa and an 
water orifice with diameter of 0,25 mm, the diameters of water droplets at the distance of 90 mm from the orifice range from 75 µm at the 
middle of the jet and  200 µm at the edge of the jet. This size is appropriate as the granulation of the most frequently use mineral abrasive 
of mesh #80 has in average the same size. This means that the bigger the droplet, the smaller the velocity of the droplet. We are counting 
on freezing the slower and bigger droplets as they will spend more time in the mixing chamber and therefore be in the contact with cooling 
media longer. Also the bigger droplets are at the edge of the jet and are therefore better exposed to the cooling media. 
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Fig.1 a) Schematic depiction of abrasive water jet (AWJ) and b) transformation to ice jet (IJ). 

 
Development of the Prototype  

As mentioned the ice particles in the prototype are being generated inside of the cutting head of the AWJ machine, during the 
machining process. For this purpose the efforts have been focused on discovering the most efficient way to remove the energy in the form 
of heat from the water. The method used is based upon the extreme high enthalpy of evaporation of the cryogenic liquefied gases such as 
liquefied carbon dioxide (-78,5oC) and liquefied nitrogen (-195,9oC). These enable a massive heat transfer from water to gas and a 
subsequent phase transformation in the mixing chamber and the focusing nozzle.  Method is depicted on Fig. 2. Ice particles are then 
accelerated by the high speed water jet. This approach was already studied by another research group [3, 4], which obtained some 
promising cutting results in cutting aluminum work piece. The properties of the generated ice particles greatly depend on the temperature. 
The lower it is, the better the mechanical properties such as hardness [6]. In the previous research [7], we have measured the water jet 
temperatures at different pressure conditions using different cutting head configurations. From this work we have measured that the 
temperatures inside the cutting head at 200 MPa are around 60oC.  Most of the temperature buildup occurs on the water nozzle. This 
means that we have to remove a lot of heat form the high speed water jet before the water phase transformation to ice phase even takes 
place. Since the speed of the water jet is very high, around 600 m/s at 200MPa, the time it takes for the water to go through the cutting 
head is very short, on the scale of 10-4

We have addressed this problem by installing the heat exchanger for the high pressure water before the cutting head. 1This can be 
done because of the property of water which at the pressure of 200 MPa can be sub-cooled to -20

 s. This creates difficult conditions for generation of ice particles inside of the cutting head.  

oC and still remain in its liquid form [8]. 
In this way the temperature of water entering the mixing chamber has been reduced by at least 40o

When liquefied nitrogen [LN] comes into contact with the warm water jet it evaporates and by that removes the heat from the water, 
freezing it in the process. As the nitrogen evaporates however it increases in volume around 680 times. This creates a gas pocket inside 
the mixing chamber and prevents the liquid phase to flow inside. In this way the cooling capacity of the system is greatly reduced as the 
gas phase, while still very cold has greatly inferior cooling capabilities than the liquid phase. To assure the constant flow of the liquid phase 
we have created the gas release vent in the mixing chamber. In this way the excess gas phase can leave the mixing chamber through the 
vent and the liquid phase can flow continuously. 

C. In order to maintain the cooled down 
water at the low temperatures as it flows from the heat exchanger unit to the cutting head, the whole system from the heat exchanger on 
had to be thermally insulated in order to prevent heat exchange with the environment.  

 
 

Fig.2 Schematic depiction of the Ice Jet Prototype 2. Sub-cooling the water under high pressure and injection of the liquid nitrogen. 
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Experimental setup 
The built prototype is depicted on Fig.2. The main part of the prototype that was build was the heat exchanger unit which is composed 

of the cooling unit with the glycol heat exchanger, of the glycol-water solution tank and of the high pressure pipes bent into a spiral.  The 
cooling compressor (refrigerator unit) uses the internal heat exchanger to cool down the glycol water solution inside of the tank to the 
temperatures down to -20oC. It was costume build for this purpose and has the cooling power of around 7 kW. The power was calculated 
to successfully cool down the high pressure water from 20oC to at least -15oC. The glycol-water solution tank has a volume of 200 l and is 
also used as a heat storage tank because of its volume. The mixture of glycol and water is set to 50-50% and it can be cooled to around 
-40o

 

C without freezing. The whole tank is thermally insulated using a 20 mm layer of armaflex foam. Both the cooling compressor and the 
glycol-water solution tank are positioned on a costume build cart for mobility of the system. The ¼’’ high pressure tubes of a length of 12 m 
bent into a spiral are submerged into the tank and this forms a second, high pressure, heat exchanger unit. 

 
Fig.3 The prototype experimental site. 

 
To cool down the glycol-water solution, the water in the submerged high pressure pipes needs to be under high pressure otherwise it 

would freeze. For this reason the high pressure water pipe system is divided into two lines. A direct line for warm (not precooled) water and 
a bypass line that goes through the heat exchanger, also called the cold line. To maintain the water inside the cold line under the pressure, 
the system of two manual valves and a check valve are used. After the exit from the cold line the whole high pressure pipe system has 
been insulated using the armaflex foam to prevent the heat exchange between the surrounding air. The cold water then enters the cutting 
head and gets heated up inside the water nozzle as the transformation from the potential to kinetic energy takes place. The LN is then 
injected inside the mixing chamber at atmospheric pressure as can be seen on Fig.2. Inside the mixing chamber the jet creates under 
pressure which sucks the LN inside. The amount of LN used can be controlled using different size inlet nozzles. As the LN comes in 
contact with water it starts evaporating and the excess gas phase leaves the cutting head through the gas release vent. Without this vent 
the cooling process is very low. The whole system is equipped with thermocouple temperature sensor to monitor and control the process. 

 
Results and conclusions 

The developed prototype has so far been tested only in terms of temperature measurements and jet stability observations. Already in our 
first attempts it became obvious that the stability of the process in terms of temperatures and jet coherence will be difficult. The amount of 
LN used is very important as to little will result in insufficient cooling of the jet while too much will cause the jet to break up as the liquid 
phase will transform into gas inside of the jet. The process also needs a control system to defrost the possible ice clogs in the inlet nozzle 
or outlet vent in order to become useful for continuous use. There is also the issue of starting and stopping of the machine as the water 
inside of the cutting head tends to freeze when the process is interrupted for a short time. So the heating system will also be needed. 
We have so far measured temperatures below -30o

 

C inside of the cutting head, which is promising. Until now the main objective was to 
insure repeatability of the process which has now been established to the point where we will continue with some smaller modifications to 
optimize the injection of LN and begin with the cutting tests of different materials. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the CFD investigation of the turbulent flow in one-stage radial flow 
blower-aggregate indicated by BA1. The main aim of this numerical investigation is to determine the relevant 
operating characteristics of the blower-aggregate and to determine detailed information about the flow 
characteristics inside it. The distributions of these flow characteristics in the blower-aggregate determined by 
commercial code ANSYS-FLUENT are available to judge whether the elements of the blower-aggregate are 
working properly, or not. The CFD investigations mentioned above were carried out for the blower aggregate 
BA1 and the results are shown in this paper and are compared with the calculated results for the blower 
aggregate BA0. 
 
Introduction 

The investigated blower aggregate is demonstrated in Fig. 1 in a disassembled state showing the main parts of the blower. 

 
 

Fig. 1 The main parts of the investigated blower aggregate 

The first step of our numerical investigation was to create the complete computational domain of the blower-aggregate. It has been 
produced using the commercial pre-processing tool of ANSYS-GAMBIT. The complete three-dimensional computational domain of the 
blower aggregate is illustrated in Fig. 2 with two different views. Here, a slightly simplified inlet and outlet parts can be observed compared 
to the Fig.1. In order to produce a relatively homogenous velocity distribution along the inlet cross-section during the numerical simulation, 
the inlet cross section has been extruded producing a short cylindrical pipe section. At the outlet section of the blower two short cylindrical 
pipe sections were connected with the similar shape of the cross-section, which can be seen in the wall between the blower and 
electromotor (see Figs. 1 and 2). 

  
 

Fig. 2 The produced three-dimensional computational domain of the blower aggregate 
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The outer parts of the computational domain – including the inlet and outlet parts as well as the house of the blower aggregate – are 
exemplified in Fig. 2. The inner parts of this domain, the stationary guide vanes (indicated by BA1) and the rotating impeller vanes are 
represented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The air flows into the blower throughout the inlet section and arrives to the impeller, then 
flows across it which increases the total energy of the air. After the air arrives the guide vanes at the impeller side then it flows into the 
guide vanes on the back side. Finally the air flows through the pressured side of the blower and leaves the blower throughout the outlet 
sections. 

 
 

Fig. 3 Photo of the impeller and guide vanes of BA1 

 

 
Fig. 4 The three-dimensional model of the impeller 

The main aim of this numerical investigation is to determine the relevant operating characteristics of the blower relying on 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). 
 
Computational details 

The numerical simulation with a rotating part requires that the computational domain has to be divided into sub domains, as shown in 
Fig. 5. Two principal sub-domains have to be introduced: the rotational sub-domain (named ROTOR) is the sub-domain with the blower 
impeller and the stationary sub-domains (named STATOR) which are bounded by the walls of the blower, the guide vanes and return 
guide vanes. 

 
Fig.5 Partitioning of the total computational domain 

The numerical computations rely on the finite volume methods and are performed in the commercial solver ANSYS Fluent [1]. The 
corresponding unstructured finite volume mesh has been created in the commercial pre-processor tool ANSYS Gambit emphasizing the 
importance of the mesh quality. One of the characteristic mesh quality parameter is the equi-angle skewness of the mesh elements (shown 
in Table 1). The complete computational grid involves 11.27 million cells with the maximum skewness parameter of 0.87, which proves that 
the mesh quality is acceptable for the numerical computations. 

Table 1. Skewness parameters of the computational grid for total computational domain 

From value To value Count in range % of total count 
0 0.1 5 578 911 49.52 

0.1 0.2 2 435 866 21.62 

0.2 0.3 1 288 784 11.44 

0.3 0.4 1 162 310 10.32 

0.4 0.5 601 143 5.34 

0.5 0.6 144 875 1.29 

0.6 0.7 49 394 0.44 

0.7 0.8 4 076 0.04 

0.8 0.9 813 0.01 

0.9 1 0 0.00 

  11 266 172 100 
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The part of the unstructured mesh using hexahedral elements is exemplified in Fig. 6. 

  
 

Fig. 6. The surface mesh of the blower impeller 
 
Computational results 

 
The “density based implicit Gauss-Seidel” [1] numerical procedure has been applied in the unsteady numerical flow computations. 

According to the relative high velocities in the blower the flow has been considered as compressible, therefore, the perfect-gas law with the 
k-ω SST turbulence model have been applied in the unsteady simulations. 

The configuration of the blower aggregates BA1 has newly designed stationary guide vanes and the stationary return guide vanes 
with new blade geometries, otherwise, the other parts correspond to the previously investigated configuration BA0 [2]. 

The computational results obtained by ANSYS Fluent are represented in figures and diagrams. Figs. 8 and 9 show the streamlines of 
the velocity fields, while the Figs. 10 and 11 below give information about the variations of average absolute pressure and the mass-flow 
rate (concerning to the denoted 16 different cross-sections of the total flow-domain shown in Fig. 7) in the direction of the main flow inside 
the aggregate. 

 
 

Fig. 7 Partitioning of the computational domain 

In Fig. 8 the streamlines of the relative (inside the impeller) and the absolute (inside the guide vanes) velocity fields are shown along 
the plane A. Fig. 9 shows the streamlines of the velocity (inside the return guide vanes and the pressured side of the blower) along the 
plane B. 
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                   Fig. 8 Streamlines in the plane A               Fig. 9 Streamlines in the plane B 

Figs. 8 and 9 give insight into the local structures of the flow using streamlines along the two planes indicated by A and B. Finally 
three different operating points of the blower were numerically investigated by ANSYS-FLUENT [1]. One of the initial parameters of our 
calculation was the mass-flow rate at the inlet. The pressure difference between the outlet and inlet sections of the blower has been 
derived from the computations. 

Figs. 10 and 11 show the variations of the averaged flow parameters. They are determined by the surface integral of the physical 
fields in the blower aggregates indicated by BA0 and BA1. All the presented results are obtained for operation state II of the blower 
aggregate at the mass flow rate  ṁ = 0.033 kg/s. Knowing the variations of these averaged parameters is very important, if we want to get 
useful information about the overall operational characteristics of the blower. 

Sixteen different cross-sections are illustrated in Fig. 7. The obtained values of the average absolute pressure for the indicated 16 
sections and the variations of this characteristic flow variable are shown in Fig. 10. The values of the average mass flow rate concerning 
these cross sections are also computed and shown in Fig. 11. 

The variations of the absolute pressure for BA1 and BA0 is shown in Fig. 10 between sections 2 and 8 (inside the impeller). The 
absolute pressure energy is increasing in a very similar way through the impeller. Between sections 8 and 10 the increasing in the cross 
sectional areas also are shown a small changing of the absolute pressure. In Fig. 11 for both blower-aggregates the average mass flow 
rates between sections 2 and 8 the relatively large increase can be observed. The increase of the mass flow rates is caused by leakage. 

  
Fig. 10 Variation of the average absolute pressure   Fig. 11 Variation of the average mass flow rate 

 
Conclusion 

By comparing the distributions of the average absolute pressure and the mass flow rate concerning to operating point II of the blower 
aggregates AB0 and AB1 some small differences can be noticed. In Fig. 10 between sections 2 and 8 (inside the impeller) the variations 
of the absolute pressure are shown very similar energy increase through the impeller. Between sections 8 and 10 the increase in cross 
sectional area also causes a small increase in the absolute pressure. In Fig. 11 between sections 2 and 8 the relatively large increase 
caused by leakage. 
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